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Exhibits
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Tuesday, Nov 15 10 am–6 pm
Wednesday, Nov 16 10 am–6 pm
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Main (+Mobile App Support)
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Saturday, Nov 12 1–5 pm
Sunday, Nov 13  8 am–6 pm
Monday, Nov 14 8 am–7 pm
Tuesday, Nov 15 8 am–6 pm
Wednesday, Nov 16 8 am–6 pm
Thursday, Nov 17 8 am–6 pm
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House of Blues 
Sunday, Nov 13 6–9 pm 

Shuttles Begin and 5:30–8 pm
Continuously Loop 
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Hotels* and KBHCC  
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Technical Program Reception
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Thursday, Nov 17 6–9:30 pm 
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*On daily hotel shuttle routes plus KBHCC for those 
at Omni or Aloft

Please note there is limited bag check space at this 
event and backpacks are discouraged.
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ACM Gordon Bell COVID Finalist
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Wednesday, November 16th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Gordon Bell COVID-19 Finalist Session 1

Session Description:

GenSLMs: Genome-scale language models reveal SARS-CoV-2 evolutionary dynamics

Maxim Zvyagin (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Alexander Brace (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago), Kyle Hippe (Argonne National Laboratory), Yuntian Deng

(NVIDIA Corporation, Harvard University), Bin Zhang (Cerebras Systems), Cindy Bohorquez

(Cerebras Systems), Austin Clyde (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago),

Bharat Kale (Northern Illinois University), Danilo Perez-Rivera (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL),

New York University (NYU)), Heng Ma (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Carla M. Mann

(Argonne National Laboratory, University of Chicago), Michael Irvin (Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL)), J. Gregory Pauloski (University of Chicago), Logan Ward (Argonne National Laboratory),

Valerie Hayot-Sasson (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago), Murali Emani

(Argonne National Laboratory), Sam Foreman (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Zhen Xie

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Diangen Lin (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University

of Chicago), Maulik Shukla (Argonne National Laboratory, University of Chicago), Weili Nie (NVIDIA

Corporation), Josh Romero (NVIDIA Corporation), Christian Dallago (NVIDIA Corporation, Technical

University Munich), Arash Vahdat (NVIDIA Corporation), Chaowei Xiao (Arizona State University,

NVIDIA Corporation), Thomas Gibbs (NVIDIA Corporation), Ian Foster (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago), James J. Davis (Argonne National Laboratory, University of

Chicago), Michael Papka (Argonne National Laboratory; University of Illinois, Chicago), Thomas

Brettin (Argonne National Laboratory), Rick Stevens (Argonne National Laboratory, University of

Chicago), Anima Anandkumar (NVIDIA Corporation, California Institute of Technology), Venkatram

Vishwanath (Argonne National Laboratory), Arvind Ramanathan (Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL))

Our work seeks to transform how new and emergent variants of pandemic causing viruses,

speci�cally SARS-CoV-2, are identi�ed and classi�ed. By adapting large language models (LLMs)

for genomic data, we build genome-scale language models (GenSLMs) which can learn the



evolutionary landscape of SARS-CoV-2 genomes. By pre-training on over 110 million prokaryotic

gene sequences, and then �ne-tuning a SARS-CoV-2 speci�c model on 1.5 million genomes, we

show that GenSLM can accurately and rapidly identify variants of concern. Thus, to our knowledge,

GenSLM represents one of the �rst whole genome scale foundation models which can generalize

to other prediction tasks. We demonstrate the scaling of GenSLMs on both GPU-based

supercomputers and AI-hardware accelerators, achieving over 1.54 zetta�ops in training runs. We

present initial scienti�c insights gleaned from examining GenSLMs in tracking the evolutionary

dynamics of SARS-CoV-2, noting that its full potential on large biological data is yet to be realized.

TwoFold: highly accurate structure and af�nity prediction for protein-ligand complexes from

sequences

Darren J. Hsu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Hao Lu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory),

Aditya Kashi (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Michael Matheson (Oak Ridge National Laboratory),

John Gounley (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Feiyi Wang (Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)), Wayne Joubert (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jens Glaser (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory)

We describe our development of ab initio protein-ligand binding pose prediction models based on

transformers and binding af�nity prediction models based on the neural tangent kernel (NTK).

Folding both protein and ligand, the TwoFold models achieve ef�cient and quality predictions

matching state-of-the-art implementations while additionally reconstructing protein structures.

NTK and Gaussian Process models are demonstrated to be a worthy use of HPC resources for AI,

and the advantages of adapting highly-optimized linear solver benchmarking codes to solve the

large dense linear systems required by these models are shown.



ACM Gordon Bell Finalist

(back to top)

Tuesday, November 15th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Gordon Bell Prize Finalist Session 1

Session Description:

Extreme-Scale Many-against-Many Protein Similarity Search

Oguz Selvitopi (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Saliya Ekanayake (Microsoft

Corporation), Giulia Guidi (University of California, Berkeley), Muaaz Awan (National Energy

Research Scienti�c Computing Center (NERSC)), Georgios Pavlopoulos (Biomedical Sciences

Research Center (BSRC), Greece), Ariful Azad (Indiana University), Nikos Kyrpides (US Department

of Energy Joint Genome Institute), Leonid Oliker (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)),

Katherine Yelick (University of California, Berkeley; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)),

Aydin Buluç (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL); University of California, Berkeley)

Similarity search is one of the most fundamental computations that are regularly performed on

ever-increasing protein datasets. Scalability is of paramount importance for uncovering novel

phenomena that occur at very large scales. We unleash the power of over 20,000 GPUs on the

Summit system to perform all-vs-all protein similarity search on one of the largest publicly

available datasets with 405 million proteins, in less than 3.5 hours, cutting the time-to-solution for

many use cases from weeks. The variability of protein sequence lengths, as well as the sparsity of

the space of pairwise comparisons, make this a challenging problem in distributed memory. Due to

the need to construct and maintain a data structure holding indices to all other sequences, this

application has a huge memory footprint that makes it hard to scale the problem sizes. We

overcome this memory limitation by innovative matrix-based blocking techniques, without

introducing additional load imbalance.

Reshaping Geostatistical Modeling and Prediction for Extreme-Scale Environmental

Applications

Qinglei Cao (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory), Sameh Abdulah (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Rabab Alomairy (King Abdullah



University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Yu Pei (University of Tennessee, Innovative

Computing Laboratory), Pratik Nag (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)),

George Bosilca (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory; Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)), Marc Genton (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David Keyes

(King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Ying Sun (King Abdullah University of Science and

Technology (KAUST))

We extend the capability of space-time geostatistical modeling using algebraic approximations,

illustrating application-expected accuracy worthy of double precision from majority low-precision

computations and low-rank matrix approximations. We exploit the mathematical structure of the

dense covariance matrix whose inverse action and determinant are repeatedly required in Gaussian

log-likelihood optimization. Geostatistics augments �rst-principles modeling approaches for the

prediction of environmental phenomena given the availability of measurements at a large number

of locations; however, traditional Cholesky-based approaches grow cubically in complexity, gating

practical extension to continental and global datasets now available. We combine the linear

algebraic contributions of mixed-precision and low-rank computations within a tile-based Cholesky

solver with on-demand casting of precisions and dynamic runtime support from PaRSEC to

orchestrate tasks and data movement. Our adaptive approach scales on various systems and

leverages the Fujitsu A64FX nodes of Fugaku to achieve up to 12X performance speedup against

the highly optimized dense Cholesky implementation.

Pushing the Frontier in the Design of Laser-Based Electron Accelerators with Groundbreaking

Mesh-Re�ned Particle-In-Cell Simulations on Exascale-Class Supercomputers

Luca Fedeli (University of Paris-Saclay), Axel Huebl (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), France Boillod-Cerneux (University of Paris-Saclay), Thomas Clark (University of Paris-

Saclay), Kevin Gott (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Conrad Hillairet (ARM Ltd),

Stephan Jaure (Bull Atos Technologies), Adrien Leblanc (National Institute of Advanced Technology

(ENSTA Paris)), Rémi Lehe (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Andrew Myers

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Christelle Piechurski (GENCI, France), Mitsuhisa

Sato (RIKEN), Neil Zaïm (University of Paris-Saclay), Weiqun Zhang (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL)), Jean-Luc Vay (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Henri Vincenti

(University of Paris-Saclay)

We present a �rst-of-kind mesh-re�ned (MR) massively parallel Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code for

kinetic plasma simulations optimized on the Frontier, Fugaku, Summit, and Perlmutter

supercomputers. Major innovations, implemented in the WarpX PIC code, include: (i) a three level

parallelization strategy that demonstrated performance portability and scaling on millions of



A64FX cores and tens of thousands of AMD and Nvidia GPUs (ii) a groundbreaking mesh

re�nement capability that provides between 1.5× to 4× savings in computing requirements on the

science case reported in this paper, (iii) an ef�cient load balancing strategy between multiple MR

levels. The MR PIC code enabled 3D simulations of laser-matter interactions on Frontier, Fugaku,

and Summit, which have so far been out of the reach of standard codes. These simulations helped

remove a major limitation of compact laser-based electron accelerators, which are promising

candidates for next generation high-energy physics experiments and ultra-high dose rate FLASH

radiotherapy.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Gordon Bell Prize Finalist Session 2

Session Description:

Extreme Scale Earthquake Simulation with Uncertainty Quanti�cation

Tsuyoshi Ichimura (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kohei Fujita (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Ryota

Kusakabe (University of Tokyo), Kentaro Koyama (Fujitsu Ltd), Sota Murakami (University of Tokyo),

Yuma Kikuchi (University of Tokyo), Takane Hori (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and

Technology), Muneo Hori (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Hikaru Inoue

(Fujitsu Ltd), Takafumi Nose (Fujitsu Ltd), Takahiro Kawashima (Fujitsu Ltd), Lalith Maddegedara

(University of Tokyo)

We develop a stochastic �nite element method with ultra-large degrees of freedom that discretize

probabilistic and physical spaces using unstructured second-order tetrahedral elements with

double precision using a mixed-precision implicit iterative solver that scales to the full Fugaku

system and enables fast Uncertainty Quanti�cation (UQ). The developed solver designed to attain

high performance on a variety of CPU/GPU-based supercomputers enabled solving 37 trillion

degrees-of-freedom problem with 19.8% peak FP64 performance on full Fugaku (89.8 PFLOPS)

with 87.7% weak scaling ef�ciency, corresponding to 224-fold speedup over the state of the art

solver running on full Summit. This method, which has shown its effectiveness via solving huge

(32-trillion degrees-of-freedom) practical problems, is expected to be a breakthrough in damage

mitigation, and is expected to facilitate the scienti�c understanding of earthquake phenomena and

have a ripple effect on other �elds that similarly require UQ.

2.5 Million-Atom Ab Initio Electronic-Structure Simulation of Complex Metallic

Heterostructures with DGDFT

Wei Hu (University of Science and Technology of China), Hong An (University of Science and

Technology of China; Pilot National Laboratory for Marine Science and Technology, Qingdao, China),



Zhuoqiang Guo (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Qingcai Jiang

(University of Science and Technology of China), Xinming Qin (University of Science and Technology

of China), Junshi Chen (University of Science and Technology of China; Pilot National Laboratory for

Marine Science and Technology, Qingdao, China), Weile Jia (Institute of Computing Technology,

Chinese Academy of Sciences), Chao Yang (Peking University), Zhaolong Luo (University of Science

and Technology of China), Jielan Li (University of Science and Technology of China), Wentiao Wu

(University of Science and Technology of China), Guangming Tan (Institute of Computing

Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Dongning Jia (Pilot National Laboratory for Marine

Science and Technology, Qingdao, China), Qinglin Lu (Institute of Software, Chinese Academy of

Sciences), Fangfang Liu (Institute of Software, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Min Tian (Qilu

University of Technology, Shandong, China), Fang Li (National Research Center of Parallel

Computer Engineering and Technology, China), Yeqi Huang (University of Science and Technology

of China), Liyi Wang (University of Science and Technology of China), Sha Liu (University of Science

and Technology of China), Jinlong Yang (University of Science and Technology of China)

Over the past three decades, ab initio electronic structure calculations of large, complex and

metallic systems are limited to tens of thousands of atoms in computational accuracy and ef�ciency

on leadership supercomputers. We present a massively parallel discontinuous Galerkin density

functional theory (DGDFT) implementation, which adopts adaptive local basis functions to

discretize the Kohn-Sham equation, resulting in a block-sparse Hamiltonian matrix. A highly

ef�cient pole expansion and selected inversion (PEXSI) sparse direct solver is implemented in

DGDFT to achieve O(N1.5) scaling for quasi two-dimensional systems. DGDFT allows us to

compute the electronic structures of complex metallic heterostructures with 2.5 million atoms (17.2

million electrons) using 35.9 million cores on the new Sunway supercomputer. The peak

performance of PEXSI can achieve 64 PFLOPS (5% of theoretical peak), which is unprecedented for

sparse direct solvers. This accomplishment paves the way for quantum mechanical simulations into

mesoscopic scale for designing next-generation electronic devices.

Exa�ops Biomedical Knowledge Graph Analytics

Ramakrishnan Kannan (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Piyush Sao (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Hao Lu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jakub Kurzak (Advanced

Micro Devices (AMD) Inc), Gundolf Schenk (University of California, San Francisco), Yongmei Shi

(University of California, San Francisco), Seung-Hwan Lim (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)),

Sharat Israni (University of California, San Francisco), Vijay Thakkar (Georgia Institute of

Technology), Guojing Cong (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Robert Patton (Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL)), Sergio Baranzini (University of California, San Francisco), Richard

Vuduc (Georgia Institute of Technology), Thomas Potok (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

We are motivated by newly proposed methods for mining large-scale corpora of scholarly



publications (e.g., full biomedical literature), which consists of tens of millions of papers spanning

decades of research. In this setting, analysts seek to discover relationships among concepts. They

construct graph representations from annotated text databases and then formulate the

relationship-mining problem as an all-pairs shortest paths (APSP) and validate connective paths

against curated biomedical knowledge graphs (e.g., SPOKE). In this context, we present COAST

(Exascale Communication-Optimized All-Pairs Shortest Path) and demonstrate 1.004 EF/s on

9,200 Frontier nodes (73,600 GCDs). We develop hyperbolic performance models (HYPERMOD),

which guide optimizations and parametric tuning. The proposed COAST algorithm achieved the

memory constant parallel ef�ciency of 99% in the single-precision tropical semiring. Looking

forward, COAST will enable the integration of scholarly corpora like PubMed into the SPOKE

biomedical knowledge graph.

Wednesday, November 16th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Gordon Bell COVID-19 Finalist Session 1

Session Description:

GenSLMs: Genome-scale language models reveal SARS-CoV-2 evolutionary dynamics

Maxim Zvyagin (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Alexander Brace (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago), Kyle Hippe (Argonne National Laboratory), Yuntian Deng

(NVIDIA Corporation, Harvard University), Bin Zhang (Cerebras Systems), Cindy Bohorquez

(Cerebras Systems), Austin Clyde (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago),

Bharat Kale (Northern Illinois University), Danilo Perez-Rivera (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL),

New York University (NYU)), Heng Ma (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Carla M. Mann

(Argonne National Laboratory, University of Chicago), Michael Irvin (Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL)), J. Gregory Pauloski (University of Chicago), Logan Ward (Argonne National Laboratory),

Valerie Hayot-Sasson (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago), Murali Emani

(Argonne National Laboratory), Sam Foreman (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Zhen Xie

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Diangen Lin (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University

of Chicago), Maulik Shukla (Argonne National Laboratory, University of Chicago), Weili Nie (NVIDIA

Corporation), Josh Romero (NVIDIA Corporation), Christian Dallago (NVIDIA Corporation, Technical

University Munich), Arash Vahdat (NVIDIA Corporation), Chaowei Xiao (Arizona State University,

NVIDIA Corporation), Thomas Gibbs (NVIDIA Corporation), Ian Foster (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago), James J. Davis (Argonne National Laboratory, University of

Chicago), Michael Papka (Argonne National Laboratory; University of Illinois, Chicago), Thomas

Brettin (Argonne National Laboratory), Rick Stevens (Argonne National Laboratory, University of



Chicago), Anima Anandkumar (NVIDIA Corporation, California Institute of Technology), Venkatram

Vishwanath (Argonne National Laboratory), Arvind Ramanathan (Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL))

Our work seeks to transform how new and emergent variants of pandemic causing viruses,

speci�cally SARS-CoV-2, are identi�ed and classi�ed. By adapting large language models (LLMs)

for genomic data, we build genome-scale language models (GenSLMs) which can learn the

evolutionary landscape of SARS-CoV-2 genomes. By pre-training on over 110 million prokaryotic

gene sequences, and then �ne-tuning a SARS-CoV-2 speci�c model on 1.5 million genomes, we

show that GenSLM can accurately and rapidly identify variants of concern. Thus, to our knowledge,

GenSLM represents one of the �rst whole genome scale foundation models which can generalize

to other prediction tasks. We demonstrate the scaling of GenSLMs on both GPU-based

supercomputers and AI-hardware accelerators, achieving over 1.54 zetta�ops in training runs. We

present initial scienti�c insights gleaned from examining GenSLMs in tracking the evolutionary

dynamics of SARS-CoV-2, noting that its full potential on large biological data is yet to be realized.

TwoFold: highly accurate structure and af�nity prediction for protein-ligand complexes from

sequences

Darren J. Hsu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Hao Lu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory),

Aditya Kashi (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Michael Matheson (Oak Ridge National Laboratory),

John Gounley (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Feiyi Wang (Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)), Wayne Joubert (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jens Glaser (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory)

We describe our development of ab initio protein-ligand binding pose prediction models based on

transformers and binding af�nity prediction models based on the neural tangent kernel (NTK).

Folding both protein and ligand, the TwoFold models achieve ef�cient and quality predictions

matching state-of-the-art implementations while additionally reconstructing protein structures.

NTK and Gaussian Process models are demonstrated to be a worthy use of HPC resources for AI,

and the advantages of adapting highly-optimized linear solver benchmarking codes to solve the

large dense linear systems required by these models are shown.
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Tuesday, November 15th

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

ACM Student Research Competition Posters Display

Session Description:

Optimizing Communication in Parallel Deep Learning via Parameter Pruning

Siddharth Singh (University of Maryland)

Large scale neural network training is challenging due to the high ratio of communication to

computation. Recent work has shown that these large networks contain sparse subnetworks

consisting of 10-20% of the parameters, which when trained in isolation reach comparable

accuracy to the larger network. In this work, we propose a novel approach that exploits the

existence of these sparse subnetworks to dramatically improve the ef�ciency of large scale neural

network training. By storing in sparse and computing in dense, we are able to reduce the number of

parameters drastically while matching the compute ef�ciency of the original network. We exploit

this reduced parameter set to optimize the communication time of AxoNN, a state-of-the-art

framework for parallel deep learning. Our approach yields a signi�cant speedup of 17% when

training a 2.7 billion parameter transformer model on 384 GPUs.

High Performance Computing Scheduler Parameter Optimization Using Simulation and

Regression

Scott Hutchison (Kansas State University)

Jobs for a High Performance Computing cluster are allocated system resources by a scheduling

application such as SLURM. These scheduling applications are highly con�gurable by HPC

administrators through the use of parameters which modify and customize their scheduling

behavior. Although there are default values for these scheduling parameters provided by their

creators and maintainers, it is unclear which values for scheduler parameter settings would be



optimal for a particular HPC system running the types of jobs its users typically submit. Using over

37,000 jobs from historic job log data from Kansas State University’s High Performance Computing

cluster, this research uses a SLURM simulator to execute over 90,000 scheduler simulations

requiring over 840,000 compute hours along with gradient boosted tree regression to predict an

optimal set of scheduler con�guration parameters which results in a 79% decrease in the average

job queue time when compared with the default scheduler parameters

Compressing Quantum Circuit Simulation Tensor Data

Milan Shah (North Carolina State University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over many quantum tensors.

QTensor, a library built for quantum circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm,

contracts tensors to return a �nal energy value. As bucket elimination advances, tensors can grow

large, and memory becomes a bottleneck. To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while

enabling more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implementing a lossy compressor that

can compress the �oating-point data stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously

preserving a �nal energy value within an error bound after decompression. We study the effects of

various lossy compression/decompression strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result

error to ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does not heavily distort data.

The work for this project is in progress and preliminary results for proposed

preprocessing/postprocessing strategies and compressor optimizations that have been developed

will be showcased.

Ef�ciently Learning Locality Optimizations by Decomposing Transformation Domains

Tharindu Patabandi (University of Utah)

Achieving full automation of program optimization is still an open problem for compiler writers. This

work explores machine learning as a potential solution to learn data locality optimizations for

tensor applications. Training models with supervised-learning for loop-nest optimization often

requires prohibitively expensive training data generation for learning the combined effects of a

transformation sequence. As a solution, this work proposes a novel learning strategy called

Composed Singular Prediction (CSP) that signi�cantly reduces the training data generation cost in

the context of learned loop transformation models. The learned models are then deployed to

predict data locality optimization schedules for Conv2d kernels to achieve performance

improvements up to 4x against Intel oneDNN while saving over 100x in training data collection

time over exhaustive search.



Towards Scalable Identi�cation of Motifs Representing Non-Determinism in HPC Simulations

Ali Khan (University of North Texas)

We present a novel parallel framework for large scale network alignment. Network alignment has

applications in many disciplines including bioinformatics and social sciences. Our algorithm is one

of the �rst network alignment tools that can not only identify similar networks, but also identify the

differences between nearly similar networks. It is particularly useful in �nding regions of non-

determinism in event graphs, arising in large HPC simulations.

Our algorithm compares similarity between vertices based the number of graphlets (or motifs) to

which the vertex belongs. Thus, it can also be used to �nd motifs in a graph. However, compared to

the state-of-the art algorithms, our algorithm can (i) compute multiple motifs in one execution and

(ii) be tuned to graph structure and user speci�cation. We will present the algorithm, showcase the

scalability results, and compare its performance and accuracy with other state-of-the art software.

IOPathTune: Adaptive Online Parameter Tuning for Parallel File System I/O Path

Md. Hasanur Rashid (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

Parallel �le systems like Lustre contain complicated I/O paths from clients to storage servers. An

ef�cient I/O path requires proper settings of multiple parameters as the default settings often fail to

deliver optimal performance, especially for diverse workloads in the HPC environment. Existing

tuning strategies are limited in being adaptive, timely, and �exible. We propose IOPathTune, which

adaptively tunes PFS I/O Path online from the client side without characterizing the workloads,

doing expensive pro�ling, and communicating with other machines. We leveraged CloudLab to

conduct the evaluations with 20 different Filebench workloads under three different test conditions:

single-client standalone tests, dynamic workload change, and multi-client executions. We

observed either on par or better performance than the default con�guration across all workloads.

Some of the most considerable improvement includes 231%, 113%, 96%, 43%.

Optimizing Traceback in the Smith-Waterman Algorithm for GPUs

LeAnn Lindsey (University of Utah, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The traceback phase of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm requires signi�cant memory and

introduces an irregular memory access pattern which makes it challenging to implement for GPU

architectures. In this work, we introduce a novel strategy for implementing the traceback kernel for

the SW algorithm on GPUs by restructuring the global memory access patterns and introducing a

memory-ef�cient data structure for storing large dynamic programming matrices in GPU’s limited

memory. To demonstrate this kernel’s performance we integrated this into the existing ADEPT



library and Metahipmer2, a de novo metagenomic short read assembler. Our implementation is

3.6x faster than traceback in GASAL2, and 51x faster than traceback in Striped Smith-Waterman,

the current state of the art SW libraries on GPU and CPU respectively. It sped up the �nal

alignment step in Metahipmer2 by an average of 44% and improved the overall execution time of

Metahipmer2 by an average of 13%.

Mostly Painless Scienti�c Computing with Rust

Srinath Kailasa (University College London)

Scienti�c software is required to be fast, painless to change, and easy to deploy. Historically,

compiled languages such as C/C++ and Fortran have been preferred when writing software with

the highest performance requirements. However these languages are complex, and the resulting

software is challenging to maintain and deploy across platforms. We present our recent software

projects written in Rust, a fast-growing, ergonomic, systems-level programming language with a

toolchain designed for high-performance and simple cross platform builds. We illustrate the current

state of the scienti�c computing ecosystem in Rust, through our experience developing high-

performance MPI-distributed software for computational physics problems.

Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

Aggregated HPC resources have rigid allocation systems and programming models and struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fall short of providing a solution that can be

applied to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses.

In this project, we use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the utilization of

supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model satis�es the requirements of high-

performance applications and how idle memory helps resolve cold startup issues. We demonstrate

a software resource disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows idle cores

and accelerators to be utilized while retaining near-native performance.

SurrogateTrain: Drastically Improving Performance of Data Loading for Training Scienti�c

Surrogate Models

Baixi Sun (Indiana University)



Deep learning surrogate models have drawn much attention in large-scale scienti�c simulations

because they can provide similar results to simulations at lower computational costs. To process

large amounts of scienti�c data, distributed training on high-performance computing (HPC) clusters

is often used. Training a surrogate model with data parallelism consists of three major steps: (1)

Each device loads a subset of the dataset from the parallel �lesystem; (2) Computing the model

update on each device; (3) Communicating between devices to synchronize the model update.

During these steps, we observe that data loading is the main performance bottleneck for training

surrogate models. To this end, we propose SurrogateTrain, an ef�cient data-loading approach for

training surrogate models, including of�ine scheduling and on-demand buffering. Our evaluation on

a scienti�c surrogate model demonstrates that SurrogateTrain reduces the amount of data loaded

by 6.7× and achieves up to 4.7× speedup in data loading.

ParaGraph: An Application-Simulator Interface and Toolkit for Hardware-Software Co-Design

Mikhail Isaev (Georgia Institute of Technology)

ParaGraph is an open-source toolkit for use in co-designing hardware and software for

supercomputer-scale systems. It bridges an infrastructure gap between an application target and

existing high-�delity computer-network simulators. The �rst component of ParaGraph is a high-

level graph representation of a parallel program, which faithfully represents parallelism and

communication, can be extracted automatically from a compiler, and is “tuned” for use with network

simulators. The second is a runtime that can emulate the representation’s dynamic execution for a

simulator. User-extensible mechanisms are available for modeling on-node performance and

transforming high-level communication into operations that backend simulators understand. Case

studies include deep learning workloads that are extracted automatically from programs written in

JAX and TensorFlow and interfaced with several event-driven network simulators. These studies

show how system designers can use ParaGraph to build �exible end-to-end software-hardware

co-design work�ows to tweak communication libraries, �nd future hardware bottlenecks, and

validate simulations with traces.

Spline-Interpolation-Based Lossy Compression for Scienti�c Data

Jiannan Tian (Indiana University)

Error-bounded lossy compression is a critical technique for signi�cantly reducing scienti�c data

volumes. With ever-emerging heterogeneous high-performance computing (HPC) architecture,

GPU-accelerated error-bounded compressors such as cuSZ have been developed. In order to

improve the data quality and the compression ratio while maintaining high throughput, an

interpolation-based spline method is introduced, inspired by the existing CPU prototype. In this



work, We present (1) an ef�cient GPU implementation of the 3D interpolative spline prediction

method, (2) a �ner-grained data chunking approach using anchor points to leverage the modern

GPU architecture, and (3) an in-depth analysis of how such anchor point affects the error formation

and the compression ratio, and (4) a preliminary result in performance on the state-of-the-art

modern GPUs. Our solution can achieve 1) a higher compression ratio than the previous default

prediction method in cuSZ, and 2) the overall comparable data quality and compression ratio with

the CPU prototype.

Statistical Prediction of Lossy Compression Ratios for 3D Scienti�c Data

David Krasowska (Clemson University)

In the �elds of science and engineering, lossy compression plays a growing role in running scienti�c

simulations, as output data is on the scale of terabytes. Using error bounded lossy compression

reduces the amount of storage for each simulation; however, there is no known bound for the upper

limit of lossy compressibility. Data correlation structures, compressors and error bounds are factors

allowing larger compression ratios and improved quality metrics. This provides one direction

towards quantifying lossy compressibility. Our previous work explored 2D statistical methods to

characterize the data correlation structures and their relationships, through functional models, to

compression ratios and quality metrics for 2D scienti�c data. In this poster, we explore the

expansion of our statistical methods to 3D scienti�c data. The method was comparable to 2D. Our

work is the next step towards evaluating the theoretical limits of lossy compressibility used to

predict compression performance and optimally adapt compressors.

Quantify the Effect of Histogram Intersection in Spatio-Temporal Data Sampling

Changfeng Zou (Clemson University)

The computational advance in high-performance computing leads to increased data generation by

applications, resulting in a bottleneck within the system due to I/O limitations. One solution is the

Spatio-temporal sampling method, which takes advantage of both spatial and temporal data

reduction methods to produce higher post-reconstruction quality. Various user input parameters

such as the number of bins or histogram intersection limit the performance for Spatio-temporal

sampling. This poster focuses on determining the effect of the histogram intersection threshold in

the Spatio-temporal sampling method. Results indicate that as long as a data set is not identical

across adjacent time-steps, reducing the histogram intersection percentage increases the sampling

bandwidth until blocks reused become static. The ExaAM data set shows an increase of 100-130%

in sampling bandwidth, with only about a 5% decrease in PSNR value at 60% histogram

intersection or lower.



Predicting Scienti�c Data Popularity Using dCache Logs

Julian Bellavita (University of California, Berkeley)

The dCache installation is a storage management system that acts as a disk cache for high-energy

physics (HEP) data. Storagespace on dCache is limited relative to persistent storage devices,

therefore, a heuristic is needed to determine what data should be kept in the cache. A good cache

policy would keep frequently accessed data in the cache, but this requires knowledge of future

dataset popularity. We present methods for forecasting the number of times a dataset stored on

dCache will be accessed in the future. We present a deep neural network that can predict future

dataset accesses accurately, reporting a �nal normalized loss of 4.6e-8. We present a set of

algorithms that can forecast future dataset accesses given an access sequence. Included are two

novel algorithms, Backup Predictor and Last N Successors, that outperform other �le prediction

algorithms. Findings suggest that it is possible to anticipate dataset popularity in advance.

Practical Evaluation of Remote Adaptive Lossy Compression with Feedback

Connor Ennis (Clemson University)

When transmitting image data from a deployed edge device, a high-bandwidth connection to a

cloud system cannot be guaranteed. An early-warning system for an intersection crosswalk, for

instance, would have to be able to compress and transmit data with enough quality to ensure

prompt detection of danger through remote image processing. Adaptive lossy compression

provides a potential solution for this, although it is yet to be evaluated on actual edge hardware. By

separating the compression and detection pipelines between client and server processes,

improving compression ratios by up to 4.95% via a uni�ed lossless stage, demonstrating

compression performance on an Arm-powered edge device, and benchmarking network

performance under a range of realistic bandwidth conditions, we attempt to evaluate the viability of

this method under realistic conditions. This poster discusses our revised architecture and its

performance, along with the relevance of our results towards method re�nement.

Comparing Effectiveness of Lossy and Lossless Reduction Techniques

Coleman Nichols (Clemson University)

Large data sets tend to be very common in many areas of high-performance computing. Often

times, the size of these data sets are so extreme that they far exceed the storage capabilities of

their system. This highlights an opportunity to employ compression methods in order to reduce the

data set down to a manageable size. Given that reduction methods operate on data in different

ways, it is important to compare these methods with the goal of determining the optimal approach



for any given data set. This poster compares the effectiveness of different data reduction methods

on image data from Los Alamos National Labs based on three major parameters: PSNR,

compression ratio, and compression rate. Our analysis indicated the SZ lossy compressor was the

most effective for this data set, given that it offered the highest PSNR along with a very reasonable

compression ratio.

Multi-Objective Evolutionary Clustering of Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data

Konghao Zhao (Wake Forest University)

Cells are the basic building blocks of human organisms. Single-cell RNA sequencing is a

technology for studying the heterogeneity of cells of different organs, tissues, subjects, conditions,

and treatments. Identi�cation of cell types and states in sequenced data is an important and

challenging task, requiring computational approaches that are accurate, robust, and scalable.

Existing approaches use cluster analysis as the �rst step of cell-types prediction. Their performance

remains limited because they optimize only one objective function. In this study, two evolutionary

clustering approaches were designed, implemented, and systematically validated, namely a single-

objective evolutionary algorithm and a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. The algorithms were

evaluated on synthetic and real datasets. The results demonstrated that the performance and the

accuracy of both evolutionary algorithms were consistent, stable, and on par with or better than

baseline algorithms. Running time analysis of multi-processing on an HPC showed that

evolutionary algorithms can ef�ciently handle large datasets.

Data Throughput Performance Trends of Regional Scienti�c Data Cache

Caitlin Sim (University of California, Berkeley)

Today’s scienti�c projects and simulations often require repeated transfer of large data volumes

between the storage system and the client. This increases the load on the network, leading to

congestion. In order to mitigate these effects, regional data storage cache systems are used to store

data locally. This project examines the XCache storage system to closely analyze data trend

patterns in the data volume and data throughput performance, while also creating a model for

predicting how caches could potentially impact network traf�c and data transfer performance

overall. The results of the data access patterns demonstrated that traf�c volume was reduced by an

average factor of 2.35. The hourly and daily prediction models also showed low error values,

reinforcing the learning methods used in this effort.

Extending MAGMA Portability with OneAPI

Anna Fortenberry (University of North Texas)



The architectures of supercomputers are increasing in diversity. It is important to maintain ef�cient

code portability to take advantage of the computing capabilities of the evolving hardware in these

systems. Intel has adopted an open standard programming interface for heterogeneous systems

called oneAPI, designed to allow code portability across different processor architectures. This

report evaluates oneAPI by migrating a general matrix-matrix multiplication CUDA algorithm from

the dense linear algebra library Matrix Algebra on GPU and Multicore Architectures to Data Parallel

C++, the direct programming language of oneAPI. Performance of the migrated code is compared to

native CUDA implementations on multicore CPUs and GPUs. The initial migrated code

demonstrates impressive performance on multicore CPUs. It retains the performance of CUDA on

NVIDIA GPUs. It performs poorly on the Intel GPU but is improved with tuning. Intel's oneAPI

allowed for a successful extension of MAGMA portability to multicore CPUs and Intel GPUs.

Analysis of Validating and Verifying OpenACC Compilers 3.0 and Above

Aaron M. Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Aaron Liu (University of Delaware)

OpenACC is a high-level directive-based parallel programming model that can manage the

sophistication of heterogeneity in architectures and abstract it from the users. The portability of the

model across CPUs and accelerators has gained the model a wide variety of users. This means it is

also crucial to analyze the reliability of the compilers' implementations. To address this challenge,

the OpenACC Validation and Veri�cation team has proposed a validation testsuite to verify the

OpenACC implementations across various compilers with an infrastructure for a more streamlined

execution. This paper will cover the following aspects: (a) the new developments since the last

publication on the tetsuite, (b) outline the use of the infrastructure, (c) discuss tests that highlight

our work�ow process, (d) analyze the results from executing the testsuite on various systems, and

(e) outline future developments.
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High Performance Computing Scheduler Parameter Optimization Using Simulation and

Regression

Scott Hutchison (Kansas State University)

Jobs for a High Performance Computing cluster are allocated system resources by a scheduling

application such as SLURM. These scheduling applications are highly con�gurable by HPC

administrators through the use of parameters which modify and customize their scheduling

behavior. Although there are default values for these scheduling parameters provided by their

creators and maintainers, it is unclear which values for scheduler parameter settings would be

optimal for a particular HPC system running the types of jobs its users typically submit. Using over

37,000 jobs from historic job log data from Kansas State University’s High Performance Computing

cluster, this research uses a SLURM simulator to execute over 90,000 scheduler simulations

requiring over 840,000 compute hours along with gradient boosted tree regression to predict an

optimal set of scheduler con�guration parameters which results in a 79% decrease in the average

job queue time when compared with the default scheduler parameters

Mostly Painless Scienti�c Computing with Rust

Srinath Kailasa (University College London)

Scienti�c software is required to be fast, painless to change, and easy to deploy. Historically,

compiled languages such as C/C++ and Fortran have been preferred when writing software with

the highest performance requirements. However these languages are complex, and the resulting

software is challenging to maintain and deploy across platforms. We present our recent software

projects written in Rust, a fast-growing, ergonomic, systems-level programming language with a

toolchain designed for high-performance and simple cross platform builds. We illustrate the current

state of the scienti�c computing ecosystem in Rust, through our experience developing high-

performance MPI-distributed software for computational physics problems.

Towards Scalable Identi�cation of Motifs Representing Non-Determinism in HPC Simulations

Ali Khan (University of North Texas)

We present a novel parallel framework for large scale network alignment. Network alignment has

applications in many disciplines including bioinformatics and social sciences. Our algorithm is one

of the �rst network alignment tools that can not only identify similar networks, but also identify the

differences between nearly similar networks. It is particularly useful in �nding regions of non-



determinism in event graphs, arising in large HPC simulations.

Our algorithm compares similarity between vertices based the number of graphlets (or motifs) to

which the vertex belongs. Thus, it can also be used to �nd motifs in a graph. However, compared to

the state-of-the art algorithms, our algorithm can (i) compute multiple motifs in one execution and

(ii) be tuned to graph structure and user speci�cation. We will present the algorithm, showcase the

scalability results, and compare its performance and accuracy with other state-of-the art software.

Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

Aggregated HPC resources have rigid allocation systems and programming models and struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fall short of providing a solution that can be

applied to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses.

In this project, we use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the utilization of

supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model satis�es the requirements of high-

performance applications and how idle memory helps resolve cold startup issues. We demonstrate

a software resource disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows idle cores

and accelerators to be utilized while retaining near-native performance.

Optimizing Communication in Parallel Deep Learning via Parameter Pruning

Siddharth Singh (University of Maryland)

Large scale neural network training is challenging due to the high ratio of communication to

computation. Recent work has shown that these large networks contain sparse subnetworks

consisting of 10-20% of the parameters, which when trained in isolation reach comparable

accuracy to the larger network. In this work, we propose a novel approach that exploits the

existence of these sparse subnetworks to dramatically improve the ef�ciency of large scale neural

network training. By storing in sparse and computing in dense, we are able to reduce the number of

parameters drastically while matching the compute ef�ciency of the original network. We exploit

this reduced parameter set to optimize the communication time of AxoNN, a state-of-the-art

framework for parallel deep learning. Our approach yields a signi�cant speedup of 17% when

training a 2.7 billion parameter transformer model on 384 GPUs.



SurrogateTrain: Drastically Improving Performance of Data Loading for Training Scienti�c

Surrogate Models

Baixi Sun (Indiana University)

Deep learning surrogate models have drawn much attention in large-scale scienti�c simulations

because they can provide similar results to simulations at lower computational costs. To process

large amounts of scienti�c data, distributed training on high-performance computing (HPC) clusters

is often used. Training a surrogate model with data parallelism consists of three major steps: (1)

Each device loads a subset of the dataset from the parallel �lesystem; (2) Computing the model

update on each device; (3) Communicating between devices to synchronize the model update.

During these steps, we observe that data loading is the main performance bottleneck for training

surrogate models. To this end, we propose SurrogateTrain, an ef�cient data-loading approach for

training surrogate models, including of�ine scheduling and on-demand buffering. Our evaluation on

a scienti�c surrogate model demonstrates that SurrogateTrain reduces the amount of data loaded

by 6.7× and achieves up to 4.7× speedup in data loading.

Ef�ciently Learning Locality Optimizations by Decomposing Transformation Domains

Tharindu Patabandi (University of Utah)

Achieving full automation of program optimization is still an open problem for compiler writers. This

work explores machine learning as a potential solution to learn data locality optimizations for

tensor applications. Training models with supervised-learning for loop-nest optimization often

requires prohibitively expensive training data generation for learning the combined effects of a

transformation sequence. As a solution, this work proposes a novel learning strategy called

Composed Singular Prediction (CSP) that signi�cantly reduces the training data generation cost in

the context of learned loop transformation models. The learned models are then deployed to

predict data locality optimization schedules for Conv2d kernels to achieve performance

improvements up to 4x against Intel oneDNN while saving over 100x in training data collection

time over exhaustive search.

Spline-Interpolation-Based Lossy Compression for Scienti�c Data

Jiannan Tian (Indiana University)

Error-bounded lossy compression is a critical technique for signi�cantly reducing scienti�c data

volumes. With ever-emerging heterogeneous high-performance computing (HPC) architecture,

GPU-accelerated error-bounded compressors such as cuSZ have been developed. In order to

improve the data quality and the compression ratio while maintaining high throughput, an



interpolation-based spline method is introduced, inspired by the existing CPU prototype. In this

work, We present (1) an ef�cient GPU implementation of the 3D interpolative spline prediction

method, (2) a �ner-grained data chunking approach using anchor points to leverage the modern

GPU architecture, and (3) an in-depth analysis of how such anchor point affects the error formation

and the compression ratio, and (4) a preliminary result in performance on the state-of-the-art

modern GPUs. Our solution can achieve 1) a higher compression ratio than the previous default

prediction method in cuSZ, and 2) the overall comparable data quality and compression ratio with

the CPU prototype.

Optimizing Traceback in the Smith-Waterman Algorithm for GPUs

LeAnn Lindsey (University of Utah, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The traceback phase of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm requires signi�cant memory and

introduces an irregular memory access pattern which makes it challenging to implement for GPU

architectures. In this work, we introduce a novel strategy for implementing the traceback kernel for

the SW algorithm on GPUs by restructuring the global memory access patterns and introducing a

memory-ef�cient data structure for storing large dynamic programming matrices in GPU’s limited

memory. To demonstrate this kernel’s performance we integrated this into the existing ADEPT

library and Metahipmer2, a de novo metagenomic short read assembler. Our implementation is

3.6x faster than traceback in GASAL2, and 51x faster than traceback in Striped Smith-Waterman,

the current state of the art SW libraries on GPU and CPU respectively. It sped up the �nal

alignment step in Metahipmer2 by an average of 44% and improved the overall execution time of

Metahipmer2 by an average of 13%.

IOPathTune: Adaptive Online Parameter Tuning for Parallel File System I/O Path

Md. Hasanur Rashid (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

Parallel �le systems like Lustre contain complicated I/O paths from clients to storage servers. An

ef�cient I/O path requires proper settings of multiple parameters as the default settings often fail to

deliver optimal performance, especially for diverse workloads in the HPC environment. Existing

tuning strategies are limited in being adaptive, timely, and �exible. We propose IOPathTune, which

adaptively tunes PFS I/O Path online from the client side without characterizing the workloads,

doing expensive pro�ling, and communicating with other machines. We leveraged CloudLab to

conduct the evaluations with 20 different Filebench workloads under three different test conditions:

single-client standalone tests, dynamic workload change, and multi-client executions. We

observed either on par or better performance than the default con�guration across all workloads.

Some of the most considerable improvement includes 231%, 113%, 96%, 43%.



Compressing Quantum Circuit Simulation Tensor Data

Milan Shah (North Carolina State University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over many quantum tensors.

QTensor, a library built for quantum circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm,

contracts tensors to return a �nal energy value. As bucket elimination advances, tensors can grow

large, and memory becomes a bottleneck. To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while

enabling more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implementing a lossy compressor that

can compress the �oating-point data stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously

preserving a �nal energy value within an error bound after decompression. We study the effects of

various lossy compression/decompression strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result

error to ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does not heavily distort data.

The work for this project is in progress and preliminary results for proposed

preprocessing/postprocessing strategies and compressor optimizations that have been developed

will be showcased.

ParaGraph: An Application-Simulator Interface and Toolkit for Hardware-Software Co-Design

Mikhail Isaev (Georgia Institute of Technology)

ParaGraph is an open-source toolkit for use in co-designing hardware and software for

supercomputer-scale systems. It bridges an infrastructure gap between an application target and

existing high-�delity computer-network simulators. The �rst component of ParaGraph is a high-

level graph representation of a parallel program, which faithfully represents parallelism and

communication, can be extracted automatically from a compiler, and is “tuned” for use with network

simulators. The second is a runtime that can emulate the representation’s dynamic execution for a

simulator. User-extensible mechanisms are available for modeling on-node performance and

transforming high-level communication into operations that backend simulators understand. Case

studies include deep learning workloads that are extracted automatically from programs written in

JAX and TensorFlow and interfaced with several event-driven network simulators. These studies

show how system designers can use ParaGraph to build �exible end-to-end software-hardware

co-design work�ows to tweak communication libraries, �nd future hardware bottlenecks, and

validate simulations with traces.
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Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

Aggregated HPC resources have rigid allocation systems and programming models and struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fall short of providing a solution that can be

applied to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses.

In this project, we use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the utilization of

supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model satis�es the requirements of high-

performance applications and how idle memory helps resolve cold startup issues. We demonstrate

a software resource disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows idle cores

and accelerators to be utilized while retaining near-native performance.

Compressing Quantum Circuit Simulation Tensor Data

Milan Shah (North Carolina State University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over many quantum tensors.

QTensor, a library built for quantum circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm,

contracts tensors to return a �nal energy value. As bucket elimination advances, tensors can grow

large, and memory becomes a bottleneck. To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while

enabling more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implementing a lossy compressor that

can compress the �oating-point data stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously

preserving a �nal energy value within an error bound after decompression. We study the effects of

various lossy compression/decompression strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result

error to ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does not heavily distort data.

The work for this project is in progress and preliminary results for proposed

preprocessing/postprocessing strategies and compressor optimizations that have been developed

will be showcased.

Optimizing Traceback in the Smith-Waterman Algorithm for GPUs

LeAnn Lindsey (University of Utah, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The traceback phase of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm requires signi�cant memory and



introduces an irregular memory access pattern which makes it challenging to implement for GPU

architectures. In this work, we introduce a novel strategy for implementing the traceback kernel for

the SW algorithm on GPUs by restructuring the global memory access patterns and introducing a

memory-ef�cient data structure for storing large dynamic programming matrices in GPU’s limited

memory. To demonstrate this kernel’s performance we integrated this into the existing ADEPT

library and Metahipmer2, a de novo metagenomic short read assembler. Our implementation is

3.6x faster than traceback in GASAL2, and 51x faster than traceback in Striped Smith-Waterman,

the current state of the art SW libraries on GPU and CPU respectively. It sped up the �nal

alignment step in Metahipmer2 by an average of 44% and improved the overall execution time of

Metahipmer2 by an average of 13%.

Predicting Scienti�c Data Popularity Using dCache Logs

Julian Bellavita (University of California, Berkeley)

The dCache installation is a storage management system that acts as a disk cache for high-energy

physics (HEP) data. Storagespace on dCache is limited relative to persistent storage devices,

therefore, a heuristic is needed to determine what data should be kept in the cache. A good cache

policy would keep frequently accessed data in the cache, but this requires knowledge of future

dataset popularity. We present methods for forecasting the number of times a dataset stored on

dCache will be accessed in the future. We present a deep neural network that can predict future

dataset accesses accurately, reporting a �nal normalized loss of 4.6e-8. We present a set of

algorithms that can forecast future dataset accesses given an access sequence. Included are two

novel algorithms, Backup Predictor and Last N Successors, that outperform other �le prediction

algorithms. Findings suggest that it is possible to anticipate dataset popularity in advance.

Analysis of Validating and Verifying OpenACC Compilers 3.0 and Above

Aaron M. Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Aaron Liu (University of Delaware)

OpenACC is a high-level directive-based parallel programming model that can manage the

sophistication of heterogeneity in architectures and abstract it from the users. The portability of the

model across CPUs and accelerators has gained the model a wide variety of users. This means it is

also crucial to analyze the reliability of the compilers' implementations. To address this challenge,

the OpenACC Validation and Veri�cation team has proposed a validation testsuite to verify the

OpenACC implementations across various compilers with an infrastructure for a more streamlined

execution. This paper will cover the following aspects: (a) the new developments since the last

publication on the tetsuite, (b) outline the use of the infrastructure, (c) discuss tests that highlight

our work�ow process, (d) analyze the results from executing the testsuite on various systems, and

(e) outline future developments.



Statistical Prediction of Lossy Compression Ratios for 3D Scienti�c Data

David Krasowska (Clemson University)

In the �elds of science and engineering, lossy compression plays a growing role in running scienti�c

simulations, as output data is on the scale of terabytes. Using error bounded lossy compression

reduces the amount of storage for each simulation; however, there is no known bound for the upper

limit of lossy compressibility. Data correlation structures, compressors and error bounds are factors

allowing larger compression ratios and improved quality metrics. This provides one direction

towards quantifying lossy compressibility. Our previous work explored 2D statistical methods to

characterize the data correlation structures and their relationships, through functional models, to

compression ratios and quality metrics for 2D scienti�c data. In this poster, we explore the

expansion of our statistical methods to 3D scienti�c data. The method was comparable to 2D. Our

work is the next step towards evaluating the theoretical limits of lossy compressibility used to

predict compression performance and optimally adapt compressors.
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Spline-Interpolation-Based Lossy Compression for Scienti�c Data

Jiannan Tian (Indiana University)

Error-bounded lossy compression is a critical technique for signi�cantly reducing scienti�c data

volumes. With ever-emerging heterogeneous high-performance computing (HPC) architecture,

GPU-accelerated error-bounded compressors such as cuSZ have been developed. In order to

improve the data quality and the compression ratio while maintaining high throughput, an

interpolation-based spline method is introduced, inspired by the existing CPU prototype. In this

work, We present (1) an ef�cient GPU implementation of the 3D interpolative spline prediction

method, (2) a �ner-grained data chunking approach using anchor points to leverage the modern

GPU architecture, and (3) an in-depth analysis of how such anchor point affects the error formation

and the compression ratio, and (4) a preliminary result in performance on the state-of-the-art

modern GPUs. Our solution can achieve 1) a higher compression ratio than the previous default

prediction method in cuSZ, and 2) the overall comparable data quality and compression ratio with



the CPU prototype.

ParaGraph: An Application-Simulator Interface and Toolkit for Hardware-Software Co-Design

Mikhail Isaev (Georgia Institute of Technology)

ParaGraph is an open-source toolkit for use in co-designing hardware and software for

supercomputer-scale systems. It bridges an infrastructure gap between an application target and

existing high-�delity computer-network simulators. The �rst component of ParaGraph is a high-

level graph representation of a parallel program, which faithfully represents parallelism and

communication, can be extracted automatically from a compiler, and is “tuned” for use with network

simulators. The second is a runtime that can emulate the representation’s dynamic execution for a

simulator. User-extensible mechanisms are available for modeling on-node performance and

transforming high-level communication into operations that backend simulators understand. Case

studies include deep learning workloads that are extracted automatically from programs written in

JAX and TensorFlow and interfaced with several event-driven network simulators. These studies

show how system designers can use ParaGraph to build �exible end-to-end software-hardware

co-design work�ows to tweak communication libraries, �nd future hardware bottlenecks, and

validate simulations with traces.

Compressing Quantum Circuit Simulation Tensor Data

Milan Shah (North Carolina State University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over many quantum tensors.

QTensor, a library built for quantum circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm,

contracts tensors to return a �nal energy value. As bucket elimination advances, tensors can grow

large, and memory becomes a bottleneck. To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while

enabling more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implementing a lossy compressor that

can compress the �oating-point data stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously

preserving a �nal energy value within an error bound after decompression. We study the effects of

various lossy compression/decompression strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result

error to ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does not heavily distort data.

The work for this project is in progress and preliminary results for proposed

preprocessing/postprocessing strategies and compressor optimizations that have been developed

will be showcased.

Towards Scalable Identi�cation of Motifs Representing Non-Determinism in HPC Simulations

Ali Khan (University of North Texas)



We present a novel parallel framework for large scale network alignment. Network alignment has

applications in many disciplines including bioinformatics and social sciences. Our algorithm is one

of the �rst network alignment tools that can not only identify similar networks, but also identify the

differences between nearly similar networks. It is particularly useful in �nding regions of non-

determinism in event graphs, arising in large HPC simulations.

Our algorithm compares similarity between vertices based the number of graphlets (or motifs) to

which the vertex belongs. Thus, it can also be used to �nd motifs in a graph. However, compared to

the state-of-the art algorithms, our algorithm can (i) compute multiple motifs in one execution and

(ii) be tuned to graph structure and user speci�cation. We will present the algorithm, showcase the

scalability results, and compare its performance and accuracy with other state-of-the art software.

Mostly Painless Scienti�c Computing with Rust

Srinath Kailasa (University College London)

Scienti�c software is required to be fast, painless to change, and easy to deploy. Historically,

compiled languages such as C/C++ and Fortran have been preferred when writing software with

the highest performance requirements. However these languages are complex, and the resulting

software is challenging to maintain and deploy across platforms. We present our recent software

projects written in Rust, a fast-growing, ergonomic, systems-level programming language with a

toolchain designed for high-performance and simple cross platform builds. We illustrate the current

state of the scienti�c computing ecosystem in Rust, through our experience developing high-

performance MPI-distributed software for computational physics problems.

High Performance Computing Scheduler Parameter Optimization Using Simulation and

Regression

Scott Hutchison (Kansas State University)

Jobs for a High Performance Computing cluster are allocated system resources by a scheduling

application such as SLURM. These scheduling applications are highly con�gurable by HPC

administrators through the use of parameters which modify and customize their scheduling

behavior. Although there are default values for these scheduling parameters provided by their

creators and maintainers, it is unclear which values for scheduler parameter settings would be

optimal for a particular HPC system running the types of jobs its users typically submit. Using over

37,000 jobs from historic job log data from Kansas State University’s High Performance Computing

cluster, this research uses a SLURM simulator to execute over 90,000 scheduler simulations

requiring over 840,000 compute hours along with gradient boosted tree regression to predict an



optimal set of scheduler con�guration parameters which results in a 79% decrease in the average

job queue time when compared with the default scheduler parameters

IOPathTune: Adaptive Online Parameter Tuning for Parallel File System I/O Path

Md. Hasanur Rashid (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

Parallel �le systems like Lustre contain complicated I/O paths from clients to storage servers. An

ef�cient I/O path requires proper settings of multiple parameters as the default settings often fail to

deliver optimal performance, especially for diverse workloads in the HPC environment. Existing

tuning strategies are limited in being adaptive, timely, and �exible. We propose IOPathTune, which

adaptively tunes PFS I/O Path online from the client side without characterizing the workloads,

doing expensive pro�ling, and communicating with other machines. We leveraged CloudLab to

conduct the evaluations with 20 different Filebench workloads under three different test conditions:

single-client standalone tests, dynamic workload change, and multi-client executions. We

observed either on par or better performance than the default con�guration across all workloads.

Some of the most considerable improvement includes 231%, 113%, 96%, 43%.

SurrogateTrain: Drastically Improving Performance of Data Loading for Training Scienti�c

Surrogate Models

Baixi Sun (Indiana University)

Deep learning surrogate models have drawn much attention in large-scale scienti�c simulations

because they can provide similar results to simulations at lower computational costs. To process

large amounts of scienti�c data, distributed training on high-performance computing (HPC) clusters

is often used. Training a surrogate model with data parallelism consists of three major steps: (1)

Each device loads a subset of the dataset from the parallel �lesystem; (2) Computing the model

update on each device; (3) Communicating between devices to synchronize the model update.

During these steps, we observe that data loading is the main performance bottleneck for training

surrogate models. To this end, we propose SurrogateTrain, an ef�cient data-loading approach for

training surrogate models, including of�ine scheduling and on-demand buffering. Our evaluation on

a scienti�c surrogate model demonstrates that SurrogateTrain reduces the amount of data loaded

by 6.7× and achieves up to 4.7× speedup in data loading.

Optimizing Traceback in the Smith-Waterman Algorithm for GPUs

LeAnn Lindsey (University of Utah, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The traceback phase of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm requires signi�cant memory and



introduces an irregular memory access pattern which makes it challenging to implement for GPU

architectures. In this work, we introduce a novel strategy for implementing the traceback kernel for

the SW algorithm on GPUs by restructuring the global memory access patterns and introducing a

memory-ef�cient data structure for storing large dynamic programming matrices in GPU’s limited

memory. To demonstrate this kernel’s performance we integrated this into the existing ADEPT

library and Metahipmer2, a de novo metagenomic short read assembler. Our implementation is

3.6x faster than traceback in GASAL2, and 51x faster than traceback in Striped Smith-Waterman,

the current state of the art SW libraries on GPU and CPU respectively. It sped up the �nal

alignment step in Metahipmer2 by an average of 44% and improved the overall execution time of

Metahipmer2 by an average of 13%.

Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

Aggregated HPC resources have rigid allocation systems and programming models and struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fall short of providing a solution that can be

applied to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses.

In this project, we use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the utilization of

supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model satis�es the requirements of high-

performance applications and how idle memory helps resolve cold startup issues. We demonstrate

a software resource disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows idle cores

and accelerators to be utilized while retaining near-native performance.

Optimizing Communication in Parallel Deep Learning via Parameter Pruning

Siddharth Singh (University of Maryland)

Large scale neural network training is challenging due to the high ratio of communication to

computation. Recent work has shown that these large networks contain sparse subnetworks

consisting of 10-20% of the parameters, which when trained in isolation reach comparable

accuracy to the larger network. In this work, we propose a novel approach that exploits the

existence of these sparse subnetworks to dramatically improve the ef�ciency of large scale neural

network training. By storing in sparse and computing in dense, we are able to reduce the number of

parameters drastically while matching the compute ef�ciency of the original network. We exploit

this reduced parameter set to optimize the communication time of AxoNN, a state-of-the-art



framework for parallel deep learning. Our approach yields a signi�cant speedup of 17% when

training a 2.7 billion parameter transformer model on 384 GPUs.

Ef�ciently Learning Locality Optimizations by Decomposing Transformation Domains

Tharindu Patabandi (University of Utah)

Achieving full automation of program optimization is still an open problem for compiler writers. This

work explores machine learning as a potential solution to learn data locality optimizations for

tensor applications. Training models with supervised-learning for loop-nest optimization often

requires prohibitively expensive training data generation for learning the combined effects of a

transformation sequence. As a solution, this work proposes a novel learning strategy called

Composed Singular Prediction (CSP) that signi�cantly reduces the training data generation cost in

the context of learned loop transformation models. The learned models are then deployed to

predict data locality optimization schedules for Conv2d kernels to achieve performance

improvements up to 4x against Intel oneDNN while saving over 100x in training data collection

time over exhaustive search.

Predicting Scienti�c Data Popularity Using dCache Logs

Julian Bellavita (University of California, Berkeley)

The dCache installation is a storage management system that acts as a disk cache for high-energy

physics (HEP) data. Storagespace on dCache is limited relative to persistent storage devices,

therefore, a heuristic is needed to determine what data should be kept in the cache. A good cache

policy would keep frequently accessed data in the cache, but this requires knowledge of future

dataset popularity. We present methods for forecasting the number of times a dataset stored on

dCache will be accessed in the future. We present a deep neural network that can predict future

dataset accesses accurately, reporting a �nal normalized loss of 4.6e-8. We present a set of

algorithms that can forecast future dataset accesses given an access sequence. Included are two

novel algorithms, Backup Predictor and Last N Successors, that outperform other �le prediction

algorithms. Findings suggest that it is possible to anticipate dataset popularity in advance.

Practical Evaluation of Remote Adaptive Lossy Compression with Feedback

Connor Ennis (Clemson University)

When transmitting image data from a deployed edge device, a high-bandwidth connection to a

cloud system cannot be guaranteed. An early-warning system for an intersection crosswalk, for

instance, would have to be able to compress and transmit data with enough quality to ensure



prompt detection of danger through remote image processing. Adaptive lossy compression

provides a potential solution for this, although it is yet to be evaluated on actual edge hardware. By

separating the compression and detection pipelines between client and server processes,

improving compression ratios by up to 4.95% via a uni�ed lossless stage, demonstrating

compression performance on an Arm-powered edge device, and benchmarking network

performance under a range of realistic bandwidth conditions, we attempt to evaluate the viability of

this method under realistic conditions. This poster discusses our revised architecture and its

performance, along with the relevance of our results towards method re�nement.

Quantify the Effect of Histogram Intersection in Spatio-Temporal Data Sampling

Changfeng Zou (Clemson University)

The computational advance in high-performance computing leads to increased data generation by

applications, resulting in a bottleneck within the system due to I/O limitations. One solution is the

Spatio-temporal sampling method, which takes advantage of both spatial and temporal data

reduction methods to produce higher post-reconstruction quality. Various user input parameters

such as the number of bins or histogram intersection limit the performance for Spatio-temporal

sampling. This poster focuses on determining the effect of the histogram intersection threshold in

the Spatio-temporal sampling method. Results indicate that as long as a data set is not identical

across adjacent time-steps, reducing the histogram intersection percentage increases the sampling

bandwidth until blocks reused become static. The ExaAM data set shows an increase of 100-130%

in sampling bandwidth, with only about a 5% decrease in PSNR value at 60% histogram

intersection or lower.

Comparing Effectiveness of Lossy and Lossless Reduction Techniques

Coleman Nichols (Clemson University)

Large data sets tend to be very common in many areas of high-performance computing. Often

times, the size of these data sets are so extreme that they far exceed the storage capabilities of

their system. This highlights an opportunity to employ compression methods in order to reduce the

data set down to a manageable size. Given that reduction methods operate on data in different

ways, it is important to compare these methods with the goal of determining the optimal approach

for any given data set. This poster compares the effectiveness of different data reduction methods

on image data from Los Alamos National Labs based on three major parameters: PSNR,

compression ratio, and compression rate. Our analysis indicated the SZ lossy compressor was the

most effective for this data set, given that it offered the highest PSNR along with a very reasonable

compression ratio.



Multi-Objective Evolutionary Clustering of Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data

Konghao Zhao (Wake Forest University)

Cells are the basic building blocks of human organisms. Single-cell RNA sequencing is a

technology for studying the heterogeneity of cells of different organs, tissues, subjects, conditions,

and treatments. Identi�cation of cell types and states in sequenced data is an important and

challenging task, requiring computational approaches that are accurate, robust, and scalable.

Existing approaches use cluster analysis as the �rst step of cell-types prediction. Their performance

remains limited because they optimize only one objective function. In this study, two evolutionary

clustering approaches were designed, implemented, and systematically validated, namely a single-

objective evolutionary algorithm and a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. The algorithms were

evaluated on synthetic and real datasets. The results demonstrated that the performance and the

accuracy of both evolutionary algorithms were consistent, stable, and on par with or better than

baseline algorithms. Running time analysis of multi-processing on an HPC showed that

evolutionary algorithms can ef�ciently handle large datasets.

Data Throughput Performance Trends of Regional Scienti�c Data Cache

Caitlin Sim (University of California, Berkeley)

Today’s scienti�c projects and simulations often require repeated transfer of large data volumes

between the storage system and the client. This increases the load on the network, leading to

congestion. In order to mitigate these effects, regional data storage cache systems are used to store

data locally. This project examines the XCache storage system to closely analyze data trend

patterns in the data volume and data throughput performance, while also creating a model for

predicting how caches could potentially impact network traf�c and data transfer performance

overall. The results of the data access patterns demonstrated that traf�c volume was reduced by an

average factor of 2.35. The hourly and daily prediction models also showed low error values,

reinforcing the learning methods used in this effort.

Analysis of Validating and Verifying OpenACC Compilers 3.0 and Above

Aaron M. Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Aaron Liu (University of Delaware)

OpenACC is a high-level directive-based parallel programming model that can manage the

sophistication of heterogeneity in architectures and abstract it from the users. The portability of the

model across CPUs and accelerators has gained the model a wide variety of users. This means it is

also crucial to analyze the reliability of the compilers' implementations. To address this challenge,

the OpenACC Validation and Veri�cation team has proposed a validation testsuite to verify the



OpenACC implementations across various compilers with an infrastructure for a more streamlined

execution. This paper will cover the following aspects: (a) the new developments since the last

publication on the tetsuite, (b) outline the use of the infrastructure, (c) discuss tests that highlight

our work�ow process, (d) analyze the results from executing the testsuite on various systems, and

(e) outline future developments.

Extending MAGMA Portability with OneAPI

Anna Fortenberry (University of North Texas)

The architectures of supercomputers are increasing in diversity. It is important to maintain ef�cient

code portability to take advantage of the computing capabilities of the evolving hardware in these

systems. Intel has adopted an open standard programming interface for heterogeneous systems

called oneAPI, designed to allow code portability across different processor architectures. This

report evaluates oneAPI by migrating a general matrix-matrix multiplication CUDA algorithm from

the dense linear algebra library Matrix Algebra on GPU and Multicore Architectures to Data Parallel

C++, the direct programming language of oneAPI. Performance of the migrated code is compared to

native CUDA implementations on multicore CPUs and GPUs. The initial migrated code

demonstrates impressive performance on multicore CPUs. It retains the performance of CUDA on

NVIDIA GPUs. It performs poorly on the Intel GPU but is improved with tuning. Intel's oneAPI

allowed for a successful extension of MAGMA portability to multicore CPUs and Intel GPUs.

Statistical Prediction of Lossy Compression Ratios for 3D Scienti�c Data

David Krasowska (Clemson University)

In the �elds of science and engineering, lossy compression plays a growing role in running scienti�c

simulations, as output data is on the scale of terabytes. Using error bounded lossy compression

reduces the amount of storage for each simulation; however, there is no known bound for the upper

limit of lossy compressibility. Data correlation structures, compressors and error bounds are factors

allowing larger compression ratios and improved quality metrics. This provides one direction

towards quantifying lossy compressibility. Our previous work explored 2D statistical methods to

characterize the data correlation structures and their relationships, through functional models, to

compression ratios and quality metrics for 2D scienti�c data. In this poster, we explore the

expansion of our statistical methods to 3D scienti�c data. The method was comparable to 2D. Our

work is the next step towards evaluating the theoretical limits of lossy compressibility used to

predict compression performance and optimally adapt compressors.
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Optimizing Communication in Parallel Deep Learning via Parameter Pruning

Siddharth Singh (University of Maryland)

Large scale neural network training is challenging due to the high ratio of communication to

computation. Recent work has shown that these large networks contain sparse subnetworks

consisting of 10-20% of the parameters, which when trained in isolation reach comparable

accuracy to the larger network. In this work, we propose a novel approach that exploits the

existence of these sparse subnetworks to dramatically improve the ef�ciency of large scale neural

network training. By storing in sparse and computing in dense, we are able to reduce the number of

parameters drastically while matching the compute ef�ciency of the original network. We exploit

this reduced parameter set to optimize the communication time of AxoNN, a state-of-the-art

framework for parallel deep learning. Our approach yields a signi�cant speedup of 17% when

training a 2.7 billion parameter transformer model on 384 GPUs.

High Performance Computing Scheduler Parameter Optimization Using Simulation and

Regression

Scott Hutchison (Kansas State University)

Jobs for a High Performance Computing cluster are allocated system resources by a scheduling

application such as SLURM. These scheduling applications are highly con�gurable by HPC

administrators through the use of parameters which modify and customize their scheduling

behavior. Although there are default values for these scheduling parameters provided by their

creators and maintainers, it is unclear which values for scheduler parameter settings would be



optimal for a particular HPC system running the types of jobs its users typically submit. Using over

37,000 jobs from historic job log data from Kansas State University’s High Performance Computing

cluster, this research uses a SLURM simulator to execute over 90,000 scheduler simulations

requiring over 840,000 compute hours along with gradient boosted tree regression to predict an

optimal set of scheduler con�guration parameters which results in a 79% decrease in the average

job queue time when compared with the default scheduler parameters

Compressing Quantum Circuit Simulation Tensor Data

Milan Shah (North Carolina State University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over many quantum tensors.

QTensor, a library built for quantum circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm,

contracts tensors to return a �nal energy value. As bucket elimination advances, tensors can grow

large, and memory becomes a bottleneck. To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while

enabling more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implementing a lossy compressor that

can compress the �oating-point data stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously

preserving a �nal energy value within an error bound after decompression. We study the effects of

various lossy compression/decompression strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result

error to ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does not heavily distort data.

The work for this project is in progress and preliminary results for proposed

preprocessing/postprocessing strategies and compressor optimizations that have been developed

will be showcased.

Ef�ciently Learning Locality Optimizations by Decomposing Transformation Domains

Tharindu Patabandi (University of Utah)

Achieving full automation of program optimization is still an open problem for compiler writers. This

work explores machine learning as a potential solution to learn data locality optimizations for

tensor applications. Training models with supervised-learning for loop-nest optimization often

requires prohibitively expensive training data generation for learning the combined effects of a

transformation sequence. As a solution, this work proposes a novel learning strategy called

Composed Singular Prediction (CSP) that signi�cantly reduces the training data generation cost in

the context of learned loop transformation models. The learned models are then deployed to

predict data locality optimization schedules for Conv2d kernels to achieve performance

improvements up to 4x against Intel oneDNN while saving over 100x in training data collection

time over exhaustive search.



Towards Scalable Identi�cation of Motifs Representing Non-Determinism in HPC Simulations

Ali Khan (University of North Texas)

We present a novel parallel framework for large scale network alignment. Network alignment has

applications in many disciplines including bioinformatics and social sciences. Our algorithm is one

of the �rst network alignment tools that can not only identify similar networks, but also identify the

differences between nearly similar networks. It is particularly useful in �nding regions of non-

determinism in event graphs, arising in large HPC simulations.

Our algorithm compares similarity between vertices based the number of graphlets (or motifs) to

which the vertex belongs. Thus, it can also be used to �nd motifs in a graph. However, compared to

the state-of-the art algorithms, our algorithm can (i) compute multiple motifs in one execution and

(ii) be tuned to graph structure and user speci�cation. We will present the algorithm, showcase the

scalability results, and compare its performance and accuracy with other state-of-the art software.

IOPathTune: Adaptive Online Parameter Tuning for Parallel File System I/O Path

Md. Hasanur Rashid (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

Parallel �le systems like Lustre contain complicated I/O paths from clients to storage servers. An

ef�cient I/O path requires proper settings of multiple parameters as the default settings often fail to

deliver optimal performance, especially for diverse workloads in the HPC environment. Existing

tuning strategies are limited in being adaptive, timely, and �exible. We propose IOPathTune, which

adaptively tunes PFS I/O Path online from the client side without characterizing the workloads,

doing expensive pro�ling, and communicating with other machines. We leveraged CloudLab to

conduct the evaluations with 20 different Filebench workloads under three different test conditions:

single-client standalone tests, dynamic workload change, and multi-client executions. We

observed either on par or better performance than the default con�guration across all workloads.

Some of the most considerable improvement includes 231%, 113%, 96%, 43%.

Optimizing Traceback in the Smith-Waterman Algorithm for GPUs

LeAnn Lindsey (University of Utah, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The traceback phase of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm requires signi�cant memory and

introduces an irregular memory access pattern which makes it challenging to implement for GPU

architectures. In this work, we introduce a novel strategy for implementing the traceback kernel for

the SW algorithm on GPUs by restructuring the global memory access patterns and introducing a

memory-ef�cient data structure for storing large dynamic programming matrices in GPU’s limited

memory. To demonstrate this kernel’s performance we integrated this into the existing ADEPT



library and Metahipmer2, a de novo metagenomic short read assembler. Our implementation is

3.6x faster than traceback in GASAL2, and 51x faster than traceback in Striped Smith-Waterman,

the current state of the art SW libraries on GPU and CPU respectively. It sped up the �nal

alignment step in Metahipmer2 by an average of 44% and improved the overall execution time of

Metahipmer2 by an average of 13%.

Mostly Painless Scienti�c Computing with Rust

Srinath Kailasa (University College London)

Scienti�c software is required to be fast, painless to change, and easy to deploy. Historically,

compiled languages such as C/C++ and Fortran have been preferred when writing software with

the highest performance requirements. However these languages are complex, and the resulting

software is challenging to maintain and deploy across platforms. We present our recent software

projects written in Rust, a fast-growing, ergonomic, systems-level programming language with a

toolchain designed for high-performance and simple cross platform builds. We illustrate the current

state of the scienti�c computing ecosystem in Rust, through our experience developing high-

performance MPI-distributed software for computational physics problems.

Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

Aggregated HPC resources have rigid allocation systems and programming models and struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fall short of providing a solution that can be

applied to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses.

In this project, we use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the utilization of

supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model satis�es the requirements of high-

performance applications and how idle memory helps resolve cold startup issues. We demonstrate

a software resource disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows idle cores

and accelerators to be utilized while retaining near-native performance.

SurrogateTrain: Drastically Improving Performance of Data Loading for Training Scienti�c

Surrogate Models

Baixi Sun (Indiana University)



Deep learning surrogate models have drawn much attention in large-scale scienti�c simulations

because they can provide similar results to simulations at lower computational costs. To process

large amounts of scienti�c data, distributed training on high-performance computing (HPC) clusters

is often used. Training a surrogate model with data parallelism consists of three major steps: (1)

Each device loads a subset of the dataset from the parallel �lesystem; (2) Computing the model

update on each device; (3) Communicating between devices to synchronize the model update.

During these steps, we observe that data loading is the main performance bottleneck for training

surrogate models. To this end, we propose SurrogateTrain, an ef�cient data-loading approach for

training surrogate models, including of�ine scheduling and on-demand buffering. Our evaluation on

a scienti�c surrogate model demonstrates that SurrogateTrain reduces the amount of data loaded

by 6.7× and achieves up to 4.7× speedup in data loading.

ParaGraph: An Application-Simulator Interface and Toolkit for Hardware-Software Co-Design

Mikhail Isaev (Georgia Institute of Technology)

ParaGraph is an open-source toolkit for use in co-designing hardware and software for

supercomputer-scale systems. It bridges an infrastructure gap between an application target and

existing high-�delity computer-network simulators. The �rst component of ParaGraph is a high-

level graph representation of a parallel program, which faithfully represents parallelism and

communication, can be extracted automatically from a compiler, and is “tuned” for use with network

simulators. The second is a runtime that can emulate the representation’s dynamic execution for a

simulator. User-extensible mechanisms are available for modeling on-node performance and

transforming high-level communication into operations that backend simulators understand. Case

studies include deep learning workloads that are extracted automatically from programs written in

JAX and TensorFlow and interfaced with several event-driven network simulators. These studies

show how system designers can use ParaGraph to build �exible end-to-end software-hardware

co-design work�ows to tweak communication libraries, �nd future hardware bottlenecks, and

validate simulations with traces.

Spline-Interpolation-Based Lossy Compression for Scienti�c Data

Jiannan Tian (Indiana University)

Error-bounded lossy compression is a critical technique for signi�cantly reducing scienti�c data

volumes. With ever-emerging heterogeneous high-performance computing (HPC) architecture,

GPU-accelerated error-bounded compressors such as cuSZ have been developed. In order to

improve the data quality and the compression ratio while maintaining high throughput, an

interpolation-based spline method is introduced, inspired by the existing CPU prototype. In this



work, We present (1) an ef�cient GPU implementation of the 3D interpolative spline prediction

method, (2) a �ner-grained data chunking approach using anchor points to leverage the modern

GPU architecture, and (3) an in-depth analysis of how such anchor point affects the error formation

and the compression ratio, and (4) a preliminary result in performance on the state-of-the-art

modern GPUs. Our solution can achieve 1) a higher compression ratio than the previous default

prediction method in cuSZ, and 2) the overall comparable data quality and compression ratio with

the CPU prototype.

Statistical Prediction of Lossy Compression Ratios for 3D Scienti�c Data

David Krasowska (Clemson University)

In the �elds of science and engineering, lossy compression plays a growing role in running scienti�c

simulations, as output data is on the scale of terabytes. Using error bounded lossy compression

reduces the amount of storage for each simulation; however, there is no known bound for the upper

limit of lossy compressibility. Data correlation structures, compressors and error bounds are factors

allowing larger compression ratios and improved quality metrics. This provides one direction

towards quantifying lossy compressibility. Our previous work explored 2D statistical methods to

characterize the data correlation structures and their relationships, through functional models, to

compression ratios and quality metrics for 2D scienti�c data. In this poster, we explore the

expansion of our statistical methods to 3D scienti�c data. The method was comparable to 2D. Our

work is the next step towards evaluating the theoretical limits of lossy compressibility used to

predict compression performance and optimally adapt compressors.

Quantify the Effect of Histogram Intersection in Spatio-Temporal Data Sampling

Changfeng Zou (Clemson University)

The computational advance in high-performance computing leads to increased data generation by

applications, resulting in a bottleneck within the system due to I/O limitations. One solution is the

Spatio-temporal sampling method, which takes advantage of both spatial and temporal data

reduction methods to produce higher post-reconstruction quality. Various user input parameters

such as the number of bins or histogram intersection limit the performance for Spatio-temporal

sampling. This poster focuses on determining the effect of the histogram intersection threshold in

the Spatio-temporal sampling method. Results indicate that as long as a data set is not identical

across adjacent time-steps, reducing the histogram intersection percentage increases the sampling

bandwidth until blocks reused become static. The ExaAM data set shows an increase of 100-130%

in sampling bandwidth, with only about a 5% decrease in PSNR value at 60% histogram

intersection or lower.



Predicting Scienti�c Data Popularity Using dCache Logs

Julian Bellavita (University of California, Berkeley)

The dCache installation is a storage management system that acts as a disk cache for high-energy

physics (HEP) data. Storagespace on dCache is limited relative to persistent storage devices,

therefore, a heuristic is needed to determine what data should be kept in the cache. A good cache

policy would keep frequently accessed data in the cache, but this requires knowledge of future

dataset popularity. We present methods for forecasting the number of times a dataset stored on

dCache will be accessed in the future. We present a deep neural network that can predict future

dataset accesses accurately, reporting a �nal normalized loss of 4.6e-8. We present a set of

algorithms that can forecast future dataset accesses given an access sequence. Included are two

novel algorithms, Backup Predictor and Last N Successors, that outperform other �le prediction

algorithms. Findings suggest that it is possible to anticipate dataset popularity in advance.

Practical Evaluation of Remote Adaptive Lossy Compression with Feedback

Connor Ennis (Clemson University)

When transmitting image data from a deployed edge device, a high-bandwidth connection to a

cloud system cannot be guaranteed. An early-warning system for an intersection crosswalk, for

instance, would have to be able to compress and transmit data with enough quality to ensure

prompt detection of danger through remote image processing. Adaptive lossy compression

provides a potential solution for this, although it is yet to be evaluated on actual edge hardware. By

separating the compression and detection pipelines between client and server processes,

improving compression ratios by up to 4.95% via a uni�ed lossless stage, demonstrating

compression performance on an Arm-powered edge device, and benchmarking network

performance under a range of realistic bandwidth conditions, we attempt to evaluate the viability of

this method under realistic conditions. This poster discusses our revised architecture and its

performance, along with the relevance of our results towards method re�nement.

Comparing Effectiveness of Lossy and Lossless Reduction Techniques

Coleman Nichols (Clemson University)

Large data sets tend to be very common in many areas of high-performance computing. Often

times, the size of these data sets are so extreme that they far exceed the storage capabilities of

their system. This highlights an opportunity to employ compression methods in order to reduce the

data set down to a manageable size. Given that reduction methods operate on data in different

ways, it is important to compare these methods with the goal of determining the optimal approach



for any given data set. This poster compares the effectiveness of different data reduction methods

on image data from Los Alamos National Labs based on three major parameters: PSNR,

compression ratio, and compression rate. Our analysis indicated the SZ lossy compressor was the

most effective for this data set, given that it offered the highest PSNR along with a very reasonable

compression ratio.

Multi-Objective Evolutionary Clustering of Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data

Konghao Zhao (Wake Forest University)

Cells are the basic building blocks of human organisms. Single-cell RNA sequencing is a

technology for studying the heterogeneity of cells of different organs, tissues, subjects, conditions,

and treatments. Identi�cation of cell types and states in sequenced data is an important and

challenging task, requiring computational approaches that are accurate, robust, and scalable.

Existing approaches use cluster analysis as the �rst step of cell-types prediction. Their performance

remains limited because they optimize only one objective function. In this study, two evolutionary

clustering approaches were designed, implemented, and systematically validated, namely a single-

objective evolutionary algorithm and a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. The algorithms were

evaluated on synthetic and real datasets. The results demonstrated that the performance and the

accuracy of both evolutionary algorithms were consistent, stable, and on par with or better than

baseline algorithms. Running time analysis of multi-processing on an HPC showed that

evolutionary algorithms can ef�ciently handle large datasets.

Data Throughput Performance Trends of Regional Scienti�c Data Cache

Caitlin Sim (University of California, Berkeley)

Today’s scienti�c projects and simulations often require repeated transfer of large data volumes

between the storage system and the client. This increases the load on the network, leading to

congestion. In order to mitigate these effects, regional data storage cache systems are used to store

data locally. This project examines the XCache storage system to closely analyze data trend

patterns in the data volume and data throughput performance, while also creating a model for

predicting how caches could potentially impact network traf�c and data transfer performance

overall. The results of the data access patterns demonstrated that traf�c volume was reduced by an

average factor of 2.35. The hourly and daily prediction models also showed low error values,

reinforcing the learning methods used in this effort.

Extending MAGMA Portability with OneAPI

Anna Fortenberry (University of North Texas)



The architectures of supercomputers are increasing in diversity. It is important to maintain ef�cient

code portability to take advantage of the computing capabilities of the evolving hardware in these

systems. Intel has adopted an open standard programming interface for heterogeneous systems

called oneAPI, designed to allow code portability across different processor architectures. This

report evaluates oneAPI by migrating a general matrix-matrix multiplication CUDA algorithm from

the dense linear algebra library Matrix Algebra on GPU and Multicore Architectures to Data Parallel

C++, the direct programming language of oneAPI. Performance of the migrated code is compared to

native CUDA implementations on multicore CPUs and GPUs. The initial migrated code

demonstrates impressive performance on multicore CPUs. It retains the performance of CUDA on

NVIDIA GPUs. It performs poorly on the Intel GPU but is improved with tuning. Intel's oneAPI

allowed for a successful extension of MAGMA portability to multicore CPUs and Intel GPUs.

Analysis of Validating and Verifying OpenACC Compilers 3.0 and Above

Aaron M. Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Aaron Liu (University of Delaware)

OpenACC is a high-level directive-based parallel programming model that can manage the

sophistication of heterogeneity in architectures and abstract it from the users. The portability of the

model across CPUs and accelerators has gained the model a wide variety of users. This means it is

also crucial to analyze the reliability of the compilers' implementations. To address this challenge,

the OpenACC Validation and Veri�cation team has proposed a validation testsuite to verify the

OpenACC implementations across various compilers with an infrastructure for a more streamlined

execution. This paper will cover the following aspects: (a) the new developments since the last

publication on the tetsuite, (b) outline the use of the infrastructure, (c) discuss tests that highlight

our work�ow process, (d) analyze the results from executing the testsuite on various systems, and

(e) outline future developments.
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High Performance Computing Scheduler Parameter Optimization Using Simulation and

Regression

Scott Hutchison (Kansas State University)

Jobs for a High Performance Computing cluster are allocated system resources by a scheduling

application such as SLURM. These scheduling applications are highly con�gurable by HPC

administrators through the use of parameters which modify and customize their scheduling

behavior. Although there are default values for these scheduling parameters provided by their

creators and maintainers, it is unclear which values for scheduler parameter settings would be

optimal for a particular HPC system running the types of jobs its users typically submit. Using over

37,000 jobs from historic job log data from Kansas State University’s High Performance Computing

cluster, this research uses a SLURM simulator to execute over 90,000 scheduler simulations

requiring over 840,000 compute hours along with gradient boosted tree regression to predict an

optimal set of scheduler con�guration parameters which results in a 79% decrease in the average

job queue time when compared with the default scheduler parameters

Mostly Painless Scienti�c Computing with Rust

Srinath Kailasa (University College London)

Scienti�c software is required to be fast, painless to change, and easy to deploy. Historically,

compiled languages such as C/C++ and Fortran have been preferred when writing software with

the highest performance requirements. However these languages are complex, and the resulting

software is challenging to maintain and deploy across platforms. We present our recent software

projects written in Rust, a fast-growing, ergonomic, systems-level programming language with a

toolchain designed for high-performance and simple cross platform builds. We illustrate the current

state of the scienti�c computing ecosystem in Rust, through our experience developing high-

performance MPI-distributed software for computational physics problems.

Towards Scalable Identi�cation of Motifs Representing Non-Determinism in HPC Simulations

Ali Khan (University of North Texas)

We present a novel parallel framework for large scale network alignment. Network alignment has

applications in many disciplines including bioinformatics and social sciences. Our algorithm is one

of the �rst network alignment tools that can not only identify similar networks, but also identify the

differences between nearly similar networks. It is particularly useful in �nding regions of non-



determinism in event graphs, arising in large HPC simulations.

Our algorithm compares similarity between vertices based the number of graphlets (or motifs) to

which the vertex belongs. Thus, it can also be used to �nd motifs in a graph. However, compared to

the state-of-the art algorithms, our algorithm can (i) compute multiple motifs in one execution and

(ii) be tuned to graph structure and user speci�cation. We will present the algorithm, showcase the

scalability results, and compare its performance and accuracy with other state-of-the art software.

Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

Aggregated HPC resources have rigid allocation systems and programming models and struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fall short of providing a solution that can be

applied to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses.

In this project, we use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the utilization of

supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model satis�es the requirements of high-

performance applications and how idle memory helps resolve cold startup issues. We demonstrate

a software resource disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows idle cores

and accelerators to be utilized while retaining near-native performance.

Optimizing Communication in Parallel Deep Learning via Parameter Pruning

Siddharth Singh (University of Maryland)

Large scale neural network training is challenging due to the high ratio of communication to

computation. Recent work has shown that these large networks contain sparse subnetworks

consisting of 10-20% of the parameters, which when trained in isolation reach comparable

accuracy to the larger network. In this work, we propose a novel approach that exploits the

existence of these sparse subnetworks to dramatically improve the ef�ciency of large scale neural

network training. By storing in sparse and computing in dense, we are able to reduce the number of

parameters drastically while matching the compute ef�ciency of the original network. We exploit

this reduced parameter set to optimize the communication time of AxoNN, a state-of-the-art

framework for parallel deep learning. Our approach yields a signi�cant speedup of 17% when

training a 2.7 billion parameter transformer model on 384 GPUs.



SurrogateTrain: Drastically Improving Performance of Data Loading for Training Scienti�c

Surrogate Models

Baixi Sun (Indiana University)

Deep learning surrogate models have drawn much attention in large-scale scienti�c simulations

because they can provide similar results to simulations at lower computational costs. To process

large amounts of scienti�c data, distributed training on high-performance computing (HPC) clusters

is often used. Training a surrogate model with data parallelism consists of three major steps: (1)

Each device loads a subset of the dataset from the parallel �lesystem; (2) Computing the model

update on each device; (3) Communicating between devices to synchronize the model update.

During these steps, we observe that data loading is the main performance bottleneck for training

surrogate models. To this end, we propose SurrogateTrain, an ef�cient data-loading approach for

training surrogate models, including of�ine scheduling and on-demand buffering. Our evaluation on

a scienti�c surrogate model demonstrates that SurrogateTrain reduces the amount of data loaded

by 6.7× and achieves up to 4.7× speedup in data loading.

Ef�ciently Learning Locality Optimizations by Decomposing Transformation Domains

Tharindu Patabandi (University of Utah)

Achieving full automation of program optimization is still an open problem for compiler writers. This

work explores machine learning as a potential solution to learn data locality optimizations for

tensor applications. Training models with supervised-learning for loop-nest optimization often

requires prohibitively expensive training data generation for learning the combined effects of a

transformation sequence. As a solution, this work proposes a novel learning strategy called

Composed Singular Prediction (CSP) that signi�cantly reduces the training data generation cost in

the context of learned loop transformation models. The learned models are then deployed to

predict data locality optimization schedules for Conv2d kernels to achieve performance

improvements up to 4x against Intel oneDNN while saving over 100x in training data collection

time over exhaustive search.

Spline-Interpolation-Based Lossy Compression for Scienti�c Data

Jiannan Tian (Indiana University)

Error-bounded lossy compression is a critical technique for signi�cantly reducing scienti�c data

volumes. With ever-emerging heterogeneous high-performance computing (HPC) architecture,

GPU-accelerated error-bounded compressors such as cuSZ have been developed. In order to

improve the data quality and the compression ratio while maintaining high throughput, an



interpolation-based spline method is introduced, inspired by the existing CPU prototype. In this

work, We present (1) an ef�cient GPU implementation of the 3D interpolative spline prediction

method, (2) a �ner-grained data chunking approach using anchor points to leverage the modern

GPU architecture, and (3) an in-depth analysis of how such anchor point affects the error formation

and the compression ratio, and (4) a preliminary result in performance on the state-of-the-art

modern GPUs. Our solution can achieve 1) a higher compression ratio than the previous default

prediction method in cuSZ, and 2) the overall comparable data quality and compression ratio with

the CPU prototype.

Optimizing Traceback in the Smith-Waterman Algorithm for GPUs

LeAnn Lindsey (University of Utah, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The traceback phase of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm requires signi�cant memory and

introduces an irregular memory access pattern which makes it challenging to implement for GPU

architectures. In this work, we introduce a novel strategy for implementing the traceback kernel for

the SW algorithm on GPUs by restructuring the global memory access patterns and introducing a

memory-ef�cient data structure for storing large dynamic programming matrices in GPU’s limited

memory. To demonstrate this kernel’s performance we integrated this into the existing ADEPT

library and Metahipmer2, a de novo metagenomic short read assembler. Our implementation is

3.6x faster than traceback in GASAL2, and 51x faster than traceback in Striped Smith-Waterman,

the current state of the art SW libraries on GPU and CPU respectively. It sped up the �nal

alignment step in Metahipmer2 by an average of 44% and improved the overall execution time of

Metahipmer2 by an average of 13%.

IOPathTune: Adaptive Online Parameter Tuning for Parallel File System I/O Path

Md. Hasanur Rashid (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

Parallel �le systems like Lustre contain complicated I/O paths from clients to storage servers. An

ef�cient I/O path requires proper settings of multiple parameters as the default settings often fail to

deliver optimal performance, especially for diverse workloads in the HPC environment. Existing

tuning strategies are limited in being adaptive, timely, and �exible. We propose IOPathTune, which

adaptively tunes PFS I/O Path online from the client side without characterizing the workloads,

doing expensive pro�ling, and communicating with other machines. We leveraged CloudLab to

conduct the evaluations with 20 different Filebench workloads under three different test conditions:

single-client standalone tests, dynamic workload change, and multi-client executions. We

observed either on par or better performance than the default con�guration across all workloads.

Some of the most considerable improvement includes 231%, 113%, 96%, 43%.



Compressing Quantum Circuit Simulation Tensor Data

Milan Shah (North Carolina State University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over many quantum tensors.

QTensor, a library built for quantum circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm,

contracts tensors to return a �nal energy value. As bucket elimination advances, tensors can grow

large, and memory becomes a bottleneck. To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while

enabling more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implementing a lossy compressor that

can compress the �oating-point data stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously

preserving a �nal energy value within an error bound after decompression. We study the effects of

various lossy compression/decompression strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result

error to ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does not heavily distort data.

The work for this project is in progress and preliminary results for proposed

preprocessing/postprocessing strategies and compressor optimizations that have been developed

will be showcased.

ParaGraph: An Application-Simulator Interface and Toolkit for Hardware-Software Co-Design

Mikhail Isaev (Georgia Institute of Technology)

ParaGraph is an open-source toolkit for use in co-designing hardware and software for

supercomputer-scale systems. It bridges an infrastructure gap between an application target and

existing high-�delity computer-network simulators. The �rst component of ParaGraph is a high-

level graph representation of a parallel program, which faithfully represents parallelism and

communication, can be extracted automatically from a compiler, and is “tuned” for use with network

simulators. The second is a runtime that can emulate the representation’s dynamic execution for a

simulator. User-extensible mechanisms are available for modeling on-node performance and

transforming high-level communication into operations that backend simulators understand. Case

studies include deep learning workloads that are extracted automatically from programs written in

JAX and TensorFlow and interfaced with several event-driven network simulators. These studies

show how system designers can use ParaGraph to build �exible end-to-end software-hardware

co-design work�ows to tweak communication libraries, �nd future hardware bottlenecks, and

validate simulations with traces.

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm
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Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

Aggregated HPC resources have rigid allocation systems and programming models and struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fall short of providing a solution that can be

applied to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses.

In this project, we use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the utilization of

supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model satis�es the requirements of high-

performance applications and how idle memory helps resolve cold startup issues. We demonstrate

a software resource disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows idle cores

and accelerators to be utilized while retaining near-native performance.

Compressing Quantum Circuit Simulation Tensor Data

Milan Shah (North Carolina State University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over many quantum tensors.

QTensor, a library built for quantum circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm,

contracts tensors to return a �nal energy value. As bucket elimination advances, tensors can grow

large, and memory becomes a bottleneck. To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while

enabling more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implementing a lossy compressor that

can compress the �oating-point data stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously

preserving a �nal energy value within an error bound after decompression. We study the effects of

various lossy compression/decompression strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result

error to ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does not heavily distort data.

The work for this project is in progress and preliminary results for proposed

preprocessing/postprocessing strategies and compressor optimizations that have been developed

will be showcased.

Optimizing Traceback in the Smith-Waterman Algorithm for GPUs

LeAnn Lindsey (University of Utah, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The traceback phase of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm requires signi�cant memory and



introduces an irregular memory access pattern which makes it challenging to implement for GPU

architectures. In this work, we introduce a novel strategy for implementing the traceback kernel for

the SW algorithm on GPUs by restructuring the global memory access patterns and introducing a

memory-ef�cient data structure for storing large dynamic programming matrices in GPU’s limited

memory. To demonstrate this kernel’s performance we integrated this into the existing ADEPT

library and Metahipmer2, a de novo metagenomic short read assembler. Our implementation is

3.6x faster than traceback in GASAL2, and 51x faster than traceback in Striped Smith-Waterman,

the current state of the art SW libraries on GPU and CPU respectively. It sped up the �nal

alignment step in Metahipmer2 by an average of 44% and improved the overall execution time of

Metahipmer2 by an average of 13%.

Predicting Scienti�c Data Popularity Using dCache Logs

Julian Bellavita (University of California, Berkeley)

The dCache installation is a storage management system that acts as a disk cache for high-energy

physics (HEP) data. Storagespace on dCache is limited relative to persistent storage devices,

therefore, a heuristic is needed to determine what data should be kept in the cache. A good cache

policy would keep frequently accessed data in the cache, but this requires knowledge of future

dataset popularity. We present methods for forecasting the number of times a dataset stored on

dCache will be accessed in the future. We present a deep neural network that can predict future

dataset accesses accurately, reporting a �nal normalized loss of 4.6e-8. We present a set of

algorithms that can forecast future dataset accesses given an access sequence. Included are two

novel algorithms, Backup Predictor and Last N Successors, that outperform other �le prediction

algorithms. Findings suggest that it is possible to anticipate dataset popularity in advance.

Analysis of Validating and Verifying OpenACC Compilers 3.0 and Above

Aaron M. Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Aaron Liu (University of Delaware)

OpenACC is a high-level directive-based parallel programming model that can manage the

sophistication of heterogeneity in architectures and abstract it from the users. The portability of the

model across CPUs and accelerators has gained the model a wide variety of users. This means it is

also crucial to analyze the reliability of the compilers' implementations. To address this challenge,

the OpenACC Validation and Veri�cation team has proposed a validation testsuite to verify the

OpenACC implementations across various compilers with an infrastructure for a more streamlined

execution. This paper will cover the following aspects: (a) the new developments since the last

publication on the tetsuite, (b) outline the use of the infrastructure, (c) discuss tests that highlight

our work�ow process, (d) analyze the results from executing the testsuite on various systems, and

(e) outline future developments.



Statistical Prediction of Lossy Compression Ratios for 3D Scienti�c Data

David Krasowska (Clemson University)

In the �elds of science and engineering, lossy compression plays a growing role in running scienti�c

simulations, as output data is on the scale of terabytes. Using error bounded lossy compression

reduces the amount of storage for each simulation; however, there is no known bound for the upper

limit of lossy compressibility. Data correlation structures, compressors and error bounds are factors

allowing larger compression ratios and improved quality metrics. This provides one direction

towards quantifying lossy compressibility. Our previous work explored 2D statistical methods to

characterize the data correlation structures and their relationships, through functional models, to

compression ratios and quality metrics for 2D scienti�c data. In this poster, we explore the

expansion of our statistical methods to 3D scienti�c data. The method was comparable to 2D. Our

work is the next step towards evaluating the theoretical limits of lossy compressibility used to

predict compression performance and optimally adapt compressors.
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Spline-Interpolation-Based Lossy Compression for Scienti�c Data

Jiannan Tian (Indiana University)

Error-bounded lossy compression is a critical technique for signi�cantly reducing scienti�c data

volumes. With ever-emerging heterogeneous high-performance computing (HPC) architecture,

GPU-accelerated error-bounded compressors such as cuSZ have been developed. In order to

improve the data quality and the compression ratio while maintaining high throughput, an

interpolation-based spline method is introduced, inspired by the existing CPU prototype. In this

work, We present (1) an ef�cient GPU implementation of the 3D interpolative spline prediction

method, (2) a �ner-grained data chunking approach using anchor points to leverage the modern

GPU architecture, and (3) an in-depth analysis of how such anchor point affects the error formation

and the compression ratio, and (4) a preliminary result in performance on the state-of-the-art

modern GPUs. Our solution can achieve 1) a higher compression ratio than the previous default

prediction method in cuSZ, and 2) the overall comparable data quality and compression ratio with



the CPU prototype.

ParaGraph: An Application-Simulator Interface and Toolkit for Hardware-Software Co-Design

Mikhail Isaev (Georgia Institute of Technology)

ParaGraph is an open-source toolkit for use in co-designing hardware and software for

supercomputer-scale systems. It bridges an infrastructure gap between an application target and

existing high-�delity computer-network simulators. The �rst component of ParaGraph is a high-

level graph representation of a parallel program, which faithfully represents parallelism and

communication, can be extracted automatically from a compiler, and is “tuned” for use with network

simulators. The second is a runtime that can emulate the representation’s dynamic execution for a

simulator. User-extensible mechanisms are available for modeling on-node performance and

transforming high-level communication into operations that backend simulators understand. Case

studies include deep learning workloads that are extracted automatically from programs written in

JAX and TensorFlow and interfaced with several event-driven network simulators. These studies

show how system designers can use ParaGraph to build �exible end-to-end software-hardware

co-design work�ows to tweak communication libraries, �nd future hardware bottlenecks, and

validate simulations with traces.

Compressing Quantum Circuit Simulation Tensor Data

Milan Shah (North Carolina State University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over many quantum tensors.

QTensor, a library built for quantum circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm,

contracts tensors to return a �nal energy value. As bucket elimination advances, tensors can grow

large, and memory becomes a bottleneck. To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while

enabling more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implementing a lossy compressor that

can compress the �oating-point data stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously

preserving a �nal energy value within an error bound after decompression. We study the effects of

various lossy compression/decompression strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result

error to ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does not heavily distort data.

The work for this project is in progress and preliminary results for proposed

preprocessing/postprocessing strategies and compressor optimizations that have been developed

will be showcased.

Towards Scalable Identi�cation of Motifs Representing Non-Determinism in HPC Simulations

Ali Khan (University of North Texas)



We present a novel parallel framework for large scale network alignment. Network alignment has

applications in many disciplines including bioinformatics and social sciences. Our algorithm is one

of the �rst network alignment tools that can not only identify similar networks, but also identify the

differences between nearly similar networks. It is particularly useful in �nding regions of non-

determinism in event graphs, arising in large HPC simulations.

Our algorithm compares similarity between vertices based the number of graphlets (or motifs) to

which the vertex belongs. Thus, it can also be used to �nd motifs in a graph. However, compared to

the state-of-the art algorithms, our algorithm can (i) compute multiple motifs in one execution and

(ii) be tuned to graph structure and user speci�cation. We will present the algorithm, showcase the

scalability results, and compare its performance and accuracy with other state-of-the art software.

Mostly Painless Scienti�c Computing with Rust

Srinath Kailasa (University College London)

Scienti�c software is required to be fast, painless to change, and easy to deploy. Historically,

compiled languages such as C/C++ and Fortran have been preferred when writing software with

the highest performance requirements. However these languages are complex, and the resulting

software is challenging to maintain and deploy across platforms. We present our recent software

projects written in Rust, a fast-growing, ergonomic, systems-level programming language with a

toolchain designed for high-performance and simple cross platform builds. We illustrate the current

state of the scienti�c computing ecosystem in Rust, through our experience developing high-

performance MPI-distributed software for computational physics problems.

High Performance Computing Scheduler Parameter Optimization Using Simulation and

Regression

Scott Hutchison (Kansas State University)

Jobs for a High Performance Computing cluster are allocated system resources by a scheduling

application such as SLURM. These scheduling applications are highly con�gurable by HPC

administrators through the use of parameters which modify and customize their scheduling

behavior. Although there are default values for these scheduling parameters provided by their

creators and maintainers, it is unclear which values for scheduler parameter settings would be

optimal for a particular HPC system running the types of jobs its users typically submit. Using over

37,000 jobs from historic job log data from Kansas State University’s High Performance Computing

cluster, this research uses a SLURM simulator to execute over 90,000 scheduler simulations

requiring over 840,000 compute hours along with gradient boosted tree regression to predict an



optimal set of scheduler con�guration parameters which results in a 79% decrease in the average

job queue time when compared with the default scheduler parameters

IOPathTune: Adaptive Online Parameter Tuning for Parallel File System I/O Path

Md. Hasanur Rashid (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

Parallel �le systems like Lustre contain complicated I/O paths from clients to storage servers. An

ef�cient I/O path requires proper settings of multiple parameters as the default settings often fail to

deliver optimal performance, especially for diverse workloads in the HPC environment. Existing

tuning strategies are limited in being adaptive, timely, and �exible. We propose IOPathTune, which

adaptively tunes PFS I/O Path online from the client side without characterizing the workloads,

doing expensive pro�ling, and communicating with other machines. We leveraged CloudLab to

conduct the evaluations with 20 different Filebench workloads under three different test conditions:

single-client standalone tests, dynamic workload change, and multi-client executions. We

observed either on par or better performance than the default con�guration across all workloads.

Some of the most considerable improvement includes 231%, 113%, 96%, 43%.

SurrogateTrain: Drastically Improving Performance of Data Loading for Training Scienti�c

Surrogate Models

Baixi Sun (Indiana University)

Deep learning surrogate models have drawn much attention in large-scale scienti�c simulations

because they can provide similar results to simulations at lower computational costs. To process

large amounts of scienti�c data, distributed training on high-performance computing (HPC) clusters

is often used. Training a surrogate model with data parallelism consists of three major steps: (1)

Each device loads a subset of the dataset from the parallel �lesystem; (2) Computing the model

update on each device; (3) Communicating between devices to synchronize the model update.

During these steps, we observe that data loading is the main performance bottleneck for training

surrogate models. To this end, we propose SurrogateTrain, an ef�cient data-loading approach for

training surrogate models, including of�ine scheduling and on-demand buffering. Our evaluation on

a scienti�c surrogate model demonstrates that SurrogateTrain reduces the amount of data loaded

by 6.7× and achieves up to 4.7× speedup in data loading.

Optimizing Traceback in the Smith-Waterman Algorithm for GPUs

LeAnn Lindsey (University of Utah, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The traceback phase of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm requires signi�cant memory and



introduces an irregular memory access pattern which makes it challenging to implement for GPU

architectures. In this work, we introduce a novel strategy for implementing the traceback kernel for

the SW algorithm on GPUs by restructuring the global memory access patterns and introducing a

memory-ef�cient data structure for storing large dynamic programming matrices in GPU’s limited

memory. To demonstrate this kernel’s performance we integrated this into the existing ADEPT

library and Metahipmer2, a de novo metagenomic short read assembler. Our implementation is

3.6x faster than traceback in GASAL2, and 51x faster than traceback in Striped Smith-Waterman,

the current state of the art SW libraries on GPU and CPU respectively. It sped up the �nal

alignment step in Metahipmer2 by an average of 44% and improved the overall execution time of

Metahipmer2 by an average of 13%.

Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

Aggregated HPC resources have rigid allocation systems and programming models and struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fall short of providing a solution that can be

applied to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses.

In this project, we use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the utilization of

supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model satis�es the requirements of high-

performance applications and how idle memory helps resolve cold startup issues. We demonstrate

a software resource disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows idle cores

and accelerators to be utilized while retaining near-native performance.

Optimizing Communication in Parallel Deep Learning via Parameter Pruning

Siddharth Singh (University of Maryland)

Large scale neural network training is challenging due to the high ratio of communication to

computation. Recent work has shown that these large networks contain sparse subnetworks

consisting of 10-20% of the parameters, which when trained in isolation reach comparable

accuracy to the larger network. In this work, we propose a novel approach that exploits the

existence of these sparse subnetworks to dramatically improve the ef�ciency of large scale neural

network training. By storing in sparse and computing in dense, we are able to reduce the number of

parameters drastically while matching the compute ef�ciency of the original network. We exploit

this reduced parameter set to optimize the communication time of AxoNN, a state-of-the-art



framework for parallel deep learning. Our approach yields a signi�cant speedup of 17% when

training a 2.7 billion parameter transformer model on 384 GPUs.

Ef�ciently Learning Locality Optimizations by Decomposing Transformation Domains

Tharindu Patabandi (University of Utah)

Achieving full automation of program optimization is still an open problem for compiler writers. This

work explores machine learning as a potential solution to learn data locality optimizations for

tensor applications. Training models with supervised-learning for loop-nest optimization often

requires prohibitively expensive training data generation for learning the combined effects of a

transformation sequence. As a solution, this work proposes a novel learning strategy called

Composed Singular Prediction (CSP) that signi�cantly reduces the training data generation cost in

the context of learned loop transformation models. The learned models are then deployed to

predict data locality optimization schedules for Conv2d kernels to achieve performance

improvements up to 4x against Intel oneDNN while saving over 100x in training data collection

time over exhaustive search.

Predicting Scienti�c Data Popularity Using dCache Logs

Julian Bellavita (University of California, Berkeley)

The dCache installation is a storage management system that acts as a disk cache for high-energy

physics (HEP) data. Storagespace on dCache is limited relative to persistent storage devices,

therefore, a heuristic is needed to determine what data should be kept in the cache. A good cache

policy would keep frequently accessed data in the cache, but this requires knowledge of future

dataset popularity. We present methods for forecasting the number of times a dataset stored on

dCache will be accessed in the future. We present a deep neural network that can predict future

dataset accesses accurately, reporting a �nal normalized loss of 4.6e-8. We present a set of

algorithms that can forecast future dataset accesses given an access sequence. Included are two

novel algorithms, Backup Predictor and Last N Successors, that outperform other �le prediction

algorithms. Findings suggest that it is possible to anticipate dataset popularity in advance.

Practical Evaluation of Remote Adaptive Lossy Compression with Feedback

Connor Ennis (Clemson University)

When transmitting image data from a deployed edge device, a high-bandwidth connection to a

cloud system cannot be guaranteed. An early-warning system for an intersection crosswalk, for

instance, would have to be able to compress and transmit data with enough quality to ensure



prompt detection of danger through remote image processing. Adaptive lossy compression

provides a potential solution for this, although it is yet to be evaluated on actual edge hardware. By

separating the compression and detection pipelines between client and server processes,

improving compression ratios by up to 4.95% via a uni�ed lossless stage, demonstrating

compression performance on an Arm-powered edge device, and benchmarking network

performance under a range of realistic bandwidth conditions, we attempt to evaluate the viability of

this method under realistic conditions. This poster discusses our revised architecture and its

performance, along with the relevance of our results towards method re�nement.

Quantify the Effect of Histogram Intersection in Spatio-Temporal Data Sampling

Changfeng Zou (Clemson University)

The computational advance in high-performance computing leads to increased data generation by

applications, resulting in a bottleneck within the system due to I/O limitations. One solution is the

Spatio-temporal sampling method, which takes advantage of both spatial and temporal data

reduction methods to produce higher post-reconstruction quality. Various user input parameters

such as the number of bins or histogram intersection limit the performance for Spatio-temporal

sampling. This poster focuses on determining the effect of the histogram intersection threshold in

the Spatio-temporal sampling method. Results indicate that as long as a data set is not identical

across adjacent time-steps, reducing the histogram intersection percentage increases the sampling

bandwidth until blocks reused become static. The ExaAM data set shows an increase of 100-130%

in sampling bandwidth, with only about a 5% decrease in PSNR value at 60% histogram

intersection or lower.

Comparing Effectiveness of Lossy and Lossless Reduction Techniques

Coleman Nichols (Clemson University)

Large data sets tend to be very common in many areas of high-performance computing. Often

times, the size of these data sets are so extreme that they far exceed the storage capabilities of

their system. This highlights an opportunity to employ compression methods in order to reduce the

data set down to a manageable size. Given that reduction methods operate on data in different

ways, it is important to compare these methods with the goal of determining the optimal approach

for any given data set. This poster compares the effectiveness of different data reduction methods

on image data from Los Alamos National Labs based on three major parameters: PSNR,

compression ratio, and compression rate. Our analysis indicated the SZ lossy compressor was the

most effective for this data set, given that it offered the highest PSNR along with a very reasonable

compression ratio.



Multi-Objective Evolutionary Clustering of Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data

Konghao Zhao (Wake Forest University)

Cells are the basic building blocks of human organisms. Single-cell RNA sequencing is a

technology for studying the heterogeneity of cells of different organs, tissues, subjects, conditions,

and treatments. Identi�cation of cell types and states in sequenced data is an important and

challenging task, requiring computational approaches that are accurate, robust, and scalable.

Existing approaches use cluster analysis as the �rst step of cell-types prediction. Their performance

remains limited because they optimize only one objective function. In this study, two evolutionary

clustering approaches were designed, implemented, and systematically validated, namely a single-

objective evolutionary algorithm and a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. The algorithms were

evaluated on synthetic and real datasets. The results demonstrated that the performance and the

accuracy of both evolutionary algorithms were consistent, stable, and on par with or better than

baseline algorithms. Running time analysis of multi-processing on an HPC showed that

evolutionary algorithms can ef�ciently handle large datasets.

Data Throughput Performance Trends of Regional Scienti�c Data Cache

Caitlin Sim (University of California, Berkeley)

Today’s scienti�c projects and simulations often require repeated transfer of large data volumes

between the storage system and the client. This increases the load on the network, leading to

congestion. In order to mitigate these effects, regional data storage cache systems are used to store

data locally. This project examines the XCache storage system to closely analyze data trend

patterns in the data volume and data throughput performance, while also creating a model for

predicting how caches could potentially impact network traf�c and data transfer performance

overall. The results of the data access patterns demonstrated that traf�c volume was reduced by an

average factor of 2.35. The hourly and daily prediction models also showed low error values,

reinforcing the learning methods used in this effort.

Analysis of Validating and Verifying OpenACC Compilers 3.0 and Above

Aaron M. Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Aaron Liu (University of Delaware)

OpenACC is a high-level directive-based parallel programming model that can manage the

sophistication of heterogeneity in architectures and abstract it from the users. The portability of the

model across CPUs and accelerators has gained the model a wide variety of users. This means it is

also crucial to analyze the reliability of the compilers' implementations. To address this challenge,

the OpenACC Validation and Veri�cation team has proposed a validation testsuite to verify the



OpenACC implementations across various compilers with an infrastructure for a more streamlined

execution. This paper will cover the following aspects: (a) the new developments since the last

publication on the tetsuite, (b) outline the use of the infrastructure, (c) discuss tests that highlight

our work�ow process, (d) analyze the results from executing the testsuite on various systems, and

(e) outline future developments.

Extending MAGMA Portability with OneAPI

Anna Fortenberry (University of North Texas)

The architectures of supercomputers are increasing in diversity. It is important to maintain ef�cient

code portability to take advantage of the computing capabilities of the evolving hardware in these

systems. Intel has adopted an open standard programming interface for heterogeneous systems

called oneAPI, designed to allow code portability across different processor architectures. This

report evaluates oneAPI by migrating a general matrix-matrix multiplication CUDA algorithm from

the dense linear algebra library Matrix Algebra on GPU and Multicore Architectures to Data Parallel

C++, the direct programming language of oneAPI. Performance of the migrated code is compared to

native CUDA implementations on multicore CPUs and GPUs. The initial migrated code

demonstrates impressive performance on multicore CPUs. It retains the performance of CUDA on

NVIDIA GPUs. It performs poorly on the Intel GPU but is improved with tuning. Intel's oneAPI

allowed for a successful extension of MAGMA portability to multicore CPUs and Intel GPUs.

Statistical Prediction of Lossy Compression Ratios for 3D Scienti�c Data

David Krasowska (Clemson University)

In the �elds of science and engineering, lossy compression plays a growing role in running scienti�c

simulations, as output data is on the scale of terabytes. Using error bounded lossy compression

reduces the amount of storage for each simulation; however, there is no known bound for the upper

limit of lossy compressibility. Data correlation structures, compressors and error bounds are factors

allowing larger compression ratios and improved quality metrics. This provides one direction

towards quantifying lossy compressibility. Our previous work explored 2D statistical methods to

characterize the data correlation structures and their relationships, through functional models, to

compression ratios and quality metrics for 2D scienti�c data. In this poster, we explore the

expansion of our statistical methods to 3D scienti�c data. The method was comparable to 2D. Our

work is the next step towards evaluating the theoretical limits of lossy compressibility used to

predict compression performance and optimally adapt compressors.
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Presented: - ACM/IEEE-CS Ken Kennedy Award - IEEE-CS Sidney Fernbach Memorial Award -

IEEE-CS Seymour Cray Computer Engineering Award ACM A.M. Turing Lecture: A Not So Simple

Matter of Software Presenter: Jack Dongarra Abstract: In this talk, we examine how high

performance computing has changed over the last 40-year and look toward the future in terms of

trends. These changes have had and will continue to have a signi�cant impact on our numerical

scienti�c software. A new generation of software libraries and algorithms are needed to effectively

use dynamic, distributed, and parallel environments. Some of the software and algorithm

challenges have already been encountered, such as management of communication and memory

hierarchies through a combination of compile-time and run-time techniques, but the increased scale

of computation, depth of memory hierarchies, range of latencies, and increased run--time

environment variability will make these problems much harder.

Jack Dongarra (University of Tennessee, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Join us for the 2021 ACM A.M. Turing Award Lecture featuring Jack Dongarra. A longtime SC

supporter, Jack’s pioneering contributions to numerical algorithms and libraries that enabled HPC

software to keep pace with exponential hardware improvements for over four decades has, through

the years, accelerated HPC. With our SC22 conference theme, HPC Accelerates, we’re honored

that Jack selected SC22 as the location to present his award lecture.

Be sure to include the ACM A.M. Turing Lecture in your schedule when planning your SC22

conference experience. You won’t want to miss it! This lecture replaces our traditional keynote

presentation.

10:30 am - 12:00 pm
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Session Description:

Extreme-Scale Many-against-Many Protein Similarity Search

Oguz Selvitopi (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Saliya Ekanayake (Microsoft

Corporation), Giulia Guidi (University of California, Berkeley), Muaaz Awan (National Energy

Research Scienti�c Computing Center (NERSC)), Georgios Pavlopoulos (Biomedical Sciences

Research Center (BSRC), Greece), Ariful Azad (Indiana University), Nikos Kyrpides (US Department

of Energy Joint Genome Institute), Leonid Oliker (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)),

Katherine Yelick (University of California, Berkeley; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)),

Aydin Buluç (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL); University of California, Berkeley)

Similarity search is one of the most fundamental computations that are regularly performed on

ever-increasing protein datasets. Scalability is of paramount importance for uncovering novel

phenomena that occur at very large scales. We unleash the power of over 20,000 GPUs on the

Summit system to perform all-vs-all protein similarity search on one of the largest publicly

available datasets with 405 million proteins, in less than 3.5 hours, cutting the time-to-solution for

many use cases from weeks. The variability of protein sequence lengths, as well as the sparsity of

the space of pairwise comparisons, make this a challenging problem in distributed memory. Due to

the need to construct and maintain a data structure holding indices to all other sequences, this

application has a huge memory footprint that makes it hard to scale the problem sizes. We

overcome this memory limitation by innovative matrix-based blocking techniques, without

introducing additional load imbalance.

Reshaping Geostatistical Modeling and Prediction for Extreme-Scale Environmental

Applications

Qinglei Cao (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory), Sameh Abdulah (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Rabab Alomairy (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Yu Pei (University of Tennessee, Innovative

Computing Laboratory), Pratik Nag (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)),

George Bosilca (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory; Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)), Marc Genton (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David Keyes

(King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Ying Sun (King Abdullah University of Science and

Technology (KAUST))

We extend the capability of space-time geostatistical modeling using algebraic approximations,

illustrating application-expected accuracy worthy of double precision from majority low-precision

computations and low-rank matrix approximations. We exploit the mathematical structure of the



dense covariance matrix whose inverse action and determinant are repeatedly required in Gaussian

log-likelihood optimization. Geostatistics augments �rst-principles modeling approaches for the

prediction of environmental phenomena given the availability of measurements at a large number

of locations; however, traditional Cholesky-based approaches grow cubically in complexity, gating

practical extension to continental and global datasets now available. We combine the linear

algebraic contributions of mixed-precision and low-rank computations within a tile-based Cholesky

solver with on-demand casting of precisions and dynamic runtime support from PaRSEC to

orchestrate tasks and data movement. Our adaptive approach scales on various systems and

leverages the Fujitsu A64FX nodes of Fugaku to achieve up to 12X performance speedup against

the highly optimized dense Cholesky implementation.

Pushing the Frontier in the Design of Laser-Based Electron Accelerators with Groundbreaking

Mesh-Re�ned Particle-In-Cell Simulations on Exascale-Class Supercomputers

Luca Fedeli (University of Paris-Saclay), Axel Huebl (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), France Boillod-Cerneux (University of Paris-Saclay), Thomas Clark (University of Paris-

Saclay), Kevin Gott (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Conrad Hillairet (ARM Ltd),

Stephan Jaure (Bull Atos Technologies), Adrien Leblanc (National Institute of Advanced Technology

(ENSTA Paris)), Rémi Lehe (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Andrew Myers

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Christelle Piechurski (GENCI, France), Mitsuhisa

Sato (RIKEN), Neil Zaïm (University of Paris-Saclay), Weiqun Zhang (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL)), Jean-Luc Vay (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Henri Vincenti

(University of Paris-Saclay)

We present a �rst-of-kind mesh-re�ned (MR) massively parallel Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code for

kinetic plasma simulations optimized on the Frontier, Fugaku, Summit, and Perlmutter

supercomputers. Major innovations, implemented in the WarpX PIC code, include: (i) a three level

parallelization strategy that demonstrated performance portability and scaling on millions of

A64FX cores and tens of thousands of AMD and Nvidia GPUs (ii) a groundbreaking mesh

re�nement capability that provides between 1.5× to 4× savings in computing requirements on the

science case reported in this paper, (iii) an ef�cient load balancing strategy between multiple MR

levels. The MR PIC code enabled 3D simulations of laser-matter interactions on Frontier, Fugaku,

and Summit, which have so far been out of the reach of standard codes. These simulations helped

remove a major limitation of compact laser-based electron accelerators, which are promising

candidates for next generation high-energy physics experiments and ultra-high dose rate FLASH

radiotherapy.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Gordon Bell Prize Finalist Session 2



Session Description:

Extreme Scale Earthquake Simulation with Uncertainty Quanti�cation

Tsuyoshi Ichimura (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kohei Fujita (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Ryota

Kusakabe (University of Tokyo), Kentaro Koyama (Fujitsu Ltd), Sota Murakami (University of Tokyo),

Yuma Kikuchi (University of Tokyo), Takane Hori (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and

Technology), Muneo Hori (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Hikaru Inoue

(Fujitsu Ltd), Takafumi Nose (Fujitsu Ltd), Takahiro Kawashima (Fujitsu Ltd), Lalith Maddegedara

(University of Tokyo)

We develop a stochastic �nite element method with ultra-large degrees of freedom that discretize

probabilistic and physical spaces using unstructured second-order tetrahedral elements with

double precision using a mixed-precision implicit iterative solver that scales to the full Fugaku

system and enables fast Uncertainty Quanti�cation (UQ). The developed solver designed to attain

high performance on a variety of CPU/GPU-based supercomputers enabled solving 37 trillion

degrees-of-freedom problem with 19.8% peak FP64 performance on full Fugaku (89.8 PFLOPS)

with 87.7% weak scaling ef�ciency, corresponding to 224-fold speedup over the state of the art

solver running on full Summit. This method, which has shown its effectiveness via solving huge

(32-trillion degrees-of-freedom) practical problems, is expected to be a breakthrough in damage

mitigation, and is expected to facilitate the scienti�c understanding of earthquake phenomena and

have a ripple effect on other �elds that similarly require UQ.

2.5 Million-Atom Ab Initio Electronic-Structure Simulation of Complex Metallic

Heterostructures with DGDFT

Wei Hu (University of Science and Technology of China), Hong An (University of Science and

Technology of China; Pilot National Laboratory for Marine Science and Technology, Qingdao, China),

Zhuoqiang Guo (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Qingcai Jiang

(University of Science and Technology of China), Xinming Qin (University of Science and Technology

of China), Junshi Chen (University of Science and Technology of China; Pilot National Laboratory for

Marine Science and Technology, Qingdao, China), Weile Jia (Institute of Computing Technology,

Chinese Academy of Sciences), Chao Yang (Peking University), Zhaolong Luo (University of Science

and Technology of China), Jielan Li (University of Science and Technology of China), Wentiao Wu

(University of Science and Technology of China), Guangming Tan (Institute of Computing

Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Dongning Jia (Pilot National Laboratory for Marine

Science and Technology, Qingdao, China), Qinglin Lu (Institute of Software, Chinese Academy of

Sciences), Fangfang Liu (Institute of Software, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Min Tian (Qilu

University of Technology, Shandong, China), Fang Li (National Research Center of Parallel

Computer Engineering and Technology, China), Yeqi Huang (University of Science and Technology

of China), Liyi Wang (University of Science and Technology of China), Sha Liu (University of Science



and Technology of China), Jinlong Yang (University of Science and Technology of China)

Over the past three decades, ab initio electronic structure calculations of large, complex and

metallic systems are limited to tens of thousands of atoms in computational accuracy and ef�ciency

on leadership supercomputers. We present a massively parallel discontinuous Galerkin density

functional theory (DGDFT) implementation, which adopts adaptive local basis functions to

discretize the Kohn-Sham equation, resulting in a block-sparse Hamiltonian matrix. A highly

ef�cient pole expansion and selected inversion (PEXSI) sparse direct solver is implemented in

DGDFT to achieve O(N1.5) scaling for quasi two-dimensional systems. DGDFT allows us to

compute the electronic structures of complex metallic heterostructures with 2.5 million atoms (17.2

million electrons) using 35.9 million cores on the new Sunway supercomputer. The peak

performance of PEXSI can achieve 64 PFLOPS (5% of theoretical peak), which is unprecedented for

sparse direct solvers. This accomplishment paves the way for quantum mechanical simulations into

mesoscopic scale for designing next-generation electronic devices.

Exa�ops Biomedical Knowledge Graph Analytics

Ramakrishnan Kannan (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Piyush Sao (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Hao Lu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jakub Kurzak (Advanced

Micro Devices (AMD) Inc), Gundolf Schenk (University of California, San Francisco), Yongmei Shi

(University of California, San Francisco), Seung-Hwan Lim (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)),

Sharat Israni (University of California, San Francisco), Vijay Thakkar (Georgia Institute of

Technology), Guojing Cong (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Robert Patton (Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL)), Sergio Baranzini (University of California, San Francisco), Richard

Vuduc (Georgia Institute of Technology), Thomas Potok (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

We are motivated by newly proposed methods for mining large-scale corpora of scholarly

publications (e.g., full biomedical literature), which consists of tens of millions of papers spanning

decades of research. In this setting, analysts seek to discover relationships among concepts. They

construct graph representations from annotated text databases and then formulate the

relationship-mining problem as an all-pairs shortest paths (APSP) and validate connective paths

against curated biomedical knowledge graphs (e.g., SPOKE). In this context, we present COAST

(Exascale Communication-Optimized All-Pairs Shortest Path) and demonstrate 1.004 EF/s on

9,200 Frontier nodes (73,600 GCDs). We develop hyperbolic performance models (HYPERMOD),

which guide optimizations and parametric tuning. The proposed COAST algorithm achieved the

memory constant parallel ef�ciency of 99% in the single-precision tropical semiring. Looking

forward, COAST will enable the integration of scholarly corpora like PubMed into the SPOKE

biomedical knowledge graph.



3:30 pm - 4:15 pm

Test of Time Award Presentation

Session Description:

A Power-Aware Run-Time System for High-Performance Computing

Chung-hsing Hsu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Wuchun Feng (Virginia Tech)

For decades, the high-performance computing (HPC) community has focused on performance,

where performance is de�ned as speed. To achieve better performance per compute node,

microprocessor vendors have not only doubled the number of transistors (and speed) every 18-24

months, but they have also doubled the power densities. Consequently, keeping a large-scale HPC

system functioning properly requires continual cooling in a large machine room, thus resulting in

substantial operational costs. Furthermore, the increase in power densities has led (in part) to a

decrease in system reliability, thus leading to lost productivity.

To address these problems, we propose a power-aware algorithm that automatically and

transparently adapts its voltage and frequency settings to achieve signi�cant power reduction and

energy savings with minimal impact on performance. Speci�cally, we leverage a commodity

technology called “dynamic voltage and frequency scaling” to implement our power-aware

algorithm in the run-time system of commodity HPC systems.

Wednesday, November 16th

8:30 am - 10:00 am

ACM and IEEE-CS Award Presentations

Session Description:

2022 ACM/IEEE-CS Ken Kennedy Award

Ian Foster (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago)

Linking scienti�c instruments and computation: Patterns, technologies, experiences

Powerful detectors at modern experimental facilities that collect data at multiple GB/s require

online computing to process the resulting data �ows. I review common patterns associated with

such online analyses, and present new methods for con�guring and running the resulting

distributed computing pipelines. I present experiences with the application of these methods to the



processing of data from �ve scienti�c instruments, each of which engages powerful computers for

data inversion, model training, or other purposes. I also discuss implications of such methods for

operators and users of scienti�c facilities.

2022 IEEE Sidney Fernbach Award

Torsten Hoe�er (ETH Zurich – Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)

From two strong oxen to billions of �eas: orchestrating computation and data in modern high-

performance computing

Following Sidney Fernbach's legacy, we will explore how massively parallel distributed

supercomputers are designed, programmed, and operated today. We focus on the aspects of

distributed-memory parallelism using Remote Direct Memory Access through the Message Passing

Interface. We will close with an outlook of where technology will leads us and new problems for

the HPC community to tackle in the coming years.

2022 IEEE-CS Seymour Cray Computer Engineering Award

Satoshi Matsuoka (RIKEN, Tokyo Institute of Technology)

Quotes from Seymour Cray—Are we living up to his legacy?

Seymour Cray, often regarded as the “father of supercomputing”, endowed us with valuable quotes

during his stellar career, and many of those quotes can now be found online. One can say that the

HPC in general has made massive progress since his unfortunate passing, but the question is, has

HPC made advances in a way that lives up to his ideals and his legacy, and furthermore is properly

moving forward? Moreover, it is dif�cult even for a genius to predict the future accurately, and as

such, are the ideals from his quotes living up to the present day HPC? We review his quotes

against some historical supercomputing developments I have been involved in to address these

questions.

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Gordon Bell COVID-19 Finalist Session 1

Session Description:

GenSLMs: Genome-scale language models reveal SARS-CoV-2 evolutionary dynamics

Maxim Zvyagin (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Alexander Brace (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago), Kyle Hippe (Argonne National Laboratory), Yuntian Deng

(NVIDIA Corporation, Harvard University), Bin Zhang (Cerebras Systems), Cindy Bohorquez



(Cerebras Systems), Austin Clyde (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago),

Bharat Kale (Northern Illinois University), Danilo Perez-Rivera (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL),

New York University (NYU)), Heng Ma (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Carla M. Mann

(Argonne National Laboratory, University of Chicago), Michael Irvin (Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL)), J. Gregory Pauloski (University of Chicago), Logan Ward (Argonne National Laboratory),

Valerie Hayot-Sasson (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago), Murali Emani

(Argonne National Laboratory), Sam Foreman (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Zhen Xie

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Diangen Lin (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University

of Chicago), Maulik Shukla (Argonne National Laboratory, University of Chicago), Weili Nie (NVIDIA

Corporation), Josh Romero (NVIDIA Corporation), Christian Dallago (NVIDIA Corporation, Technical

University Munich), Arash Vahdat (NVIDIA Corporation), Chaowei Xiao (Arizona State University,

NVIDIA Corporation), Thomas Gibbs (NVIDIA Corporation), Ian Foster (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago), James J. Davis (Argonne National Laboratory, University of

Chicago), Michael Papka (Argonne National Laboratory; University of Illinois, Chicago), Thomas

Brettin (Argonne National Laboratory), Rick Stevens (Argonne National Laboratory, University of

Chicago), Anima Anandkumar (NVIDIA Corporation, California Institute of Technology), Venkatram

Vishwanath (Argonne National Laboratory), Arvind Ramanathan (Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL))

Our work seeks to transform how new and emergent variants of pandemic causing viruses,

speci�cally SARS-CoV-2, are identi�ed and classi�ed. By adapting large language models (LLMs)

for genomic data, we build genome-scale language models (GenSLMs) which can learn the

evolutionary landscape of SARS-CoV-2 genomes. By pre-training on over 110 million prokaryotic

gene sequences, and then �ne-tuning a SARS-CoV-2 speci�c model on 1.5 million genomes, we

show that GenSLM can accurately and rapidly identify variants of concern. Thus, to our knowledge,

GenSLM represents one of the �rst whole genome scale foundation models which can generalize

to other prediction tasks. We demonstrate the scaling of GenSLMs on both GPU-based

supercomputers and AI-hardware accelerators, achieving over 1.54 zetta�ops in training runs. We

present initial scienti�c insights gleaned from examining GenSLMs in tracking the evolutionary

dynamics of SARS-CoV-2, noting that its full potential on large biological data is yet to be realized.

TwoFold: highly accurate structure and af�nity prediction for protein-ligand complexes from

sequences

Darren J. Hsu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Hao Lu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory),

Aditya Kashi (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Michael Matheson (Oak Ridge National Laboratory),

John Gounley (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Feiyi Wang (Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)), Wayne Joubert (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jens Glaser (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory)



We describe our development of ab initio protein-ligand binding pose prediction models based on

transformers and binding af�nity prediction models based on the neural tangent kernel (NTK).

Folding both protein and ligand, the TwoFold models achieve ef�cient and quality predictions

matching state-of-the-art implementations while additionally reconstructing protein structures.

NTK and Gaussian Process models are demonstrated to be a worthy use of HPC resources for AI,

and the advantages of adapting highly-optimized linear solver benchmarking codes to solve the

large dense linear systems required by these models are shown.

Thursday, November 17th

12:45 pm - 1:30 pm

SC22 Awards Ceremony

Session Description:

SC22 Awards Ceremony

The SC22 conference awards, as well as selected ACM, IEEE and SigHPC awards, will be

presented. 

The awards include Student Cluster Competition Winners, Best Student Paper, Best Paper, Test of

Time, Best Poster, Best Scienti�c Visualization, Best Reproducibility Advancement Award, IEEE

TCHPC Award for Excellence for Early Career Researchers in High Performance Computing, ACM

Student Research Competition, ACM/IEEE-CS George Michael Memorial HPC Fellowship, ACM

Gordon Bell Prize and Gordon Bell Special Prize for High Performance Computing-Based COVID-

19 Research, ACM SIGHPC Computational & Data Science Fellowships, ACM SIGHPC Outstanding

Doctoral Dissertation, SigHPC Emerging Woman Leader in Technical Computing Award, and

Education Award.

Everyone with an SC22 badge is welcome to attend.



Birds of a Feather

(back to top)

Tuesday, November 15th

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Anyscale with RISC-V: Powering the Next Generation of (IoT to) HPC Systems

Session Description:

John Davis (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)) 

The goal of this BoF is to introduce the HPC community to the RISC-V ecosystem and how it can

enable research and development. We will start with a short panel presentation (20 minutes) on

the status of the RISC-V HPC ecosystem. This will be followed by a Q&A session with the panel

and audience members. There will be directed questions as well as ad hoc questions from the

audience.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Open OnDemand User Group Meeting

Session Description:

Alan Chalker (Ohio Supercomputer Center) 

This BoF is meant to be an open discussion to guide the future roadmap for Open OnDemand

(openondemand.org), by getting feedback from the community on the prioritization of the various

tasks planned for the next few years. OOD is extremely relevant to ongoing discussions within the

HPC community about user interfaces and science gateways. The session leaders, all part of the

OOD development team, will jointly develop the content for the presentation in advance to ensure

a wide range of viewpoints and topics are presented. We will also consult with our user advisory

group in advance for their suggestions.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

HPC Graph Toolkits and the GraphBLAS Forum



Session Description:

Jose Moreira (IBM - TJ Watson Research Center) 

Government agencies, industry and academia are demanding a new generation of tools to

ef�ciently solve large scale analytics problems in a variety of business, scienti�c and national

security applications. This BoF gathers the community developing high-performance frameworks

and work�ows for large scale graph analytics to survey current approaches, identify new

challenges and opportunities, and discuss interoperability of emerging infrastructures. A central

goal is developing requirements and recommendations for future tools. As in previous editions, this

BoF will explore, and compare and contrast conventional implementations as well as algebraic

approaches, inviting the GraphBLAS community to discuss its state and evolution.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

The Checkpoint/Restart Interface Standard: Version 1.0

Session Description:

Zhengji Zhao (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)) 

As a primary approach to fault-tolerant computing, Checkpoint/Restart (C/R) is essential to a wide

range of HPC communities. To help the community develop portable C/R codes to harness C/R

bene�ts, which go far beyond resilience, the C/R Standard Forum will release the �rst version of the

C/R interface standard in SC22. In this session, the C/R Standard Forum will present their �rst

release of the C/R interface standard speci�cation, inviting feedback from the HPC community on

both the features included in the speci�cation and the roadmap for future efforts.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

In�niBand In-Network Computing and DPU Technologies and Roadmap

Session Description:

Gilad Shainer (NVIDIA Corporation) 

Being a standard-based interconnect, In�niBand enjoys the continuous development of new

capabilities. NDR 400G In�niBand In-Network Computing and Data Processing Unit (DPU)

technologies provide innovative hardware and programmable engines of�oading and accelerating

communication frameworks and application algorithms. The session will discuss the In�niBand In-

Network Computing technology and testing results from leading supercomputing platforms as well

as the NVIDIA Selene AI supercomputer. As the needs for faster data speed accelerate, the



In�niBand Trade Association has been working to set the goals for future speeds (XDR and

beyond). This topic will also be covered at the session, and the �rst NDR results.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

LUSTRE Community BoF: Lustre in HPC, AI, and the Cloud

Session Description:

Sarp Oral (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), OpenSFS Inc) 

Lustre is the leading open-source and open-development �le system for HPC. Around two thirds of

the top 100 supercomputers use Lustre. It is a community developed technology with contributors

from around the world. Lustre currently supports many HPC infrastructures beyond scienti�c

research, such as �nancial services, energy, manufacturing and life sciences. Lustre clients are

available for broadly deployed instruction set architectures such as x86, POWER, and Arm.

At this BoF, Lustre developers, administrators, and solution providers will gather to discuss recent

Lustre developments and challenges, including the role of Lustre in AI and its use in Cloud

environments.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Scienti�c Code Coupling on Supercomputers

Session Description:

Stephen Longshaw (Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC), UK Research and Innovation)

This session will explore the state-of-the-art in scienti�c code coupling, paying particular attention

to enabling software currently in development. Consideration will be paid to the state of existing

libraries in the context of exascale computing, mathematical rigour, and corresponding work�ows,

with highlighting examples of applications drawn from several scienti�c areas. We will look at

whether the current trajectory of coupling technologies is the right one and if so, what can we do to

improve core performance, portability, and applicability to enable massive, coupled simulations on

supercomputers.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Julia for HPC



Session Description:

William Godoy (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)) 

The “Julia for HPC” birds-of-a-feather (BoF) aims to provide a place for the high-performance

computing (HPC) community with interests in the Julia programming language. Julia proposes an

integrated development end-to-end co-design model as a LLVM front-end for science to close the

gap between high-productivity languages and the desired performance of traditional compiled

languages on extreme heterogeneous systems. We invite participants from academia, government,

and industry to share and discuss their experiences, identify and learn about current opportunities

and gaps. Potential topics include: community, adoption and support in leadership facilities, the

Julia ecosystem, programming models and packages targeting HPC work�ows.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Use Cases for SPEC HPC Benchmarks

Session Description:

Robert Henschel (Indiana University) 

The Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) is a non-pro�t corporation formed to

establish, maintain and endorse standardized benchmarks and tools to evaluate performance and

energy ef�ciency for the newest generation of computing systems. The SPEC High Performance

Group (HPG) focuses speci�cally on developing industry standard benchmarks for HPC systems

and has a track record of producing high-quality benchmarks serving both academia and industry.

This BoF invites HPC center operators, developers, and researchers to discuss their experiences

using application benchmarks and learn about the roadmap for future SPEC benchmark

developments.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Reproducibility and Trustworthiness of Computational Research

Session Description:

Hakizumwami Runesha (University of Chicago) 

The advancement of scienti�c knowledge is driven by the ability to reproduce research �ndings.

While there is an agreement about the importance of reproducibility and we continue to see a

growing number of related initiatives, most researchers, however, still do not incorporate

reproducibility practices in their work. It is also not uncommon to lose years of research progress



when a researcher leaves a team or graduates. Building on PEARC22 BoF discussions, this BoF will

aim at democratizing reproducibility and discussing opportunities and challenges for developing

active community-driven services and shared training resources for the reproducibility and

trustworthiness of scienti�c research.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

SAGE 12th SC BoF: Smart Ampli�ed Group Environment Enhanced with

Arti�cial Intelligence for Global Collaboration

Session Description:

Jason Leigh (University of Hawaii at Manoa) 

SAGE3, the Smart Ampli�ed Group Environment, is the next-generation, “human-in-the-loop”

collaboration platform, providing HPC users with the tools to access, explore, discover, publish,

share, integrate, and reuse complex datasets. SAGE3 supports today’s hybrid work/home

environments (laptops, single monitors and display walls), and interfaces with a variety of

computational infrastructures, work�ows, notebooks, and analytics software through Arti�cial

Intelligence-enabled services and orchestration services. It lowers the barrier of entry into AI for

non-expert users, democratizing access to disruptive technologies for those with varying skills. The

BoF presents SAGE3 features, highlights user stories, describes future design plans, and

encourages attendee feedback and interaction.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

The Challenge of Distributed Data in Scienti�c Computing for Earth Sciences

Session Description:

Ilene Carpenter (Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE)) 

The explosion in scienti�c data volume, distributed from the edge to on-premise storage to storage

on the cloud, is creating acute challenges and unique solutions within the High Performance

Computing (HPC) community. Problems span work�ows that produce and/or ingest distributed

data, edge-to-cloud architectures, data distribution, data representation, and beyond. Join this BoF

to meet individuals looking to address this challenge; hear from leaders from within this

community; and be part of the discussion about your challenges, what you have done, and

identifying the solutions that are needed.



12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Addressing HPC's Carbon Footprint

Session Description:

Andrew Grimshaw (Lancium Compute) 

Last year's panel "HPC's Growing Sustainability Challenges and Emerging Approaches" gave an

excellent introduction to the carbon impact of HPC along with ideas for carbon mitigation. This BoF

we will focus on concrete actions that data center operators and users can undertake to reduce

HPC's carbon footprint. These range from using more energy ef�cient processors, to improved

cooling, extending the lifetime of computing equipment, shifting load from regions with carbon-

intense electricity to regions where the vast majority of electricity comes from renewable resources.

Pro's and cons of various will approaches will be discussed. Audience participation and ideas will

be welcome.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Mixed Feelings About Mixed Precisions

Session Description:

Hatem Ltaief (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)) 

Come and share your experiences with the state-of-the-art of mixed-precision techniques! By

wisely trading off accuracy, we can mitigate data movement overheads and increase performance

of applications. No free lunch however: these optimizations require support from the

software/hardware ecosystem and strong numerical validation. This BoF invites the HPC

community at large interested in applying mixed precisions into their work�ows. Experts from

scienti�c applications/software libraries/hardware architectures will brie�y provide the context on

this timely topic, share their own perspectives, engage with the audience via a set of questions, and

eventually gather feedback to de�ne a roadmap moving forward.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

TCHPC Career Panel

Session Description:

Sanjukta Bhowmick (University of North Texas) 



The career panel will consist of representatives from the industry and academia with a background

in HPC. The panel will share advice on different career options in HPC, and their experiences in

their respective career trajectories. The primary audience for this event is current, preferably ABD,

graduate students and post-doctoral researchers. The format will include a brief introduction by

each speaker, followed by a moderated discussion based on a set of previously submitted

questions and ending with further questions from the audience.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

SIGHPC Annual Member Meeting

Session Description:

Christine Harvey (MITRE Corporation) 

The annual business meeting of SIGHPC is your opportunity to hear about and discuss the status of

SIGHPC and its chapters. We will also be discussing upcoming plans for the year. All of the elected

of�cers and many of the other volunteers will be present to answer your questions about SIGHPC.

Representatives from our chapters will also be available.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Work�ows Community: An Update on the Community Roadmap for HPC and AI

Scienti�c Work�ows Research and Development

Session Description:

Rafael Ferreira da Silva (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)) 

The interplay of work�ow technologies and HPC has been challenged by the fast rise of AI and ML

technologies. Work�ows empowered with ML techniques largely differ from traditional work�ows

running on HPC machines. In this BoF, we will bring together researchers from the work�ows

(https://work�ows.community), HPC, and AI/ML communities that work on scienti�c research

questions that require large-scale, distributed, and AI-heavy computing. The session will present

an update on challenges, opportunities, new research directions, and future pathways, and will

seek input for updating a community roadmap on HPC and AI work�ows research and

development.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm



Engaging with the DoD High Performance Computing Modernization Program

Session Description:

Kevin Newmeyer (DoD High Performance Computing Modernization Program, US Army Engineer

Research and Development Center (ERDC)) 

The DoD has invested signi�cant time and funding to support a large base of users on a variety of

HPC-backed projects. This BoF will use lightning talks about current research, technology

acquisition plans, and software development needs and interests to illustrate DoD goals and

opportunities for engagement. These lightning talks are intended to help external organizations

and researchers connect with DoD users and sites to encourage partnerships and help solve

problems. External engagement will help DoD users and HPC sites grow expertise and connect to

the larger HPC community.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

AI Is Not Neutral! Ethical Concerns of Coupling AI with HPC

Session Description:

Jesmin Jahan Tithi (Intel Labs) 

HPC is increasingly employed in AI. Although HPC itself is natively ethically neutral, its use to

enable AI applications that can have harmful impacts on humans and society and can render HPC

collusive and ethically liable. This BoF will consider the ethical implication of the coupling of AI and

HPC and the formation of guidelines for the HPC community to ensure that researchers consider

potentially harmful consequences of their research and adhere to best practices for sustainable and

ethical use of HPC resources.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Performance Portability in a Heterogenous World - Pipe Dream?

Session Description:

David Martin (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)) 

With increasing heterogeneity in system deployments (CPUs, GPGPUs, AI accelerators, FPGAs,

IPU/DPUs), HPC users face a daunting task of programming for such diverse architectures. This

BoF, organized by the IXPUG, but not limited to Intel technology, will focus on sharing expertise in

portable programming across a wide variety of architectures, running a diverse set of workloads.



This BoF will explore current approaches and best practices for programming across

heterogeneous systems and exotic architectures, with the goal of identifying a common set of

principles and practices that can be leveraged to develop and maintain software across sites,

architectures, and applications.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Arm Diversity Uni�ed: Standardization in Hardware and Software

Session Description:

Jeffrey Young (Georgia Institute of Technology) 

This BoF brings together the Arm HPC community to discuss how current and future standards will

in�uence the growing diversity of Arm-related hardware and software. A panel composed of

government, academic, and industry practitioners and vendors will discuss whether hardware

standards (e.g., Armv9 and SBSA) and software standards (e.g., C++ Standard Parallelism and

OpenMP) can suf�ciently support the growing and diverse Arm hardware ecosystem. Audience

participation is strongly encouraged with a focus on answering standards-related questions and

facilitating the growth and interoperability of future Arm-based extreme scale systems.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

The Future of NSF Supported Advanced Cyberinfrastructure

Session Description:

Manish Parashar (National Science Foundation (NSF)) 

The National Science Foundation's vision and investment plans for cyberinfrastructure (CI) are

designed to address the evolving needs of the science and engineering research community. Senior

leadership and Program staff from NSF’s Of�ce of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure (OAC) will discuss

strategic priorities as well as latest funding opportunities across all aspects of the research CI

ecosystem. OAC will also present updates on OAC’s vision for democratizing access to CI and

include a focus on the importance of cyberinfrastructure professionals across science and

engineering. Substantial time will be devoted to Q&A between attendees and NSF staff.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Khronos SYCL: Current and Future Directions



Session Description:

Tom Deakin (University of Bristol) 

SYCL is an open standard with a new release in 2020. After SC17, SC18, SC19, and SC20, SC21’s

successful ISO C++ SYCL BoF, and with increasing use of C++ in HPC, there was popular demand

for updates on the new SYCL 2020 features and current developments. It means developers will be

able to write their HPC software using the SYCL standard and that will enable the same software

on the forthcoming Aurora supercomputer at Argonne National Lab, NERSC, LBL, ORNL, and

potentially, supercomputers with other architectures, including AMD, ARM, or RISC-V.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Advances in FPGA Programming and Technology for HPC

Session Description:

Martin Herbordt (Boston University) 

FPGAs have gone from niche components to being a central part of many data centers worldwide

to being considered for core HPC installations. The last year has seen tremendous advances in

FPGA programmability and technology, and FPGAs for general HPC is apparently within reach.

This BoF has two parts. The �rst is a series of lightning talks presenting advances in tools and

technologies emphasizing work by new investigators. The second part of the BoF will be a general

discussion driven by the interests of the attendees, potentially including additional topics.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Community-Driven Efforts for Energy Ef�ciency in HPC Software Stack

Session Description:

Ryan Grant (Queen's University, Belfast) 

This BoF will bring together academia, government research laboratories, and industry to discuss

and contribute to the two active community-driven, vendor-neutral forums focusing on energy

ef�ciency in HPC software stacks. For more than 7 years, these two complementary forums- HPC-

PowerStack and PowerAPI - have led the efforts in identifying and building software solutions

across the software stack.

This highly interactive BoF will enable the community to discuss ongoing challenges in designing

cost-effective, cohesive, portable, and interoperable implementations of HPC software that enable



monitoring and control of system ef�ciency. Attendees will contribute brainstorming solutions for

addressing imminent exascale power challenges.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

ASEAN HPC

Session Description:

Kheng Tiong Tay (A*STAR Computational Resource Centre, Singapore) 

With the rise of ASEAN signi�cance in the global landscape, so has its HPC. There are multiple

world-class supercomputers now being planned and deployed and rising sets of users conducting

cutting edge sciences. ASEAN has of�cially sanctioned its “HPC Task Force” among its coalition of

major stakeholders to formulate a collective HPC infrastructure, federate them with advanced tools,

collaborate with other regions e.g., Japan with Fugaku as well as with a joint HPC school with

Europe and Japan. The BoF will present the status quo of ASEAN HPC and discuss further outreach

of ASEAN HPC to the global HPC community.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

European HPC Ecosystem Summit

Session Description:

Oriol Pineda (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC), Partnership for Advanced Computing in

Europe (PRACE)) 

PRACE engaged in 2018 in the coordination of European HPC activities, including access to HPC

systems, user support, training , policy, technology, operations and dissemination. The initiative led

to the development of the "HPC in Europe" portal, a mechanism to structure and present European

HPC services.

Since then, the European HPC strategy has undergone strong changes, with the entry of EuroHPC

JU and new coordination actors. The objective of this BoF is to present the current status of the

ecosystem, discuss further exploitation of the HPC portal, and include the user experience from the

Castiel/EuroCC network of European Competence Centres.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm



Research Storage Strategies Revisited: Cloud, Capacity, Cost ... and Other

Things Keeping You Up at Night

Session Description:

Vas Vasiliadis (University of Chicago, Globus) 

At SC21, over 50 attendees participated in robust discussion of strategies for managing storage in

advanced computing environments. At the urging of many, we plan to continue the conversation

this year, focusing on two themes: (1) progress made on creating uni�ed storage environments for

research computing and (2) strategies and tactics for dealing with the end of “unlimited free" cloud

storage. In particular, policy and pricing model changes in cloud storage offerings have placed

substantial pressure on RCD organizations to migrate to alternative storage solutions—a task that

can be daunting, given the scale and diversity of data involved.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

OpenACC User Experience: Relevance, Hackathons, and Roadmaps

Session Description:

Jack Wells (NVIDIA Corporation) 

OpenACC is focused on helping the developer community advance by expanding their accelerated

parallel computing skills, and supports a directive-based, high-level accelerated programming

model on CPUs, GPUs and other devices. OpenACC supports over 25 hackathons globally each

year and has facilitated acceleration of over 200 applications on multiple platforms, e.g., Frontier,

Perlmutter, JUWELS, Summit, Sunway Taihulight, and Piz Daint. This BoF invites scientists,

programmers and researchers to discuss their experiences in adopting OpenACC for scienti�c

applications, learn about the roadmaps from implementers, share best practices in community

facilitated training in software development, and the latest developments in the language

speci�cation.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Large-Scale Dynamic Network Analysis: Scalable Parallel Algorithms with

Applications

Session Description:

Sriram Srinivasan (University of Oregon) 



We propose to discuss application needs in the area of large-scale dynamic network analysis.

Given the latest advancement in exascale computing and the volume of data available, an

important problem is how to analyze large-scale networks to be meaningful for applications. Many

challenges exist in developing software for analyzing dynamic graphs, including consensus on the

output, reproducibility, and most critically whether existing parallel update algorithms support real-

world applications’ needs. We aim to take steps toward forming a community of users of dynamic

network software while spreading awareness about the tools available and the challenges related

to large-scale dynamic graph analysis.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Benchmarking across HPC Architectures

Session Description:

Olga Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Texas A&M University) 

HPC centers around the world use benchmarks to evaluate their machines and to engage with

vendors during procurement. The goal of this BoF is twofold. First, a series of short presentations

will gather information on the state of the art methodologies for creating and validating the

benchmarking sets. Second, an open discussion will gather community feedback on pitfalls of the

current methodologies and how these methodologies should evolve to accommodate the growing

diversity of the computational workloads and HPC architectures. The intended audience is HPC

application developers and users, teams benchmarking HPC data centers, HPC vendors, and

performance researchers.

Meeting_notes

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Global Migration to IPv6 and Real World Applications

Session Description:

Robert Sears (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), N-Wave) 

The world is transitioning to IPv6 - many ISPs are now seeing over 50% of their traf�c via IPv6.

This BoF provides a brief summary of the transition to, and exploration of, the current state of IPv6-

only networks. The combination has implications for, and will impact, HPC systems, other systems

and networks of all sizes. This topic is pertinent to anyone who wants to learn more about IPv6 and

IPv6-only networking. Dynamic quick talks on IPv6 themes surrounding global impacts, real world

https://github.com/LLNL/benchmarking-BoF-SC22


applications, best practices, and lessons learned will guide a robust and interactive discussion with

the audience.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

IO500: The High-Performance Storage Community

Session Description:

Dean Hildebrand (Google LLC) 

With the increasing importance of ef�cient IO to reach peak computing performance, the IO500 is

becoming the de-facto standard for measuring HPC storage performance. Developed in 2017, the

IO500 has released two lists every year since, with the BoF highlight being the new IO500 list

presentation. 

This BoF’s goal is to foster IO500 community to progress the common goals of creating, sharing,

and bene�ting from a large corpus of shared storage performance data. We are also building a

detailed repository of high-performance production storage systems as they evolve over time,

providing a knowledge base for HPC researchers and system designers.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Converged Computing: Bringing Together HPC and Cloud Communities

Session Description:

Daniel Milroy (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) 

Cloud computing technologies such as elastic scaling, application containerization, and container

orchestration are gaining prevalence in HPC due to their bene�ts of resource dynamism,

automation, reproducibility, and resilience. Similarly, HPC technologies for application performance

optimization and sophisticated scheduling of complex resources are being integrated into modern

cloud infrastructures. This trend is leading to a new domain of Converged Computing, an

environment that combines the best capabilities from both worlds. In this highly-interactive BoF, we

invite experts from both communities and the audience to discuss their current experiences with

converged computing and share their views on its future.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm



TOP500 Supercomputers

Session Description:

Erich Strohmaier (TOP500) 

The TOP500 list of supercomputers serves as a “Who’s Who” in the �eld of High Performance

Computing (HPC). It started as a list of the most powerful supercomputers in the world and has

evolved to a major source of information about trends in HPC. The 60th TOP500 list will be

published in November 2022 just in time for SC22. 

This BoF will present detailed analyses of the TOP500 and discuss the changes in the HPC

marketplace during the past years. The BoF is meant as an open forum for discussion and feedback

between the TOP500 authors and the user community.

Wednesday, November 16th

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

The BeeGFS Community BoF at SC – Where Performance Matters !!

Session Description:

Philipp Falk (ThinkParQ, Germany) 

The BeeGFS Community BoF at SC, “Where Performance Matters” will be guided by the BeeGFS

Research and Development team. This interactive BoF session will bring together the HPC and

BeeGFS community to openly discuss the challenges, future goals, opportunities, and industry

requirements for �le systems, along with the general product direction and product feature request.

Attendees will also hear from BeeGFS users who will provide an overview of their BeeGFS use

case scenario, a comparison to, and of other parallel �le systems, along with their installation and

con�guration experience.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

HDF5 in the Era of Exascale and Cloud Computing

Session Description:

Suren Byna (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)) 



HDF5 is a pivotal I/O library for scienti�c applications. In this BoF, we will present new features that

target exascale and “cloud HPC” environments, HDF5’s role in the ECP project, and the HDF5

roadmap. We will moderate a panel with representatives from research, commercial, and

government organizations who will present case studies on how they use HDF5 for both cloud and

exascale systems. This will provide a forum for users to discuss their experiences with HDF5,

including new features to access data in object stores and the cloud. Session leaders will moderate

open discussion with attendees and solicit feedback.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

The Impact of Data Management on HPC Workloads: How Well Do You Know

Your Data?

Session Description:

Matt Starr (Spectra Logic Corporation) 

Effective data and storage management are crucial for ef�cient HPC work�ows and can accelerate

research while achieving reproducibility and preserving data for future reference. Join us as we

discuss the impact of data management on HPC work�ows and explore real-world use cases and

best practices from organizations optimizing their data management in support of breakthrough

research. The session will explore data management for immediate computational needs as well as

alternatives for long-term data access, management, and preservation. This is an interactive

session where we invite the audience to share best practices.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

The Message Passing Interface (MPI): On the Path to MPI 5.0

Session Description:

Martin Schulz (Technical University Munich) 

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) API is the most dominant programming approach for HPC

environments. Its speci�cation is driven by the MPI forum, an open forum consisting of MPI

developers, vendors and users. In this BoF at SC22, we will �rst cover the recently released version

of MPI 4.0, its features and it's state of adoption. Following this, we will also take a look beyond

MPI 4.0 and discuss the next planned steps for MPI that are currently under discussion, already

shifting the focus to MPI 5.0, and we will solicit feedback for new ideas.



12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Impacting Cancer with HPC: Community Participation, Inclusion, and Workforce

Session Description:

Eric Stahlberg (Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research) 

Cancer is a disease that touches us all. With the explosion in new data, availability of HPC, and

access to AI resources, the opportunities are tremendous for individuals to make contributions. The

importance of inclusivity, diversity and equity are also essential to progress in cancer from research

to clinic, from workforce to patient. This BoF will focus on highlighting the critical need for a broad

and global community involvement, avenues to get connected with HPC and AI in cancer research,

and avenues to develop the workforce to ultimately broaden the impact of HPC on cancer and

accelerate treatments.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Advances in Hybrid Quantum-Classical High-Performance Computing

Session Description:

Kristel Michielsen (Juelich Supercomputing Centre (JSC)) 

The goal of this BoF session is to bring the HPC and QC communities closer together with the

objective to scrutinize HPC codes and work�ows for potential hybrid quantum-classical computing. 

The focus will be primarily on the identi�cation of the required tool set, including the infrastructure

and of the potential applications, and less on the computation acceleration.

The format of the BoF will consist of three short impulse talks followed by a moderated panel

discussion, inviting substantial contributions from the audience.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Americas HPC Collaboration

Session Description:

Carlos Jaime Barrios Hernandez (Advanced Computing Service for Latin America and the Caribbean

(SCALAC); Industrial University of Santander, Colombia) 



The 2022 edition of the Americas High-Performance Computing (HPC) Collaboration BoF seeks to

showcase collaborations that have resulted from the partnerships formed in previous editions. It

will also present opportunities and experiences between different HPC Networks and Laboratories

from countries in North, Central, South America, and the Caribbean. This BoF aims at showing the

current state of the art in continental collaboration in HPC research, the latest developments of

regional collaborative networks, and updating the roadmap for the next year for the Americas HPC

partnerships.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Expanding the Impact of Scienti�c Software Engineering in HPC

Session Description:

Jeffrey Young (Georgia Institute of Technology) 

Efforts like the US Exascale Computing Program (ECP) have focused on accelerating scienti�c codes

for next-generation HPC systems as well as bringing modern software engineering practices to

these applications. Efforts like ECP focus large amounts of developer resources on a few important

codebases, but a much larger body of scienti�c and research codes do bene�t from the same

attention, especially in terms of making codes accessible, interoperable, and reliable. This BoF will

engage a set of expert panelists and the audience in understanding how we can bring best

practices for software engineering to the wider audience of scienti�c software developers.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

IASC - International Association of Supercomputing Centers

Session Description:

Laura Schulz (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre) 

The International Association of Supercomputing Centres (IASC), formed in June 2022, is a

worldwide consortium of public-facing advanced computing user facilities sharing knowledge and

know-how on their operations, management, and strategy. In this BoF, results from survey

workshops held this fall will be discussed with an expert panel and the participants. Input from this

session will guide working group formation around central topics (e.g. NetZero, open-source

software, quantum computing in HPC centers, cloud strategy). Center directors, managers, program

developers, technical topic leads, and anyone interested are warmly welcomed to join the

conversation.



12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Carbon-Neutrality and HPC

Session Description:

Jason Hick (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)) 

Data centers consume nearly 1% of global electricity demand, contributing to 0.3% of all global

CO2 emissions and this is expected to rise without proactive steps. Tempting as it may be to point

the �nger at big tech, the truth is that users of various sizes all have had a hand in the increase in

data centers’ workloads. How can the HPC community do our part to drive down greenhouse gas

emissions without sacri�cing the computing power needed to support our mission and services as

promised?

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

The Power of Good Default Con�gs in BioMed HPC

Session Description:

Dirk Petersen (Oregon Health and Science University) 

The blog Codinghorror wrote in 2007: “Choose good defaults, and users will sing the praises of

your system and how easy it is to use. Choose poor defaults, and you'll face down user angst over

con�guration, and a host of tech support calls as well.” 

We will discuss how choosing good defaults can help us increase the productivity of our less

sophisticated users. Ultimately, we want HPC to be more inclusive and welcoming toward an

increasingly diverse user community, for example from life and social sciences background. We will

track progress of this community at the Github repository dirkpetersen/power-of-defaults

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Bridging the HPC/Data Divide

Session Description:

Timea Biro (CSC – IT Center for Science Ltd, Finland) 

Scienti�c advances designed to address global challenges require researchers to have seamless

access to data and computing and increasingly high performance computing. A certain disconnect



has characterized the relationship between the HPC and data communities and this needs to be

addressed in order to fully support today's data and compute intensive science. An open

exploration of the sociotechnical and technical differences between the two communities, as well

as describing any open challenges towards closer collaboration will be discussed. One BoF

outcome is to draw in ‘HPC-oriented’ colleagues who wish to learn more or be more aligned with

the data community.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

SYCL Portability: Tips and Tricks for Porting High Performance Libraries and

Applications

Session Description:

Noah Clemons (Intel Corporation) 

SYCL is a powerful way to enable multi-vendor support for high performance libraries, languages,

and packages, while still allowing the originally desired programmer productivity and performance.

While many BoFs/Presentations will focus on the end results of a port, this BoF is meant to share

lessons learned in porting a diverse array of previously vendor-speci�c implementations to SYCL,

how they enforced numerical reproducibility, and then added �exible vectorization for portable

performance. This BoF will place strong emphasis on sharing cross architecture debugging

techniques.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Challenges in Mainstreaming Programmable Networks

Session Description:

Raj Kettimuthu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago) 

We envision scienti�c computing as a key bene�ciary of the "deep programmable networks"

paradigm, which provide advanced processing capabilities at terabit speeds. Together with high-

performance compute nodes, this creates a large distributed system that pushes the performance

envelope beyond the currently known bounds. Despite holding a lot of promise, this is far from

becoming mainstream. Key hurdles facing programmable networks are in building and operating

them. This session will bene�t scienti�c computing, network programming, and operations

communities. We intend to have a series of lightning talks followed by moderated panel discussion.

Audience will interact with experts and seek their vision.



12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Disaggregated Heterogeneous Architectures

Session Description:

Estela Suarez (Forschungszentrum Jülich, University of Bonn) 

This BoF will be a forum to discuss most recent topics of research around disaggregated

heterogeneous architectures, their operation and use. “Disaggregated” aka “modular

supercomputing” refers to a system-level architecture in which heterogeneous resources are

organized in partitions or modules, each one with a different type of node-con�guration. This

approach is gaining traction in the HPC landscape, with Perlmutter, Lumi, JUWELS and MeluXina

representing just some examples. This BoF discusses the challenges seen by operators, vendors,

developers of system software, programming models and tools, as well as application developers

when adapting their codes to make use of such machines.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Ethics in HPC

Session Description:

Jakob Luettgau (University of Tennessee) 

This follow-up to the broadly attended SC19 and SC21 BoFs will expand the conversation related

to ethical considerations in the �eld of HPC and its role in shaping society. The BoF is highly

interactive and aims to be an exchange for the community to discuss and relate ethical behavior

and societal norms to the design of HPC solutions and autonomous/intelligent systems, for

example, so that they do not intentionally perpetuate global inequality. By furthering this dialogue,

we can work to ensure the HPC community is advancing its commitment to technology for the

bene�t of all of humanity.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

25th Graph500 List

Session Description:

Anton Korzh (NVIDIA Corporation) 

Data intensive supercomputer applications are increasingly important workloads, especially for “Big



Data” problems, but are ill suited for most of today’s computing platforms (at any scale!). The

Graph500 list has grown to over 328 entries and has demonstrated the challenges of even simple

analytics. The new SSSP kernel introduced at SC17 has increased the benchmark’s overall

dif�culty. This BoF will unveil the latest Graph500 lists, provide in-depth analysis of the kernels

and machines, and enhance the new energy metrics the Green Graph500. It will offer a forum for

community and provide a rallying point for data intensive supercomputing problems.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

OpenMP API - Present and Future

Session Description:

Michael Klemm (OpenMP Architecture Review Board, Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc) 

In this highly interactive BoF, attendees will get �rst-hand information from OpenMP implementors

and language designers on the planned features of the upcoming OpenMP API version 6.0.

Through a series of lighting talks and discussion rounds, BoF participants will interact and have

amble opportunity with these different groups of OpenMP experts, ask questions, and provide their

feedback.

The leaders of the OpenMP ARB will provide insight into the future of OpenMP, from the 5.2

speci�cation released in Nov'21 and beyond to OpenMP 6.0. Vendor representatives will discuss

support and timelines for OpenMP features and expert users will describe their journey.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Software Engineering and Reuse in Modeling, Simulation, and Data Analytics for

Science and Engineering

Session Description:

David Bernholdt (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)) 

Software engineering (SWE) for modeling, simulation, and data analytics for computational science

and engineering (CSE) is challenging, with ever-more sophisticated, higher �delity simulations of

ever-larger, more complex problems involving larger data volumes, more domains, and more

researchers. Targeting both commodity and high-end computers multiplies these challenges. We

invest signi�cantly in creating these codes, but rarely talk about that experience; we just focus on

the results. We seek to raise awareness of SWE for CSE, and provide an opportunity for discussion

and community building. Presentations and discussion notes will be made available through the



BoF series website, http://bit.ly/swe-cse-bof.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Spack Community BoF

Session Description:

Todd Gamblin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) 

Spack is a package manager for scienti�c computing, with a rapidly growing open-source

community. Spack has over 1,000 contributors from academia, industry, and laboratories across the

world, and is used to manage software releases for the U.S. Exascale Computing Project. At this

BoF, Spack developers will give updates on the community, new features, and the roadmap for

future development. We will poll the audience to gather valuable information on how Spack is

being used, and will open the �oor for questions. All are invited to provide feedback, request

features, and discuss future directions. Help us make installing HPC software simple!

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

The Green500: Trends in Energy-Ef�cient Supercomputing

Session Description:

Wu Feng (Virginia Tech; Top500, Green500) 

With power being a �rst-order design constraint on par with performance, it is important to

measure and analyze energy-ef�ciency trends in supercomputing. To raise the awareness of

greenness as a �rst-order design constraint, the Green500 seeks to characterize the energy-

ef�ciency of supercomputers for different metrics, workloads, and methodologies. This BoF

discusses trends across the Green500 and highlights from the current Green500 list. In addition,

the Green500, Top500, and Energy-Ef�cient HPC Working Group have been working together on

improving power-measurement methodology, and this BoF presents case studies from sites that

have made submissions that meet the highest quality of measurement methodology.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Uni�ed Communication X (UCX) Community

Session Description:

Gilad Shainer (NVIDIA Corporation) 



In order to exploit the capabilities of new HPC systems and to meet their demands in scalability,

communication software needs to scale on millions of cores and support applications with

adequate functionality. UCX is a collaboration between industry, national labs and academia that

consolidates that provides a uni�ed open-source framework.

The UCX project is managed by the UCF consortium (http://www.ucfconsortium.org/) and includes

members from LANL, ANL, Ohio State University, AMD, ARM, IBM, NVIDIA and more. The session

will serves as the UCX community meeting, and will introduce the latest development to HPC

developers and the broader user community.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

What Is Coming in ISO C++ 23, and 26 for HPC and Future Directions

Session Description:

Michael Wong (Codeplay Software Ltd, UK; ISOCPP.org Foundation) 

After 3 years of working through the pandemic, ISO C++ continues to commit to drive towards

C++23. ISO C++ continues to serve as the top 4 language based on Tiobe rating, and C/C++ is

used in 79.4% of parallel programming languages based on Hyperion 2021 research HPC Brie�ng

at ISC 2021. After the last �ve years’ successful ISO C++ for HPC BoF and with increasing use of

C++ in Exascale computing, there was popular demand for continuing updates of the main C++20

features. This includes Concepts, ML, mdspan, library and Concurrency features. This BoF will

provide updates on C++23, 26.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

DAOS Storage Community BoF

Session Description:

Michael Hennecke (Intel Corporation) 

DAOS (https://docs.daos.io/) is an open-source scale-out object store that delivers extremely high

performance to the most data-intensive HPC/AI workloads. With growing adoption, DAOS has

seen signi�cant community contributions like domain-speci�c container types, additional hardware

support beyond x86_64 (e.g. ARM), and enabling DAOS in the cloud.

This BoF brings together the DAOS community to discuss, share experiences, and brainstorm on



future enhancements of DAOS. Topics include practical experiences with on-prem and cloud

deployments, application use cases, and the software roadmap. This session targets end users,

HPC/AI middleware developers, system administrators, DAOS core software developers, and

vendors of DAOS-based hardware/software/cloud offerings.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

MLPerf: A Benchmark for Machine Learning

Session Description:

Tom St. John (Cruise) 

Machine learning applications are rapidly expanding into scienti�c domains and challenging the

hallmarks of traditional high performance computing workloads. We present MLPerf, a community-

driven system performance benchmark which spans a range of machine learning tasks. The

speakers at this BoF are experts in the �elds of HPC, science applications, machine learning, and

computer architecture, representing academia, government research organizations, and private

industry. In this session, we will cover the past year’s development within the MLPerf organization

and provide an update on the latest round of submissions to MLPerf-HPC benchmark suite to solicit

input from interested parties within the HPC community.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Large Scale Data Management with a Data Lake in a Federated Environment

Session Description:

Stefano Gorini (Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS)) 

In this BoF, we present a vision from industry and academia of establishing a new forum that

addresses the need for Next Generation Interfaces in data management in a federated environment.

As part of the BoF, we will �rst introduce perspectives of this vision and the pressing challenges.

Following up, we will then discuss promising approaches that address a subset of the vision,

namely for heterogeneous storage and compute environments.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

MPICH: A High Performance Open-Source MPI Implementation



Session Description:

Ken Raffenetti (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)) 

MPICH is a widely used, open source implementation of the MPI message passing standard. It has

been ported to many platforms and used by several vendors and research groups as the basis for

their own MPI implementations. This BoF session will provide a forum for users of MPICH as well

as developers of MPI implementations derived from MPICH to discuss experiences and issues in

using and porting MPICH. Future plans for MPICH will be discussed. Representatives from

MPICH -derived implementations will provide brief updates on the status of their efforts. MPICH

developers will also be present for an open forum discussion.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Continuum Computing

Session Description:

Neena Imam (NVIDIA Corporation) 

High-Performance Computing systems that have been traditionally deployed at a single site are

expected to signi�cantly expand their reach to include a variety of remote edge systems. Theses

edge systems include computing platforms located near instruments as well as the instruments

themselves. Examples range from interconnected ecosystems of large science instruments and

supercomputers and vehicle networks orchestrated by large scale AI. These interconnected

systems form a continuum wherein computation is distributed in various stages from the edge to

the core. This BoF will address the challenges and best practices associated with designing,

implementing, and operating such complex computing ecosystems.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Enabling I/O and Computation Malleability in High-Performance Computing

Session Description:

Jesus Carretero (University Carlos III of Madrid, Spain) 

Traditional interest in increasing parallelism for individual jobs in HPC systems is being conditioned

by the variety and dynamicity of resource demands of jobs at runtime. Malleability techniques can

help to adapt resource usage dynamically to achieve maximum ef�ciency. Malleable HPC systems,

however, face a series of fundamental research challenges, such as resource management,

scheduling, malleability control, applications co-design, and data movement. All aforementioned



issues will be addressed in the proposed Birds of a Feather session, which aims at building a

community of developers and users around the topic of malleability in High Performance

Computing, Networking, and Storage.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

After Covid-19: Building a Public Health Genomics HPC Community for the

Future

Session Description:

Thomas Connor (Cardiff University, Wales; Public Health Wales) 

The Covid-19 pandemic has shone a light on the increasing importance of HPC in public health,

particularly with respect to the genomics of key pathogens. This BoF aims to help to provide a

starting point to build a new network of those from academic institutions, healthcare organizations,

public health agencies, and industry who are responsible for the emerging HPC infrastructures that

will be increasingly important in the delivery of Public Health. The BoF will be a forum to share

experience and best practice, with the aim of creating a new network of professionals to work

together for global bene�t.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Steering Customized AI Architectures for HPC Scienti�c Workloads

Session Description:

Pawel Gepner (Graphcore, Warsaw University of Technology) 

We explore the possibilities of a hybrid system capable of solving both HPC and AI scienti�c

problems. Such a hybrid architecture combines the synergism between classical HPC platforms and

dedicated AI chip systems, which is important due to the computational challenges brought to the

fore by massively parallel Exascale systems.

We discuss the system functionality, the algorithmic software adaptations, and performance

considerations. We present efforts in supporting AI/ML applications in addition to seismic imaging,

climate/weather prediction, and computational astronomy on hybrid systems. In particular, we

investigate how Graphcore’s IPU can accelerate hybrid HPC applications, beyond the originally

intended AI workloads.



5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

HPC System Test: Looking ahead to Post-Exascale Systems and HPC

Ecosystems

Session Description:

Verónica Melesse Vergara (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)) 

This BoF brings together experts from HPC centers around the globe to discuss future system

testing methodologies. The session will include a panel focusing on HPC system testing at scale

including acceptance testing of Perlmutter, Frontier, Fugaku, and LUMI. Panelists will describe

challenges faced and share their perspectives on how those could have been overcome. Then, we

will host two speakers to spark ideas for the open discussion in which attendees will be invited to

identify key areas that HPC center staff and vendors should focus on to prepare for the next-

generation of compute and data resources.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Best Practices for Training an Exascale Workforce Using Applied Hackathons

and Bootcamps

Session Description:

Mary Thomas (University of California, San Diego) 

Given the anticipated growth of the HPC market, HPC is challenged with expanding the size,

diversity, and skill of its workforce. As we move toward exascale computing, how best do we

prepare future computational scientists, and enable established domain researchers to stay current

and master tools needed for exascale architectures?

This BoF invites scientists, researchers, trainers, educators, and the RSEs that support them to

discuss current learning and development programs, explore adding in-person and virtual

hackathons to existing training modalities, and brainstorm implementation strategies to bridge

between traditional programming curricula and hands-on skills needed by diverse communities

within different environments.

5:15 pm - 6:45 pm

Liquid Cooling Adoption: Roadblocks and Key Learnings



Session Description:

David Martinez (Sandia National Laboratories) 

Liquid cooling is key to dealing with heat density, reducing energy consumption and increasing

performance. With more than a decade's experience with liquid cooling in the large-scale

supercomputing centers, many data centers are still facing challenges with adoption. This BoF will

bring together people who are knowledgable in liquid cooling from supercomputing sites, system

integrators, liquid cooling vendors, and engineering design companies to identify common

roadblocks and key learnings for helping to resolve roadblocks.

Thursday, November 17th

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

SmartNICs : Exploring the Future of In-Network Computation with the HPC

Community

Session Description:

Scott Levy (Sandia National Laboratories) 

The number and diversity of intelligent network devices have recently exploded. In particular, a

variety of network interface cards (NICs) and data processing units (DPUs) that incorporate

computational resources have recently become widely available. Examples of these new devices

include Nvidia's BlueField DPUs, Xilinx's SmartNICs, and the Fungible DPU. The proliferation of

these new devices has raised a number of questions regarding how best to exploit them to

accelerate HPC workloads, including scienti�c simulations. This BoF will provide the community

with an important opportunity to gather and share ideas about these promising new devices.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Operational Data Analytics – Drowning in Data

Session Description:

Michael Ott (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre) 

Operational Data Analytics (ODA) provides unique opportunities to analyze, understand, and

optimize operations of HPC systems. Readily available open-source frameworks make the

collection of monitoring data from different domains of the HPC system (infrastructure, system



hardware, software, applications) increasingly easy. However, making the data work for HPC

operations is not straight-forward. AI-based methods seem interesting, but which tools and

methods are suitable for this type of data is not obvious. This BoF aims to bring together

practitioners in HPC operations to share use cases for ODA, discuss problems, and provide

feedback.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Analyzing Parallel I/O

Session Description:

Shane Snyder (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Mathematics and Computer Science Division) 

Parallel I/O performance can be a critical bottleneck for applications, yet users are often ill-

equipped for identifying and diagnosing I/O performance issues. Increasingly complex hierarchies of

storage hardware and software deployed on many systems only compound this problem. Tools

that can effectively capture, analyze, and tune I/O behavior for these systems empower users to

realize performance gains for many applications.

In this BoF, we form a community around best practices in analyzing parallel I/O and cover recent

advances to help address the problem presented above, drawing on the expertise of users, I/O

researchers, and administrators in attendance.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

ExCALIBUR : Exploring Successes, Collaborations and Community Building

Opportunities with the UK Exascale Effort

Session Description:

Nick Brown (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh) 

The Exascale Computing ALgorithms & Infrastructures Bene�ting UK Research (ExCALIBUR)

program is a research effort aiming to enable exploitation of future exascale supercomputers by the

next generation of high-performance simulation software. Funded by the UK government, and

running between 2019 and 2025, the program focuses on targeting high priority codes, algorithms,

and techniques to meet the demands of computational scientists and engineers. Currently at the

mid-point of the program, in this BoF we will highlight some of the activities and successes to date,

as well as explore opportunities for collaborating more widely with global exascale computing

research activities and programs.



12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Physics-Informed Machine Learning Meets HPC – SOTA and Challenges for

Widespread Adoption

Session Description:

Felipe Viana (University of Central Florida) 

High-�delity simulations are increasingly important in the design of complex systems. However,

the computational cost of such models hinders their use for design space exploration, optimization,

and uncertainty quanti�cation. Alternative approaches, such as projection-based methods, often

exhibit limited accuracy and call for collecting simulations at several data points, which is expensive

in the �rst place. Recently, however, research institutions and industry have been collaborating to

develop physics-informed neural network frameworks for simulations. This BoF seeks input from

the machine learning and HPC communities as well as open participation in the development of

useful tools to meet their needs.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Racial Inclusion and HPC

Session Description:

Addison Snell (Intersect360 Research) 

This BoF explores the experience of Black Americans in HPC from the standpoint of prominent

leaders' personal histories, with the goal of highlighting what we can do as a community to attract

and promote greater racial diversity in our industry. A moderator-led Q&A will establish a basis for

discussion, yielding to open questions and discussion from the audience. This BoF is relevant to

anyone who supports broader racial representation in HPC and seeks to contribute at an individual

or organizational level.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

OpenHPC Community BoF

Session Description:

Christopher Simmons (University of Texas, Dallas) 



OpenHPC provides a community-driven stack of common ingredients to deploy and manage Linux

based HPC clusters. Formed in November 2015 and formalized as a Linux Foundation project in

June 2016, OpenHPC continues to see rapid growth in its user community and has added new

software components and supports multiple OSes/architectures. At this BoF, speakers from the

OpenHPC Technical Steering Committee will provide technical updates from the project and near-

term roadmaps. We then invite open discussion giving attendees an opportunity to provide

feedback on OpenHPC conventions and packaging, request additional components and

con�gurations, and to discuss general future trends.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Using Chapel to Develop Practical, Scalable Applications

Session Description:

Josh Milthorpe (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Australian National University) 

Chapel is a parallel programming language designed to simplify the programmability, portability,

and scalability of HPC applications relative to conventional approaches. This BoF focuses on

building on the community of users developing real-world applications written in Chapel and to

discuss the bene�ts of using Chapel in terms of scalability, performance, and time-to-science. Some

key Chapel concepts will be brie�y summarized and then users will present highlights from data

science applications, Aeronautics, Geoscience applications, and Astronomy. The last portion of the

BoF will be spent having an open discussion of Chapel usage and collecting feedback on the

Chapel roadmap.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Training the CI Workforce for AI at Scale

Session Description:

Karen Tomko (Ohio Supercomputer Center) 

The goal of this BoF is to provide a forum to discuss approaches and needs for training the CI

workforce in developing, supporting and using large scale CI effectively for AI workloads. The

organizers of this BoF have experience developing training activities ranging from conference

tutorials, user workshops, summer institutes, hackathons, and bootcamp style training for AI and CI

professionals. We’d like to share our experiences in offering such training and promote discussion in

the SC community on AI training more generally. The discussion topics will range from learning

outcomes, training delivery, experiential activities, to current gaps and future needs.



12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

A Look into the Compute Express Link™ (CXL™) Device Ecosystem

Session Description:

Kurtis Bowman (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc) 

Compute Express Link™ (CXL™) maintains memory coherency between the CPU memory space

and memory on CXL attached devices. CXL enables a high-speed, ef�cient interconnect between

the CPU, platform enhancements, and workload accelerators such as GPUs, FPGAs, and other

purpose-built accelerator solutions.

This BoF session will feature a panel of experts from the CXL Consortium to discuss available CXL

devices and what devices the industry can expect to see in the next year. The experts will also

explore the new features in the CXL 3.0 speci�cation and the new usage models it will enable.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Transformers at Scale for Science

Session Description:

John Gounley (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)) 

Transformers and other large language models have shown impressive capabilities as 'foundation'

models for domains such as natural language processing and computer vision. Requiring huge

amounts of scalable compute, self-supervised training on large datasets is leveraged to develop

models applicable to a variety of specialized tasks. Recent efforts in areas such as bioinformatics

and protein folding indicate the signi�cant potential for Transformer models in domain science

applications. In this session, presenters and attendees have the opportunity to discuss new

algorithms, software, or hardware for training Transformers on large domain science datasets and

novel ideas for applying Transformers in this space.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Supporting Distributed Research Teams and Their Data Sharing Needs through

Federated, Performant, On-Prem Object Storage: The Open Storage Network



Session Description:

John Goodhue (Massachusetts Green High Performance Computing Center (MGHPCC)) 

The Open Storage Network (OSN) provides a performant and cost ef�cient distributed data sharing

and transfer service for active scienti�c data sets, providing easy access and high bandwidth

delivery of large data sets to researchers and compute resources. Following its inception in 2017,

the OSN transitioned to a production-level pilot and welcomed others to utilize the network. Today,

users can request storage allocations of 1TB-50TB via the ACCESS allocation process. This BoF

provides an update to the community, and open discussion to address questions on joining the

network, and gather input on user requirements.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Another Step Toward a Sustainable HPC Outreach Ecosystem

Session Description:

Julie Mullen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Lincoln Laboratory) 

The ultimate goal of outreach activities is to connect with individuals outside or at the periphery of

the HPC community and empower them to become the next generation of HPC professionals.

While most large centers and organizations have some outreach staff, many small HPC centers �nd

the development and maintenance of an outreach program a serious challenge. This BoF session

will gather HPC Outreach facilitators from across the community to share challenges, experiences,

lessons learned and strategies for developing sustainable Outreach programs. The discussions will

be captured into a shared document that will guide future community efforts.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

The Storage Tower of Babel? . . . Not! Actually, Maybe?

Session Description:

Philippe Deniel (Atomic Energy and Alternative Energies Commission (CEA)) 

Storage protocols share data storage resources since the “prehistory” of computer sciences. The

most used ones are very acquainted with the �le systems semantics and are entangled with the

design of distributed and parallel �les systems. As the forthcoming exascale supercomputers raise

new challenges for storage systems, object storage may be a game changer. What are the relevant

storage protocols to address Object Stores? In this BoF, we will discuss and collect ideas on how to

adapt old concepts and storage protocols or if speci�c protocols such as S3 will be more



appropriate.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Charting the PMIx Roadmap

Session Description:

Joshua Hursey (IBM Corporation) 

The PMIx Standard APIs facilitate interaction between applications, tools, middleware, and system

runtimes. PMIx addresses a range of use cases including: application launch and wire-up;

inspection, steering, and debugging tools; dynamic application management, fault tolerance, and

cross-library coordination; and communication across container boundaries. 

We invite all SC attendees to hear about the current version of the PMIx Standard, signi�cant

activity in the PMIx Standard working groups, OpenPMIx and PRRTE implementation releases, and

broadening adoption of PMIx. We will recap the activities of the past year, showcase community

and working group efforts, and discuss the roadmap for the next year.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm

Exploring the PCI Express® 5.0 Compliance Program and PCIe® 6.0

Speci�cation

Session Description:

Debendra Das Sharma (Intel Corporation, Peripheral Component Interconnect Special Interest

Group (PCI-SIG)) 

For the past 30 years, PCI-SIG® has delivered speci�cations that remain ahead of the industry

demand for a high-bandwidth, low-latency I/O interconnect. With each new PCI Express® (PCIe®)

speci�cation, PCI-SIG has consistently delivered enhanced performance, unprecedented speeds,

and low latency. With the release of the PCIe 6.0 speci�cation in 2022, PCI-SIG moved into the

PAM4 era, delivering 64 GT/s data rate while maintaining full backwards compatibility. PCI-SIG also

introduced of�cial PCIe 5.0 Compliance Testing in 2022. In this session, attendees will learn how

PCIe 6.0 architecture enables next-generation HPC applications. Presenters will also highlight PCIe

5.0 technology adoption and applications.

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm



Scienti�c Digital Twins in HPC

Session Description:

Peter Messmer (NVIDIA Corporation) 

Digital Twins, virtual representations of objects providing actionable information in actionable time

by combining sensor data with surrogate models, have a long, successful history in industry. The

recent shift in HPC combining simulation, AI and edge computing is not only an opportunity to

apply Digital Twin technology in science, but also to apply massive compute power for digital

twins. The goal of this BoF is to bring together digital twin practitioners, computational scientists,

middleware developers and HPC resource providers to identify opportunities and challenges in

building Digital Twins for science and discuss the impact of HPC in this space.



Doctoral Showcase

(back to top)

Tuesday, November 15th

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Doctoral Showcase Posters Display

Session Description:

Load Balancing, Fault Tolerance, and Resource Elasticity for Asynchronous Many-Task (AMT)

Systems

Jonas Posner (University of Kassel)

To enable ef�cient and productive programming of today's supercomputers and beyond, a variety of

issues must be addressed, including: load balancing (i.e., utilizing all resources equally), fault

tolerance (i.e., coping with hardware failures), and resource elasticity (i.e., allowing the

addition/release of resources).

In this work, we address above issues in the context of Asynchronous Many-Tasking (AMT) for

clusters. Here, programmers split a computation into many �ne-grained execution units (called

tasks), which are dynamically mapped to processing units (called workers) by a runtime system. 

Regarding load balancing, we propose a work stealing technique that transparently schedules

tasks to resources of the overall system, balancing the workload over all processing units.

Experiments show good scalability, and a productivity evaluation shows intuitive use.

Regarding fault tolerance, we propose four techniques to protect programs transparently. All

perform localized recovery and continue the program execution with fewer resources. Three

techniques write uncoordinated checkpoints of task descriptors in a resilient store. One technique

does not write checkpoints, but exploits natural task duplication of work stealing. Experiments

show failure-free running time overhead below 1% and a recovery overhead below 0.5 seconds.

Simulations of job set executions show that makespans can be reduced by up to 97%.

Regarding resource elasticity, we propose a technique to enable the addition and release of nodes

at runtime by transparently relocating tasks accordingly. Experiments show costs for adding and



releasing nodes below 0.5 seconds. Additionally, simulations of job set executions show that

makespans can be reduced by up to 20%.

Toward Ef�cient Checkpointing across Deep Tiers of Memory Hierarchy

Avinash Maurya (Rochester Institute of Technology)

Modern HPC workloads produce massive amounts of distributed intermediate data that needs to

be checkpointed concurrently in real-time at scale. One such popular scenario is the use of

checkpoint-restore for revisiting previous states (intermediate data) to advance computations, such

as adjoint methods. In this context, GPUs have shown tremendous performance improvements

during computations but demonstrate I/O limitations while managing high-frequency large-volume

data movement across heterogeneous memory tiers. Existing data movement runtimes are not well

suited for such I/O because of factors such as imbalance in checkpoint distribution across fast

memory tiers, slow memory allocation, and restore oblivious cache eviction and prefetching

strategies. We address these challenges by designing a set of transparent, asynchronous

checkpoint-restore techniques that minimize the blocking time of the application during I/O using

three novel contributions. First, we design techniques to evenly distribute checkpoints across fast

memory tiers (e.g. peer GPUs) using collaborative checkpointing that leverages fast interconnects

such as NVLinks and NVSwitches for load balancing. Second, we mitigate the slow cache allocation

for storing checkpoints on both GPU and host by leveraging techniques such as CUDA's virtual

memory management functions, eager memory mapping, and lazy pinning. Third, we design a

restore-order aware eviction and prefetching approach that is coordinated by a �nite state machine

based on a uni�ed checkpoint-restore abstraction for optimal evictions. Our evaluations across real-

world and synthetic benchmarks demonstrate signi�cant speedup in both checkpoint and restore

phases of the application compared to the current state-of-the-art data movement engines.

Scalable Adaptive Finite Element Framework for Multiphysics Simulations

Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University)

Ef�ciently and accurately simulating partial differential equations (PDEs) in and around arbitrarily

de�ned geometries, especially with high levels of adaptivity, has signi�cant implications for

different application domains. In this work, we develop a fast construction of a ‘good’ adaptively-

re�ned incomplete octree based mesh capable of carving out arbitrarily shaped void regions from

the parent domain: an essential requirement for �uid simulations around complex objects. Further,

we integrate the mesh generation with Petsc to solve several multiphysics and multiphase

phenomena. We showcase the applicability of the algorithms to solve the large scale problems.

The algorithms developed have enabled us to run the most resolved jet atomization simulations

and demonstrated scaling till O(100K) processors on TACC Frontera.



Machine Learning for Memory Access Prediction and Data Prefetching

Pengmiao Zhang (University of Southern California (USC))

With the rise of Big Data, there has been a signi�cant effort in increasing compute power through

GPUs, TPUs, and heterogeneous architectures. As a result, the bottleneck of applications is shifting

toward memory performance. Prefetching techniques are widely used to hide memory latency and

improve instructions per cycle (IPC). A data prefetching process is a form of speculation that looks

at memory access patterns to forecast the near future accesses and avoid cache misses. Traditional

hardware data prefetchers use pre-de�ned rules, which are not powerful enough to adapt to the

increasingly complex memory access patterns from new workloads.

We hypothesize that a machine learning-based prefetcher can be developed to achieve high-

quality memory access prediction, leading to the improvement of IPC for a system. We develop

several optimizations for ML-based prefetching. First, we propose RAOP, a framework for RNN

augmented offset prefetcher, in which RNN provides temporal references for a spatial offset

prefetcher, leading to the improvement of IPC. Second, we propose C-MemMAP, which provides

clusters for downstream meta-models to balance the model size and prediction accuracy. We

propose DM (delegated model) clustering method that learns latent patterns from long memory

traces, which has signi�cantly raised the prediction accuracy of the meta-models. Third, we propose

TransFetch, an attention-based prefetcher that supports variable-degree prefetching by modeling

prefetching as a multi-label classi�cation problem. In addition, we propose ReSemble, a

Reinforcement Learning (RL) based adaptive ensemble framework that enables multiple

prefetchers to complement each other on hybrid applications and updates online.

Toward Scalable Middleware for Shared HPC Resources

John Ravi (North Carolina State University)

As computational resources scale larger, applications often need to be refactored to deal with

bottlenecks that arise to gain the advantages of strong scaling. When not properly addressed

legacy workloads can lead to inef�cient usage of available hardware which leads to poor

throughput. One solution is to allow multiple tasks to share a system to provide multi-tenancy.

Multi-tenant environments fall into two categories: time-sharing and space-sharing. Time-sharing

has been an effective technique to deal with multiple applications sharing the CPU and GPU at the

node-level. However, time-sharing can have a heavy performance cost such as saving and

restoring architectural state (context switch overhead) which is very costly on GPUs. While space-

sharing can avoid this overhead and improve throughput, current hardware and software systems

lack full isolation to provide the necessary quality of service. In this work, we identify key



challenges that arise when sharing resources in a HPC context. We evaluate real-world scenarios

both at the node-level and cluster-level. Using these insights, we propose middleware to mitigate

and improve quality of service. We introduce a runtime CUDA middleware that improves QoS for

GPUs. We also introduce and study two new features of HDF5, GDS VFD and Async I/O. The

former improves I/O latency while the latter improves and hides variability in I/O latency.

A Data-Centric Optimization Work�ow for the Python Language

Alexandos Nikolaos Ziogas (ETH Zürich)

Python's extensive software ecosystem leads to high productivity, rendering it the language of

choice for scienti�c computing. However, executing Python code is often slow or impossible in

emerging architectures and accelerators. To complement Python's productivity with the

performance and portability required in high-performance computing (HPC), we introduce a

work�ow based on data-centric (DaCe) parallel programming. Python code with HPC-oriented

extensions is parsed into a data�ow-based intermediate representation, facilitating analysis of the

program's data movement. The representation is optimized via graph transformations driven by the

users, performance models, and automatic heuristics. Subsequently, hardware-speci�c code is

generated for supported architectures, including CPU, GPU, and FPGA. We evaluate the above

work�ow through three case studies. First, to compare our work to other Python-accelerating

solutions, we introduce NPBench, a collection of over 50 Python microbenchmarks across a wide

range of scienti�c domains. We show performance results and scaling across CPU, GPU, FPGA,

and the Piz Daint supercomputer. DaCe runs 10x faster than the reference Python execution and

achieves 2.47x and 3.75x speedups over previous-best solutions and up to 93.16% scaling

ef�ciency. Second, we re-implement in Python and optimize the Quantum Transport Simulator

OMEN. The application's DaCe version executes one to two orders of magnitude faster than the

original code written in C++, achieving 42.55% of the Summit supercomputer's peak performance.

Last, we utilize our work�ow to build Deinsum, an automated framework for distributed multilinear

algebra computations expressed in Einstein notation. Deinsum performs up to 19x faster over

state-of-the-art solutions on the Piz Daint supercomputer.

Task Scheduling on FPGA-Based Accelerators without Partial Recon�guration

Pascal Jungblut (Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich)

In contrast to conventional integrated circuits, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) can be

recon�gured dynamically. This �exibility unlocks potential for FPGA-based accelerators to of�oad

tasks in HPC. Scheduling tasks on FPGAs is equivalent to the allocation of chip resources: each

of�oaded task occupies chip area during its execution. Hence, task scheduling on FPGAs is typically

done with Partial Recon�guration (PR). However, PR requires a high development overhead,



requires expert knowledge and has limited portability, making it dif�cult to apply existing research

and lowering the adoption of FPGAs in HPC. We want to aid software developers and vendors to

integrate accelerators based on FPGAs without these issues and ask: how we can optimize task

scheduling on FPGAs without relying on PR?

We answer this question with three key contributions: �rst, we introduce an abstraction-agnostic

methodology to analyze and compare scheduling strategies for FPGAs. Center of our method is the

derivation of scheduling constraints from a machine model representing a target FPGA. The

schedules generated for HPC applications are compared for two models. We show that the

overhead for avoiding PR is feasible. Second, we propose algorithms to generate recommendations

for minimal changes to the program that affect the quality of possible schedules. We show that

effective recommendations can be generated for HPC applications. Third, we contribute two

polynomial-time scheduling algorithms. Our results can help vendors to provide signi�cantly more

streamlined work�ows for programming FPGAs, making the platform more appealing and helping

the adoption of high-level programming environments like OpenCL for FPGAs.

5:15 pm - 7:00 pm

Poster Reception

Session Description: The Posters Reception is an opportunity for attendees to interact with poster

presenters, and includes research and ACM Student Research Competition posters, Doctoral

Showcase posters, as well as the Scienti�c Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase.

Wednesday, November 16th

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Doctoral Showcase Posters Display

Session Description:

Machine Learning for Memory Access Prediction and Data Prefetching

Pengmiao Zhang (University of Southern California (USC))

With the rise of Big Data, there has been a signi�cant effort in increasing compute power through

GPUs, TPUs, and heterogeneous architectures. As a result, the bottleneck of applications is shifting

toward memory performance. Prefetching techniques are widely used to hide memory latency and

improve instructions per cycle (IPC). A data prefetching process is a form of speculation that looks



at memory access patterns to forecast the near future accesses and avoid cache misses. Traditional

hardware data prefetchers use pre-de�ned rules, which are not powerful enough to adapt to the

increasingly complex memory access patterns from new workloads.

We hypothesize that a machine learning-based prefetcher can be developed to achieve high-

quality memory access prediction, leading to the improvement of IPC for a system. We develop

several optimizations for ML-based prefetching. First, we propose RAOP, a framework for RNN

augmented offset prefetcher, in which RNN provides temporal references for a spatial offset

prefetcher, leading to the improvement of IPC. Second, we propose C-MemMAP, which provides

clusters for downstream meta-models to balance the model size and prediction accuracy. We

propose DM (delegated model) clustering method that learns latent patterns from long memory

traces, which has signi�cantly raised the prediction accuracy of the meta-models. Third, we propose

TransFetch, an attention-based prefetcher that supports variable-degree prefetching by modeling

prefetching as a multi-label classi�cation problem. In addition, we propose ReSemble, a

Reinforcement Learning (RL) based adaptive ensemble framework that enables multiple

prefetchers to complement each other on hybrid applications and updates online.

Toward Ef�cient Checkpointing across Deep Tiers of Memory Hierarchy

Avinash Maurya (Rochester Institute of Technology)

Modern HPC workloads produce massive amounts of distributed intermediate data that needs to

be checkpointed concurrently in real-time at scale. One such popular scenario is the use of

checkpoint-restore for revisiting previous states (intermediate data) to advance computations, such

as adjoint methods. In this context, GPUs have shown tremendous performance improvements

during computations but demonstrate I/O limitations while managing high-frequency large-volume

data movement across heterogeneous memory tiers. Existing data movement runtimes are not well

suited for such I/O because of factors such as imbalance in checkpoint distribution across fast

memory tiers, slow memory allocation, and restore oblivious cache eviction and prefetching

strategies. We address these challenges by designing a set of transparent, asynchronous

checkpoint-restore techniques that minimize the blocking time of the application during I/O using

three novel contributions. First, we design techniques to evenly distribute checkpoints across fast

memory tiers (e.g. peer GPUs) using collaborative checkpointing that leverages fast interconnects

such as NVLinks and NVSwitches for load balancing. Second, we mitigate the slow cache allocation

for storing checkpoints on both GPU and host by leveraging techniques such as CUDA's virtual

memory management functions, eager memory mapping, and lazy pinning. Third, we design a

restore-order aware eviction and prefetching approach that is coordinated by a �nite state machine

based on a uni�ed checkpoint-restore abstraction for optimal evictions. Our evaluations across real-

world and synthetic benchmarks demonstrate signi�cant speedup in both checkpoint and restore

phases of the application compared to the current state-of-the-art data movement engines.



Task Scheduling on FPGA-Based Accelerators without Partial Recon�guration

Pascal Jungblut (Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich)

In contrast to conventional integrated circuits, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) can be

recon�gured dynamically. This �exibility unlocks potential for FPGA-based accelerators to of�oad

tasks in HPC. Scheduling tasks on FPGAs is equivalent to the allocation of chip resources: each

of�oaded task occupies chip area during its execution. Hence, task scheduling on FPGAs is typically

done with Partial Recon�guration (PR). However, PR requires a high development overhead,

requires expert knowledge and has limited portability, making it dif�cult to apply existing research

and lowering the adoption of FPGAs in HPC. We want to aid software developers and vendors to

integrate accelerators based on FPGAs without these issues and ask: how we can optimize task

scheduling on FPGAs without relying on PR?

We answer this question with three key contributions: �rst, we introduce an abstraction-agnostic

methodology to analyze and compare scheduling strategies for FPGAs. Center of our method is the

derivation of scheduling constraints from a machine model representing a target FPGA. The

schedules generated for HPC applications are compared for two models. We show that the

overhead for avoiding PR is feasible. Second, we propose algorithms to generate recommendations

for minimal changes to the program that affect the quality of possible schedules. We show that

effective recommendations can be generated for HPC applications. Third, we contribute two

polynomial-time scheduling algorithms. Our results can help vendors to provide signi�cantly more

streamlined work�ows for programming FPGAs, making the platform more appealing and helping

the adoption of high-level programming environments like OpenCL for FPGAs.

Load Balancing, Fault Tolerance, and Resource Elasticity for Asynchronous Many-Task (AMT)

Systems

Jonas Posner (University of Kassel)

To enable ef�cient and productive programming of today's supercomputers and beyond, a variety of

issues must be addressed, including: load balancing (i.e., utilizing all resources equally), fault

tolerance (i.e., coping with hardware failures), and resource elasticity (i.e., allowing the

addition/release of resources).

In this work, we address above issues in the context of Asynchronous Many-Tasking (AMT) for

clusters. Here, programmers split a computation into many �ne-grained execution units (called

tasks), which are dynamically mapped to processing units (called workers) by a runtime system. 



Regarding load balancing, we propose a work stealing technique that transparently schedules

tasks to resources of the overall system, balancing the workload over all processing units.

Experiments show good scalability, and a productivity evaluation shows intuitive use.

Regarding fault tolerance, we propose four techniques to protect programs transparently. All

perform localized recovery and continue the program execution with fewer resources. Three

techniques write uncoordinated checkpoints of task descriptors in a resilient store. One technique

does not write checkpoints, but exploits natural task duplication of work stealing. Experiments

show failure-free running time overhead below 1% and a recovery overhead below 0.5 seconds.

Simulations of job set executions show that makespans can be reduced by up to 97%.

Regarding resource elasticity, we propose a technique to enable the addition and release of nodes

at runtime by transparently relocating tasks accordingly. Experiments show costs for adding and

releasing nodes below 0.5 seconds. Additionally, simulations of job set executions show that

makespans can be reduced by up to 20%.

Scalable Adaptive Finite Element Framework for Multiphysics Simulations

Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University)

Ef�ciently and accurately simulating partial differential equations (PDEs) in and around arbitrarily

de�ned geometries, especially with high levels of adaptivity, has signi�cant implications for

different application domains. In this work, we develop a fast construction of a ‘good’ adaptively-

re�ned incomplete octree based mesh capable of carving out arbitrarily shaped void regions from

the parent domain: an essential requirement for �uid simulations around complex objects. Further,

we integrate the mesh generation with Petsc to solve several multiphysics and multiphase

phenomena. We showcase the applicability of the algorithms to solve the large scale problems.

The algorithms developed have enabled us to run the most resolved jet atomization simulations

and demonstrated scaling till O(100K) processors on TACC Frontera.

Toward Scalable Middleware for Shared HPC Resources

John Ravi (North Carolina State University)

As computational resources scale larger, applications often need to be refactored to deal with

bottlenecks that arise to gain the advantages of strong scaling. When not properly addressed

legacy workloads can lead to inef�cient usage of available hardware which leads to poor

throughput. One solution is to allow multiple tasks to share a system to provide multi-tenancy.

Multi-tenant environments fall into two categories: time-sharing and space-sharing. Time-sharing

has been an effective technique to deal with multiple applications sharing the CPU and GPU at the



node-level. However, time-sharing can have a heavy performance cost such as saving and

restoring architectural state (context switch overhead) which is very costly on GPUs. While space-

sharing can avoid this overhead and improve throughput, current hardware and software systems

lack full isolation to provide the necessary quality of service. In this work, we identify key

challenges that arise when sharing resources in a HPC context. We evaluate real-world scenarios

both at the node-level and cluster-level. Using these insights, we propose middleware to mitigate

and improve quality of service. We introduce a runtime CUDA middleware that improves QoS for

GPUs. We also introduce and study two new features of HDF5, GDS VFD and Async I/O. The

former improves I/O latency while the latter improves and hides variability in I/O latency.

A Data-Centric Optimization Work�ow for the Python Language

Alexandos Nikolaos Ziogas (ETH Zürich)

Python's extensive software ecosystem leads to high productivity, rendering it the language of

choice for scienti�c computing. However, executing Python code is often slow or impossible in

emerging architectures and accelerators. To complement Python's productivity with the

performance and portability required in high-performance computing (HPC), we introduce a

work�ow based on data-centric (DaCe) parallel programming. Python code with HPC-oriented

extensions is parsed into a data�ow-based intermediate representation, facilitating analysis of the

program's data movement. The representation is optimized via graph transformations driven by the

users, performance models, and automatic heuristics. Subsequently, hardware-speci�c code is

generated for supported architectures, including CPU, GPU, and FPGA. We evaluate the above

work�ow through three case studies. First, to compare our work to other Python-accelerating

solutions, we introduce NPBench, a collection of over 50 Python microbenchmarks across a wide

range of scienti�c domains. We show performance results and scaling across CPU, GPU, FPGA,

and the Piz Daint supercomputer. DaCe runs 10x faster than the reference Python execution and

achieves 2.47x and 3.75x speedups over previous-best solutions and up to 93.16% scaling

ef�ciency. Second, we re-implement in Python and optimize the Quantum Transport Simulator

OMEN. The application's DaCe version executes one to two orders of magnitude faster than the

original code written in C++, achieving 42.55% of the Summit supercomputer's peak performance.

Last, we utilize our work�ow to build Deinsum, an automated framework for distributed multilinear

algebra computations expressed in Einstein notation. Deinsum performs up to 19x faster over

state-of-the-art solutions on the Piz Daint supercomputer.

Thursday, November 17th

8:30 am - 5:00 pm
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Toward Ef�cient Checkpointing across Deep Tiers of Memory Hierarchy

Avinash Maurya (Rochester Institute of Technology)

Modern HPC workloads produce massive amounts of distributed intermediate data that needs to

be checkpointed concurrently in real-time at scale. One such popular scenario is the use of

checkpoint-restore for revisiting previous states (intermediate data) to advance computations, such

as adjoint methods. In this context, GPUs have shown tremendous performance improvements

during computations but demonstrate I/O limitations while managing high-frequency large-volume

data movement across heterogeneous memory tiers. Existing data movement runtimes are not well

suited for such I/O because of factors such as imbalance in checkpoint distribution across fast

memory tiers, slow memory allocation, and restore oblivious cache eviction and prefetching

strategies. We address these challenges by designing a set of transparent, asynchronous

checkpoint-restore techniques that minimize the blocking time of the application during I/O using

three novel contributions. First, we design techniques to evenly distribute checkpoints across fast

memory tiers (e.g. peer GPUs) using collaborative checkpointing that leverages fast interconnects

such as NVLinks and NVSwitches for load balancing. Second, we mitigate the slow cache allocation

for storing checkpoints on both GPU and host by leveraging techniques such as CUDA's virtual

memory management functions, eager memory mapping, and lazy pinning. Third, we design a

restore-order aware eviction and prefetching approach that is coordinated by a �nite state machine

based on a uni�ed checkpoint-restore abstraction for optimal evictions. Our evaluations across real-

world and synthetic benchmarks demonstrate signi�cant speedup in both checkpoint and restore

phases of the application compared to the current state-of-the-art data movement engines.

Task Scheduling on FPGA-Based Accelerators without Partial Recon�guration

Pascal Jungblut (Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich)

In contrast to conventional integrated circuits, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) can be

recon�gured dynamically. This �exibility unlocks potential for FPGA-based accelerators to of�oad

tasks in HPC. Scheduling tasks on FPGAs is equivalent to the allocation of chip resources: each

of�oaded task occupies chip area during its execution. Hence, task scheduling on FPGAs is typically

done with Partial Recon�guration (PR). However, PR requires a high development overhead,

requires expert knowledge and has limited portability, making it dif�cult to apply existing research

and lowering the adoption of FPGAs in HPC. We want to aid software developers and vendors to

integrate accelerators based on FPGAs without these issues and ask: how we can optimize task

scheduling on FPGAs without relying on PR?



We answer this question with three key contributions: �rst, we introduce an abstraction-agnostic

methodology to analyze and compare scheduling strategies for FPGAs. Center of our method is the

derivation of scheduling constraints from a machine model representing a target FPGA. The

schedules generated for HPC applications are compared for two models. We show that the

overhead for avoiding PR is feasible. Second, we propose algorithms to generate recommendations

for minimal changes to the program that affect the quality of possible schedules. We show that

effective recommendations can be generated for HPC applications. Third, we contribute two

polynomial-time scheduling algorithms. Our results can help vendors to provide signi�cantly more

streamlined work�ows for programming FPGAs, making the platform more appealing and helping

the adoption of high-level programming environments like OpenCL for FPGAs.

Load Balancing, Fault Tolerance, and Resource Elasticity for Asynchronous Many-Task (AMT)

Systems

Jonas Posner (University of Kassel)

To enable ef�cient and productive programming of today's supercomputers and beyond, a variety of

issues must be addressed, including: load balancing (i.e., utilizing all resources equally), fault

tolerance (i.e., coping with hardware failures), and resource elasticity (i.e., allowing the

addition/release of resources).

In this work, we address above issues in the context of Asynchronous Many-Tasking (AMT) for

clusters. Here, programmers split a computation into many �ne-grained execution units (called

tasks), which are dynamically mapped to processing units (called workers) by a runtime system. 

Regarding load balancing, we propose a work stealing technique that transparently schedules

tasks to resources of the overall system, balancing the workload over all processing units.

Experiments show good scalability, and a productivity evaluation shows intuitive use.

Regarding fault tolerance, we propose four techniques to protect programs transparently. All

perform localized recovery and continue the program execution with fewer resources. Three

techniques write uncoordinated checkpoints of task descriptors in a resilient store. One technique

does not write checkpoints, but exploits natural task duplication of work stealing. Experiments

show failure-free running time overhead below 1% and a recovery overhead below 0.5 seconds.

Simulations of job set executions show that makespans can be reduced by up to 97%.

Regarding resource elasticity, we propose a technique to enable the addition and release of nodes

at runtime by transparently relocating tasks accordingly. Experiments show costs for adding and

releasing nodes below 0.5 seconds. Additionally, simulations of job set executions show that

makespans can be reduced by up to 20%.



Scalable Adaptive Finite Element Framework for Multiphysics Simulations

Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University)

Ef�ciently and accurately simulating partial differential equations (PDEs) in and around arbitrarily

de�ned geometries, especially with high levels of adaptivity, has signi�cant implications for

different application domains. In this work, we develop a fast construction of a ‘good’ adaptively-

re�ned incomplete octree based mesh capable of carving out arbitrarily shaped void regions from

the parent domain: an essential requirement for �uid simulations around complex objects. Further,

we integrate the mesh generation with Petsc to solve several multiphysics and multiphase

phenomena. We showcase the applicability of the algorithms to solve the large scale problems.

The algorithms developed have enabled us to run the most resolved jet atomization simulations

and demonstrated scaling till O(100K) processors on TACC Frontera.

Toward Scalable Middleware for Shared HPC Resources

John Ravi (North Carolina State University)

As computational resources scale larger, applications often need to be refactored to deal with

bottlenecks that arise to gain the advantages of strong scaling. When not properly addressed

legacy workloads can lead to inef�cient usage of available hardware which leads to poor

throughput. One solution is to allow multiple tasks to share a system to provide multi-tenancy.

Multi-tenant environments fall into two categories: time-sharing and space-sharing. Time-sharing

has been an effective technique to deal with multiple applications sharing the CPU and GPU at the

node-level. However, time-sharing can have a heavy performance cost such as saving and

restoring architectural state (context switch overhead) which is very costly on GPUs. While space-

sharing can avoid this overhead and improve throughput, current hardware and software systems

lack full isolation to provide the necessary quality of service. In this work, we identify key

challenges that arise when sharing resources in a HPC context. We evaluate real-world scenarios

both at the node-level and cluster-level. Using these insights, we propose middleware to mitigate

and improve quality of service. We introduce a runtime CUDA middleware that improves QoS for

GPUs. We also introduce and study two new features of HDF5, GDS VFD and Async I/O. The

former improves I/O latency while the latter improves and hides variability in I/O latency.

A Data-Centric Optimization Work�ow for the Python Language

Alexandos Nikolaos Ziogas (ETH Zürich)

Python's extensive software ecosystem leads to high productivity, rendering it the language of



choice for scienti�c computing. However, executing Python code is often slow or impossible in

emerging architectures and accelerators. To complement Python's productivity with the

performance and portability required in high-performance computing (HPC), we introduce a

work�ow based on data-centric (DaCe) parallel programming. Python code with HPC-oriented

extensions is parsed into a data�ow-based intermediate representation, facilitating analysis of the

program's data movement. The representation is optimized via graph transformations driven by the

users, performance models, and automatic heuristics. Subsequently, hardware-speci�c code is

generated for supported architectures, including CPU, GPU, and FPGA. We evaluate the above

work�ow through three case studies. First, to compare our work to other Python-accelerating

solutions, we introduce NPBench, a collection of over 50 Python microbenchmarks across a wide

range of scienti�c domains. We show performance results and scaling across CPU, GPU, FPGA,

and the Piz Daint supercomputer. DaCe runs 10x faster than the reference Python execution and

achieves 2.47x and 3.75x speedups over previous-best solutions and up to 93.16% scaling

ef�ciency. Second, we re-implement in Python and optimize the Quantum Transport Simulator

OMEN. The application's DaCe version executes one to two orders of magnitude faster than the

original code written in C++, achieving 42.55% of the Summit supercomputer's peak performance.

Last, we utilize our work�ow to build Deinsum, an automated framework for distributed multilinear

algebra computations expressed in Einstein notation. Deinsum performs up to 19x faster over

state-of-the-art solutions on the Piz Daint supercomputer.

Machine Learning for Memory Access Prediction and Data Prefetching

Pengmiao Zhang (University of Southern California (USC))

With the rise of Big Data, there has been a signi�cant effort in increasing compute power through

GPUs, TPUs, and heterogeneous architectures. As a result, the bottleneck of applications is shifting

toward memory performance. Prefetching techniques are widely used to hide memory latency and

improve instructions per cycle (IPC). A data prefetching process is a form of speculation that looks

at memory access patterns to forecast the near future accesses and avoid cache misses. Traditional

hardware data prefetchers use pre-de�ned rules, which are not powerful enough to adapt to the

increasingly complex memory access patterns from new workloads.

We hypothesize that a machine learning-based prefetcher can be developed to achieve high-

quality memory access prediction, leading to the improvement of IPC for a system. We develop

several optimizations for ML-based prefetching. First, we propose RAOP, a framework for RNN

augmented offset prefetcher, in which RNN provides temporal references for a spatial offset

prefetcher, leading to the improvement of IPC. Second, we propose C-MemMAP, which provides

clusters for downstream meta-models to balance the model size and prediction accuracy. We

propose DM (delegated model) clustering method that learns latent patterns from long memory

traces, which has signi�cantly raised the prediction accuracy of the meta-models. Third, we propose



TransFetch, an attention-based prefetcher that supports variable-degree prefetching by modeling

prefetching as a multi-label classi�cation problem. In addition, we propose ReSemble, a

Reinforcement Learning (RL) based adaptive ensemble framework that enables multiple

prefetchers to complement each other on hybrid applications and updates online.

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Doctoral Showcase I Presentations

Session Description:

Machine Learning for Memory Access Prediction and Data Prefetching

Pengmiao Zhang (University of Southern California (USC))

With the rise of Big Data, there has been a signi�cant effort in increasing compute power through

GPUs, TPUs, and heterogeneous architectures. As a result, the bottleneck of applications is shifting

toward memory performance. Prefetching techniques are widely used to hide memory latency and

improve instructions per cycle (IPC). A data prefetching process is a form of speculation that looks

at memory access patterns to forecast the near future accesses and avoid cache misses. Traditional

hardware data prefetchers use pre-de�ned rules, which are not powerful enough to adapt to the

increasingly complex memory access patterns from new workloads.

We hypothesize that a machine learning-based prefetcher can be developed to achieve high-

quality memory access prediction, leading to the improvement of IPC for a system. We develop

several optimizations for ML-based prefetching. First, we propose RAOP, a framework for RNN

augmented offset prefetcher, in which RNN provides temporal references for a spatial offset

prefetcher, leading to the improvement of IPC. Second, we propose C-MemMAP, which provides

clusters for downstream meta-models to balance the model size and prediction accuracy. We

propose DM (delegated model) clustering method that learns latent patterns from long memory

traces, which has signi�cantly raised the prediction accuracy of the meta-models. Third, we propose

TransFetch, an attention-based prefetcher that supports variable-degree prefetching by modeling

prefetching as a multi-label classi�cation problem. In addition, we propose ReSemble, a

Reinforcement Learning (RL) based adaptive ensemble framework that enables multiple

prefetchers to complement each other on hybrid applications and updates online.

A Data-Centric Optimization Work�ow for the Python Language

Alexandos Nikolaos Ziogas (ETH Zürich)

Python's extensive software ecosystem leads to high productivity, rendering it the language of



choice for scienti�c computing. However, executing Python code is often slow or impossible in

emerging architectures and accelerators. To complement Python's productivity with the

performance and portability required in high-performance computing (HPC), we introduce a

work�ow based on data-centric (DaCe) parallel programming. Python code with HPC-oriented

extensions is parsed into a data�ow-based intermediate representation, facilitating analysis of the

program's data movement. The representation is optimized via graph transformations driven by the

users, performance models, and automatic heuristics. Subsequently, hardware-speci�c code is

generated for supported architectures, including CPU, GPU, and FPGA. We evaluate the above

work�ow through three case studies. First, to compare our work to other Python-accelerating

solutions, we introduce NPBench, a collection of over 50 Python microbenchmarks across a wide

range of scienti�c domains. We show performance results and scaling across CPU, GPU, FPGA,

and the Piz Daint supercomputer. DaCe runs 10x faster than the reference Python execution and

achieves 2.47x and 3.75x speedups over previous-best solutions and up to 93.16% scaling

ef�ciency. Second, we re-implement in Python and optimize the Quantum Transport Simulator

OMEN. The application's DaCe version executes one to two orders of magnitude faster than the

original code written in C++, achieving 42.55% of the Summit supercomputer's peak performance.

Last, we utilize our work�ow to build Deinsum, an automated framework for distributed multilinear

algebra computations expressed in Einstein notation. Deinsum performs up to 19x faster over

state-of-the-art solutions on the Piz Daint supercomputer.

Load Balancing, Fault Tolerance, and Resource Elasticity for Asynchronous Many-Task (AMT)

Systems

Jonas Posner (University of Kassel)

To enable ef�cient and productive programming of today's supercomputers and beyond, a variety of

issues must be addressed, including: load balancing (i.e., utilizing all resources equally), fault

tolerance (i.e., coping with hardware failures), and resource elasticity (i.e., allowing the

addition/release of resources).

In this work, we address above issues in the context of Asynchronous Many-Tasking (AMT) for

clusters. Here, programmers split a computation into many �ne-grained execution units (called

tasks), which are dynamically mapped to processing units (called workers) by a runtime system. 

Regarding load balancing, we propose a work stealing technique that transparently schedules

tasks to resources of the overall system, balancing the workload over all processing units.

Experiments show good scalability, and a productivity evaluation shows intuitive use.

Regarding fault tolerance, we propose four techniques to protect programs transparently. All

perform localized recovery and continue the program execution with fewer resources. Three



techniques write uncoordinated checkpoints of task descriptors in a resilient store. One technique

does not write checkpoints, but exploits natural task duplication of work stealing. Experiments

show failure-free running time overhead below 1% and a recovery overhead below 0.5 seconds.

Simulations of job set executions show that makespans can be reduced by up to 97%.

Regarding resource elasticity, we propose a technique to enable the addition and release of nodes

at runtime by transparently relocating tasks accordingly. Experiments show costs for adding and

releasing nodes below 0.5 seconds. Additionally, simulations of job set executions show that

makespans can be reduced by up to 20%.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm
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Task Scheduling on FPGA-Based Accelerators without Partial Recon�guration

Pascal Jungblut (Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich)

In contrast to conventional integrated circuits, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) can be

recon�gured dynamically. This �exibility unlocks potential for FPGA-based accelerators to of�oad

tasks in HPC. Scheduling tasks on FPGAs is equivalent to the allocation of chip resources: each

of�oaded task occupies chip area during its execution. Hence, task scheduling on FPGAs is typically

done with Partial Recon�guration (PR). However, PR requires a high development overhead,

requires expert knowledge and has limited portability, making it dif�cult to apply existing research

and lowering the adoption of FPGAs in HPC. We want to aid software developers and vendors to

integrate accelerators based on FPGAs without these issues and ask: how we can optimize task

scheduling on FPGAs without relying on PR?

We answer this question with three key contributions: �rst, we introduce an abstraction-agnostic

methodology to analyze and compare scheduling strategies for FPGAs. Center of our method is the

derivation of scheduling constraints from a machine model representing a target FPGA. The

schedules generated for HPC applications are compared for two models. We show that the

overhead for avoiding PR is feasible. Second, we propose algorithms to generate recommendations

for minimal changes to the program that affect the quality of possible schedules. We show that

effective recommendations can be generated for HPC applications. Third, we contribute two

polynomial-time scheduling algorithms. Our results can help vendors to provide signi�cantly more

streamlined work�ows for programming FPGAs, making the platform more appealing and helping

the adoption of high-level programming environments like OpenCL for FPGAs.



Toward Ef�cient Checkpointing across Deep Tiers of Memory Hierarchy

Avinash Maurya (Rochester Institute of Technology)

Modern HPC workloads produce massive amounts of distributed intermediate data that needs to

be checkpointed concurrently in real-time at scale. One such popular scenario is the use of

checkpoint-restore for revisiting previous states (intermediate data) to advance computations, such

as adjoint methods. In this context, GPUs have shown tremendous performance improvements

during computations but demonstrate I/O limitations while managing high-frequency large-volume

data movement across heterogeneous memory tiers. Existing data movement runtimes are not well

suited for such I/O because of factors such as imbalance in checkpoint distribution across fast

memory tiers, slow memory allocation, and restore oblivious cache eviction and prefetching

strategies. We address these challenges by designing a set of transparent, asynchronous

checkpoint-restore techniques that minimize the blocking time of the application during I/O using

three novel contributions. First, we design techniques to evenly distribute checkpoints across fast

memory tiers (e.g. peer GPUs) using collaborative checkpointing that leverages fast interconnects

such as NVLinks and NVSwitches for load balancing. Second, we mitigate the slow cache allocation

for storing checkpoints on both GPU and host by leveraging techniques such as CUDA's virtual

memory management functions, eager memory mapping, and lazy pinning. Third, we design a

restore-order aware eviction and prefetching approach that is coordinated by a �nite state machine

based on a uni�ed checkpoint-restore abstraction for optimal evictions. Our evaluations across real-

world and synthetic benchmarks demonstrate signi�cant speedup in both checkpoint and restore

phases of the application compared to the current state-of-the-art data movement engines.

Scalable Adaptive Finite Element Framework for Multiphysics Simulations

Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University)

Ef�ciently and accurately simulating partial differential equations (PDEs) in and around arbitrarily

de�ned geometries, especially with high levels of adaptivity, has signi�cant implications for

different application domains. In this work, we develop a fast construction of a ‘good’ adaptively-

re�ned incomplete octree based mesh capable of carving out arbitrarily shaped void regions from

the parent domain: an essential requirement for �uid simulations around complex objects. Further,

we integrate the mesh generation with Petsc to solve several multiphysics and multiphase

phenomena. We showcase the applicability of the algorithms to solve the large scale problems.

The algorithms developed have enabled us to run the most resolved jet atomization simulations

and demonstrated scaling till O(100K) processors on TACC Frontera.

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm
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Toward Scalable Middleware for Shared HPC Resources

John Ravi (North Carolina State University)

As computational resources scale larger, applications often need to be refactored to deal with

bottlenecks that arise to gain the advantages of strong scaling. When not properly addressed

legacy workloads can lead to inef�cient usage of available hardware which leads to poor

throughput. One solution is to allow multiple tasks to share a system to provide multi-tenancy.

Multi-tenant environments fall into two categories: time-sharing and space-sharing. Time-sharing

has been an effective technique to deal with multiple applications sharing the CPU and GPU at the

node-level. However, time-sharing can have a heavy performance cost such as saving and

restoring architectural state (context switch overhead) which is very costly on GPUs. While space-

sharing can avoid this overhead and improve throughput, current hardware and software systems

lack full isolation to provide the necessary quality of service. In this work, we identify key

challenges that arise when sharing resources in a HPC context. We evaluate real-world scenarios

both at the node-level and cluster-level. Using these insights, we propose middleware to mitigate

and improve quality of service. We introduce a runtime CUDA middleware that improves QoS for

GPUs. We also introduce and study two new features of HDF5, GDS VFD and Async I/O. The

former improves I/O latency while the latter improves and hides variability in I/O latency.
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ECP – Welcome

Marina Kraeva (Iowa State University)

ECP – Speed Networking Activity

Miranda Mundt (Sandia National Laboratories)

To start the Early Career Program this year, the Speed Networking activity will allow time for

participants to interact and introduce themselves. The activity will include a short hands-on activity

followed by an opportunity to mingle with the larger group.

ECP – Invited Talks: Career Stories

Catherine Schuman (University of Tennessee), Oded Green (NVIDIA Corporation), Jack Lange (Oak

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Valerie Taylor (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Indranil

Roy (Natural Intelligence Systems)

Finding the right career path early may be one of the most rewarding discoveries in a young

professional's life. This panel discussion will feature insightful stories and kernels of wisdom of four

panelists whose diverse careers span from start-ups to large companies, non-pro�t organizations

to universities, and government labs to government agencies. They offer their practical wisdom to

present a broader picture of the different workplaces in the HPC community. It will help young

individuals to better match their strengths and objectives to the challenges and rewards of the

different work places.

ECP – Morning Break



ECP – Invited Talk: Get Involved with SC as a Volunteer

Jimmé Peters (24/7 Consulting)

This session is designed for SC potential volunteers that desire to learn what committee roles are

available and why becoming a part of the SC family is bene�cial and rewarding. Informal

opportunity to meet several committee leads as well as ask questions.

ECP – Invited Talks: Work-Life Balance

Mozhgan Kabiri Chimeh (NVIDIA Corporation), Elaine Raybourn (Sandia National Laboratories),

Scott Callaghan (University of Southern California (USC)), Wil Mayers (Alces Flight Ltd, UK),

Fernanda Foertter (Voltron Data), Julia Mullen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Lincoln

Laboratory)

A series of talks on ways to manage Work/Life balance.

ECP – Lunch Break

ECP – Perfecting Your Interview Skills

Matthew Fricke (University of New Mexico), Miranda Mundt (Sandia National Laboratories), Indranil

Roy (Natural Intelligence Systems Inc), Shelley Knuth (University of Colorado), Harshita Sahni

(University of New Mexico), Hussein Azzawi (University of New Mexico)

The job interview skills session is designed to equip the participants with the needed skills and

tools to be successful in interviews. Participants learn how to present themselves effectively and

develop strategies to help secure their ideal role. For the �rst half of the session, we will cover

topics such as interview dos and don'ts, stand out after the job interview, online interviews, tips for

answering common interview questions. The second half is focused on mock interviews, resume

coaching, and feedback.

ECP – Redundancìa (Communications Session)

Aroua Gharbi (Boeing)

An interactive simulation aimed to help participants communicate across diverse backgrounds. As

the workplace is becoming increasingly multicultural, this exercise helps improve effective oral



communication in the workplace and enhance the productivity of people from different linguistic

backgrounds. Redundancìa is designed to increase empathy by experiencing how communicating in

a second language impacts our thought patterns, perceptions, and connections with others.

ECP – Afternoon Break

ECP – Invited Talk: How to Build a Successful Mentorship Relationship

Reed Milewicz (Sandia National Laboratories)

Mentorship is a dynamic, career-long phenomenon spanning many different relationships that

support our personal and professional development. A wealth of scholarship on mentorship

practices has emerged across many disciplines studying how mentorship happens in the

workplace, its bene�ts, and what companies can do to foster those relationships. Of note,

numerous studies have linked mentorship with diversity and inclusion; mentorship can support the

growth and retention of workers from underrepresented and marginalized groups by “bringing

them into the fold” and empowering them. As a software engineering researcher, Reed has actively

been investigating the instrumental role that mentorship can play in the careers of women and

LGBTQIA+ individuals in tech. In this talk, he will make the case for how we can leverage these

insights to build stronger mentor-mentee relationships and to foster more inclusive and equitable

communities.

ECP – Mentor Protégé Mixer

Miranda Mundt (Sandia National Laboratories), Diana Dugas (New Mexico State University), Daniel

Katz (University of Illinois), Didem Unat (Koç University, Turkey), Oded Green (NVIDIA Corporation),

Dana Brunson (Internet2), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland), Sunita Chandrasekaran

(University of Delaware, Brookhaven National Laboratory)

This is a succession of conversations between a mentor and a small group of mentees. Mentees

rotate the tables having an opportunity to talk to several mentors during a speci�ed amount of time

asking questions and trying to establish a connection.

ECP – Closing remarks
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Exhibitor Forum - Goldfarb, Katsardis, & Randles

Session Description:

Building Solutions to Solve the World’s Hardest Problems

Debra Goldfarb (Amazon Web Services) 

In this session, we’ll paint a picture for removing infrastructure constraints to solve complex

computational problems. Imagine agile scalable infrastructure with no �xed assets, and no waiting

in the queue to start jobs. We’ll share progress on an extraordinary project using Virtual Flow to do

extreme scale screening, and computational drug discovery at scale. Together with academic

researchers and partners, we’ve built out a 5-10 billion molecular database to identify targets,

using 2.2 million virtual CPUs. Learn how the most vexing societal problems of our generation will

be solved through what we at AWS call Impact Computing.

Best Practices for Running HPC on Google Cloud

Ilias Katsardis (Google LLC) 

Join this technical deep dive into Google Cloud’s latest high-performance computing (HPC)

advancements, covering the latest VMs, processors, accelerators, and storage solutions. We’ll also

discuss our new HPC tools for deploying and managing your HPC environments, and how our

customers are bene�ting from running their HPC in the cloud.

Developing a Cloud-Based Infrastructure to Accelerate Analysis of Coronary Bifurcation

Lesion Intervention

Simba Chidyagwai (Duke University) 

Coronary artery disease (CAD) is a highly prevalent type of heart disease in the US, causing more



than 360,000 deaths in 2017 alone. In 20% of cases, these lesions occur at arterial bifurcations or

branch points in the arterial tree. Determining how best to treat these lesions remains a particular

challenge, as they may involve the main branch, the side branch, or both vessels and bifurcation

stenting is associated with a higher risk for adverse cardiac events. However, it is unclear whether

restoring blood �ow in the main branch alleviates the disturbed hemodynamics in the side branch

as well. This question becomes even more challenging due to the complex anatomic features of

bifurcation lesions, such as the curvature, percentage stenosis, and length. To ascertain the

in�uence of anatomic changes in bifurcation lesion geometries and how different stenting options

affect resulting �ow, we produced a synthetic database of 360 different bifurcation lesion

morphologies. However, as each individual simulation is computationally costly methods employed

to we developed methods to optimize parallel simulations of coronary interventions on NVIDIA-

based GPU instances in the Microsoft Azure cloud computing platform. By establishing a cloud-

based, high throughput framework for computing coronary �ow, we were ef�ciently calculate �ow

for the full database and quantify the in�uence of lesion- and treatment-speci�c parameters on

resulting �ow. Here we will discuss the technical hurdles overcome to complete the large-scale

�uid dynamics analysis using a cloud-based platform.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Exhibitor Forum - Momose, Bitar, & Vassilieva

Session Description:

Aurora Vector Annealing to Solve Social Issues and Acceleration by NEC’s Supercomputer,

SX-Aurora TSUBASA

Shintaro Momose (NEC Corporation) 

This presentation consists of two parts, discussing SX-Aurora TSUBASA vector supercomputer and

introducing digital annealer working on SX-Aurora TSUBASA called Vector Annealer. The �rst half

of the presentation shows the vector architecture of SX-Aurora TSUBASA, especially its latest

vector processors having the highest-level memory bandwidth. Sustained performance and power

ef�ciency are also discussed, as well as NEC’s future plans and roadmap. The second half of the

presentation shows NEC’s quantum computing strategies and their products to provide higher

sustained performance in the annealing/optimization �elds. NEC developed Vector Annealing as a

digital annealer and has a strong business relationship with D-Wave providing a quantum

annealer. NEC aims at solving various social issues by using the quantum/digital annealing

technologies and by developing a hybrid platform with supercomputer and quantum/digital

annealer to provide much higher sustained performance,



Groq’s Software-De�ned Hardware for Data�ow Compute

Andrew Bitar (Groq Inc) 

With the slowing of Moore’s Law and explosion of data-�ow compute in the domains of AI and

HPC, there has been a new renaissance in domain speci�c architectures (DSAs) to help meet

today’s compute demands. A large swath of these architectures are spatial in nature, where

compute is unrolled in space to expose more parallelism for data-�ow-heavy workloads. With

these spatial architectures comes the challenge of effectively mapping workloads to the available

compute units. Parallelizing compilers are often touted as the means to this goal, but their

effectiveness is largely limited by the abstraction exposed by hardware to software. Here we

explore the inherent challenges faced by some existing spatial architectures, such as GPUs, and

explain how focusing on deterministic compute can alleviate these challenges. We do this by diving

deep into Groq’s Tensor Streaming Processor (TSP), exploring how the architecture empowers

software to ef�ciently map data-�ow workloads to the chip’s massive amounts of compute. We

demonstrate how this “software-de�ned hardware” approach is well-suited for data-�ow compute,

showcasing >5x improvements compared to current state-of-the-art on LSTM and Transformer-

based models. We also explore how the compiler and architecture allow for powerful hardware-

software co-design capabilities.

Near-Perfect Scaling on 13 Million Core Cluster Made Easy

Natalia Vassilieva (Cerebras Systems) 

Large Language Models are shifting “what’s possible” in AI, but distributed training across

thousands of traditional accelerators is massively complex and always suffers diminishing returns

as more compute is added. Always? No longer. In this talk, Natalia Vassilieva from Cerebras

Systems, will present a cluster of 16 Cerebras CS-2 nodes that achieves near-perfect linear scaling

across more cores than the world’s most powerful supercomputer. And there’s more: the

programming model is radically simple: the code for 16 nodes is exactly the same as that for a

single node. A new era of easy access to extreme-scale AI has just begun.

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Exhibitor Forum - Grimshaw, Knight, & Reiner

Session Description:

The Role of HPC in the Renewable Revolution

Andrew Grimshaw (Lancium Compute) 



Wind and solar are the least expensive means to produce electricity. Tens of gigawatts of new

renewable energy have come online in the last decade, and tens of gigawatts will come online in

the next decade. Wind and solar energy have two signi�cant challenges that must be overcome:

variability and congestion. Variability is obvious. Congestion refers to the fact that electricity has to

“travel” from generators to consumers, and that often the wires are “full”. This leaves terawatt-

hours of energy stranded due to insuf�cient transmission capacity. 

What is needed are industries that can rapidly vary their electrical load and operate in sparsely

populated regions where the energy is produced. HPC/HTC with the right additions, can be that

industry. To do so requires that we invert our model of data center power from many nines of

availability to a single nine.

The Lancium Compute HPC PaaS combines the bene�ts of Singularity containerization with the

ability to checkpoint/restart arbitrary programs. This allows us to provide user-selectable QoS that

determine the percent of time that an application will be running (on processor) versus being

persisted. This allows us to manage our data center electrical load and “dance with the grid”,

increasing load when there is plenty of renewable energy, decreasing load when needed.

This talk begins with an introduction to the renewable transformation, and the combination of

Singularity and checkpoint/restart that enables our QoS model. Then presenting our HPC as a

service interface, with particular attention to the QoS model.

The Future of Liquid Cooling: Trends, Technologies, and Densities

Mitchell Knight (CoolIT Systems) 

In both HPC and enterprise environments, average rack density has been steadily increasing over

the past 10 years. These increases are being driven by both the proliferation of compute-intensive

workloads, signi�cant increases in chip power dissipation and the growing demand for reducing

data center footprints. In 2022, racks exceeding 100 kW are being deployed and average rack

density ranges from 10 – 15 kW. When we look forward to 2032, we should anticipate that the

trend of increasing rack densities continues, requiring current cutting-edge power and cooling

technologies to transition to mainstream use, and several technological advancements to be made

to support peak density applications. This presentation will summarize the current state-of-the-art

power and cooling technologies for high density racks; discuss the trends of increasing thermal

design power and decreasing case temperatures; share our best practices in the design and

validation of direct liquid cooling (DLC) systems to ensure quality and reliability; and speculate on

the technologies that may be observed in high density racks in ten years from now.



Advances in Processor Architecture Driving HPC/AI Convergence for Next-Generation

Exascale Systems

Rob Reiner (Tachyum Inc) 

Next-generation exascale supercomputers are increasingly requiring converged HPC/AI systems, as

evidenced by speci�cations from government, university, and commercial supercomputing labs for

future systems, which require AI performance speci�cations in addition to the traditional

speci�cations for HPC performance. 

HPC and AI workloads are similar, as both compute and memory intensive, as well as being highly

parallel. HPC and AI diverge, however, in the level of precision that is often required. The level of

data analysis required for HPC applications typically needs double-precision or possibly single-

precision. AI, however, frequently requires lower precision, with the reduced precision enabling

much higher performance. Another key difference is that AI workloads bene�t from sparsity to

maximize performance and ef�ciency, and sparsity is not used by HPC. 

This presentation compares HPC and AI workloads, reviews the trends that are driving AI and HPC

convergence for supercomputers, and presents Tachyum’s Prodigy Universal Processor and its

revolutionary architecture which uni�es the functionality of CPU, GPU, and TPU to address the

demands of both HPC and AI workloads in a single device without needing costly and power-

hungry accelerators. Key features that will be highlighted include Prodigy’s advanced HPC and AI

subsystems, the bene�ts of lower precision and sparse data types for AI applications, and recent

innovations, Tachyum has made to enhance and accelerate AI processing, that are unique to

Prodigy.

Wednesday, November 16th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Exhibitor Forum - Lecomber, Lender, & Shainer

Session Description:

The Next Chapter for HPC and AI on Arm

David Lecomber (ARM Ltd) 

The footprint of Arm and Arm's silicon partners in HPC is rising and is set to accelerate. The 4-

times Top 500 #1 Fujitsu A64FX Fugaku system delivers scienti�c results daily. Arm instances are

taking a growing share of HPC and AI in the cloud: AWS Graviton3 - based on the Neoverse V1



core providing HPC and Machine Learning (ML) performance, Ampere Altra powered Google GCP

and Microsoft Azure Arm instances providing competitive cost HPC workload. Arm's partners are

bringing more products based on Arm IP: NVIDIA's Grace CPU and Grace-Hopper Superchips are

poised to rede�ne AI and ML processing in the datacenter; SiPearl's Rhea CPU is building high-

performance SoCs.

These CPUs are built upon a powerful formula: Arm-based compute foundations plus specialized

processing from the Arm partner ecosystem deliver performance, ef�ciency and outcomes.

At the compute sub-system level, Arm Neoverse V-series cores advance the state of the art in

scalable vector processing for HPC and AI. At the platform level, Arm is enabling CXL and UCIe-

ready solutions for high-bandwidth, low-latency die-to-die and chip-to-chip accelerated solutions.

These build upon Arm's AMBA CHI standard that today enables leadership HBM memory systems

and cross-sectional die bandwidth. This same formula is supercharging Cloud and HPC networks,

with Arm-based DPUs and SmartNICs like NVIDIA BlueField, Intel "Mt Evans", Marvell OCTEON,

and AMD Pensando underpinning all of today's modern clouds. 

In this talk, we will highlight the software ecosystem development along with the latest core,

interconnect and subsystem technology and how this will transform the future.

Introducing CXL 3.0 for Increased Scale and Optimized Resource Utilization and CXL

Technology Demos

Kurt Lender (Intel Corporation, Compute Express Link (CXL) Consortium) 

Compute Express Link™ (CXL™) maintains memory coherency between the CPU memory space

and memory on CXL attached devices. This enables �ne-grained resource sharing for higher

performance with heterogeneous processing, memory disaggregation, memory pooling, persistent

memory, and emerging memory media. Last year at SC’21, CXL Consortium members showcased

the �rst public demonstrations of CXL, proving to the industry that CXL’s vision to enable a new

ecosystem of high-performance, heterogeneous computing is now a reality. There were also multi-

vendor demos to illustrate interoperability between vendor solutions.

This year, the CXL Consortium released the CXL 3.0 speci�cation to the public. CXL 3.0 builds on

previous technology generations to increase scalability and optimize system level �ows with

advanced switching and fabric capabilities. In addition to doubling the data rate to 64GTs with no

added latency over CXL 2.0, CXL 3.0 introduces fabric capabilities and management, improved

memory sharing and pooling, enhanced coherency, ef�cient peer-to-peer communications, and �ne-

grained resource sharing across multiple compute domains. 



With the completion of the �rst CXL Consortium Pre-FYI compliance event, CXL products are even

closer to market release. In the CXL Consortium booth, member companies will be showcasing

their CXL solutions, multi-vendor demos, and proof-of-concepts that will highlight use cases in the

industry that will bene�t from CXL’s high speed, low latency, and cache coherent interconnect.

Supercomputing: Transforming Every Field of Discovery

Gilad Shainer (NVIDIA Corporation) 

High performance computing and Arti�cial Intelligence are the most essential tools fueling the

advancement of science. NVIDIA accelerated computing platform brings together GPUs, CPUs,

DPUs and full stack software to tackle challenges that otherwise can’t be solved. 

We will take a deep dive into the heterogeneous and large scale NVIDIA coherent platform which

builds on High throughput Hopper H100 GPU, general purpose Grace CPU and BlueField-3 Data

Processing Unit (DPU), enabling Cloud Native Supercomputing, digital twins and datacenters of the

future. 

A coherent platform provides immense value to the community, by providing a uni�ed developer

experience and at the same time bringing the best of GPU, CPU and networking performance.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Exhibitor Forum - Wellbrock, Riapolov, & Janson

Session Description:

C Band + L Band

Glenn Wellbrock (Verizon) 

While most deployed networks today use C-Band, the L-Band has been available for decades and

is also deployed on Dispersion Shifted Fiber. Using both (C+L) doubles the capacity per �ber pair,

but requires additional equipment to be added to an in-service traf�c bearing system and yields

less than optimal performance due to band interaction of separate ampli�ers. New C&L Band

systems are being designed with fewer components and provide better performance by lighting the

entire spectrum day one for lower cost per bit and superior reach. Hear when, where, and why

Verizon is pushing the development of this new technology for its nationwide long haul network.

Purpose-Built ASICS Do Matter: Building Highest-Performing, Multi-Purpose, Sustainable



Network Devices

Bradley Riapolov (Cisco Systems) 

For decades, networks have been constructed with purpose-built devices designed for individual

use cases. Every network role has had its own unique requirements, so organizational structures

were created around these deployments with each team solving for their speci�c needs. For the

�rst time, Cisco Silicon One family of chips frees IT teams to regain the operational agility they have

lost through a converged architecture that reduces the hardware/software permutations in the

network. By incorporating groundbreaking technologies such as advanced memory sub-systems,

P4 + RTC engine, and large-scale power savings, Cisco has created the world’s �rst architecture

that can be deployed throughout the entire network.

Learn how Cisco has built and implemented a new generation of ASICs to stretch the limits of high-

performance and multi-purpose architectures while massively lowering network power

consumption. That is best in class and lowest watts per 100G! Customers are able to experience an

across-the-board increase in operational ef�ciencies through software and automation

development while achieving their sustainability goals. Consume hardware and software on your

terms and innovate at the pace your business demands. You have never had more control over your

own network infrastructure.

Securing Optical Networks in the Post-Quantum World

Chris Janson (Nokia Enterprise) 

There is a tremendous amount of excitement around the potential that quantum computers offer to

the way that we approach hard problems presently unsolvable by today’s most sophisticated

supercomputers. Breakthroughs in materials design, medical research and other advancements will

provide major societal bene�ts. At the same time, the arrival of quantum computers will threaten

current cryptographic systems and will require a major overhaul of cryptographic tools we depend

on today. Optical networks are not immune to the threat posed by an increasing number of shady

players. Optical link encryption has been used for years and in many networks. But the encryption

engine alone is only part of transport security. 

To provide communication security in optical (and other) networks, we rely on cryptographic

algorithms as the building blocks in our secure protocols. The impact from quantum computers

varies; some primitives will be weakened, and some will be completely broken. The research and

standards communities are working tirelessly to de�ne replacement candidates and standardize

them, so that the great migration can begin. In the meantime, some networks need our attention

now because they are vulnerable to a harvest and decrypt attack, where secure communications

sessions can be harvested today and then decrypted later when a practical quantum computer is



available. There are ways to mitigate this threat today. We will explore all options available to us

today and in the future.

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Exhibitor Forum - Raynaud, Burns, Merritt, Mayers, & Franks

Session Description:

Increase Code Sustainability Using Historical DevOps

Stephane Raynaud (Emenda USA; Scienti�c Toolworks, Inc (SciTools)) 

Software development in a High-Performance Computing (HPC) environment is non-trivial and

requires a thorough understanding of the application and the architecture. Static Code Analysis is

helping many developers understand, choose, re-use, or document the best suitable software or

algorithm implementations. 

After the initial development, all HPC software has many “Maintenance and Evolution” stages, each

introducing new improvements, functionalities, or further optimizations. Those step-by-step

re�nements and tuning can create many feedback loops, easily jeopardizing a project’s integrity and

sustainability. 

The presentation addresses Historical DevOps and its positive impact on code sustainability

challenges in HPC.

Historical DevOps provides new data points to identify and quantify the structural changes in

source code beyond the traditional line-based CHURN. Historical DevOps relies on Static Code

Analysis to create clear, granular, and actionable views of “what changed between versions of

source code,” enabling new strategies that let developers maintain better control over the evolution

of any software project. The mid-term result is less costly rewrites and project cancellations. And

bene�ts are even higher when your HPC team relies on extensive cooperation and 3rd party

projects and dependencies.

Debugging the Toughest Challenges with NVIDIA and AMD GPUs

Bill Burns (Perforce Software Inc) 

Today’s HPC platforms leverage GPU technologies from NVIDIA and AMD to maximize compute

capabilities for advanced scienti�c and research applications. Developers utilize MPI in combination

with CUDA, HIP, OpenMP and other parallel languages and must deal with the complexities of



running code both on the CPU and GPU. Debugging these mixed environments can be a real

challenge, especially when dealing with thousands of nodes and GPUs at a time.

This interactive session highlights GPU debugging on each of these architectures with the

TotalView for HPC debugger. You will learn:

• How CUDA debugging on NVIDIA GPUs compares with HIP debugging on AMD GPUs •

Signi�cant architecture and terminology differences between the GPU environments • How to

easily debug multi-node and multi-GPU code in the same session • What is the state of debugging

OpenMP on GPUs • How to combine debugging features to ef�ciently debug tough parallel

problems

Learning how the TotalView for HPC debugger helps in each of these areas will enable you to

understand your code faster, �nd bugs in your code quicker, and improve the quality of your code.

Breaking Down Barriers in HPC with the OpenFlightHPC Open-Source Project

Cristin Merritt (Alces Flight Ltd, UK), Wil Mayers (Alces Flight Ltd, UK), Stu Franks (Alces Flight Ltd,

UK) 

As High Performance Computing (HPC) moves from a specialist science to an everyday commodity,

there is still an unreasonably large barrier to entry for new users. Traditionally, getting access to

HPC resources is both expensive and time consuming, and once you get access, moving between

clusters is equally as cumbersome. 

The Alces Flight team has experimented with various concepts in the pursuit of the question, “How

can we lower the barrier to entry for HPC users?” Starting in 2015, the team explored a free

subscription model and the impact/usage by an individual user on public cloud, from which the

base knowledge of the OpenFlightHPC open-source project emerged in 2019. 

OpenFlightHPC is an open-source community developing a �exible, functional and stable HPC

stack that can be launched on any platform. The project provides the knowledge and toolsets

needed for HPC environment creation in a manner that anyone with basic-level HPC experience

can utilize. The toolset assists in helping to create more portable HPC environments using process

standardization to promote free interchange of knowledge for shared bene�t. 

This presentation covers: - The importance of learning through experimentation and successful

failures. - The community and cultural shifts in people, skills, and sustainability that are feeding the

need for greater �exibility in HPC. - How OpenFlightHPC works, including bare-metal and cloud

deployment techniques, process automation using tools including Ansible and Salt, and portability



of workloads both in container and shared environments.

Thursday, November 17th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Exhibitor Forum - DeRose, Andrulis, Panziera, & Acosta

Session Description:

Scaling Out ML Training with the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

Luiz DeRose (Oracle), Jonas Andrulis (Aleph Alpha, Germany) 

We have seen an increase in the need for large-scale training of ML models as more and more

startups and established companies seek to gain an edge with increasingly large and powerful

models. These models require hundreds or thousands of GPUs for an extended period of time.

Performance is crucial both at the level of individual GPU and of scaling ef�ciently across the

network. A well-known example is Aleph Alpha, whose 5-language GPT-3-like model has up to

over 300 billion machine learning parameters and even offers visual understanding in full

multimodality, signi�cantly extending the range of established possibilities. Scaling these large

training models can be very complex and certainly dif�cult to tune, requiring a cost-effective

infrastructure with A100 Nvidia GPUs and high throughput ultra-low latency RDMA that can

provide availability, resiliency, and performance at scale. 

In this talk we will discuss our approach to support the needs of these large-scale ML models for

training and inference on Oracle Cloud and showcase the full-stack foundation of the

transformative business potential in this industrial revolution. We will show examples of use from

various companies and will discuss the challenges that were addressed to run these models at

such scale in a modern enterprise architecture. We will �nish the presentation with a discussion of

some of the open research problems that still need to be addressed in this area.

Optimizing the HPC Environment for Exascale Applications

Jean-Pierre Panziera (Atos) 

With exascale workloads getting more complex, the optimization of the HPC environment,

hardware and software, is getting much more challenging. On the hardware side, they still include

an important part of computations as measured by Flops performance and memory bandwidth.

They might also integrate a signi�cant Data Analytics portion for applications such as digital twins.



Recently Arti�cial Intelligence optimization techniques have been introduced. AI optimized

Surrogate models may replace classical computations with neural networks, they boost the

application performance, sometimes with an order of magnitude improvement, when run on AI

optimized hardware components ( GPUs, IPUs…). Other applications, e.g. gene sequencing, might

optimally use data�ow components such as FPGAs. An exascale hardware platform tightly

integrates a large number of heterogenous nodes for computing, data processing, AI …. Since the

denser the system architecture, the more ef�cient, HPC cabinets power consumption and heat

dissipation requirements now far exceed classical IT systems air cooling capacity. We must rely on

liquid cooling, which also allows for “free” cooling with high temperature water cooling (up-to 40°C

). In addition, the software environment provides an extra level of optimization with Machine

Learning trained runtime modules for job scheduling, data instantiation, energy/performance

control. Finally, there is a shift toward Cloud computing, either for �nancial reasons (OPEX vs

CAPEX) or simply for providing extra resources on top of in-house systems. Once containerized

(Docker) and managed by on orchestrator (Kubernetes) HPC applications run at bare-metal speed.

The seamless integration of cloud and on-premises resources requires a federated management.

HPC Now and in the Future Using Omnia

Armando Acosta (Dell Technologies Inc) 

The Omnia software project has created an open-source, community-driven software platform for

managing HPC systems and resources that embraces the emergence of high performance data

analytics and AI, as well as the sustained and growing importance of parallel simulation and high

throughput computing. Omnia is designed with modern workloads in mind, using modern software

tools and approaches to enable �exible con�guration of Slurm and Kubernetes cluster from existing

resources, embracing containers, accelerators, and other technologies important in current and

future expected HPC workloads. In this session, we will cover both the present and near-term state

of the rapidly evolving Omnia software, including the bene�ts to customers and the opportunity for

customers and partners to contribute directly to advancing the project. Tune in to hear some known

and possible future directions of Omnia, and get a sneak peek into the future of the Dell

Technologies HPC systems portfolio.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Exhibitor Forum - Demas, Ben-David, & Starr

Session Description:

How GigaIO Memory Fabric Enables Dynamic Computing

Matt Demas (GigaIO) 



An avalanche of data and new computing paradigms are driving the demand for hardware

accelerators. Currently, there are more than 200 accelerator companies. Traditional scale-out

servers with GPUs rely on Ethernet/IB networks to interconnect CPU and GPU resources. These

con�gurations use RDMA for GPU sharing at the expense of latency, utilization, and wall-clock

times. The R in RDMA requires protocol translations, latency, and bounce buffers.

GigaIO’s dynamic memory fabric (FabreX) enables inter-cluster DMA, providing direct resource

access and eliminating both bounce buffers and unintended latency. GigaIO’s disaggregated

composability using FabreX delivers a dynamic computing environment with optimized GPU

utilization (80%) across a 512Gbps interconnect. This drives more science with less hardware. 

This talk will discuss how GigaIO’s dynamic memory fabric utilizes changing computing

con�gurations to advance data analytics and research: • Compose more GPUs than servers support

while ensuring CPUs are used for value-added processes • Propel research forward via

computational paradigms that can’t exist without this type of �exibility • Accommodate scratch

storage using composable NVMe-oF over FabreX • Interconnect all devices via memory fabric so

that compute resources can be moved to data at the proper work�ow stage instead of moving data

to compute, thus eliminating idle GPU time • Take advantage of CXL standards and supported

devices as they become available

Considerations: • Server BIOS must support dynamic allocation of devices • CPUs (BUS, IDs, and

MMIO) • CXL will not be a seamless transition; it will have protocol and interconnect variabilities as

the technology matures

Overcoming Metadata Management Challenges in the Era of Consolidated HPC

Shimon Ben-David (WekaIO Inc) 

Metadata management matters. Beyond its creation, you need a long-term plan for managing

metadata storage and performance to get the most out of your HPC environments. 

This session will explore the metadata challenges and use cases associated with all phases of HPC

workloads, including data ingest, pre-processing, training, inference, analysis, and validation. Join

WEKA CTO Shimon Ben-David to examine what IO pro�les look like at every stage in a data

pipeline, why and how these challenges become ampli�ed when multiple HPC workloads are

consolidated onto a common platform, and learn about storage strategies that can help you to

overcome these metadata challenges.



Accelerating Discovery in Supercomputing Environments by Centralizing Multi-Cloud Data

Management

Matt Starr (Spectra Logic Corporation) 

As supercomputing infrastructures become increasingly distributed, centralizing the management

of data that may span multiple data centers, public cloud providers, and edge locations is key to

accelerating research. Whether organizations are looking to expand information sharing for science

teams; enhance data management practices across collaborative platforms; or unlock access to

cloud services for data practitioners, centralizing multi-cloud data management addresses these

challenges by seamlessly integrating multiple public clouds and on-premises storage under a

single namespace. Modern technologies improve the responsiveness of data work�ows by

supporting constant movement of data and applications across systems and automating data

placement and lifecycle rules. This means that both on-premises and cloud applications can use

the same data without negatively impacting performance. It also means that the right data is placed

where and when it’s needed for the most effective, agile work�ows. Finally, by synchronizing data

across multiple cloud-based repositories, multi-cloud data management software enables data to

be accessed independent of its physical location to eliminate vendor lock-in and minimize cloud

egress fees.

Join us for this technical deep dive into how centralizing multi-cloud data management can

maximize the value of cloud initiatives by creating new opportunities for collaboration and

innovation across platforms and data-driven ecosystems.

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Exhibitor Forum - Janssen van Doorn, Radha, Bala, & Ilyadis

Session Description:

Bringing AI and HPC Workloads to the Cloud-Native World of Kubernetes

Robert Magno (Run:ai, Israel) 

Kubernetes has become the de-facto tool for orchestrating containerized workloads, and AI

workloads are no different. But can an orchestrator built for long-running (micro)-services meet the

needs of research experimentation and simulations? Can IT easily incorporate K8s into their AI &

HPC work�ows?

Join Gijsbert Janssen van Doorn of Run:ai for a crash course in Kubernetes for AI & HPC. Learn

what’s working, what’s not, and some �xes for supporting these demanding environments with

K8s.



In this session we will:

- Explain how and why Kubernetes is the top choice for AI & HPC workloads - See where

Kubernetes is challenged when it comes to AI & HPC workloads - See how using GPUs instead of

CPUs can accelerate your development cycles

Challenges and Solutions in Highly Heterogeneous HPC Work�ows

Santosh Radha (Agnostiq), Venkat Bala (Agnostiq) 

The HPC landscape is larger, more complex, and more interconnected than ever before. With both

cloud HPC and quantum computing entering as disruptors, users face many challenges managing

software and data. We discuss some solutions with Covalent, a new open-source Pythonic toolkit

for reproducible computational research. We demonstrate using practical examples from classical

and quantum machine learning how users can rapidly iterate over hardware and software in order

to ef�ciently identify novel research results. We also go into detail to discuss some of the

challenges around quantum-classical interconnects and how hybrid quantum algorithms map to

hybrid infrastructure.

Integration of High-Performance FPGA Chiplets in Heterogenous Systems

Robert Ellison (Achronix Semiconductor Corporation) 

In the realm of high-performance heterogeneous computing, closely coupling FPGA accelerators

with heterogenous compute elements is a much-needed technology in combating increasing

development costs of monolithic solutions. With the development of standardized die-to-die

interfaces, this technology is a reality. A new era has begun, chiplets, whereby designers build tiny

ICs that contain a well-de�ned subset of functionality. Designed to be mixed and matched with

other chiplets, FPGAs provide the ideal base die to connect all of these small ICs together in one

package using standardized high performance die to die interfaces such as Universal Chiplet

Interconnect Express (UCIe). This brings the bene�ts of faster time to market, lower development

costs and scalable solutions to increase FPGA functionality. This talk will discuss the “New Era of

Chiplets,” and FPGA technology designed speci�cally to utilize chiplets and standardized interfaces.

We examine the robust UCIe open standard and development community that is accelerating HPC

to include more customizable, package-level integration, combining best-in-class die-to-die

interconnect and protocol connections from an interoperable, multi-vendor ecosystem. We also

examine FPGA architecture as a standardized interface, including utilization of a two-dimensional

network on chip (2D NoC). Built into the FPGA fabric, the 2D NoC interconnects I/O, memory,

internal functional blocks to transfer low latency, high bandwidth data both on chip as well as



across die-to-die interfaces. A detailed description of 2D NoC will be included, along with an

example of how designers can integrate 2D NoC technology with standard die-to-die interfaces to

build high performance heterogeneous computing systems.



Exhibits

(back to top)

Monday, November 14th

6:45 pm - 7:00 pm

Exhibit Floor Ribbon Cutting

Session Description:

7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Grand Opening Gala Reception

Session Description: SC22 will host its annual Grand Opening Gala in the Exhibit Hall. This will be

your �rst opportunity to see the latest high performance computing, networking, storage, analysis,

and research products, services, and innovations. This event is open to all Technical Program,

Exhibitors and Students@SC registrants.

Tuesday, November 15th

10:00 am - 6:00 pm

Exhibits

Session Description: Discover the latest technologies, products, solutions, and services from

cutting-edge innovators joining us from around the world. Here’s your opportunity to meet and

interact with industry, research organizations, startups, and universities all under one roof.

Wednesday, November 16th

10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Job Fair



Session Description: All students attending SC22 are invited to attend the Student/Postdoc Job

Fair. Hiring organizations will be present from 10am-3pm. Students may stop by at any time. 

10:00 am - 6:00 pm

Exhibits

Session Description: Discover the latest technologies, products, solutions, and services from

cutting-edge innovators joining us from around the world. Here’s your opportunity to meet and

interact with industry, research organizations, startups, and universities all under one roof.

Thursday, November 17th

10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Exhibits

Session Description: Discover the latest technologies, products, solutions, and services from

cutting-edge innovators joining us from around the world. Here’s your opportunity to meet and

interact with industry, research organizations, startups, and universities all under one roof.



HPC Accelerates Plenary

(back to top)

Monday, November 14th

5:15 pm - 6:30 pm

HPC Accelerates Plenary: The Many Dimensions of HPC Acceleration

Session Description:

Jim Cherry (National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease (NIAID)), Hemant Darbari (National

Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease (NIAID); Center for Development of Advanced

Computing (C-DAC), India), Shubho Sengupta (Facebook AI Research (FAIR)), Georgia (Gina)

Tourassi (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

The essence of High Performance Computing (HPC) is the use of computational methods to

improve understanding, leading to discovery or innovation in some dimension. Supercomputing,

analytics, and arti�cial intelligence are all different facets of this approach.

All are important at SC22, where the theme is “HPC Accelerates.” HPC accelerates in the literal

sense. Parallel programming accelerates time-to-insight, which in turn accelerates scienti�c

discovery and product development. But HPC accelerates in a grander sense as well, taking us not

only faster in the same direction, but exploring entirely new avenues of exploration and thought. At

its best, can HPC accelerate the course of humanity?

The opening SC22 plenary panel explores the many ways in which HPC Accelerates. The panelists

are all leaders, representing different perspectives in supercomputing, data analytics, hyperscale,

and AI, setting up a conversation that promises to range from practical to inspirational, building on

where we are today, accelerating through the SC22 program to come, and into the future beyond.



Inclusivity

(back to top)

Monday, November 14th

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Early Career Program

Session Description:

ECP – Welcome

Marina Kraeva (Iowa State University)

ECP – Speed Networking Activity

Miranda Mundt (Sandia National Laboratories)

To start the Early Career Program this year, the Speed Networking activity will allow time for

participants to interact and introduce themselves. The activity will include a short hands-on activity

followed by an opportunity to mingle with the larger group.

ECP – Invited Talks: Career Stories

Catherine Schuman (University of Tennessee), Oded Green (NVIDIA Corporation), Jack Lange (Oak

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Valerie Taylor (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Indranil

Roy (Natural Intelligence Systems)

Finding the right career path early may be one of the most rewarding discoveries in a young

professional's life. This panel discussion will feature insightful stories and kernels of wisdom of four

panelists whose diverse careers span from start-ups to large companies, non-pro�t organizations

to universities, and government labs to government agencies. They offer their practical wisdom to

present a broader picture of the different workplaces in the HPC community. It will help young

individuals to better match their strengths and objectives to the challenges and rewards of the

different work places.

ECP – Morning Break



ECP – Invited Talk: Get Involved with SC as a Volunteer

Jimmé Peters (24/7 Consulting)

This session is designed for SC potential volunteers that desire to learn what committee roles are

available and why becoming a part of the SC family is bene�cial and rewarding. Informal

opportunity to meet several committee leads as well as ask questions.

ECP – Invited Talks: Work-Life Balance

Mozhgan Kabiri Chimeh (NVIDIA Corporation), Elaine Raybourn (Sandia National Laboratories),

Scott Callaghan (University of Southern California (USC)), Wil Mayers (Alces Flight Ltd, UK),

Fernanda Foertter (Voltron Data), Julia Mullen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Lincoln

Laboratory)

A series of talks on ways to manage Work/Life balance.

ECP – Lunch Break

ECP – Perfecting Your Interview Skills

Matthew Fricke (University of New Mexico), Miranda Mundt (Sandia National Laboratories), Indranil

Roy (Natural Intelligence Systems Inc), Shelley Knuth (University of Colorado), Harshita Sahni

(University of New Mexico), Hussein Azzawi (University of New Mexico)

The job interview skills session is designed to equip the participants with the needed skills and

tools to be successful in interviews. Participants learn how to present themselves effectively and

develop strategies to help secure their ideal role. For the �rst half of the session, we will cover

topics such as interview dos and don'ts, stand out after the job interview, online interviews, tips for

answering common interview questions. The second half is focused on mock interviews, resume

coaching, and feedback.

ECP – Redundancìa (Communications Session)

Aroua Gharbi (Boeing)

An interactive simulation aimed to help participants communicate across diverse backgrounds. As

the workplace is becoming increasingly multicultural, this exercise helps improve effective oral



communication in the workplace and enhance the productivity of people from different linguistic

backgrounds. Redundancìa is designed to increase empathy by experiencing how communicating in

a second language impacts our thought patterns, perceptions, and connections with others.

ECP – Afternoon Break

ECP – Invited Talk: How to Build a Successful Mentorship Relationship

Reed Milewicz (Sandia National Laboratories)

Mentorship is a dynamic, career-long phenomenon spanning many different relationships that

support our personal and professional development. A wealth of scholarship on mentorship

practices has emerged across many disciplines studying how mentorship happens in the

workplace, its bene�ts, and what companies can do to foster those relationships. Of note,

numerous studies have linked mentorship with diversity and inclusion; mentorship can support the

growth and retention of workers from underrepresented and marginalized groups by “bringing

them into the fold” and empowering them. As a software engineering researcher, Reed has actively

been investigating the instrumental role that mentorship can play in the careers of women and

LGBTQIA+ individuals in tech. In this talk, he will make the case for how we can leverage these

insights to build stronger mentor-mentee relationships and to foster more inclusive and equitable

communities.

ECP – Mentor Protégé Mixer

Miranda Mundt (Sandia National Laboratories), Diana Dugas (New Mexico State University), Daniel

Katz (University of Illinois), Didem Unat (Koç University, Turkey), Oded Green (NVIDIA Corporation),

Dana Brunson (Internet2), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland), Sunita Chandrasekaran

(University of Delaware, Brookhaven National Laboratory)

This is a succession of conversations between a mentor and a small group of mentees. Mentees

rotate the tables having an opportunity to talk to several mentors during a speci�ed amount of time

asking questions and trying to establish a connection.

ECP – Closing remarks



4:00 pm - 5:00 pm

SC First-Timers Orientation

Session Description: The SC22 Conference extends a warm welcome to all �rst-time attendees.

This session will provide an overview of the conference, describe what each type of badge permits,

and make suggestions about interesting activities in which to participate so you can organize your

conference experience. Attendees will have time to ask questions. Or questions can be submitted

before the session to info@info.supercomputing.org

mailto:info@info.supercomputing.org


Invited Talk

(back to top)

Tuesday, November 15th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Invited Talks - Tuesday Morning: Harrod & Asanović

Session Description:

AGILE: The Future of Data Centric Computing

William Harrod (Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA)) 

Today’s era of explosive data growth poses serious challenges for society in transforming massive,

random, heterogeneous data streams and structures into useful knowledge, applicable to every

aspect of modern life, including national security, economic productivity, scienti�c discovery, medical

breakthroughs, and social interactions. The burgeoning data, which is increasing exponentially not

only in volume, but in velocity, variety, and complexity, already far outpaces the abilities of current

computing systems to execute the complex data analytics needed to extract meaningful insights in

a timely manner. 

The key problem with today’s computers is that they were designed to address yesterday’s

compute-intensive problems rather than today’s data-intensive problems. Transforming massive

data streams and structures into actionable knowledge and meaningful results in near real-time

requires a complete rethinking of computing architectures and technologies – one that places the

primary focus on data access and data movement rather than on faster compute power. The data of

interest today and in the future is typically sparse, random, and heterogeneous, with minimal

locality (it is randomly distributed across the computer), and characterized by poor data re-use,

streaming updates �owing into the system, and �ne-grain data movement and parallelism. The

computations to be performed are determined by the data, and multiple applications might need

simultaneous access to the same data. These are very different conditions than those characteristic

of yesterday’s compute-intensive applications.

IARPA’s new AGILE Program aims to provide data-analytic results in time for appropriate response,

e.g., to predict impending adversarial events rather than forensically analyzing them after the fact. It

will accomplish this goal by developing new system-level intelligent mechanisms for moving,



accessing, and storing large, random, time-varying data streams and structures that allow for the

scalable and ef�cient execution of dynamic graph analytic applications. The program solicited

system designs that emphasize optimizing the fully integrated system, not independent

optimization of individual functionalities. AGILE aims to develop scalable, energy-ef�cient

computing system designs that enable solutions to data-intensive problems as well as traditional

compute-intensive problems. These designs will be cost-effective and realizable in silicon prior to

the year 2030.

Advancing HPC with RISC-V

Krste Asanović (SiFive) 

RISC-V has grown from a university project into a global open ISA standard with a thriving

computing ecosystem comprising hundreds of collaborating organizations, including most major

computing companies. This talk will present how RISC-V is well-suited for future HPC computing

needs. RISC-V's technical advantages include a greater inherent ef�ciency than competing

architectures, a sophisticated vector processing extension, and natural support for customized

instruction set extensions. RISC-V's non-technical advantages include an open standard model that

encourages both competition and collaboration, and which ensures long-term stability to protect

investment in the software ecosystem.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Invited Talks - Tuesday Afternoon: Michielsen & Metcalfe

Session Description:

Integrating Quantum and High-Performance Computers for Practical Quantum Computing

Kristel Michielsen (Juelich Supercomputing Centre (JSC)) 

For practical quantum computing, HPC infrastructures will integrate quantum computers and

simulators (QCS) in addition to cloud access to stand-alone QCS. 

As longterm experience in conventional supercomputing demonstrate, the successful integration of

QCS into HPC systems requires a focus on all three fundamental components of the HPC

ecosystem: users and their applications, software, and hardware.

The strategy of the Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) for quantum computing is based on three

pillars. The �rst pillar is based on the classi�cation of quantum computers as “analog” or “digital”

systems and their intermediate stages, aiming at the provision of all these variants. The goal is to



use QCS with a high enough technological maturity as pilot production systems. The second pillar

of JSC’s strategy is the tightest possible integration of QCS into JSC’s HPC systems. For this

purpose, JSC employs the concept of the modular supercomputer architecture (MSA). The QCS are

used as modules in the MSA, closely coupled with other speci�c modules such as the general

purpose CPU and GPU acceleration systems or a tiered common high speed storage. Modular

operation requires joint scheduling that will ensure an ef�cient exploitation of available resources.

The third pillar of JSC’s quantum computing strategy is the creation of a world-leading quantum

computer user infrastructure. This includes the technical provision of the QCS (integrated into the

HPC environment) – under European legislation – the deployment of the systems via peer-

reviewed calls for proposals, the support of the users in simulation labs, algorithm development

groups and cooperative research. These activities are carried out in the Jülich UNi�ed Infrastructure

for Quantum computing (JUNIQ). 

By coordinating the EuroHPC JU project HPCQS, JSC together with European partners from science,

engineering and industry is bringing the principle of JUNIQ to the European level, with JUNIQ

forming a nucleus in an integrated and federated EuroQCS (European Quantum Computing and

Simulation) infrastructure.

State of the Art: Quantum Technologies

Michael Metcalfe (University of Maryland, Laboratory for Physical Sciences) 

Qubits, or ‘quantum bits’ have the potential to exceed the abilities of their classical counterparts for

applications such as sensing, secure communication, simulation and ultimately computing. These

efforts are collectively known as “Quantum Information Science (QIS)”. There are already many

applications of such systems, in for example the development of atomic clocks, used in modern

GPS systems. The ultimate goal of QIS is the development of a universal quantum computer (QC), a

device which can theoretically approximate any unitary operation on its constituent qubits. Such a

computer could be used to solve speci�c problems exponentially faster than a traditional

computing system. The set of such problems known to-date is however quite limited. A primary

example includes Shor’s factoring algorithm, discovered in 1994, which is credited with fueling

interest in quantum computing research. Other applications, still under development, include

quantum chemistry and quantum machine learning, which play important roles in the recent private

sector activities. The core technologies, however, are still in a nascent stage of development, and it

remains unclear which technological approach will prove most effective in the long term. This

presentation will begin with a brief overview of the �eld of QIS, then focus on an update of the

leading state-of-the-art QC technologies, and will �nish with a deep dive into the status of

quantum error correction, a long-term essential element for running quantum algorithms.



Wednesday, November 16th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Invited Talks - Wednesday Morning: Girone & Markowitz

Session Description:

Exascale Science Challenges at CERN

Maria Girone (European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)) 

CERN faces an unprecedented data challenge at the High Luminosity LHC, with an increase in

exabytes produced annually and the processing, storage and analysis needs rising by an order of

magnitude. In order to ful�ll these new requirements, exascale technologies – including

heterogeneous architectures, high performance computing, and machine learning – will be needed.

Alongside data intensive science and leaders in technology, CERN is pushing the frontiers of

development to explore new technologies. In this presentation, I will provide an overview of the

innovative R&D program currently undertaken by our community, which will be utilized to face the

future computing challenges at CERN.

Biology Is All You Need

David Markowitz (Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA)) 

Storage and compute technologies are no longer improving at pace with exponentially growing

global demand. The world’s largest data storage stakeholders already face hard choices about

what data to keep in the face of limited capacity, and compute stakeholders are rapidly approaching

the resource scaling limits of massive data centers for training the largest AI models.

Biology offers a guide for solving these problems. Living systems store information in DNA with

extraordinary density, enough to store all the world’s data in one small room. Living systems also

implement natural intelligence – still an aspirational goal for AI – using low-power neural circuit

“wetware” that �ts between our ears. If we can understand and exploit these capabilities, we can

overcome the scaling issues facing the HPC �eld.

In this talk, I will describe IARPA’s high-risk, high-payoff research programs to address

fundamental problems in storage and computing using biology as a guide. This includes the

Molecular Information Storage (MIST) program, which is developing DNA data storage

technologies that will eventually allow us to store exabytes of data in a tabletop form factor, and

the Machine Intelligence from Cortical Networks (MICrONS) program, which has densely mapped



the structure and function of neural circuits to guide the development of next-generation computing

architectures.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Invited Talks - Wednesday Afternoon: Sanbonmatsu & Ganguly

Session Description:

Supercomputing in the Biological Sciences: Toward Zettascale and Yottascale Simulations

Karissa Sanbonmatsu (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)) 

Biological systems present some of the most demanding, compute intensive high performance

computing applications. Mechanistic understanding of viruses and molecular machines, as well as

computational drug design efforts, often require calculations of free energies. Free energy

calculations require enormous amounts of conformational sampling to achieve equilibrium

thermodynamics. Even modest amounts of sampling (e.g. 1 millisecond of physiological time)

require 10^12 time steps. Due to the electrostatic charges present, long-range electrostatic forces

play important roles. Thus, biological simulations are often much more intensive than materials

science applications, which typically do not include long-range electrostatic interactions. Additional

factors of complexity, such as the fact that many processes are far from equilibrium and that

chemical reactions can be critical (requiring quantum mechanical calculations), further complicate

these systems. If we neglect chemical reactions and non-equilibrium effects, we estimate that

simulating 1 second of physiological time for the human genome (in the case of 23 chromosomes)

would require at least 10 YF (1 YF = 10^24 FLOPs). While these calculations are far beyond the

scope of current platforms, they provide a roadmap for the way forward in biomolecular simulation.

To strive toward this vision, we perform large-scale explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations

feasible on current platforms and also scope out much larger systems using coarse-grained

approaches using a multiresolution strategy. Such simulations play an important role in integrating

disparate forms of experimental data into a single coherent picture. We used explicit solvent MD

simulations (2.64 million atoms) to identify the accommodation corridor in the ribosome, critical for

tRNA selection during protein synthesis (Sanbonmatsu, et al., PNAS, 2005). Microsecond explicit

solvent simulations of the ribosome (2.2 million atoms) also laid the foundations for our energy

landscape calculations using all-atom structure-based simulations of spontaneous accommodation

events (Whitford, et al., PLoS Comput. Biol., 2013; Whitford, et al., RNA, 2010). We are applying a

similar strategy to chromatin architecture, which plays a key role in embryo development, brain

function and cancer. As a �rst step, we have performed the �rst explicit solvent simulation of an

entire gene locus (GATA4), consisting of 427 nucleosomes and over one billion atoms (the �rst

published billion atom biomolecular simulation) (Jung, et al., J. Comp. Chem. 2019). We will also

describe coarse-grained simulations of the X-chromosome consistent with high throughput capture



sequencing data (Lappala, et al., PNAS, 2021), which help us to scope more detailed and more

intensive simulations.

A Convergence of Complexities in Climate Systems and the Role of High-Performance

Computing

Auroop Ganguly (Northeastern University) 

Predictive understanding and actionable insights in sustainability in the modern era requires an

effective blend of theory and data-driven sciences. Relevant theory include physics,

biogeochemistry, and ecology within the natural sciences, and engineering principles, economics,

social, and governance principles in human-engineered systems and the social sciences. The data-

driven sciences need to consider Big Data such as from archived numerical model simulations along

with remotely sensed observations, and relatively small data such as from historical observations

or even prehistorical proxy records, as well as based on prior domain knowledge and lessons

learned from rare events and extremes. The underlying spatiotemporal data generation processes

may be nonlinear dynamical, even chaotic, while the variability may be low frequency, even 1/f

noise. Data may be sparse or incomplete, prior knowledge and physics may be incomplete or over-

parameterized, while falsi�ability and comprehensive uncertainty characterization are critical to

inform decisions and add to our collective knowledge. Understanding the implications for domain-

aware high performance computing may be critical both for the sciences and engineering and for

investments or research directions in supercomputing. The �rst part of the presentation will

describe these challenges and discuss how next-generation Arti�cial Intelligence may be able to

provide solutions and where further developments may be necessary. The second part of the

presentation will discuss recent research at my Sustainability and Data Sciences Laboratory,

speci�cally, on the impacts of climate variability and weather extremes in ecology and biodiversity

and in urban or regional critical lifeline infastructures, with an emphasis on the associated

challenges and opportunities in processing earth science data.

Thursday, November 17th

8:40 am - 10:00 am

Invited Talks - Plenary: Wedi & Benini

Session Description:

Destination Earth – High Performance Computing for Weather and Climate

Nils Wedi (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)) 



This talk will review the use of HPC in numerical weather prediction, climate monitoring and

projection. Starting from the early foundations of modern numerical weather prediction, this talk

will describe advances in the �eld, culminating in the ongoing efforts to create digital replicas of the

Earth system such as the European Commission's Destination Earth initiative or NOAA's digital

twin for Earth observations. Digital Twins of Earth encapsulate both the latest science and

technology advances to provide near-real time information on extremes and climate change

adaptation in a wider digital environment, where users can interact, modify, and ultimately create

their own tailored information.

Recent work has demonstrated that global, coupled storm-resolving (or km-scale) simulations are

feasible and can contribute to building such information systems and are no longer a dream thanks

to recent advances in Earth system modeling, supercomputing, and the ongoing adaptation of

weather and climate codes for accelerators. Such simulations start to explicitly represent essential

climate processes, e.g. detailed inland water and land-use representation, deep convection, and

mesoscale ocean eddies, that today need to be fully parameterized even at the highest resolution

used in global weather and climate information production. These simulation outputs, combined

with novel, data-driven deep learning advances, thus offer a window into the future, with a promise

to signi�cantly increase the realism and timeliness of delivery of Earth system information to a

broad range of users. Despite the signi�cant compute and data challenges, including both memory

intensive and extreme scaling work�ows, there is a real prospect to better support global to local

warning systems and complement existing climate change mitigation and adaptation efforts.

Open Platforms for Energy-Ef�cient Scalable Computing

Luca Benini (ETH Zürich) 

Large-scale data-parallel workloads demand ever-growing performance under an (almost)

constant power envelope. To address this fundamental challenge in a regime of diminishing returns

from technology scaling, we must minimize overhead associated with data transfer, data-�ow

management, as well as instruction fetching, decoding, while introducing "controlled doses" of

domain specialization. The last decade has seen the rise of open instruction sets, open

architectures, and open hardware as key enablers for designing more ef�cient computing systems.

In this talk, I share insights gained in designing open-source RISC-V hardware and software for

energy-ef�cient computing, moving from tiny, parallel ultra-low power chips to high-performance

many-core chiplets, and provide a personal view on future directions.

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Invited Talks - Thursday morning: Ceze & Thompson



Session Description:

Improving ML Model Portability, Productivity, and Performance with Apache TVM and the

OctoML Platform

Luis Ceze (University of Washington) 

There is a pressing need to bring machine learning to a diverse set of hardware devices. Current

approaches typically rely on vendor-speci�c operator libraries and frameworks, and require

signi�cant engineering effort. In this talk, we will present an overview of the Apache TVM open

source stack, which exposes graph- and operator-level optimizations to provide performance

portability for machine learning workloads across diverse hardware back-ends. TVM solves

compiler optimization challenges by employing a learning-based approach for rapid exploration of

optimizations, saving months of engineering time and offering state-of-the-art performance in both

edge and server use cases. We will discuss how TVM offers broad model coverage, and makes

effective use of hardware resources. We will end the talk with a peek at the OctoML Platform

which brings DevOps agility to ML deployment.

Specialization and the End of Moore’s Law

Neil Thompson (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)) 

For decades, Moore’s Law made the economics of specialized chips unattractive because the

upfront costs couldn’t be justi�ed when the alternative was fast-improving CPUs. As Moore’s Law

fades, however, this is changing. Not only is specialization becoming more economically attractive,

but it is now one of the best ways to get performance improvements for many applications. In this

talk, I will discuss (1) how the economics of specialization have changed, (2) how specialization is

fracturing computing in ways commonly seen in other technologies, and (3) how long we can

expect the gains from specialization to make up for the slowdown in Moore’s Law.



Job Fair

(back to top)

Wednesday, November 16th

10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Job Fair

Session Description: All students attending SC22 are invited to attend the Student/Postdoc Job

Fair. Hiring organizations will be present from 10am-3pm. Students may stop by at any time. 



Navigating SC

(back to top)

Monday, November 14th

4:00 pm - 5:00 pm

SC First-Timers Orientation

Session Description: The SC22 Conference extends a warm welcome to all �rst-time attendees.

This session will provide an overview of the conference, describe what each type of badge permits,

and make suggestions about interesting activities in which to participate so you can organize your

conference experience. Attendees will have time to ask questions. Or questions can be submitted

before the session to info@info.supercomputing.org

mailto:info@info.supercomputing.org


Panel

(back to top)

Tuesday, November 15th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Composable Systems Opportunities and Challenges

Session Description:

Moderator: I-Hsin Chung (IBM Corporation) 

Panelist: Wen-mei Hwu (University of Illinois), Carl Pearson (Sandia National Laboratories), Brian

Pan (H3 Platform Inc), Kaoutar El Maghraoui (IBM Corporation), Christian Pinto (IBM Corporation)

The recent advancement of technology in both software and hardware enables the concept of the

composable system design. A composable system provides �exibility to serve a variety of

workloads by means of a software de�ned infrastructure based on hardware disaggregated over a

network fabric. The system offers a dynamic co-design platform that allows experiments and

measurements in a controlled environment. This new paradigm targets eliminating unused ( jailed)

hardware in a computing system and decouples the life cycle of components (e.g., CPU vs memory).

In addition, a composable system is helpful for accelerating the adoption of new hardware in

software applications as new devices can be simply plugged into an existing system. In this panel

discussion, we will discuss the pros/cons of composable systems, and considerations when

applying this design for data centers to accommodate a variety of workloads

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Smackdown! Does HPC Need Composable Infrastructures Now?

Session Description:

Moderator: Dan Olds (Intersect360 Research), Addison Snell (Intersect360 Research) 

Panelist: Gary Grider (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Dan Stanzione (University of Texas,

Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Andrew Jones (Microsoft Corporation), Maria del

Carmen Ruiz Varela (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc), Ruth Marinshaw (Stanford University),

William Scullin (University of Rochester, Laboratory for Laser Energetics), Alan Sill (Texas Tech

University, National Science Foundation (NSF)), Frank Würthwein (San Diego Supercomputer



Center (SDSC), Open Science Grid (OSG))

AI is driving heterogeneous compute, with speci�c work�ows needing radically different hardware

con�gurations. Composable infrastructure purports to eliminate the restrictions imposed by

traditional static architectures by allowing hardware resources to be dynamically assigned, rather

than being tied to physical servers. The promise is higher ef�ciency of high cost components, and

the building of otherwise “impossible servers”. But can it scale, and is the added cost really

recouped through increased �exibility and utilization?

In this fast-paced, lively, and highly interactive format, two HPC industry analysts will lead “Pro”

and “Con” teams, with the audience deciding who wins. A typical debate format will feature

opening statements, rebuttals, and tricky questions aimed at tripping up the other team. We will

also include plenty of time for audience questions and comments. This will be an informative,

compelling and fun event, with a clear outcome that will be issued in press release format during

SC22.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Empowering STEM Women with Skills for Success: How to Offset the

Paradoxical Skills Asymmetry at a Workplace

Session Description:

Moderator: Olga Scrivner (Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, Scrivner Solutions Inc) 

Panelist: Anju Singh (Aanchal Apparel and Accessories; Unity In Diversity Foundation,

Netherlands), Janet Sebastian (Proviron), Priya Sarathy (Equifax Inc, Harrisburg University of

Science and Technology), Doaa Taha (Harrisburg University of Science and Technology), Mary Ann

Leung (Sustainable Horizons Institute)

This panel will raise several important questions about the role of education, society, workforce,

and arti�cial intelligence on gender disparities and biases. Despite many initiatives to reduce the

gender gap, we are still exposed to stereotypes via advertisement, imbalanced leadership, and

social media. Everyday AI applications also encode gender biases, which even deepens this

inequality. More often, soft skills have been traditionally associated with women and rarely have

been considered an asset for a STEM workplace. The paradoxical skills asymmetry is shown at its

best in the recent trend of “soft” skills sought by tech companies (e.g,, communication, team

collaboration, writing, con�ict resolution). This diverse women panel of entrepreneurs, researchers,

educators, and leaders will share their expertise and advice on capitalizing “soft” skills and gaining

“hard” skills to offset the paradoxical skills asymmetry in society and at the workplace.



3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Memory Heterogeneity in High Performance Computing

Session Description:

Moderator: Dong Li (University of California, Merced) 

Panelist: Gokcen Kestor (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Sudharshan Vazhkudai

(Micron Technology Inc), Sergey Blagodurov (AMD Research), Ada Gavrilovska (Georgia Institute of

Technology), Piotr Balcer (Intel Labs), Antonio Peña (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC))

Memory heterogeneity refers to the memory architecture with multiple memory components and

those memory components have diverse characteristics (such as latency and bandwidth). It is

common to see heterogeneous memory (HM) in supercomputers nowadays. With the emergence of

processing-in-memory and resource disaggregation, there will be more memory components with

increasingly different features (not only in terms of latency and bandwidth, but also in terms of

computing capabilities and reliability). 

Managing HM is challenging. The programmer often has to take care of memory allocation, decide

data placement and migration, and make the best use of fast memory in HM. Memory

heterogeneity also introduces complexity in programming models, and introduces new performance

bugs because of bad usage of HM. As a result, the programming productivity of domain scientists is

reduced. This panel will discuss how memory heterogeneity will impact the HPC ecosystem,

including architectures, runtime systems, programming models and applications.

Wednesday, November 16th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Relaxing Correctness via Approximate Computing: Is It Feasible in HPC?

Session Description:

Moderator: Ignacio Laguna (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) 

Panelist: David H. Bailey (University of California, Davis), Osman Unsal (Barcelona Supercomputing

Center (BSC)), Harshitha Menon (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Hartwig Anzt

(Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), Radha Venkatagiri (Oregon State University)

With the end of Dennard scaling and the slowdown of Moore's law, approximate computing (AC)

has emerged as an attractive option to improve performance and energy ef�ciency by relaxing



correctness and allowing errors. Several AC techniques have been proposed, from hardware-level

techniques (e.g., voltage scaling) to software-level techniques (e.g., memorization and mixed-

precision). These methods have proven to be helpful in workloads that are not traditional in HPC,

such as image and video processing, which can naturally tolerate error. However, how feasible is it

to apply AC methods to HPC scienti�c applications? The panel gathers experts in different AC

�elds to address this question. Driven by their vast experience, panelists will express views on the

most crucial problems of adopting AC in HPC. Attendees will bene�t from discussions with the

panelists and will provide feedback.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Runtimes Systems for Extreme Heterogeneity: Challenges and Opportunities

Session Description:

Moderator: Pedro Valero-Lara (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jeffrey Vetter (Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL)) 

Panelist: Michael Wong (Codeplay Software Ltd, UK), Johannes Doerfert (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Rosa Badia (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)), George Bosilca

(University of Tennessee), Olivier Aumage (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and

Automation (INRIA) - Bordeaux), Sunita Chandrasekaran (Brookhaven National Laboratory), Jesus

Labarta (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC))

The goal of this panel is to discuss the latest runtime evolution and the impact on applications.

Advances in this matter are key to executing science work�ows and understanding their results,

enabling ef�cient execution on diverse platforms, ensuring scalability of high-level descriptions of

analytics work�ows, and increasing user productivity and system utilization. In other words, how

easily and rapidly a science team can develop or port a work�ow to a new platform, and how well

the resulting implementation makes use of the platform and its resources.

Our panel includes a large number of different runtimes. Examples of these are OpenMP,

OpenACC, SYCL, COMPS, PaRSEC, OmpSs, and StarPU. This is a great opportunity to bring

together some of the most important and widely used runtimes and programming models, and

present/discuss the latest efforts on each of them and the different perspectives to face the

challenges of the upcoming extreme heterogeneity era.

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Reinventing High-Performance Computing



Session Description:

Moderator: Daniel Reed (University of Utah) 

Panelist: Dorian Arnold (Emory University), Jack Dongarra (University of Tennessee, Innovative

Computing Laboratory), Torsten Hoe�er (ETH Zürich), Katherine Yelick (University of California,

Berkeley)

Today, most HPC systems on the TOP500 are examples of a commodity monoculture, built from

nodes containing server-class microprocessors and GPU accelerators. With the end of Dennard

scaling, the slowing of Moore’s Law, and exponentially rising costs for semiconductor fabrication

facilities, high-performance computing (HPC) is at an important in�ection point. In another profound

shift, computing economics are now dominated by cloud hyperscalers and smartphone vendors

who are increasingly building using custom semiconductors. Concurrently, AI advances are

reshaping how we think about the nature of scienti�c computation and pursue scienti�c

breakthroughs.

How can the HPC community best adapt? Our thesis is that current approaches to designing and

constructing leading edge high-performance computing systems must change in fundamental

ways. This panel will explore possible approaches based on end-to-end co-design; custom

hardware con�gurations and packaging; large-scale prototyping, which was once common; and

collaborative partnerships; motivated in part by a recent position paper:

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.02544

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Computing at the Edge: A Discussion about Supporting Recent US Space

Missions

Session Description:

Moderator: Daniel Duffy (NASA) 

Panelist: William Thigpen (NASA), Mark Fernandez (Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE)), Jennifer Ott

(Microsoft Corporation)

For generations, NASA’s space missions have captured the imagination of those around the world.

From Artemis to the International Space Station, there is a need for High Performance Computing,

analytics, and simulations at the edge – with planned data �ows to the core. Demand is

skyrocketing for use cases spanning operational decision-making at the edge, ensuring health

safety of our astronauts, and advancing scienti�c discovery. In fact, this edge case ability, with

AI/ML, is changing the business models for the evolving space economy. Hear from and engage

with our panel of experts about how recent missions have expanded our concept of computing at

the edge – addressing both space-based and terrestrial challenges.



Thursday, November 17th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Transforming the Future of HPC with Silicon Photonics

Session Description:

Moderator: John Shalf (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)) 

Panelist: Keren Bergman (Columbia University), Mark Wade (Ayar Labs), Gordon Keeler (Defense

Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)), Larry Dennison (NVIDIA Corporation), Richard

Carlson (DOE Of�ce of Advanced Scienti�c Computing Research), Fabrizio Petrini (Intel

Corporation), Mike Haney (University of Southern California (USC))

Photonic components have been the technology just around the corner for a decade now. While

optical network �bers are rapidly gaining traction in system networks, the question now shifts to

shorter distances. Emerging silicon photonics make large promises in drastically increasing chip

escape bandwidth density, reducing latency, and in many cases reducing energy per bit. But will

error rates wipe out any potential bene�ts? Do we have to redesign our system or re-write parts of

our applications? This panel brings together experts from industry and academia to share their

views on how we can design systems around emerging silicon photonics, what their current level of

maturity is, and what the future holds for silicon photonics in HPC.

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Do Domain-Speci�c Processors Need a Domain-Speci�c Networks?

Session Description:

Moderator: Dennis Abts (NVIDIA Corporation) 

Panelist: Steve Scott (Microsoft Corporation), Duncan Roweth (Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE)),

Larry Dennison (NVIDIA Corporation), Jeffrey Vetter (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)),

Venkatram Vishwanath (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Alireza` Ghaffarkhah (Google LLC),

Brian Towles (Google LLC)

High-performance computing (HPC) systems and machine learning (ML) have many common

design goals. Despite this commonality, large-scale systems are increasingly heterogeneous, with

SmartNICs, DPUs, CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs all intermingled in a system organization that can

exploit that heterogeneity across the entire system. The interconnection network ties together



these heterogeneous processing elements to provide a consistent system-wide programming

model to ply those heterogeneous resources.

Every large-scale workload requires both computation and communication as two sides of the

same coin – computed results must be communicated and consumed by other cooperating

processing elements. This panel discussion seeks to explore whether domain-speci�c accelerators

(GPUs, TPUs, TSPs, etc) require a similar domain-speci�c network to extract performance from the

accelerator at the system level. This begs the question: “Are we converging (toward converged

HPC/ML) or diverging for these performance-critical workloads?”

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Pain of Porting: Lowering the Barrier to Emerging Technologies

Session Description:

Moderator: Johannes de Fine Licht (NextSilicon Inc) 

Panelist: Christian Trott (Sandia National Laboratories), Torsten Hoe�er (ETH Zürich), Anshu Dubey

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago), Erik Draeger (Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory)

Every year we see �ashy new technology introduced by new and existing vendors promising new

heights of performance, both in von Neumann architectures and beyond. However, without

Dennard scaling or even Moore’s Law, much of the hard work required to bene�t from these

advances falls on the software programmer. Domain scientists are often put into a situation where

they need to quickly become experts in emerging technologies with steep learning curves and their

con�dence is challenged. Should we be porting our codes to each new technology? How many

code changes are “too many”? Is true performance portability even a realistic goal? In this panel, we

will explore what we have learned from (successfully or unsuccessfully) porting to GPUs, many-

core, FPGAs, and more, and discuss how both the scienti�c community and industry can lower the

barrier to allow domain scientists to productively exploit emerging technologies.

Friday, November 18th

8:30 am - 10:00 am

Facing the Unexpected: Disaster Management Capabilities



Session Description:

Moderator: Daniel Reed (University of Utah) 

Panelist: Anna Maria Bailey (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Satoshi Matsuoka (RIKEN),

Dieter Kranzlmüller (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), David Martinez (Sandia National

Laboratories)

Recent experiences with COVID restrictions, supply chain disruptions, and utility service

uncertainties have been creating an elevated challenge for managing resilience and risk for

supercomputing centers around the globe. This challenge will only escalate as the impacts of

extreme weather-related events (temperature extremes, �ooding, �res) become more severe and

more frequent. These challenges highlight the need for supercomputing operational and laboratory

directors to reassess their risks in the face of climate change. This panel will bring together

directors from across the globe to share experiences, articulate concerns, and describe strategies

for managing these elevated and new risks.

8:30 am - 10:00 am

Quantum Computing: A Future for HPC Acceleration?

Session Description:

Moderator: Sven Karlsson (Technical University of Denmark) 

Panelist: Torsten Hoe�er (ETH Zürich), Anne Matsuura (Intel Corporation), Travis Humble (Oak

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Natalia Vassilieva (Cerebras Systems), Laura Schulz (Leibniz

Supercomputing Centre)

Quantum computing is a quickly growing �eld and we expect viable systems to be available

relatively soon. However, it’s becoming clear that quantum computing systems alone are only of

limited use unless integrated with HPC systems to enable both ef�cient pre- and post-processing

and to allow for truly hybrid applications. Many questions remain: which applications will bene�t

from such acceleration? How widely will quantum acceleration be ef�cient and cost-effective? How

large do quantum systems have to be to make an impact and when will this be the case? What is

the impact on the operation in HPC centers? Will quantum acceleration augment or replace other

accelerators, e.g., for AI? Or will the quantum computing hype bubble just pop? In this panel, we

will discuss these questions with experts from the quantum computing community, with HPC

architects, representatives from HPC centers as well as vendors of traditional and emerging

accelerators.

10:30 am - 12:00 pm



The oneAPI Software Abstraction for Accelerated Computing

Session Description:

Moderator: Henry Gabb (Intel Corporation) 

Panelist: James Reinders (Intel Corporation), Aksel Alpay (Heidelberg University), Kumudha

Narasimhan (Codeplay Software Ltd, UK), Ronan Keryell (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc),

Zheming Jin (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

oneAPI is a cross-industry, open, standards-based uni�ed programming model for heterogeneous

systems. The oneAPI speci�cation extends existing developer programming models to enable a

diverse set of hardware through language, a set of library APIs, and a low-level hardware interface

to support cross-architecture programming. It builds upon industry standards and provides an

open, cross-platform developer stack to improve productivity and innovation. At the core of oneAPI

is the SYCL programming language developed by the Khronos Group, which builds on the ISO C++

standard. SYCL provides explicit parallel constructs and of�oad interfaces to support a broad range

of accelerators. In addition to direct accelerator programming with SYCL, oneAPI also provides

libraries for compute- and data-intensive domains, e.g.: deep learning, scienti�c computing, video

analytics, and media processing. Finally, a low-level hardware interface de�nes a set of capabilities

and services to allow a language runtime system to effectively utilize a hardware accelerator.



Paper

(back to top)

Tuesday, November 15th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Quantum Computing and Simulation

Session Description:

Combining Hard and Soft Constraints in Quantum Constraint-Satisfaction Systems

Ellis Wilson (North Carolina State University), Frank Mueller (North Carolina State University), Scott

Pakin (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL))

This work presents a generalization of NchooseK, a constraint satisfaction system designed to

target both quantum circuit devices and quantum annealing devices. Previously, NchooseK

supported only hard constraints, which made it suitable for expressing problems in NP (e.g., 3-SAT)

but not NP-hard problems (e.g., minimum vertex cover). In this paper, we show how support for

soft constraints can be added to the model and implementation, broadening the classes of

problems that can be expressed elegantly in NchooseK without sacri�cing portability across

different quantum devices.

Through a set of examples, we argue that this enhanced version of NchooseK enables problems to

be expressed in a more concise, less error-prone manner than if these problems were encoded

manually for quantum execution. We include an empirical evaluation of performance, scalability,

and �delity on both a large IBM Q system and a large D-Wave system.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Large-Scale Simulation of Quantum Computational Chemistry on a New Sunway

Supercomputer

Honghui Shang (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Li Shen

(University of Science and Technology of China, National Supercomputing Center in Wuxi), Yi Fan

(University of Science and Technology of China), Zhiqian Xu (Institute of Computing Technology,



Chinese Academy of Sciences), Chu Guo (Shanghai Research Center for Quantum Sciences), Jie Liu

(University of Science and Technology of China), Wenhao Zhou (National Supercomputing Center in

Wuxi), Huan Ma (University of Science and Technology of China), Rongfen Lin (Tsinghua University,

China), Yuling Yang (National Supercomputing Center in Wuxi), Fang Li (National Supercomputing

Center in Wuxi), Zhuoya Wang (Pilot National Laboratory for Marine Science and Technology,

Qingdao, China), Yunquan Zhang (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of

Sciences), Zhenyu Li (University of Science and Technology of China)

Quantum computational chemistry (QCC) is the use of quantum computers to solve problems in

computational quantum chemistry. We develop a high-performance variational quantum

eigensolver (VQE) simulator on a new Sunway supercomputer. The major innovations include: (1) a

Matrix Product State (MPS) based VQE simulator to reduce the amount of memory needed; (2) a

combination of the Density Matrix Embedding Theory with the MPS-based VQE simulator to

further extend the simulation range; (3) A three-level parallelization scheme to scale up to 20

million cores; (4) Usage of the Julia script language as the main programming (e.g. C) language,

which both makes the programming easier and enables cutting edge performance; (5) Study of real

chemistry systems based on the VQE simulator, achieving nearly linearly strong and weak scaling.

Our simulation demonstrates the power of VQE for large quantum chemistry systems, thus paves

the way for large-scale VQE experiments on near-term quantum computers.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

CHARTER: Identifying the Most-Critical Gate Operations in Quantum Circuits via Ampli�ed

Gate Reversibility

Tirthak Patel (Northeastern University), Daniel Silver (Northeastern University), Devesh Tiwari

(Northeastern University)

When quantum programs are executed on noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) computers,

they experience hardware noise; consequently, the program outputs are often erroneous. To

mitigate the adverse effects of hardware noise, it is necessary to understand the effect of hardware

noise on the program output and more fundamentally, understand the impact of hardware noise on

speci�c regions within a quantum program. Identifying and optimizing regions that are more noise-

sensitive is the key to expanding the capabilities of NISQ computers.

Toward achieving that goal, we propose CHARTER, a novel technique to pinpoint speci�c gates

and regions within a quantum program that are the most affected by the hardware noise and that

have the highest impact on the program output. Using CHARTER's methodology, programmers can

obtain a precise understanding of how different components of their code affect the output and



optimize those components without the need for non-scalable quantum simulation on classical

computers.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Computational Biology Applications

Session Description:

Scaling Correlated Fragment Molecular Orbital Calculations on Summit

Giuseppe Barca (Australian National University), Calum Snowdon (Australian National University),

Jorge Galvez-Vallejo (Iowa State University), Fazeleh Kazemian (Australian National University),

Alistair Rendell (Flinders University, Australia), Mark S. Gordon (Iowa State University)

Correlated electronic structure calculations enable an accurate prediction of the physicochemical

properties of complex molecular systems; however, the scale of these calculations is limited by

their extremely high computational cost. The Fragment Molecular Orbital (FMO) method is arguably

one of the most effective ways to lower this computational cost while retaining predictive accuracy.

In this paper, a novel distributed many-GPU algorithm and implementation of the FMO method are

presented. When applied in tandem with the Hartree-Fock and RI-MP2 methods, the new

implementation enables correlated calculations on 623,016 electrons and 146,592 atoms in less

than 45 minutes using 99.8% of the Summit supercomputer (27,600 GPUs). The implementation

demonstrates remarkable speedups with respect to other current GPU and CPU codes, and

excellent strong scalability on Summit achieving 94.6% parallel ef�ciency on 4600 nodes. This

work makes feasible correlated quantum chemistry calculations on signi�cantly larger molecular

systems than before and with higher accuracy.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Image Gradient Decomposition for Parallel and Memory-Ef�cient Ptychographic

Reconstruction

Xiao Wang (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Aristeidis Tsaris (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Debangshu Mukherjee (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Mohamed

Wahib (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Peng Chen (National Institute of

Advanced Industrial Science and Technology), Mark Oxley (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)),



Olga Ovchinnikova (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jacob Hinkle (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL))

Ptychography is a popular microscopic imaging modality and sets the record for the highest image

resolution. Unfortunately, the high image resolution requires signi�cant amount of memory and

computation, forcing many applications to compromise their image resolution in exchange for a

smaller memory footprint and a shorter reconstruction time. In this paper, we propose a novel

image gradient decomposition method that signi�cantly reduces memory footprint by tessellating

image gradients and measurements into tiles. In addition, we propose a parallel decomposition

method that enables asynchronous point-to-point communications and pipelining with minimal

parallel overhead. Our experiments on a large-scale Titanate material dataset show that the

Gradient Decomposition reduces memory footprint by 51 times and achieves time-to-solution in

2.2 minutes by scaling to 4158 GPUs with a super-linear speedup at 364% ef�ciency. This

performance is 2.7 times more memory ef�cient, 9 times more scalable, and 86 times faster than

the state-of-the-art algorithm.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

P-MASSIVE: A Real-Time Search Engine for a Multi-Terabyte Mass Spectrometry Database

Narangerelt Batsoyol (University of California, San Diego), Benjamin Pullman (University of

California, San Diego), Mingxun Wang (University of California, San Diego), Nuno Bandeira

(University of California, San Diego), Steven Swanson (University of California, San Diego)

Queries of multi-TB Mass Spectrometry (MS) repositories provide deep insights into biological

processes and pose challenging data processing problems. The key bottleneck for running these

queries is the number of small random reads. Byte-addressable persistent main memory (PMEM)

technologies enable real-time MS search systems by delivering low-latency, high-bandwidth

storage. 

This work presents P-MASSIVE, real-time multi-terabyte scale MS search system. P-MASSIVE

takes advantage of PMEM and the underlying nature of its data access patterns to maximize

performance. We evaluate P-MASSIVE across various storage hierarchies and project forward over

the next decade to understand how MS query systems might evolve. 

Our evaluation shows that P-MASSIVE offers a cost-effective solution that achieves near-DRAM

performance. A single query takes 1.7 seconds in P-MASSIVE, 69× faster than state-of-the-art

implementation. In an end-to-end, user-facing application, P-MASSIVE delivers a 90% shorter wait

time than the latest MS search tool, returning results within seconds rather than minutes.



Best Paper Finalist: yes

Best Student Paper Finalist: yes

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

HPC Network Architecture

Session Description:

Building Blocks for Network-Accelerated Distributed File Systems

Salvatore Di Girolamo (ETH Zürich), Daniele De Sensi (ETH Zürich), Konstantin Taranov (ETH

Zürich), Milos Malesevic (ETH Zürich), Maciej Besta (ETH Zürich), Timo Schneider (ETH Zürich),

Severin Kistler (ETH Zürich), Torsten Hoe�er (ETH Zürich)

High-performance clusters and datacenters pose increasingly demanding requirements on storage

systems. If these systems do not operate at scale, applications are doomed to become I/O bound

and waste compute cycles. To accelerate the data path to remote storage nodes, remote direct

memory access (RDMA) has been embraced by storage systems to let data �ow from the network

to storage targets, reducing overall latency and CPU utilization. Yet, this approach still involves

CPUs on the data path to enforce storage policies such as authentication, replication, and erasure

coding. We show how storage policies can be of�oaded to fully programmable SmartNICs, without

involving host CPUs. By using PsPIN, an open-hardware SmartNIC, we show latency

improvements for writes (up to 2x), data replication (up to 2x), and erasure coding (up to 2x), when

compared to respective CPU- and RDMA-based alternatives.

Best Paper Finalist: yes

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

HammingMesh: A Network Topology for Large-Scale Deep Learning

Torsten Hoe�er (ETH Zürich, Microsoft Corporation), Tommaso Bonato (ETH Zürich), Daniele De

Sensi (ETH Zürich), Salvatore Di Girolamo (ETH Zürich), Shigang Li (ETH Zürich), Marco Heddes

(Microsoft Corporation), Jon Belk (Microsoft Corporation), Deepak Goel (Microsoft Corporation),

Miguel Castro (Microsoft Corporation), Steve Scott (Microsoft Corporation)

Numerous microarchitectural optimizations unlocked tremendous processing power for deep neural

networks that in turn fueled the AI revolution. With the exhaustion of such optimizations, the

growth of modern AI is now gated by the performance of training systems, especially their data

movement. Instead of focusing on single accelerators, we investigate data-movement



characteristics of large-scale training at full system scale. Based on our workload analysis, we

design HammingMesh, a novel network topology that provides high bandwidth at low cost with

high job scheduling �exibility. Speci�cally, HammingMesh can support full bandwidth and isolation

to deep learning training jobs with two dimensions of parallelism. Furthermore, it also supports

high global bandwidth for generic traf�c. Thus, HammingMesh will power future large-scale deep

learning systems with extreme bandwidth requirements.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

PolarFly: A Cost-Effective and Flexible Low-Diameter Topology

Kartik Lakhotia (Intel Corporation, Intel Labs), Maciej Besta (ETH Zürich), Laura Monroe (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), Kelly Isham (Colgate University), Patrick Iff (ETH Zürich), Torsten

Hoe�er (ETH Zürich), Fabrizio Petrini (Intel Corporation)

In this paper, we present PolarFly, a diameter-2 network topology based on the Erdős-Rényi family

of polarity graphs from �nite geometry. This is the �rst known diameter-2 topology that

asymptotically reaches the Moore bound on the number of nodes for a given network degree and

diameter.

PolarFly achieves high Moore bound ef�ciency even for the moderate radixes commonly seen in

current and near-future routers, reaching more than 96% of the theoretical peak. It also offers more

feasible router degrees than the state-of-the-art solutions, greatly adding to the selection of

scalable diameter-2 networks. PolarFly enjoys many other topological properties highly relevant in

practice, such as a modular design and expandability that allow incremental growth in network size

without rewiring the whole network. Our evaluation shows that PolarFly outperforms competitive

networks in terms of scalability, cost, and performance for various traf�c patterns..

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Probabilistic Computing and Inference

Session Description:

Approximate Computing Through the Lens of Uncertainty Quanti�cation

Konstantinos Parasyris (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), James Diffenderfer (Lawrence



Livermore National Laboratory), Harshitha Menon (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),

Ignacio Laguna (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Jackson Vanover (University of

California, Davis), Ryan Vogt (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Daniel Osei-Kuffuor

(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

As computer system technology approaches the end of Moore's law, new computing paradigms

that improve performance become a necessity. One such paradigm is approximate computing (AC).

AC can present signi�cant performance improvements, but a challenge lies in providing con�dence

that approximations will not overly degrade the application output quality. In AC, application

domain experts manually identify code regions amenable to approximation. However, automatically

guiding a developer where to apply AC is still a challenge.

We propose Puppeteer, a novel method to rank code regions based on amenability to

approximation. Puppeteer uses uncertainty quanti�cation methods to measure the sensitivity of

application outputs to approximation errors. A developer annotates possible application code

regions and Puppeteer estimates the sensitivity of each region. Puppeteer successfully identi�es

insensitive regions on different benchmarks. We utilize AC on these regions and we obtain

speedups of 1.18x, 1.8x, and 1.3x for HPCCG, DCT, and BlackScholes, respectively.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Positive-Phase Temperature Scaling for Quantum-Assisted Boltzmann Machine Training

Jose Pablo Pinilla Gomez (University of British Columbia), Steven JE Wilton (University of British

Columbia)

Quantum-assisted sampling is a promising technique to enable training probabilistic ML models,

which otherwise depend on slow-mixing classical sampling methods; such as, the use of Quantum

Annealing Processors (QAP) to train Boltzmann Machines (BMs). Previous work has shown that

QAPs can sample from a Boltzmann distribution, although, at an unknown instance-dependent

temperature. Due to this distribution divergence, existing training algorithms have resorted to

negative-phase temperature scaling.

This method, although effective under arduous tuning, introduces unwanted noise to the sample

set due to the quantization errors caused by the under-utilization of the QAP bias ranges; and is

prone to bias over�ow. We introduce a change in the training algorithm to allow positive-phase

temperature scaling; an approach that reduces the impact of quantization noise, while still

incorporating temperature scaling. As a result, we see an overall improvement in the convergence

rate and testing accuracy, when compared to the state-of-the-art approach.



Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

QoS-Aware Irregular Collaborative Inference for Improving Throughput of DNN Services

Kaihua Fu (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Jiuchen Shi (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Quan Chen

(Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Ningxin Zheng (Microsoft Research Asia), Wei Zhang (Shanghai

Jiao Tong University), Deze Zeng (China University of Geosciences), Minyi Guo (Shanghai Jiao Tong

University)

With collaborative DNN inference, part of queries run on their source edge device to reduce

latencies. Because edges show diverse performance and network conditions, different layers

should run on different devices, and queries on the datacenter show irregular structures. However,

emerging schemes are not able to process such irregular queries. We propose ICE, a collaborative

inference service scheme that effectively supports irregular queries. ICE comprises a query slicer, a

query manager, and a lag enhancer. The query slicer maps the execution of queries based on the

edges' performance and network conditions. The query manager batches irregular queries

adaptively and schedules the irregular queries based on their progress. The lag enhancer reduces

the QoS violation when queries run slower due to interference on the edge. Experiments show that

ICE improves the supported peak load of the datacenter by 43.2% on average while guaranteeing

the required 99%-ile latencies compared with state-of-the-art techniques.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Resource Management

Session Description:

DayDream: Executing Dynamic Scienti�c Work�ows on Serverless Platforms with Hot Starts

Rohan Basu Roy (Northeastern University), Tirthak Patel (Northeastern University), Devesh Tiwari

(Northeastern University)

HPC applications are increasingly being designed as dynamic work�ows for the ease of

development and scaling. This work demonstrates how the serverless computing model can be

leveraged for ef�cient execution of complex, real-world scienti�c work�ows, although serverless

computing was not originally designed for executing scienti�c work�ows. This work characterizes,



quanti�es, and improves the execution of three real-world, complex, dynamic scienti�c work�ows:

ExaFEL (work�ow for investigating the molecular structures via X-Ray diffraction), Cosmoscout-VR

(work�ow for large scale virtual reality simulation), and Core Cosmology Library (a cosmology

work�ow for investigating dark matter). The proposed technique, DayDream, employs the hot start

mechanism for warming up the components of the work�ows by decoupling the runtime

environment from the component function code to mitigate cold start overhead. DayDream

optimizes the service time and service cost jointly to reduce the service time by 45% and service

cost by 23% over the state-of-the-art HPC workload manager.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

LabStor: A Modular and Extensible Platform for Developing High-Performance, Customized

I/O Stacks in Userspace

Luke Logan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Jaime Garcia (Illinois Institute of Technology), Jay

Lofstead (Sandia National Laboratories), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology), Anthony

Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology)

Traditionally, I/O systems have been developed within the con�nes of a centralized OS kernel. This

led to monolithic and rigid storage systems that are limited by low development speed, low

expressiveness, and suboptimal performance. Various assumptions are forced onto users including

reliance on the UNIX-�le abstraction, the POSIX standard, and a narrow set of I/O policies. Recent

hardware innovation and the explosion of I/O requirements of modern applications have questioned

how storage services are developed. To support high-performance while maintaining �exibility, I/O

subsystems are shifting to userspace designs. To that end, this paper introduces LabStor, a modular

and extensible platform for developing high-performance, customized I/O stacks in userspace. By

enabling direct access to device drivers from userspace, any number of composable I/O stack

designs are now possible with high-velocity development. Evaluations show that I/O stacks

developed in LabStor can yield performance improvements of up to 60% in various applications.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Toward Scalable Resource Management for Supercomputers

Yiqin Dai (National University of Defense Technology (NUDT), China), Yong Dong (National

University of Defense Technology (NUDT), China), Kai Lu (National University of Defense

Technology (NUDT), China), Ruibo Wang (National University of Defense Technology (NUDT),

China), Wei Zhang (National University of Defense Technology (NUDT), China), Juan Chen (National



University of Defense Technology (NUDT), China), Mingtian Shao (National University of Defense

Technology (NUDT), China), Zheng Wang (University of Leeds)

Today's supercomputers offer massive computation resources to execute a large number of user

jobs. Effectively managing such large-scale hardware parallelism and workloads is essential for

supercomputers. However, existing HPC resource management (RM) systems fail to capitalize on

the hardware parallelism by following a centralized design used decades ago. They give poor

scalability and inef�cient performance on today's supercomputers, which will worsen in exascale

computing. We present ESlurm, a better RM for supercomputers. As a departure from existing HPC

RMs, ESlurm implements a distributed communication structure. It employs a new communication

tree strategy and uses job runtime estimation to improve communications and job scheduling

ef�ciency. ESlurm is deployed into production in a real supercomputer. We evaluate ESlurm on up

to 100K nodes. Compared to state-of-the-art RM solutions, ESlurm exhibits better scalability,

signi�cantly reducing the resource usage of master nodes and improving data transfer and job

scheduling ef�ciency by a large margin.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Algebraic Applications

Session Description:

Deinsum: Practically I/O Optimal Multi-Linear Algebra

Alexandros Nikolaos Ziogas (ETH Zürich), Grzegorz Kwasniewski (NextSilicon Inc, ETH Zürich), Tal

Ben-Nun (ETH Zürich), Timo Schneider (ETH Zürich), Torsten Hoe�er (ETH Zürich)

Multilinear algebra kernel performance on modern massively-parallel systems is determined mainly

by data movement. However, deriving data movement-optimal distributed schedules for programs

with many high-dimensional inputs is a notoriously hard problem.

State-of-the-art libraries rely on heuristics and often fall back to suboptimal tensor folding and

BLAS calls. We present Deinsum, an automated framework for distributed multi-linear algebra

computations expressed in Einstein notation, based on rigorous mathematical tools to address this

problem. Our framework automatically derives data movement-optimal tiling and generates

corresponding distributed schedules, further optimizing the performance of local computations by

increasing their arithmetic intensity.



To show the bene�ts of our approach, we test it on two important tensor kernel classes: Matricized

Tensor Times Khatri-Rao Products and Tensor Times Matrix chains. We show performance results

and scaling on the Piz Daint supercomputer, with up to 19x speedup over state-of-the-art solutions

on 512 nodes.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Addressing Irregular Patterns of Matrix Computations on GPUs and Their Impact on

Applications Powered by Sparse Direct Solvers

Ahmad Abdelfattah (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL)), Pieter

Ghysels (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Wajih Boukaram (Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (LBNL)), Stanimire Tomov (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing

Laboratory (ICL)), Xiaoye Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL))

Several scienti�c applications rely on sparse direct solvers for their numerical robustness. However,

performance optimization for these solvers remains a challenging task, especially on GPUs. This is

due to workloads of small dense matrices that are different in size. Matrix decompositions on such

irregular workloads are rarely addressed on GPUs.

This paper addresses irregular workloads of matrix computations on GPUs and shows their impact

on a sparse LU solver. We designed an interface for the basic matrix operations supporting

problems of different sizes. The interface enables us to develop irrLU-GPU, an LU decomposition on

matrices of different sizes. We demonstrate the impact of irrLU-GPU on sparse LU solvers using

NVIDIA and AMD GPUs. Experimental results are shown for a sparse direct solver based on

multifrontal sparse LU decomposition applied to linear systems arising from the simulation, using

�nite element discretization on unstructured meshes, of a high frequency inde�nite Maxwell

problem.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Accelerating Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithms on GPUs

Zonghao Feng (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology), Qipeng Xie (Hong Kong

University of Science and Technology), Qiong Luo (Hong Kong University of Science and

Technology; Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Guangzhou), Yujie Chen (WeBank,

China), Haoxuan Li (WeBank, China), Huizhong Li (WeBank, China), Qiang Yan (WeBank, China)



The Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is an essential building block of various

cryptographic protocols. In particular, most blockchain systems adopt it to ensure transaction

integrity. However, due to its high computational intensity, ECDSA is often the performance

bottleneck in blockchain transaction processing. Recent work has accelerated ECDSA algorithms on

the CPU; in contrast, success has been limited on the GPU, which has great potential for

parallelization but is challenging for implementing elliptic curve functions. In this paper, we propose

RapidEC, a GPU-based ECDSA implementation for SM2, a popular elliptic curve. Speci�cally, we

design architecture-aware parallel primitives for elliptic curve point operations, and parallelize the

processing of a single SM2 request as well as batches of requests. Consequently, our GPU-based

RapidEC outperformed the state-of-the-art CPU-based algorithm by orders of magnitude.

Additionally, our GPU-based modular arithmetic functions as well as point operation primitives can

be applied to other computation tasks.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Matrix Computation Algorithms I

Session Description:

CA3DMM: A New Algorithm Based on a Uni�ed View of Parallel Matrix Multiplication

Hua Huang (Georgia Institute of Technology), Edmond Chow (Georgia Institute of Technology)

This paper presents the Communication-Avoiding 3D Matrix Multiplication (CA3DMM) algorithm, a

simple and novel algorithm that has optimal or near-optimal communication cost. CA3DMM is

based on a uni�ed view of parallel matrix multiplication. Such a view generalizes 1D, 2D, and 3D

matrix multiplication algorithms to reduce the data exchange volume for different shapes of input

matrices. CA3DMM further minimizes the actual communication costs by carefully organizing its

communication patterns. CA3DMM is much simpler than some other generalized 3D algorithms,

and CA3DMM does not require low-level optimization. Numerical experiments show that

CA3DMM has good parallel scalability and has similar or better performance when compared to

state-of-the-art PGEMM implementations for a wide range of matrix dimensions and number of

processes.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no



Scalable Distributed High-Order Stencil Computations

Mathias Jacquelin (Cerebras Systems), Mauricio Araya-Polo (TotalEnergies EP Research and

Technology USA, LLC), Jie Meng (TotalEnergies EP Research and Technology USA, LLC)

Stencil computations lie at the heart of many scienti�c and industrial applications. Stencil

algorithms pose several challenges on machines with cache based memory hierarchy, due to low

re-use of memory accesses if special care is not taken to optimize them. This work shows that for

stencil computation a novel algorithm that leverages a localized communication strategy effectively

exploits the second generation Cerebras Wafer-Scale Engine (WSE-2), which has no cache

hierarchy. This study focuses on a 25-point stencil �nite-difference method for the 3D wave

equation, a kernel frequently used in earth modeling as numerical simulation. In essence, the

algorithm trades memory accesses for data communication and takes advantage of the fast

communication fabric provided by the architecture. The algorithm —historically memory-bound—

becomes compute-bound. This allows the implementation to achieve near perfect weak scaling,

reaching up to 503 TFLOPs on a single WSE-2, a �gure that only full clusters can eventually yield.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Symmetric Block-Cyclic Distribution: Fewer Communications Leads to Faster Dense Cholesky

Factorization

Olivier Beaumont (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

Philippe Duchon (LaBRI, France), Lionel Eyraud-Dubois (French Institute for Research in Computer

Science and Automation (INRIA)), Julien Langou (University of Colorado, Denver), Mathieu Verite

(French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

We consider the distributed Cholesky factorization on homogeneous nodes. Inspired by recent

progress on asymptotic lower bounds on the total communication volume required to perform

Cholesky factorization, we present an original data distribution, Symmetric Block Cyclic (SBC),

designed to take advantage of the symmetry of the matrix. We prove that SBC reduces the overall

communication volume between nodes by a factor of square root of 2 compared to the standard 2D

block-cyclic distribution. SBC can easily be implemented within the paradigm of task-based runtime

systems. Experiments using the Chameleon library over the StarPU runtime system demonstrate

that the SBC distribution reduces the communication volume as expected, and also achieves better

performance and scalability than the classical 2D block-cyclic allocation scheme in all

con�gurations. We also propose a 2.5D variant of SBC and prove that it further improves the

communication and performance bene�ts.



Best Paper Finalist: yes

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Memory Correctness and Optimization

Session Description:

Memory Optimizations in an Array Language

Philip Munksgaard (University of Copenhagen), Troels Henriksen (University of Copenhagen),

Ponnuswamy Sadayappan (University of Utah), Cosmin Oancea (University of Copenhagen)

We present a technique for introducing and optimizing the use of memory in a functional array

language, aimed at GPU execution, that supports correct-by-construction parallelism. Using linear

memory access descriptors as building blocks, we de�ne a notion of memory in the compiler IR that

enables cost-free change-of-layout transformations (e.g., slicing, transposition), whose results can

even be carried across control �ow such as ifs/loops without manifestation in memory. The memory

notion allows a graceful transition to an unsafe IR that is automatically optimized (1) to mix reads

and writes to the same array inside a parallel construct, and (2) to map semantically different arrays

to the same memory buffer. The result is code similar to what imperative users would write. Our

evaluation shows that our proposed optimizations offer signi�cant speedups (1.1x-2x) and result in

performance competitive to hand-written code from challenging public benchmarks, such as

Rodinia's NW, LUD, and Hotspot.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Vectorizing Sparse Matrix Computations with Partially-Strided Codelets

Kazem Cheshmi (University of Toronto; McMaster University, Ontario, Canada), Zachary Cetinic

(University of Toronto), Maryam Mehri Dehnavi (University of Toronto)

The compact data structures and irregular computation patterns in sparse matrix computations

introduce challenges to vectorizing these codes. Available approaches primarily vectorize strided

computation regions of a sparse code. In this work, we propose a locality-based codelet mining

(LCM) algorithm that ef�ciently searches for strided and partially strided regions in sparse matrix

computations for vectorization. We also present a classi�cation of partially strided codelets and a

differentiation-based approach to generate codelets from memory accesses in the sparse

computation. LCM is implemented as an inspector-executor framework called LCM I/E that



generates vectorized code for the sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV), sparse matrix times

dense matrix (SpMM), and sparse triangular solver (SpTRSV). LCM I/E outperforms the MKL library

with an average speedup of 1.67X, 4.1X, and 1.75X for SpMV, SpTRSV, and SpMM, respectively. It

is also faster than the state-of-the-art inspector-executor framework Sympiler for the SpTRSV

kernel with an average speedup of 1.9X.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Finding Inputs that Trigger Floating-Point Exceptions in GPUs via Bayesian Optimization

Ignacio Laguna (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Lawerence Livermore National

Laboratory (LLNL)), Ganesh Gopalakrishnan (University of Utah)

Testing code for �oating-point exceptions is crucial as exceptions can quickly propagate and

produce unreliable numerical answers. The state-of-the-art to test for �oating-point exceptions in

GPUs is quite limited and solutions require the application's source code, which precludes their use

in accelerated libraries where the source is not publicly available. We present an approach to �nd

inputs that trigger �oating-point exceptions in black-box GPU functions, i.e., functions where the

source code and information about input bounds are unavailable. Our approach is the �rst to use

Bayesian optimization (BO) to identify such inputs and uses novel strategies to overcome the

challenges that arise in applying BO to this problem. We implement our approach in the Xscope

framework and demonstrate it on 58 functions from the CUDA Math Library and functions from ten

HPC programs. Xscope is able to identify inputs that trigger exceptions in about 72% of the tested

functions.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Fault-Tolerance and Data Compression

Session Description:

Mitigating Silent Data Corruptions in HPC Applications across Multiple Program Inputs

Yafan Huang (University of Iowa), Shengjian Guo (Baidu Security), Sheng Di (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Guanpeng Li (University of Iowa), Franck Cappello (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL))



With the ever-shrinking size of transistors, silent data corruptions (SDCs) are becoming a common

yet serious issue in HPC. Selective instruction duplication (SID) is a widely used fault-tolerance

technique that can obtain high SDC coverage with low-performance overhead. However, existing

SID methods are con�ned to single program input in its assessment, assuming that error resilience

of a program remains similar across inputs. Nevertheless, we observe that the assumption cannot

always hold, leading to a drastic loss in SDC coverage in different inputs, compromising HPC

reliability. We notice that the SDC coverage loss correlates with a small set of instructions – we call

them incubative instructions, which reveal elusive error propagation characteristics across multiple

inputs. We proposed MINPSID, an automated SID framework that identi�es incubative instructions

in programs and re-prioritizes incubative instructions. Evaluation shows MINPSID can effectively

mitigate the loss of SDC coverage across multiple inputs.

Best Paper Finalist: yes

Best Student Paper Finalist: yes

A Taxonomy of Error Sources in HPC I/O Machine Learning Models

Mihailo Isakov (Arizona State University), Mikaela Currier (Arizona State University), Eliakin del

Rosario (Arizona State University), Sandeep Madireddy (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)),

Prasanna Balaprakash (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Philip H. Carns (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Robert B. Ross (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Glenn K. Lockwood

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Michel A. Kinsy (Arizona State University)

I/O ef�ciency is crucial to productivity in scienti�c computing, but the growing complexity of HPC

systems and applications complicates efforts to understand and optimize I/O behavior at scale.

Data-driven machine learning-based I/O throughput models offer a solution: they can be used to

identify bottlenecks, automate I/O tuning, or optimize job scheduling with minimal human

intervention. Unfortunately, current state-of-the-art I/O models are not robust enough for

production use and under-perform after being deployed.

We analyze four years of application, scheduler, and storage system logs on two leadership-class

HPC platforms to understand why I/O models under-perform in practice. We propose a taxonomy

consisting of �ve categories of I/O modeling errors: poor application and system modeling,

inadequate dataset coverage, I/O contention, and I/O noise. We develop litmus tests to quantify

each category, allowing researchers to narrow down failure modes, enhance I/O throughput

models, and improve future generations of HPC logging and analysis tools.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no



Optimizing Random Access to Hierarchically-Compressed Data on GPU

Feng Zhang (Renmin University of China), Yihua Hu (Renmin University of China), Haipeng Ding

(Renmin University of China), Zhiming Yao (Renmin University of China), Zhewei Wei (Renmin

University of China), Xiao Zhang (Renmin University of China), Xiaoyong Du (Renmin University of

China)

GPU’s powerful computational capacity holds great potential for processing hierarchically-

compressed data without decompression. Unfortunately, existing GPU approaches offer only

traversal-based analytics; random access is extremely inef�cient, substantially limiting their utility.

To solve this problem, we develop a novel and broadly applicable optimization enabling ef�cient

random access to hierarchically-compressed data in GPU memory. We address three major

challenges. The �rst is designing GPU data structures that support random access. The second is

ef�ciently generating data structures on GPUs. Generating data structures for random access is

costly on the CPU, and the inef�ciency increases dramatically when PCIe data transmission is

incorporated. The third is query processing on compressed data in GPU memory. Random accesses

result in severe con�icts between massive threads. We evaluate our solution on two GPU

platforms using �ve real-world datasets. Experiments show that the random access operations on

GPU can achieve 65.04x average speedup compared to the state-of-the-art method.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Wednesday, November 16th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Hardware-Ef�cient Machine Learning

Session Description:

Ef�cient Quantized Sparse Matrix Operations on Tensor Cores

Shigang Li (Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, ETH Zürich), Kazuki Osawa (ETH

Zürich), Torsten Hoe�er (ETH Zürich)

The exponentially growing model size drives the continued success of deep learning, but it brings

prohibitive computation and memory cost. From the algorithm perspective, model sparsi�cation and

quantization have been studied to alleviate the problem. From the architecture perspective,

hardware vendors provide Tensor cores for acceleration. However, it is very challenging to gain



practical speedups from sparse, low-precision matrix operations on Tensor cores, because of the

strict requirements for data layout and lack of support for ef�ciently manipulating the low-precision

integers. We propose Magicube, a high-performance sparse-matrix library for low-precision

integers on Tensor cores. Magicube supports SpMM and SDDMM, two major sparse operations in

deep learning with mixed precision. Experimental results on an NVIDIA A100 GPU show that

Magicube achieves on average 1.44x (up to 2.37x) speedup over the vendor-optimized library for

sparse kernels, and 1.43x speedup over the state-of-the-art with a comparable accuracy for end-

to-end sparse Transformer inference.

Best Paper Finalist: yes

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

LightSeq2: Accelerated Training for Transformer-Based Models on GPUs

Xiaohui Wang (ByteDance Ltd, AI Lab), Yang Wei (ByteDance Ltd, AI Lab), Ying Xiong (ByteDance

Ltd, AI Lab), Guyue Huang (University of California, Santa Barbara, Dept of Computer Science), Xian

Qian (ByteDance Ltd, AI Lab), Yufei Ding (University of California, Santa Barbara, Dept of Computer

Science), Mingxuan Wang (ByteDance Ltd, AI Lab), Lei Li (University of California, Santa Barbara,

Dept of Computer Science)

Transformer-based neural models are used in many AI applications. Training these models is

expensive, as it takes huge GPU resources and long duration. It is challenging because typical data

like sentences have variable lengths, and Transformer's computation patterns are more complex

than convolutional neural networks. Existing systems either only focus on model inference or

optimization for only BERT-like encoder models. 

In this paper, we present LightSeq2, a system to accelerate training for a general family of

Transformer models on GPUs. We propose a series of GPU optimization techniques tailored to the

speci�c computation �ow and memory access patterns of Transformer models. LightSeq2 supports

many model architectures, including BERT (encoder-only), GPT (decoder-only), Transformer

(encoder-decoder), and vision Transformer. Our experiments for a variety of models and

benchmarks show that LightSeq2 is consistently faster (1.4-3.5x) than previous systems on

different GPUs. In particular, it gains 308% training speedup on WMT14 English-German

benchmark.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

CoGNN: Ef�cient Scheduling for Concurrent GNN Training on GPUs



Qingxiao Sun (Beihang University), Yi Liu (Beihang University), Hailong Yang (Beihang University),

Ruizhe Zhang (Beihang University), Ming Dun (Beihang University), Mingzhen Li (Beihang

University), Xiaoyan Liu (Beihang University), Wencong Xiao (Unaf�liated), Yong Li (Unaf�liated),

Zhongzhi Luan (Beihang University), Depei Qian (Beihang University)

Graph neural networks (GNNs) suffer from low GPU utilization due to frequent memory accesses.

Existing concurrent training mechanisms cannot be directly adapted to GNNs because they fail to

consider the impact of input irregularity. This requires pre-pro�ling the memory footprint of

concurrent tasks based on input dimensions to ensure successful co-location on GPU. Moreover,

massive training tasks generated from scenarios such as hyper-parameter tuning require �exible

scheduling strategies. To address these problems, we propose CoGNN that enables ef�cient

management of GNN training tasks on GPUs. Speci�cally, the CoGNN organizes the tasks in a

queue and estimates the memory consumption of each task based on cost functions at operator

basis. In addition, the CoGNN implements scheduling policies to generate task groups, which are

iteratively submitted for execution. The experiment results show that the CoGNN can achieve

shorter completion and queuing time for training tasks from diverse GNN models.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Performance Modeling, Scaling, and Characterization

Session Description:

Scaling Graph 500 SSSP to 140 Trillion Edges with over 40 Million Cores

Yuanwei Wang (Tsinghua University, China), Huanqi Cao (Tsinghua University, China), Zixuan Ma

(Tsinghua University, China), Wanwang Yin (National Supercomputing Center in Wuxi), Wenguang

Chen (Tsinghua University, China)

The SSSP kernel was introduced into the Graph 500 benchmark in 2017. However, there has been

no result from a full-scale world-top supercomputer. The primary reason is the poor work-

inef�ciency of existing algorithms at large scales.

We propose an SSSP implementation for machines, including an SSSP algorithm to achieve work-

ef�ciency, along with an adaptive dense/sparse-mode selection approach to achieve

communication-ef�ciency. Our implementation reaches 7638 GTEPS, with 103158 processors

(over 40 million cores), and achieves 3.7 times in performance and 512 times in graph size

compared with the current top one on the Graph 500 SSSP list. Based on our experience of running



extreme-scale SSSP, we uncover the root cause of its poor scalability: the weight distribution

allows edges with weights close to zero, making the SSSP tree deeper on larger graphs. We

further explore a scalability-friendly weight distribution by setting a non-zero lower bound to the

edge weights.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Study of Workload Interference with Intelligent Routing on Dragon�y

Yao Kang (Illinois Institute of Technology), Xin Wang (Illinois Institute of Technology), Zhiling Lan

(Illinois Institute of Technology)

Dragon�y interconnect is a crucial network technology for supercomputers. To support exascale

systems, network resources are shared such that links and routers are not dedicated to any node

pair. While link utilization is increased, workload performance is often offset by network contention.

Recently, intelligent routing built on reinforcement learning demonstrates higher network

throughput with lower packet latency. However, its effectiveness in reducing workload interference

is unknown. In this work, we present extensive network simulations to study multi-workload

contention under different routing mechanisms, intelligent routing and adaptive routing, on a large-

scale Dragon�y system.

We develop an enhanced network simulation toolkit, along with a suite of workloads with

distinctive communication patterns. We also present two metrics to characterize application

communication intensity. Our analysis focuses on examining how different workloads interfere with

each other under different routing mechanisms by inspecting both application-level and network-

level metrics. Several key insights are made from the analysis.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

SERVIZ: A Shared In Situ Visualization Service

Srinivasan Ramesh (University of Oregon), Hank Childs (University of Oregon), Allen Malony

(University of Oregon)

Inline and in transit visualization are popular in situ visualization models for high performance

computing (HPC) applications. Inline visualization is invoked through a library call on the HPC

application (simulation), while in transit methods invoke a visualization module running on in transit

resources. In transit methods can offer better ef�ciency than inline by running the visualization at a



lower concurrency level than the simulation. State-of-the-art in transit schemes are limited to

employing a dedicated in transit resource for every simulation. The resulting idle time on the in

transit resource can severely limit the cost savings over inline methods. This research proposes

SERVIZ, an in transit visualization service that can be shared amongst multiple simulations to

reduce idle time, thereby ef�ciently using in transit resources. SERVIZ achieves cost savings of up to

26% over inline and up to 4x reduction in idle time compared to a dedicated in transit

implementation.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Serverless Computing

Session Description:

Using Unused: Non-Invasive Dynamic FaaS Infrastructure with HPC-Whisk

Bartłomiej Przybylski (Institute of Informatics, University of Warsaw, Poland), Maciej Pawlik (AGH

University of Science and Technology, Krakow, Poland; Academic Computer Centre Cyfronet AGH,

Krakow, Poland), Paweł Żuk (Institute of Informatics, University of Warsaw, Poland), Bartłomiej

Łagosz (AGH University of Science and Technology, Krakow, Poland), Maciej Malawski (Sano Centre

for Computational Medicine, Krakow, Poland; AGH University of Science and Technology, Krakow,

Poland), Krzysztof Rzadca (Institute of Informatics, University of Warsaw, Poland)

Modern HPC workload managers and their careful tuning contribute to the high utilization of HPC

clusters. However, due to inevitable uncertainty it is impossible to completely avoid node idleness.

Although such idle slots are usually too short for any HPC job, they are too long to ignore them.

Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) paradigm promisingly �lls this gap, and can be a good match, as

typical FaaS functions last seconds, not hours. Here we show how to build a FaaS infrastructure on

idle nodes in an HPC cluster in such a way that it does not affect the performance of the HPC jobs

signi�cantly. We dynamically adapt to a changing set of idle physical machines, by integrating

open-source software Slurm and OpenWhisk. 

We designed and implemented a prototype solution that allowed us to cover up to 90% of the idle

time slots on a 50k-core cluster that runs production workloads.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no



Canary: Fault-Tolerant FaaS for Stateful Time-Sensitive Applications

Moiz Arif (Rochester Institute of Technology), Kevin Assogba (Rochester Institute of Technology), M.

Mustafa Ra�que (Rochester Institute of Technology)

Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) platforms have recently gained rapid popularity. Many stateful

applications have been migrated to FaaS platforms due to their ease of deployment, scalability, and

minimal management overhead. However, failures in FaaS have not been thoroughly investigated,

thus making these desirable platforms unreliable for guaranteeing function execution and ensuring

performance requirements. In this paper, we propose Canary, a highly resilient and fault-tolerant

framework for FaaS that mitigates the impact of failures and reduces the overhead of function

restart. Canary utilizes replicated container runtimes and application-level checkpoints to reduce

application recovery time over FaaS platforms. Our evaluations using representative stateful FaaS

applications show that Canary reduces the application recovery time and dollar cost by up to 83%

and 12%, respectively over the default retry-based strategy. Moreover, it improves application

availability with an additional average execution time and cost overhead of 14% and 8%,

respectively, as compared to the ideal failure-free execution.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

SFS: Smart OS Scheduling for Serverless Functions

Yuqi Fu (University of Virginia), Liu Li (George Mason University (GMU)), Haoliang Wang (Adobe

Research), Yue Cheng (University of Virginia), Songqing Chen (George Mason University (GMU))

Serverless computing enables a new way of building and scaling cloud applications by allowing

developers to write �ne-grained cloud functions. However, under resource contention, function

execution duration may be prolonged and fail to accurately account for the true resource usage. Our

experiments show that the OS scheduling policy of servers can have a crucial impact on

performance. The default Linux scheduler, CFS, frequently context-switches short functions,

causing a much longer turnaround time.

We propose SFS (Smarter Function Scheduler), which works entirely in the user space and carefully

orchestrates existing Linux FIFO and CFS (Completely Fair Scheduler) schedulers to approximate

Shortest Remaining Time First (SRTF). SFS seamlessly combines a new FILTER policy with Linux

CFS, to trade-off increased duration of long functions for signi�cant performance improvement for

short functions. Evaluation results show that signi�cantly improves short functions' duration with a

small impact on relatively longer functions, compared to CFS.



Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: yes

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

HPC and ML

Session Description:

DeepSpeed-Inference: Enabling Ef�cient Inference of Transformer Models at Unprecedented

Scale

Reza Yazdani Aminabadi (Microsoft Corporation), Samyam Rajbhandari (Microsoft Corporation),

Ammar Ahmad Awan (Microsoft Corporation), Cheng Li (Microsoft Corporation), Du Li (Microsoft

Corporation), Elton Zheng (Microsoft Corporation), Olatunji Ruwase (Microsoft Corporation), Shaden

Smith (Microsoft Corporation), Minjia Zhang (Microsoft Corporation), Jeff Rasley (Microsoft

Corporation), Yuxiong He (Microsoft Corporation)

The landscape of transformer model inference is increasingly diverse in model size, model

characteristics, latency and throughput requirements, hardware requirements, etc. With such

diversity, designing a versatile inference system is challenging, addresses these challenges by (1) a

multi-GPU inference solution to minimize latency while maximizing throughput for both dense and

sparse transformers when the model �ts in aggregate GPU memory, and (2) a heterogeneous

inference solution that leverages CPU/NVMe/GPU memory to enable high-throughput inference for

models larger than aggregate GPU memory, reduces latency by 6.4× and increases throughput by

4× over the state-of-the-art while achieving 260 TFLOPS/GPU throughput (over 80% of A100

peak). It enables trillion parameter scale inference under real-time latency constraints by leveraging

hundreds of GPUs, an unprecedented scale for inference. It can inference 25× larger models than

with GPU only solutions, while delivering a high throughput of 84 TFLOPS (over 50% of A6000

peak).

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

HyLo: A Hybrid Low-Rank Natural Gradient Descent Method

Baorun Mu (University of Toronto), Saeed Soori (University of Toronto), Bugra Can (Rutgers

University), Mert Gürbüzbalaban (Rutgers University), Maryam Mehri Dehnavi (University of

Toronto)

This work presents a Hybrid Low-Rank Natural Gradient Descent method, called HyLo, that



accelerates the training time of deep neural networks. Natural gradient descent (NGD) requires

computing the inverse of the Fisher information matrix (FIM), which is typically expensive at large-

scale. Kronecker factorization methods such as KFAC attempt to improve NGD’s running time by

approximating the FIM with Kronecker factors. However, the size of Kronecker factors increases

quadratically as the model size grows. Instead, in HyLo, we use the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury

variant of NGD (SNGD) and propose a reformulation of SNGD to resolve its scalability issues. HyLo

uses a computationally-ef�cient low-rank factorization to achieve superior timing for Fisher

inverses. We evaluate HyLo on large models including ResNet-50, U-Net, and ResNet-32 on up to

64 GPUs. HyLo converges 1.4x-2.1x faster than the state-of-the-art distributed implementation of

KFAC and reduces the computation and communication time up to 350x and 10.7x on ResNet-50.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

AI for Quantum Mechanics: High Performance Quantum Many-Body Simulations via Deep

Learning

Xuncheng Zhao (University of Science and Technology of China (USTC)), Mingfan Li (University of

Science and Technology of China (USTC)), Qian Xiao (University of Science and Technology of China

(USTC)), Junshi Chen (University of Science and Technology of China (USTC); Pilot National

Laboratory for Marine Science and Technology, Qingdao, China), Fei Wang (Tsinghua University,

China), Li Shen (University of Science and Technology of China (USTC)), Meijia Zhao (National

Supercomputing Center in Wuxi), Wenhao Wu (National Supercomputing Center in Wuxi), Hong

An (University of Science and Technology of China (USTC); Pilot National Laboratory for Marine

Science and Technology, Qingdao, China), Lixin He (University of Science and Technology of China

(USTC)), Xiao Liang (University of Science and Technology of China (USTC))

Solving quantum many-body problems is one of the most fascinating research �elds in condensed

matter physics. An ef�cient numerical method is crucial to understand the mechanism of novel

physics, such as the high Tc superconductivity, as one has to �nd the optimal solution in the

exponentially large Hilbert space. The development of Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) provides a unique

opportunity to solve the quantum many-body problems, but there is still a large gap from the goal.

In this work, we present a novel computational framework and adapt it to the Sunway

supercomputer. With highly ef�cient scalability up to 40 million heterogeneous cores, we can

drastically increase the number of variational parameters, which greatly improves the accuracy of

the solutions. The investigations of the spin-1/2 J1-J2 model and the t-J model achieve

unprecedented accuracy and time-to-solution far beyond the previous state of the art.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no



1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Dealing with Software Dependencies and Federated Learning

Session Description:

Mapping Out the HPC Dependency Chaos

Farid Zakaria (University of California, Santa Cruz), Thomas Scogland (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Todd Gamblin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Carlos Maltzahn (University

of California, Santa Cruz)

High Performance Computing~(HPC) software stacks have become complex, with the

dependencies of some applications numbering in the hundreds. Packaging, distributing, and

administering software stacks of that scale is a complex undertaking anywhere. HPC systems deal

with esoteric compilers, hardware, and a panoply of uncommon combinations.

In this paper, we explore the mechanisms available for packaging software to �nd its own

dependencies in the context of a taxonomy of software distribution, and discuss their bene�ts and

pitfalls. We discuss workarounds for some common problems caused by using these composed

stacks and introduce Shrinkwrap: A solution to producing binaries that directly load their

dependencies from precise locations and in a precise order. Beyond simplifying the use of the

binaries, this approach also speeds up loading as much as 7x for a large dynamically-linked MPI

application in our evaluation.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Using Answer Set Programming for HPC Dependency Solving

Todd Gamblin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Massimiliano Culpo (Np-Complete S.r.l.),

Gregory Becker (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Sergei Shudler (Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory)

Modern scienti�c software stacks have become extremely complex, making use of many

programming models and libraries to exploit a growing variety of GPUs and accelerators. Package

managers can mitigate this complexity using dependency solvers, but they are reaching their limits.

Finding compatible dependency versions is NP-complete, and modeling the semantics of package

compatibility modulo build-time options, GPU runtimes, �ags, and other parameters is extremely

dif�cult. Within this enormous con�guration space, de�ning a "good" con�guration is daunting.



We tackle this problem using Answer Set Programming (ASP), a declarative model for

combinatorial search problems. We show, using the Spack package manager, that ASP programs

can concisely express the compatibility rules of HPC software stacks and provide strong quality-of-

solution guarantees. Using ASP, we can mix new builds with preinstalled binaries, and solver

performance is acceptable even when considering tens of thousands of packages.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

SPATL: Salient Parameter Aggregation and Transfer Learning for Heterogeneous Federated

Learning

Sixing Yu (Iowa State University), Phuong Nguyen (Iowa State University), Waqwoya Abebe (Iowa

State University), Wei Qian (Iowa State University), Ali Anwar (IBM Research, Almaden), Ali

Jannesari (Iowa State University)

Federated learning~(FL) facilitates the training and deploying AI models on edge devices.

Preserving user data privacy in FL introduces several challenges, including expensive

communication costs, limited resources, and data heterogeneity. In this paper, we propose SPATL,

an FL method that addresses these issues by: (a) introducing a salient parameter selection agent

and communicating selected parameters only; (b) splitting a model into a shared encoder and a

local predictor, and transferring its knowledge to heterogeneous clients via the locally customized

predictor. Additionally, we leverage a gradient control mechanism to further speed up model

convergence and increase robustness of training processes. Experiments demonstrate that SPATL

reduces communication overhead, accelerates model inference, and enables stable training

processes with better results compared to state-of-the-art methods. Our approach reduces

communication cost by up to 86.45%, accelerates local inference by reducing up to 39.7% FLOPs

on VGG-11, and requires 7.4× less communication overhead when training ResNet-20.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Graph Algorithms

Session Description:

ProbGraph: High-Performance and High-Accuracy Graph Mining with Probabilistic Set



Representations

Maciej Besta (ETH Zürich), Cesare Miglioli (University of Geneva, Switzerland), Paolo Sylos Labini

(Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy), Jakub Tětek (University of Copenhagen), Patrick Iff (ETH

Zürich), Raghavendra Kanakagiri (University of Illinois), Saleh Ashkboos (ETH Zürich), Kacper Janda

(AGH University of Science and Technology, Krakow, Poland), Michal Podstawski (Warsaw

University of Technology), Grzegorz Kwasniewski (ETH Zürich), Niels Gleinig (ETH Zürich), Flavio

Vella (University of Trento, Italy), Onur Mutlu (ETH Zürich), Torsten Hoe�er (ETH Zürich)

Important graph mining problems such as Clustering are computationally demanding. To

signi�cantly accelerate these problems, we propose ProbGraph: a graph representation that

enables simple and fast approximate parallel graph mining with strong theoretical guarantees on

work, depth, and result accuracy. The key idea is to represent sets of vertices using probabilistic set

representations such as Bloom �lters. These representations are much faster to process than the

original vertex sets thanks to vectorizability and small size. We use these representations as

building blocks in important parallel graph mining algorithms such as Clique Counting or

Clustering. When enhanced with ProbGraph, these algorithms signi�cantly outperform tuned

parallel exact baselines (up to nearly 50x on 32 cores) while ensuring accuracy of more than 90%

for many input graph datasets. Our novel bounds and algorithms based on probabilistic set

representations with desirable statistical properties are of separate interest for the data analytics

community.

Best Paper Finalist: yes

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Blaze: Fast Graph Processing on Fast SSDs

Juno Kim (University of California, San Diego (UCSD)), Steven Swanson (University of California,

San Diego (UCSD))

Out-of-core graph processing is an attractive solution for processing very large graphs that do not

�t in the memory of a single machine. The new class of ultra-low-latency SSDs should expand the

impact and utility of out-of-core graph processing systems. However, current out-of-core systems

cannot fully leverage the high IOPS these devices can deliver.

We introduce Blaze, a new out-of-core graph processing system optimized for ultra-low-latency

SSDs. Blaze offers high-performance out-of-core graph analytics by constantly saturating these

fast SSDs with a new scatter-gather technique called online binning that allows value propagation

among graph vertices without atomic synchronization. Blaze offers succinct APIs to allow

programmers to write ef�cient out-of-core graph algorithms without the burden to manage

complex IO executions. Our evaluation shows that Blaze outperforms current out-of-core systems



by a wide margin on six datasets and a set of representative graph queries on Intel Optane SSD.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

GraphFly: Ef�cient Asynchronous Streaming Graphs Processing via Dependency-Flow

Dan Chen (Huazhong University of Science and Technology (HUST)), Chuangyi Gui (Huazhong

University of Science and Technology (HUST)), Yi Zhang (Huazhong University of Science and

Technology (HUST)), Hai Jin (Huazhong University of Science and Technology (HUST)), Long Zheng

(Huazhong University of Science and Technology (HUST)), Yu Huang (Huazhong University of

Science and Technology (HUST)), Xiaofei Liao (Huazhong University of Science and Technology

(HUST))

Existing streaming graph processing systems typically adopt two phases of re�nement and

recomputation to ensure the correctness of the incremental computation. However, severe

redundant memory accesses exist due to the unnecessary synchronization among independent

edge updates. In this paper, we present GraphFly, a high-performance asynchronous streaming

graph processing system based on dependency-�ows. GraphFly features three key designs: 1)

Dependency trees (Dtrees), which helps quickly identify independent graph updates with low cost;

2) Dependency-�ow based processing model, which exploits the space-time dependent co-

scheduling for cache ef�ciency; 3) Specialized graph data layout, which further reduces memory

accesses. We evaluate GraphFly, and the results show that GraphFly signi�cantly outperforms

state-of-the-art systems KickStarter and GraphBolt by 5.81× and 1.78× on average, respectively.

Also, GraphFly scales well with different sizes of update batch and compute resources.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Graphs and GPUs

Session Description:

VSGM: View-Based GPU-Accelerated Subgraph Matching on Large Graphs

Guanxian Jiang (Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)), Qihui Zhou (Chinese University of Hong

Kong (CUHK)), Tatiana Jin (Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)), Boyang Li (Chinese

University of Hong Kong (CUHK)), Yunjian Zhao (Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)), Yichao

Li (Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)), James Cheng (Chinese University of Hong Kong



(CUHK))

Subgraph matching is a fundamental building block in graph analytics. Due to its high time

complexity, GPU-based solutions have been proposed for subgraph matching. Most existing GPU-

based works can only cope with relatively small graphs that �t in GPU memory. To support ef�cient

subgraph matching on large graphs, we propose a view-based method to hide communication

overhead and improve GPU utilization. We develop VSGM, a subgraph matching framework that

supports ef�cient pipelined execution and multi-GPU architecture. Extensive experimental

evaluation shows that VSGM signi�cantly outperforms the state-of-the-art solutions.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: yes

STMatch: Accelerating Graph Pattern Matching on GPU with Stack-Based Loop Optimizations

Yihua Wei (University of Iowa), Peng Jiang (University of Iowa)

Graph pattern matching is a fundamental task in many graph analytics and graph mining

applications. As an NP-hard problem, it is often a performance bottleneck in these applications.

Previous work has proposed to use GPUs to accelerate the computation. However, we �nd that the

existing GPU solutions fail to show a performance advantage over the state-of-the-art CPU

implementation, due to their subgraph-centric design. In this work, we propose a novel stack-based

graph pattern matching system on GPU that avoids the synchronization and memory consumption

issues of the previous subgraph-centric systems. We also propose a two-level work-stealing and a

loop-unrolling technique to improve the inter-warp and intra-warp GPU resource utilization of our

system. The experiments show that our system signi�cantly advances the state-of-the-art for

graph pattern matching on GPU.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

WholeGraph: A Fast Graph Neural Network Training Framework with Multi-GPU Distributed

Shared Memory Architecture

Dongxu Yang (NVIDIA Corporation), Junhong Liu (NVIDIA Corporation), Jiaxing Qi (NVIDIA

Corporation), Junjie Lai (NVIDIA Corporation)

Graph neural networks (GNNs) are prevalent to deal with graph-structured datasets, encoding

graph data into low dimensional vectors. In this paper, we present a fast training graph neural

network framework, i.e., WholeGraph, based on a multi-GPU distributed shared memory



architecture. WholeGraph consists of partitioning the graph and corresponding node or edge

features to multi-GPUs, eliminating the bottleneck of communication between CPU and GPUs

during the training process. And the communication between different GPUs is implemented by

GPUDirect Peer-to-Peer (P2P) memory access technology. Furthermore, WholeGraph provides

several optimized computing operators. Our evaluations show that on large-scale graphs

WholeGraph outperforms state-of-the-art GNN frameworks, such as Deep Graph Library (DGL)

and Pytorch Geometric (PyG). The speedups of WholeGraph are up to 57.32x and 242.98x

compared with DGL and PyG on a single machine multi-GPU node, respectively. The ratio of GPU

utilization can sustain above 95% during GNN training process.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Storage

Session Description:

SeqDLM: A Sequencer-Based Distributed Lock Manager for Ef�cient Shared File Access in a

Parallel File System

Qi Chen (Tsinghua University, China), Shaonan Ma (Tsinghua University, China), Kang Chen

(Tsinghua University, China), Teng Ma (Alibaba Inc), Xin Liu (National Supercomputing Center in

Wuxi), Dexun Chen (National Supercomputing Center in Wuxi), Yongwei Wu (Tsinghua University,

China), Zuoning Chen (Chinese Academy of Engineering; Tsinghua University, China)

Distributed locks are used to guarantee the distributed client-cache coherence in parallel �le

systems. However, they lead to poor performance in the case of parallel writes under high

contention workloads. We analyze the distributed lock manager and �nd out that lock con�ict

resolution is the root cause of the poor performance, which involves frequent lock revocations and

slow data �ushing from client caches to data servers. We design a distributed lock manager named

SeqDLM by exploiting the sequencer mechanism. SeqDLM mitigates the lock con�ict resolution

overhead using early grant and early revocation while keeping the same semantics as traditional

distributed locks. To evaluate SeqDLM, we have implemented a parallel �le system called ccPFS

using SeqDLM and traditional distributed locks. Evaluations on 96 nodes show SeqDLM

outperforms the traditional distributed locks by up to 10.3x for high contention parallel writes on a

shared �le with multiple stripes.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no



MetaWBC: POSIX-Compliant Metadata Write-Back Caching for Distributed File Systems

Yingjin Qian (DataDirect Networks (DDN)), Wen Cheng (Huazhong University of Science and

Technology (HUST)), Lingfang Zeng (Zhejiang Lab), Marc-André Vef (Johannes Gutenberg

University Mainz), Oleg Drokin (Whamcloud Inc), Andreas Dilger (Whamcloud Inc), Shuichi Ihara

(DataDirect Networks (DDN)), Wusheng Zhang (Tsinghua University, China), Yang Wang (Shenzhen

Institute of Advanced Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), André Brinkmann (Johannes

Gutenberg University Mainz)

In parallel and distributed �le systems, caching can improve data performance and metadata

operations. Currently, most distributed �le systems adopt a write-back data cache for performance

and a write-through metadata cache for simplifying consistency. However, with modern �le

systems scales and workloads, write-through metadata caching can impact overall �le system

performance, e.g., through lock contention and heavy RPC loads required for namespace

synchronization and transaction serialization.

This paper proposes a novel metadata writeback caching (MetaWBC) mechanism to improve the

performance of metadata operations in distributed environments. To achieve extreme metadata

performance, we developed a fast, lightweight, and POSIX-compatible memory �le system as a

metadata cache. Further, we designed a �le caching state machine and included other performance

optimizations. We coupled MetaWBC with Lustre and evaluated that MetaWBC can outperform

the native parallel �le system by up to 8x for metadata-intensive benchmarks, and up to 7x for

realistic workloads in throughput.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

GUFI: Fast, Secure File System Metadata Search for Both Privileged and Unprivileged Users

Dominic Manno (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Jason Lee (Los Alamos National

Laboratory (LANL)), Prajwal Challa (University of Texas, Arlington), Qing Zheng (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), David Bonnie (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Gary Grider

(Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Bradley Settlemyer (NVIDIA Corporation)

Modern High-Performance Computing (HPC) data centers routinely store massive data sets

resulting in millions of directories and billions of �les. To ef�ciently search and sift through these

�les and directories we present the Grand Uni�ed File Index (GUFI), a novel �le system metadata

index that enables both privileged and regular users to rapidly locate and characterize data sets of

interest. GUFI uses a hierarchical index that preserves �le access permissions such that the index



can be securely accessed by users while still enabling ef�cient, advanced analysis of storage

system usage by cluster administrators. Compared with the current state-of-the-art indexing for �le

system metadata, GUFI is able to provide speedups of 1.5x to 230x for queries executed by

administrators on a real production �le system namespace. Queries executed by users, which

typically cannot rely on cluster-wide indexing, see even greater speedups using GUFI.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Using Compilers for Optimization

Session Description:

AD for an Array Language with Nested Parallelism

Robert Schenck (University of Copenhagen, Dept of Computer Science), Ola Rønning (University of

Copenhagen, Dept of Computer Science), Troels Henriksen (University of Copenhagen, Dept of

Computer Science), Cosmin E. Oancea (University of Copenhagen, Dept of Computer Science)

We present a technique for applying reverse mode automatic differentiation (AD) on a non-

recursive second-order functional array language that supports nested parallelism and is primarily

aimed at ef�cient GPU execution.

The key idea is to eliminate the need for a tape by relying on redundant execution to bring into each

new scope all program variables that may be needed by the differentiated code. Ef�cient execution

is enabled by the observation that perfectly nested scopes do not introduce re-execution and that

such perfect nests can be readily produced by application of known compiler transformations. Our

technique differentiates loops and bulk-parallel operators---e.g., map, reduce(-by-index), scan, and

scatter---by speci�c rewrite rules and aggressively optimizes the resulting nested-parallel code.

We report an evaluation that compares with established AD solutions and demonstrates

competitive performance on ten common benchmarks from recent applied AD literature.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

SpDISTAL: Compiling Distributed Sparse Tensor Computations

Rohan Yadav (Stanford University), Alex Aiken (Stanford University), Fredrik Kjolstad (Stanford

University)



We introduce SpDISTAL, a compiler for sparse tensor algebra that targets distributed systems.

SpDISTAL combines separate descriptions of tensor algebra expressions, sparse data structures,

data distribution, and computation distribution. Thus, it enables distributed execution of sparse

tensor algebra expressions with a wide variety of sparse data structures and data distributions.

SpDISTAL is implemented as a C++ library that targets a distributed task-based runtime system

and can generate code for nodes with both multi-core CPUs and multiple GPUs. SpDISTAL

generates distributed code that achieves performance competitive with hand-written distributed

functions for speci�c sparse tensor algebra expressions and that outperforms general

interpretation-based systems by one to two orders of magnitude.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Scalable Automatic Differentiation of Multiple Parallel Paradigms through Compiler

Augmentation

William Moses (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)), Sri Hari Krishna Narayanan (Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL)), Ludger Paehler (Technical University Munich), Valentin Churavy

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)), Michel Schanen (Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL)), Jan Hueckelheim (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Johannes Doerfert (Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL)), Paul Hovland (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Derivatives are key to numerous science, engineering, and machine learning applications. While

existing tools generate derivatives of programs in a single language, modern parallel applications

combine a set of frameworks and languages to leverage available performance and function in an

evolving hardware landscape.

We propose a scheme for differentiating arbitrary DAG-based parallelism that preserves scalability

and ef�ciency, implemented into the LLVM-based Enzyme automatic differentiation framework. By

integrating with a full-�edged compiler backend, Enzyme can differentiate numerous parallel

frameworks and directly control code generation. This �exibility permits Enzyme to leverage

parallel and differentiation-speci�c optimizations far beyond existing tools.

We differentiate nine distinct versions of the LULESH and miniBUDE applications, written in

different programming languages (C++, Julia) and parallel frameworks (OpenMP, MPI, RAJA, Julia

tasks, MPI.jl), demonstrating similar scalability to the original program and with a differentiation

overhead of 1.0-11.7x on 64 threads/nodes.

Best Paper Finalist: yes



Best Student Paper Finalist: yes

Thursday, November 17th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Task Scheduling

Session Description:

UniQ: A Uni�ed Programming Model for Ef�cient Quantum Circuit Simulation

Chen Zhang (Tsinghua University, China), Haojie Wang (Tsinghua University, China), Zixuan Ma

(Tsinghua University, China), Lei Xie (Tsinghua University, China), Zeyu Song (Tsinghua University,

China), Jidong Zhai (Tsinghua University, China)

Quantum circuit simulation is critical for verifying quantum computers. Given exponential

complexity in the simulation, existing simulators use different architectures to accelerate the

simulation. However, due to the variety of both simulation methods and modern architectures, it is

challenging to design a high-performance yet portable simulator.

In this work, we propose UniQ, a uni�ed programming model for multiple simulation methods on

various hardware architectures. We provide a uni�ed application abstraction to describe different

applications, and a uni�ed hierarchical hardware abstraction upon different hardware.

Based on these abstractions, UniQ can perform various circuit transformations without being aware

of either concrete application or architecture detail, and generate high-performance execution

schedules on different platforms without much human effort. Evaluations on CPU, GPU, and

Sunway platforms show that sys can accelerate quantum circuit simulation by up to 28.59× (4.47×

on average) over state-of-the-art frameworks, and successfully scale to 399,360 cores on 1,024

nodes.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Scalable Irregular Parallelism with GPUs: Getting CPUs Out of the Way

Yuxin Chen (University of California, Davis), Benjamin Brock (University of California, Berkeley),

Serban Porumbescu (University of California, Davis), Aydin Buluc (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL)), Katherine Yelick (University of California, Berkeley), John Owens (University of



California, Davis)

We present Atos, a dynamic scheduling framework for multi-node-GPU systems that supports

PGAS-style lightweight one-sided memory operations within and between nodes.

Atos's lightweight GPU-to-GPU communication enables latency hiding and can smooth the

interconnection usage for bisection-limited problems. These bene�ts are signi�cant for dynamic,

irregular applications that often involve �ne-grained communication at unpredictable times and

without predetermined patterns. Some principles for high performance: (1) do not involve the CPU

in the communication control path; (2) allow GPU communication within kernels, addressing

memory consistency directly rather than relying on synchronization with the CPU; (3) perform

dynamic communication aggregation when interconnections have limited bandwidth. By lowering

the overhead of communication and allowing it within GPU kernels, we support large, high-

utilization GPU kernels but with more frequent communication. We evaluate Atos on two irregular

problems: Breadth-First-Search and PageRank. Atos outperforms the state-of-the-art graph

libraries Gunrock, Grout and Galois on both single-node-multi-GPU and multi-node-GPU settings.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Parla: A Python Orchestration System for Heterogeneous Architectures

Hochan Lee (University of Texas), William Ruys (University of Texas), Ian Henriksen (University of

Texas, Jabberwock Technologies Inc), Arthur Peters (University of Texas, Katana Graph Inc), Yineng

Yan (University of Texas), Sean Stephens (University of Texas), Bozhi You (University of Texas),

Henrique Fingler (University of Texas), Martin Burtscher (Texas State University, Dept of Computer

Science), Milos Gligoric (University of Texas, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering), Karl

Schulz (University of Texas, Oden Institute), Keshav Pingali (University of Texas, Oden Institute),

Christopher J. Rossbach (University of Texas, Dept of Computer Science), Mattan Erez (University of

Texas, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering), George Biros (University of Texas, Oden

Institute)

Python’s ease of use and rich collection of numeric libraries make it an excellent choice for rapidly

developing scienti�c applications. However, composing these libraries to take advantage of

complex heterogeneous nodes is still dif�cult. To simplify writing multi-device code, we created

Parla, a heterogeneous task-based programming framework that fully supports Python’s scienti�c

programming stack. Parla’s API is based on Python decorators and allows users to wrap code in

Parla tasks for parallel execution. Parla arrays enable automatic movement of data between

devices. The Parla runtime handles resource-aware mapping, scheduling, and execution of tasks.

Compared to other Python tasking systems, Parla is unique in its parallelization of tasks within a



single process, its GPU context and resource-aware runtime, and its design around gradual

adoption to provide easy migration of and integration into existing Python applications. We show

that Parla can achieve performance competitive with hand-optimized code while improving ease of

development.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Compression

Session Description:

Accelerating Parallel Write via Deeply Integrating Predictive Lossy Compression with HDF5

Sian Jin (Indiana University), Dingwen Tao (Indiana University), Houjun Tang (Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (LBNL)), Sheng Di (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Suren Byna

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Zarija Lukić (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL)), Franck Cappello (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Illinois)

Lossy compression is one of the most ef�cient solutions to reduce storage overhead and improve

I/O performance for HPC applications. However, existing parallel I/O libraries cannot fully utilize

lossy compression to accelerate parallel write due to the lack of deep understanding on

compression-write performance. To this end, we propose to deeply integrate predictive lossy

compression with HDF5 to signi�cantly improve parallel-write performance. Speci�cally, we

propose analytical models to predict the time of compression and parallel write before the actual

compression to enable compression-write overlapping. We also introduce an extra space to handle

the prediction uncertainty. Moreover, we propose an optimization to reorder the compression tasks

to increase the overlapping ef�ciency. Experiments with up to 4,096 cores show that our solution

improves the write performance by up to 4.5x and 2.9x over the non-compression and lossy

compression solutions, respectively, with only 1.5% storage overhead (to original data) on two real-

world applications.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Dynamic Quality Metric Oriented Error Bounded Lossy Compression for Scienti�c Datasets

Jinyang Liu (University of California, Riverside; Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Sheng Di

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Kai Zhao (University of Alabama, Birmingham), Xin Liang



(University of Kentucky), Zizhong Chen (University of California, Riverside), Franck Cappello

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Error-bounded lossy compression has been considered a promising solution to address the big-

data issue for scienti�c application. However, the existing lossy compressors are all developed on

�xed designs which cannot adapt to diverse quality metrics favored by different users. In this paper,

we propose QoZ, a dynamic quality metric oriented error bounded lossy compressor. Our key

contributions include: (1) We propose a highly-parameterized multi-level interpolation based data

predictor which signi�cantly improves the compression quality with the same compressed size. (2)

We design the lossy compression framework QoZ with the predictor proposed, which can auto-

tune parameters and optimize the compression based on user-speci�ed quality metrics. (3) We

evaluate QoZ carefully by comparing it with multiple state-of-the-arts on real-world scienti�c

application datasets. Experiments show that, compared with the second best, QoZ achieves up to

70% compression ratio improvement under the same error bound or 150%(270%) compression

ratio improvement under the same PSNR(SSIM).

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

vGraph: Memory-Ef�cient Multicore Graph Processing for Traversal-Centric Algorithms

Menghan Jia (National University of Defense Technology (NUDT), China), Yiming Zhang (Xiamen

University; National University of Defense Technology (NUDT), China), Xinbiao Gan (National

University of Defense Technology (NUDT), China), Dongsheng Li (National University of Defense

Technology (NUDT), China), Erci Xu (Xiamen University; National University of Defense Technology

(NUDT), China), Ruibo Wang (National University of Defense Technology (NUDT), China), Kai Lu

(National University of Defense Technology (NUDT), China)

To lower the monetary/energy cost, single-machine multicore graph processing is gaining

increasing attention for a wide range of traversal-centric graph algorithms such as BFS, SSSP, CC,

and PageRank, of which the processing is relatively simple and the topology data (vertices and

edges) dominates the memory footprint. This paper presents vGRAPH, a NUMA-aware, memory-

ef�cient multicore graph processing system for traversal-centric algorithms. vGRAPH proposes an

ultralight NUMA-aware graph preprocessing scheme which eliminates almost all complex

preprocessing steps and pipelines per-NUMA graph loading and compressing, to effectively reduce

inter-NUMA memory accesses while keeping both preprocessing cost and peak memory footprint

low. We further optimize vGRAPH with effective HPC techniques including prefetching and work-

stealing. Evaluation on a 384GB-memory, four-NUMA machine shows that compared to the state-

of-the-art NUMA-aware/-unaware systems, vGRAPH can process much larger real-world and

synthetic graphs with various traversal-centric algorithms, achieving signi�cantly higher memory



ef�ciency and lower processing time.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Performance Improvement

Session Description:

Boosting Performance Optimization with Interactive Data Movement Visualization

Philipp Schaad (ETH Zürich), Tal Ben-Nun (ETH Zürich), Torsten Hoe�er (ETH Zürich)

Optimizing application performance in today's hardware architecture landscape is an important, but

increasingly complex task, often requiring detailed performance analyses. In particular, data

movement and reuse play a crucial role in optimization and are often hard to improve without

detailed program inspection. Performance visualizations can assist in the diagnosis of performance

problems, but generally rely on data gathered through lengthy program executions. In this paper,

we present a performance visualization geared toward analyzing data movement and reuse to

inform impactful optimization decisions, without requiring program execution. We propose an

approach that combines static data�ow analysis with parameterized program simulations to

analyze both global data movement and �ne-grained data access and reuse behavior, and visualize

insights in-situ on the program representation. Case studies analyzing and optimizing real-world

applications demonstrate our tool's effectiveness in guiding optimization decisions and making the

performance tuning process more interactive.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Not All GPUs Are Created Equal: Characterizing Variability in Large-Scale, Accelerator-Rich

Systems

Prasoon Sinha (University of Wisconsin, Madison), Akhil Guliani (University of Wisconsin, Madison),

Rutwik Jain (University of Wisconsin, Madison), Brandon Tran (University of Wisconsin, Madison),

Matthew Sinclair (University of Wisconsin, Madison; AMD Research), Shivaram Venkataraman

(University of Wisconsin, Madison)

Recent work demonstrated that power management (PM) can impact application performance in

CPU-based HPC systems, even when machines have the same architecture and SKU. This variation



occurs due to manufacturing variability and the chip’s PM. However, while modern HPC systems

widely employ GPUs, there is limited work on how variability affects GPU applications. In this

paper, we study 4 HPC clusters with state-of-the-art GPUs: Oak Ridge’s Summit, Sandia’s Vortex,

TACC’s Longhorn, and Livermore’s Corona. The �rst three clusters use NVIDIA V100 GPUs, while

the fourth uses AMD MI60 GPUs. After identifying applications that stress different GPU

components, we gathered data from over 90% of the GPUs in the clusters. In total, we collected

over 100,000 hours of data. Regardless of application and cluster, our results show signi�cant

variance: 32% (max 72%) average performance variation, despite GPU architecture and vendor

SKU being the same.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

AlphaSparse: Generating High Performance SpMV Codes Directly from Sparse Matrices

Zhen Du (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences; Chinese Academy of

Sciences), Jiajia Li (North Carolina State University), Yinshan Wang (Institute of Computing

Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Xueqi Li (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese

Academy of Sciences), Guangming Tan (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of

Sciences), Ninghui Sun (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences)

Sparse Matrix-Vector multiplication (SpMV) is an important computational kernel. Tens of sparse

matrix formats and implementations have been designed to speed up SpMV performance. We

develop AlphaSparse. It goes beyond the scopes of human-designed arti�cial formats and

traditional auto-tuners subject to prior existing arti�cial format(s) and implementation(s), by

automatically creating new machine-designed formats and SpMV kernel implementations entirely

from the knowledge of input sparsity patterns and hardware architectures. Based on our proposed

Operator Graph that expresses the path of SpMV code design, it takes an arbitrary sparse matrix as

input while outputting the machine-designed format and SpMV implementation that achieve high

performance. By extensively evaluating 843 matrices from SuiteSparse Matrix Collection,

AlphaSparse achieves performance improvement by up to 22.2 times (3.2 times on average)

compared to state-of-the-art �ve arti�cial formats and up to 2.8 times (1.5 times on average) over

the up-to-date implementation of traditional auto-tuning.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Fast and Ef�cient Model Training



Session Description:

EL-Rec: Ef�cient Large-Scale Recommendation Model Training via Tensor-Train Embedding

Table

Zheng Wang (University of California, Santa Barbara), Yuke Wang (University of California, Santa

Barbara), Boyuan Feng (University of California, Santa Barbara), Dheevatsa Mudigere (Meta),

Bharath Muthiah (Meta), Yufei Ding (University of California, Santa Barbara)

Deep learning Recommendation Model (DLRM) plays an important role in various application

domains. However, existing DLRM training systems require a large number of GPUs due to the

memory-intensive embedding tables. To this end, we propose EL-Rec, an ef�cient computing

framework harnessing the Tensor-train (TT) technique to democratize the training of large-scale

DLRMs with limited GPU resources. Speci�cally, EL-Rec optimizes TT decomposition based on key

computation primitives of embedding tables and implements a high-performance compressed

embedding table which is a drop-in replacement of Pytorch API. EL-Rec introduces an index

reordering technique to harvest the performance gains from both local and global information of

training inputs. EL-Rec also highlights a pipeline training paradigm to eliminate the communication

overhead between the host memory and the training worker. Comprehensive experiments

demonstrate that EL-Rec can handle the largest publicly available DLRM dataset with a single GPU

and achieves 3× speedup over the state-of-the-art DLRM frameworks.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

STRONGHOLD: Fast and Affordable Billion-Scale Deep Learning Model Training

Xiaoyang Sun (University of Leeds, Alibaba Group), Wei Wang (Alibaba Group), Shenghao Qiu

(University of Leeds), Renyu Yang (University of Leeds), Songfang Huang (Alibaba Group), Jie Xu

(University of Leeds), Zheng Wang (University of Leeds)

Deep neural networks (DNNs) with billion-scale parameters have demonstrated impressive

performance in solving many tasks. Unfortunately, training a billion-scale DNN is out of the reach of

many data scientists because it requires high-performance GPU servers that are too expensive to

purchase and maintain. We present STRONGHOLD, a novel approach for enabling large DNN

model training with no change to the user code. STRONGHOLD scales up the largest trainable

model size by dynamically of�oading data to the CPU RAM and enabling the use of secondary

storage. It automatically determines the minimum amount of data to be kept in the GPU memory to

minimize GPU memory usage. Compared to state-of-the-art of�oading-based solutions,

STRONGHOLD improves the trainable model size by 1.9x∼6.5x on a 32GB V100 GPU, with

1.2x∼3.7x improvement on the training throughput. It has been deployed into production to



successfully support large-scale DNN training.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

HGL: Accelerating Heterogeneous GNN Training with Holistic Representation and

Optimization

Yuntao Gui (Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)), Yidi Wu (Chinese University of Hong Kong

(CUHK)), Han Yang (Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)), Tatiana Jin (Chinese University of

Hong Kong (CUHK)), Boyang Li (Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)), Qihui Zhou (Chinese

University of Hong Kong (CUHK)), James Cheng (Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK)), Fan Yu

(Huawei Technologies Ltd)

Graph neural networks (GNNs) have shown to signi�cantly improve graph analytics. Existing

systems for GNN training are primarily designed for homogeneous graphs. In industry, however,

most graphs are actually heterogeneous in nature (i.e., having multiple types of nodes and edges).

Existing systems train a heterogeneous GNN (HetGNN) as a composition of homogeneous GNNs

and thus suffer from critical limitations such as lack of memory optimization and limited operator

parallelism. To address these limitations, we propose HGL– a heterogeneity-aware system for GNN

training. At the core of HGL is an intermediate representation, called HIR, which provides a holistic

representation for GNNs and enables cross-relation optimization for HetGNN training. We devise

tailored optimizations on HIR, including graph stitching, operator fusion, and operator bundling.

Experimental results verify that HGL signi�cantly outperforms DGL and PyG.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

State of the Practice

Session Description:

From Correctable Memory Errors to Uncorrectable Memory Errors: What Error Bits Tell

Cong Li (Intel Corporation), Yu Zhang (ByteDance Ltd), Jialei Wang (Intel Corporation), Hang Chen

(Intel Corporation), Xian Liu (ByteDance Ltd), Tai Huang (Intel Corporation), Liang Peng (ByteDance

Ltd), Shen Zhou (Intel Corporation), Lixin Wang (ByteDance Ltd), Shijian Ge (ByteDance Ltd)

We present an empirical study on memory reliablity by correlating correctable errors (CEs) with



uncorrectable errors (UEs) using the large-scale �eld data across 3 major DIMM manufacturers

from a contemporary server farm of ByteDance. Unlike the traditional chipkill error correction code

(ECC), in contemporary Intel server platforms the ECC gets weakened, not able to tolerate some

error-bit patterns from a single chip. Using obtainable coarse-grained ECC knowledge, we derive a

new indicator from the error-bit information: risky CE occurrence in terms of ECC guaranteed

coverage. We show that the new indicator is consistently sensitive and speci�c in testing future

UEs indicating the substantial contribution of the weakened ECC to those UEs today. We

empirically demonstrate how practically useful UE predictors are constructed based on the new

indicator in conjunction with other useful attributes such as certain micro-level fault indicators and

DIMM part numbers, achieving the state-of-the-art performance.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Lessons Learned on MPI+Threads Communication

Rohit Zambre (University of California, Irvine), Aparna Chandramowlishwaran (University of

California, Irvine)

Hybrid MPI+threads programming is gaining prominence, but, in practice, applications perform

slower with it compared to the MPI everywhere model. The most critical challenge to the parallel

ef�ciency of MPI+threads applications is slow MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE performance. MPI libraries

have recently made signi�cant strides on this front, but to exploit their capabilities, users must

expose the communication parallelism in their MPI+threads applications. MPI 4.0 provides users

with new performance-oriented options to do so, but the evaluation of these new mechanisms

shows that they pose several challenges. An alternative design is MPI Endpoints. In this paper, we

present a comparison of the different designs from the perspective of MPI’s end-users: domain

scientists and application developers. We evaluate the mechanisms on metrics beyond

performance such as usability, scope, and portability. Based on the lessons learned, we make a

case for a future direction.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Climbing the Summit and Pushing the Frontier of Mixed Precision Benchmarks at Extreme

Scale

Hao Lu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Michael Matheson (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Vladyslav Oles (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Austin Ellis (Oak

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Wayne Joubert (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Feiyi



Wang (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

The rise of machine learning (ML) applications and their use of mixed precision to perform

interesting science are driving forces behind AI for science on HPC. The convergence of ML and

HPC with mixed precision offers the possibility of transformational changes in computational

science. 

The HPL-AI benchmark is designed to measure the performance of mixed precision arithmetic as

opposed to the HPL benchmark which measures double precision performance. Pushing the limits

of systems at extreme scale is nontrivial ---little public literature explores optimization of mixed

precision computations at this scale. 

In this work, we demonstrate how to scale up the HPL-AI benchmark on the pre-exascale Summit

and exascale Frontier systems at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF) with a cross-

platform design. We present the implementation, performance results, and a guideline of

optimization strategies employed for delivering portable performance on both AMD and NVIDIA

GPUs at extreme scale.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Simulations and Modelling

Session Description:

Productive Performance Engineering for Weather and Climate Modeling with Python

Tal Ben-Nun (ETH Zürich), Linus Groner (Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS)), Florian

Deconinck (Allen Institute for Arti�cial Intelligence), Tobias Wicky (Allen Institute for Arti�cial

Intelligence), Eddie Davis (Allen Institute for Arti�cial Intelligence), Johann Dahm (Allen Institute for

Arti�cial Intelligence), Oliver D. Elbert (Allen Institute for Arti�cial Intelligence), Rhea George (Allen

Institute for Arti�cial Intelligence), Jeremy McGibbon (Allen Institute for Arti�cial Intelligence), Lukas

Trümper (ETH Zürich), Elynn Wu (Allen Institute for Arti�cial Intelligence), Oliver Fuhrer (Allen

Institute for Arti�cial Intelligence), Thomas Schulthess (Swiss National Supercomputing Centre

(CSCS)), Torsten Hoe�er (ETH Zürich)

Earth system models are developed with a tight coupling to target hardware, often containing

specialized code predicated on processor characteristics. This coupling stems from using imperative

languages that hard-code computation schedules and layout.



We present a detailed account of optimizing the Finite Volume Cubed-Sphere Dynamical Core

(FV3), improving productivity and performance. By using a declarative Python-embedded stencil

domain-speci�c language and data-centric optimization, we abstract hardware-speci�c details and

de�ne a semi-automated work�ow for analyzing and optimizing weather and climate applications.

The work�ow utilizes both local and full-program optimization, as well as user-guided �ne-tuning.

To prune the infeasible global optimization space, we automatically utilize repeating code motifs via

a novel transfer tuning approach. On the Piz Daint supercomputer, we scale to 2,400 GPUs,

achieving speedups of up to 3.92x over the tuned production implementation at a fraction of the

original code.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Optimization of Full-Core Reactor Simulations on Summit

Misun Min (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Yu-Hsiang Lan (University of Illinois), Paul Fischer

(University of Illinois, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Elia Merzari (Pennsylvania State

University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Stefan Kerkemeier (Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL)), Malachi Phillips (University of Illinois), Thilina Rathnayake (University of Illinois), April

Novak (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Derek Gaston (Idaho National Laboratory), Noel

Chalmers (AMD Research), Tim Warburton (Virginia Tech)

Nek5000/RS, a highly-performant open-source spectral element code, has recently achieved an

unprecedented milestone in the simulation of nuclear reactors: the �rst full core computational �uid

dynamics simulations of reactor cores, including pebble beds with 352,625 pebbles and 98M

spectral elements (51 billion gridpoints), advanced in less than 0.25 seconds per Navier-Stokes

timestep. The authors present performance and optimization considerations necessary to achieve

this milestone when running on all of Summit. These optimizations led to a four-fold reduction in

time-to-solution, making it possible to perform high-�delity simulations of a single �ow-through

time in less than six hours for a full reactor core under prototypical conditions.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

A GPU-Accelerated AMR Solver for Gravitational Wave Propagation

Milinda Fernando (University of Texas, Oden Institute), David Neilsen (Brigham Young University),

Eric Hirschmann (Brigham Young University), Yosef Zlochower (Rochester Institute of Technology),

Hari Sundar (University of Utah), Omar Ghattas (University of Texas, Oden Institute), George Biros



(University of Texas, Oden Institute)

Simulations to calculate a single gravitational waveform (GW) can take several weeks. Yet,

thousands of such simulations are needed for the detection and interpretation of gravitational

waves. Future detectors will require even more accurate waveforms. Here we present the �rst large

scale, adaptive mesh, multi-GPU numerical relativity (NR) code along with performance analysis

and benchmarking. While comparisons are dif�cult to make, our GPU extension of the

dendrogr~NR code achieves 6x speedup over existing state-of-the-art codes. We achieve 800

GFlops/s on a single NVIDIA A100 GPU with an overall 2.5x speedup over a two-socket, 128-core

AMD EPYC 7763 CPU node with an equivalent CPU implementation. We present detailed

performance analyses, parallel scalability results, and accuracy assessment for GWs computed for

mass ratios q=1,2,4. We also present strong scalability up to 8 A100s and weak scaling up to

229,376 x86 cores on the Texas Advanced Computing Center's Frontera system.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Matrix Computation Algorithms II

Session Description:

W-Cycle SVD: A Multilevel Algorithm for Batched SVD on GPUs

Junmin Xiao (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Yunfei Pang

(Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Qing Xue (Institute of

Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Chaoyang Shui (Institute of Computing

Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Ke Meng (Alibaba Group), Hui Ma (Institute of

Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Mingyi Li (Institute of Computing

Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Xiaoyang Zhang (Institute of Computing Technology,

Chinese Academy of Sciences), Guangming Tan (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese

Academy of Sciences)

As a basic matrix factorization operation, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is widely used in

diverse domains. In real-world applications, the computational bottleneck of matrix factorization is

on small matrices, and many GPU-accelerated batched SVD algorithms have been developed

recently for higher performance. However, these algorithms failed to achieve both high data locality

and convergence speed, because they are size-sensitive. In this work, we propose a novel W-cycle

SVD to accelerate the batched one-sided Jacobi SVD on GPUs. The W-cycle SVD, which is size-

oblivious, successfully exploits the data reuse and ensures the optimal convergence speed for



batched SVD. Further, we present the ef�cient batched kernel design, and propose a tailoring

strategy based on auto-tuning to improve the batched matrix multiplication in SVDs. The

evaluation demonstrates that the proposed algorithm achieves 2.6–10.2× speedup over the state-

of-the-art cuSOLVER. In a real-world data assimilation application, our algorithm achieves 2.73–

3.09× speedup compared with MAGMA.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Scalable Linear Time Dense Direct Solver for 3-D Problems without Trailing Sub-Matrix

Dependencies

Qianxiang Ma (Tokyo Institute of Technology), Sameer Deshmukh (Tokyo Institute of Technology),

Rio Yokota (Tokyo Institute of Technology)

HSS and H^2-matrices are hierarchical low-rank matrix formats that can reduce the complexity of

factorizing dense matrices from O(N^3) to O(N). For HSS matrices, it is possible to remove the

dependency on the diagonal blocks during Cholesky/LU factorization, which results in a highly

parallel algorithm. However, the weak admissibility of HSS limits it’s applicability to simple

problems in 1-D and 2-D geometries. On the other hand, the strong admissibility of H^2-matrices

allows it to handle actual 3-D problems, but introduces the dependency on the diagonal blocks

during the factorization. In the present work, we propose a decoupling of the low-rank basis and

the Schur complement basis in H^2-matrices, which allows us to remove the dependency on the

diagonal blocks. This results in a highly parallel H^2-matrix factorization. We compare with other

scalable approximate dense matrix factorization codes such as Lorapo.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Solving Linear Systems on a GPU with Hierarchically Off-Diagonal Low-Rank Approximations

Chao Chen (University of Texas, Oden Institute), Gunnar Martinsson (University of Texas, Oden

Institute)

We are interested in solving linear systems arising from three applications: (1) kernel methods in

machine learning, (2) discretization of boundary integral equations from mathematical physics, and

(3) Schur complements formed in the factorization of many large sparse matrices. The coef�cient

matrices are often data-sparse in the sense that their off-diagonal blocks have low numerical ranks;

speci�cally, we focus on ''hierarchically off-diagonal low-rank (HODLR)'' matrices. We introduce

algorithms for factorizing HODLR matrices and for applying the factorizations on a GPU. The



algorithms leverage the ef�ciency of batched dense linear algebra, and they scale nearly linearly

with the matrix size when the numerical ranks are �xed. The accuracy of the HODLR-matrix

approximation is a tunable parameter, so we can construct high-accuracy fast direct solvers or low-

accuracy robust preconditioners. Numerical results show that we can solve problems with several

millions of unknowns in a couple of seconds on a single GPU.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

HPC Architecture and Architectural Support

Session Description:

Scalable Deep Learning-Based Microarchitecture Simulation on GPUs

Santosh Pandey (Stevens Institute of Technology), Lingda Li (Brookhaven National Laboratory),

Thomas Flynn (Brookhaven National Laboratory), Adolfy Hoisie (Brookhaven National Laboratory),

Hang Liu (Stevens Institute of Technology)

Cycle-accurate microarchitecture simulators are essential tools to architect new processors. But

they are often replaced by alternative methodologies such as statistical or analytical modeling for

shorter turnaround time. There have also been attempts to employ ML to perform architecture

simulations, such as Ithemal and SimNet but existing solutions may be even slower due to intrinsic

computational intensity and memory traf�c challenges.

This paper proposes the �rst GPU-based microarchitecture simulator that unleashes the GPU's

potential to accelerate the state-of-the-art ML-based simulators. First, we introduce an ef�cient

GPU implementation that minimizes data movement and customizes state-of-the-art ML inference

engines to achieve rapid single instruction simulation for SimNet. Second, we propose a parallel

simulation paradigm that partitions a trace into sub-traces to simulate them in parallel with

rigorous error analysis and effective error correction mechanisms. Combined, our GPU-based

simulator outperforms traditional CPU-based simulators signi�cantly, i.e., up to 1014x speedup

over gem5 detailed simulation.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

TD-NUCA: Runtime Driven Management of NUCA Caches in Task Data�ow Programming



Models

Paul Caheny (Intel Corporation), Lluc Alvarez (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC); Polytechnic

University of Catalonia, Spain), Marc Casas (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC); Polytechnic

University of Catalonia, Spain), Miquel Moreto (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC);

Polytechnic University of Catalonia, Spain)

In high performance processors, the design of on-chip memory hierarchies is crucial for

performance and energy ef�ciency. Current processors rely on large shared Non-Uniform Cache

Architectures (NUCA) to improve performance and reduce data movement. Multiple solutions

exploit information available at the microarchitecture level or in the operating system to optimize

NUCA performance. However, existing methods have not taken advantage of the information

captured by task data�ow programming models to guide the management of NUCA caches.

In this paper, we propose TD-NUCA, a hardware/software co-designed approach that leverages

information present in the runtime system of task data�ow programming models to ef�ciently

manage NUCA caches. TD-NUCA identi�es the data access and reuse patterns of parallel

applications in the runtime system and guides the operation of the NUCA caches in the hardware.

As a result, TD-NUCA achieves a 1.18x average speedup over the baseline S-NUCA while

requiring only 0.62x the data movement.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

ReSemble: Reinforced Ensemble Framework for Data Prefetching

Pengmiao Zhang (University of Southern California (USC)), Rajgopal Kannan (United States Army

Research Laboratory, University of Southern California (USC)), Ajitesh Srivastava (University of

Southern California (USC)), Anant V. Nori (Intel Corporation), Viktor K. Prasanna (University of

Southern California (USC))

Data prefetching hides memory latency by predicting and loading necessary data into cache

beforehand. Most prefetchers in the literature are ef�cient for speci�c memory address patterns

thereby restricting their utility to specialized applications--they do not perform well on hybrid

applications with multifarious access patterns. Therefore we propose ReSemble: a reinforcement

learning based adaptive ensemble framework that enables multiple prefetchers to complement

each other on hybrid applications. Our RL trained ensemble controller takes prefetch suggestions

from all prefetchers as input, selects the best suggestion dynamically, and learns online toward

getting higher cumulative rewards, which are collected from prefetch hits/misses. Our ensemble

framework using a simple multilayer perceptron as the controller achieves averages of 85.27%

(accuracy) and 44.22% (coverage), leading to 31.02% IPC improvement, which outperforms state-



of-the-art individual prefetchers by 8.35%--26.11%, while also outperforming SBP, a state-of-the-

art (non-RL) ensemble prefetcher by 5.69%.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no
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Graph Neural Networks Based Memory Inef�ciency Detection Using Selective Sampling

Pengcheng Li (TikTok Inc), Yixin Guo (Peking University), Yingwei Luo (Peking University), Xiaolin

Wang (Peking University), Zhenlin Wang (Michigan Technological University), Xu Liu (North

Carolina State University)

Production software of data centers often suffers from unnecessary memory inef�ciencies.

Nevertheless, whole-program monitoring tools often incur incredibly high overhead due to �ne-

grained memory access instrumentation. 

To this end, this work presents a novel learning-aided system, namely Puf�n, to identify three kinds

of unnecessary memory operations including dead stores, silent loads, and silent stores, by

applying gated graph neural networks onto fused static and dynamic program semantics with

respect to relative positional embedding. To deploy the system in large-scale data centers, this

work explores a sampling-based detection infrastructure with high ef�cacy and negligible

overhead. We evaluate Puf�n upon the well-known SPEC CPU 2017 benchmark suite for four

compilation options. Experimental results show that the proposed method is able to capture the

three kinds of memory inef�ciencies with as high accuracy as 96%, with a performance speed-up of

5.66x over the state-of-the-art tool.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Predicting Reuse Interval for Optimized Web Caching: An LSTM-Based Machine Learning

Approach

Pengcheng Li (TikTok Inc), Yixin Guo (Peking University), Yongbin Gu (Meta Platforms Inc)

Caching techniques are widely used in the era of cloud computing from applications, such as Web



caches to infrastructures, Memcached and memory caches in computer architectures. Prediction of

cached data can greatly help improve cache management and hit rate. The recent advancement of

deep learning techniques enables the design of novel intelligent cache replacement policies. 

In this work, we propose a learning-aided approach to predict future data accesses. We �nd that a

powerful LSTM-based recurrent neural network can provide high prediction accuracy based on only

a cache trace as input. The high accuracy results from a carefully crafted locality-driven feature

design. Inspired by the high prediction accuracy, we propose a pseudo OPT policy and evaluate it

upon 13 real-world storage workloads from Microsoft Cloud. Results demonstrate that our new

policy improves the state-of-art by up to 19.2% and incurs only 2.3% higher miss ratio than OPT

on average.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Out of Hypervisor (OoH): Ef�cient Dirty Page Tracking in Userspace Using Hardware

Virtualization Features

Stella Bitchebe (ENS Lyon), Alain Tchana (ENS Lyon)

This paper introduces Out of Hypervisor (OoH), a new virtualization research axis. Instead of

emulating full virtual hardware inside a VM to support a hypervisor, the OoH principle is to

individually expose hypervisor-oriented hardware virtualization features to the guest OS. This way,

guest’s processes could take bene�t from those features. We illustrate OoH with Intel PML (Page

Modi�cation Logging) which allows ef�cient dirty page tracking to improve VM live migration.

Because dirty page tracking is at the heart of many essential tasks including checkpointing and

garbage collection, OoH exposes PML to accelerate these tasks in the guest. We present two OoH

PML designs namely Shadow (SPML) and Extended PML (EPML) that we integrated into CRIU and

Boehm GC. Evaluations results show that EPML speeds up CRIU checkpointing (by 13×) and

Boehm garbage collection (by 6×) times compared to SPML, /proc, and userfaultfd while leading to

16× less overhead on applications.

Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no
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Optimizing Communication in Parallel Deep Learning via Parameter Pruning

Siddharth Singh (University of Maryland)

Large scale neural network training is challenging due to the high ratio of communication to

computation. Recent work has shown that these large networks contain sparse subnetworks

consisting of 10-20% of the parameters, which when trained in isolation reach comparable

accuracy to the larger network. In this work, we propose a novel approach that exploits the

existence of these sparse subnetworks to dramatically improve the ef�ciency of large scale neural

network training. By storing in sparse and computing in dense, we are able to reduce the number of

parameters drastically while matching the compute ef�ciency of the original network. We exploit

this reduced parameter set to optimize the communication time of AxoNN, a state-of-the-art

framework for parallel deep learning. Our approach yields a signi�cant speedup of 17% when

training a 2.7 billion parameter transformer model on 384 GPUs.

High Performance Computing Scheduler Parameter Optimization Using Simulation and

Regression

Scott Hutchison (Kansas State University)

Jobs for a High Performance Computing cluster are allocated system resources by a scheduling

application such as SLURM. These scheduling applications are highly con�gurable by HPC

administrators through the use of parameters which modify and customize their scheduling

behavior. Although there are default values for these scheduling parameters provided by their

creators and maintainers, it is unclear which values for scheduler parameter settings would be

optimal for a particular HPC system running the types of jobs its users typically submit. Using over

37,000 jobs from historic job log data from Kansas State University’s High Performance Computing



cluster, this research uses a SLURM simulator to execute over 90,000 scheduler simulations

requiring over 840,000 compute hours along with gradient boosted tree regression to predict an

optimal set of scheduler con�guration parameters which results in a 79% decrease in the average

job queue time when compared with the default scheduler parameters

Compressing Quantum Circuit Simulation Tensor Data

Milan Shah (North Carolina State University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over many quantum tensors.

QTensor, a library built for quantum circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm,

contracts tensors to return a �nal energy value. As bucket elimination advances, tensors can grow

large, and memory becomes a bottleneck. To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while

enabling more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implementing a lossy compressor that

can compress the �oating-point data stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously

preserving a �nal energy value within an error bound after decompression. We study the effects of

various lossy compression/decompression strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result

error to ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does not heavily distort data.

The work for this project is in progress and preliminary results for proposed

preprocessing/postprocessing strategies and compressor optimizations that have been developed

will be showcased.

Ef�ciently Learning Locality Optimizations by Decomposing Transformation Domains

Tharindu Patabandi (University of Utah)

Achieving full automation of program optimization is still an open problem for compiler writers. This

work explores machine learning as a potential solution to learn data locality optimizations for

tensor applications. Training models with supervised-learning for loop-nest optimization often

requires prohibitively expensive training data generation for learning the combined effects of a

transformation sequence. As a solution, this work proposes a novel learning strategy called

Composed Singular Prediction (CSP) that signi�cantly reduces the training data generation cost in

the context of learned loop transformation models. The learned models are then deployed to

predict data locality optimization schedules for Conv2d kernels to achieve performance

improvements up to 4x against Intel oneDNN while saving over 100x in training data collection

time over exhaustive search.

Towards Scalable Identi�cation of Motifs Representing Non-Determinism in HPC Simulations

Ali Khan (University of North Texas)



We present a novel parallel framework for large scale network alignment. Network alignment has

applications in many disciplines including bioinformatics and social sciences. Our algorithm is one

of the �rst network alignment tools that can not only identify similar networks, but also identify the

differences between nearly similar networks. It is particularly useful in �nding regions of non-

determinism in event graphs, arising in large HPC simulations.

Our algorithm compares similarity between vertices based the number of graphlets (or motifs) to

which the vertex belongs. Thus, it can also be used to �nd motifs in a graph. However, compared to

the state-of-the art algorithms, our algorithm can (i) compute multiple motifs in one execution and

(ii) be tuned to graph structure and user speci�cation. We will present the algorithm, showcase the

scalability results, and compare its performance and accuracy with other state-of-the art software.

IOPathTune: Adaptive Online Parameter Tuning for Parallel File System I/O Path

Md. Hasanur Rashid (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

Parallel �le systems like Lustre contain complicated I/O paths from clients to storage servers. An

ef�cient I/O path requires proper settings of multiple parameters as the default settings often fail to

deliver optimal performance, especially for diverse workloads in the HPC environment. Existing

tuning strategies are limited in being adaptive, timely, and �exible. We propose IOPathTune, which

adaptively tunes PFS I/O Path online from the client side without characterizing the workloads,

doing expensive pro�ling, and communicating with other machines. We leveraged CloudLab to

conduct the evaluations with 20 different Filebench workloads under three different test conditions:

single-client standalone tests, dynamic workload change, and multi-client executions. We

observed either on par or better performance than the default con�guration across all workloads.

Some of the most considerable improvement includes 231%, 113%, 96%, 43%.

Optimizing Traceback in the Smith-Waterman Algorithm for GPUs

LeAnn Lindsey (University of Utah, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The traceback phase of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm requires signi�cant memory and

introduces an irregular memory access pattern which makes it challenging to implement for GPU

architectures. In this work, we introduce a novel strategy for implementing the traceback kernel for

the SW algorithm on GPUs by restructuring the global memory access patterns and introducing a

memory-ef�cient data structure for storing large dynamic programming matrices in GPU’s limited

memory. To demonstrate this kernel’s performance we integrated this into the existing ADEPT

library and Metahipmer2, a de novo metagenomic short read assembler. Our implementation is

3.6x faster than traceback in GASAL2, and 51x faster than traceback in Striped Smith-Waterman,



the current state of the art SW libraries on GPU and CPU respectively. It sped up the �nal

alignment step in Metahipmer2 by an average of 44% and improved the overall execution time of

Metahipmer2 by an average of 13%.

Mostly Painless Scienti�c Computing with Rust

Srinath Kailasa (University College London)

Scienti�c software is required to be fast, painless to change, and easy to deploy. Historically,

compiled languages such as C/C++ and Fortran have been preferred when writing software with

the highest performance requirements. However these languages are complex, and the resulting

software is challenging to maintain and deploy across platforms. We present our recent software

projects written in Rust, a fast-growing, ergonomic, systems-level programming language with a

toolchain designed for high-performance and simple cross platform builds. We illustrate the current

state of the scienti�c computing ecosystem in Rust, through our experience developing high-

performance MPI-distributed software for computational physics problems.

Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

Aggregated HPC resources have rigid allocation systems and programming models and struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fall short of providing a solution that can be

applied to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses.

In this project, we use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the utilization of

supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model satis�es the requirements of high-

performance applications and how idle memory helps resolve cold startup issues. We demonstrate

a software resource disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows idle cores

and accelerators to be utilized while retaining near-native performance.

SurrogateTrain: Drastically Improving Performance of Data Loading for Training Scienti�c

Surrogate Models

Baixi Sun (Indiana University)

Deep learning surrogate models have drawn much attention in large-scale scienti�c simulations



because they can provide similar results to simulations at lower computational costs. To process

large amounts of scienti�c data, distributed training on high-performance computing (HPC) clusters

is often used. Training a surrogate model with data parallelism consists of three major steps: (1)

Each device loads a subset of the dataset from the parallel �lesystem; (2) Computing the model

update on each device; (3) Communicating between devices to synchronize the model update.

During these steps, we observe that data loading is the main performance bottleneck for training

surrogate models. To this end, we propose SurrogateTrain, an ef�cient data-loading approach for

training surrogate models, including of�ine scheduling and on-demand buffering. Our evaluation on

a scienti�c surrogate model demonstrates that SurrogateTrain reduces the amount of data loaded

by 6.7× and achieves up to 4.7× speedup in data loading.

ParaGraph: An Application-Simulator Interface and Toolkit for Hardware-Software Co-Design

Mikhail Isaev (Georgia Institute of Technology)

ParaGraph is an open-source toolkit for use in co-designing hardware and software for

supercomputer-scale systems. It bridges an infrastructure gap between an application target and

existing high-�delity computer-network simulators. The �rst component of ParaGraph is a high-

level graph representation of a parallel program, which faithfully represents parallelism and

communication, can be extracted automatically from a compiler, and is “tuned” for use with network

simulators. The second is a runtime that can emulate the representation’s dynamic execution for a

simulator. User-extensible mechanisms are available for modeling on-node performance and

transforming high-level communication into operations that backend simulators understand. Case

studies include deep learning workloads that are extracted automatically from programs written in

JAX and TensorFlow and interfaced with several event-driven network simulators. These studies

show how system designers can use ParaGraph to build �exible end-to-end software-hardware

co-design work�ows to tweak communication libraries, �nd future hardware bottlenecks, and

validate simulations with traces.

Spline-Interpolation-Based Lossy Compression for Scienti�c Data

Jiannan Tian (Indiana University)

Error-bounded lossy compression is a critical technique for signi�cantly reducing scienti�c data

volumes. With ever-emerging heterogeneous high-performance computing (HPC) architecture,

GPU-accelerated error-bounded compressors such as cuSZ have been developed. In order to

improve the data quality and the compression ratio while maintaining high throughput, an

interpolation-based spline method is introduced, inspired by the existing CPU prototype. In this

work, We present (1) an ef�cient GPU implementation of the 3D interpolative spline prediction

method, (2) a �ner-grained data chunking approach using anchor points to leverage the modern



GPU architecture, and (3) an in-depth analysis of how such anchor point affects the error formation

and the compression ratio, and (4) a preliminary result in performance on the state-of-the-art

modern GPUs. Our solution can achieve 1) a higher compression ratio than the previous default

prediction method in cuSZ, and 2) the overall comparable data quality and compression ratio with

the CPU prototype.

Statistical Prediction of Lossy Compression Ratios for 3D Scienti�c Data

David Krasowska (Clemson University)

In the �elds of science and engineering, lossy compression plays a growing role in running scienti�c

simulations, as output data is on the scale of terabytes. Using error bounded lossy compression

reduces the amount of storage for each simulation; however, there is no known bound for the upper

limit of lossy compressibility. Data correlation structures, compressors and error bounds are factors

allowing larger compression ratios and improved quality metrics. This provides one direction

towards quantifying lossy compressibility. Our previous work explored 2D statistical methods to

characterize the data correlation structures and their relationships, through functional models, to

compression ratios and quality metrics for 2D scienti�c data. In this poster, we explore the

expansion of our statistical methods to 3D scienti�c data. The method was comparable to 2D. Our

work is the next step towards evaluating the theoretical limits of lossy compressibility used to

predict compression performance and optimally adapt compressors.

Quantify the Effect of Histogram Intersection in Spatio-Temporal Data Sampling

Changfeng Zou (Clemson University)

The computational advance in high-performance computing leads to increased data generation by

applications, resulting in a bottleneck within the system due to I/O limitations. One solution is the

Spatio-temporal sampling method, which takes advantage of both spatial and temporal data

reduction methods to produce higher post-reconstruction quality. Various user input parameters

such as the number of bins or histogram intersection limit the performance for Spatio-temporal

sampling. This poster focuses on determining the effect of the histogram intersection threshold in

the Spatio-temporal sampling method. Results indicate that as long as a data set is not identical

across adjacent time-steps, reducing the histogram intersection percentage increases the sampling

bandwidth until blocks reused become static. The ExaAM data set shows an increase of 100-130%

in sampling bandwidth, with only about a 5% decrease in PSNR value at 60% histogram

intersection or lower.

Predicting Scienti�c Data Popularity Using dCache Logs



Julian Bellavita (University of California, Berkeley)

The dCache installation is a storage management system that acts as a disk cache for high-energy

physics (HEP) data. Storagespace on dCache is limited relative to persistent storage devices,

therefore, a heuristic is needed to determine what data should be kept in the cache. A good cache

policy would keep frequently accessed data in the cache, but this requires knowledge of future

dataset popularity. We present methods for forecasting the number of times a dataset stored on

dCache will be accessed in the future. We present a deep neural network that can predict future

dataset accesses accurately, reporting a �nal normalized loss of 4.6e-8. We present a set of

algorithms that can forecast future dataset accesses given an access sequence. Included are two

novel algorithms, Backup Predictor and Last N Successors, that outperform other �le prediction

algorithms. Findings suggest that it is possible to anticipate dataset popularity in advance.

Practical Evaluation of Remote Adaptive Lossy Compression with Feedback

Connor Ennis (Clemson University)

When transmitting image data from a deployed edge device, a high-bandwidth connection to a

cloud system cannot be guaranteed. An early-warning system for an intersection crosswalk, for

instance, would have to be able to compress and transmit data with enough quality to ensure

prompt detection of danger through remote image processing. Adaptive lossy compression

provides a potential solution for this, although it is yet to be evaluated on actual edge hardware. By

separating the compression and detection pipelines between client and server processes,

improving compression ratios by up to 4.95% via a uni�ed lossless stage, demonstrating

compression performance on an Arm-powered edge device, and benchmarking network

performance under a range of realistic bandwidth conditions, we attempt to evaluate the viability of

this method under realistic conditions. This poster discusses our revised architecture and its

performance, along with the relevance of our results towards method re�nement.

Comparing Effectiveness of Lossy and Lossless Reduction Techniques

Coleman Nichols (Clemson University)

Large data sets tend to be very common in many areas of high-performance computing. Often

times, the size of these data sets are so extreme that they far exceed the storage capabilities of

their system. This highlights an opportunity to employ compression methods in order to reduce the

data set down to a manageable size. Given that reduction methods operate on data in different

ways, it is important to compare these methods with the goal of determining the optimal approach

for any given data set. This poster compares the effectiveness of different data reduction methods

on image data from Los Alamos National Labs based on three major parameters: PSNR,



compression ratio, and compression rate. Our analysis indicated the SZ lossy compressor was the

most effective for this data set, given that it offered the highest PSNR along with a very reasonable

compression ratio.

Multi-Objective Evolutionary Clustering of Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data

Konghao Zhao (Wake Forest University)

Cells are the basic building blocks of human organisms. Single-cell RNA sequencing is a

technology for studying the heterogeneity of cells of different organs, tissues, subjects, conditions,

and treatments. Identi�cation of cell types and states in sequenced data is an important and

challenging task, requiring computational approaches that are accurate, robust, and scalable.

Existing approaches use cluster analysis as the �rst step of cell-types prediction. Their performance

remains limited because they optimize only one objective function. In this study, two evolutionary

clustering approaches were designed, implemented, and systematically validated, namely a single-

objective evolutionary algorithm and a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. The algorithms were

evaluated on synthetic and real datasets. The results demonstrated that the performance and the

accuracy of both evolutionary algorithms were consistent, stable, and on par with or better than

baseline algorithms. Running time analysis of multi-processing on an HPC showed that

evolutionary algorithms can ef�ciently handle large datasets.

Data Throughput Performance Trends of Regional Scienti�c Data Cache

Caitlin Sim (University of California, Berkeley)

Today’s scienti�c projects and simulations often require repeated transfer of large data volumes

between the storage system and the client. This increases the load on the network, leading to

congestion. In order to mitigate these effects, regional data storage cache systems are used to store

data locally. This project examines the XCache storage system to closely analyze data trend

patterns in the data volume and data throughput performance, while also creating a model for

predicting how caches could potentially impact network traf�c and data transfer performance

overall. The results of the data access patterns demonstrated that traf�c volume was reduced by an

average factor of 2.35. The hourly and daily prediction models also showed low error values,

reinforcing the learning methods used in this effort.

Extending MAGMA Portability with OneAPI

Anna Fortenberry (University of North Texas)

The architectures of supercomputers are increasing in diversity. It is important to maintain ef�cient



code portability to take advantage of the computing capabilities of the evolving hardware in these

systems. Intel has adopted an open standard programming interface for heterogeneous systems

called oneAPI, designed to allow code portability across different processor architectures. This

report evaluates oneAPI by migrating a general matrix-matrix multiplication CUDA algorithm from

the dense linear algebra library Matrix Algebra on GPU and Multicore Architectures to Data Parallel

C++, the direct programming language of oneAPI. Performance of the migrated code is compared to

native CUDA implementations on multicore CPUs and GPUs. The initial migrated code

demonstrates impressive performance on multicore CPUs. It retains the performance of CUDA on

NVIDIA GPUs. It performs poorly on the Intel GPU but is improved with tuning. Intel's oneAPI

allowed for a successful extension of MAGMA portability to multicore CPUs and Intel GPUs.

Analysis of Validating and Verifying OpenACC Compilers 3.0 and Above

Aaron M. Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Aaron Liu (University of Delaware)

OpenACC is a high-level directive-based parallel programming model that can manage the

sophistication of heterogeneity in architectures and abstract it from the users. The portability of the

model across CPUs and accelerators has gained the model a wide variety of users. This means it is

also crucial to analyze the reliability of the compilers' implementations. To address this challenge,

the OpenACC Validation and Veri�cation team has proposed a validation testsuite to verify the

OpenACC implementations across various compilers with an infrastructure for a more streamlined

execution. This paper will cover the following aspects: (a) the new developments since the last

publication on the tetsuite, (b) outline the use of the infrastructure, (c) discuss tests that highlight

our work�ow process, (d) analyze the results from executing the testsuite on various systems, and

(e) outline future developments.
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Session Description:

Load Balancing, Fault Tolerance, and Resource Elasticity for Asynchronous Many-Task (AMT)

Systems

Jonas Posner (University of Kassel)

To enable ef�cient and productive programming of today's supercomputers and beyond, a variety of

issues must be addressed, including: load balancing (i.e., utilizing all resources equally), fault

tolerance (i.e., coping with hardware failures), and resource elasticity (i.e., allowing the

addition/release of resources).



In this work, we address above issues in the context of Asynchronous Many-Tasking (AMT) for

clusters. Here, programmers split a computation into many �ne-grained execution units (called

tasks), which are dynamically mapped to processing units (called workers) by a runtime system. 

Regarding load balancing, we propose a work stealing technique that transparently schedules

tasks to resources of the overall system, balancing the workload over all processing units.

Experiments show good scalability, and a productivity evaluation shows intuitive use.

Regarding fault tolerance, we propose four techniques to protect programs transparently. All

perform localized recovery and continue the program execution with fewer resources. Three

techniques write uncoordinated checkpoints of task descriptors in a resilient store. One technique

does not write checkpoints, but exploits natural task duplication of work stealing. Experiments

show failure-free running time overhead below 1% and a recovery overhead below 0.5 seconds.

Simulations of job set executions show that makespans can be reduced by up to 97%.

Regarding resource elasticity, we propose a technique to enable the addition and release of nodes

at runtime by transparently relocating tasks accordingly. Experiments show costs for adding and

releasing nodes below 0.5 seconds. Additionally, simulations of job set executions show that

makespans can be reduced by up to 20%.

Toward Ef�cient Checkpointing across Deep Tiers of Memory Hierarchy

Avinash Maurya (Rochester Institute of Technology)

Modern HPC workloads produce massive amounts of distributed intermediate data that needs to

be checkpointed concurrently in real-time at scale. One such popular scenario is the use of

checkpoint-restore for revisiting previous states (intermediate data) to advance computations, such

as adjoint methods. In this context, GPUs have shown tremendous performance improvements

during computations but demonstrate I/O limitations while managing high-frequency large-volume

data movement across heterogeneous memory tiers. Existing data movement runtimes are not well

suited for such I/O because of factors such as imbalance in checkpoint distribution across fast

memory tiers, slow memory allocation, and restore oblivious cache eviction and prefetching

strategies. We address these challenges by designing a set of transparent, asynchronous

checkpoint-restore techniques that minimize the blocking time of the application during I/O using

three novel contributions. First, we design techniques to evenly distribute checkpoints across fast

memory tiers (e.g. peer GPUs) using collaborative checkpointing that leverages fast interconnects

such as NVLinks and NVSwitches for load balancing. Second, we mitigate the slow cache allocation

for storing checkpoints on both GPU and host by leveraging techniques such as CUDA's virtual

memory management functions, eager memory mapping, and lazy pinning. Third, we design a



restore-order aware eviction and prefetching approach that is coordinated by a �nite state machine

based on a uni�ed checkpoint-restore abstraction for optimal evictions. Our evaluations across real-

world and synthetic benchmarks demonstrate signi�cant speedup in both checkpoint and restore

phases of the application compared to the current state-of-the-art data movement engines.

Scalable Adaptive Finite Element Framework for Multiphysics Simulations

Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University)

Ef�ciently and accurately simulating partial differential equations (PDEs) in and around arbitrarily

de�ned geometries, especially with high levels of adaptivity, has signi�cant implications for

different application domains. In this work, we develop a fast construction of a ‘good’ adaptively-

re�ned incomplete octree based mesh capable of carving out arbitrarily shaped void regions from

the parent domain: an essential requirement for �uid simulations around complex objects. Further,

we integrate the mesh generation with Petsc to solve several multiphysics and multiphase

phenomena. We showcase the applicability of the algorithms to solve the large scale problems.

The algorithms developed have enabled us to run the most resolved jet atomization simulations

and demonstrated scaling till O(100K) processors on TACC Frontera.

Machine Learning for Memory Access Prediction and Data Prefetching

Pengmiao Zhang (University of Southern California (USC))

With the rise of Big Data, there has been a signi�cant effort in increasing compute power through

GPUs, TPUs, and heterogeneous architectures. As a result, the bottleneck of applications is shifting

toward memory performance. Prefetching techniques are widely used to hide memory latency and

improve instructions per cycle (IPC). A data prefetching process is a form of speculation that looks

at memory access patterns to forecast the near future accesses and avoid cache misses. Traditional

hardware data prefetchers use pre-de�ned rules, which are not powerful enough to adapt to the

increasingly complex memory access patterns from new workloads.

We hypothesize that a machine learning-based prefetcher can be developed to achieve high-

quality memory access prediction, leading to the improvement of IPC for a system. We develop

several optimizations for ML-based prefetching. First, we propose RAOP, a framework for RNN

augmented offset prefetcher, in which RNN provides temporal references for a spatial offset

prefetcher, leading to the improvement of IPC. Second, we propose C-MemMAP, which provides

clusters for downstream meta-models to balance the model size and prediction accuracy. We

propose DM (delegated model) clustering method that learns latent patterns from long memory

traces, which has signi�cantly raised the prediction accuracy of the meta-models. Third, we propose

TransFetch, an attention-based prefetcher that supports variable-degree prefetching by modeling



prefetching as a multi-label classi�cation problem. In addition, we propose ReSemble, a

Reinforcement Learning (RL) based adaptive ensemble framework that enables multiple

prefetchers to complement each other on hybrid applications and updates online.

Toward Scalable Middleware for Shared HPC Resources

John Ravi (North Carolina State University)

As computational resources scale larger, applications often need to be refactored to deal with

bottlenecks that arise to gain the advantages of strong scaling. When not properly addressed

legacy workloads can lead to inef�cient usage of available hardware which leads to poor

throughput. One solution is to allow multiple tasks to share a system to provide multi-tenancy.

Multi-tenant environments fall into two categories: time-sharing and space-sharing. Time-sharing

has been an effective technique to deal with multiple applications sharing the CPU and GPU at the

node-level. However, time-sharing can have a heavy performance cost such as saving and

restoring architectural state (context switch overhead) which is very costly on GPUs. While space-

sharing can avoid this overhead and improve throughput, current hardware and software systems

lack full isolation to provide the necessary quality of service. In this work, we identify key

challenges that arise when sharing resources in a HPC context. We evaluate real-world scenarios

both at the node-level and cluster-level. Using these insights, we propose middleware to mitigate

and improve quality of service. We introduce a runtime CUDA middleware that improves QoS for

GPUs. We also introduce and study two new features of HDF5, GDS VFD and Async I/O. The

former improves I/O latency while the latter improves and hides variability in I/O latency.

A Data-Centric Optimization Work�ow for the Python Language

Alexandos Nikolaos Ziogas (ETH Zürich)

Python's extensive software ecosystem leads to high productivity, rendering it the language of

choice for scienti�c computing. However, executing Python code is often slow or impossible in

emerging architectures and accelerators. To complement Python's productivity with the

performance and portability required in high-performance computing (HPC), we introduce a

work�ow based on data-centric (DaCe) parallel programming. Python code with HPC-oriented

extensions is parsed into a data�ow-based intermediate representation, facilitating analysis of the

program's data movement. The representation is optimized via graph transformations driven by the

users, performance models, and automatic heuristics. Subsequently, hardware-speci�c code is

generated for supported architectures, including CPU, GPU, and FPGA. We evaluate the above

work�ow through three case studies. First, to compare our work to other Python-accelerating

solutions, we introduce NPBench, a collection of over 50 Python microbenchmarks across a wide

range of scienti�c domains. We show performance results and scaling across CPU, GPU, FPGA,



and the Piz Daint supercomputer. DaCe runs 10x faster than the reference Python execution and

achieves 2.47x and 3.75x speedups over previous-best solutions and up to 93.16% scaling

ef�ciency. Second, we re-implement in Python and optimize the Quantum Transport Simulator

OMEN. The application's DaCe version executes one to two orders of magnitude faster than the

original code written in C++, achieving 42.55% of the Summit supercomputer's peak performance.

Last, we utilize our work�ow to build Deinsum, an automated framework for distributed multilinear

algebra computations expressed in Einstein notation. Deinsum performs up to 19x faster over

state-of-the-art solutions on the Piz Daint supercomputer.

Task Scheduling on FPGA-Based Accelerators without Partial Recon�guration

Pascal Jungblut (Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich)

In contrast to conventional integrated circuits, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) can be

recon�gured dynamically. This �exibility unlocks potential for FPGA-based accelerators to of�oad

tasks in HPC. Scheduling tasks on FPGAs is equivalent to the allocation of chip resources: each

of�oaded task occupies chip area during its execution. Hence, task scheduling on FPGAs is typically

done with Partial Recon�guration (PR). However, PR requires a high development overhead,

requires expert knowledge and has limited portability, making it dif�cult to apply existing research

and lowering the adoption of FPGAs in HPC. We want to aid software developers and vendors to

integrate accelerators based on FPGAs without these issues and ask: how we can optimize task

scheduling on FPGAs without relying on PR?

We answer this question with three key contributions: �rst, we introduce an abstraction-agnostic

methodology to analyze and compare scheduling strategies for FPGAs. Center of our method is the

derivation of scheduling constraints from a machine model representing a target FPGA. The

schedules generated for HPC applications are compared for two models. We show that the

overhead for avoiding PR is feasible. Second, we propose algorithms to generate recommendations

for minimal changes to the program that affect the quality of possible schedules. We show that

effective recommendations can be generated for HPC applications. Third, we contribute two

polynomial-time scheduling algorithms. Our results can help vendors to provide signi�cantly more

streamlined work�ows for programming FPGAs, making the platform more appealing and helping

the adoption of high-level programming environments like OpenCL for FPGAs.
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Accelerated COVID-19 CT Image Enhancement via Sparse Tensor Cores

Ayush Chaturvedi (Virginia Tech), Wu Chun Feng (Virginia Tech)

In this work we accelerate a target a deep learning model designed to enhance CT images of covid-

19 chest scans namely DD-Net using sparse techniques. The model follows an auto encoder

decoder architecture in deep learning paradigm and has high dimensionality and thus takes many

compute hours of training. We propose a set of techniques which target these two aspects of

model - dimensionality and training time. We will implement techniques to prune neurons making

the model sparse and thus reduce the effective dimensionality with a loss of accuracy not more

than 5% with minimal additional overhead of retraining. Then we propose set of techniques

tailored with respect to underlying hardware in order to better utilize the existing components of

hardware (such as tensor core) and thus reduce time and associated cost required to train this

model.
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PDTgcomp: Compilation Framework for Data Transformation Kernels on GPU

Tri Nguyen (North Carolina State University), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State University)

Data transformation tasks - such as encoding, decoding, parsing, and conversion between common

data formats - are at the core of many data analytics, data processing and scienti�c applications.

This has led to the development of custom software libraries and hardware implementations

targeting popular data transformations. By accelerating speci�c transformations, however, these

solutions suffer from lack of generality. On the other hand, a generic and programmable data

processing engine might support a wide range of data transformations, but do so at the cost of

reduced performance compared to custom, algorithm-speci�c solutions. 

In this work, we aim to bridge this gap between generality and performance. To this end, we

provide a compilation framework that transparently converts data transformation tasks expressed

using pushdown transducers into ef�cient GPU code.
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Agile Acceleration of LLVM Flang Support for Fortran 2018 Parallel Programming

Katherine Rasmussen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Damian Rouson (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Najé George (San Diego State University), Dan Bonachea

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hussain Kadhem (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL)), Brian Friesen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))



The LLVM Flang compiler ("Flang") is currently Fortran 95 compliant, and the frontend can parse

Fortran 2018. However, Flang does not have a comprehensive 2018 test suite and does not fully

implement the static semantics of the 2018 standard. We are investigating whether agile software

development techniques, such as pair programming and test-driven development (TDD), can help

Flang to rapidly progress to Fortran 2018 compliance. Because of the paramount importance of

parallelism in high-performance computing, we are focusing on Fortran’s parallel features,

commonly denoted “CoArray Fortran". We are developing what we believe are the �rst exhaustive,

open-source tests for the static semantics of Fortran 2018 parallel features, and contributing them

to the LLVM project. A related effort involves writing runtime tests for parallel 2018 features and

supporting those tests by developing a new parallel runtime library: the CoArray Fortran

Framework of Ef�cient Interfaces to Network Environments (Caffeine).
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Learning to Parallelize Source Code via OpenMP with Transformers

Re'em Harel (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel), Yuval Pinter (Ben-Gurion University of the

Negev, Israel), Gal Oren (Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Department of Computer

Science)

In past years, the world has switched to many-core and multi-core shared memory architectures.

As a result, there is a growing need to utilize these architectures by introducing shared memory

parallelization schemes, such as OpenMP, to software applications. Nevertheless, introducing

OpenMP into code, especially legacy code, is challenging due to pervasive pitfalls in management

of parallel shared memory. To facilitate the performance of this task, many source-to-source (S2S)

compilers have been created over the years, tasked with inserting OpenMP directives into code

automatically. In addition to having limited robustness to their input format, these compilers still do

not achieve satisfactory coverage and precision in locating parallelizable code and generating

appropriate directives. In this work, we propose leveraging recent advances in machine learning

techniques, speci�cally in natural language processing (NLP) - the transformers model, to suggest

the need for an OpenMP directive or speci�c clauses (reduction and private).
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Exploring Performance of GeoCAT data analysis routines on GPUs

Haniye Kashgarani (University of Wyoming), Cena Miller (National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR)), Supreeth Suresh (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Anissa

Zacharias (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))



The GeoCAT-comp program is a Python toolkit used by the geoscience community to analyze data.

This project explores ways to port GeoCAT-comp to run on GPUs, as recent supercomputers are

shifting to include GPU accelerators as the major resource. Although GeoCAT-comp's routines are

all sequential or utilize Dask parallelization on the CPU, the data processing is embarrassingly

parallel and computationally costly, enabling us to optimize using GPUs. GeoCAT uses NumPy,

Xarray, and Dask arrays for CPU parallelization. In this project, we examined different GPU-

accelerated Python packages (e.g., Numba and CuPy). Taking into account the deliverability of the

�nal porting method to the GeoCAT team, CuPy is selected. CuPy is a Python CUDA-enabled array

backend module that is quite similar to NumPy. We analyzed the performance of the GPU-

accelerated code compared to the Dask CPU parallelized code over various array sizes and

resources, and through strong and weak scaling.
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PowerMan: Online Power Capping by Computationally Informed Machine Learning

Johannes Gebert (High Performance Computing Center (HLRS), Stuttgart; University of Stuttgart),

Daniel Barry (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL)), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL))

Appropriately adjusting the power draw of computational hardware plays a crucial role in its

ef�cient use. While vendors have already implemented hardware-controlled power management,

additional energy savings are available, depending on the state of the machine. We propose the

online classi�cation of such states based on computationally informed machine learning algorithms

to adjust the power cap of the next time step. This research highlights that the overall energy

consumption can be reduced signi�cantly, often without a prohibitive penalty in the runtime of the

applications.
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Improvements to Hardware-Accelerated 3D Single Particle Imaging Data Reconstruction

Niteya Shah (Virginia Tech, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Christine Sweeney (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

Fast analysis of scienti�c data from X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) experimental facilities is key for

supporting real-time decisions that ef�ciently use these facilities to speed up scienti�c discovery.

Our research shows gains obtained using graphics processing units (GPUs) to accelerate 3D



reconstruction of Single Particle Imaging (SPI) X-ray diffraction data. We achieve a 4X speedup over

the previous GPU implementation, 50% better image reconstruction resolution, and 485X speedup

when calculating resolution compared to the existing implementation. We showcase techniques to

optimize per-node computational ef�ciency, increase scalability and improve the accuracy of SPI by

using better algorithms, improving data movement and accesses, reusing data structures, and

reducing memory fragmentation.
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CANDY: An Ef�cient Framework for Updating Properties on Large Scale Dynamic Networks

Aashish Pandey (University of North Texas), Arindam Khanda (Missouri University of Science and

Technology), Sriram Srinivasan (University of Oregon), Sanjukta Bhowmick (University of North

Texas), Sajal Das (Missouri University of Science and Technology), Boyana Norris (University of

Oregon)

Queries on large graphs use the stored graph properties to generate responses. As most of the

real-world graphs are dynamic, i.e., the graph topology changes with time, and hence the related

graph properties are also time-varying. In such cases, maintaining correctness in stored graph

properties requires recomputation or update on previous properties. Here, we present an ef�cient

framework, CANDY for updating the properties in large dynamic networks. We prove the ef�cacy of

our general framework by applying it to update graph properties such as Single Source Shortest

Path (SSSP), Vertex Coloring, and PageRank. Empirically we show that our shared-memory parallel

and NVIDIA GPU-based data-parallel implementations perform better than the state-of-the-art

implementations.
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Self Supervised Solution for Analysis of Molecular Dynamics Simulations In Situ

Harshita Sahni (University of New Mexico), Trilce Estrada (University of New Mexico)

With modern technology and High-Performance Computing (HPC), Molecular Dynamics (MD)

simulations can be task and data parallel. That means, they can be decomposed into multiple

independent tasks (i.e., trajectories) with their own data, which can be processed in parallel.

Analysis of MD simulations includes �nding speci�c molecular events and the conformation

changes that a protein undergoes. However, the traditional analysis relies on the global

decomposition of all the trajectories for a speci�c molecular system, which can be performed only in

a centralized way. We propose a lightweight self-supervised machine learning technique to analyze

MD simulations in situ. That is, we aim to speed up the process of �nding molecular events in the



protein trajectory at run-time, without having to wait for the entire simulation to �nish. This allows

us to scale the analysis with the simulation.
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KokkACC: Enhancing Kokkos with OpenACC

Pedro Valero-Lara (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Marc Gonzalez-Tallada (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Joel Denny

(Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jeffrey Vetter (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Kokkos is a representative approach between template metaprogramming solutions that offers

programmers high-level abstractions for generic programming while most of the device-speci�c

code generation and optimizations are delegated to the compiler through template specializations.

For this, Kokkos provides a set of device-speci�c code specializations in multiple backends, such as

CUDA and HIP. However, maintaining and optimizing multiple device-speci�c back ends for each

new device type can be complex and error-prone. To alleviate these concerns, this paper presents

an alternative OpenACC back end for Kokkos: KokkACC. KokkACC provides a high-productivity

programming environment and—potentially—a multi architecture back end. We have observed

competitive performance; in some cases, KokkACC is faster than NVIDIA’s CUDA back end and

much faster than OpenMP’s GPU of�oading back end. This work also includes implementation

details and a detailed performance study conducted with a set of mini-benchmarks (AXPY and DOT

product) and two mini-apps (LULESH and miniFE).
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Analyzing NOvA Neutrino Data with the Perlmutter Supercomputer

Norm Buchanan (Colorado State University), Steven Calvez (Colorado State University), Derek

Doyle (Colorado State University), V. Hewes (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexander

Himmel (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), James Kowalkowski (Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory), Andrew Norman (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Marc Paterno (Fermi

National Accelerator Laboratory), Tom Peterka (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Saba Sehrish

(Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexandre Sousa (University of Cincinnati), Tarak Thakore

(University of Cincinnati), Orcun Yildiz (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

NOvA is a world-leading neutrino physics experiment that is making measurements of

fundamental neutrino physics parameters and performing searches for physics beyond the

Standard Model. These measurements must leverage high performance computing facilities to

perform data intensive computations and execute complex statistical analyses. We outline the



NOvA analysis work�ows we have implemented on NERSC Cori and Perlmutter systems. We have

developed an implicitly-parallel data-�ltering framework for high energy physics data based on

pandas and HDF5. We demonstrate scalability of the framework and advantages of an aggregated

monolithic dataset by using a realistic neutrino cross-section measurement. We also demonstrate

the performance and scalability of the computationally intensive pro�led Feldman-Cousins

procedure for statistical analysis. This process performs statistical con�dence interval construction

based on non-parametric Monte Carlo simulation and was applied to the NOvA sterile neutrino

search. We show the NERSC Perlmutter system provides an order of magnitude computing

performance gain over Cori.
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Transformations for Energy Ef�cient Accelerated Chain Matrix Multiplication (TEE-ACM2)

Maxim Moraru (University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA)), Mina Warnet (University of

Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA)), Julien Loiseau (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Nirmal Prajapati (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), Hyun Lim (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Sumathi

Lakshmiranganatha (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Jamal Mohd-Yusof (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), Karen Tsai (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Richard Berger

(Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Patrick McCormick (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

GPU matrix chain multiplication serves as a basis for a wide range of scienti�c domains like

computer graphics, physics, and machine learning. While its time performance was studied for

years, there has been signi�cantly less effort in optimizing its energy ef�ciency. GPU power

consumption is heavily impacted by the number of data transfers performed. In fact, a data transfer

from global memory needs a thousand times more energy than a double precision arithmetic

operation. Thus, minimizing data transfers is key for reducing the energy consumption. We present

an energy ef�cient solution for Matrix Chain Multiplication on GPUs that minimizes computation as

well as off-chip data transfers. For this, optimizations at three different levels are provided. For a

single matrix multiplication, we use a large tile blocking strategy. Then, we extend our approach to

three matrices. Finally, we propose a solution for a sequence of matrices.
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Enabling Energy Systems Research on HPC

Thomas Breuer (Forschungszentrum Jülich, Juelich Supercomputing Centre (JSC)), Karl-Kiên Cao

(German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Manuel Wetzel (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Ulrich Frey



(German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Shima Sasanpour (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Jan

Buschmann (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Aileen Böhme (GAMS Development Corp.), Charlie

Vanaret (Berlin Institute of Technology)

Energy systems research strongly relies on large modeling frameworks. Many of them use linear

optimization approaches to calculate blueprints for ideal future energy systems, which become

increasingly complex, as do the models. The state of the art is to compute them with shared-

memory computers combined with approaches to reduce the model size. We overcome this and

implement a fully automated work�ow on HPC using a newly developed solver for distributed

memory architectures. Moreover, we address the challenge of uncertainty in scenario analysis by

performing sophisticated parameter variations for large-scale power system models, which cannot

be solved in the conventional way. Preliminary results show that we are able to identify clusters of

future energy system designs, which perform well from different perspectives of energy system

research and also consider disruptive events. Furthermore, we also observe that our approach

provides the most insights when being applied to complex rather than simple models.
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CGYRO Performance on Slingshot-Connected Perlmutter GPU nodes

Igor S�ligoi (University of California, San Diego), Emily Belli (General Atomics), Jeff Candy (General

Atomics)

The NERSC Perlmutter HPC system is the most recent large-scale US system that is publicly

available. NERSC chose to deploy a �rst phase of its GPU-based nodes in late 2021 using 2x

Slingshot10 connections and has been upgrading them to 4x Slinghot11 connections starting in

summer 2021. In this poster we provide benchmark numbers for using CGYRO, a popular fusion

turbulence simulation tool, comparing the original and the upgraded network setup. CGYRO has

been previously shown to be communication-bound in many recent HPC systems and we show

that the upgraded networking provides a signi�cant boost for fusion science.
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Parameterized Radix-r Bruck Algorithm for All-to-All Communication

Ke Fan (University of Alabama, Birmingham), Sidharth Kumar (University of Alabama, Birmingham)

The standard implementation of MPI_Alltoall uses a combination of techniques, including the

spread-out and Bruck algorithms. The existing Bruck algorithm implementation is limited to a radix

of two, so the total number of communication steps is �xed at log2(P) (P: total number of



processes). The spread-out algorithm, on the other hand, requires P-1 communication steps. There

remains a wide unexplored parameter area between these two extremities of the communication

spectrum that can be tuned. In this paper, we formalize a generalized formula and implementation

of the Bruck algorithm, whose radix can be varied from 2 to P-1. With this ability, both the total

number of communication steps and the total amount of data transmitted can be tuned, which

allows performance tuning. We performed an experimental investigation and demonstrated that

the Bruck with the optimal radix is up to 57% faster than the vendor's optimized MPI_Alltoall on

the Theta supercomputer.
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Statistical and Causal Analysis of Chimbuko Provenance Database

Margaret Ajuwon (Morgan State University), Serges Love Teutu Talla (Morgan State University),

Isabelle Kemajou-Brown (Morgan State University), Christopher Kelly (Brookhaven National

Laboratory), Kerstin Kleese Van Dam (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Performance data are collected to establish how well exascale applications are doing with

executing their code or work�ow as ef�ciently as possible. Chimbuko, a tool speci�cally focused on

the analysis of performance data in real time, looks through these data and collects performance

anomalies that are detected. These anomalies are saved into the Chimbuko Provenance Database,

together with as much contextual information as needed. The goal of our work is to perform

statistical analysis on the Chimbuko Provenance Database by presenting simple visualizations and

determining if the information collected for each anomaly is suf�cient to conduct a causal analysis.

Statistical methods such as Theil’s U correlation analysis, Logistic regression, and K-Prototype

clustering were used to identify association between variables. Furthermore, feature selection was

conducted with Decision Tree and Random Forest. We identi�ed association between call_stack

and several variables, which reveals that call_stack is a very important feature of the dataset.
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Ef�cient Sparse Deep Neural Network Computation on GPU with TVM

Lillian Wang (University of North Texas), Avik Malladi (University of North Texas), Yuede Ji

(University of North Texas)

This poster presents GPU optimizations for Sparse Deep Neural Networks using Apache TVM.

Although various deep neural network models exist, SpDNNs have shown great improvements in

the size and memory of neural networks. SpDNNs provide unique scalability dif�culties in which

optimizations and advancements can be made. Apache TVM is a machine learning compiler



framework for CPUs and GPUs. It has been shown to have promising improvements for the

performance, deployment, and optimizations of the networks. To evaluate its effectiveness for

SpDNNs, this work builds SpDNNs with Apache TVM and compares with current SpDNNs. When

testing with various datasets, TVM-based implementation can achieve faster and more ef�cient

optimizations.
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Toward Scalable Voxelization of Meshes with High Growth Rate

Markéta Hrabánková (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava, Czech

Republic), Ondřej Meca (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava,

Czech Republic), Tomáš Brzobohatý (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of

Ostrava, Czech Republic), Lubomír Říha (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical

University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Milan Jaroš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB –

Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Petr Strakoš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB

– Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic)

The poster presents a scalable approach that converts the results of large-scale Computational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations into a volumetric representation used by volume rendering-

based visualization. Even if this functionality is provided by common post-processing tools, its

ef�cient parallelization requires an appropriate load-balancing. Unfortunately, load-balancing

according to the number of cells does not scale for unstructured meshes with high growth rate that

is common in CFD. In the poster, we show that with an appropriate redistribution of data among

available resources it is possible to perform the operation in just several seconds with signi�cantly

improved scalability.
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Supporting Ef�cient Work�ow Deployment of Federated Learning Systems on the Computing

Continuum

Cédric Prigent (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Gabriel

Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Alexandru

Costan (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Loïc Cudennec

(DGA Information Literacy, France)

Federated Learning (FL) is a distributed Machine Learning paradigm aiming to collaboratively learn

a shared model while considering privacy preservation by letting the clients process their private

data locally. In the Computing Continuum context (edge-fog-cloud ecosystem), FL raises several



challenges such as supporting very heterogeneous devices and optimizing massively distributed

applications.

We propose a work�ow to better support and optimize FL systems across the Computing

Continuum by relying on formal descriptions of the infrastructure, hyperparameter optimization and

model retraining in case of performance degradation. We motivate our approach by providing

preliminary results using a human activity recognition dataset. The next objective will be to

implement and deploy our solution on the Grid’5000 testbed.

During the poster session, I will start by presenting the main problems for applying FL in the

Computing Continuum and how our approach is tackling it. Next I will present preliminary results

and discuss the remaining challenges.
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Leveraging Stencil Computation Performance with Temporal Blocking Using Large Cache

Capacity on AMD EPYC 7003 Processors with AMD 3D V-Cache Technology

Long Qu (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David Keyes (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST))

In structured grid �nite-difference, �nite-volume, and �nite-element discretizations of partial

differential equation conservation laws, regular stencil computations constitute the main core kernel

in many temporally explicit approaches for such problems. For various blocking dimensions, the

Spatial Blocking (SB) approach enables data reuse within multiple cache levels.

Introduced in GIRIH, the Multi-core Wavefront Diamond blocking (MWD) method optimizes

practically relevant stencil algorithms by combining the concepts of diamond tiling and multi-core

aware wavefront temporal blocking, leading to signi�cant increase in data reuse and locality.

We evaluate the performance of MWD on a variety of recent multi-core architectures. Among all of

them, the new AMD multi-processor, codenamed Milan-X, provides an unprecedented capacity for

the Last Level Cache. We show that the Milan-X hardware design is ideal for the MWD method,

and signi�cant performance gain can be achieved relative to its predecessors Milan and Rome.
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An Approach for Large-Scale Distributed FFT Framework on GPUs



Yichang Hu (South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, China), BinBin Zhou (South China

University of Technology, Guangzhou, China), Lu Lu (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)

The fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), a reduced-complexity formulation of the Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT), dominate the computational cost in many areas of science and engineering. Due

to the large-scale data, multi-node heterogeneous systems aspire to meet the increasing demands

from parallel computing FFT in the �eld of High-Performance Computing (HPC). In this work, we

present a highly ef�cient GPU-based distributed FFT framework by adapting the Cooley-Tukey

recursive FFT algorithm. Two major types of optimizations, including automatic low-dimensional

FFT kernel generation and asynchronous strategy for multi-GPUs, are presented to enhance the

performance of our approach for large-scale distributed FFT, and numerical experiments

demonstrate that our work achieves more than 40x speedup over CPU FFT libraries and about 2x

speedup over heFFTe, currently available state-of-art research, on GPUs.
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Traf�c Flow Optimization in Smart Cities: Leveraging HPC Resources for Automatic Design

Space Exploration

Martin Šurkovský (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Jakub Beránek (IT4Innovations, Czech

Republic), Kateřina Slaninová (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Jan Martinovič (IT4Innovations,

Czech Republic), Radim Cmar (Sygic, Slovak Republic)

The poster presents the usage of a deterministic traf�c simulator for optimizing traf�c �ow within a

city. The simulator is one part of a traf�c modeling framework for intelligent transportation in smart

cities. In contrast to standard navigation systems where the navigation is optimized for drivers, we

aim to optimize a distribution of the global traf�c �ow. We utilize HPC resources for the simulator’s

parameters exploration for which EVEREST SDK is used.

The EVEREST project aims at developing a holistic design environment that addresses simplifying

the programmability of heterogeneous and distributed architectures for Big Data applications. The

project uses “data-driven” design approach with domain-speci�c language extensions, hardware-

accelerated AI and an ef�cient monitoring of the execution with a uni�ed hardware/software

paradigm. During the presentation the distribution of traf�c �ow in a selected city will be presented

in a form of short video to demonstrate the dynamicity of the system.
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CLIP-ACQUA: CLIP Autoencoder-Based Classic-Quantum Latent Space Reduction



Pablo Rivas (Baylor University), Liang Zhao (St Ambrose University)

Applications of quantum machine learning algorithms are currently still being studied. Recent work

suggests that classical gradient descent techniques can effectively train variational quantum

circuits. We propose to train quantum variational circuits to �nd smaller text and image embeddings

that preserve contrastive-learning distances based on CLIP large embeddings. This is a critical task

since �ne-tuning CLIP to produce low-dimensional embeddings is prohibitively expensive. We

introduce CLIP-ACQUA, a model trained in a self-supervised con�guration from CLIP embeddings

to reduce the latent space. We use CLIP-ACQUA on a sizeable unlabelled corpus of text and

images to demonstrate its effectiveness. Our experiments show that we can obtain smaller latent

spaces that preserve the original embedding distances inferred during contrastive learning.

Furthermore, using our model requires no �ne-tuning of CLIP, preserving its original robustness and

structure. The data used as a demonstration aids in modeling consumer-to-consumer online

marketplaces to detect illicit activities.
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Tensor Processing Primitives in the Computational Sciences: Earthquake Simulations

Alexander Breuer (Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany), Alexander Heinecke (Intel

Corporation), Antonio Noack (Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany), Evangelos Georganas

(Intel Corporation), Kirill Voronin (Intel Corporation)

Many HPC and certainly AI or DL applications are comprised in their core of small linear algebra

operations which are then used to compose large and more complicated tensor operations.

Especially in the �eld of AI/DL portability among different hardware platforms is essential due to an

extensive reliance on Python and the high-level nature of many frontends. However, scientists are

often faced with the challenge to run their codes in vastly different environments. They therefore

have to restrict themselves to high-level languages and hope for good compiler optimizations.

Especially for complicated linear algebra operators, as they arise in high-order methods in the

computational sciences, this is huge leap of faith. In this work we demonstrate how Tensor

Processing Primitives, a low-dimensional SIMD abstraction for various CPU architectures, can be

used to obtain very high fractions of �oating point peak on seven different CPU micro-architectures

offering four different ISAs.
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High-Resolution Simulation of Earthquake Recurrence Enabled by Optimization for Multi-Core

CPUs and Large-Scale Parallelization



Ryosuke Ando (University of Tokyo), So Ozawa (Stanford University), Akihiro Ida (Japan Agency for

Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Tatsuya Hoshino (University of Tokyo), Kazunori Muramatsu

(University of Tokyo), Ryoya Matsushima (University of Tokyo), Masatoshi Kawai (University of

Tokyo), Toshihiro Hanawa (University of Tokyo)

We have successfully developed an ef�cient algorithm capable of computation of N=1 million

elements and 0.1 million time-steps. Strong-scaling analyses show that the algorithm exhibits the

good scalability for OpenMP / MPI of 8 threads and more than 10000 cores (~200 nodes). This

capacity is necessary to simulate the nationwide fault activity for the Japanese Islands with the

current HPC systems. The algorithm is applied to simulate the 15 thousand years of the earthquake

recurrence history along one of the largest active faults in SW Japan, the Median Tectonic line. We

demonstrate that the optimized algorithm is a powerful tool enabling us to build a physics-based

method applied to long-term forecast of earthquake generation.
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A Bayesian Optimization-Assisted, High-Performance Simulator for Modeling RF Accelerator

Cavities

Aman Rani (Texas Tech University), Yang Liu (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)),

Tianhuan Luo (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hengrui Luo (Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (LBNL)), Xiaoye Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Radio-frequency cavities are key components for high-energy particle accelerators, quantum

computing, etc. Designing cavities comes along with many computational challenges such as multi-

objective optimization, high performance computing (HPC) requirement for handling large-sized

cavities etc. To be more precise, its multi-objective optimization requires an ef�cient 3D full-wave

electromagnetic simulator. For which, we rely on the integral equation (IE) method and it requires

fast solver with HPC and ML algorithms to search for resonance modes. 

We propose an HPC-based fast direct matrix solver for IE, combined with hybrid optimization

algorithms to attain an ef�cient simulator for accelerator cavity modeling. First, we solve the linear

eigen problem for each trial frequency by a distributed-memory parallel, fast direct solver. Second,

we propose the combination of the global optimizer Gaussian Process with the local optimizer

Downhill-simplex methods to generate the trial frequency samples which successfully optimize the

corresponding 1D objective function with multiple sharp minimums.
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Analysis and Visualization of Important Performance Counters to Enhance Interpretability of

Autotuner Output

Mohammad Zaeed (Texas State University), Tanzima Z. Islam (Texas State University), Younghyun

Cho (University of California, Berkeley), Xiaoye Sherry Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), Hengrui Luo (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Yang Liu (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Autotuning is a widely used method for guiding developers of large-scale applications to achieve

high performance. However, autotuners typically employ black-box optimizations to recommend

parameter settings at the cost of users missing the opportunity to identify performance bottlenecks.

Performance analysis �lls that gap and identi�es problems and optimization opportunities that can

result in better runtime and utilization of hardware resources. This work combines the best of the

both worlds by integrating a systematic performance analysis and visualization approach into a

publicly available autotuning framework, GPTune, to suggest users which con�guration parameters

are important to tune, to what value, and how tuning the parameters affect hardware-application

interactions. Our experiments demonstrate that a subset of the task parameters impact the

execution time of the Hypre application; the memory traf�c and page faults cause performance

problems in the Plasma-DGEMM routine on Cori-Haswell.
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xDSL: A Common Compiler Ecosystem for Domain Speci�c Languages

Nick Brown (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh)

Writing software that can exploit supercomputers is dif�cult, and this is going to get much harder

as we move toward exascale where the scale and heterogenity of our machines will increase

signi�cantly. A potential solution is in the use of Domain Speci�c Languages (DSLs) which separate

the programmer's logic from mechanisms of parallelism. However, while these have shown

promise, a major challenge is that DSL toolchains are often siloed, sharing little or no infrastructure

between DSLs.

In this poster, we present xDSL which is an ecosystem for DSL development. Built upon the hugely

popular LLVM and MLIR, xDSL provides a Python-based toolbox to ease integration with MLIR, and

a series of IR dialects and transformations that DSL developers can apply. The result is that that

DSLs become a thin layer of abstraction atop a common, well supported, mature and maintained

ecosystem that targets a variety of hardware architectures.
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A Holistic View of Memory Utilization on Perlmutter

Jie Li (Texas Tech University), Georgios Michelogiannakis (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), Brandon Cook (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Yong Chen (Texas Tech

University)

HPC systems are at risk of being underutilized due to various resource requirements of applications

and the imbalance of utilization among subsystems. This work provides a holistic analysis and view

of memory utilization on a leadership computing facility, the Perlmutter system at NERSC, through

which we gain insights about the resource usage patterns of the memory subsystem. The results of

the analysis can help evaluate current system con�gurations, offer recommendations for future

procurement, provide feedback to users on code ef�ciency, and motivate research in new

architecture and system designs.
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Case Study for Performance-Portability of Lattice Boltzmann Kernels

Geng Liu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Amanda Randles (Duke University), Joseph Insley

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Saumil Patel (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Victor Mateevitsi (Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL))

In this work, we study the performance-portability of of�oaded lattice Boltzmann kernels and the

trade-off between portability and ef�ciency. The study is based on a proxy application for the lattice

Boltzmann method (LBM). The performance portability programming framework of Kokkos (with

CUDA or SYCL backend) is used and compared with programming models of native CUDA and

native SYCL. The Kokkos library supports the mainstream GPU products in the market. The

performance of the code can vary with accelerating models, number of GPUs, scale of the problem,

propagation patterns and architectures. Both Kokkos library and CUDA toolkit are studied on the

supercomputer of ThetaGPU (Argonne Leadership Computing Facility). It is found that Kokkos

(CUDA) has almost the same performance as native CUDA. The automatic data and kernel

management in Kokkos may sacri�ce the ef�ciency, but the parallelization parameters can also be

tuned by Kokkos to optimize the performances.
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VkFFT – Vulkan/CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Level Zero GPU FFT Library

Dmitrii Tolmachev (ETH Zürich)



The Fast Fourier Transform is an essential algorithm of modern computational science. The highly

parallel structure of the FFT allows for its ef�cient implementation on graphics processing units

(GPUs), which are now widely used for general-purpose computing. This poster presents the

VkFFT - an ef�cient GPU-accelerated multidimensional Fast Fourier Transform library for

Vulkan/CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Level Zero projects. VkFFT aims to provide the community with a cross-

platform open-source alternative to vendor-speci�c solutions while achieving comparable or better

performance. This poster presents the optimizations implemented in VkFFT and compares its

performance and precision against Nvidia cuFFT and AMD's rocFFT libraries on their latest HPC

GPUs. This poster also presents the �rst performant implementation of Discrete Cosine Transforms

on GPUs. VkFFT is released under MIT license.
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Predicting Cross-Platform Relative Performance with Deep Generative Models

Daniel Nichols (University of Maryland), Jae-Seung Yeom (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Applications can experience signi�cant performance differences when run on different

architectures. For example, GPUs are often utilized to accelerate an application over its CPU

implementation. Understanding how performance changes across platforms is vital to the design of

hardware, systems software, and performance critical applications. However, modeling the

relationship between systems and performance is dif�cult as run time data needs to be collected on

each platform. In this poster, we present a methodology for predicting the relative performance of

an application across multiple systems using pro�led performance counters and deep learning.
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Noncommittal Commits: Predicting Performance Slowdowns in Version Control History

Daniel Nichols (University of Maryland), Dilan Gunawardana (University of Maryland), Aniruddha

Marathe (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Scienti�c software in high performance computing is becoming increasingly complex both in terms

of its size and the number of external dependencies. Correctness and performance issues can

become more challenging in actively developed software with increasing complexity. This leads to

software developers having to spend larger portions of their time on debugging, optimizing, and

maintaining code. Making software optimization and maintenance easier for developers is



paramount to accelerating the rate of scienti�c progress. Fortunately, there is a wealth of data on

scienti�c coding practices available implicitly via version control histories. These contain the state of

a code at each stage throughout its development via commit snapshots. Commit snapshots provide

dynamic insight into the software development process that static analyses of release tarballs do

not. We propose a new machine learning based approach for studying the performance of source

code across code modi�cations.
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Performance of OpenMP Loop Transformations for the Acoustic Wave Stencil on GPUs

Hermes Senger (Federal University of Sao Carlos, Brazil; University of São Paulo), Jaime Freire de

Souza (Federal University of Sao Carlos, Brazil), Leticia Suellen Farias Machado (Federal University

of Sao Carlos, Brazil), Edson Satoshi Gomi (University of São Paulo), Claude Tadonki (Paris School

of Mines), Simon McIntosh-Smith (University of Bristol)

In this work, we evaluate the performance of unroll and tiling, two loop transformations introduced

in OpenMP 5.1 and early implemented in Clang 13 for GPUs. Experiments on a common seismic

computational kernel demonstrate performance gains on three GPU architectures.
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Self-Supervised Learning for Automated Species Detection from Passively Recorded

Soundscapes in Avian Diversity Monitoring

Dario Dematties (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Bhupendra A. Raut (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Rajesh Sankaran (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Nicola J. Ferrier

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

By detecting different animal species reliably at scale we can protect biodiversity. Yet, traditionally,

biodiversity data has been collected by expert observers which is prohibitively expensive, not

reliable neither scalable. Automated species detection via machine-learning is promising, but it is

constrained by the necessity of large training data sets all labeled by human experts. Here, we

propose to use Self-Supervised Learning for studying semantic features from passively collected

acoustic data. We utilized a joint embedding con�guration to acquire features from spectrograms.

We processed recordings from ∼190 hours of audio. In order to process these volumes of data we

utilized a HPC cluster provided by the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility. We analyzed the

output space from a trained backbone which highlights important semantic attributes of the

spectrograms. We envisage these preliminary results as compelling for future automatic assistance

of biologist as a pre-processing stage for labeling very big data sets.
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Debris Pose Estimation Using Deep Learning on FPGA

Shintaro Hashimoto (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA))

It is dif�cult to implement a CNN for edge processing in satellites, automobiles, and more, where

machine resources and power are limited. FPGAs meet such constraints of machine resources and

power associated with CNNs. FPGAs have low power consumption, but limited machine resources.

Quantization Neural Networks have fewer parameters (bit depth) than CNNs and better estimation

accuracy than BNNs.

Although CNNs for regression problems are rarely implemented with FPGAs, our study installed

debris pose estimation on an FPGA using the latest edge technology such as quantization neural

network. Pose estimations were run on a workstation using 32bit �oating-point precision and on an

FPGA using 8bit int precision. The average errors were 4.98% and 5.38%, respectively. This

demonstrates that the regression problem can be transferred to an FPGA without a signi�cant loss

of accuracy. The FPGA power ef�ciency is more than 218k times that of a workstation

implementation.
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Loimos: A Large-Scale Epidemic Simulation Framework for Realistic Social Contact Networks

Joy Kitson (University of Maryland), Ian Costello (University of Maryland), Jiangzhuo Chen

(University of Virginia), Jaemin Choi (University of Illinois), Stefan Hoops (University of Virginia),

Diego Jiménez (Costa Rica National High Technology Center), Tamar Kellner (University of

Maryland), Esteban Meneses (Costa Rica National High Technology Center), Henning Mortveit

(University of Virginia), Jae-Seung Yeom (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Laxmikant V.

Kale (University of Illinois), Madhav V. Marathe (University of Virginia), Abhinav Bhatele (University

of Maryland)

Global pandemics can wreak havoc and lead to signi�cant social, economic and personal losses.

Preventing the spread of infectious diseases requires interventions at different levels needing the

study of potential impact and ef�cacy of those preemptive measures. Modeling epidemic diffusion

and possible interventions can help us in this goal. Agent-based models have been used effectively

in the past to model contagion processes. We present Loimos, a highly parallel simulation of

epidemic diffusion written on top of the Charm++ asynchronous task-based system. Loimos uses a

hybrid time-stepped and discrete-event simulation to model disease spread. We demonstrate that



our implementation of Loimos is able to ef�ciently utilize a large number of cores on different HPC

platforms, namely, we scale to about 32k cores on Theta at ALCF and about 4k cores on Cori at

NERSC.
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Arti�cial Intelligence Reconstructs Missing Climate Information

Christopher Kadow (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Étienne Plésiat (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Johannes Meuer (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), David

Matthew Hall (NVIDIA Corporation), Uwe Ulbrich (Free University of Berlin), Hannes Thiemann

(German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Computing Centre

(DKRZ))

Historical temperature measurements are the basis of important global climate datasets like

HadCRUT4 and HadCRUT5 to analyze climate change. These datasets contain many missing

values and have low resolution grids. Here we demonstrate that arti�cial intelligence can skillfully

�ll these observational gaps and upscale these when combined with numerical climate model data.

We show that recently developed image inpainting techniques perform accurate reconstructions via

transfer learning. In addition, high resolution in weather and climate was always a common and

ongoing goal of the community. We gain a neural network which reconstructs and downscales the

important observational data sets (IPCC AR6) at the same time, which is unique and state-of-the-

art in climate research.
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Custom 8-bit Floating Point Value Format for Reducing Shared Memory Bank Con�ict in

Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search

Hiroyuki Ootomo (Tokyo Institute of Technology), Akira Naruse (NVIDIA Corporation)

The k-nearest neighbor search is used in various applications such as machine learning, computer

vision, database search, and information retrieval. While the computational cost of the exact

nearest neighbor search is enormous, an approximate nearest neighbor search (ANNS) is being

paid much attention. IVFPQ is one of the ANNS methods. Although we can leverage the high

bandwidth and low latency of shared memory to compute the search phase of the IVFPQ on

NVIDIA GPUs, the throughput can degrade due to shared memory bank con�ict. To reduce the

bank con�ict and improve the search throughput, we propose a custom 8-bit �oating point value

format. This format doesn’t have a sign bit and can be converted from/to FP32 with a few

instructions. We use this format for IVFPQ on GPUs and get better performance without signi�cant



recall loss compared to FP32 and FP16.
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A Light-Weight and Unsupervised Method for Near Real-time Anomaly Detection Using

Operational Data Measurement

Tom Richard Vargis (Technical University Dresden), Siavash Ghiasvand (Technical University

Dresden, ZIH)

Monitoring the status of large computing systems is essential to identify unexpected behavior and

improve their performance and up-time. However, due to the large-scale and distributed design of

such computing systems as well as a large number of monitoring parameters, automated

monitoring methods should be applied. Such automatic monitoring methods should also have the

ability to adapt themselves to the continuous changes in the computing system. In addition, they

should be able to identify behavioral anomalies in useful time, in order to perform appropriate

reactions. This work proposes a general light-weight and unsupervised method for near real-time

anomaly detection using operational data measurement on large computing systems. The proposed

model requires as low as 4 hours of data and 50 epochs for each training process to accurately

resemble the behavioral pattern of computing systems.
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Distributed Deep Learning on HPC for In�lling Holes in Spatial Precipitation Data

Johannes Meuer (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Étienne Plésiat (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Hannes Thiemann (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)),

Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Christopher Kadow (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ))

Missing climatological data is a general problem in climate research that leads to uncertainty of

prediction models that rely on these data resources. So far, existing approaches for in�lling missing

precipitation data are mostly numerical or statistical techniques that require time consuming

computations and are not suitable for large regions with missing data. Most recent machine

learning techniques have proven to perform well on in�lling missing temperature or satellite data.

However, these techniques consider only spatial variability in the data whereas precipitation data is

much more variable in both space and time. We propose a convolutional inpainting network that

additionally considers temporal variability and atmospheric parameters in the data. The model was

trained and evaluated on the RADOLAN data set over Germany. Since the training of this high-

resolved data set requires a large amount of computational resources, we apply distributed training



on an HPC system to maximize the performance.
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Modeling Supraventricular Tachycardia Using Dynamic Computer-Generated Left Atrium

Bryant Wyatt (Tarleton State University), Avery Campbell (Tarleton State University), Gavin

McIntosh (Tarleton State University), Melanie Little (Tarleton State University), Brandon Wyatt

(Johnson & Johnson)

Supraventricular Tachycardia (SVT) is when the heart’s upper chambers beat either too quickly or

out of rhythm with the heart’s lower chambers. This out-of-step heart beating is a leading cause of

strokes, heart attacks, and heart failure. The most successful treatment for SVT is catheter ablation,

a process where an electrophysiologist (EP) maps the heart to �nd areas with abnormal electrical

activity. The EP then runs a catheter into the heart to burn the abnormal area, blocking the electrical

signals. Much is not known about what triggers SVT and where to place scar tissue for optimal

patient outcomes. We have produced a dynamic model of the right atrium accelerated on NVIDIA

GPUs. An interface allows researchers to insert ectopic signals into the simulated atria and ablate

sections of the atria allowing them to rapidly gain insight into what causes SVTs and how to

terminate them.
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Using Umpire’s Coalescing Heuristics to Improve Memory Performance

Kristi Belcher (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), David Beckingsale (Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory), Marty McFadden (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Memory management APIs like Umpire were created to solve the memory constraints for

applications running on heterogeneous HPC systems. At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

(LLNL), many application codes utilize the memory management capabilities of Umpire. This study

focuses on one such code, a high explosive equation of state chemistry application from LLNL. This

code uses Umpire’s memory pools in order to allocate all required memory at once instead of many

times throughout the code. The performance of memory pools varies widely and depends upon

how the blocks of memory within the pool are managed. We conducted several experiments that

tested different strategies to manage allocations within a memory pool in order to study the impact

on performance. Our experiments demonstrate how this performance varies, from causing an

application to run out of memory prematurely to reducing peak memory usage by 64%, depending

upon that management strategy.
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A Multifaceted Approach to Automated I/O Bottleneck Detection for HPC Workloads

Izzet Yildirim (Illinois Institute of Technology), Hariharan Devarajan (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of

Technology), Kathryn Mohror (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Real-world HPC workloads impose a lot of pressure on storage systems as they are highly data

dependent. On the other hand, as a result of recent developments in storage hardware, it is

expected that the storage diversity in upcoming HPC systems will grow. This growing complexity in

the storage system presents challenges to users, and often results in I/O bottlenecks due to

inef�cient usage. There have been several studies on reducing I/O bottlenecks. The earliest

attempts worked to solve this problem by combining I/O characteristics with expert insight. The

recent attempts rely on the performance analysis from the I/O characterization tools. However, the

problem is multifaceted with many metrics to consider, hence dif�cult to do manually, even for

experts. In this work, we develop a methodology that produces a multifaceted view of the I/O

behavior of a workload to identify potential I/O bottlenecks automatically.
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New Accelerated Mixed-Precision Parallel Algorithms for Hermitian Eigenvalue Problem

Yaohung Tsai (University of Tennessee), Piotr Luszczek (University of Tennessee), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee)

The multi-precision methods commonly follow approximate-iterate scheme by �rst obtaining the

approximate solution from a low-precision factorization and solve. Then, they iteratively re�ne the

solution to the desired accuracy that is often as high as what is possible with traditional

approaches. While targeting symmetric/Hermitian eigenvalue problems of the form Ax=(lambda)x,

we revisited the SICE algorithm by applying the Sherman-Morrison formula on the diagonally-

shifted tridiagonal systems, we propose an updated SICE-SM algorithm. We exploited

asynchronous scheduling techniques to take advantage of the new computational graph enabled

by the use of mixed-precision in the eigensolver. By incorporating the latest two-stage algorithms

from the PLASMA and MAGMA software libraries for numerical linear algebra, we achieved up to

3.6x speedup using the mixed-precision eigensolver with the blocked SICE-SM algorithm for

iterative re�nement when compared with full double complex precision solvers for the cases with a

portion of eigenvalues and eigenvectors requested.
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SOLLVE Veri�cation and Validation OpenMP Testsuite

Thomas Huber (University of Delaware), Swaroop Pophale (Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware), Nikhil Rao (University of Delaware), Michael Carr

(University of Delaware), Jaydon Reap (University of Delaware), Kristina Holsapple (University of

Delaware), Joshua Davis (University of Maryland), Tobias Burnus (Siemens Electronic Design

Automation), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), David Bernholdt (Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL)), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware)

The SOLLVE V&V suite tests new OpenMP features to visualize compiler and system compilers.

Systems include Oak Ridge National Laboratory's (ORNL) Summit and Crusher systems, as well as

National Energy Research Scienti�c Computing Center (NERSC)'s Perlmutter system.
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Modeling Allocation of Heterogeneous Storage Resources on HPC Systems

Julien Monniot (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

François Tessier (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

Gabriel Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

In recent years, despite remarkable progress in computing and network performance, HPC

platforms have struggled to maintain satisfactory I/O throughput. Various solutions have been

proposed to mitigate the contention and variability experienced by more and more concurrent

applications, particularly on heavily shared parallel �le systems. In consequence, many large scale

platforms now offer complex hierarchies of storage resources using diverse architectures based on

different hardware technologies such as persistent memories or �ash. In that context, we propose

to study how to ef�ciently allocate these heterogeneous storage resources. In our poster, we

introduce StorAlloc, a modular and extensible simulator of a storage-aware job-scheduler. We

present the design of the tool before showing through the concrete example of the dimensioning of

a partition of burst buffers the insights StorAlloc can provide in terms of storage system design and

resource scheduling algorithms.
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A C++20 Interface for MPI 4.0

Ali Can Demiralp (RWTH Aachen University), Philipp Martin (RWTH Aachen University), Niko Sakic

(RWTH Aachen University), Marcel Krüger (RWTH Aachen University), Tim Gerrits (RWTH Aachen



University)

We present a modern C++20 interface for MPI 4.0. The interface utilizes recent language features

to ease development of MPI applications. An aggregate re�ection system enables generation of

MPI data types from user-de�ned classes automatically. Immediate and persistent operations are

mapped to futures, which can be chained to describe sequential asynchronous operations and task

graphs in a concise way. This work introduces the prominent features of the interface with

examples. We further measure its performance overhead with respect to the raw C interface.
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Extreme-Scale Computational Fluid Dynamics with AMR on GPUs

Joshua Hoke Davis (University of Maryland), Justin Shafner (University of Maryland), Daniel Nichols

(University of Maryland), Nathan Grube (University of Maryland), Pino Martin (University of

Maryland), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Accurate modeling of turbulent hypersonic �ows has tremendous scienti�c and commercial value,

and applies to atmospheric �ight, supersonic combustion, materials discovery and climate

prediction. In this poster, we describe our experiences in extending the capabilities of and

modernizing CRoCCo, an MPI-based, CPU-only compressible computational �uid dynamics code.

We extend CRoCCo to support block-structured adaptive mesh re�nement using a highly-scalable

AMR library, AMReX, and add support for a fully curvilinear solver. We also port the computational

kernels in CRoCCo to NVIDIA GPUs to enable scaling on modern exascale systems. We present our

techniques for overcoming performance challenges and evaluate the updated code, CRoCCo-AMR,

on the Summit system, demonstrating a 5× to 24× speedup over the CPU-only version.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Visual Analysis on the Resilience of HPC Applications Using Control-Flow Graph

Hailong Jiang (Kent State University), Shaolun Ruan (Singapore Management University), Bo Fang

(Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Kevin Barker (Paci�c Northwest National

Laboratory (PNNL)), Ang Li (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Yong Wang (Singapore

Management University), Qiang Guan (Kent State University)

A large body of approaches has been proposed to analyze the resilience of HPC applications.

However, existing studies rarely address the challenges of the analysis result perception.

Speci�cally, resilience analysis techniques produce a massive volume of unstructured data, making

it dif�cult to conduct the resilience analysis. Furthermore, different analysis models produce diverse



results with multiple levels of details, which creates hurdles to compare and explore the resilience

of HPC program execution. To this end, we present VISILIENCE, an interactive VISual resILIENCE

analysis framework to allow programmers to facilitate the resilience analysis of HPC applications.

In particular, VISILIENCE leverages an effective visualization approach Control Flow Graph (CFG) to

present a function execution. In addition, three widely-used models for resilience analysis (i.e., Y-

Branch, IPAS, and TRIDENT) are seamlessly embedded into the framework for resilience analysis

and result comparison. Case studies have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our

proposed framework VISILIENCE.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Novel Multi Data Acquisition and Hybrid Neural Network for Pipe Inspection and Imaging

Guang An Ooi (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Mehmet Ozakin

(King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Tarek Mostafa (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Moutazbellah Khater (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST)), Ahmed Aljarro (Saudi Aramco), Hakan Bagci (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Shehab Ahmed (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST))

A new machine learning-based non-destructive testing (NDT) technique for the examination of

conductive objects is presented. NDT of objects behind barriers utilize the defect-induced

distortions on electromagnetic (EM) �elds to detect �aws in the structure of inspected targets. Such

distortions are highly non-linear, requiring signi�cant amounts of data for training neural networks.

To this end, a massively parallelized data generation framework is proposed in conjunction with a

multi-frequency hybrid neural network (MF-HNN), to create a physics-informed inversion AI model.

The performance of the resulting inversion algorithm is applied on casings, where tubular pipes are

inspected. For data generation, physics-based solvers are employed to simulate the EM �eld

distribution resulting from pipes with defects. The large-scale distribution of this step leads to 43

times faster execution than a single CPU. This allows the MF-HNN to achieve signi�cantly

improved generalization performance and to generate high-resolution cross-sectional images of the

pipelines.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Low-Precision Multi-GPU Detection Approach for Massive MIMO Technology

Adel Dabah (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Zouheir Rezki (University of California,

Santa Cruz), Slim Alouini (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David



Keyes (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST))

Massive Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output is a crucial technology for Next-Generation networks

(Next-G). It uses hundreds of antennas at transceivers to exchange data. However, its accurate

signal detection relies on solving an NP-hard optimization problem in real-time latency.

In this poster, we propose a new GPU-based detection algorithm that demonstrates the positive

impact of low-precision arithmetic with multiple GPUs to achieve next-G

latency/scalability/accuracy requirements. Our approach iteratively extends a solution with several

symbols representing the best combination out of the aggregated levels. The computation at each

iteration is formulated as a matrix multiplication operation to leverage GPU architectures. 

The obtained results using A100 GPU show a 1.7x improvement by exploiting half-precision

arithmetic without loss in accuracy. Furthermore, our low-precision multi-GPU version with four

A100 GPUs is 4x faster than the single-precision single GPU version and 40x faster than a similar

parallel CPU implementation executed on a two-socket 28-core IceLake CPU with 56 threads.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Live Containerized Service Migration Across Edge to Cloud Continuum

Thanawat Chanikaphon (University of Louisiana at Lafayette, High Performance Cloud Computing

(HPCC) Lab), Mohsen Amini Salehi (University of Louisiana at Lafayette, High Performance Cloud

Computing (HPCC) Lab)

Services on the edge and fog systems desire mobility owing to the user or data mobility, and the

necessity of relocating to the cloud upon the oversubscription. More speci�cally, live migration of

containerized microservices is required for service mobility, elasticity, and load balancing purposes.

Although container runtimes and orchestrators recently provided native live migration support, they

do not allow migration across autonomous computing systems with heterogeneous orchestrators.

Our hypothesis is that non-native and non-invasive support for the live container migration is the

need of hour and can unlock several new use cases. We develop a non-native and non-invasive live

container migration method leveraging the nested container runtime. We design the architecture

and develop the solution to enable container migration across heterogeneous orchestrators. We

evaluate the performance against other approaches. We observe that for microservices smaller

than 512 MiB, the nested container runtime approach can be implemented within an acceptable

overhead.

Best Poster Finalist: no



Interactive Visual Analysis Tool for Anomaly Provenance Data

Alicia Guite (Texas State University), Tanzima Z. Islam (Texas State University), Christopher Kelly

(Brookhaven National Laboratory), Wei Xu (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Chimbuko is a framework for detecting real-time performance anomalies incurred by large-scale

applications. Understanding the source of anomalous behaviors is dif�cult due to the high volume

of information stored by Chimbuko in a provenance database. This undergraduate research project

aims to intuitively display this high volume of information without overwhelming users. We then

integrate our analysis and visualization techniques into a publicly available framework called

Dashing. This project facilitates interactive user investigation of anomaly provenance in large-scale

applications.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Scalable GPU Accelerated Simulation of Multiphase Compressible Flow

Anand Radhakrishnan (Georgia Institute of Technology), Henry Le Berre (Georgia Institute of

Technology), Spencer Bryngelson (Georgia Institute of Technology)

We present a strategy for GPU acceleration of a multiphase compressible �ow solver that brings us

closer to exascale computing. Given the memory-bound nature of most CFD problems, one must be

prudent in implementing algorithms and of�oading work to accelerators for ef�cient use of

resources. Through careful choice of OpenACC decorations, we achieve 46% of peak GPU FLOPS

on the most expensive kernel, leading to a 500-times speedup on an NVIDIA A100 compared to 1

modern Intel CPU core. The implementation also demonstrates ideal weak scaling for up to 13824

GPUs on OLCF Summit. Strong scaling behavior is typical but improved by reduced communication

times via CUDA-aware MPI.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Exploring FPGA Acceleration of Seed Selection in In�uence Maximization

Reece Neff (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), North Carolina State University), Marco

Minutoli (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Antonino Tumeo (Paci�c Northwest

National Laboratory (PNNL)), Mahantesh Halappanavar (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory

(PNNL)), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State University)

The In�uence Maximization (IM) problem on a social network is the problem of identifying a small

cohort of vertices that, when initially activated, results in a cascading effect that will activate the



maximum expected number other vertices in the network. While the problem is NP-hard under

budget constraints, it has a submodular structure that leads to ef�cient approximation.

In this work, we present techniques and our performance analysis that we are using to drive the

design of ef�cient FPGA acceleration for the seed selection step within the IMM algorithm.

Currently, we are able to achieve from 0.75x to 4.78x speedup, with the main bottleneck being a

static overhead determined by the size of the input graph. We discuss future work to improve on

the current architecture, and hope to provide techniques for making "almost-regular" applications

fast and ef�cient on FPGAs.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Parallel Computing Accelerates Sequential Deep Networks Model in Turbulent Flow

Forecasting

Reza Hassanian (University of Iceland), Morris Riedel (University of Iceland, Juelich Supercomputing

Centre (JSC)), Ásdís Helgadottír (University of Iceland)

This study aimed to employ deep learning capability and computing scalability to create a model

and predict the velocity of the straining turbulence �ow. The turbulence �ow was generated in a

laboratory. The turbulence intensity of the �ow is controlled via impeller rotation speed. The mean

strain rate is made by two circular plates moving toward each other in the center of the measuring

area by an actuator. The dynamics of the particles are measured using high-speed Lagrangian

Particle Tracking at 10,000 frames per second. Measured data from the experiment were employed

to design a gated recurrent unit model. Two powerful parallel computing machines, JUWELS and

DEEP-EST, were employed to implement the model. The velocity forecasting with a gated recurrent

network presents a considerable outcome. The computing machine's scalability using GPUs

accelerates this model's computing time signi�cantly, which strengthens the ability to predict

turbulent �ow.

Best Poster Finalist: no
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Fountains and Garden-Hoses: Visualizing the Intricacies of Primary Jet Atomization

Greg Foss (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Baskar



Ganapathysubramanian (Iowa State University), Masado Ishii (University of Utah), Makrand Ajay

Khanwale (Stanford University), Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University), Dave Semeraro (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Hari Sundar (University of Utah), Sean Cunningham (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC))

A jet of �uid -- when we open a garden hose, for instance -- exhibits a rich tapestry of �ow physics,

including the rupture of �uid �lms and a cascade of �lament and droplet breakup and coalescence.

In addition to its breathtaking beauty, this jet atomization is a critical component for a broad

spectrum of energy and healthcare applications. Simulating and visualization jet atomization is an

ideal way to understand and control this phenomenon. However, the multiscale nature of jet

atomization makes this a very challenging problem. Here, we visualize one of this phenomenon's

highest resolution simulation datasets. The dataset consists of over 120,000-time steps of an

adaptively resolved spatial mesh with length scales. We describe the parallel work�ow and

associated challenges while visualizing the time evolution of the jet. We show how this

visualization produces a deep qualitative understanding of �uid dynamics from the outputs of these

massive simulations.

Virtual Certi�cation of Gas Turbine Engines – Visualizing the DLR Rig250 Compressor

Arun Prabhakar (University of Warwick), Christopher Goddard (Rolls-Royce), Dario Amirante

(University of Surrey, England), Axel Gerstenberger (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Jan-Friedrich

Suhrmann (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Istvan Reguly (Pazmany Peter Catholic University, Budapest,

Hungary), Leigh Lapworth (Rolls-Royce), Stephen Jarvis (University of Birmingham, UK), Gihan

Mudalige (University of Warwick)

High Performance Computing (HPC) critically underpins the design of aero-engines. With global

emissions targets, engine designs require a fundamental change including designs utilizing

sustainable aviation fuels and electric/hybrid �ight. Virtual certi�cation of designs with HPC is

recognized as a key technology to meet these challenges, but require analysis on models with

higher �delity, using ultra-large scale executions. In this explanatory SC-SciVis showcase, we

present results from time-accurate simulations of a 4.6B-element full 360-degree model of a

production-representative gas turbine engine compressor, the Rig250 at DLR. This represents a

grand challenge problem, at the �delity for virtual certi�cation standards. The results are achieved

through Rolls-Royce's Hydra CFD suite on ARCHER2. The compressor is visualized under off-

design conditions, demonstrating �ow contours of velocity, Mach number and iso-surfaces of

vorticity. The level of detail and the HPC simulations leading to the visualizations demonstrate a

step-change towards achieving virtual certi�cation objectives under production settings.

Visualization of MFIX-Exa Simulation Data for Chemical Looping Combustion



Alexandra Stewart (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT)), Terece Turton (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), David Rogers (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), James Ahren (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Soumya Dutta (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL))

In the United States, fossil-fuel related industrial processes account for approximately half of all

greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. Chemical Looping Reactors (CLRs) provide a

promising path to reducing carbon emissions; however, scale-up and testing of these systems is

expensive and time-consuming. In our video, we focus on understanding bubble dynamics in

�uidized beds of Chemical Looping Reactor as simulated by the MFIX-Exa Code, including the

importance of Los Alamos National Laboratory’s in situ feature detection algorithm and the use of

the Cinema visualization tool in the post hoc work�ow. MFIX-Exa provides new computing

capabilities needed to combine CFD-DEM simulation with computing at the exascale via an

adaptive mesh re�nement (AMReX) framework.

Cultivating Macroalgae for Biofuels: Visualizing the Chemistry

Francesca Samsel (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory

Abram (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Stephanie Zeller

(University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Zhendong Cao (University of

Delaware), Phillip Wolfram (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Bridger Herman (University

of Minnesota), Daniel Keefe (University of Minnesota)

Marine macroalgae in the Gulf of Mexico is an important potential source for biofuel. However,

identifying locations with the correct biogeochemical and hydrodynamic conditions for cultivation

on a large enough scale to meet the needs of the U.S. private energy sector is impossible from

purely observational studies. Large-scale, HPC modeling of earth systems processes enables

researchers to study complex physical relationships with high �delity. Here, we present novel

visualization techniques showing the results of a global run of the E3SM's MPAS-Ocean model

data with biogeochemistry extensions to improve ongoing research in macroalgae cultivation.

"Atlas of a Changing Earth" Visualization of the ArcticDEM Survey and Vavilov Ice Cap

Collapse

Kalina M. Borkiewicz (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Stuart Levy (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Jeff Carpenter (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Donna Cox (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Robert Patterson (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), AJ Christensen (NASA), Bill Kramer (National Center for Supercomputing Applications



(NCSA), University of Illinois)

The Advanced Visualization Lab at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications created a

cinematic scienti�c visualization of the ArcticDEM survey and Vavilov ice cap collapse for the

documentary �lm "Atlas of a Changing Earth", in both digital fulldome and �atscreen television

formats. While the ArcticDEM dataset is the main one featured here, this visualization �lls in gaps

using other datasets, including a climate simulation by Bates et al and Landsat imagery. The

visualization required a number of steps including: both manual and algorithmic data cleaning,

processing, and alignment; data fusion; virtual scene design; morphing interpolation; lighting

design; camera choreography; compositing; and rendering on the Blue Waters supercomputer.

Visualizing the Supernova Explosion of a 25-Solar-Mass Star and the Simultaneous Birth of a

Neutron-Star

Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Nestor Alvarez

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Hal Brynteson (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Adam Burrows (Princeton University), Ina Murphy

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University)

This explanatory visualization shows the results of a state-of-the-art 3D simulation of supernova

explosion and neutron-star birth. It is a rare instance where the full stellar evolution of an object,

including the physics of the convection and the radiation, has been simulated in three dimensions.

Among the highlights is the deep core that is shrinking after explosion due to neutrino cooling and

deleptonization on its way to becoming a cold, compact neutron star. There is also evidence of inner

proto-neutron star convection, perhaps the site of magnetic dynamo action that can turn a pulsar

into a magnetar. An exterior view shows the blast wave, which cocoons the newly-birthed neutron

star, moving at ∼10,000 km/s. Additionally, a reusable pipeline was developed, which leverages

state-of-the-art tools for scienti�c data analysis and visualization resulting in high-quality

renderings.
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Poster Reception

Session Description: The Posters Reception is an opportunity for attendees to interact with poster
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Showcase posters, as well as the Scienti�c Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase.

Wednesday, November 16th
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High Performance Computing Scheduler Parameter Optimization Using Simulation and

Regression

Scott Hutchison (Kansas State University)

Jobs for a High Performance Computing cluster are allocated system resources by a scheduling

application such as SLURM. These scheduling applications are highly con�gurable by HPC

administrators through the use of parameters which modify and customize their scheduling

behavior. Although there are default values for these scheduling parameters provided by their

creators and maintainers, it is unclear which values for scheduler parameter settings would be

optimal for a particular HPC system running the types of jobs its users typically submit. Using over

37,000 jobs from historic job log data from Kansas State University’s High Performance Computing

cluster, this research uses a SLURM simulator to execute over 90,000 scheduler simulations

requiring over 840,000 compute hours along with gradient boosted tree regression to predict an

optimal set of scheduler con�guration parameters which results in a 79% decrease in the average

job queue time when compared with the default scheduler parameters

Mostly Painless Scienti�c Computing with Rust

Srinath Kailasa (University College London)

Scienti�c software is required to be fast, painless to change, and easy to deploy. Historically,

compiled languages such as C/C++ and Fortran have been preferred when writing software with

the highest performance requirements. However these languages are complex, and the resulting

software is challenging to maintain and deploy across platforms. We present our recent software

projects written in Rust, a fast-growing, ergonomic, systems-level programming language with a

toolchain designed for high-performance and simple cross platform builds. We illustrate the current

state of the scienti�c computing ecosystem in Rust, through our experience developing high-

performance MPI-distributed software for computational physics problems.

Towards Scalable Identi�cation of Motifs Representing Non-Determinism in HPC Simulations

Ali Khan (University of North Texas)

We present a novel parallel framework for large scale network alignment. Network alignment has

applications in many disciplines including bioinformatics and social sciences. Our algorithm is one



of the �rst network alignment tools that can not only identify similar networks, but also identify the

differences between nearly similar networks. It is particularly useful in �nding regions of non-

determinism in event graphs, arising in large HPC simulations.

Our algorithm compares similarity between vertices based the number of graphlets (or motifs) to

which the vertex belongs. Thus, it can also be used to �nd motifs in a graph. However, compared to

the state-of-the art algorithms, our algorithm can (i) compute multiple motifs in one execution and

(ii) be tuned to graph structure and user speci�cation. We will present the algorithm, showcase the

scalability results, and compare its performance and accuracy with other state-of-the art software.

Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

Aggregated HPC resources have rigid allocation systems and programming models and struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fall short of providing a solution that can be

applied to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses.

In this project, we use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the utilization of

supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model satis�es the requirements of high-

performance applications and how idle memory helps resolve cold startup issues. We demonstrate

a software resource disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows idle cores

and accelerators to be utilized while retaining near-native performance.

Optimizing Communication in Parallel Deep Learning via Parameter Pruning

Siddharth Singh (University of Maryland)

Large scale neural network training is challenging due to the high ratio of communication to

computation. Recent work has shown that these large networks contain sparse subnetworks

consisting of 10-20% of the parameters, which when trained in isolation reach comparable

accuracy to the larger network. In this work, we propose a novel approach that exploits the

existence of these sparse subnetworks to dramatically improve the ef�ciency of large scale neural

network training. By storing in sparse and computing in dense, we are able to reduce the number of

parameters drastically while matching the compute ef�ciency of the original network. We exploit

this reduced parameter set to optimize the communication time of AxoNN, a state-of-the-art

framework for parallel deep learning. Our approach yields a signi�cant speedup of 17% when



training a 2.7 billion parameter transformer model on 384 GPUs.

SurrogateTrain: Drastically Improving Performance of Data Loading for Training Scienti�c

Surrogate Models

Baixi Sun (Indiana University)

Deep learning surrogate models have drawn much attention in large-scale scienti�c simulations

because they can provide similar results to simulations at lower computational costs. To process

large amounts of scienti�c data, distributed training on high-performance computing (HPC) clusters

is often used. Training a surrogate model with data parallelism consists of three major steps: (1)

Each device loads a subset of the dataset from the parallel �lesystem; (2) Computing the model

update on each device; (3) Communicating between devices to synchronize the model update.

During these steps, we observe that data loading is the main performance bottleneck for training

surrogate models. To this end, we propose SurrogateTrain, an ef�cient data-loading approach for

training surrogate models, including of�ine scheduling and on-demand buffering. Our evaluation on

a scienti�c surrogate model demonstrates that SurrogateTrain reduces the amount of data loaded

by 6.7× and achieves up to 4.7× speedup in data loading.

Ef�ciently Learning Locality Optimizations by Decomposing Transformation Domains

Tharindu Patabandi (University of Utah)

Achieving full automation of program optimization is still an open problem for compiler writers. This

work explores machine learning as a potential solution to learn data locality optimizations for

tensor applications. Training models with supervised-learning for loop-nest optimization often

requires prohibitively expensive training data generation for learning the combined effects of a

transformation sequence. As a solution, this work proposes a novel learning strategy called

Composed Singular Prediction (CSP) that signi�cantly reduces the training data generation cost in

the context of learned loop transformation models. The learned models are then deployed to

predict data locality optimization schedules for Conv2d kernels to achieve performance

improvements up to 4x against Intel oneDNN while saving over 100x in training data collection

time over exhaustive search.

Spline-Interpolation-Based Lossy Compression for Scienti�c Data

Jiannan Tian (Indiana University)

Error-bounded lossy compression is a critical technique for signi�cantly reducing scienti�c data

volumes. With ever-emerging heterogeneous high-performance computing (HPC) architecture,



GPU-accelerated error-bounded compressors such as cuSZ have been developed. In order to

improve the data quality and the compression ratio while maintaining high throughput, an

interpolation-based spline method is introduced, inspired by the existing CPU prototype. In this

work, We present (1) an ef�cient GPU implementation of the 3D interpolative spline prediction

method, (2) a �ner-grained data chunking approach using anchor points to leverage the modern

GPU architecture, and (3) an in-depth analysis of how such anchor point affects the error formation

and the compression ratio, and (4) a preliminary result in performance on the state-of-the-art

modern GPUs. Our solution can achieve 1) a higher compression ratio than the previous default

prediction method in cuSZ, and 2) the overall comparable data quality and compression ratio with

the CPU prototype.

Optimizing Traceback in the Smith-Waterman Algorithm for GPUs

LeAnn Lindsey (University of Utah, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The traceback phase of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm requires signi�cant memory and

introduces an irregular memory access pattern which makes it challenging to implement for GPU

architectures. In this work, we introduce a novel strategy for implementing the traceback kernel for

the SW algorithm on GPUs by restructuring the global memory access patterns and introducing a

memory-ef�cient data structure for storing large dynamic programming matrices in GPU’s limited

memory. To demonstrate this kernel’s performance we integrated this into the existing ADEPT

library and Metahipmer2, a de novo metagenomic short read assembler. Our implementation is

3.6x faster than traceback in GASAL2, and 51x faster than traceback in Striped Smith-Waterman,

the current state of the art SW libraries on GPU and CPU respectively. It sped up the �nal

alignment step in Metahipmer2 by an average of 44% and improved the overall execution time of

Metahipmer2 by an average of 13%.

IOPathTune: Adaptive Online Parameter Tuning for Parallel File System I/O Path

Md. Hasanur Rashid (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

Parallel �le systems like Lustre contain complicated I/O paths from clients to storage servers. An

ef�cient I/O path requires proper settings of multiple parameters as the default settings often fail to

deliver optimal performance, especially for diverse workloads in the HPC environment. Existing

tuning strategies are limited in being adaptive, timely, and �exible. We propose IOPathTune, which

adaptively tunes PFS I/O Path online from the client side without characterizing the workloads,

doing expensive pro�ling, and communicating with other machines. We leveraged CloudLab to

conduct the evaluations with 20 different Filebench workloads under three different test conditions:

single-client standalone tests, dynamic workload change, and multi-client executions. We

observed either on par or better performance than the default con�guration across all workloads.



Some of the most considerable improvement includes 231%, 113%, 96%, 43%.

Compressing Quantum Circuit Simulation Tensor Data

Milan Shah (North Carolina State University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over many quantum tensors.

QTensor, a library built for quantum circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm,

contracts tensors to return a �nal energy value. As bucket elimination advances, tensors can grow

large, and memory becomes a bottleneck. To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while

enabling more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implementing a lossy compressor that

can compress the �oating-point data stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously

preserving a �nal energy value within an error bound after decompression. We study the effects of

various lossy compression/decompression strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result

error to ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does not heavily distort data.

The work for this project is in progress and preliminary results for proposed

preprocessing/postprocessing strategies and compressor optimizations that have been developed

will be showcased.

ParaGraph: An Application-Simulator Interface and Toolkit for Hardware-Software Co-Design

Mikhail Isaev (Georgia Institute of Technology)

ParaGraph is an open-source toolkit for use in co-designing hardware and software for

supercomputer-scale systems. It bridges an infrastructure gap between an application target and

existing high-�delity computer-network simulators. The �rst component of ParaGraph is a high-

level graph representation of a parallel program, which faithfully represents parallelism and

communication, can be extracted automatically from a compiler, and is “tuned” for use with network

simulators. The second is a runtime that can emulate the representation’s dynamic execution for a

simulator. User-extensible mechanisms are available for modeling on-node performance and

transforming high-level communication into operations that backend simulators understand. Case

studies include deep learning workloads that are extracted automatically from programs written in

JAX and TensorFlow and interfaced with several event-driven network simulators. These studies

show how system designers can use ParaGraph to build �exible end-to-end software-hardware

co-design work�ows to tweak communication libraries, �nd future hardware bottlenecks, and

validate simulations with traces.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm
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Machine Learning for Memory Access Prediction and Data Prefetching

Pengmiao Zhang (University of Southern California (USC))

With the rise of Big Data, there has been a signi�cant effort in increasing compute power through

GPUs, TPUs, and heterogeneous architectures. As a result, the bottleneck of applications is shifting

toward memory performance. Prefetching techniques are widely used to hide memory latency and

improve instructions per cycle (IPC). A data prefetching process is a form of speculation that looks

at memory access patterns to forecast the near future accesses and avoid cache misses. Traditional

hardware data prefetchers use pre-de�ned rules, which are not powerful enough to adapt to the

increasingly complex memory access patterns from new workloads.

We hypothesize that a machine learning-based prefetcher can be developed to achieve high-

quality memory access prediction, leading to the improvement of IPC for a system. We develop

several optimizations for ML-based prefetching. First, we propose RAOP, a framework for RNN

augmented offset prefetcher, in which RNN provides temporal references for a spatial offset

prefetcher, leading to the improvement of IPC. Second, we propose C-MemMAP, which provides

clusters for downstream meta-models to balance the model size and prediction accuracy. We

propose DM (delegated model) clustering method that learns latent patterns from long memory

traces, which has signi�cantly raised the prediction accuracy of the meta-models. Third, we propose

TransFetch, an attention-based prefetcher that supports variable-degree prefetching by modeling

prefetching as a multi-label classi�cation problem. In addition, we propose ReSemble, a

Reinforcement Learning (RL) based adaptive ensemble framework that enables multiple

prefetchers to complement each other on hybrid applications and updates online.

Toward Ef�cient Checkpointing across Deep Tiers of Memory Hierarchy

Avinash Maurya (Rochester Institute of Technology)

Modern HPC workloads produce massive amounts of distributed intermediate data that needs to

be checkpointed concurrently in real-time at scale. One such popular scenario is the use of

checkpoint-restore for revisiting previous states (intermediate data) to advance computations, such

as adjoint methods. In this context, GPUs have shown tremendous performance improvements

during computations but demonstrate I/O limitations while managing high-frequency large-volume

data movement across heterogeneous memory tiers. Existing data movement runtimes are not well

suited for such I/O because of factors such as imbalance in checkpoint distribution across fast

memory tiers, slow memory allocation, and restore oblivious cache eviction and prefetching

strategies. We address these challenges by designing a set of transparent, asynchronous

checkpoint-restore techniques that minimize the blocking time of the application during I/O using



three novel contributions. First, we design techniques to evenly distribute checkpoints across fast

memory tiers (e.g. peer GPUs) using collaborative checkpointing that leverages fast interconnects

such as NVLinks and NVSwitches for load balancing. Second, we mitigate the slow cache allocation

for storing checkpoints on both GPU and host by leveraging techniques such as CUDA's virtual

memory management functions, eager memory mapping, and lazy pinning. Third, we design a

restore-order aware eviction and prefetching approach that is coordinated by a �nite state machine

based on a uni�ed checkpoint-restore abstraction for optimal evictions. Our evaluations across real-

world and synthetic benchmarks demonstrate signi�cant speedup in both checkpoint and restore

phases of the application compared to the current state-of-the-art data movement engines.

Task Scheduling on FPGA-Based Accelerators without Partial Recon�guration

Pascal Jungblut (Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich)

In contrast to conventional integrated circuits, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) can be

recon�gured dynamically. This �exibility unlocks potential for FPGA-based accelerators to of�oad

tasks in HPC. Scheduling tasks on FPGAs is equivalent to the allocation of chip resources: each

of�oaded task occupies chip area during its execution. Hence, task scheduling on FPGAs is typically

done with Partial Recon�guration (PR). However, PR requires a high development overhead,

requires expert knowledge and has limited portability, making it dif�cult to apply existing research

and lowering the adoption of FPGAs in HPC. We want to aid software developers and vendors to

integrate accelerators based on FPGAs without these issues and ask: how we can optimize task

scheduling on FPGAs without relying on PR?

We answer this question with three key contributions: �rst, we introduce an abstraction-agnostic

methodology to analyze and compare scheduling strategies for FPGAs. Center of our method is the

derivation of scheduling constraints from a machine model representing a target FPGA. The

schedules generated for HPC applications are compared for two models. We show that the

overhead for avoiding PR is feasible. Second, we propose algorithms to generate recommendations

for minimal changes to the program that affect the quality of possible schedules. We show that

effective recommendations can be generated for HPC applications. Third, we contribute two

polynomial-time scheduling algorithms. Our results can help vendors to provide signi�cantly more

streamlined work�ows for programming FPGAs, making the platform more appealing and helping

the adoption of high-level programming environments like OpenCL for FPGAs.

Load Balancing, Fault Tolerance, and Resource Elasticity for Asynchronous Many-Task (AMT)

Systems

Jonas Posner (University of Kassel)



To enable ef�cient and productive programming of today's supercomputers and beyond, a variety of

issues must be addressed, including: load balancing (i.e., utilizing all resources equally), fault

tolerance (i.e., coping with hardware failures), and resource elasticity (i.e., allowing the

addition/release of resources).

In this work, we address above issues in the context of Asynchronous Many-Tasking (AMT) for

clusters. Here, programmers split a computation into many �ne-grained execution units (called

tasks), which are dynamically mapped to processing units (called workers) by a runtime system. 

Regarding load balancing, we propose a work stealing technique that transparently schedules

tasks to resources of the overall system, balancing the workload over all processing units.

Experiments show good scalability, and a productivity evaluation shows intuitive use.

Regarding fault tolerance, we propose four techniques to protect programs transparently. All

perform localized recovery and continue the program execution with fewer resources. Three

techniques write uncoordinated checkpoints of task descriptors in a resilient store. One technique

does not write checkpoints, but exploits natural task duplication of work stealing. Experiments

show failure-free running time overhead below 1% and a recovery overhead below 0.5 seconds.

Simulations of job set executions show that makespans can be reduced by up to 97%.

Regarding resource elasticity, we propose a technique to enable the addition and release of nodes

at runtime by transparently relocating tasks accordingly. Experiments show costs for adding and

releasing nodes below 0.5 seconds. Additionally, simulations of job set executions show that

makespans can be reduced by up to 20%.

Scalable Adaptive Finite Element Framework for Multiphysics Simulations

Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University)

Ef�ciently and accurately simulating partial differential equations (PDEs) in and around arbitrarily

de�ned geometries, especially with high levels of adaptivity, has signi�cant implications for

different application domains. In this work, we develop a fast construction of a ‘good’ adaptively-

re�ned incomplete octree based mesh capable of carving out arbitrarily shaped void regions from

the parent domain: an essential requirement for �uid simulations around complex objects. Further,

we integrate the mesh generation with Petsc to solve several multiphysics and multiphase

phenomena. We showcase the applicability of the algorithms to solve the large scale problems.

The algorithms developed have enabled us to run the most resolved jet atomization simulations

and demonstrated scaling till O(100K) processors on TACC Frontera.



Toward Scalable Middleware for Shared HPC Resources

John Ravi (North Carolina State University)

As computational resources scale larger, applications often need to be refactored to deal with

bottlenecks that arise to gain the advantages of strong scaling. When not properly addressed

legacy workloads can lead to inef�cient usage of available hardware which leads to poor

throughput. One solution is to allow multiple tasks to share a system to provide multi-tenancy.

Multi-tenant environments fall into two categories: time-sharing and space-sharing. Time-sharing

has been an effective technique to deal with multiple applications sharing the CPU and GPU at the

node-level. However, time-sharing can have a heavy performance cost such as saving and

restoring architectural state (context switch overhead) which is very costly on GPUs. While space-

sharing can avoid this overhead and improve throughput, current hardware and software systems

lack full isolation to provide the necessary quality of service. In this work, we identify key

challenges that arise when sharing resources in a HPC context. We evaluate real-world scenarios

both at the node-level and cluster-level. Using these insights, we propose middleware to mitigate

and improve quality of service. We introduce a runtime CUDA middleware that improves QoS for

GPUs. We also introduce and study two new features of HDF5, GDS VFD and Async I/O. The

former improves I/O latency while the latter improves and hides variability in I/O latency.

A Data-Centric Optimization Work�ow for the Python Language

Alexandos Nikolaos Ziogas (ETH Zürich)

Python's extensive software ecosystem leads to high productivity, rendering it the language of

choice for scienti�c computing. However, executing Python code is often slow or impossible in

emerging architectures and accelerators. To complement Python's productivity with the

performance and portability required in high-performance computing (HPC), we introduce a

work�ow based on data-centric (DaCe) parallel programming. Python code with HPC-oriented

extensions is parsed into a data�ow-based intermediate representation, facilitating analysis of the

program's data movement. The representation is optimized via graph transformations driven by the

users, performance models, and automatic heuristics. Subsequently, hardware-speci�c code is

generated for supported architectures, including CPU, GPU, and FPGA. We evaluate the above

work�ow through three case studies. First, to compare our work to other Python-accelerating

solutions, we introduce NPBench, a collection of over 50 Python microbenchmarks across a wide

range of scienti�c domains. We show performance results and scaling across CPU, GPU, FPGA,

and the Piz Daint supercomputer. DaCe runs 10x faster than the reference Python execution and

achieves 2.47x and 3.75x speedups over previous-best solutions and up to 93.16% scaling

ef�ciency. Second, we re-implement in Python and optimize the Quantum Transport Simulator

OMEN. The application's DaCe version executes one to two orders of magnitude faster than the

original code written in C++, achieving 42.55% of the Summit supercomputer's peak performance.



Last, we utilize our work�ow to build Deinsum, an automated framework for distributed multilinear

algebra computations expressed in Einstein notation. Deinsum performs up to 19x faster over

state-of-the-art solutions on the Piz Daint supercomputer.
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xDSL: A Common Compiler Ecosystem for Domain Speci�c Languages

Nick Brown (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh)

Writing software that can exploit supercomputers is dif�cult, and this is going to get much harder

as we move toward exascale where the scale and heterogenity of our machines will increase

signi�cantly. A potential solution is in the use of Domain Speci�c Languages (DSLs) which separate

the programmer's logic from mechanisms of parallelism. However, while these have shown

promise, a major challenge is that DSL toolchains are often siloed, sharing little or no infrastructure

between DSLs.

In this poster, we present xDSL which is an ecosystem for DSL development. Built upon the hugely

popular LLVM and MLIR, xDSL provides a Python-based toolbox to ease integration with MLIR, and

a series of IR dialects and transformations that DSL developers can apply. The result is that that

DSLs become a thin layer of abstraction atop a common, well supported, mature and maintained

ecosystem that targets a variety of hardware architectures.

Best Poster Finalist: no

CANDY: An Ef�cient Framework for Updating Properties on Large Scale Dynamic Networks

Aashish Pandey (University of North Texas), Arindam Khanda (Missouri University of Science and

Technology), Sriram Srinivasan (University of Oregon), Sanjukta Bhowmick (University of North

Texas), Sajal Das (Missouri University of Science and Technology), Boyana Norris (University of

Oregon)

Queries on large graphs use the stored graph properties to generate responses. As most of the

real-world graphs are dynamic, i.e., the graph topology changes with time, and hence the related

graph properties are also time-varying. In such cases, maintaining correctness in stored graph

properties requires recomputation or update on previous properties. Here, we present an ef�cient

framework, CANDY for updating the properties in large dynamic networks. We prove the ef�cacy of



our general framework by applying it to update graph properties such as Single Source Shortest

Path (SSSP), Vertex Coloring, and PageRank. Empirically we show that our shared-memory parallel

and NVIDIA GPU-based data-parallel implementations perform better than the state-of-the-art

implementations.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Toward Scalable Voxelization of Meshes with High Growth Rate

Markéta Hrabánková (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava, Czech

Republic), Ondřej Meca (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava,

Czech Republic), Tomáš Brzobohatý (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of

Ostrava, Czech Republic), Lubomír Říha (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical

University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Milan Jaroš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB –

Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Petr Strakoš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB

– Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic)

The poster presents a scalable approach that converts the results of large-scale Computational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations into a volumetric representation used by volume rendering-

based visualization. Even if this functionality is provided by common post-processing tools, its

ef�cient parallelization requires an appropriate load-balancing. Unfortunately, load-balancing

according to the number of cells does not scale for unstructured meshes with high growth rate that

is common in CFD. In the poster, we show that with an appropriate redistribution of data among

available resources it is possible to perform the operation in just several seconds with signi�cantly

improved scalability.
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Loimos: A Large-Scale Epidemic Simulation Framework for Realistic Social Contact Networks

Joy Kitson (University of Maryland), Ian Costello (University of Maryland), Jiangzhuo Chen

(University of Virginia), Jaemin Choi (University of Illinois), Stefan Hoops (University of Virginia),

Diego Jiménez (Costa Rica National High Technology Center), Tamar Kellner (University of

Maryland), Esteban Meneses (Costa Rica National High Technology Center), Henning Mortveit

(University of Virginia), Jae-Seung Yeom (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Laxmikant V.

Kale (University of Illinois), Madhav V. Marathe (University of Virginia), Abhinav Bhatele (University

of Maryland)

Global pandemics can wreak havoc and lead to signi�cant social, economic and personal losses.

Preventing the spread of infectious diseases requires interventions at different levels needing the



study of potential impact and ef�cacy of those preemptive measures. Modeling epidemic diffusion

and possible interventions can help us in this goal. Agent-based models have been used effectively

in the past to model contagion processes. We present Loimos, a highly parallel simulation of

epidemic diffusion written on top of the Charm++ asynchronous task-based system. Loimos uses a

hybrid time-stepped and discrete-event simulation to model disease spread. We demonstrate that

our implementation of Loimos is able to ef�ciently utilize a large number of cores on different HPC

platforms, namely, we scale to about 32k cores on Theta at ALCF and about 4k cores on Cori at

NERSC.
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Scalable GPU Accelerated Simulation of Multiphase Compressible Flow

Anand Radhakrishnan (Georgia Institute of Technology), Henry Le Berre (Georgia Institute of

Technology), Spencer Bryngelson (Georgia Institute of Technology)

We present a strategy for GPU acceleration of a multiphase compressible �ow solver that brings us

closer to exascale computing. Given the memory-bound nature of most CFD problems, one must be

prudent in implementing algorithms and of�oading work to accelerators for ef�cient use of

resources. Through careful choice of OpenACC decorations, we achieve 46% of peak GPU FLOPS

on the most expensive kernel, leading to a 500-times speedup on an NVIDIA A100 compared to 1

modern Intel CPU core. The implementation also demonstrates ideal weak scaling for up to 13824

GPUs on OLCF Summit. Strong scaling behavior is typical but improved by reduced communication

times via CUDA-aware MPI.
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Traf�c Flow Optimization in Smart Cities: Leveraging HPC Resources for Automatic Design

Space Exploration

Martin Šurkovský (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Jakub Beránek (IT4Innovations, Czech

Republic), Kateřina Slaninová (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Jan Martinovič (IT4Innovations,

Czech Republic), Radim Cmar (Sygic, Slovak Republic)

The poster presents the usage of a deterministic traf�c simulator for optimizing traf�c �ow within a

city. The simulator is one part of a traf�c modeling framework for intelligent transportation in smart

cities. In contrast to standard navigation systems where the navigation is optimized for drivers, we

aim to optimize a distribution of the global traf�c �ow. We utilize HPC resources for the simulator’s

parameters exploration for which EVEREST SDK is used.



The EVEREST project aims at developing a holistic design environment that addresses simplifying

the programmability of heterogeneous and distributed architectures for Big Data applications. The

project uses “data-driven” design approach with domain-speci�c language extensions, hardware-

accelerated AI and an ef�cient monitoring of the execution with a uni�ed hardware/software

paradigm. During the presentation the distribution of traf�c �ow in a selected city will be presented

in a form of short video to demonstrate the dynamicity of the system.
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A C++20 Interface for MPI 4.0

Ali Can Demiralp (RWTH Aachen University), Philipp Martin (RWTH Aachen University), Niko Sakic

(RWTH Aachen University), Marcel Krüger (RWTH Aachen University), Tim Gerrits (RWTH Aachen

University)

We present a modern C++20 interface for MPI 4.0. The interface utilizes recent language features

to ease development of MPI applications. An aggregate re�ection system enables generation of

MPI data types from user-de�ned classes automatically. Immediate and persistent operations are

mapped to futures, which can be chained to describe sequential asynchronous operations and task

graphs in a concise way. This work introduces the prominent features of the interface with

examples. We further measure its performance overhead with respect to the raw C interface.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Distributed Deep Learning on HPC for In�lling Holes in Spatial Precipitation Data

Johannes Meuer (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Étienne Plésiat (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Hannes Thiemann (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)),

Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Christopher Kadow (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ))

Missing climatological data is a general problem in climate research that leads to uncertainty of

prediction models that rely on these data resources. So far, existing approaches for in�lling missing

precipitation data are mostly numerical or statistical techniques that require time consuming

computations and are not suitable for large regions with missing data. Most recent machine

learning techniques have proven to perform well on in�lling missing temperature or satellite data.

However, these techniques consider only spatial variability in the data whereas precipitation data is

much more variable in both space and time. We propose a convolutional inpainting network that

additionally considers temporal variability and atmospheric parameters in the data. The model was

trained and evaluated on the RADOLAN data set over Germany. Since the training of this high-



resolved data set requires a large amount of computational resources, we apply distributed training

on an HPC system to maximize the performance.
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CGYRO Performance on Slingshot-Connected Perlmutter GPU nodes

Igor S�ligoi (University of California, San Diego), Emily Belli (General Atomics), Jeff Candy (General

Atomics)

The NERSC Perlmutter HPC system is the most recent large-scale US system that is publicly

available. NERSC chose to deploy a �rst phase of its GPU-based nodes in late 2021 using 2x

Slingshot10 connections and has been upgrading them to 4x Slinghot11 connections starting in

summer 2021. In this poster we provide benchmark numbers for using CGYRO, a popular fusion

turbulence simulation tool, comparing the original and the upgraded network setup. CGYRO has

been previously shown to be communication-bound in many recent HPC systems and we show

that the upgraded networking provides a signi�cant boost for fusion science.
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Improvements to Hardware-Accelerated 3D Single Particle Imaging Data Reconstruction

Niteya Shah (Virginia Tech, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Christine Sweeney (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

Fast analysis of scienti�c data from X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) experimental facilities is key for

supporting real-time decisions that ef�ciently use these facilities to speed up scienti�c discovery.

Our research shows gains obtained using graphics processing units (GPUs) to accelerate 3D

reconstruction of Single Particle Imaging (SPI) X-ray diffraction data. We achieve a 4X speedup over

the previous GPU implementation, 50% better image reconstruction resolution, and 485X speedup

when calculating resolution compared to the existing implementation. We showcase techniques to

optimize per-node computational ef�ciency, increase scalability and improve the accuracy of SPI by

using better algorithms, improving data movement and accesses, reusing data structures, and

reducing memory fragmentation.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

Low-Precision Multi-GPU Detection Approach for Massive MIMO Technology



Adel Dabah (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Zouheir Rezki (University of California,

Santa Cruz), Slim Alouini (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David

Keyes (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST))

Massive Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output is a crucial technology for Next-Generation networks

(Next-G). It uses hundreds of antennas at transceivers to exchange data. However, its accurate

signal detection relies on solving an NP-hard optimization problem in real-time latency.

In this poster, we propose a new GPU-based detection algorithm that demonstrates the positive

impact of low-precision arithmetic with multiple GPUs to achieve next-G

latency/scalability/accuracy requirements. Our approach iteratively extends a solution with several

symbols representing the best combination out of the aggregated levels. The computation at each

iteration is formulated as a matrix multiplication operation to leverage GPU architectures. 

The obtained results using A100 GPU show a 1.7x improvement by exploiting half-precision

arithmetic without loss in accuracy. Furthermore, our low-precision multi-GPU version with four

A100 GPUs is 4x faster than the single-precision single GPU version and 40x faster than a similar

parallel CPU implementation executed on a two-socket 28-core IceLake CPU with 56 threads.
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Transformations for Energy Ef�cient Accelerated Chain Matrix Multiplication (TEE-ACM2)

Maxim Moraru (University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA)), Mina Warnet (University of

Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA)), Julien Loiseau (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Nirmal Prajapati (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), Hyun Lim (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Sumathi

Lakshmiranganatha (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Jamal Mohd-Yusof (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), Karen Tsai (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Richard Berger

(Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Patrick McCormick (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

GPU matrix chain multiplication serves as a basis for a wide range of scienti�c domains like

computer graphics, physics, and machine learning. While its time performance was studied for

years, there has been signi�cantly less effort in optimizing its energy ef�ciency. GPU power

consumption is heavily impacted by the number of data transfers performed. In fact, a data transfer

from global memory needs a thousand times more energy than a double precision arithmetic

operation. Thus, minimizing data transfers is key for reducing the energy consumption. We present

an energy ef�cient solution for Matrix Chain Multiplication on GPUs that minimizes computation as



well as off-chip data transfers. For this, optimizations at three different levels are provided. For a

single matrix multiplication, we use a large tile blocking strategy. Then, we extend our approach to

three matrices. Finally, we propose a solution for a sequence of matrices.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Noncommittal Commits: Predicting Performance Slowdowns in Version Control History

Daniel Nichols (University of Maryland), Dilan Gunawardana (University of Maryland), Aniruddha

Marathe (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Scienti�c software in high performance computing is becoming increasingly complex both in terms

of its size and the number of external dependencies. Correctness and performance issues can

become more challenging in actively developed software with increasing complexity. This leads to

software developers having to spend larger portions of their time on debugging, optimizing, and

maintaining code. Making software optimization and maintenance easier for developers is

paramount to accelerating the rate of scienti�c progress. Fortunately, there is a wealth of data on

scienti�c coding practices available implicitly via version control histories. These contain the state of

a code at each stage throughout its development via commit snapshots. Commit snapshots provide

dynamic insight into the software development process that static analyses of release tarballs do

not. We propose a new machine learning based approach for studying the performance of source

code across code modi�cations.
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Predicting Cross-Platform Relative Performance with Deep Generative Models

Daniel Nichols (University of Maryland), Jae-Seung Yeom (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Applications can experience signi�cant performance differences when run on different

architectures. For example, GPUs are often utilized to accelerate an application over its CPU

implementation. Understanding how performance changes across platforms is vital to the design of

hardware, systems software, and performance critical applications. However, modeling the

relationship between systems and performance is dif�cult as run time data needs to be collected on

each platform. In this poster, we present a methodology for predicting the relative performance of

an application across multiple systems using pro�led performance counters and deep learning.
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Parallel Computing Accelerates Sequential Deep Networks Model in Turbulent Flow

Forecasting

Reza Hassanian (University of Iceland), Morris Riedel (University of Iceland, Juelich Supercomputing

Centre (JSC)), Ásdís Helgadottír (University of Iceland)

This study aimed to employ deep learning capability and computing scalability to create a model

and predict the velocity of the straining turbulence �ow. The turbulence �ow was generated in a

laboratory. The turbulence intensity of the �ow is controlled via impeller rotation speed. The mean

strain rate is made by two circular plates moving toward each other in the center of the measuring

area by an actuator. The dynamics of the particles are measured using high-speed Lagrangian

Particle Tracking at 10,000 frames per second. Measured data from the experiment were employed

to design a gated recurrent unit model. Two powerful parallel computing machines, JUWELS and

DEEP-EST, were employed to implement the model. The velocity forecasting with a gated recurrent

network presents a considerable outcome. The computing machine's scalability using GPUs

accelerates this model's computing time signi�cantly, which strengthens the ability to predict

turbulent �ow.
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Ef�cient Sparse Deep Neural Network Computation on GPU with TVM

Lillian Wang (University of North Texas), Avik Malladi (University of North Texas), Yuede Ji

(University of North Texas)

This poster presents GPU optimizations for Sparse Deep Neural Networks using Apache TVM.

Although various deep neural network models exist, SpDNNs have shown great improvements in

the size and memory of neural networks. SpDNNs provide unique scalability dif�culties in which

optimizations and advancements can be made. Apache TVM is a machine learning compiler

framework for CPUs and GPUs. It has been shown to have promising improvements for the

performance, deployment, and optimizations of the networks. To evaluate its effectiveness for

SpDNNs, this work builds SpDNNs with Apache TVM and compares with current SpDNNs. When

testing with various datasets, TVM-based implementation can achieve faster and more ef�cient

optimizations.
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Learning to Parallelize Source Code via OpenMP with Transformers



Re'em Harel (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel), Yuval Pinter (Ben-Gurion University of the

Negev, Israel), Gal Oren (Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Department of Computer

Science)

In past years, the world has switched to many-core and multi-core shared memory architectures.

As a result, there is a growing need to utilize these architectures by introducing shared memory

parallelization schemes, such as OpenMP, to software applications. Nevertheless, introducing

OpenMP into code, especially legacy code, is challenging due to pervasive pitfalls in management

of parallel shared memory. To facilitate the performance of this task, many source-to-source (S2S)

compilers have been created over the years, tasked with inserting OpenMP directives into code

automatically. In addition to having limited robustness to their input format, these compilers still do

not achieve satisfactory coverage and precision in locating parallelizable code and generating

appropriate directives. In this work, we propose leveraging recent advances in machine learning

techniques, speci�cally in natural language processing (NLP) - the transformers model, to suggest

the need for an OpenMP directive or speci�c clauses (reduction and private).
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VkFFT – Vulkan/CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Level Zero GPU FFT Library

Dmitrii Tolmachev (ETH Zürich)

The Fast Fourier Transform is an essential algorithm of modern computational science. The highly

parallel structure of the FFT allows for its ef�cient implementation on graphics processing units

(GPUs), which are now widely used for general-purpose computing. This poster presents the

VkFFT - an ef�cient GPU-accelerated multidimensional Fast Fourier Transform library for

Vulkan/CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Level Zero projects. VkFFT aims to provide the community with a cross-

platform open-source alternative to vendor-speci�c solutions while achieving comparable or better

performance. This poster presents the optimizations implemented in VkFFT and compares its

performance and precision against Nvidia cuFFT and AMD's rocFFT libraries on their latest HPC

GPUs. This poster also presents the �rst performant implementation of Discrete Cosine Transforms

on GPUs. VkFFT is released under MIT license.
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Performance of OpenMP Loop Transformations for the Acoustic Wave Stencil on GPUs

Hermes Senger (Federal University of Sao Carlos, Brazil; University of São Paulo), Jaime Freire de

Souza (Federal University of Sao Carlos, Brazil), Leticia Suellen Farias Machado (Federal University

of Sao Carlos, Brazil), Edson Satoshi Gomi (University of São Paulo), Claude Tadonki (Paris School



of Mines), Simon McIntosh-Smith (University of Bristol)

In this work, we evaluate the performance of unroll and tiling, two loop transformations introduced

in OpenMP 5.1 and early implemented in Clang 13 for GPUs. Experiments on a common seismic

computational kernel demonstrate performance gains on three GPU architectures.
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An Approach for Large-Scale Distributed FFT Framework on GPUs

Yichang Hu (South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, China), BinBin Zhou (South China

University of Technology, Guangzhou, China), Lu Lu (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)

The fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), a reduced-complexity formulation of the Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT), dominate the computational cost in many areas of science and engineering. Due

to the large-scale data, multi-node heterogeneous systems aspire to meet the increasing demands

from parallel computing FFT in the �eld of High-Performance Computing (HPC). In this work, we

present a highly ef�cient GPU-based distributed FFT framework by adapting the Cooley-Tukey

recursive FFT algorithm. Two major types of optimizations, including automatic low-dimensional

FFT kernel generation and asynchronous strategy for multi-GPUs, are presented to enhance the

performance of our approach for large-scale distributed FFT, and numerical experiments

demonstrate that our work achieves more than 40x speedup over CPU FFT libraries and about 2x

speedup over heFFTe, currently available state-of-art research, on GPUs.
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Supporting Ef�cient Work�ow Deployment of Federated Learning Systems on the Computing

Continuum

Cédric Prigent (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Gabriel

Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Alexandru

Costan (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Loïc Cudennec

(DGA Information Literacy, France)

Federated Learning (FL) is a distributed Machine Learning paradigm aiming to collaboratively learn

a shared model while considering privacy preservation by letting the clients process their private

data locally. In the Computing Continuum context (edge-fog-cloud ecosystem), FL raises several

challenges such as supporting very heterogeneous devices and optimizing massively distributed

applications.



We propose a work�ow to better support and optimize FL systems across the Computing

Continuum by relying on formal descriptions of the infrastructure, hyperparameter optimization and

model retraining in case of performance degradation. We motivate our approach by providing

preliminary results using a human activity recognition dataset. The next objective will be to

implement and deploy our solution on the Grid’5000 testbed.

During the poster session, I will start by presenting the main problems for applying FL in the

Computing Continuum and how our approach is tackling it. Next I will present preliminary results

and discuss the remaining challenges.
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Enabling Energy Systems Research on HPC

Thomas Breuer (Forschungszentrum Jülich, Juelich Supercomputing Centre (JSC)), Karl-Kiên Cao

(German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Manuel Wetzel (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Ulrich Frey

(German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Shima Sasanpour (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Jan

Buschmann (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Aileen Böhme (GAMS Development Corp.), Charlie

Vanaret (Berlin Institute of Technology)

Energy systems research strongly relies on large modeling frameworks. Many of them use linear

optimization approaches to calculate blueprints for ideal future energy systems, which become

increasingly complex, as do the models. The state of the art is to compute them with shared-

memory computers combined with approaches to reduce the model size. We overcome this and

implement a fully automated work�ow on HPC using a newly developed solver for distributed

memory architectures. Moreover, we address the challenge of uncertainty in scenario analysis by

performing sophisticated parameter variations for large-scale power system models, which cannot

be solved in the conventional way. Preliminary results show that we are able to identify clusters of

future energy system designs, which perform well from different perspectives of energy system

research and also consider disruptive events. Furthermore, we also observe that our approach

provides the most insights when being applied to complex rather than simple models.
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Exploring FPGA Acceleration of Seed Selection in In�uence Maximization

Reece Neff (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), North Carolina State University), Marco

Minutoli (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Antonino Tumeo (Paci�c Northwest

National Laboratory (PNNL)), Mahantesh Halappanavar (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory

(PNNL)), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State University)



The In�uence Maximization (IM) problem on a social network is the problem of identifying a small

cohort of vertices that, when initially activated, results in a cascading effect that will activate the

maximum expected number other vertices in the network. While the problem is NP-hard under

budget constraints, it has a submodular structure that leads to ef�cient approximation.

In this work, we present techniques and our performance analysis that we are using to drive the

design of ef�cient FPGA acceleration for the seed selection step within the IMM algorithm.

Currently, we are able to achieve from 0.75x to 4.78x speedup, with the main bottleneck being a

static overhead determined by the size of the input graph. We discuss future work to improve on

the current architecture, and hope to provide techniques for making "almost-regular" applications

fast and ef�cient on FPGAs.
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High-Resolution Simulation of Earthquake Recurrence Enabled by Optimization for Multi-Core

CPUs and Large-Scale Parallelization

Ryosuke Ando (University of Tokyo), So Ozawa (Stanford University), Akihiro Ida (Japan Agency for

Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Tatsuya Hoshino (University of Tokyo), Kazunori Muramatsu

(University of Tokyo), Ryoya Matsushima (University of Tokyo), Masatoshi Kawai (University of

Tokyo), Toshihiro Hanawa (University of Tokyo)

We have successfully developed an ef�cient algorithm capable of computation of N=1 million

elements and 0.1 million time-steps. Strong-scaling analyses show that the algorithm exhibits the

good scalability for OpenMP / MPI of 8 threads and more than 10000 cores (~200 nodes). This

capacity is necessary to simulate the nationwide fault activity for the Japanese Islands with the

current HPC systems. The algorithm is applied to simulate the 15 thousand years of the earthquake

recurrence history along one of the largest active faults in SW Japan, the Median Tectonic line. We

demonstrate that the optimized algorithm is a powerful tool enabling us to build a physics-based

method applied to long-term forecast of earthquake generation.
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Self-Supervised Learning for Automated Species Detection from Passively Recorded

Soundscapes in Avian Diversity Monitoring

Dario Dematties (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Bhupendra A. Raut (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Rajesh Sankaran (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Nicola J. Ferrier

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))



By detecting different animal species reliably at scale we can protect biodiversity. Yet, traditionally,

biodiversity data has been collected by expert observers which is prohibitively expensive, not

reliable neither scalable. Automated species detection via machine-learning is promising, but it is

constrained by the necessity of large training data sets all labeled by human experts. Here, we

propose to use Self-Supervised Learning for studying semantic features from passively collected

acoustic data. We utilized a joint embedding con�guration to acquire features from spectrograms.

We processed recordings from ∼190 hours of audio. In order to process these volumes of data we

utilized a HPC cluster provided by the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility. We analyzed the

output space from a trained backbone which highlights important semantic attributes of the

spectrograms. We envisage these preliminary results as compelling for future automatic assistance

of biologist as a pre-processing stage for labeling very big data sets.
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Custom 8-bit Floating Point Value Format for Reducing Shared Memory Bank Con�ict in

Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search

Hiroyuki Ootomo (Tokyo Institute of Technology), Akira Naruse (NVIDIA Corporation)

The k-nearest neighbor search is used in various applications such as machine learning, computer

vision, database search, and information retrieval. While the computational cost of the exact

nearest neighbor search is enormous, an approximate nearest neighbor search (ANNS) is being

paid much attention. IVFPQ is one of the ANNS methods. Although we can leverage the high

bandwidth and low latency of shared memory to compute the search phase of the IVFPQ on

NVIDIA GPUs, the throughput can degrade due to shared memory bank con�ict. To reduce the

bank con�ict and improve the search throughput, we propose a custom 8-bit �oating point value

format. This format doesn’t have a sign bit and can be converted from/to FP32 with a few

instructions. We use this format for IVFPQ on GPUs and get better performance without signi�cant

recall loss compared to FP32 and FP16.
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Exploring Performance of GeoCAT data analysis routines on GPUs

Haniye Kashgarani (University of Wyoming), Cena Miller (National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR)), Supreeth Suresh (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Anissa

Zacharias (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))

The GeoCAT-comp program is a Python toolkit used by the geoscience community to analyze data.



This project explores ways to port GeoCAT-comp to run on GPUs, as recent supercomputers are

shifting to include GPU accelerators as the major resource. Although GeoCAT-comp's routines are

all sequential or utilize Dask parallelization on the CPU, the data processing is embarrassingly

parallel and computationally costly, enabling us to optimize using GPUs. GeoCAT uses NumPy,

Xarray, and Dask arrays for CPU parallelization. In this project, we examined different GPU-

accelerated Python packages (e.g., Numba and CuPy). Taking into account the deliverability of the

�nal porting method to the GeoCAT team, CuPy is selected. CuPy is a Python CUDA-enabled array

backend module that is quite similar to NumPy. We analyzed the performance of the GPU-

accelerated code compared to the Dask CPU parallelized code over various array sizes and

resources, and through strong and weak scaling.
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KokkACC: Enhancing Kokkos with OpenACC

Pedro Valero-Lara (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Marc Gonzalez-Tallada (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Joel Denny

(Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jeffrey Vetter (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Kokkos is a representative approach between template metaprogramming solutions that offers

programmers high-level abstractions for generic programming while most of the device-speci�c

code generation and optimizations are delegated to the compiler through template specializations.

For this, Kokkos provides a set of device-speci�c code specializations in multiple backends, such as

CUDA and HIP. However, maintaining and optimizing multiple device-speci�c back ends for each

new device type can be complex and error-prone. To alleviate these concerns, this paper presents

an alternative OpenACC back end for Kokkos: KokkACC. KokkACC provides a high-productivity

programming environment and—potentially—a multi architecture back end. We have observed

competitive performance; in some cases, KokkACC is faster than NVIDIA’s CUDA back end and

much faster than OpenMP’s GPU of�oading back end. This work also includes implementation

details and a detailed performance study conducted with a set of mini-benchmarks (AXPY and DOT

product) and two mini-apps (LULESH and miniFE).
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Tensor Processing Primitives in the Computational Sciences: Earthquake Simulations

Alexander Breuer (Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany), Alexander Heinecke (Intel

Corporation), Antonio Noack (Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany), Evangelos Georganas

(Intel Corporation), Kirill Voronin (Intel Corporation)



Many HPC and certainly AI or DL applications are comprised in their core of small linear algebra

operations which are then used to compose large and more complicated tensor operations.

Especially in the �eld of AI/DL portability among different hardware platforms is essential due to an

extensive reliance on Python and the high-level nature of many frontends. However, scientists are

often faced with the challenge to run their codes in vastly different environments. They therefore

have to restrict themselves to high-level languages and hope for good compiler optimizations.

Especially for complicated linear algebra operators, as they arise in high-order methods in the

computational sciences, this is huge leap of faith. In this work we demonstrate how Tensor

Processing Primitives, a low-dimensional SIMD abstraction for various CPU architectures, can be

used to obtain very high fractions of �oating point peak on seven different CPU micro-architectures

offering four different ISAs.
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Arti�cial Intelligence Reconstructs Missing Climate Information

Christopher Kadow (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Étienne Plésiat (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Johannes Meuer (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), David

Matthew Hall (NVIDIA Corporation), Uwe Ulbrich (Free University of Berlin), Hannes Thiemann

(German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Computing Centre

(DKRZ))

Historical temperature measurements are the basis of important global climate datasets like

HadCRUT4 and HadCRUT5 to analyze climate change. These datasets contain many missing

values and have low resolution grids. Here we demonstrate that arti�cial intelligence can skillfully

�ll these observational gaps and upscale these when combined with numerical climate model data.

We show that recently developed image inpainting techniques perform accurate reconstructions via

transfer learning. In addition, high resolution in weather and climate was always a common and

ongoing goal of the community. We gain a neural network which reconstructs and downscales the

important observational data sets (IPCC AR6) at the same time, which is unique and state-of-the-

art in climate research.
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PDTgcomp: Compilation Framework for Data Transformation Kernels on GPU

Tri Nguyen (North Carolina State University), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State University)

Data transformation tasks - such as encoding, decoding, parsing, and conversion between common

data formats - are at the core of many data analytics, data processing and scienti�c applications.



This has led to the development of custom software libraries and hardware implementations

targeting popular data transformations. By accelerating speci�c transformations, however, these

solutions suffer from lack of generality. On the other hand, a generic and programmable data

processing engine might support a wide range of data transformations, but do so at the cost of

reduced performance compared to custom, algorithm-speci�c solutions. 

In this work, we aim to bridge this gap between generality and performance. To this end, we

provide a compilation framework that transparently converts data transformation tasks expressed

using pushdown transducers into ef�cient GPU code.
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Visual Analysis on the Resilience of HPC Applications Using Control-Flow Graph

Hailong Jiang (Kent State University), Shaolun Ruan (Singapore Management University), Bo Fang

(Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Kevin Barker (Paci�c Northwest National

Laboratory (PNNL)), Ang Li (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Yong Wang (Singapore

Management University), Qiang Guan (Kent State University)

A large body of approaches has been proposed to analyze the resilience of HPC applications.

However, existing studies rarely address the challenges of the analysis result perception.

Speci�cally, resilience analysis techniques produce a massive volume of unstructured data, making

it dif�cult to conduct the resilience analysis. Furthermore, different analysis models produce diverse

results with multiple levels of details, which creates hurdles to compare and explore the resilience

of HPC program execution. To this end, we present VISILIENCE, an interactive VISual resILIENCE

analysis framework to allow programmers to facilitate the resilience analysis of HPC applications.

In particular, VISILIENCE leverages an effective visualization approach Control Flow Graph (CFG) to

present a function execution. In addition, three widely-used models for resilience analysis (i.e., Y-

Branch, IPAS, and TRIDENT) are seamlessly embedded into the framework for resilience analysis

and result comparison. Case studies have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our

proposed framework VISILIENCE.
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Self Supervised Solution for Analysis of Molecular Dynamics Simulations In Situ

Harshita Sahni (University of New Mexico), Trilce Estrada (University of New Mexico)

With modern technology and High-Performance Computing (HPC), Molecular Dynamics (MD)

simulations can be task and data parallel. That means, they can be decomposed into multiple



independent tasks (i.e., trajectories) with their own data, which can be processed in parallel.

Analysis of MD simulations includes �nding speci�c molecular events and the conformation

changes that a protein undergoes. However, the traditional analysis relies on the global

decomposition of all the trajectories for a speci�c molecular system, which can be performed only in

a centralized way. We propose a lightweight self-supervised machine learning technique to analyze

MD simulations in situ. That is, we aim to speed up the process of �nding molecular events in the

protein trajectory at run-time, without having to wait for the entire simulation to �nish. This allows

us to scale the analysis with the simulation.
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Debris Pose Estimation Using Deep Learning on FPGA

Shintaro Hashimoto (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA))

It is dif�cult to implement a CNN for edge processing in satellites, automobiles, and more, where

machine resources and power are limited. FPGAs meet such constraints of machine resources and

power associated with CNNs. FPGAs have low power consumption, but limited machine resources.

Quantization Neural Networks have fewer parameters (bit depth) than CNNs and better estimation

accuracy than BNNs.

Although CNNs for regression problems are rarely implemented with FPGAs, our study installed

debris pose estimation on an FPGA using the latest edge technology such as quantization neural

network. Pose estimations were run on a workstation using 32bit �oating-point precision and on an

FPGA using 8bit int precision. The average errors were 4.98% and 5.38%, respectively. This

demonstrates that the regression problem can be transferred to an FPGA without a signi�cant loss

of accuracy. The FPGA power ef�ciency is more than 218k times that of a workstation

implementation.
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Modeling Supraventricular Tachycardia Using Dynamic Computer-Generated Left Atrium

Bryant Wyatt (Tarleton State University), Avery Campbell (Tarleton State University), Gavin

McIntosh (Tarleton State University), Melanie Little (Tarleton State University), Brandon Wyatt

(Johnson & Johnson)

Supraventricular Tachycardia (SVT) is when the heart’s upper chambers beat either too quickly or

out of rhythm with the heart’s lower chambers. This out-of-step heart beating is a leading cause of

strokes, heart attacks, and heart failure. The most successful treatment for SVT is catheter ablation,



a process where an electrophysiologist (EP) maps the heart to �nd areas with abnormal electrical

activity. The EP then runs a catheter into the heart to burn the abnormal area, blocking the electrical

signals. Much is not known about what triggers SVT and where to place scar tissue for optimal

patient outcomes. We have produced a dynamic model of the right atrium accelerated on NVIDIA

GPUs. An interface allows researchers to insert ectopic signals into the simulated atria and ablate

sections of the atria allowing them to rapidly gain insight into what causes SVTs and how to

terminate them.
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New Accelerated Mixed-Precision Parallel Algorithms for Hermitian Eigenvalue Problem

Yaohung Tsai (University of Tennessee), Piotr Luszczek (University of Tennessee), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee)

The multi-precision methods commonly follow approximate-iterate scheme by �rst obtaining the

approximate solution from a low-precision factorization and solve. Then, they iteratively re�ne the

solution to the desired accuracy that is often as high as what is possible with traditional

approaches. While targeting symmetric/Hermitian eigenvalue problems of the form Ax=(lambda)x,

we revisited the SICE algorithm by applying the Sherman-Morrison formula on the diagonally-

shifted tridiagonal systems, we propose an updated SICE-SM algorithm. We exploited

asynchronous scheduling techniques to take advantage of the new computational graph enabled

by the use of mixed-precision in the eigensolver. By incorporating the latest two-stage algorithms

from the PLASMA and MAGMA software libraries for numerical linear algebra, we achieved up to

3.6x speedup using the mixed-precision eigensolver with the blocked SICE-SM algorithm for

iterative re�nement when compared with full double complex precision solvers for the cases with a

portion of eigenvalues and eigenvectors requested.
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A Bayesian Optimization-Assisted, High-Performance Simulator for Modeling RF Accelerator

Cavities

Aman Rani (Texas Tech University), Yang Liu (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)),

Tianhuan Luo (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hengrui Luo (Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (LBNL)), Xiaoye Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Radio-frequency cavities are key components for high-energy particle accelerators, quantum

computing, etc. Designing cavities comes along with many computational challenges such as multi-

objective optimization, high performance computing (HPC) requirement for handling large-sized



cavities etc. To be more precise, its multi-objective optimization requires an ef�cient 3D full-wave

electromagnetic simulator. For which, we rely on the integral equation (IE) method and it requires

fast solver with HPC and ML algorithms to search for resonance modes. 

We propose an HPC-based fast direct matrix solver for IE, combined with hybrid optimization

algorithms to attain an ef�cient simulator for accelerator cavity modeling. First, we solve the linear

eigen problem for each trial frequency by a distributed-memory parallel, fast direct solver. Second,

we propose the combination of the global optimizer Gaussian Process with the local optimizer

Downhill-simplex methods to generate the trial frequency samples which successfully optimize the

corresponding 1D objective function with multiple sharp minimums.
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Analyzing NOvA Neutrino Data with the Perlmutter Supercomputer

Norm Buchanan (Colorado State University), Steven Calvez (Colorado State University), Derek

Doyle (Colorado State University), V. Hewes (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexander

Himmel (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), James Kowalkowski (Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory), Andrew Norman (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Marc Paterno (Fermi

National Accelerator Laboratory), Tom Peterka (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Saba Sehrish

(Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexandre Sousa (University of Cincinnati), Tarak Thakore

(University of Cincinnati), Orcun Yildiz (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

NOvA is a world-leading neutrino physics experiment that is making measurements of

fundamental neutrino physics parameters and performing searches for physics beyond the

Standard Model. These measurements must leverage high performance computing facilities to

perform data intensive computations and execute complex statistical analyses. We outline the

NOvA analysis work�ows we have implemented on NERSC Cori and Perlmutter systems. We have

developed an implicitly-parallel data-�ltering framework for high energy physics data based on

pandas and HDF5. We demonstrate scalability of the framework and advantages of an aggregated

monolithic dataset by using a realistic neutrino cross-section measurement. We also demonstrate

the performance and scalability of the computationally intensive pro�led Feldman-Cousins

procedure for statistical analysis. This process performs statistical con�dence interval construction

based on non-parametric Monte Carlo simulation and was applied to the NOvA sterile neutrino

search. We show the NERSC Perlmutter system provides an order of magnitude computing

performance gain over Cori.
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Analysis and Visualization of Important Performance Counters to Enhance Interpretability of

Autotuner Output

Mohammad Zaeed (Texas State University), Tanzima Z. Islam (Texas State University), Younghyun

Cho (University of California, Berkeley), Xiaoye Sherry Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), Hengrui Luo (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Yang Liu (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Autotuning is a widely used method for guiding developers of large-scale applications to achieve

high performance. However, autotuners typically employ black-box optimizations to recommend

parameter settings at the cost of users missing the opportunity to identify performance bottlenecks.

Performance analysis �lls that gap and identi�es problems and optimization opportunities that can

result in better runtime and utilization of hardware resources. This work combines the best of the

both worlds by integrating a systematic performance analysis and visualization approach into a

publicly available autotuning framework, GPTune, to suggest users which con�guration parameters

are important to tune, to what value, and how tuning the parameters affect hardware-application

interactions. Our experiments demonstrate that a subset of the task parameters impact the

execution time of the Hypre application; the memory traf�c and page faults cause performance

problems in the Plasma-DGEMM routine on Cori-Haswell.
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Parameterized Radix-r Bruck Algorithm for All-to-All Communication

Ke Fan (University of Alabama, Birmingham), Sidharth Kumar (University of Alabama, Birmingham)

The standard implementation of MPI_Alltoall uses a combination of techniques, including the

spread-out and Bruck algorithms. The existing Bruck algorithm implementation is limited to a radix

of two, so the total number of communication steps is �xed at log2(P) (P: total number of

processes). The spread-out algorithm, on the other hand, requires P-1 communication steps. There

remains a wide unexplored parameter area between these two extremities of the communication

spectrum that can be tuned. In this paper, we formalize a generalized formula and implementation

of the Bruck algorithm, whose radix can be varied from 2 to P-1. With this ability, both the total

number of communication steps and the total amount of data transmitted can be tuned, which

allows performance tuning. We performed an experimental investigation and demonstrated that

the Bruck with the optimal radix is up to 57% faster than the vendor's optimized MPI_Alltoall on

the Theta supercomputer.
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Statistical and Causal Analysis of Chimbuko Provenance Database

Margaret Ajuwon (Morgan State University), Serges Love Teutu Talla (Morgan State University),

Isabelle Kemajou-Brown (Morgan State University), Christopher Kelly (Brookhaven National

Laboratory), Kerstin Kleese Van Dam (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Performance data are collected to establish how well exascale applications are doing with

executing their code or work�ow as ef�ciently as possible. Chimbuko, a tool speci�cally focused on

the analysis of performance data in real time, looks through these data and collects performance

anomalies that are detected. These anomalies are saved into the Chimbuko Provenance Database,

together with as much contextual information as needed. The goal of our work is to perform

statistical analysis on the Chimbuko Provenance Database by presenting simple visualizations and

determining if the information collected for each anomaly is suf�cient to conduct a causal analysis.

Statistical methods such as Theil’s U correlation analysis, Logistic regression, and K-Prototype

clustering were used to identify association between variables. Furthermore, feature selection was

conducted with Decision Tree and Random Forest. We identi�ed association between call_stack

and several variables, which reveals that call_stack is a very important feature of the dataset.
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A Light-Weight and Unsupervised Method for Near Real-time Anomaly Detection Using

Operational Data Measurement

Tom Richard Vargis (Technical University Dresden), Siavash Ghiasvand (Technical University

Dresden, ZIH)

Monitoring the status of large computing systems is essential to identify unexpected behavior and

improve their performance and up-time. However, due to the large-scale and distributed design of

such computing systems as well as a large number of monitoring parameters, automated

monitoring methods should be applied. Such automatic monitoring methods should also have the

ability to adapt themselves to the continuous changes in the computing system. In addition, they

should be able to identify behavioral anomalies in useful time, in order to perform appropriate

reactions. This work proposes a general light-weight and unsupervised method for near real-time

anomaly detection using operational data measurement on large computing systems. The proposed

model requires as low as 4 hours of data and 50 epochs for each training process to accurately

resemble the behavioral pattern of computing systems.
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A Multifaceted Approach to Automated I/O Bottleneck Detection for HPC Workloads



Izzet Yildirim (Illinois Institute of Technology), Hariharan Devarajan (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of

Technology), Kathryn Mohror (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Real-world HPC workloads impose a lot of pressure on storage systems as they are highly data

dependent. On the other hand, as a result of recent developments in storage hardware, it is

expected that the storage diversity in upcoming HPC systems will grow. This growing complexity in

the storage system presents challenges to users, and often results in I/O bottlenecks due to

inef�cient usage. There have been several studies on reducing I/O bottlenecks. The earliest

attempts worked to solve this problem by combining I/O characteristics with expert insight. The

recent attempts rely on the performance analysis from the I/O characterization tools. However, the

problem is multifaceted with many metrics to consider, hence dif�cult to do manually, even for

experts. In this work, we develop a methodology that produces a multifaceted view of the I/O

behavior of a workload to identify potential I/O bottlenecks automatically.
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SOLLVE Veri�cation and Validation OpenMP Testsuite

Thomas Huber (University of Delaware), Swaroop Pophale (Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware), Nikhil Rao (University of Delaware), Michael Carr

(University of Delaware), Jaydon Reap (University of Delaware), Kristina Holsapple (University of

Delaware), Joshua Davis (University of Maryland), Tobias Burnus (Siemens Electronic Design

Automation), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), David Bernholdt (Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL)), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware)

The SOLLVE V&V suite tests new OpenMP features to visualize compiler and system compilers.

Systems include Oak Ridge National Laboratory's (ORNL) Summit and Crusher systems, as well as

National Energy Research Scienti�c Computing Center (NERSC)'s Perlmutter system.
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PowerMan: Online Power Capping by Computationally Informed Machine Learning

Johannes Gebert (High Performance Computing Center (HLRS), Stuttgart; University of Stuttgart),

Daniel Barry (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL)), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL))

Appropriately adjusting the power draw of computational hardware plays a crucial role in its

ef�cient use. While vendors have already implemented hardware-controlled power management,



additional energy savings are available, depending on the state of the machine. We propose the

online classi�cation of such states based on computationally informed machine learning algorithms

to adjust the power cap of the next time step. This research highlights that the overall energy

consumption can be reduced signi�cantly, often without a prohibitive penalty in the runtime of the

applications.
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Extreme-Scale Computational Fluid Dynamics with AMR on GPUs

Joshua Hoke Davis (University of Maryland), Justin Shafner (University of Maryland), Daniel Nichols

(University of Maryland), Nathan Grube (University of Maryland), Pino Martin (University of

Maryland), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Accurate modeling of turbulent hypersonic �ows has tremendous scienti�c and commercial value,

and applies to atmospheric �ight, supersonic combustion, materials discovery and climate

prediction. In this poster, we describe our experiences in extending the capabilities of and

modernizing CRoCCo, an MPI-based, CPU-only compressible computational �uid dynamics code.

We extend CRoCCo to support block-structured adaptive mesh re�nement using a highly-scalable

AMR library, AMReX, and add support for a fully curvilinear solver. We also port the computational

kernels in CRoCCo to NVIDIA GPUs to enable scaling on modern exascale systems. We present our

techniques for overcoming performance challenges and evaluate the updated code, CRoCCo-AMR,

on the Summit system, demonstrating a 5× to 24× speedup over the CPU-only version.

Best Poster Finalist: no

CLIP-ACQUA: CLIP Autoencoder-Based Classic-Quantum Latent Space Reduction

Pablo Rivas (Baylor University), Liang Zhao (St Ambrose University)

Applications of quantum machine learning algorithms are currently still being studied. Recent work

suggests that classical gradient descent techniques can effectively train variational quantum

circuits. We propose to train quantum variational circuits to �nd smaller text and image embeddings

that preserve contrastive-learning distances based on CLIP large embeddings. This is a critical task

since �ne-tuning CLIP to produce low-dimensional embeddings is prohibitively expensive. We

introduce CLIP-ACQUA, a model trained in a self-supervised con�guration from CLIP embeddings

to reduce the latent space. We use CLIP-ACQUA on a sizeable unlabelled corpus of text and

images to demonstrate its effectiveness. Our experiments show that we can obtain smaller latent

spaces that preserve the original embedding distances inferred during contrastive learning.

Furthermore, using our model requires no �ne-tuning of CLIP, preserving its original robustness and



structure. The data used as a demonstration aids in modeling consumer-to-consumer online

marketplaces to detect illicit activities.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Case Study for Performance-Portability of Lattice Boltzmann Kernels

Geng Liu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Amanda Randles (Duke University), Joseph Insley

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Saumil Patel (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Victor Mateevitsi (Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL))

In this work, we study the performance-portability of of�oaded lattice Boltzmann kernels and the

trade-off between portability and ef�ciency. The study is based on a proxy application for the lattice

Boltzmann method (LBM). The performance portability programming framework of Kokkos (with

CUDA or SYCL backend) is used and compared with programming models of native CUDA and

native SYCL. The Kokkos library supports the mainstream GPU products in the market. The

performance of the code can vary with accelerating models, number of GPUs, scale of the problem,

propagation patterns and architectures. Both Kokkos library and CUDA toolkit are studied on the

supercomputer of ThetaGPU (Argonne Leadership Computing Facility). It is found that Kokkos

(CUDA) has almost the same performance as native CUDA. The automatic data and kernel

management in Kokkos may sacri�ce the ef�ciency, but the parallelization parameters can also be

tuned by Kokkos to optimize the performances.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Modeling Allocation of Heterogeneous Storage Resources on HPC Systems

Julien Monniot (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

François Tessier (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

Gabriel Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

In recent years, despite remarkable progress in computing and network performance, HPC

platforms have struggled to maintain satisfactory I/O throughput. Various solutions have been

proposed to mitigate the contention and variability experienced by more and more concurrent

applications, particularly on heavily shared parallel �le systems. In consequence, many large scale

platforms now offer complex hierarchies of storage resources using diverse architectures based on

different hardware technologies such as persistent memories or �ash. In that context, we propose

to study how to ef�ciently allocate these heterogeneous storage resources. In our poster, we

introduce StorAlloc, a modular and extensible simulator of a storage-aware job-scheduler. We



present the design of the tool before showing through the concrete example of the dimensioning of

a partition of burst buffers the insights StorAlloc can provide in terms of storage system design and

resource scheduling algorithms.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

A Holistic View of Memory Utilization on Perlmutter

Jie Li (Texas Tech University), Georgios Michelogiannakis (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), Brandon Cook (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Yong Chen (Texas Tech

University)

HPC systems are at risk of being underutilized due to various resource requirements of applications

and the imbalance of utilization among subsystems. This work provides a holistic analysis and view

of memory utilization on a leadership computing facility, the Perlmutter system at NERSC, through

which we gain insights about the resource usage patterns of the memory subsystem. The results of

the analysis can help evaluate current system con�gurations, offer recommendations for future

procurement, provide feedback to users on code ef�ciency, and motivate research in new

architecture and system designs.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Using Umpire’s Coalescing Heuristics to Improve Memory Performance

Kristi Belcher (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), David Beckingsale (Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory), Marty McFadden (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Memory management APIs like Umpire were created to solve the memory constraints for

applications running on heterogeneous HPC systems. At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

(LLNL), many application codes utilize the memory management capabilities of Umpire. This study

focuses on one such code, a high explosive equation of state chemistry application from LLNL. This

code uses Umpire’s memory pools in order to allocate all required memory at once instead of many

times throughout the code. The performance of memory pools varies widely and depends upon

how the blocks of memory within the pool are managed. We conducted several experiments that

tested different strategies to manage allocations within a memory pool in order to study the impact

on performance. Our experiments demonstrate how this performance varies, from causing an

application to run out of memory prematurely to reducing peak memory usage by 64%, depending

upon that management strategy.

Best Poster Finalist: no



Interactive Visual Analysis Tool for Anomaly Provenance Data

Alicia Guite (Texas State University), Tanzima Z. Islam (Texas State University), Christopher Kelly

(Brookhaven National Laboratory), Wei Xu (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Chimbuko is a framework for detecting real-time performance anomalies incurred by large-scale

applications. Understanding the source of anomalous behaviors is dif�cult due to the high volume

of information stored by Chimbuko in a provenance database. This undergraduate research project

aims to intuitively display this high volume of information without overwhelming users. We then

integrate our analysis and visualization techniques into a publicly available framework called

Dashing. This project facilitates interactive user investigation of anomaly provenance in large-scale

applications.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Leveraging Stencil Computation Performance with Temporal Blocking Using Large Cache

Capacity on AMD EPYC 7003 Processors with AMD 3D V-Cache Technology

Long Qu (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David Keyes (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST))

In structured grid �nite-difference, �nite-volume, and �nite-element discretizations of partial

differential equation conservation laws, regular stencil computations constitute the main core kernel

in many temporally explicit approaches for such problems. For various blocking dimensions, the

Spatial Blocking (SB) approach enables data reuse within multiple cache levels.

Introduced in GIRIH, the Multi-core Wavefront Diamond blocking (MWD) method optimizes

practically relevant stencil algorithms by combining the concepts of diamond tiling and multi-core

aware wavefront temporal blocking, leading to signi�cant increase in data reuse and locality.

We evaluate the performance of MWD on a variety of recent multi-core architectures. Among all of

them, the new AMD multi-processor, codenamed Milan-X, provides an unprecedented capacity for

the Last Level Cache. We show that the Milan-X hardware design is ideal for the MWD method,

and signi�cant performance gain can be achieved relative to its predecessors Milan and Rome.

Best Poster Finalist: no



Agile Acceleration of LLVM Flang Support for Fortran 2018 Parallel Programming

Katherine Rasmussen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Damian Rouson (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Najé George (San Diego State University), Dan Bonachea

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hussain Kadhem (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL)), Brian Friesen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The LLVM Flang compiler ("Flang") is currently Fortran 95 compliant, and the frontend can parse

Fortran 2018. However, Flang does not have a comprehensive 2018 test suite and does not fully

implement the static semantics of the 2018 standard. We are investigating whether agile software

development techniques, such as pair programming and test-driven development (TDD), can help

Flang to rapidly progress to Fortran 2018 compliance. Because of the paramount importance of

parallelism in high-performance computing, we are focusing on Fortran’s parallel features,

commonly denoted “CoArray Fortran". We are developing what we believe are the �rst exhaustive,

open-source tests for the static semantics of Fortran 2018 parallel features, and contributing them

to the LLVM project. A related effort involves writing runtime tests for parallel 2018 features and

supporting those tests by developing a new parallel runtime library: the CoArray Fortran

Framework of Ef�cient Interfaces to Network Environments (Caffeine).

Best Poster Finalist: no

Accelerated COVID-19 CT Image Enhancement via Sparse Tensor Cores

Ayush Chaturvedi (Virginia Tech), Wu Chun Feng (Virginia Tech)

In this work we accelerate a target a deep learning model designed to enhance CT images of covid-

19 chest scans namely DD-Net using sparse techniques. The model follows an auto encoder

decoder architecture in deep learning paradigm and has high dimensionality and thus takes many

compute hours of training. We propose a set of techniques which target these two aspects of

model - dimensionality and training time. We will implement techniques to prune neurons making

the model sparse and thus reduce the effective dimensionality with a loss of accuracy not more

than 5% with minimal additional overhead of retraining. Then we propose set of techniques

tailored with respect to underlying hardware in order to better utilize the existing components of

hardware (such as tensor core) and thus reduce time and associated cost required to train this

model.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Live Containerized Service Migration Across Edge to Cloud Continuum

Thanawat Chanikaphon (University of Louisiana at Lafayette, High Performance Cloud Computing



(HPCC) Lab), Mohsen Amini Salehi (University of Louisiana at Lafayette, High Performance Cloud

Computing (HPCC) Lab)

Services on the edge and fog systems desire mobility owing to the user or data mobility, and the

necessity of relocating to the cloud upon the oversubscription. More speci�cally, live migration of

containerized microservices is required for service mobility, elasticity, and load balancing purposes.

Although container runtimes and orchestrators recently provided native live migration support, they

do not allow migration across autonomous computing systems with heterogeneous orchestrators.

Our hypothesis is that non-native and non-invasive support for the live container migration is the

need of hour and can unlock several new use cases. We develop a non-native and non-invasive live

container migration method leveraging the nested container runtime. We design the architecture

and develop the solution to enable container migration across heterogeneous orchestrators. We

evaluate the performance against other approaches. We observe that for microservices smaller

than 512 MiB, the nested container runtime approach can be implemented within an acceptable

overhead.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Novel Multi Data Acquisition and Hybrid Neural Network for Pipe Inspection and Imaging

Guang An Ooi (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Mehmet Ozakin

(King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Tarek Mostafa (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Moutazbellah Khater (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST)), Ahmed Aljarro (Saudi Aramco), Hakan Bagci (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Shehab Ahmed (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST))

A new machine learning-based non-destructive testing (NDT) technique for the examination of

conductive objects is presented. NDT of objects behind barriers utilize the defect-induced

distortions on electromagnetic (EM) �elds to detect �aws in the structure of inspected targets. Such

distortions are highly non-linear, requiring signi�cant amounts of data for training neural networks.

To this end, a massively parallelized data generation framework is proposed in conjunction with a

multi-frequency hybrid neural network (MF-HNN), to create a physics-informed inversion AI model.

The performance of the resulting inversion algorithm is applied on casings, where tubular pipes are

inspected. For data generation, physics-based solvers are employed to simulate the EM �eld

distribution resulting from pipes with defects. The large-scale distribution of this step leads to 43

times faster execution than a single CPU. This allows the MF-HNN to achieve signi�cantly

improved generalization performance and to generate high-resolution cross-sectional images of the

pipelines.



Best Poster Finalist: no

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Scienti�c Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase Posters Display

Session Description:

Fountains and Garden-Hoses: Visualizing the Intricacies of Primary Jet Atomization

Greg Foss (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Baskar

Ganapathysubramanian (Iowa State University), Masado Ishii (University of Utah), Makrand Ajay

Khanwale (Stanford University), Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University), Dave Semeraro (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Hari Sundar (University of Utah), Sean Cunningham (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC))

A jet of �uid -- when we open a garden hose, for instance -- exhibits a rich tapestry of �ow physics,

including the rupture of �uid �lms and a cascade of �lament and droplet breakup and coalescence.

In addition to its breathtaking beauty, this jet atomization is a critical component for a broad

spectrum of energy and healthcare applications. Simulating and visualization jet atomization is an

ideal way to understand and control this phenomenon. However, the multiscale nature of jet

atomization makes this a very challenging problem. Here, we visualize one of this phenomenon's

highest resolution simulation datasets. The dataset consists of over 120,000-time steps of an

adaptively resolved spatial mesh with length scales. We describe the parallel work�ow and

associated challenges while visualizing the time evolution of the jet. We show how this

visualization produces a deep qualitative understanding of �uid dynamics from the outputs of these

massive simulations.

Virtual Certi�cation of Gas Turbine Engines – Visualizing the DLR Rig250 Compressor

Arun Prabhakar (University of Warwick), Christopher Goddard (Rolls-Royce), Dario Amirante

(University of Surrey, England), Axel Gerstenberger (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Jan-Friedrich

Suhrmann (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Istvan Reguly (Pazmany Peter Catholic University, Budapest,

Hungary), Leigh Lapworth (Rolls-Royce), Stephen Jarvis (University of Birmingham, UK), Gihan

Mudalige (University of Warwick)

High Performance Computing (HPC) critically underpins the design of aero-engines. With global

emissions targets, engine designs require a fundamental change including designs utilizing

sustainable aviation fuels and electric/hybrid �ight. Virtual certi�cation of designs with HPC is

recognized as a key technology to meet these challenges, but require analysis on models with

higher �delity, using ultra-large scale executions. In this explanatory SC-SciVis showcase, we



present results from time-accurate simulations of a 4.6B-element full 360-degree model of a

production-representative gas turbine engine compressor, the Rig250 at DLR. This represents a

grand challenge problem, at the �delity for virtual certi�cation standards. The results are achieved

through Rolls-Royce's Hydra CFD suite on ARCHER2. The compressor is visualized under off-

design conditions, demonstrating �ow contours of velocity, Mach number and iso-surfaces of

vorticity. The level of detail and the HPC simulations leading to the visualizations demonstrate a

step-change towards achieving virtual certi�cation objectives under production settings.

Visualization of MFIX-Exa Simulation Data for Chemical Looping Combustion

Alexandra Stewart (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT)), Terece Turton (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), David Rogers (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), James Ahren (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Soumya Dutta (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL))

In the United States, fossil-fuel related industrial processes account for approximately half of all

greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. Chemical Looping Reactors (CLRs) provide a

promising path to reducing carbon emissions; however, scale-up and testing of these systems is

expensive and time-consuming. In our video, we focus on understanding bubble dynamics in

�uidized beds of Chemical Looping Reactor as simulated by the MFIX-Exa Code, including the

importance of Los Alamos National Laboratory’s in situ feature detection algorithm and the use of

the Cinema visualization tool in the post hoc work�ow. MFIX-Exa provides new computing

capabilities needed to combine CFD-DEM simulation with computing at the exascale via an

adaptive mesh re�nement (AMReX) framework.

Cultivating Macroalgae for Biofuels: Visualizing the Chemistry

Francesca Samsel (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory

Abram (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Stephanie Zeller

(University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Zhendong Cao (University of

Delaware), Phillip Wolfram (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Bridger Herman (University

of Minnesota), Daniel Keefe (University of Minnesota)

Marine macroalgae in the Gulf of Mexico is an important potential source for biofuel. However,

identifying locations with the correct biogeochemical and hydrodynamic conditions for cultivation

on a large enough scale to meet the needs of the U.S. private energy sector is impossible from

purely observational studies. Large-scale, HPC modeling of earth systems processes enables

researchers to study complex physical relationships with high �delity. Here, we present novel

visualization techniques showing the results of a global run of the E3SM's MPAS-Ocean model

data with biogeochemistry extensions to improve ongoing research in macroalgae cultivation.



"Atlas of a Changing Earth" Visualization of the ArcticDEM Survey and Vavilov Ice Cap

Collapse

Kalina M. Borkiewicz (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Stuart Levy (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Jeff Carpenter (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Donna Cox (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Robert Patterson (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), AJ Christensen (NASA), Bill Kramer (National Center for Supercomputing Applications

(NCSA), University of Illinois)

The Advanced Visualization Lab at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications created a

cinematic scienti�c visualization of the ArcticDEM survey and Vavilov ice cap collapse for the

documentary �lm "Atlas of a Changing Earth", in both digital fulldome and �atscreen television

formats. While the ArcticDEM dataset is the main one featured here, this visualization �lls in gaps

using other datasets, including a climate simulation by Bates et al and Landsat imagery. The

visualization required a number of steps including: both manual and algorithmic data cleaning,

processing, and alignment; data fusion; virtual scene design; morphing interpolation; lighting

design; camera choreography; compositing; and rendering on the Blue Waters supercomputer.

Visualizing the Supernova Explosion of a 25-Solar-Mass Star and the Simultaneous Birth of a

Neutron-Star

Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Nestor Alvarez

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Hal Brynteson (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Adam Burrows (Princeton University), Ina Murphy

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University)

This explanatory visualization shows the results of a state-of-the-art 3D simulation of supernova

explosion and neutron-star birth. It is a rare instance where the full stellar evolution of an object,

including the physics of the convection and the radiation, has been simulated in three dimensions.

Among the highlights is the deep core that is shrinking after explosion due to neutrino cooling and

deleptonization on its way to becoming a cold, compact neutron star. There is also evidence of inner

proto-neutron star convection, perhaps the site of magnetic dynamo action that can turn a pulsar

into a magnetar. An exterior view shows the blast wave, which cocoons the newly-birthed neutron

star, moving at ∼10,000 km/s. Additionally, a reusable pipeline was developed, which leverages

state-of-the-art tools for scienti�c data analysis and visualization resulting in high-quality

renderings.



10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Best Research Poster Presentations

Session Description:

SC22 Best Research Poster Welcome

Cynthia Phillips (Sandia National Laboratories)

Toward Scalable Voxelization of Meshes with High Growth Rate

Markéta Hrabánková (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava, Czech

Republic), Ondřej Meca (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava,

Czech Republic), Tomáš Brzobohatý (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of

Ostrava, Czech Republic), Lubomír Říha (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical

University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Milan Jaroš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB –

Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Petr Strakoš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB

– Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic)

The poster presents a scalable approach that converts the results of large-scale Computational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations into a volumetric representation used by volume rendering-

based visualization. Even if this functionality is provided by common post-processing tools, its

ef�cient parallelization requires an appropriate load-balancing. Unfortunately, load-balancing

according to the number of cells does not scale for unstructured meshes with high growth rate that

is common in CFD. In the poster, we show that with an appropriate redistribution of data among

available resources it is possible to perform the operation in just several seconds with signi�cantly

improved scalability.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

Analyzing NOvA Neutrino Data with the Perlmutter Supercomputer

Norm Buchanan (Colorado State University), Steven Calvez (Colorado State University), Derek

Doyle (Colorado State University), V. Hewes (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexander

Himmel (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), James Kowalkowski (Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory), Andrew Norman (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Marc Paterno (Fermi

National Accelerator Laboratory), Tom Peterka (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Saba Sehrish

(Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexandre Sousa (University of Cincinnati), Tarak Thakore

(University of Cincinnati), Orcun Yildiz (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))



NOvA is a world-leading neutrino physics experiment that is making measurements of

fundamental neutrino physics parameters and performing searches for physics beyond the

Standard Model. These measurements must leverage high performance computing facilities to

perform data intensive computations and execute complex statistical analyses. We outline the

NOvA analysis work�ows we have implemented on NERSC Cori and Perlmutter systems. We have

developed an implicitly-parallel data-�ltering framework for high energy physics data based on

pandas and HDF5. We demonstrate scalability of the framework and advantages of an aggregated

monolithic dataset by using a realistic neutrino cross-section measurement. We also demonstrate

the performance and scalability of the computationally intensive pro�led Feldman-Cousins

procedure for statistical analysis. This process performs statistical con�dence interval construction

based on non-parametric Monte Carlo simulation and was applied to the NOvA sterile neutrino

search. We show the NERSC Perlmutter system provides an order of magnitude computing

performance gain over Cori.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

Improvements to Hardware-Accelerated 3D Single Particle Imaging Data Reconstruction

Niteya Shah (Virginia Tech, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Christine Sweeney (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

Fast analysis of scienti�c data from X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) experimental facilities is key for

supporting real-time decisions that ef�ciently use these facilities to speed up scienti�c discovery.

Our research shows gains obtained using graphics processing units (GPUs) to accelerate 3D

reconstruction of Single Particle Imaging (SPI) X-ray diffraction data. We achieve a 4X speedup over

the previous GPU implementation, 50% better image reconstruction resolution, and 485X speedup

when calculating resolution compared to the existing implementation. We showcase techniques to

optimize per-node computational ef�ciency, increase scalability and improve the accuracy of SPI by

using better algorithms, improving data movement and accesses, reusing data structures, and

reducing memory fragmentation.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

Modeling Allocation of Heterogeneous Storage Resources on HPC Systems

Julien Monniot (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

François Tessier (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

Gabriel Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))



In recent years, despite remarkable progress in computing and network performance, HPC

platforms have struggled to maintain satisfactory I/O throughput. Various solutions have been

proposed to mitigate the contention and variability experienced by more and more concurrent

applications, particularly on heavily shared parallel �le systems. In consequence, many large scale

platforms now offer complex hierarchies of storage resources using diverse architectures based on

different hardware technologies such as persistent memories or �ash. In that context, we propose

to study how to ef�ciently allocate these heterogeneous storage resources. In our poster, we

introduce StorAlloc, a modular and extensible simulator of a storage-aware job-scheduler. We

present the design of the tool before showing through the concrete example of the dimensioning of

a partition of burst buffers the insights StorAlloc can provide in terms of storage system design and

resource scheduling algorithms.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Scienti�c Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase Poster Presentations

Session Description:

"Atlas of a Changing Earth" Visualization of the ArcticDEM Survey and Vavilov Ice Cap

Collapse

Kalina M. Borkiewicz (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Stuart Levy (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Jeff Carpenter (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Donna Cox (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Robert Patterson (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), AJ Christensen (NASA), Bill Kramer (National Center for Supercomputing Applications

(NCSA), University of Illinois)

The Advanced Visualization Lab at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications created a

cinematic scienti�c visualization of the ArcticDEM survey and Vavilov ice cap collapse for the

documentary �lm "Atlas of a Changing Earth", in both digital fulldome and �atscreen television

formats. While the ArcticDEM dataset is the main one featured here, this visualization �lls in gaps

using other datasets, including a climate simulation by Bates et al and Landsat imagery. The

visualization required a number of steps including: both manual and algorithmic data cleaning,

processing, and alignment; data fusion; virtual scene design; morphing interpolation; lighting

design; camera choreography; compositing; and rendering on the Blue Waters supercomputer.



Fountains and Garden-Hoses: Visualizing the Intricacies of Primary Jet Atomization

Greg Foss (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Baskar

Ganapathysubramanian (Iowa State University), Masado Ishii (University of Utah), Makrand Ajay

Khanwale (Stanford University), Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University), Dave Semeraro (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Hari Sundar (University of Utah), Sean Cunningham (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC))

A jet of �uid -- when we open a garden hose, for instance -- exhibits a rich tapestry of �ow physics,

including the rupture of �uid �lms and a cascade of �lament and droplet breakup and coalescence.

In addition to its breathtaking beauty, this jet atomization is a critical component for a broad

spectrum of energy and healthcare applications. Simulating and visualization jet atomization is an

ideal way to understand and control this phenomenon. However, the multiscale nature of jet

atomization makes this a very challenging problem. Here, we visualize one of this phenomenon's

highest resolution simulation datasets. The dataset consists of over 120,000-time steps of an

adaptively resolved spatial mesh with length scales. We describe the parallel work�ow and

associated challenges while visualizing the time evolution of the jet. We show how this

visualization produces a deep qualitative understanding of �uid dynamics from the outputs of these

massive simulations.

Virtual Certi�cation of Gas Turbine Engines – Visualizing the DLR Rig250 Compressor

Arun Prabhakar (University of Warwick), Christopher Goddard (Rolls-Royce), Dario Amirante

(University of Surrey, England), Axel Gerstenberger (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Jan-Friedrich

Suhrmann (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Istvan Reguly (Pazmany Peter Catholic University, Budapest,

Hungary), Leigh Lapworth (Rolls-Royce), Stephen Jarvis (University of Birmingham, UK), Gihan

Mudalige (University of Warwick)

High Performance Computing (HPC) critically underpins the design of aero-engines. With global

emissions targets, engine designs require a fundamental change including designs utilizing

sustainable aviation fuels and electric/hybrid �ight. Virtual certi�cation of designs with HPC is

recognized as a key technology to meet these challenges, but require analysis on models with

higher �delity, using ultra-large scale executions. In this explanatory SC-SciVis showcase, we

present results from time-accurate simulations of a 4.6B-element full 360-degree model of a

production-representative gas turbine engine compressor, the Rig250 at DLR. This represents a

grand challenge problem, at the �delity for virtual certi�cation standards. The results are achieved

through Rolls-Royce's Hydra CFD suite on ARCHER2. The compressor is visualized under off-

design conditions, demonstrating �ow contours of velocity, Mach number and iso-surfaces of

vorticity. The level of detail and the HPC simulations leading to the visualizations demonstrate a

step-change towards achieving virtual certi�cation objectives under production settings.



Visualization of MFIX-Exa Simulation Data for Chemical Looping Combustion

Alexandra Stewart (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT)), Terece Turton (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), David Rogers (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), James Ahren (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Soumya Dutta (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL))

In the United States, fossil-fuel related industrial processes account for approximately half of all

greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. Chemical Looping Reactors (CLRs) provide a

promising path to reducing carbon emissions; however, scale-up and testing of these systems is

expensive and time-consuming. In our video, we focus on understanding bubble dynamics in

�uidized beds of Chemical Looping Reactor as simulated by the MFIX-Exa Code, including the

importance of Los Alamos National Laboratory’s in situ feature detection algorithm and the use of

the Cinema visualization tool in the post hoc work�ow. MFIX-Exa provides new computing

capabilities needed to combine CFD-DEM simulation with computing at the exascale via an

adaptive mesh re�nement (AMReX) framework.

Cultivating Macroalgae for Biofuels: Visualizing the Chemistry

Francesca Samsel (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory

Abram (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Stephanie Zeller

(University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Zhendong Cao (University of

Delaware), Phillip Wolfram (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Bridger Herman (University

of Minnesota), Daniel Keefe (University of Minnesota)

Marine macroalgae in the Gulf of Mexico is an important potential source for biofuel. However,

identifying locations with the correct biogeochemical and hydrodynamic conditions for cultivation

on a large enough scale to meet the needs of the U.S. private energy sector is impossible from

purely observational studies. Large-scale, HPC modeling of earth systems processes enables

researchers to study complex physical relationships with high �delity. Here, we present novel

visualization techniques showing the results of a global run of the E3SM's MPAS-Ocean model

data with biogeochemistry extensions to improve ongoing research in macroalgae cultivation.

Visualizing the Supernova Explosion of a 25-Solar-Mass Star and the Simultaneous Birth of a

Neutron-Star

Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Nestor Alvarez

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Hal Brynteson (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Adam Burrows (Princeton University), Ina Murphy



(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University)

This explanatory visualization shows the results of a state-of-the-art 3D simulation of supernova

explosion and neutron-star birth. It is a rare instance where the full stellar evolution of an object,

including the physics of the convection and the radiation, has been simulated in three dimensions.

Among the highlights is the deep core that is shrinking after explosion due to neutrino cooling and

deleptonization on its way to becoming a cold, compact neutron star. There is also evidence of inner

proto-neutron star convection, perhaps the site of magnetic dynamo action that can turn a pulsar

into a magnetar. An exterior view shows the blast wave, which cocoons the newly-birthed neutron

star, moving at ∼10,000 km/s. Additionally, a reusable pipeline was developed, which leverages

state-of-the-art tools for scienti�c data analysis and visualization resulting in high-quality

renderings.
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Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

Aggregated HPC resources have rigid allocation systems and programming models and struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fall short of providing a solution that can be

applied to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses.

In this project, we use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the utilization of

supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model satis�es the requirements of high-

performance applications and how idle memory helps resolve cold startup issues. We demonstrate

a software resource disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows idle cores

and accelerators to be utilized while retaining near-native performance.

Compressing Quantum Circuit Simulation Tensor Data

Milan Shah (North Carolina State University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over many quantum tensors.



QTensor, a library built for quantum circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm,

contracts tensors to return a �nal energy value. As bucket elimination advances, tensors can grow

large, and memory becomes a bottleneck. To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while

enabling more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implementing a lossy compressor that

can compress the �oating-point data stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously

preserving a �nal energy value within an error bound after decompression. We study the effects of

various lossy compression/decompression strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result

error to ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does not heavily distort data.

The work for this project is in progress and preliminary results for proposed

preprocessing/postprocessing strategies and compressor optimizations that have been developed

will be showcased.

Optimizing Traceback in the Smith-Waterman Algorithm for GPUs

LeAnn Lindsey (University of Utah, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The traceback phase of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm requires signi�cant memory and

introduces an irregular memory access pattern which makes it challenging to implement for GPU

architectures. In this work, we introduce a novel strategy for implementing the traceback kernel for

the SW algorithm on GPUs by restructuring the global memory access patterns and introducing a

memory-ef�cient data structure for storing large dynamic programming matrices in GPU’s limited

memory. To demonstrate this kernel’s performance we integrated this into the existing ADEPT

library and Metahipmer2, a de novo metagenomic short read assembler. Our implementation is

3.6x faster than traceback in GASAL2, and 51x faster than traceback in Striped Smith-Waterman,

the current state of the art SW libraries on GPU and CPU respectively. It sped up the �nal

alignment step in Metahipmer2 by an average of 44% and improved the overall execution time of

Metahipmer2 by an average of 13%.

Predicting Scienti�c Data Popularity Using dCache Logs

Julian Bellavita (University of California, Berkeley)

The dCache installation is a storage management system that acts as a disk cache for high-energy

physics (HEP) data. Storagespace on dCache is limited relative to persistent storage devices,

therefore, a heuristic is needed to determine what data should be kept in the cache. A good cache

policy would keep frequently accessed data in the cache, but this requires knowledge of future

dataset popularity. We present methods for forecasting the number of times a dataset stored on

dCache will be accessed in the future. We present a deep neural network that can predict future

dataset accesses accurately, reporting a �nal normalized loss of 4.6e-8. We present a set of

algorithms that can forecast future dataset accesses given an access sequence. Included are two



novel algorithms, Backup Predictor and Last N Successors, that outperform other �le prediction

algorithms. Findings suggest that it is possible to anticipate dataset popularity in advance.

Analysis of Validating and Verifying OpenACC Compilers 3.0 and Above

Aaron M. Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Aaron Liu (University of Delaware)

OpenACC is a high-level directive-based parallel programming model that can manage the

sophistication of heterogeneity in architectures and abstract it from the users. The portability of the

model across CPUs and accelerators has gained the model a wide variety of users. This means it is

also crucial to analyze the reliability of the compilers' implementations. To address this challenge,

the OpenACC Validation and Veri�cation team has proposed a validation testsuite to verify the

OpenACC implementations across various compilers with an infrastructure for a more streamlined

execution. This paper will cover the following aspects: (a) the new developments since the last

publication on the tetsuite, (b) outline the use of the infrastructure, (c) discuss tests that highlight

our work�ow process, (d) analyze the results from executing the testsuite on various systems, and

(e) outline future developments.

Statistical Prediction of Lossy Compression Ratios for 3D Scienti�c Data

David Krasowska (Clemson University)

In the �elds of science and engineering, lossy compression plays a growing role in running scienti�c

simulations, as output data is on the scale of terabytes. Using error bounded lossy compression

reduces the amount of storage for each simulation; however, there is no known bound for the upper

limit of lossy compressibility. Data correlation structures, compressors and error bounds are factors

allowing larger compression ratios and improved quality metrics. This provides one direction

towards quantifying lossy compressibility. Our previous work explored 2D statistical methods to

characterize the data correlation structures and their relationships, through functional models, to

compression ratios and quality metrics for 2D scienti�c data. In this poster, we explore the

expansion of our statistical methods to 3D scienti�c data. The method was comparable to 2D. Our

work is the next step towards evaluating the theoretical limits of lossy compressibility used to

predict compression performance and optimally adapt compressors.
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Spline-Interpolation-Based Lossy Compression for Scienti�c Data

Jiannan Tian (Indiana University)

Error-bounded lossy compression is a critical technique for signi�cantly reducing scienti�c data

volumes. With ever-emerging heterogeneous high-performance computing (HPC) architecture,

GPU-accelerated error-bounded compressors such as cuSZ have been developed. In order to

improve the data quality and the compression ratio while maintaining high throughput, an

interpolation-based spline method is introduced, inspired by the existing CPU prototype. In this

work, We present (1) an ef�cient GPU implementation of the 3D interpolative spline prediction

method, (2) a �ner-grained data chunking approach using anchor points to leverage the modern

GPU architecture, and (3) an in-depth analysis of how such anchor point affects the error formation

and the compression ratio, and (4) a preliminary result in performance on the state-of-the-art

modern GPUs. Our solution can achieve 1) a higher compression ratio than the previous default

prediction method in cuSZ, and 2) the overall comparable data quality and compression ratio with

the CPU prototype.

ParaGraph: An Application-Simulator Interface and Toolkit for Hardware-Software Co-Design

Mikhail Isaev (Georgia Institute of Technology)

ParaGraph is an open-source toolkit for use in co-designing hardware and software for

supercomputer-scale systems. It bridges an infrastructure gap between an application target and

existing high-�delity computer-network simulators. The �rst component of ParaGraph is a high-

level graph representation of a parallel program, which faithfully represents parallelism and

communication, can be extracted automatically from a compiler, and is “tuned” for use with network

simulators. The second is a runtime that can emulate the representation’s dynamic execution for a

simulator. User-extensible mechanisms are available for modeling on-node performance and

transforming high-level communication into operations that backend simulators understand. Case

studies include deep learning workloads that are extracted automatically from programs written in

JAX and TensorFlow and interfaced with several event-driven network simulators. These studies

show how system designers can use ParaGraph to build �exible end-to-end software-hardware

co-design work�ows to tweak communication libraries, �nd future hardware bottlenecks, and

validate simulations with traces.

Compressing Quantum Circuit Simulation Tensor Data

Milan Shah (North Carolina State University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))



Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over many quantum tensors.

QTensor, a library built for quantum circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm,

contracts tensors to return a �nal energy value. As bucket elimination advances, tensors can grow

large, and memory becomes a bottleneck. To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while

enabling more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implementing a lossy compressor that

can compress the �oating-point data stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously

preserving a �nal energy value within an error bound after decompression. We study the effects of

various lossy compression/decompression strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result

error to ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does not heavily distort data.

The work for this project is in progress and preliminary results for proposed

preprocessing/postprocessing strategies and compressor optimizations that have been developed

will be showcased.

Towards Scalable Identi�cation of Motifs Representing Non-Determinism in HPC Simulations

Ali Khan (University of North Texas)

We present a novel parallel framework for large scale network alignment. Network alignment has

applications in many disciplines including bioinformatics and social sciences. Our algorithm is one

of the �rst network alignment tools that can not only identify similar networks, but also identify the

differences between nearly similar networks. It is particularly useful in �nding regions of non-

determinism in event graphs, arising in large HPC simulations.

Our algorithm compares similarity between vertices based the number of graphlets (or motifs) to

which the vertex belongs. Thus, it can also be used to �nd motifs in a graph. However, compared to

the state-of-the art algorithms, our algorithm can (i) compute multiple motifs in one execution and

(ii) be tuned to graph structure and user speci�cation. We will present the algorithm, showcase the

scalability results, and compare its performance and accuracy with other state-of-the art software.

Mostly Painless Scienti�c Computing with Rust

Srinath Kailasa (University College London)

Scienti�c software is required to be fast, painless to change, and easy to deploy. Historically,

compiled languages such as C/C++ and Fortran have been preferred when writing software with

the highest performance requirements. However these languages are complex, and the resulting

software is challenging to maintain and deploy across platforms. We present our recent software

projects written in Rust, a fast-growing, ergonomic, systems-level programming language with a

toolchain designed for high-performance and simple cross platform builds. We illustrate the current

state of the scienti�c computing ecosystem in Rust, through our experience developing high-



performance MPI-distributed software for computational physics problems.

High Performance Computing Scheduler Parameter Optimization Using Simulation and

Regression

Scott Hutchison (Kansas State University)

Jobs for a High Performance Computing cluster are allocated system resources by a scheduling

application such as SLURM. These scheduling applications are highly con�gurable by HPC

administrators through the use of parameters which modify and customize their scheduling

behavior. Although there are default values for these scheduling parameters provided by their

creators and maintainers, it is unclear which values for scheduler parameter settings would be

optimal for a particular HPC system running the types of jobs its users typically submit. Using over

37,000 jobs from historic job log data from Kansas State University’s High Performance Computing

cluster, this research uses a SLURM simulator to execute over 90,000 scheduler simulations

requiring over 840,000 compute hours along with gradient boosted tree regression to predict an

optimal set of scheduler con�guration parameters which results in a 79% decrease in the average

job queue time when compared with the default scheduler parameters

IOPathTune: Adaptive Online Parameter Tuning for Parallel File System I/O Path

Md. Hasanur Rashid (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

Parallel �le systems like Lustre contain complicated I/O paths from clients to storage servers. An

ef�cient I/O path requires proper settings of multiple parameters as the default settings often fail to

deliver optimal performance, especially for diverse workloads in the HPC environment. Existing

tuning strategies are limited in being adaptive, timely, and �exible. We propose IOPathTune, which

adaptively tunes PFS I/O Path online from the client side without characterizing the workloads,

doing expensive pro�ling, and communicating with other machines. We leveraged CloudLab to

conduct the evaluations with 20 different Filebench workloads under three different test conditions:

single-client standalone tests, dynamic workload change, and multi-client executions. We

observed either on par or better performance than the default con�guration across all workloads.

Some of the most considerable improvement includes 231%, 113%, 96%, 43%.

SurrogateTrain: Drastically Improving Performance of Data Loading for Training Scienti�c

Surrogate Models

Baixi Sun (Indiana University)

Deep learning surrogate models have drawn much attention in large-scale scienti�c simulations



because they can provide similar results to simulations at lower computational costs. To process

large amounts of scienti�c data, distributed training on high-performance computing (HPC) clusters

is often used. Training a surrogate model with data parallelism consists of three major steps: (1)

Each device loads a subset of the dataset from the parallel �lesystem; (2) Computing the model

update on each device; (3) Communicating between devices to synchronize the model update.

During these steps, we observe that data loading is the main performance bottleneck for training

surrogate models. To this end, we propose SurrogateTrain, an ef�cient data-loading approach for

training surrogate models, including of�ine scheduling and on-demand buffering. Our evaluation on

a scienti�c surrogate model demonstrates that SurrogateTrain reduces the amount of data loaded

by 6.7× and achieves up to 4.7× speedup in data loading.

Optimizing Traceback in the Smith-Waterman Algorithm for GPUs

LeAnn Lindsey (University of Utah, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The traceback phase of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm requires signi�cant memory and

introduces an irregular memory access pattern which makes it challenging to implement for GPU

architectures. In this work, we introduce a novel strategy for implementing the traceback kernel for

the SW algorithm on GPUs by restructuring the global memory access patterns and introducing a

memory-ef�cient data structure for storing large dynamic programming matrices in GPU’s limited

memory. To demonstrate this kernel’s performance we integrated this into the existing ADEPT

library and Metahipmer2, a de novo metagenomic short read assembler. Our implementation is

3.6x faster than traceback in GASAL2, and 51x faster than traceback in Striped Smith-Waterman,

the current state of the art SW libraries on GPU and CPU respectively. It sped up the �nal

alignment step in Metahipmer2 by an average of 44% and improved the overall execution time of

Metahipmer2 by an average of 13%.

Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

Aggregated HPC resources have rigid allocation systems and programming models and struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fall short of providing a solution that can be

applied to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses.

In this project, we use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the utilization of

supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model satis�es the requirements of high-



performance applications and how idle memory helps resolve cold startup issues. We demonstrate

a software resource disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows idle cores

and accelerators to be utilized while retaining near-native performance.

Optimizing Communication in Parallel Deep Learning via Parameter Pruning

Siddharth Singh (University of Maryland)

Large scale neural network training is challenging due to the high ratio of communication to

computation. Recent work has shown that these large networks contain sparse subnetworks

consisting of 10-20% of the parameters, which when trained in isolation reach comparable

accuracy to the larger network. In this work, we propose a novel approach that exploits the

existence of these sparse subnetworks to dramatically improve the ef�ciency of large scale neural

network training. By storing in sparse and computing in dense, we are able to reduce the number of

parameters drastically while matching the compute ef�ciency of the original network. We exploit

this reduced parameter set to optimize the communication time of AxoNN, a state-of-the-art

framework for parallel deep learning. Our approach yields a signi�cant speedup of 17% when

training a 2.7 billion parameter transformer model on 384 GPUs.

Ef�ciently Learning Locality Optimizations by Decomposing Transformation Domains

Tharindu Patabandi (University of Utah)

Achieving full automation of program optimization is still an open problem for compiler writers. This

work explores machine learning as a potential solution to learn data locality optimizations for

tensor applications. Training models with supervised-learning for loop-nest optimization often

requires prohibitively expensive training data generation for learning the combined effects of a

transformation sequence. As a solution, this work proposes a novel learning strategy called

Composed Singular Prediction (CSP) that signi�cantly reduces the training data generation cost in

the context of learned loop transformation models. The learned models are then deployed to

predict data locality optimization schedules for Conv2d kernels to achieve performance

improvements up to 4x against Intel oneDNN while saving over 100x in training data collection

time over exhaustive search.

Predicting Scienti�c Data Popularity Using dCache Logs

Julian Bellavita (University of California, Berkeley)

The dCache installation is a storage management system that acts as a disk cache for high-energy

physics (HEP) data. Storagespace on dCache is limited relative to persistent storage devices,



therefore, a heuristic is needed to determine what data should be kept in the cache. A good cache

policy would keep frequently accessed data in the cache, but this requires knowledge of future

dataset popularity. We present methods for forecasting the number of times a dataset stored on

dCache will be accessed in the future. We present a deep neural network that can predict future

dataset accesses accurately, reporting a �nal normalized loss of 4.6e-8. We present a set of

algorithms that can forecast future dataset accesses given an access sequence. Included are two

novel algorithms, Backup Predictor and Last N Successors, that outperform other �le prediction

algorithms. Findings suggest that it is possible to anticipate dataset popularity in advance.

Practical Evaluation of Remote Adaptive Lossy Compression with Feedback

Connor Ennis (Clemson University)

When transmitting image data from a deployed edge device, a high-bandwidth connection to a

cloud system cannot be guaranteed. An early-warning system for an intersection crosswalk, for

instance, would have to be able to compress and transmit data with enough quality to ensure

prompt detection of danger through remote image processing. Adaptive lossy compression

provides a potential solution for this, although it is yet to be evaluated on actual edge hardware. By

separating the compression and detection pipelines between client and server processes,

improving compression ratios by up to 4.95% via a uni�ed lossless stage, demonstrating

compression performance on an Arm-powered edge device, and benchmarking network

performance under a range of realistic bandwidth conditions, we attempt to evaluate the viability of

this method under realistic conditions. This poster discusses our revised architecture and its

performance, along with the relevance of our results towards method re�nement.

Quantify the Effect of Histogram Intersection in Spatio-Temporal Data Sampling

Changfeng Zou (Clemson University)

The computational advance in high-performance computing leads to increased data generation by

applications, resulting in a bottleneck within the system due to I/O limitations. One solution is the

Spatio-temporal sampling method, which takes advantage of both spatial and temporal data

reduction methods to produce higher post-reconstruction quality. Various user input parameters

such as the number of bins or histogram intersection limit the performance for Spatio-temporal

sampling. This poster focuses on determining the effect of the histogram intersection threshold in

the Spatio-temporal sampling method. Results indicate that as long as a data set is not identical

across adjacent time-steps, reducing the histogram intersection percentage increases the sampling

bandwidth until blocks reused become static. The ExaAM data set shows an increase of 100-130%

in sampling bandwidth, with only about a 5% decrease in PSNR value at 60% histogram

intersection or lower.



Comparing Effectiveness of Lossy and Lossless Reduction Techniques

Coleman Nichols (Clemson University)

Large data sets tend to be very common in many areas of high-performance computing. Often

times, the size of these data sets are so extreme that they far exceed the storage capabilities of

their system. This highlights an opportunity to employ compression methods in order to reduce the

data set down to a manageable size. Given that reduction methods operate on data in different

ways, it is important to compare these methods with the goal of determining the optimal approach

for any given data set. This poster compares the effectiveness of different data reduction methods

on image data from Los Alamos National Labs based on three major parameters: PSNR,

compression ratio, and compression rate. Our analysis indicated the SZ lossy compressor was the

most effective for this data set, given that it offered the highest PSNR along with a very reasonable

compression ratio.

Multi-Objective Evolutionary Clustering of Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data

Konghao Zhao (Wake Forest University)

Cells are the basic building blocks of human organisms. Single-cell RNA sequencing is a

technology for studying the heterogeneity of cells of different organs, tissues, subjects, conditions,

and treatments. Identi�cation of cell types and states in sequenced data is an important and

challenging task, requiring computational approaches that are accurate, robust, and scalable.

Existing approaches use cluster analysis as the �rst step of cell-types prediction. Their performance

remains limited because they optimize only one objective function. In this study, two evolutionary

clustering approaches were designed, implemented, and systematically validated, namely a single-

objective evolutionary algorithm and a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. The algorithms were

evaluated on synthetic and real datasets. The results demonstrated that the performance and the

accuracy of both evolutionary algorithms were consistent, stable, and on par with or better than

baseline algorithms. Running time analysis of multi-processing on an HPC showed that

evolutionary algorithms can ef�ciently handle large datasets.

Data Throughput Performance Trends of Regional Scienti�c Data Cache

Caitlin Sim (University of California, Berkeley)

Today’s scienti�c projects and simulations often require repeated transfer of large data volumes

between the storage system and the client. This increases the load on the network, leading to

congestion. In order to mitigate these effects, regional data storage cache systems are used to store



data locally. This project examines the XCache storage system to closely analyze data trend

patterns in the data volume and data throughput performance, while also creating a model for

predicting how caches could potentially impact network traf�c and data transfer performance

overall. The results of the data access patterns demonstrated that traf�c volume was reduced by an

average factor of 2.35. The hourly and daily prediction models also showed low error values,

reinforcing the learning methods used in this effort.

Analysis of Validating and Verifying OpenACC Compilers 3.0 and Above

Aaron M. Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Aaron Liu (University of Delaware)

OpenACC is a high-level directive-based parallel programming model that can manage the

sophistication of heterogeneity in architectures and abstract it from the users. The portability of the

model across CPUs and accelerators has gained the model a wide variety of users. This means it is

also crucial to analyze the reliability of the compilers' implementations. To address this challenge,

the OpenACC Validation and Veri�cation team has proposed a validation testsuite to verify the

OpenACC implementations across various compilers with an infrastructure for a more streamlined

execution. This paper will cover the following aspects: (a) the new developments since the last

publication on the tetsuite, (b) outline the use of the infrastructure, (c) discuss tests that highlight

our work�ow process, (d) analyze the results from executing the testsuite on various systems, and

(e) outline future developments.

Extending MAGMA Portability with OneAPI

Anna Fortenberry (University of North Texas)

The architectures of supercomputers are increasing in diversity. It is important to maintain ef�cient

code portability to take advantage of the computing capabilities of the evolving hardware in these

systems. Intel has adopted an open standard programming interface for heterogeneous systems

called oneAPI, designed to allow code portability across different processor architectures. This

report evaluates oneAPI by migrating a general matrix-matrix multiplication CUDA algorithm from

the dense linear algebra library Matrix Algebra on GPU and Multicore Architectures to Data Parallel

C++, the direct programming language of oneAPI. Performance of the migrated code is compared to

native CUDA implementations on multicore CPUs and GPUs. The initial migrated code

demonstrates impressive performance on multicore CPUs. It retains the performance of CUDA on

NVIDIA GPUs. It performs poorly on the Intel GPU but is improved with tuning. Intel's oneAPI

allowed for a successful extension of MAGMA portability to multicore CPUs and Intel GPUs.

Statistical Prediction of Lossy Compression Ratios for 3D Scienti�c Data



David Krasowska (Clemson University)

In the �elds of science and engineering, lossy compression plays a growing role in running scienti�c

simulations, as output data is on the scale of terabytes. Using error bounded lossy compression

reduces the amount of storage for each simulation; however, there is no known bound for the upper

limit of lossy compressibility. Data correlation structures, compressors and error bounds are factors

allowing larger compression ratios and improved quality metrics. This provides one direction

towards quantifying lossy compressibility. Our previous work explored 2D statistical methods to

characterize the data correlation structures and their relationships, through functional models, to

compression ratios and quality metrics for 2D scienti�c data. In this poster, we explore the

expansion of our statistical methods to 3D scienti�c data. The method was comparable to 2D. Our

work is the next step towards evaluating the theoretical limits of lossy compressibility used to

predict compression performance and optimally adapt compressors.
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Toward Ef�cient Checkpointing across Deep Tiers of Memory Hierarchy

Avinash Maurya (Rochester Institute of Technology)

Modern HPC workloads produce massive amounts of distributed intermediate data that needs to

be checkpointed concurrently in real-time at scale. One such popular scenario is the use of

checkpoint-restore for revisiting previous states (intermediate data) to advance computations, such

as adjoint methods. In this context, GPUs have shown tremendous performance improvements

during computations but demonstrate I/O limitations while managing high-frequency large-volume

data movement across heterogeneous memory tiers. Existing data movement runtimes are not well

suited for such I/O because of factors such as imbalance in checkpoint distribution across fast

memory tiers, slow memory allocation, and restore oblivious cache eviction and prefetching

strategies. We address these challenges by designing a set of transparent, asynchronous

checkpoint-restore techniques that minimize the blocking time of the application during I/O using

three novel contributions. First, we design techniques to evenly distribute checkpoints across fast

memory tiers (e.g. peer GPUs) using collaborative checkpointing that leverages fast interconnects

such as NVLinks and NVSwitches for load balancing. Second, we mitigate the slow cache allocation

for storing checkpoints on both GPU and host by leveraging techniques such as CUDA's virtual

memory management functions, eager memory mapping, and lazy pinning. Third, we design a

restore-order aware eviction and prefetching approach that is coordinated by a �nite state machine

based on a uni�ed checkpoint-restore abstraction for optimal evictions. Our evaluations across real-



world and synthetic benchmarks demonstrate signi�cant speedup in both checkpoint and restore

phases of the application compared to the current state-of-the-art data movement engines.

Task Scheduling on FPGA-Based Accelerators without Partial Recon�guration

Pascal Jungblut (Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich)

In contrast to conventional integrated circuits, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) can be

recon�gured dynamically. This �exibility unlocks potential for FPGA-based accelerators to of�oad

tasks in HPC. Scheduling tasks on FPGAs is equivalent to the allocation of chip resources: each

of�oaded task occupies chip area during its execution. Hence, task scheduling on FPGAs is typically

done with Partial Recon�guration (PR). However, PR requires a high development overhead,

requires expert knowledge and has limited portability, making it dif�cult to apply existing research

and lowering the adoption of FPGAs in HPC. We want to aid software developers and vendors to

integrate accelerators based on FPGAs without these issues and ask: how we can optimize task

scheduling on FPGAs without relying on PR?

We answer this question with three key contributions: �rst, we introduce an abstraction-agnostic

methodology to analyze and compare scheduling strategies for FPGAs. Center of our method is the

derivation of scheduling constraints from a machine model representing a target FPGA. The

schedules generated for HPC applications are compared for two models. We show that the

overhead for avoiding PR is feasible. Second, we propose algorithms to generate recommendations

for minimal changes to the program that affect the quality of possible schedules. We show that

effective recommendations can be generated for HPC applications. Third, we contribute two

polynomial-time scheduling algorithms. Our results can help vendors to provide signi�cantly more

streamlined work�ows for programming FPGAs, making the platform more appealing and helping

the adoption of high-level programming environments like OpenCL for FPGAs.

Load Balancing, Fault Tolerance, and Resource Elasticity for Asynchronous Many-Task (AMT)

Systems

Jonas Posner (University of Kassel)

To enable ef�cient and productive programming of today's supercomputers and beyond, a variety of

issues must be addressed, including: load balancing (i.e., utilizing all resources equally), fault

tolerance (i.e., coping with hardware failures), and resource elasticity (i.e., allowing the

addition/release of resources).

In this work, we address above issues in the context of Asynchronous Many-Tasking (AMT) for

clusters. Here, programmers split a computation into many �ne-grained execution units (called



tasks), which are dynamically mapped to processing units (called workers) by a runtime system. 

Regarding load balancing, we propose a work stealing technique that transparently schedules

tasks to resources of the overall system, balancing the workload over all processing units.

Experiments show good scalability, and a productivity evaluation shows intuitive use.

Regarding fault tolerance, we propose four techniques to protect programs transparently. All

perform localized recovery and continue the program execution with fewer resources. Three

techniques write uncoordinated checkpoints of task descriptors in a resilient store. One technique

does not write checkpoints, but exploits natural task duplication of work stealing. Experiments

show failure-free running time overhead below 1% and a recovery overhead below 0.5 seconds.

Simulations of job set executions show that makespans can be reduced by up to 97%.

Regarding resource elasticity, we propose a technique to enable the addition and release of nodes

at runtime by transparently relocating tasks accordingly. Experiments show costs for adding and

releasing nodes below 0.5 seconds. Additionally, simulations of job set executions show that

makespans can be reduced by up to 20%.

Scalable Adaptive Finite Element Framework for Multiphysics Simulations

Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University)

Ef�ciently and accurately simulating partial differential equations (PDEs) in and around arbitrarily

de�ned geometries, especially with high levels of adaptivity, has signi�cant implications for

different application domains. In this work, we develop a fast construction of a ‘good’ adaptively-

re�ned incomplete octree based mesh capable of carving out arbitrarily shaped void regions from

the parent domain: an essential requirement for �uid simulations around complex objects. Further,

we integrate the mesh generation with Petsc to solve several multiphysics and multiphase

phenomena. We showcase the applicability of the algorithms to solve the large scale problems.

The algorithms developed have enabled us to run the most resolved jet atomization simulations

and demonstrated scaling till O(100K) processors on TACC Frontera.

Toward Scalable Middleware for Shared HPC Resources

John Ravi (North Carolina State University)

As computational resources scale larger, applications often need to be refactored to deal with

bottlenecks that arise to gain the advantages of strong scaling. When not properly addressed

legacy workloads can lead to inef�cient usage of available hardware which leads to poor

throughput. One solution is to allow multiple tasks to share a system to provide multi-tenancy.



Multi-tenant environments fall into two categories: time-sharing and space-sharing. Time-sharing

has been an effective technique to deal with multiple applications sharing the CPU and GPU at the

node-level. However, time-sharing can have a heavy performance cost such as saving and

restoring architectural state (context switch overhead) which is very costly on GPUs. While space-

sharing can avoid this overhead and improve throughput, current hardware and software systems

lack full isolation to provide the necessary quality of service. In this work, we identify key

challenges that arise when sharing resources in a HPC context. We evaluate real-world scenarios

both at the node-level and cluster-level. Using these insights, we propose middleware to mitigate

and improve quality of service. We introduce a runtime CUDA middleware that improves QoS for

GPUs. We also introduce and study two new features of HDF5, GDS VFD and Async I/O. The

former improves I/O latency while the latter improves and hides variability in I/O latency.

A Data-Centric Optimization Work�ow for the Python Language

Alexandos Nikolaos Ziogas (ETH Zürich)

Python's extensive software ecosystem leads to high productivity, rendering it the language of

choice for scienti�c computing. However, executing Python code is often slow or impossible in

emerging architectures and accelerators. To complement Python's productivity with the

performance and portability required in high-performance computing (HPC), we introduce a

work�ow based on data-centric (DaCe) parallel programming. Python code with HPC-oriented

extensions is parsed into a data�ow-based intermediate representation, facilitating analysis of the

program's data movement. The representation is optimized via graph transformations driven by the

users, performance models, and automatic heuristics. Subsequently, hardware-speci�c code is

generated for supported architectures, including CPU, GPU, and FPGA. We evaluate the above

work�ow through three case studies. First, to compare our work to other Python-accelerating

solutions, we introduce NPBench, a collection of over 50 Python microbenchmarks across a wide

range of scienti�c domains. We show performance results and scaling across CPU, GPU, FPGA,

and the Piz Daint supercomputer. DaCe runs 10x faster than the reference Python execution and

achieves 2.47x and 3.75x speedups over previous-best solutions and up to 93.16% scaling

ef�ciency. Second, we re-implement in Python and optimize the Quantum Transport Simulator

OMEN. The application's DaCe version executes one to two orders of magnitude faster than the

original code written in C++, achieving 42.55% of the Summit supercomputer's peak performance.

Last, we utilize our work�ow to build Deinsum, an automated framework for distributed multilinear

algebra computations expressed in Einstein notation. Deinsum performs up to 19x faster over

state-of-the-art solutions on the Piz Daint supercomputer.

Machine Learning for Memory Access Prediction and Data Prefetching

Pengmiao Zhang (University of Southern California (USC))



With the rise of Big Data, there has been a signi�cant effort in increasing compute power through

GPUs, TPUs, and heterogeneous architectures. As a result, the bottleneck of applications is shifting

toward memory performance. Prefetching techniques are widely used to hide memory latency and

improve instructions per cycle (IPC). A data prefetching process is a form of speculation that looks

at memory access patterns to forecast the near future accesses and avoid cache misses. Traditional

hardware data prefetchers use pre-de�ned rules, which are not powerful enough to adapt to the

increasingly complex memory access patterns from new workloads.

We hypothesize that a machine learning-based prefetcher can be developed to achieve high-

quality memory access prediction, leading to the improvement of IPC for a system. We develop

several optimizations for ML-based prefetching. First, we propose RAOP, a framework for RNN

augmented offset prefetcher, in which RNN provides temporal references for a spatial offset

prefetcher, leading to the improvement of IPC. Second, we propose C-MemMAP, which provides

clusters for downstream meta-models to balance the model size and prediction accuracy. We

propose DM (delegated model) clustering method that learns latent patterns from long memory

traces, which has signi�cantly raised the prediction accuracy of the meta-models. Third, we propose

TransFetch, an attention-based prefetcher that supports variable-degree prefetching by modeling

prefetching as a multi-label classi�cation problem. In addition, we propose ReSemble, a

Reinforcement Learning (RL) based adaptive ensemble framework that enables multiple

prefetchers to complement each other on hybrid applications and updates online.
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Scalable GPU Accelerated Simulation of Multiphase Compressible Flow

Anand Radhakrishnan (Georgia Institute of Technology), Henry Le Berre (Georgia Institute of

Technology), Spencer Bryngelson (Georgia Institute of Technology)

We present a strategy for GPU acceleration of a multiphase compressible �ow solver that brings us

closer to exascale computing. Given the memory-bound nature of most CFD problems, one must be

prudent in implementing algorithms and of�oading work to accelerators for ef�cient use of

resources. Through careful choice of OpenACC decorations, we achieve 46% of peak GPU FLOPS

on the most expensive kernel, leading to a 500-times speedup on an NVIDIA A100 compared to 1

modern Intel CPU core. The implementation also demonstrates ideal weak scaling for up to 13824

GPUs on OLCF Summit. Strong scaling behavior is typical but improved by reduced communication

times via CUDA-aware MPI.
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Exploring Performance of GeoCAT data analysis routines on GPUs

Haniye Kashgarani (University of Wyoming), Cena Miller (National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR)), Supreeth Suresh (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Anissa

Zacharias (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))

The GeoCAT-comp program is a Python toolkit used by the geoscience community to analyze data.

This project explores ways to port GeoCAT-comp to run on GPUs, as recent supercomputers are

shifting to include GPU accelerators as the major resource. Although GeoCAT-comp's routines are

all sequential or utilize Dask parallelization on the CPU, the data processing is embarrassingly

parallel and computationally costly, enabling us to optimize using GPUs. GeoCAT uses NumPy,

Xarray, and Dask arrays for CPU parallelization. In this project, we examined different GPU-

accelerated Python packages (e.g., Numba and CuPy). Taking into account the deliverability of the

�nal porting method to the GeoCAT team, CuPy is selected. CuPy is a Python CUDA-enabled array

backend module that is quite similar to NumPy. We analyzed the performance of the GPU-

accelerated code compared to the Dask CPU parallelized code over various array sizes and

resources, and through strong and weak scaling.
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Noncommittal Commits: Predicting Performance Slowdowns in Version Control History

Daniel Nichols (University of Maryland), Dilan Gunawardana (University of Maryland), Aniruddha

Marathe (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Scienti�c software in high performance computing is becoming increasingly complex both in terms

of its size and the number of external dependencies. Correctness and performance issues can

become more challenging in actively developed software with increasing complexity. This leads to

software developers having to spend larger portions of their time on debugging, optimizing, and

maintaining code. Making software optimization and maintenance easier for developers is

paramount to accelerating the rate of scienti�c progress. Fortunately, there is a wealth of data on

scienti�c coding practices available implicitly via version control histories. These contain the state of

a code at each stage throughout its development via commit snapshots. Commit snapshots provide

dynamic insight into the software development process that static analyses of release tarballs do

not. We propose a new machine learning based approach for studying the performance of source

code across code modi�cations.
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Modeling Allocation of Heterogeneous Storage Resources on HPC Systems

Julien Monniot (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

François Tessier (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

Gabriel Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

In recent years, despite remarkable progress in computing and network performance, HPC

platforms have struggled to maintain satisfactory I/O throughput. Various solutions have been

proposed to mitigate the contention and variability experienced by more and more concurrent

applications, particularly on heavily shared parallel �le systems. In consequence, many large scale

platforms now offer complex hierarchies of storage resources using diverse architectures based on

different hardware technologies such as persistent memories or �ash. In that context, we propose

to study how to ef�ciently allocate these heterogeneous storage resources. In our poster, we

introduce StorAlloc, a modular and extensible simulator of a storage-aware job-scheduler. We

present the design of the tool before showing through the concrete example of the dimensioning of

a partition of burst buffers the insights StorAlloc can provide in terms of storage system design and

resource scheduling algorithms.
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Performance of OpenMP Loop Transformations for the Acoustic Wave Stencil on GPUs

Hermes Senger (Federal University of Sao Carlos, Brazil; University of São Paulo), Jaime Freire de

Souza (Federal University of Sao Carlos, Brazil), Leticia Suellen Farias Machado (Federal University

of Sao Carlos, Brazil), Edson Satoshi Gomi (University of São Paulo), Claude Tadonki (Paris School

of Mines), Simon McIntosh-Smith (University of Bristol)

In this work, we evaluate the performance of unroll and tiling, two loop transformations introduced

in OpenMP 5.1 and early implemented in Clang 13 for GPUs. Experiments on a common seismic

computational kernel demonstrate performance gains on three GPU architectures.
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KokkACC: Enhancing Kokkos with OpenACC

Pedro Valero-Lara (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Marc Gonzalez-Tallada (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Joel Denny



(Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jeffrey Vetter (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Kokkos is a representative approach between template metaprogramming solutions that offers

programmers high-level abstractions for generic programming while most of the device-speci�c

code generation and optimizations are delegated to the compiler through template specializations.

For this, Kokkos provides a set of device-speci�c code specializations in multiple backends, such as

CUDA and HIP. However, maintaining and optimizing multiple device-speci�c back ends for each

new device type can be complex and error-prone. To alleviate these concerns, this paper presents

an alternative OpenACC back end for Kokkos: KokkACC. KokkACC provides a high-productivity

programming environment and—potentially—a multi architecture back end. We have observed

competitive performance; in some cases, KokkACC is faster than NVIDIA’s CUDA back end and

much faster than OpenMP’s GPU of�oading back end. This work also includes implementation

details and a detailed performance study conducted with a set of mini-benchmarks (AXPY and DOT

product) and two mini-apps (LULESH and miniFE).
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Novel Multi Data Acquisition and Hybrid Neural Network for Pipe Inspection and Imaging

Guang An Ooi (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Mehmet Ozakin

(King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Tarek Mostafa (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Moutazbellah Khater (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST)), Ahmed Aljarro (Saudi Aramco), Hakan Bagci (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Shehab Ahmed (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST))

A new machine learning-based non-destructive testing (NDT) technique for the examination of

conductive objects is presented. NDT of objects behind barriers utilize the defect-induced

distortions on electromagnetic (EM) �elds to detect �aws in the structure of inspected targets. Such

distortions are highly non-linear, requiring signi�cant amounts of data for training neural networks.

To this end, a massively parallelized data generation framework is proposed in conjunction with a

multi-frequency hybrid neural network (MF-HNN), to create a physics-informed inversion AI model.

The performance of the resulting inversion algorithm is applied on casings, where tubular pipes are

inspected. For data generation, physics-based solvers are employed to simulate the EM �eld

distribution resulting from pipes with defects. The large-scale distribution of this step leads to 43

times faster execution than a single CPU. This allows the MF-HNN to achieve signi�cantly

improved generalization performance and to generate high-resolution cross-sectional images of the

pipelines.
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An Approach for Large-Scale Distributed FFT Framework on GPUs

Yichang Hu (South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, China), BinBin Zhou (South China

University of Technology, Guangzhou, China), Lu Lu (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)

The fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), a reduced-complexity formulation of the Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT), dominate the computational cost in many areas of science and engineering. Due

to the large-scale data, multi-node heterogeneous systems aspire to meet the increasing demands

from parallel computing FFT in the �eld of High-Performance Computing (HPC). In this work, we

present a highly ef�cient GPU-based distributed FFT framework by adapting the Cooley-Tukey

recursive FFT algorithm. Two major types of optimizations, including automatic low-dimensional

FFT kernel generation and asynchronous strategy for multi-GPUs, are presented to enhance the

performance of our approach for large-scale distributed FFT, and numerical experiments

demonstrate that our work achieves more than 40x speedup over CPU FFT libraries and about 2x

speedup over heFFTe, currently available state-of-art research, on GPUs.
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Distributed Deep Learning on HPC for In�lling Holes in Spatial Precipitation Data

Johannes Meuer (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Étienne Plésiat (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Hannes Thiemann (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)),

Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Christopher Kadow (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ))

Missing climatological data is a general problem in climate research that leads to uncertainty of

prediction models that rely on these data resources. So far, existing approaches for in�lling missing

precipitation data are mostly numerical or statistical techniques that require time consuming

computations and are not suitable for large regions with missing data. Most recent machine

learning techniques have proven to perform well on in�lling missing temperature or satellite data.

However, these techniques consider only spatial variability in the data whereas precipitation data is

much more variable in both space and time. We propose a convolutional inpainting network that

additionally considers temporal variability and atmospheric parameters in the data. The model was

trained and evaluated on the RADOLAN data set over Germany. Since the training of this high-

resolved data set requires a large amount of computational resources, we apply distributed training

on an HPC system to maximize the performance.
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Extreme-Scale Computational Fluid Dynamics with AMR on GPUs

Joshua Hoke Davis (University of Maryland), Justin Shafner (University of Maryland), Daniel Nichols

(University of Maryland), Nathan Grube (University of Maryland), Pino Martin (University of

Maryland), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Accurate modeling of turbulent hypersonic �ows has tremendous scienti�c and commercial value,

and applies to atmospheric �ight, supersonic combustion, materials discovery and climate

prediction. In this poster, we describe our experiences in extending the capabilities of and

modernizing CRoCCo, an MPI-based, CPU-only compressible computational �uid dynamics code.

We extend CRoCCo to support block-structured adaptive mesh re�nement using a highly-scalable

AMR library, AMReX, and add support for a fully curvilinear solver. We also port the computational

kernels in CRoCCo to NVIDIA GPUs to enable scaling on modern exascale systems. We present our

techniques for overcoming performance challenges and evaluate the updated code, CRoCCo-AMR,

on the Summit system, demonstrating a 5× to 24× speedup over the CPU-only version.
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Using Umpire’s Coalescing Heuristics to Improve Memory Performance

Kristi Belcher (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), David Beckingsale (Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory), Marty McFadden (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Memory management APIs like Umpire were created to solve the memory constraints for

applications running on heterogeneous HPC systems. At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

(LLNL), many application codes utilize the memory management capabilities of Umpire. This study

focuses on one such code, a high explosive equation of state chemistry application from LLNL. This

code uses Umpire’s memory pools in order to allocate all required memory at once instead of many

times throughout the code. The performance of memory pools varies widely and depends upon

how the blocks of memory within the pool are managed. We conducted several experiments that

tested different strategies to manage allocations within a memory pool in order to study the impact

on performance. Our experiments demonstrate how this performance varies, from causing an

application to run out of memory prematurely to reducing peak memory usage by 64%, depending

upon that management strategy.
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A Holistic View of Memory Utilization on Perlmutter

Jie Li (Texas Tech University), Georgios Michelogiannakis (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory



(LBNL)), Brandon Cook (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Yong Chen (Texas Tech

University)

HPC systems are at risk of being underutilized due to various resource requirements of applications

and the imbalance of utilization among subsystems. This work provides a holistic analysis and view

of memory utilization on a leadership computing facility, the Perlmutter system at NERSC, through

which we gain insights about the resource usage patterns of the memory subsystem. The results of

the analysis can help evaluate current system con�gurations, offer recommendations for future

procurement, provide feedback to users on code ef�ciency, and motivate research in new

architecture and system designs.
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Low-Precision Multi-GPU Detection Approach for Massive MIMO Technology

Adel Dabah (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Zouheir Rezki (University of California,

Santa Cruz), Slim Alouini (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David

Keyes (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST))

Massive Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output is a crucial technology for Next-Generation networks

(Next-G). It uses hundreds of antennas at transceivers to exchange data. However, its accurate

signal detection relies on solving an NP-hard optimization problem in real-time latency.

In this poster, we propose a new GPU-based detection algorithm that demonstrates the positive

impact of low-precision arithmetic with multiple GPUs to achieve next-G

latency/scalability/accuracy requirements. Our approach iteratively extends a solution with several

symbols representing the best combination out of the aggregated levels. The computation at each

iteration is formulated as a matrix multiplication operation to leverage GPU architectures. 

The obtained results using A100 GPU show a 1.7x improvement by exploiting half-precision

arithmetic without loss in accuracy. Furthermore, our low-precision multi-GPU version with four

A100 GPUs is 4x faster than the single-precision single GPU version and 40x faster than a similar

parallel CPU implementation executed on a two-socket 28-core IceLake CPU with 56 threads.
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Learning to Parallelize Source Code via OpenMP with Transformers

Re'em Harel (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel), Yuval Pinter (Ben-Gurion University of the



Negev, Israel), Gal Oren (Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Department of Computer

Science)

In past years, the world has switched to many-core and multi-core shared memory architectures.

As a result, there is a growing need to utilize these architectures by introducing shared memory

parallelization schemes, such as OpenMP, to software applications. Nevertheless, introducing

OpenMP into code, especially legacy code, is challenging due to pervasive pitfalls in management

of parallel shared memory. To facilitate the performance of this task, many source-to-source (S2S)

compilers have been created over the years, tasked with inserting OpenMP directives into code

automatically. In addition to having limited robustness to their input format, these compilers still do

not achieve satisfactory coverage and precision in locating parallelizable code and generating

appropriate directives. In this work, we propose leveraging recent advances in machine learning

techniques, speci�cally in natural language processing (NLP) - the transformers model, to suggest

the need for an OpenMP directive or speci�c clauses (reduction and private).
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Analyzing NOvA Neutrino Data with the Perlmutter Supercomputer

Norm Buchanan (Colorado State University), Steven Calvez (Colorado State University), Derek

Doyle (Colorado State University), V. Hewes (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexander

Himmel (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), James Kowalkowski (Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory), Andrew Norman (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Marc Paterno (Fermi

National Accelerator Laboratory), Tom Peterka (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Saba Sehrish

(Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexandre Sousa (University of Cincinnati), Tarak Thakore

(University of Cincinnati), Orcun Yildiz (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

NOvA is a world-leading neutrino physics experiment that is making measurements of

fundamental neutrino physics parameters and performing searches for physics beyond the

Standard Model. These measurements must leverage high performance computing facilities to

perform data intensive computations and execute complex statistical analyses. We outline the

NOvA analysis work�ows we have implemented on NERSC Cori and Perlmutter systems. We have

developed an implicitly-parallel data-�ltering framework for high energy physics data based on

pandas and HDF5. We demonstrate scalability of the framework and advantages of an aggregated

monolithic dataset by using a realistic neutrino cross-section measurement. We also demonstrate

the performance and scalability of the computationally intensive pro�led Feldman-Cousins

procedure for statistical analysis. This process performs statistical con�dence interval construction

based on non-parametric Monte Carlo simulation and was applied to the NOvA sterile neutrino

search. We show the NERSC Perlmutter system provides an order of magnitude computing

performance gain over Cori.
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High-Resolution Simulation of Earthquake Recurrence Enabled by Optimization for Multi-Core

CPUs and Large-Scale Parallelization

Ryosuke Ando (University of Tokyo), So Ozawa (Stanford University), Akihiro Ida (Japan Agency for

Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Tatsuya Hoshino (University of Tokyo), Kazunori Muramatsu

(University of Tokyo), Ryoya Matsushima (University of Tokyo), Masatoshi Kawai (University of

Tokyo), Toshihiro Hanawa (University of Tokyo)

We have successfully developed an ef�cient algorithm capable of computation of N=1 million

elements and 0.1 million time-steps. Strong-scaling analyses show that the algorithm exhibits the

good scalability for OpenMP / MPI of 8 threads and more than 10000 cores (~200 nodes). This

capacity is necessary to simulate the nationwide fault activity for the Japanese Islands with the

current HPC systems. The algorithm is applied to simulate the 15 thousand years of the earthquake

recurrence history along one of the largest active faults in SW Japan, the Median Tectonic line. We

demonstrate that the optimized algorithm is a powerful tool enabling us to build a physics-based

method applied to long-term forecast of earthquake generation.
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Arti�cial Intelligence Reconstructs Missing Climate Information

Christopher Kadow (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Étienne Plésiat (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Johannes Meuer (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), David

Matthew Hall (NVIDIA Corporation), Uwe Ulbrich (Free University of Berlin), Hannes Thiemann

(German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Computing Centre

(DKRZ))

Historical temperature measurements are the basis of important global climate datasets like

HadCRUT4 and HadCRUT5 to analyze climate change. These datasets contain many missing

values and have low resolution grids. Here we demonstrate that arti�cial intelligence can skillfully

�ll these observational gaps and upscale these when combined with numerical climate model data.

We show that recently developed image inpainting techniques perform accurate reconstructions via

transfer learning. In addition, high resolution in weather and climate was always a common and

ongoing goal of the community. We gain a neural network which reconstructs and downscales the

important observational data sets (IPCC AR6) at the same time, which is unique and state-of-the-

art in climate research.
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Case Study for Performance-Portability of Lattice Boltzmann Kernels

Geng Liu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Amanda Randles (Duke University), Joseph Insley

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Saumil Patel (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Victor Mateevitsi (Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL))

In this work, we study the performance-portability of of�oaded lattice Boltzmann kernels and the

trade-off between portability and ef�ciency. The study is based on a proxy application for the lattice

Boltzmann method (LBM). The performance portability programming framework of Kokkos (with

CUDA or SYCL backend) is used and compared with programming models of native CUDA and

native SYCL. The Kokkos library supports the mainstream GPU products in the market. The

performance of the code can vary with accelerating models, number of GPUs, scale of the problem,

propagation patterns and architectures. Both Kokkos library and CUDA toolkit are studied on the

supercomputer of ThetaGPU (Argonne Leadership Computing Facility). It is found that Kokkos

(CUDA) has almost the same performance as native CUDA. The automatic data and kernel

management in Kokkos may sacri�ce the ef�ciency, but the parallelization parameters can also be

tuned by Kokkos to optimize the performances.
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A Light-Weight and Unsupervised Method for Near Real-time Anomaly Detection Using

Operational Data Measurement

Tom Richard Vargis (Technical University Dresden), Siavash Ghiasvand (Technical University

Dresden, ZIH)

Monitoring the status of large computing systems is essential to identify unexpected behavior and

improve their performance and up-time. However, due to the large-scale and distributed design of

such computing systems as well as a large number of monitoring parameters, automated

monitoring methods should be applied. Such automatic monitoring methods should also have the

ability to adapt themselves to the continuous changes in the computing system. In addition, they

should be able to identify behavioral anomalies in useful time, in order to perform appropriate

reactions. This work proposes a general light-weight and unsupervised method for near real-time

anomaly detection using operational data measurement on large computing systems. The proposed

model requires as low as 4 hours of data and 50 epochs for each training process to accurately

resemble the behavioral pattern of computing systems.



Best Poster Finalist: no

Tensor Processing Primitives in the Computational Sciences: Earthquake Simulations

Alexander Breuer (Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany), Alexander Heinecke (Intel

Corporation), Antonio Noack (Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany), Evangelos Georganas

(Intel Corporation), Kirill Voronin (Intel Corporation)

Many HPC and certainly AI or DL applications are comprised in their core of small linear algebra

operations which are then used to compose large and more complicated tensor operations.

Especially in the �eld of AI/DL portability among different hardware platforms is essential due to an

extensive reliance on Python and the high-level nature of many frontends. However, scientists are

often faced with the challenge to run their codes in vastly different environments. They therefore

have to restrict themselves to high-level languages and hope for good compiler optimizations.

Especially for complicated linear algebra operators, as they arise in high-order methods in the

computational sciences, this is huge leap of faith. In this work we demonstrate how Tensor

Processing Primitives, a low-dimensional SIMD abstraction for various CPU architectures, can be

used to obtain very high fractions of �oating point peak on seven different CPU micro-architectures

offering four different ISAs.
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Interactive Visual Analysis Tool for Anomaly Provenance Data

Alicia Guite (Texas State University), Tanzima Z. Islam (Texas State University), Christopher Kelly

(Brookhaven National Laboratory), Wei Xu (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Chimbuko is a framework for detecting real-time performance anomalies incurred by large-scale

applications. Understanding the source of anomalous behaviors is dif�cult due to the high volume

of information stored by Chimbuko in a provenance database. This undergraduate research project

aims to intuitively display this high volume of information without overwhelming users. We then

integrate our analysis and visualization techniques into a publicly available framework called

Dashing. This project facilitates interactive user investigation of anomaly provenance in large-scale

applications.
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Parallel Computing Accelerates Sequential Deep Networks Model in Turbulent Flow

Forecasting



Reza Hassanian (University of Iceland), Morris Riedel (University of Iceland, Juelich Supercomputing

Centre (JSC)), Ásdís Helgadottír (University of Iceland)

This study aimed to employ deep learning capability and computing scalability to create a model

and predict the velocity of the straining turbulence �ow. The turbulence �ow was generated in a

laboratory. The turbulence intensity of the �ow is controlled via impeller rotation speed. The mean

strain rate is made by two circular plates moving toward each other in the center of the measuring

area by an actuator. The dynamics of the particles are measured using high-speed Lagrangian

Particle Tracking at 10,000 frames per second. Measured data from the experiment were employed

to design a gated recurrent unit model. Two powerful parallel computing machines, JUWELS and

DEEP-EST, were employed to implement the model. The velocity forecasting with a gated recurrent

network presents a considerable outcome. The computing machine's scalability using GPUs

accelerates this model's computing time signi�cantly, which strengthens the ability to predict

turbulent �ow.
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Self Supervised Solution for Analysis of Molecular Dynamics Simulations In Situ

Harshita Sahni (University of New Mexico), Trilce Estrada (University of New Mexico)

With modern technology and High-Performance Computing (HPC), Molecular Dynamics (MD)

simulations can be task and data parallel. That means, they can be decomposed into multiple

independent tasks (i.e., trajectories) with their own data, which can be processed in parallel.

Analysis of MD simulations includes �nding speci�c molecular events and the conformation

changes that a protein undergoes. However, the traditional analysis relies on the global

decomposition of all the trajectories for a speci�c molecular system, which can be performed only in

a centralized way. We propose a lightweight self-supervised machine learning technique to analyze

MD simulations in situ. That is, we aim to speed up the process of �nding molecular events in the

protein trajectory at run-time, without having to wait for the entire simulation to �nish. This allows

us to scale the analysis with the simulation.
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Exploring FPGA Acceleration of Seed Selection in In�uence Maximization

Reece Neff (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), North Carolina State University), Marco

Minutoli (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Antonino Tumeo (Paci�c Northwest

National Laboratory (PNNL)), Mahantesh Halappanavar (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory

(PNNL)), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State University)



The In�uence Maximization (IM) problem on a social network is the problem of identifying a small

cohort of vertices that, when initially activated, results in a cascading effect that will activate the

maximum expected number other vertices in the network. While the problem is NP-hard under

budget constraints, it has a submodular structure that leads to ef�cient approximation.

In this work, we present techniques and our performance analysis that we are using to drive the

design of ef�cient FPGA acceleration for the seed selection step within the IMM algorithm.

Currently, we are able to achieve from 0.75x to 4.78x speedup, with the main bottleneck being a

static overhead determined by the size of the input graph. We discuss future work to improve on

the current architecture, and hope to provide techniques for making "almost-regular" applications

fast and ef�cient on FPGAs.
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Transformations for Energy Ef�cient Accelerated Chain Matrix Multiplication (TEE-ACM2)

Maxim Moraru (University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA)), Mina Warnet (University of

Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA)), Julien Loiseau (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Nirmal Prajapati (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), Hyun Lim (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Sumathi

Lakshmiranganatha (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Jamal Mohd-Yusof (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), Karen Tsai (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Richard Berger

(Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Patrick McCormick (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

GPU matrix chain multiplication serves as a basis for a wide range of scienti�c domains like

computer graphics, physics, and machine learning. While its time performance was studied for

years, there has been signi�cantly less effort in optimizing its energy ef�ciency. GPU power

consumption is heavily impacted by the number of data transfers performed. In fact, a data transfer

from global memory needs a thousand times more energy than a double precision arithmetic

operation. Thus, minimizing data transfers is key for reducing the energy consumption. We present

an energy ef�cient solution for Matrix Chain Multiplication on GPUs that minimizes computation as

well as off-chip data transfers. For this, optimizations at three different levels are provided. For a

single matrix multiplication, we use a large tile blocking strategy. Then, we extend our approach to

three matrices. Finally, we propose a solution for a sequence of matrices.
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Agile Acceleration of LLVM Flang Support for Fortran 2018 Parallel Programming

Katherine Rasmussen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Damian Rouson (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Najé George (San Diego State University), Dan Bonachea

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hussain Kadhem (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL)), Brian Friesen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The LLVM Flang compiler ("Flang") is currently Fortran 95 compliant, and the frontend can parse

Fortran 2018. However, Flang does not have a comprehensive 2018 test suite and does not fully

implement the static semantics of the 2018 standard. We are investigating whether agile software

development techniques, such as pair programming and test-driven development (TDD), can help

Flang to rapidly progress to Fortran 2018 compliance. Because of the paramount importance of

parallelism in high-performance computing, we are focusing on Fortran’s parallel features,

commonly denoted “CoArray Fortran". We are developing what we believe are the �rst exhaustive,

open-source tests for the static semantics of Fortran 2018 parallel features, and contributing them

to the LLVM project. A related effort involves writing runtime tests for parallel 2018 features and

supporting those tests by developing a new parallel runtime library: the CoArray Fortran

Framework of Ef�cient Interfaces to Network Environments (Caffeine).
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Improvements to Hardware-Accelerated 3D Single Particle Imaging Data Reconstruction

Niteya Shah (Virginia Tech, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Christine Sweeney (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

Fast analysis of scienti�c data from X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) experimental facilities is key for

supporting real-time decisions that ef�ciently use these facilities to speed up scienti�c discovery.

Our research shows gains obtained using graphics processing units (GPUs) to accelerate 3D

reconstruction of Single Particle Imaging (SPI) X-ray diffraction data. We achieve a 4X speedup over

the previous GPU implementation, 50% better image reconstruction resolution, and 485X speedup

when calculating resolution compared to the existing implementation. We showcase techniques to

optimize per-node computational ef�ciency, increase scalability and improve the accuracy of SPI by

using better algorithms, improving data movement and accesses, reusing data structures, and

reducing memory fragmentation.
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Analysis and Visualization of Important Performance Counters to Enhance Interpretability of



Autotuner Output

Mohammad Zaeed (Texas State University), Tanzima Z. Islam (Texas State University), Younghyun

Cho (University of California, Berkeley), Xiaoye Sherry Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), Hengrui Luo (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Yang Liu (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Autotuning is a widely used method for guiding developers of large-scale applications to achieve

high performance. However, autotuners typically employ black-box optimizations to recommend

parameter settings at the cost of users missing the opportunity to identify performance bottlenecks.

Performance analysis �lls that gap and identi�es problems and optimization opportunities that can

result in better runtime and utilization of hardware resources. This work combines the best of the

both worlds by integrating a systematic performance analysis and visualization approach into a

publicly available autotuning framework, GPTune, to suggest users which con�guration parameters

are important to tune, to what value, and how tuning the parameters affect hardware-application

interactions. Our experiments demonstrate that a subset of the task parameters impact the

execution time of the Hypre application; the memory traf�c and page faults cause performance

problems in the Plasma-DGEMM routine on Cori-Haswell.
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A C++20 Interface for MPI 4.0

Ali Can Demiralp (RWTH Aachen University), Philipp Martin (RWTH Aachen University), Niko Sakic

(RWTH Aachen University), Marcel Krüger (RWTH Aachen University), Tim Gerrits (RWTH Aachen

University)

We present a modern C++20 interface for MPI 4.0. The interface utilizes recent language features

to ease development of MPI applications. An aggregate re�ection system enables generation of

MPI data types from user-de�ned classes automatically. Immediate and persistent operations are

mapped to futures, which can be chained to describe sequential asynchronous operations and task

graphs in a concise way. This work introduces the prominent features of the interface with

examples. We further measure its performance overhead with respect to the raw C interface.
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New Accelerated Mixed-Precision Parallel Algorithms for Hermitian Eigenvalue Problem

Yaohung Tsai (University of Tennessee), Piotr Luszczek (University of Tennessee), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee)



The multi-precision methods commonly follow approximate-iterate scheme by �rst obtaining the

approximate solution from a low-precision factorization and solve. Then, they iteratively re�ne the

solution to the desired accuracy that is often as high as what is possible with traditional

approaches. While targeting symmetric/Hermitian eigenvalue problems of the form Ax=(lambda)x,

we revisited the SICE algorithm by applying the Sherman-Morrison formula on the diagonally-

shifted tridiagonal systems, we propose an updated SICE-SM algorithm. We exploited

asynchronous scheduling techniques to take advantage of the new computational graph enabled

by the use of mixed-precision in the eigensolver. By incorporating the latest two-stage algorithms

from the PLASMA and MAGMA software libraries for numerical linear algebra, we achieved up to

3.6x speedup using the mixed-precision eigensolver with the blocked SICE-SM algorithm for

iterative re�nement when compared with full double complex precision solvers for the cases with a

portion of eigenvalues and eigenvectors requested.
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Parameterized Radix-r Bruck Algorithm for All-to-All Communication

Ke Fan (University of Alabama, Birmingham), Sidharth Kumar (University of Alabama, Birmingham)

The standard implementation of MPI_Alltoall uses a combination of techniques, including the

spread-out and Bruck algorithms. The existing Bruck algorithm implementation is limited to a radix

of two, so the total number of communication steps is �xed at log2(P) (P: total number of

processes). The spread-out algorithm, on the other hand, requires P-1 communication steps. There

remains a wide unexplored parameter area between these two extremities of the communication

spectrum that can be tuned. In this paper, we formalize a generalized formula and implementation

of the Bruck algorithm, whose radix can be varied from 2 to P-1. With this ability, both the total

number of communication steps and the total amount of data transmitted can be tuned, which

allows performance tuning. We performed an experimental investigation and demonstrated that

the Bruck with the optimal radix is up to 57% faster than the vendor's optimized MPI_Alltoall on

the Theta supercomputer.
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VkFFT – Vulkan/CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Level Zero GPU FFT Library

Dmitrii Tolmachev (ETH Zürich)

The Fast Fourier Transform is an essential algorithm of modern computational science. The highly

parallel structure of the FFT allows for its ef�cient implementation on graphics processing units

(GPUs), which are now widely used for general-purpose computing. This poster presents the



VkFFT - an ef�cient GPU-accelerated multidimensional Fast Fourier Transform library for

Vulkan/CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Level Zero projects. VkFFT aims to provide the community with a cross-

platform open-source alternative to vendor-speci�c solutions while achieving comparable or better

performance. This poster presents the optimizations implemented in VkFFT and compares its

performance and precision against Nvidia cuFFT and AMD's rocFFT libraries on their latest HPC

GPUs. This poster also presents the �rst performant implementation of Discrete Cosine Transforms

on GPUs. VkFFT is released under MIT license.
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SOLLVE Veri�cation and Validation OpenMP Testsuite

Thomas Huber (University of Delaware), Swaroop Pophale (Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware), Nikhil Rao (University of Delaware), Michael Carr

(University of Delaware), Jaydon Reap (University of Delaware), Kristina Holsapple (University of

Delaware), Joshua Davis (University of Maryland), Tobias Burnus (Siemens Electronic Design

Automation), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), David Bernholdt (Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL)), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware)

The SOLLVE V&V suite tests new OpenMP features to visualize compiler and system compilers.

Systems include Oak Ridge National Laboratory's (ORNL) Summit and Crusher systems, as well as

National Energy Research Scienti�c Computing Center (NERSC)'s Perlmutter system.
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Predicting Cross-Platform Relative Performance with Deep Generative Models

Daniel Nichols (University of Maryland), Jae-Seung Yeom (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Applications can experience signi�cant performance differences when run on different

architectures. For example, GPUs are often utilized to accelerate an application over its CPU

implementation. Understanding how performance changes across platforms is vital to the design of

hardware, systems software, and performance critical applications. However, modeling the

relationship between systems and performance is dif�cult as run time data needs to be collected on

each platform. In this poster, we present a methodology for predicting the relative performance of

an application across multiple systems using pro�led performance counters and deep learning.
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Traf�c Flow Optimization in Smart Cities: Leveraging HPC Resources for Automatic Design

Space Exploration

Martin Šurkovský (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Jakub Beránek (IT4Innovations, Czech

Republic), Kateřina Slaninová (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Jan Martinovič (IT4Innovations,

Czech Republic), Radim Cmar (Sygic, Slovak Republic)

The poster presents the usage of a deterministic traf�c simulator for optimizing traf�c �ow within a

city. The simulator is one part of a traf�c modeling framework for intelligent transportation in smart

cities. In contrast to standard navigation systems where the navigation is optimized for drivers, we

aim to optimize a distribution of the global traf�c �ow. We utilize HPC resources for the simulator’s

parameters exploration for which EVEREST SDK is used.

The EVEREST project aims at developing a holistic design environment that addresses simplifying

the programmability of heterogeneous and distributed architectures for Big Data applications. The

project uses “data-driven” design approach with domain-speci�c language extensions, hardware-

accelerated AI and an ef�cient monitoring of the execution with a uni�ed hardware/software

paradigm. During the presentation the distribution of traf�c �ow in a selected city will be presented

in a form of short video to demonstrate the dynamicity of the system.
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xDSL: A Common Compiler Ecosystem for Domain Speci�c Languages

Nick Brown (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh)

Writing software that can exploit supercomputers is dif�cult, and this is going to get much harder

as we move toward exascale where the scale and heterogenity of our machines will increase

signi�cantly. A potential solution is in the use of Domain Speci�c Languages (DSLs) which separate

the programmer's logic from mechanisms of parallelism. However, while these have shown

promise, a major challenge is that DSL toolchains are often siloed, sharing little or no infrastructure

between DSLs.

In this poster, we present xDSL which is an ecosystem for DSL development. Built upon the hugely

popular LLVM and MLIR, xDSL provides a Python-based toolbox to ease integration with MLIR, and

a series of IR dialects and transformations that DSL developers can apply. The result is that that

DSLs become a thin layer of abstraction atop a common, well supported, mature and maintained

ecosystem that targets a variety of hardware architectures.
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Ef�cient Sparse Deep Neural Network Computation on GPU with TVM

Lillian Wang (University of North Texas), Avik Malladi (University of North Texas), Yuede Ji

(University of North Texas)

This poster presents GPU optimizations for Sparse Deep Neural Networks using Apache TVM.

Although various deep neural network models exist, SpDNNs have shown great improvements in

the size and memory of neural networks. SpDNNs provide unique scalability dif�culties in which

optimizations and advancements can be made. Apache TVM is a machine learning compiler

framework for CPUs and GPUs. It has been shown to have promising improvements for the

performance, deployment, and optimizations of the networks. To evaluate its effectiveness for

SpDNNs, this work builds SpDNNs with Apache TVM and compares with current SpDNNs. When

testing with various datasets, TVM-based implementation can achieve faster and more ef�cient

optimizations.
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Leveraging Stencil Computation Performance with Temporal Blocking Using Large Cache

Capacity on AMD EPYC 7003 Processors with AMD 3D V-Cache Technology

Long Qu (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David Keyes (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST))

In structured grid �nite-difference, �nite-volume, and �nite-element discretizations of partial

differential equation conservation laws, regular stencil computations constitute the main core kernel

in many temporally explicit approaches for such problems. For various blocking dimensions, the

Spatial Blocking (SB) approach enables data reuse within multiple cache levels.

Introduced in GIRIH, the Multi-core Wavefront Diamond blocking (MWD) method optimizes

practically relevant stencil algorithms by combining the concepts of diamond tiling and multi-core

aware wavefront temporal blocking, leading to signi�cant increase in data reuse and locality.

We evaluate the performance of MWD on a variety of recent multi-core architectures. Among all of

them, the new AMD multi-processor, codenamed Milan-X, provides an unprecedented capacity for

the Last Level Cache. We show that the Milan-X hardware design is ideal for the MWD method,

and signi�cant performance gain can be achieved relative to its predecessors Milan and Rome.
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Accelerated COVID-19 CT Image Enhancement via Sparse Tensor Cores

Ayush Chaturvedi (Virginia Tech), Wu Chun Feng (Virginia Tech)

In this work we accelerate a target a deep learning model designed to enhance CT images of covid-

19 chest scans namely DD-Net using sparse techniques. The model follows an auto encoder

decoder architecture in deep learning paradigm and has high dimensionality and thus takes many

compute hours of training. We propose a set of techniques which target these two aspects of

model - dimensionality and training time. We will implement techniques to prune neurons making

the model sparse and thus reduce the effective dimensionality with a loss of accuracy not more

than 5% with minimal additional overhead of retraining. Then we propose set of techniques

tailored with respect to underlying hardware in order to better utilize the existing components of

hardware (such as tensor core) and thus reduce time and associated cost required to train this

model.
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CGYRO Performance on Slingshot-Connected Perlmutter GPU nodes

Igor S�ligoi (University of California, San Diego), Emily Belli (General Atomics), Jeff Candy (General

Atomics)

The NERSC Perlmutter HPC system is the most recent large-scale US system that is publicly

available. NERSC chose to deploy a �rst phase of its GPU-based nodes in late 2021 using 2x

Slingshot10 connections and has been upgrading them to 4x Slinghot11 connections starting in

summer 2021. In this poster we provide benchmark numbers for using CGYRO, a popular fusion

turbulence simulation tool, comparing the original and the upgraded network setup. CGYRO has

been previously shown to be communication-bound in many recent HPC systems and we show

that the upgraded networking provides a signi�cant boost for fusion science.
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Toward Scalable Voxelization of Meshes with High Growth Rate

Markéta Hrabánková (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava, Czech

Republic), Ondřej Meca (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava,

Czech Republic), Tomáš Brzobohatý (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of

Ostrava, Czech Republic), Lubomír Říha (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical

University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Milan Jaroš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB –



Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Petr Strakoš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB

– Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic)

The poster presents a scalable approach that converts the results of large-scale Computational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations into a volumetric representation used by volume rendering-

based visualization. Even if this functionality is provided by common post-processing tools, its

ef�cient parallelization requires an appropriate load-balancing. Unfortunately, load-balancing

according to the number of cells does not scale for unstructured meshes with high growth rate that

is common in CFD. In the poster, we show that with an appropriate redistribution of data among

available resources it is possible to perform the operation in just several seconds with signi�cantly

improved scalability.
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Supporting Ef�cient Work�ow Deployment of Federated Learning Systems on the Computing

Continuum

Cédric Prigent (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Gabriel

Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Alexandru

Costan (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Loïc Cudennec

(DGA Information Literacy, France)

Federated Learning (FL) is a distributed Machine Learning paradigm aiming to collaboratively learn

a shared model while considering privacy preservation by letting the clients process their private

data locally. In the Computing Continuum context (edge-fog-cloud ecosystem), FL raises several

challenges such as supporting very heterogeneous devices and optimizing massively distributed

applications.

We propose a work�ow to better support and optimize FL systems across the Computing

Continuum by relying on formal descriptions of the infrastructure, hyperparameter optimization and

model retraining in case of performance degradation. We motivate our approach by providing

preliminary results using a human activity recognition dataset. The next objective will be to

implement and deploy our solution on the Grid’5000 testbed.

During the poster session, I will start by presenting the main problems for applying FL in the

Computing Continuum and how our approach is tackling it. Next I will present preliminary results

and discuss the remaining challenges.
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PowerMan: Online Power Capping by Computationally Informed Machine Learning

Johannes Gebert (High Performance Computing Center (HLRS), Stuttgart; University of Stuttgart),

Daniel Barry (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL)), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL))

Appropriately adjusting the power draw of computational hardware plays a crucial role in its

ef�cient use. While vendors have already implemented hardware-controlled power management,

additional energy savings are available, depending on the state of the machine. We propose the

online classi�cation of such states based on computationally informed machine learning algorithms

to adjust the power cap of the next time step. This research highlights that the overall energy

consumption can be reduced signi�cantly, often without a prohibitive penalty in the runtime of the

applications.
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Statistical and Causal Analysis of Chimbuko Provenance Database

Margaret Ajuwon (Morgan State University), Serges Love Teutu Talla (Morgan State University),

Isabelle Kemajou-Brown (Morgan State University), Christopher Kelly (Brookhaven National

Laboratory), Kerstin Kleese Van Dam (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Performance data are collected to establish how well exascale applications are doing with

executing their code or work�ow as ef�ciently as possible. Chimbuko, a tool speci�cally focused on

the analysis of performance data in real time, looks through these data and collects performance

anomalies that are detected. These anomalies are saved into the Chimbuko Provenance Database,

together with as much contextual information as needed. The goal of our work is to perform

statistical analysis on the Chimbuko Provenance Database by presenting simple visualizations and

determining if the information collected for each anomaly is suf�cient to conduct a causal analysis.

Statistical methods such as Theil’s U correlation analysis, Logistic regression, and K-Prototype

clustering were used to identify association between variables. Furthermore, feature selection was

conducted with Decision Tree and Random Forest. We identi�ed association between call_stack

and several variables, which reveals that call_stack is a very important feature of the dataset.
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PDTgcomp: Compilation Framework for Data Transformation Kernels on GPU

Tri Nguyen (North Carolina State University), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State University)



Data transformation tasks - such as encoding, decoding, parsing, and conversion between common

data formats - are at the core of many data analytics, data processing and scienti�c applications.

This has led to the development of custom software libraries and hardware implementations

targeting popular data transformations. By accelerating speci�c transformations, however, these

solutions suffer from lack of generality. On the other hand, a generic and programmable data

processing engine might support a wide range of data transformations, but do so at the cost of

reduced performance compared to custom, algorithm-speci�c solutions. 

In this work, we aim to bridge this gap between generality and performance. To this end, we

provide a compilation framework that transparently converts data transformation tasks expressed

using pushdown transducers into ef�cient GPU code.
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Live Containerized Service Migration Across Edge to Cloud Continuum

Thanawat Chanikaphon (University of Louisiana at Lafayette, High Performance Cloud Computing

(HPCC) Lab), Mohsen Amini Salehi (University of Louisiana at Lafayette, High Performance Cloud

Computing (HPCC) Lab)

Services on the edge and fog systems desire mobility owing to the user or data mobility, and the

necessity of relocating to the cloud upon the oversubscription. More speci�cally, live migration of

containerized microservices is required for service mobility, elasticity, and load balancing purposes.

Although container runtimes and orchestrators recently provided native live migration support, they

do not allow migration across autonomous computing systems with heterogeneous orchestrators.

Our hypothesis is that non-native and non-invasive support for the live container migration is the

need of hour and can unlock several new use cases. We develop a non-native and non-invasive live

container migration method leveraging the nested container runtime. We design the architecture

and develop the solution to enable container migration across heterogeneous orchestrators. We

evaluate the performance against other approaches. We observe that for microservices smaller

than 512 MiB, the nested container runtime approach can be implemented within an acceptable

overhead.
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A Multifaceted Approach to Automated I/O Bottleneck Detection for HPC Workloads

Izzet Yildirim (Illinois Institute of Technology), Hariharan Devarajan (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of

Technology), Kathryn Mohror (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)



Real-world HPC workloads impose a lot of pressure on storage systems as they are highly data

dependent. On the other hand, as a result of recent developments in storage hardware, it is

expected that the storage diversity in upcoming HPC systems will grow. This growing complexity in

the storage system presents challenges to users, and often results in I/O bottlenecks due to

inef�cient usage. There have been several studies on reducing I/O bottlenecks. The earliest

attempts worked to solve this problem by combining I/O characteristics with expert insight. The

recent attempts rely on the performance analysis from the I/O characterization tools. However, the

problem is multifaceted with many metrics to consider, hence dif�cult to do manually, even for

experts. In this work, we develop a methodology that produces a multifaceted view of the I/O

behavior of a workload to identify potential I/O bottlenecks automatically.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Custom 8-bit Floating Point Value Format for Reducing Shared Memory Bank Con�ict in

Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search

Hiroyuki Ootomo (Tokyo Institute of Technology), Akira Naruse (NVIDIA Corporation)

The k-nearest neighbor search is used in various applications such as machine learning, computer

vision, database search, and information retrieval. While the computational cost of the exact

nearest neighbor search is enormous, an approximate nearest neighbor search (ANNS) is being

paid much attention. IVFPQ is one of the ANNS methods. Although we can leverage the high

bandwidth and low latency of shared memory to compute the search phase of the IVFPQ on

NVIDIA GPUs, the throughput can degrade due to shared memory bank con�ict. To reduce the

bank con�ict and improve the search throughput, we propose a custom 8-bit �oating point value

format. This format doesn’t have a sign bit and can be converted from/to FP32 with a few

instructions. We use this format for IVFPQ on GPUs and get better performance without signi�cant

recall loss compared to FP32 and FP16.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Debris Pose Estimation Using Deep Learning on FPGA

Shintaro Hashimoto (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA))

It is dif�cult to implement a CNN for edge processing in satellites, automobiles, and more, where

machine resources and power are limited. FPGAs meet such constraints of machine resources and

power associated with CNNs. FPGAs have low power consumption, but limited machine resources.

Quantization Neural Networks have fewer parameters (bit depth) than CNNs and better estimation



accuracy than BNNs.

Although CNNs for regression problems are rarely implemented with FPGAs, our study installed

debris pose estimation on an FPGA using the latest edge technology such as quantization neural

network. Pose estimations were run on a workstation using 32bit �oating-point precision and on an

FPGA using 8bit int precision. The average errors were 4.98% and 5.38%, respectively. This

demonstrates that the regression problem can be transferred to an FPGA without a signi�cant loss

of accuracy. The FPGA power ef�ciency is more than 218k times that of a workstation

implementation.

Best Poster Finalist: no

CANDY: An Ef�cient Framework for Updating Properties on Large Scale Dynamic Networks

Aashish Pandey (University of North Texas), Arindam Khanda (Missouri University of Science and

Technology), Sriram Srinivasan (University of Oregon), Sanjukta Bhowmick (University of North

Texas), Sajal Das (Missouri University of Science and Technology), Boyana Norris (University of

Oregon)

Queries on large graphs use the stored graph properties to generate responses. As most of the

real-world graphs are dynamic, i.e., the graph topology changes with time, and hence the related

graph properties are also time-varying. In such cases, maintaining correctness in stored graph

properties requires recomputation or update on previous properties. Here, we present an ef�cient

framework, CANDY for updating the properties in large dynamic networks. We prove the ef�cacy of

our general framework by applying it to update graph properties such as Single Source Shortest

Path (SSSP), Vertex Coloring, and PageRank. Empirically we show that our shared-memory parallel

and NVIDIA GPU-based data-parallel implementations perform better than the state-of-the-art

implementations.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Visual Analysis on the Resilience of HPC Applications Using Control-Flow Graph

Hailong Jiang (Kent State University), Shaolun Ruan (Singapore Management University), Bo Fang

(Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Kevin Barker (Paci�c Northwest National

Laboratory (PNNL)), Ang Li (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Yong Wang (Singapore

Management University), Qiang Guan (Kent State University)

A large body of approaches has been proposed to analyze the resilience of HPC applications.

However, existing studies rarely address the challenges of the analysis result perception.



Speci�cally, resilience analysis techniques produce a massive volume of unstructured data, making

it dif�cult to conduct the resilience analysis. Furthermore, different analysis models produce diverse

results with multiple levels of details, which creates hurdles to compare and explore the resilience

of HPC program execution. To this end, we present VISILIENCE, an interactive VISual resILIENCE

analysis framework to allow programmers to facilitate the resilience analysis of HPC applications.

In particular, VISILIENCE leverages an effective visualization approach Control Flow Graph (CFG) to

present a function execution. In addition, three widely-used models for resilience analysis (i.e., Y-

Branch, IPAS, and TRIDENT) are seamlessly embedded into the framework for resilience analysis

and result comparison. Case studies have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our

proposed framework VISILIENCE.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Self-Supervised Learning for Automated Species Detection from Passively Recorded

Soundscapes in Avian Diversity Monitoring

Dario Dematties (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Bhupendra A. Raut (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Rajesh Sankaran (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Nicola J. Ferrier

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

By detecting different animal species reliably at scale we can protect biodiversity. Yet, traditionally,

biodiversity data has been collected by expert observers which is prohibitively expensive, not

reliable neither scalable. Automated species detection via machine-learning is promising, but it is

constrained by the necessity of large training data sets all labeled by human experts. Here, we

propose to use Self-Supervised Learning for studying semantic features from passively collected

acoustic data. We utilized a joint embedding con�guration to acquire features from spectrograms.

We processed recordings from ∼190 hours of audio. In order to process these volumes of data we

utilized a HPC cluster provided by the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility. We analyzed the

output space from a trained backbone which highlights important semantic attributes of the

spectrograms. We envisage these preliminary results as compelling for future automatic assistance

of biologist as a pre-processing stage for labeling very big data sets.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Modeling Supraventricular Tachycardia Using Dynamic Computer-Generated Left Atrium

Bryant Wyatt (Tarleton State University), Avery Campbell (Tarleton State University), Gavin

McIntosh (Tarleton State University), Melanie Little (Tarleton State University), Brandon Wyatt

(Johnson & Johnson)



Supraventricular Tachycardia (SVT) is when the heart’s upper chambers beat either too quickly or

out of rhythm with the heart’s lower chambers. This out-of-step heart beating is a leading cause of

strokes, heart attacks, and heart failure. The most successful treatment for SVT is catheter ablation,

a process where an electrophysiologist (EP) maps the heart to �nd areas with abnormal electrical

activity. The EP then runs a catheter into the heart to burn the abnormal area, blocking the electrical

signals. Much is not known about what triggers SVT and where to place scar tissue for optimal

patient outcomes. We have produced a dynamic model of the right atrium accelerated on NVIDIA

GPUs. An interface allows researchers to insert ectopic signals into the simulated atria and ablate

sections of the atria allowing them to rapidly gain insight into what causes SVTs and how to

terminate them.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Loimos: A Large-Scale Epidemic Simulation Framework for Realistic Social Contact Networks

Joy Kitson (University of Maryland), Ian Costello (University of Maryland), Jiangzhuo Chen

(University of Virginia), Jaemin Choi (University of Illinois), Stefan Hoops (University of Virginia),

Diego Jiménez (Costa Rica National High Technology Center), Tamar Kellner (University of

Maryland), Esteban Meneses (Costa Rica National High Technology Center), Henning Mortveit

(University of Virginia), Jae-Seung Yeom (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Laxmikant V.

Kale (University of Illinois), Madhav V. Marathe (University of Virginia), Abhinav Bhatele (University

of Maryland)

Global pandemics can wreak havoc and lead to signi�cant social, economic and personal losses.

Preventing the spread of infectious diseases requires interventions at different levels needing the

study of potential impact and ef�cacy of those preemptive measures. Modeling epidemic diffusion

and possible interventions can help us in this goal. Agent-based models have been used effectively

in the past to model contagion processes. We present Loimos, a highly parallel simulation of

epidemic diffusion written on top of the Charm++ asynchronous task-based system. Loimos uses a

hybrid time-stepped and discrete-event simulation to model disease spread. We demonstrate that

our implementation of Loimos is able to ef�ciently utilize a large number of cores on different HPC

platforms, namely, we scale to about 32k cores on Theta at ALCF and about 4k cores on Cori at

NERSC.

Best Poster Finalist: no

A Bayesian Optimization-Assisted, High-Performance Simulator for Modeling RF Accelerator

Cavities

Aman Rani (Texas Tech University), Yang Liu (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)),



Tianhuan Luo (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hengrui Luo (Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (LBNL)), Xiaoye Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Radio-frequency cavities are key components for high-energy particle accelerators, quantum

computing, etc. Designing cavities comes along with many computational challenges such as multi-

objective optimization, high performance computing (HPC) requirement for handling large-sized

cavities etc. To be more precise, its multi-objective optimization requires an ef�cient 3D full-wave

electromagnetic simulator. For which, we rely on the integral equation (IE) method and it requires

fast solver with HPC and ML algorithms to search for resonance modes. 

We propose an HPC-based fast direct matrix solver for IE, combined with hybrid optimization

algorithms to attain an ef�cient simulator for accelerator cavity modeling. First, we solve the linear

eigen problem for each trial frequency by a distributed-memory parallel, fast direct solver. Second,

we propose the combination of the global optimizer Gaussian Process with the local optimizer

Downhill-simplex methods to generate the trial frequency samples which successfully optimize the

corresponding 1D objective function with multiple sharp minimums.

Best Poster Finalist: no

CLIP-ACQUA: CLIP Autoencoder-Based Classic-Quantum Latent Space Reduction

Pablo Rivas (Baylor University), Liang Zhao (St Ambrose University)

Applications of quantum machine learning algorithms are currently still being studied. Recent work

suggests that classical gradient descent techniques can effectively train variational quantum

circuits. We propose to train quantum variational circuits to �nd smaller text and image embeddings

that preserve contrastive-learning distances based on CLIP large embeddings. This is a critical task

since �ne-tuning CLIP to produce low-dimensional embeddings is prohibitively expensive. We

introduce CLIP-ACQUA, a model trained in a self-supervised con�guration from CLIP embeddings

to reduce the latent space. We use CLIP-ACQUA on a sizeable unlabelled corpus of text and

images to demonstrate its effectiveness. Our experiments show that we can obtain smaller latent

spaces that preserve the original embedding distances inferred during contrastive learning.

Furthermore, using our model requires no �ne-tuning of CLIP, preserving its original robustness and

structure. The data used as a demonstration aids in modeling consumer-to-consumer online

marketplaces to detect illicit activities.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Enabling Energy Systems Research on HPC



Thomas Breuer (Forschungszentrum Jülich, Juelich Supercomputing Centre (JSC)), Karl-Kiên Cao

(German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Manuel Wetzel (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Ulrich Frey

(German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Shima Sasanpour (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Jan

Buschmann (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Aileen Böhme (GAMS Development Corp.), Charlie

Vanaret (Berlin Institute of Technology)

Energy systems research strongly relies on large modeling frameworks. Many of them use linear

optimization approaches to calculate blueprints for ideal future energy systems, which become

increasingly complex, as do the models. The state of the art is to compute them with shared-

memory computers combined with approaches to reduce the model size. We overcome this and

implement a fully automated work�ow on HPC using a newly developed solver for distributed

memory architectures. Moreover, we address the challenge of uncertainty in scenario analysis by

performing sophisticated parameter variations for large-scale power system models, which cannot

be solved in the conventional way. Preliminary results show that we are able to identify clusters of

future energy system designs, which perform well from different perspectives of energy system

research and also consider disruptive events. Furthermore, we also observe that our approach

provides the most insights when being applied to complex rather than simple models.
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Fountains and Garden-Hoses: Visualizing the Intricacies of Primary Jet Atomization

Greg Foss (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Baskar

Ganapathysubramanian (Iowa State University), Masado Ishii (University of Utah), Makrand Ajay

Khanwale (Stanford University), Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University), Dave Semeraro (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Hari Sundar (University of Utah), Sean Cunningham (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC))

A jet of �uid -- when we open a garden hose, for instance -- exhibits a rich tapestry of �ow physics,

including the rupture of �uid �lms and a cascade of �lament and droplet breakup and coalescence.

In addition to its breathtaking beauty, this jet atomization is a critical component for a broad

spectrum of energy and healthcare applications. Simulating and visualization jet atomization is an

ideal way to understand and control this phenomenon. However, the multiscale nature of jet

atomization makes this a very challenging problem. Here, we visualize one of this phenomenon's

highest resolution simulation datasets. The dataset consists of over 120,000-time steps of an



adaptively resolved spatial mesh with length scales. We describe the parallel work�ow and

associated challenges while visualizing the time evolution of the jet. We show how this

visualization produces a deep qualitative understanding of �uid dynamics from the outputs of these

massive simulations.

Virtual Certi�cation of Gas Turbine Engines – Visualizing the DLR Rig250 Compressor

Arun Prabhakar (University of Warwick), Christopher Goddard (Rolls-Royce), Dario Amirante

(University of Surrey, England), Axel Gerstenberger (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Jan-Friedrich

Suhrmann (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Istvan Reguly (Pazmany Peter Catholic University, Budapest,

Hungary), Leigh Lapworth (Rolls-Royce), Stephen Jarvis (University of Birmingham, UK), Gihan

Mudalige (University of Warwick)

High Performance Computing (HPC) critically underpins the design of aero-engines. With global

emissions targets, engine designs require a fundamental change including designs utilizing

sustainable aviation fuels and electric/hybrid �ight. Virtual certi�cation of designs with HPC is

recognized as a key technology to meet these challenges, but require analysis on models with

higher �delity, using ultra-large scale executions. In this explanatory SC-SciVis showcase, we

present results from time-accurate simulations of a 4.6B-element full 360-degree model of a

production-representative gas turbine engine compressor, the Rig250 at DLR. This represents a

grand challenge problem, at the �delity for virtual certi�cation standards. The results are achieved

through Rolls-Royce's Hydra CFD suite on ARCHER2. The compressor is visualized under off-

design conditions, demonstrating �ow contours of velocity, Mach number and iso-surfaces of

vorticity. The level of detail and the HPC simulations leading to the visualizations demonstrate a

step-change towards achieving virtual certi�cation objectives under production settings.

Visualization of MFIX-Exa Simulation Data for Chemical Looping Combustion

Alexandra Stewart (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT)), Terece Turton (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), David Rogers (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), James Ahren (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Soumya Dutta (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL))

In the United States, fossil-fuel related industrial processes account for approximately half of all

greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. Chemical Looping Reactors (CLRs) provide a

promising path to reducing carbon emissions; however, scale-up and testing of these systems is

expensive and time-consuming. In our video, we focus on understanding bubble dynamics in

�uidized beds of Chemical Looping Reactor as simulated by the MFIX-Exa Code, including the

importance of Los Alamos National Laboratory’s in situ feature detection algorithm and the use of

the Cinema visualization tool in the post hoc work�ow. MFIX-Exa provides new computing



capabilities needed to combine CFD-DEM simulation with computing at the exascale via an

adaptive mesh re�nement (AMReX) framework.

Cultivating Macroalgae for Biofuels: Visualizing the Chemistry

Francesca Samsel (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory

Abram (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Stephanie Zeller

(University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Zhendong Cao (University of

Delaware), Phillip Wolfram (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Bridger Herman (University

of Minnesota), Daniel Keefe (University of Minnesota)

Marine macroalgae in the Gulf of Mexico is an important potential source for biofuel. However,

identifying locations with the correct biogeochemical and hydrodynamic conditions for cultivation

on a large enough scale to meet the needs of the U.S. private energy sector is impossible from

purely observational studies. Large-scale, HPC modeling of earth systems processes enables

researchers to study complex physical relationships with high �delity. Here, we present novel

visualization techniques showing the results of a global run of the E3SM's MPAS-Ocean model

data with biogeochemistry extensions to improve ongoing research in macroalgae cultivation.

"Atlas of a Changing Earth" Visualization of the ArcticDEM Survey and Vavilov Ice Cap

Collapse

Kalina M. Borkiewicz (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Stuart Levy (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Jeff Carpenter (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Donna Cox (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Robert Patterson (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), AJ Christensen (NASA), Bill Kramer (National Center for Supercomputing Applications

(NCSA), University of Illinois)

The Advanced Visualization Lab at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications created a

cinematic scienti�c visualization of the ArcticDEM survey and Vavilov ice cap collapse for the

documentary �lm "Atlas of a Changing Earth", in both digital fulldome and �atscreen television

formats. While the ArcticDEM dataset is the main one featured here, this visualization �lls in gaps

using other datasets, including a climate simulation by Bates et al and Landsat imagery. The

visualization required a number of steps including: both manual and algorithmic data cleaning,

processing, and alignment; data fusion; virtual scene design; morphing interpolation; lighting

design; camera choreography; compositing; and rendering on the Blue Waters supercomputer.



Visualizing the Supernova Explosion of a 25-Solar-Mass Star and the Simultaneous Birth of a

Neutron-Star

Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Nestor Alvarez

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Hal Brynteson (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Adam Burrows (Princeton University), Ina Murphy

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University)

This explanatory visualization shows the results of a state-of-the-art 3D simulation of supernova

explosion and neutron-star birth. It is a rare instance where the full stellar evolution of an object,

including the physics of the convection and the radiation, has been simulated in three dimensions.

Among the highlights is the deep core that is shrinking after explosion due to neutrino cooling and

deleptonization on its way to becoming a cold, compact neutron star. There is also evidence of inner

proto-neutron star convection, perhaps the site of magnetic dynamo action that can turn a pulsar

into a magnetar. An exterior view shows the blast wave, which cocoons the newly-birthed neutron

star, moving at ∼10,000 km/s. Additionally, a reusable pipeline was developed, which leverages

state-of-the-art tools for scienti�c data analysis and visualization resulting in high-quality

renderings.

10:30 am - 12:00 pm
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Machine Learning for Memory Access Prediction and Data Prefetching

Pengmiao Zhang (University of Southern California (USC))

With the rise of Big Data, there has been a signi�cant effort in increasing compute power through

GPUs, TPUs, and heterogeneous architectures. As a result, the bottleneck of applications is shifting

toward memory performance. Prefetching techniques are widely used to hide memory latency and

improve instructions per cycle (IPC). A data prefetching process is a form of speculation that looks

at memory access patterns to forecast the near future accesses and avoid cache misses. Traditional

hardware data prefetchers use pre-de�ned rules, which are not powerful enough to adapt to the

increasingly complex memory access patterns from new workloads.

We hypothesize that a machine learning-based prefetcher can be developed to achieve high-

quality memory access prediction, leading to the improvement of IPC for a system. We develop

several optimizations for ML-based prefetching. First, we propose RAOP, a framework for RNN

augmented offset prefetcher, in which RNN provides temporal references for a spatial offset

prefetcher, leading to the improvement of IPC. Second, we propose C-MemMAP, which provides



clusters for downstream meta-models to balance the model size and prediction accuracy. We

propose DM (delegated model) clustering method that learns latent patterns from long memory

traces, which has signi�cantly raised the prediction accuracy of the meta-models. Third, we propose

TransFetch, an attention-based prefetcher that supports variable-degree prefetching by modeling

prefetching as a multi-label classi�cation problem. In addition, we propose ReSemble, a

Reinforcement Learning (RL) based adaptive ensemble framework that enables multiple

prefetchers to complement each other on hybrid applications and updates online.

A Data-Centric Optimization Work�ow for the Python Language

Alexandos Nikolaos Ziogas (ETH Zürich)

Python's extensive software ecosystem leads to high productivity, rendering it the language of

choice for scienti�c computing. However, executing Python code is often slow or impossible in

emerging architectures and accelerators. To complement Python's productivity with the

performance and portability required in high-performance computing (HPC), we introduce a

work�ow based on data-centric (DaCe) parallel programming. Python code with HPC-oriented

extensions is parsed into a data�ow-based intermediate representation, facilitating analysis of the

program's data movement. The representation is optimized via graph transformations driven by the

users, performance models, and automatic heuristics. Subsequently, hardware-speci�c code is

generated for supported architectures, including CPU, GPU, and FPGA. We evaluate the above

work�ow through three case studies. First, to compare our work to other Python-accelerating

solutions, we introduce NPBench, a collection of over 50 Python microbenchmarks across a wide

range of scienti�c domains. We show performance results and scaling across CPU, GPU, FPGA,

and the Piz Daint supercomputer. DaCe runs 10x faster than the reference Python execution and

achieves 2.47x and 3.75x speedups over previous-best solutions and up to 93.16% scaling

ef�ciency. Second, we re-implement in Python and optimize the Quantum Transport Simulator

OMEN. The application's DaCe version executes one to two orders of magnitude faster than the

original code written in C++, achieving 42.55% of the Summit supercomputer's peak performance.

Last, we utilize our work�ow to build Deinsum, an automated framework for distributed multilinear

algebra computations expressed in Einstein notation. Deinsum performs up to 19x faster over

state-of-the-art solutions on the Piz Daint supercomputer.

Load Balancing, Fault Tolerance, and Resource Elasticity for Asynchronous Many-Task (AMT)

Systems

Jonas Posner (University of Kassel)

To enable ef�cient and productive programming of today's supercomputers and beyond, a variety of

issues must be addressed, including: load balancing (i.e., utilizing all resources equally), fault



tolerance (i.e., coping with hardware failures), and resource elasticity (i.e., allowing the

addition/release of resources).

In this work, we address above issues in the context of Asynchronous Many-Tasking (AMT) for

clusters. Here, programmers split a computation into many �ne-grained execution units (called

tasks), which are dynamically mapped to processing units (called workers) by a runtime system. 

Regarding load balancing, we propose a work stealing technique that transparently schedules

tasks to resources of the overall system, balancing the workload over all processing units.

Experiments show good scalability, and a productivity evaluation shows intuitive use.

Regarding fault tolerance, we propose four techniques to protect programs transparently. All

perform localized recovery and continue the program execution with fewer resources. Three

techniques write uncoordinated checkpoints of task descriptors in a resilient store. One technique

does not write checkpoints, but exploits natural task duplication of work stealing. Experiments

show failure-free running time overhead below 1% and a recovery overhead below 0.5 seconds.

Simulations of job set executions show that makespans can be reduced by up to 97%.

Regarding resource elasticity, we propose a technique to enable the addition and release of nodes

at runtime by transparently relocating tasks accordingly. Experiments show costs for adding and

releasing nodes below 0.5 seconds. Additionally, simulations of job set executions show that

makespans can be reduced by up to 20%.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Doctoral Showcase II Presentations
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Task Scheduling on FPGA-Based Accelerators without Partial Recon�guration

Pascal Jungblut (Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich)

In contrast to conventional integrated circuits, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) can be

recon�gured dynamically. This �exibility unlocks potential for FPGA-based accelerators to of�oad

tasks in HPC. Scheduling tasks on FPGAs is equivalent to the allocation of chip resources: each

of�oaded task occupies chip area during its execution. Hence, task scheduling on FPGAs is typically

done with Partial Recon�guration (PR). However, PR requires a high development overhead,

requires expert knowledge and has limited portability, making it dif�cult to apply existing research

and lowering the adoption of FPGAs in HPC. We want to aid software developers and vendors to

integrate accelerators based on FPGAs without these issues and ask: how we can optimize task



scheduling on FPGAs without relying on PR?

We answer this question with three key contributions: �rst, we introduce an abstraction-agnostic

methodology to analyze and compare scheduling strategies for FPGAs. Center of our method is the

derivation of scheduling constraints from a machine model representing a target FPGA. The

schedules generated for HPC applications are compared for two models. We show that the

overhead for avoiding PR is feasible. Second, we propose algorithms to generate recommendations

for minimal changes to the program that affect the quality of possible schedules. We show that

effective recommendations can be generated for HPC applications. Third, we contribute two

polynomial-time scheduling algorithms. Our results can help vendors to provide signi�cantly more

streamlined work�ows for programming FPGAs, making the platform more appealing and helping

the adoption of high-level programming environments like OpenCL for FPGAs.

Toward Ef�cient Checkpointing across Deep Tiers of Memory Hierarchy

Avinash Maurya (Rochester Institute of Technology)

Modern HPC workloads produce massive amounts of distributed intermediate data that needs to

be checkpointed concurrently in real-time at scale. One such popular scenario is the use of

checkpoint-restore for revisiting previous states (intermediate data) to advance computations, such

as adjoint methods. In this context, GPUs have shown tremendous performance improvements

during computations but demonstrate I/O limitations while managing high-frequency large-volume

data movement across heterogeneous memory tiers. Existing data movement runtimes are not well

suited for such I/O because of factors such as imbalance in checkpoint distribution across fast

memory tiers, slow memory allocation, and restore oblivious cache eviction and prefetching

strategies. We address these challenges by designing a set of transparent, asynchronous

checkpoint-restore techniques that minimize the blocking time of the application during I/O using

three novel contributions. First, we design techniques to evenly distribute checkpoints across fast

memory tiers (e.g. peer GPUs) using collaborative checkpointing that leverages fast interconnects

such as NVLinks and NVSwitches for load balancing. Second, we mitigate the slow cache allocation

for storing checkpoints on both GPU and host by leveraging techniques such as CUDA's virtual

memory management functions, eager memory mapping, and lazy pinning. Third, we design a

restore-order aware eviction and prefetching approach that is coordinated by a �nite state machine

based on a uni�ed checkpoint-restore abstraction for optimal evictions. Our evaluations across real-

world and synthetic benchmarks demonstrate signi�cant speedup in both checkpoint and restore

phases of the application compared to the current state-of-the-art data movement engines.

Scalable Adaptive Finite Element Framework for Multiphysics Simulations

Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University)



Ef�ciently and accurately simulating partial differential equations (PDEs) in and around arbitrarily

de�ned geometries, especially with high levels of adaptivity, has signi�cant implications for

different application domains. In this work, we develop a fast construction of a ‘good’ adaptively-

re�ned incomplete octree based mesh capable of carving out arbitrarily shaped void regions from

the parent domain: an essential requirement for �uid simulations around complex objects. Further,

we integrate the mesh generation with Petsc to solve several multiphysics and multiphase

phenomena. We showcase the applicability of the algorithms to solve the large scale problems.

The algorithms developed have enabled us to run the most resolved jet atomization simulations

and demonstrated scaling till O(100K) processors on TACC Frontera.

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Doctoral Showcase III Presentations

Session Description:

Toward Scalable Middleware for Shared HPC Resources

John Ravi (North Carolina State University)

As computational resources scale larger, applications often need to be refactored to deal with

bottlenecks that arise to gain the advantages of strong scaling. When not properly addressed

legacy workloads can lead to inef�cient usage of available hardware which leads to poor

throughput. One solution is to allow multiple tasks to share a system to provide multi-tenancy.

Multi-tenant environments fall into two categories: time-sharing and space-sharing. Time-sharing

has been an effective technique to deal with multiple applications sharing the CPU and GPU at the

node-level. However, time-sharing can have a heavy performance cost such as saving and

restoring architectural state (context switch overhead) which is very costly on GPUs. While space-

sharing can avoid this overhead and improve throughput, current hardware and software systems

lack full isolation to provide the necessary quality of service. In this work, we identify key

challenges that arise when sharing resources in a HPC context. We evaluate real-world scenarios

both at the node-level and cluster-level. Using these insights, we propose middleware to mitigate

and improve quality of service. We introduce a runtime CUDA middleware that improves QoS for

GPUs. We also introduce and study two new features of HDF5, GDS VFD and Async I/O. The

former improves I/O latency while the latter improves and hides variability in I/O latency.



Press Brie�ng

(back to top)

Monday, November 14th

12:00 pm - 1:00 pm

SC22 Press Brie�ng

Session Description: This session will present on key takeaways on what to expect from SC22,

including an overview on top research papers that were submitted for the 2022 Gordon Bell Prize

Awards, which recognizes outstanding achievements in high performance computing. These papers

highlight various research on how HPC was used in our effort to understand and �ght the novel

Coronavirus. Additionally, this session will present detailed analyses of the TOP500 list of

supercomputers, which serves as a “Who’s Who” in the �eld of High Performance Computing

(HPC). It started as a list of the most powerful supercomputers in the world and has evolved to a

major source of information about trends in HPC. The 58th TOP500 list will be published in

November 2022 just in time for SC22. 



Reception

(back to top)

Monday, November 14th

7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Grand Opening Gala Reception

Session Description: SC22 will host its annual Grand Opening Gala in the Exhibit Hall. This will be

your �rst opportunity to see the latest high performance computing, networking, storage, analysis,

and research products, services, and innovations. This event is open to all Technical Program,

Exhibitors and Students@SC registrants.

Tuesday, November 15th

5:15 pm - 7:00 pm

Poster Reception

Session Description: The Posters Reception is an opportunity for attendees to interact with poster

presenters, and includes research and ACM Student Research Competition posters, Doctoral

Showcase posters, as well as the Scienti�c Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase.

Thursday, November 17th

6:00 pm - 9:30 pm

Technical Program Reception

Session Description:



Research Posters

(back to top)

Tuesday, November 15th

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Research Posters Display

Session Description:

Accelerated COVID-19 CT Image Enhancement via Sparse Tensor Cores

Ayush Chaturvedi (Virginia Tech), Wu Chun Feng (Virginia Tech)

In this work we accelerate a target a deep learning model designed to enhance CT images of covid-

19 chest scans namely DD-Net using sparse techniques. The model follows an auto encoder

decoder architecture in deep learning paradigm and has high dimensionality and thus takes many

compute hours of training. We propose a set of techniques which target these two aspects of

model - dimensionality and training time. We will implement techniques to prune neurons making

the model sparse and thus reduce the effective dimensionality with a loss of accuracy not more

than 5% with minimal additional overhead of retraining. Then we propose set of techniques

tailored with respect to underlying hardware in order to better utilize the existing components of

hardware (such as tensor core) and thus reduce time and associated cost required to train this

model.

Best Poster Finalist: no

PDTgcomp: Compilation Framework for Data Transformation Kernels on GPU

Tri Nguyen (North Carolina State University), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State University)

Data transformation tasks - such as encoding, decoding, parsing, and conversion between common

data formats - are at the core of many data analytics, data processing and scienti�c applications.

This has led to the development of custom software libraries and hardware implementations

targeting popular data transformations. By accelerating speci�c transformations, however, these

solutions suffer from lack of generality. On the other hand, a generic and programmable data

processing engine might support a wide range of data transformations, but do so at the cost of



reduced performance compared to custom, algorithm-speci�c solutions. 

In this work, we aim to bridge this gap between generality and performance. To this end, we

provide a compilation framework that transparently converts data transformation tasks expressed

using pushdown transducers into ef�cient GPU code.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Agile Acceleration of LLVM Flang Support for Fortran 2018 Parallel Programming

Katherine Rasmussen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Damian Rouson (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Najé George (San Diego State University), Dan Bonachea

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hussain Kadhem (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL)), Brian Friesen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The LLVM Flang compiler ("Flang") is currently Fortran 95 compliant, and the frontend can parse

Fortran 2018. However, Flang does not have a comprehensive 2018 test suite and does not fully

implement the static semantics of the 2018 standard. We are investigating whether agile software

development techniques, such as pair programming and test-driven development (TDD), can help

Flang to rapidly progress to Fortran 2018 compliance. Because of the paramount importance of

parallelism in high-performance computing, we are focusing on Fortran’s parallel features,

commonly denoted “CoArray Fortran". We are developing what we believe are the �rst exhaustive,

open-source tests for the static semantics of Fortran 2018 parallel features, and contributing them

to the LLVM project. A related effort involves writing runtime tests for parallel 2018 features and

supporting those tests by developing a new parallel runtime library: the CoArray Fortran

Framework of Ef�cient Interfaces to Network Environments (Caffeine).

Best Poster Finalist: no

Learning to Parallelize Source Code via OpenMP with Transformers

Re'em Harel (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel), Yuval Pinter (Ben-Gurion University of the

Negev, Israel), Gal Oren (Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Department of Computer

Science)

In past years, the world has switched to many-core and multi-core shared memory architectures.

As a result, there is a growing need to utilize these architectures by introducing shared memory

parallelization schemes, such as OpenMP, to software applications. Nevertheless, introducing

OpenMP into code, especially legacy code, is challenging due to pervasive pitfalls in management

of parallel shared memory. To facilitate the performance of this task, many source-to-source (S2S)



compilers have been created over the years, tasked with inserting OpenMP directives into code

automatically. In addition to having limited robustness to their input format, these compilers still do

not achieve satisfactory coverage and precision in locating parallelizable code and generating

appropriate directives. In this work, we propose leveraging recent advances in machine learning

techniques, speci�cally in natural language processing (NLP) - the transformers model, to suggest

the need for an OpenMP directive or speci�c clauses (reduction and private).

Best Poster Finalist: no

Exploring Performance of GeoCAT data analysis routines on GPUs

Haniye Kashgarani (University of Wyoming), Cena Miller (National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR)), Supreeth Suresh (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Anissa

Zacharias (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))

The GeoCAT-comp program is a Python toolkit used by the geoscience community to analyze data.

This project explores ways to port GeoCAT-comp to run on GPUs, as recent supercomputers are

shifting to include GPU accelerators as the major resource. Although GeoCAT-comp's routines are

all sequential or utilize Dask parallelization on the CPU, the data processing is embarrassingly

parallel and computationally costly, enabling us to optimize using GPUs. GeoCAT uses NumPy,

Xarray, and Dask arrays for CPU parallelization. In this project, we examined different GPU-

accelerated Python packages (e.g., Numba and CuPy). Taking into account the deliverability of the

�nal porting method to the GeoCAT team, CuPy is selected. CuPy is a Python CUDA-enabled array

backend module that is quite similar to NumPy. We analyzed the performance of the GPU-

accelerated code compared to the Dask CPU parallelized code over various array sizes and

resources, and through strong and weak scaling.

Best Poster Finalist: no

PowerMan: Online Power Capping by Computationally Informed Machine Learning

Johannes Gebert (High Performance Computing Center (HLRS), Stuttgart; University of Stuttgart),

Daniel Barry (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL)), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL))

Appropriately adjusting the power draw of computational hardware plays a crucial role in its

ef�cient use. While vendors have already implemented hardware-controlled power management,

additional energy savings are available, depending on the state of the machine. We propose the

online classi�cation of such states based on computationally informed machine learning algorithms

to adjust the power cap of the next time step. This research highlights that the overall energy



consumption can be reduced signi�cantly, often without a prohibitive penalty in the runtime of the

applications.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Improvements to Hardware-Accelerated 3D Single Particle Imaging Data Reconstruction

Niteya Shah (Virginia Tech, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Christine Sweeney (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

Fast analysis of scienti�c data from X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) experimental facilities is key for

supporting real-time decisions that ef�ciently use these facilities to speed up scienti�c discovery.

Our research shows gains obtained using graphics processing units (GPUs) to accelerate 3D

reconstruction of Single Particle Imaging (SPI) X-ray diffraction data. We achieve a 4X speedup over

the previous GPU implementation, 50% better image reconstruction resolution, and 485X speedup

when calculating resolution compared to the existing implementation. We showcase techniques to

optimize per-node computational ef�ciency, increase scalability and improve the accuracy of SPI by

using better algorithms, improving data movement and accesses, reusing data structures, and

reducing memory fragmentation.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

CANDY: An Ef�cient Framework for Updating Properties on Large Scale Dynamic Networks

Aashish Pandey (University of North Texas), Arindam Khanda (Missouri University of Science and

Technology), Sriram Srinivasan (University of Oregon), Sanjukta Bhowmick (University of North

Texas), Sajal Das (Missouri University of Science and Technology), Boyana Norris (University of

Oregon)

Queries on large graphs use the stored graph properties to generate responses. As most of the

real-world graphs are dynamic, i.e., the graph topology changes with time, and hence the related

graph properties are also time-varying. In such cases, maintaining correctness in stored graph

properties requires recomputation or update on previous properties. Here, we present an ef�cient

framework, CANDY for updating the properties in large dynamic networks. We prove the ef�cacy of

our general framework by applying it to update graph properties such as Single Source Shortest

Path (SSSP), Vertex Coloring, and PageRank. Empirically we show that our shared-memory parallel

and NVIDIA GPU-based data-parallel implementations perform better than the state-of-the-art

implementations.



Best Poster Finalist: no

Self Supervised Solution for Analysis of Molecular Dynamics Simulations In Situ

Harshita Sahni (University of New Mexico), Trilce Estrada (University of New Mexico)

With modern technology and High-Performance Computing (HPC), Molecular Dynamics (MD)

simulations can be task and data parallel. That means, they can be decomposed into multiple

independent tasks (i.e., trajectories) with their own data, which can be processed in parallel.

Analysis of MD simulations includes �nding speci�c molecular events and the conformation

changes that a protein undergoes. However, the traditional analysis relies on the global

decomposition of all the trajectories for a speci�c molecular system, which can be performed only in

a centralized way. We propose a lightweight self-supervised machine learning technique to analyze

MD simulations in situ. That is, we aim to speed up the process of �nding molecular events in the

protein trajectory at run-time, without having to wait for the entire simulation to �nish. This allows

us to scale the analysis with the simulation.

Best Poster Finalist: no

KokkACC: Enhancing Kokkos with OpenACC

Pedro Valero-Lara (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Marc Gonzalez-Tallada (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Joel Denny

(Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jeffrey Vetter (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Kokkos is a representative approach between template metaprogramming solutions that offers

programmers high-level abstractions for generic programming while most of the device-speci�c

code generation and optimizations are delegated to the compiler through template specializations.

For this, Kokkos provides a set of device-speci�c code specializations in multiple backends, such as

CUDA and HIP. However, maintaining and optimizing multiple device-speci�c back ends for each

new device type can be complex and error-prone. To alleviate these concerns, this paper presents

an alternative OpenACC back end for Kokkos: KokkACC. KokkACC provides a high-productivity

programming environment and—potentially—a multi architecture back end. We have observed

competitive performance; in some cases, KokkACC is faster than NVIDIA’s CUDA back end and

much faster than OpenMP’s GPU of�oading back end. This work also includes implementation

details and a detailed performance study conducted with a set of mini-benchmarks (AXPY and DOT

product) and two mini-apps (LULESH and miniFE).

Best Poster Finalist: no



Analyzing NOvA Neutrino Data with the Perlmutter Supercomputer

Norm Buchanan (Colorado State University), Steven Calvez (Colorado State University), Derek

Doyle (Colorado State University), V. Hewes (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexander

Himmel (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), James Kowalkowski (Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory), Andrew Norman (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Marc Paterno (Fermi

National Accelerator Laboratory), Tom Peterka (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Saba Sehrish

(Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexandre Sousa (University of Cincinnati), Tarak Thakore

(University of Cincinnati), Orcun Yildiz (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

NOvA is a world-leading neutrino physics experiment that is making measurements of

fundamental neutrino physics parameters and performing searches for physics beyond the

Standard Model. These measurements must leverage high performance computing facilities to

perform data intensive computations and execute complex statistical analyses. We outline the

NOvA analysis work�ows we have implemented on NERSC Cori and Perlmutter systems. We have

developed an implicitly-parallel data-�ltering framework for high energy physics data based on

pandas and HDF5. We demonstrate scalability of the framework and advantages of an aggregated

monolithic dataset by using a realistic neutrino cross-section measurement. We also demonstrate

the performance and scalability of the computationally intensive pro�led Feldman-Cousins

procedure for statistical analysis. This process performs statistical con�dence interval construction

based on non-parametric Monte Carlo simulation and was applied to the NOvA sterile neutrino

search. We show the NERSC Perlmutter system provides an order of magnitude computing

performance gain over Cori.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

Transformations for Energy Ef�cient Accelerated Chain Matrix Multiplication (TEE-ACM2)

Maxim Moraru (University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA)), Mina Warnet (University of

Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA)), Julien Loiseau (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Nirmal Prajapati (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), Hyun Lim (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Sumathi

Lakshmiranganatha (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Jamal Mohd-Yusof (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), Karen Tsai (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Richard Berger

(Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Patrick McCormick (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

GPU matrix chain multiplication serves as a basis for a wide range of scienti�c domains like

computer graphics, physics, and machine learning. While its time performance was studied for

years, there has been signi�cantly less effort in optimizing its energy ef�ciency. GPU power



consumption is heavily impacted by the number of data transfers performed. In fact, a data transfer

from global memory needs a thousand times more energy than a double precision arithmetic

operation. Thus, minimizing data transfers is key for reducing the energy consumption. We present

an energy ef�cient solution for Matrix Chain Multiplication on GPUs that minimizes computation as

well as off-chip data transfers. For this, optimizations at three different levels are provided. For a

single matrix multiplication, we use a large tile blocking strategy. Then, we extend our approach to

three matrices. Finally, we propose a solution for a sequence of matrices.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Enabling Energy Systems Research on HPC

Thomas Breuer (Forschungszentrum Jülich, Juelich Supercomputing Centre (JSC)), Karl-Kiên Cao

(German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Manuel Wetzel (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Ulrich Frey

(German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Shima Sasanpour (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Jan

Buschmann (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Aileen Böhme (GAMS Development Corp.), Charlie

Vanaret (Berlin Institute of Technology)

Energy systems research strongly relies on large modeling frameworks. Many of them use linear

optimization approaches to calculate blueprints for ideal future energy systems, which become

increasingly complex, as do the models. The state of the art is to compute them with shared-

memory computers combined with approaches to reduce the model size. We overcome this and

implement a fully automated work�ow on HPC using a newly developed solver for distributed

memory architectures. Moreover, we address the challenge of uncertainty in scenario analysis by

performing sophisticated parameter variations for large-scale power system models, which cannot

be solved in the conventional way. Preliminary results show that we are able to identify clusters of

future energy system designs, which perform well from different perspectives of energy system

research and also consider disruptive events. Furthermore, we also observe that our approach

provides the most insights when being applied to complex rather than simple models.

Best Poster Finalist: no

CGYRO Performance on Slingshot-Connected Perlmutter GPU nodes

Igor S�ligoi (University of California, San Diego), Emily Belli (General Atomics), Jeff Candy (General

Atomics)

The NERSC Perlmutter HPC system is the most recent large-scale US system that is publicly

available. NERSC chose to deploy a �rst phase of its GPU-based nodes in late 2021 using 2x

Slingshot10 connections and has been upgrading them to 4x Slinghot11 connections starting in



summer 2021. In this poster we provide benchmark numbers for using CGYRO, a popular fusion

turbulence simulation tool, comparing the original and the upgraded network setup. CGYRO has

been previously shown to be communication-bound in many recent HPC systems and we show

that the upgraded networking provides a signi�cant boost for fusion science.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Parameterized Radix-r Bruck Algorithm for All-to-All Communication

Ke Fan (University of Alabama, Birmingham), Sidharth Kumar (University of Alabama, Birmingham)

The standard implementation of MPI_Alltoall uses a combination of techniques, including the

spread-out and Bruck algorithms. The existing Bruck algorithm implementation is limited to a radix

of two, so the total number of communication steps is �xed at log2(P) (P: total number of

processes). The spread-out algorithm, on the other hand, requires P-1 communication steps. There

remains a wide unexplored parameter area between these two extremities of the communication

spectrum that can be tuned. In this paper, we formalize a generalized formula and implementation

of the Bruck algorithm, whose radix can be varied from 2 to P-1. With this ability, both the total

number of communication steps and the total amount of data transmitted can be tuned, which

allows performance tuning. We performed an experimental investigation and demonstrated that

the Bruck with the optimal radix is up to 57% faster than the vendor's optimized MPI_Alltoall on

the Theta supercomputer.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Statistical and Causal Analysis of Chimbuko Provenance Database

Margaret Ajuwon (Morgan State University), Serges Love Teutu Talla (Morgan State University),

Isabelle Kemajou-Brown (Morgan State University), Christopher Kelly (Brookhaven National

Laboratory), Kerstin Kleese Van Dam (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Performance data are collected to establish how well exascale applications are doing with

executing their code or work�ow as ef�ciently as possible. Chimbuko, a tool speci�cally focused on

the analysis of performance data in real time, looks through these data and collects performance

anomalies that are detected. These anomalies are saved into the Chimbuko Provenance Database,

together with as much contextual information as needed. The goal of our work is to perform

statistical analysis on the Chimbuko Provenance Database by presenting simple visualizations and

determining if the information collected for each anomaly is suf�cient to conduct a causal analysis.

Statistical methods such as Theil’s U correlation analysis, Logistic regression, and K-Prototype

clustering were used to identify association between variables. Furthermore, feature selection was



conducted with Decision Tree and Random Forest. We identi�ed association between call_stack

and several variables, which reveals that call_stack is a very important feature of the dataset.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Ef�cient Sparse Deep Neural Network Computation on GPU with TVM

Lillian Wang (University of North Texas), Avik Malladi (University of North Texas), Yuede Ji

(University of North Texas)

This poster presents GPU optimizations for Sparse Deep Neural Networks using Apache TVM.

Although various deep neural network models exist, SpDNNs have shown great improvements in

the size and memory of neural networks. SpDNNs provide unique scalability dif�culties in which

optimizations and advancements can be made. Apache TVM is a machine learning compiler

framework for CPUs and GPUs. It has been shown to have promising improvements for the

performance, deployment, and optimizations of the networks. To evaluate its effectiveness for

SpDNNs, this work builds SpDNNs with Apache TVM and compares with current SpDNNs. When

testing with various datasets, TVM-based implementation can achieve faster and more ef�cient

optimizations.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Toward Scalable Voxelization of Meshes with High Growth Rate

Markéta Hrabánková (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava, Czech

Republic), Ondřej Meca (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava,

Czech Republic), Tomáš Brzobohatý (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of

Ostrava, Czech Republic), Lubomír Říha (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical

University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Milan Jaroš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB –

Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Petr Strakoš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB

– Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic)

The poster presents a scalable approach that converts the results of large-scale Computational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations into a volumetric representation used by volume rendering-

based visualization. Even if this functionality is provided by common post-processing tools, its

ef�cient parallelization requires an appropriate load-balancing. Unfortunately, load-balancing

according to the number of cells does not scale for unstructured meshes with high growth rate that

is common in CFD. In the poster, we show that with an appropriate redistribution of data among

available resources it is possible to perform the operation in just several seconds with signi�cantly

improved scalability.



Best Poster Finalist: yes

Supporting Ef�cient Work�ow Deployment of Federated Learning Systems on the Computing

Continuum

Cédric Prigent (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Gabriel

Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Alexandru

Costan (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Loïc Cudennec

(DGA Information Literacy, France)

Federated Learning (FL) is a distributed Machine Learning paradigm aiming to collaboratively learn

a shared model while considering privacy preservation by letting the clients process their private

data locally. In the Computing Continuum context (edge-fog-cloud ecosystem), FL raises several

challenges such as supporting very heterogeneous devices and optimizing massively distributed

applications.

We propose a work�ow to better support and optimize FL systems across the Computing

Continuum by relying on formal descriptions of the infrastructure, hyperparameter optimization and

model retraining in case of performance degradation. We motivate our approach by providing

preliminary results using a human activity recognition dataset. The next objective will be to

implement and deploy our solution on the Grid’5000 testbed.

During the poster session, I will start by presenting the main problems for applying FL in the

Computing Continuum and how our approach is tackling it. Next I will present preliminary results

and discuss the remaining challenges.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Leveraging Stencil Computation Performance with Temporal Blocking Using Large Cache

Capacity on AMD EPYC 7003 Processors with AMD 3D V-Cache Technology

Long Qu (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David Keyes (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST))

In structured grid �nite-difference, �nite-volume, and �nite-element discretizations of partial

differential equation conservation laws, regular stencil computations constitute the main core kernel

in many temporally explicit approaches for such problems. For various blocking dimensions, the

Spatial Blocking (SB) approach enables data reuse within multiple cache levels.



Introduced in GIRIH, the Multi-core Wavefront Diamond blocking (MWD) method optimizes

practically relevant stencil algorithms by combining the concepts of diamond tiling and multi-core

aware wavefront temporal blocking, leading to signi�cant increase in data reuse and locality.

We evaluate the performance of MWD on a variety of recent multi-core architectures. Among all of

them, the new AMD multi-processor, codenamed Milan-X, provides an unprecedented capacity for

the Last Level Cache. We show that the Milan-X hardware design is ideal for the MWD method,

and signi�cant performance gain can be achieved relative to its predecessors Milan and Rome.

Best Poster Finalist: no

An Approach for Large-Scale Distributed FFT Framework on GPUs

Yichang Hu (South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, China), BinBin Zhou (South China

University of Technology, Guangzhou, China), Lu Lu (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)

The fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), a reduced-complexity formulation of the Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT), dominate the computational cost in many areas of science and engineering. Due

to the large-scale data, multi-node heterogeneous systems aspire to meet the increasing demands

from parallel computing FFT in the �eld of High-Performance Computing (HPC). In this work, we

present a highly ef�cient GPU-based distributed FFT framework by adapting the Cooley-Tukey

recursive FFT algorithm. Two major types of optimizations, including automatic low-dimensional

FFT kernel generation and asynchronous strategy for multi-GPUs, are presented to enhance the

performance of our approach for large-scale distributed FFT, and numerical experiments

demonstrate that our work achieves more than 40x speedup over CPU FFT libraries and about 2x

speedup over heFFTe, currently available state-of-art research, on GPUs.
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Traf�c Flow Optimization in Smart Cities: Leveraging HPC Resources for Automatic Design

Space Exploration

Martin Šurkovský (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Jakub Beránek (IT4Innovations, Czech

Republic), Kateřina Slaninová (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Jan Martinovič (IT4Innovations,

Czech Republic), Radim Cmar (Sygic, Slovak Republic)

The poster presents the usage of a deterministic traf�c simulator for optimizing traf�c �ow within a

city. The simulator is one part of a traf�c modeling framework for intelligent transportation in smart

cities. In contrast to standard navigation systems where the navigation is optimized for drivers, we



aim to optimize a distribution of the global traf�c �ow. We utilize HPC resources for the simulator’s

parameters exploration for which EVEREST SDK is used.

The EVEREST project aims at developing a holistic design environment that addresses simplifying

the programmability of heterogeneous and distributed architectures for Big Data applications. The

project uses “data-driven” design approach with domain-speci�c language extensions, hardware-

accelerated AI and an ef�cient monitoring of the execution with a uni�ed hardware/software

paradigm. During the presentation the distribution of traf�c �ow in a selected city will be presented

in a form of short video to demonstrate the dynamicity of the system.

Best Poster Finalist: no

CLIP-ACQUA: CLIP Autoencoder-Based Classic-Quantum Latent Space Reduction

Pablo Rivas (Baylor University), Liang Zhao (St Ambrose University)

Applications of quantum machine learning algorithms are currently still being studied. Recent work

suggests that classical gradient descent techniques can effectively train variational quantum

circuits. We propose to train quantum variational circuits to �nd smaller text and image embeddings

that preserve contrastive-learning distances based on CLIP large embeddings. This is a critical task

since �ne-tuning CLIP to produce low-dimensional embeddings is prohibitively expensive. We

introduce CLIP-ACQUA, a model trained in a self-supervised con�guration from CLIP embeddings

to reduce the latent space. We use CLIP-ACQUA on a sizeable unlabelled corpus of text and

images to demonstrate its effectiveness. Our experiments show that we can obtain smaller latent

spaces that preserve the original embedding distances inferred during contrastive learning.

Furthermore, using our model requires no �ne-tuning of CLIP, preserving its original robustness and

structure. The data used as a demonstration aids in modeling consumer-to-consumer online

marketplaces to detect illicit activities.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Tensor Processing Primitives in the Computational Sciences: Earthquake Simulations

Alexander Breuer (Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany), Alexander Heinecke (Intel

Corporation), Antonio Noack (Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany), Evangelos Georganas

(Intel Corporation), Kirill Voronin (Intel Corporation)

Many HPC and certainly AI or DL applications are comprised in their core of small linear algebra

operations which are then used to compose large and more complicated tensor operations.

Especially in the �eld of AI/DL portability among different hardware platforms is essential due to an



extensive reliance on Python and the high-level nature of many frontends. However, scientists are

often faced with the challenge to run their codes in vastly different environments. They therefore

have to restrict themselves to high-level languages and hope for good compiler optimizations.

Especially for complicated linear algebra operators, as they arise in high-order methods in the

computational sciences, this is huge leap of faith. In this work we demonstrate how Tensor

Processing Primitives, a low-dimensional SIMD abstraction for various CPU architectures, can be

used to obtain very high fractions of �oating point peak on seven different CPU micro-architectures

offering four different ISAs.

Best Poster Finalist: no

High-Resolution Simulation of Earthquake Recurrence Enabled by Optimization for Multi-Core

CPUs and Large-Scale Parallelization

Ryosuke Ando (University of Tokyo), So Ozawa (Stanford University), Akihiro Ida (Japan Agency for

Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Tatsuya Hoshino (University of Tokyo), Kazunori Muramatsu

(University of Tokyo), Ryoya Matsushima (University of Tokyo), Masatoshi Kawai (University of

Tokyo), Toshihiro Hanawa (University of Tokyo)

We have successfully developed an ef�cient algorithm capable of computation of N=1 million

elements and 0.1 million time-steps. Strong-scaling analyses show that the algorithm exhibits the

good scalability for OpenMP / MPI of 8 threads and more than 10000 cores (~200 nodes). This

capacity is necessary to simulate the nationwide fault activity for the Japanese Islands with the

current HPC systems. The algorithm is applied to simulate the 15 thousand years of the earthquake

recurrence history along one of the largest active faults in SW Japan, the Median Tectonic line. We

demonstrate that the optimized algorithm is a powerful tool enabling us to build a physics-based

method applied to long-term forecast of earthquake generation.

Best Poster Finalist: no

A Bayesian Optimization-Assisted, High-Performance Simulator for Modeling RF Accelerator

Cavities

Aman Rani (Texas Tech University), Yang Liu (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)),

Tianhuan Luo (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hengrui Luo (Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (LBNL)), Xiaoye Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Radio-frequency cavities are key components for high-energy particle accelerators, quantum

computing, etc. Designing cavities comes along with many computational challenges such as multi-

objective optimization, high performance computing (HPC) requirement for handling large-sized



cavities etc. To be more precise, its multi-objective optimization requires an ef�cient 3D full-wave

electromagnetic simulator. For which, we rely on the integral equation (IE) method and it requires

fast solver with HPC and ML algorithms to search for resonance modes. 

We propose an HPC-based fast direct matrix solver for IE, combined with hybrid optimization

algorithms to attain an ef�cient simulator for accelerator cavity modeling. First, we solve the linear

eigen problem for each trial frequency by a distributed-memory parallel, fast direct solver. Second,

we propose the combination of the global optimizer Gaussian Process with the local optimizer

Downhill-simplex methods to generate the trial frequency samples which successfully optimize the

corresponding 1D objective function with multiple sharp minimums.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Analysis and Visualization of Important Performance Counters to Enhance Interpretability of

Autotuner Output

Mohammad Zaeed (Texas State University), Tanzima Z. Islam (Texas State University), Younghyun

Cho (University of California, Berkeley), Xiaoye Sherry Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), Hengrui Luo (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Yang Liu (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Autotuning is a widely used method for guiding developers of large-scale applications to achieve

high performance. However, autotuners typically employ black-box optimizations to recommend

parameter settings at the cost of users missing the opportunity to identify performance bottlenecks.

Performance analysis �lls that gap and identi�es problems and optimization opportunities that can

result in better runtime and utilization of hardware resources. This work combines the best of the

both worlds by integrating a systematic performance analysis and visualization approach into a

publicly available autotuning framework, GPTune, to suggest users which con�guration parameters

are important to tune, to what value, and how tuning the parameters affect hardware-application

interactions. Our experiments demonstrate that a subset of the task parameters impact the

execution time of the Hypre application; the memory traf�c and page faults cause performance

problems in the Plasma-DGEMM routine on Cori-Haswell.

Best Poster Finalist: no

xDSL: A Common Compiler Ecosystem for Domain Speci�c Languages

Nick Brown (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh)

Writing software that can exploit supercomputers is dif�cult, and this is going to get much harder



as we move toward exascale where the scale and heterogenity of our machines will increase

signi�cantly. A potential solution is in the use of Domain Speci�c Languages (DSLs) which separate

the programmer's logic from mechanisms of parallelism. However, while these have shown

promise, a major challenge is that DSL toolchains are often siloed, sharing little or no infrastructure

between DSLs.

In this poster, we present xDSL which is an ecosystem for DSL development. Built upon the hugely

popular LLVM and MLIR, xDSL provides a Python-based toolbox to ease integration with MLIR, and

a series of IR dialects and transformations that DSL developers can apply. The result is that that

DSLs become a thin layer of abstraction atop a common, well supported, mature and maintained

ecosystem that targets a variety of hardware architectures.
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A Holistic View of Memory Utilization on Perlmutter

Jie Li (Texas Tech University), Georgios Michelogiannakis (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), Brandon Cook (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Yong Chen (Texas Tech

University)

HPC systems are at risk of being underutilized due to various resource requirements of applications

and the imbalance of utilization among subsystems. This work provides a holistic analysis and view

of memory utilization on a leadership computing facility, the Perlmutter system at NERSC, through

which we gain insights about the resource usage patterns of the memory subsystem. The results of

the analysis can help evaluate current system con�gurations, offer recommendations for future

procurement, provide feedback to users on code ef�ciency, and motivate research in new

architecture and system designs.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Case Study for Performance-Portability of Lattice Boltzmann Kernels

Geng Liu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Amanda Randles (Duke University), Joseph Insley

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Saumil Patel (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Victor Mateevitsi (Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL))

In this work, we study the performance-portability of of�oaded lattice Boltzmann kernels and the

trade-off between portability and ef�ciency. The study is based on a proxy application for the lattice

Boltzmann method (LBM). The performance portability programming framework of Kokkos (with



CUDA or SYCL backend) is used and compared with programming models of native CUDA and

native SYCL. The Kokkos library supports the mainstream GPU products in the market. The

performance of the code can vary with accelerating models, number of GPUs, scale of the problem,

propagation patterns and architectures. Both Kokkos library and CUDA toolkit are studied on the

supercomputer of ThetaGPU (Argonne Leadership Computing Facility). It is found that Kokkos

(CUDA) has almost the same performance as native CUDA. The automatic data and kernel

management in Kokkos may sacri�ce the ef�ciency, but the parallelization parameters can also be

tuned by Kokkos to optimize the performances.

Best Poster Finalist: no

VkFFT – Vulkan/CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Level Zero GPU FFT Library

Dmitrii Tolmachev (ETH Zürich)

The Fast Fourier Transform is an essential algorithm of modern computational science. The highly

parallel structure of the FFT allows for its ef�cient implementation on graphics processing units

(GPUs), which are now widely used for general-purpose computing. This poster presents the

VkFFT - an ef�cient GPU-accelerated multidimensional Fast Fourier Transform library for

Vulkan/CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Level Zero projects. VkFFT aims to provide the community with a cross-

platform open-source alternative to vendor-speci�c solutions while achieving comparable or better

performance. This poster presents the optimizations implemented in VkFFT and compares its

performance and precision against Nvidia cuFFT and AMD's rocFFT libraries on their latest HPC

GPUs. This poster also presents the �rst performant implementation of Discrete Cosine Transforms

on GPUs. VkFFT is released under MIT license.
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Predicting Cross-Platform Relative Performance with Deep Generative Models

Daniel Nichols (University of Maryland), Jae-Seung Yeom (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Applications can experience signi�cant performance differences when run on different

architectures. For example, GPUs are often utilized to accelerate an application over its CPU

implementation. Understanding how performance changes across platforms is vital to the design of

hardware, systems software, and performance critical applications. However, modeling the

relationship between systems and performance is dif�cult as run time data needs to be collected on

each platform. In this poster, we present a methodology for predicting the relative performance of

an application across multiple systems using pro�led performance counters and deep learning.
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Noncommittal Commits: Predicting Performance Slowdowns in Version Control History

Daniel Nichols (University of Maryland), Dilan Gunawardana (University of Maryland), Aniruddha

Marathe (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Scienti�c software in high performance computing is becoming increasingly complex both in terms

of its size and the number of external dependencies. Correctness and performance issues can

become more challenging in actively developed software with increasing complexity. This leads to

software developers having to spend larger portions of their time on debugging, optimizing, and

maintaining code. Making software optimization and maintenance easier for developers is

paramount to accelerating the rate of scienti�c progress. Fortunately, there is a wealth of data on

scienti�c coding practices available implicitly via version control histories. These contain the state of

a code at each stage throughout its development via commit snapshots. Commit snapshots provide

dynamic insight into the software development process that static analyses of release tarballs do

not. We propose a new machine learning based approach for studying the performance of source

code across code modi�cations.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Performance of OpenMP Loop Transformations for the Acoustic Wave Stencil on GPUs

Hermes Senger (Federal University of Sao Carlos, Brazil; University of São Paulo), Jaime Freire de

Souza (Federal University of Sao Carlos, Brazil), Leticia Suellen Farias Machado (Federal University

of Sao Carlos, Brazil), Edson Satoshi Gomi (University of São Paulo), Claude Tadonki (Paris School

of Mines), Simon McIntosh-Smith (University of Bristol)

In this work, we evaluate the performance of unroll and tiling, two loop transformations introduced

in OpenMP 5.1 and early implemented in Clang 13 for GPUs. Experiments on a common seismic

computational kernel demonstrate performance gains on three GPU architectures.
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Self-Supervised Learning for Automated Species Detection from Passively Recorded

Soundscapes in Avian Diversity Monitoring

Dario Dematties (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Bhupendra A. Raut (Argonne National



Laboratory (ANL)), Rajesh Sankaran (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Nicola J. Ferrier

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

By detecting different animal species reliably at scale we can protect biodiversity. Yet, traditionally,

biodiversity data has been collected by expert observers which is prohibitively expensive, not

reliable neither scalable. Automated species detection via machine-learning is promising, but it is

constrained by the necessity of large training data sets all labeled by human experts. Here, we

propose to use Self-Supervised Learning for studying semantic features from passively collected

acoustic data. We utilized a joint embedding con�guration to acquire features from spectrograms.

We processed recordings from ∼190 hours of audio. In order to process these volumes of data we

utilized a HPC cluster provided by the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility. We analyzed the

output space from a trained backbone which highlights important semantic attributes of the

spectrograms. We envisage these preliminary results as compelling for future automatic assistance

of biologist as a pre-processing stage for labeling very big data sets.
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Debris Pose Estimation Using Deep Learning on FPGA

Shintaro Hashimoto (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA))

It is dif�cult to implement a CNN for edge processing in satellites, automobiles, and more, where

machine resources and power are limited. FPGAs meet such constraints of machine resources and

power associated with CNNs. FPGAs have low power consumption, but limited machine resources.

Quantization Neural Networks have fewer parameters (bit depth) than CNNs and better estimation

accuracy than BNNs.

Although CNNs for regression problems are rarely implemented with FPGAs, our study installed

debris pose estimation on an FPGA using the latest edge technology such as quantization neural

network. Pose estimations were run on a workstation using 32bit �oating-point precision and on an

FPGA using 8bit int precision. The average errors were 4.98% and 5.38%, respectively. This

demonstrates that the regression problem can be transferred to an FPGA without a signi�cant loss

of accuracy. The FPGA power ef�ciency is more than 218k times that of a workstation

implementation.
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Loimos: A Large-Scale Epidemic Simulation Framework for Realistic Social Contact Networks

Joy Kitson (University of Maryland), Ian Costello (University of Maryland), Jiangzhuo Chen



(University of Virginia), Jaemin Choi (University of Illinois), Stefan Hoops (University of Virginia),

Diego Jiménez (Costa Rica National High Technology Center), Tamar Kellner (University of

Maryland), Esteban Meneses (Costa Rica National High Technology Center), Henning Mortveit

(University of Virginia), Jae-Seung Yeom (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Laxmikant V.

Kale (University of Illinois), Madhav V. Marathe (University of Virginia), Abhinav Bhatele (University

of Maryland)

Global pandemics can wreak havoc and lead to signi�cant social, economic and personal losses.

Preventing the spread of infectious diseases requires interventions at different levels needing the

study of potential impact and ef�cacy of those preemptive measures. Modeling epidemic diffusion

and possible interventions can help us in this goal. Agent-based models have been used effectively

in the past to model contagion processes. We present Loimos, a highly parallel simulation of

epidemic diffusion written on top of the Charm++ asynchronous task-based system. Loimos uses a

hybrid time-stepped and discrete-event simulation to model disease spread. We demonstrate that

our implementation of Loimos is able to ef�ciently utilize a large number of cores on different HPC

platforms, namely, we scale to about 32k cores on Theta at ALCF and about 4k cores on Cori at

NERSC.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Arti�cial Intelligence Reconstructs Missing Climate Information

Christopher Kadow (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Étienne Plésiat (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Johannes Meuer (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), David

Matthew Hall (NVIDIA Corporation), Uwe Ulbrich (Free University of Berlin), Hannes Thiemann

(German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Computing Centre

(DKRZ))

Historical temperature measurements are the basis of important global climate datasets like

HadCRUT4 and HadCRUT5 to analyze climate change. These datasets contain many missing

values and have low resolution grids. Here we demonstrate that arti�cial intelligence can skillfully

�ll these observational gaps and upscale these when combined with numerical climate model data.

We show that recently developed image inpainting techniques perform accurate reconstructions via

transfer learning. In addition, high resolution in weather and climate was always a common and

ongoing goal of the community. We gain a neural network which reconstructs and downscales the

important observational data sets (IPCC AR6) at the same time, which is unique and state-of-the-

art in climate research.
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Custom 8-bit Floating Point Value Format for Reducing Shared Memory Bank Con�ict in

Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search

Hiroyuki Ootomo (Tokyo Institute of Technology), Akira Naruse (NVIDIA Corporation)

The k-nearest neighbor search is used in various applications such as machine learning, computer

vision, database search, and information retrieval. While the computational cost of the exact

nearest neighbor search is enormous, an approximate nearest neighbor search (ANNS) is being

paid much attention. IVFPQ is one of the ANNS methods. Although we can leverage the high

bandwidth and low latency of shared memory to compute the search phase of the IVFPQ on

NVIDIA GPUs, the throughput can degrade due to shared memory bank con�ict. To reduce the

bank con�ict and improve the search throughput, we propose a custom 8-bit �oating point value

format. This format doesn’t have a sign bit and can be converted from/to FP32 with a few

instructions. We use this format for IVFPQ on GPUs and get better performance without signi�cant

recall loss compared to FP32 and FP16.
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A Light-Weight and Unsupervised Method for Near Real-time Anomaly Detection Using

Operational Data Measurement

Tom Richard Vargis (Technical University Dresden), Siavash Ghiasvand (Technical University

Dresden, ZIH)

Monitoring the status of large computing systems is essential to identify unexpected behavior and

improve their performance and up-time. However, due to the large-scale and distributed design of

such computing systems as well as a large number of monitoring parameters, automated

monitoring methods should be applied. Such automatic monitoring methods should also have the

ability to adapt themselves to the continuous changes in the computing system. In addition, they

should be able to identify behavioral anomalies in useful time, in order to perform appropriate

reactions. This work proposes a general light-weight and unsupervised method for near real-time

anomaly detection using operational data measurement on large computing systems. The proposed

model requires as low as 4 hours of data and 50 epochs for each training process to accurately

resemble the behavioral pattern of computing systems.
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Distributed Deep Learning on HPC for In�lling Holes in Spatial Precipitation Data

Johannes Meuer (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Étienne Plésiat (German Climate



Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Hannes Thiemann (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)),

Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Christopher Kadow (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ))

Missing climatological data is a general problem in climate research that leads to uncertainty of

prediction models that rely on these data resources. So far, existing approaches for in�lling missing

precipitation data are mostly numerical or statistical techniques that require time consuming

computations and are not suitable for large regions with missing data. Most recent machine

learning techniques have proven to perform well on in�lling missing temperature or satellite data.

However, these techniques consider only spatial variability in the data whereas precipitation data is

much more variable in both space and time. We propose a convolutional inpainting network that

additionally considers temporal variability and atmospheric parameters in the data. The model was

trained and evaluated on the RADOLAN data set over Germany. Since the training of this high-

resolved data set requires a large amount of computational resources, we apply distributed training

on an HPC system to maximize the performance.
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Modeling Supraventricular Tachycardia Using Dynamic Computer-Generated Left Atrium

Bryant Wyatt (Tarleton State University), Avery Campbell (Tarleton State University), Gavin

McIntosh (Tarleton State University), Melanie Little (Tarleton State University), Brandon Wyatt

(Johnson & Johnson)

Supraventricular Tachycardia (SVT) is when the heart’s upper chambers beat either too quickly or

out of rhythm with the heart’s lower chambers. This out-of-step heart beating is a leading cause of

strokes, heart attacks, and heart failure. The most successful treatment for SVT is catheter ablation,

a process where an electrophysiologist (EP) maps the heart to �nd areas with abnormal electrical

activity. The EP then runs a catheter into the heart to burn the abnormal area, blocking the electrical

signals. Much is not known about what triggers SVT and where to place scar tissue for optimal

patient outcomes. We have produced a dynamic model of the right atrium accelerated on NVIDIA

GPUs. An interface allows researchers to insert ectopic signals into the simulated atria and ablate

sections of the atria allowing them to rapidly gain insight into what causes SVTs and how to

terminate them.
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Using Umpire’s Coalescing Heuristics to Improve Memory Performance

Kristi Belcher (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), David Beckingsale (Lawrence Livermore



National Laboratory), Marty McFadden (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Memory management APIs like Umpire were created to solve the memory constraints for

applications running on heterogeneous HPC systems. At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

(LLNL), many application codes utilize the memory management capabilities of Umpire. This study

focuses on one such code, a high explosive equation of state chemistry application from LLNL. This

code uses Umpire’s memory pools in order to allocate all required memory at once instead of many

times throughout the code. The performance of memory pools varies widely and depends upon

how the blocks of memory within the pool are managed. We conducted several experiments that

tested different strategies to manage allocations within a memory pool in order to study the impact

on performance. Our experiments demonstrate how this performance varies, from causing an

application to run out of memory prematurely to reducing peak memory usage by 64%, depending

upon that management strategy.
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A Multifaceted Approach to Automated I/O Bottleneck Detection for HPC Workloads

Izzet Yildirim (Illinois Institute of Technology), Hariharan Devarajan (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of

Technology), Kathryn Mohror (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Real-world HPC workloads impose a lot of pressure on storage systems as they are highly data

dependent. On the other hand, as a result of recent developments in storage hardware, it is

expected that the storage diversity in upcoming HPC systems will grow. This growing complexity in

the storage system presents challenges to users, and often results in I/O bottlenecks due to

inef�cient usage. There have been several studies on reducing I/O bottlenecks. The earliest

attempts worked to solve this problem by combining I/O characteristics with expert insight. The

recent attempts rely on the performance analysis from the I/O characterization tools. However, the

problem is multifaceted with many metrics to consider, hence dif�cult to do manually, even for

experts. In this work, we develop a methodology that produces a multifaceted view of the I/O

behavior of a workload to identify potential I/O bottlenecks automatically.
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New Accelerated Mixed-Precision Parallel Algorithms for Hermitian Eigenvalue Problem

Yaohung Tsai (University of Tennessee), Piotr Luszczek (University of Tennessee), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee)



The multi-precision methods commonly follow approximate-iterate scheme by �rst obtaining the

approximate solution from a low-precision factorization and solve. Then, they iteratively re�ne the

solution to the desired accuracy that is often as high as what is possible with traditional

approaches. While targeting symmetric/Hermitian eigenvalue problems of the form Ax=(lambda)x,

we revisited the SICE algorithm by applying the Sherman-Morrison formula on the diagonally-

shifted tridiagonal systems, we propose an updated SICE-SM algorithm. We exploited

asynchronous scheduling techniques to take advantage of the new computational graph enabled

by the use of mixed-precision in the eigensolver. By incorporating the latest two-stage algorithms

from the PLASMA and MAGMA software libraries for numerical linear algebra, we achieved up to

3.6x speedup using the mixed-precision eigensolver with the blocked SICE-SM algorithm for

iterative re�nement when compared with full double complex precision solvers for the cases with a

portion of eigenvalues and eigenvectors requested.
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SOLLVE Veri�cation and Validation OpenMP Testsuite

Thomas Huber (University of Delaware), Swaroop Pophale (Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware), Nikhil Rao (University of Delaware), Michael Carr

(University of Delaware), Jaydon Reap (University of Delaware), Kristina Holsapple (University of

Delaware), Joshua Davis (University of Maryland), Tobias Burnus (Siemens Electronic Design

Automation), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), David Bernholdt (Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL)), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware)

The SOLLVE V&V suite tests new OpenMP features to visualize compiler and system compilers.

Systems include Oak Ridge National Laboratory's (ORNL) Summit and Crusher systems, as well as

National Energy Research Scienti�c Computing Center (NERSC)'s Perlmutter system.
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Modeling Allocation of Heterogeneous Storage Resources on HPC Systems

Julien Monniot (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

François Tessier (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

Gabriel Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

In recent years, despite remarkable progress in computing and network performance, HPC

platforms have struggled to maintain satisfactory I/O throughput. Various solutions have been

proposed to mitigate the contention and variability experienced by more and more concurrent

applications, particularly on heavily shared parallel �le systems. In consequence, many large scale



platforms now offer complex hierarchies of storage resources using diverse architectures based on

different hardware technologies such as persistent memories or �ash. In that context, we propose

to study how to ef�ciently allocate these heterogeneous storage resources. In our poster, we

introduce StorAlloc, a modular and extensible simulator of a storage-aware job-scheduler. We

present the design of the tool before showing through the concrete example of the dimensioning of

a partition of burst buffers the insights StorAlloc can provide in terms of storage system design and

resource scheduling algorithms.
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A C++20 Interface for MPI 4.0

Ali Can Demiralp (RWTH Aachen University), Philipp Martin (RWTH Aachen University), Niko Sakic

(RWTH Aachen University), Marcel Krüger (RWTH Aachen University), Tim Gerrits (RWTH Aachen

University)

We present a modern C++20 interface for MPI 4.0. The interface utilizes recent language features

to ease development of MPI applications. An aggregate re�ection system enables generation of

MPI data types from user-de�ned classes automatically. Immediate and persistent operations are

mapped to futures, which can be chained to describe sequential asynchronous operations and task

graphs in a concise way. This work introduces the prominent features of the interface with

examples. We further measure its performance overhead with respect to the raw C interface.
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Extreme-Scale Computational Fluid Dynamics with AMR on GPUs

Joshua Hoke Davis (University of Maryland), Justin Shafner (University of Maryland), Daniel Nichols

(University of Maryland), Nathan Grube (University of Maryland), Pino Martin (University of

Maryland), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Accurate modeling of turbulent hypersonic �ows has tremendous scienti�c and commercial value,

and applies to atmospheric �ight, supersonic combustion, materials discovery and climate

prediction. In this poster, we describe our experiences in extending the capabilities of and

modernizing CRoCCo, an MPI-based, CPU-only compressible computational �uid dynamics code.

We extend CRoCCo to support block-structured adaptive mesh re�nement using a highly-scalable

AMR library, AMReX, and add support for a fully curvilinear solver. We also port the computational

kernels in CRoCCo to NVIDIA GPUs to enable scaling on modern exascale systems. We present our

techniques for overcoming performance challenges and evaluate the updated code, CRoCCo-AMR,

on the Summit system, demonstrating a 5× to 24× speedup over the CPU-only version.
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Visual Analysis on the Resilience of HPC Applications Using Control-Flow Graph

Hailong Jiang (Kent State University), Shaolun Ruan (Singapore Management University), Bo Fang

(Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Kevin Barker (Paci�c Northwest National

Laboratory (PNNL)), Ang Li (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Yong Wang (Singapore

Management University), Qiang Guan (Kent State University)

A large body of approaches has been proposed to analyze the resilience of HPC applications.

However, existing studies rarely address the challenges of the analysis result perception.

Speci�cally, resilience analysis techniques produce a massive volume of unstructured data, making

it dif�cult to conduct the resilience analysis. Furthermore, different analysis models produce diverse

results with multiple levels of details, which creates hurdles to compare and explore the resilience

of HPC program execution. To this end, we present VISILIENCE, an interactive VISual resILIENCE

analysis framework to allow programmers to facilitate the resilience analysis of HPC applications.

In particular, VISILIENCE leverages an effective visualization approach Control Flow Graph (CFG) to

present a function execution. In addition, three widely-used models for resilience analysis (i.e., Y-

Branch, IPAS, and TRIDENT) are seamlessly embedded into the framework for resilience analysis

and result comparison. Case studies have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our

proposed framework VISILIENCE.
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Novel Multi Data Acquisition and Hybrid Neural Network for Pipe Inspection and Imaging

Guang An Ooi (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Mehmet Ozakin

(King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Tarek Mostafa (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Moutazbellah Khater (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST)), Ahmed Aljarro (Saudi Aramco), Hakan Bagci (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Shehab Ahmed (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST))

A new machine learning-based non-destructive testing (NDT) technique for the examination of

conductive objects is presented. NDT of objects behind barriers utilize the defect-induced

distortions on electromagnetic (EM) �elds to detect �aws in the structure of inspected targets. Such

distortions are highly non-linear, requiring signi�cant amounts of data for training neural networks.

To this end, a massively parallelized data generation framework is proposed in conjunction with a

multi-frequency hybrid neural network (MF-HNN), to create a physics-informed inversion AI model.



The performance of the resulting inversion algorithm is applied on casings, where tubular pipes are

inspected. For data generation, physics-based solvers are employed to simulate the EM �eld

distribution resulting from pipes with defects. The large-scale distribution of this step leads to 43

times faster execution than a single CPU. This allows the MF-HNN to achieve signi�cantly

improved generalization performance and to generate high-resolution cross-sectional images of the

pipelines.
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Low-Precision Multi-GPU Detection Approach for Massive MIMO Technology

Adel Dabah (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Zouheir Rezki (University of California,

Santa Cruz), Slim Alouini (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David

Keyes (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST))

Massive Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output is a crucial technology for Next-Generation networks

(Next-G). It uses hundreds of antennas at transceivers to exchange data. However, its accurate

signal detection relies on solving an NP-hard optimization problem in real-time latency.

In this poster, we propose a new GPU-based detection algorithm that demonstrates the positive

impact of low-precision arithmetic with multiple GPUs to achieve next-G

latency/scalability/accuracy requirements. Our approach iteratively extends a solution with several

symbols representing the best combination out of the aggregated levels. The computation at each

iteration is formulated as a matrix multiplication operation to leverage GPU architectures. 

The obtained results using A100 GPU show a 1.7x improvement by exploiting half-precision

arithmetic without loss in accuracy. Furthermore, our low-precision multi-GPU version with four

A100 GPUs is 4x faster than the single-precision single GPU version and 40x faster than a similar

parallel CPU implementation executed on a two-socket 28-core IceLake CPU with 56 threads.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Live Containerized Service Migration Across Edge to Cloud Continuum

Thanawat Chanikaphon (University of Louisiana at Lafayette, High Performance Cloud Computing

(HPCC) Lab), Mohsen Amini Salehi (University of Louisiana at Lafayette, High Performance Cloud

Computing (HPCC) Lab)

Services on the edge and fog systems desire mobility owing to the user or data mobility, and the



necessity of relocating to the cloud upon the oversubscription. More speci�cally, live migration of

containerized microservices is required for service mobility, elasticity, and load balancing purposes.

Although container runtimes and orchestrators recently provided native live migration support, they

do not allow migration across autonomous computing systems with heterogeneous orchestrators.

Our hypothesis is that non-native and non-invasive support for the live container migration is the

need of hour and can unlock several new use cases. We develop a non-native and non-invasive live

container migration method leveraging the nested container runtime. We design the architecture

and develop the solution to enable container migration across heterogeneous orchestrators. We

evaluate the performance against other approaches. We observe that for microservices smaller

than 512 MiB, the nested container runtime approach can be implemented within an acceptable

overhead.
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Interactive Visual Analysis Tool for Anomaly Provenance Data

Alicia Guite (Texas State University), Tanzima Z. Islam (Texas State University), Christopher Kelly

(Brookhaven National Laboratory), Wei Xu (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Chimbuko is a framework for detecting real-time performance anomalies incurred by large-scale

applications. Understanding the source of anomalous behaviors is dif�cult due to the high volume

of information stored by Chimbuko in a provenance database. This undergraduate research project

aims to intuitively display this high volume of information without overwhelming users. We then

integrate our analysis and visualization techniques into a publicly available framework called

Dashing. This project facilitates interactive user investigation of anomaly provenance in large-scale

applications.
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Scalable GPU Accelerated Simulation of Multiphase Compressible Flow

Anand Radhakrishnan (Georgia Institute of Technology), Henry Le Berre (Georgia Institute of

Technology), Spencer Bryngelson (Georgia Institute of Technology)

We present a strategy for GPU acceleration of a multiphase compressible �ow solver that brings us

closer to exascale computing. Given the memory-bound nature of most CFD problems, one must be

prudent in implementing algorithms and of�oading work to accelerators for ef�cient use of

resources. Through careful choice of OpenACC decorations, we achieve 46% of peak GPU FLOPS

on the most expensive kernel, leading to a 500-times speedup on an NVIDIA A100 compared to 1

modern Intel CPU core. The implementation also demonstrates ideal weak scaling for up to 13824



GPUs on OLCF Summit. Strong scaling behavior is typical but improved by reduced communication

times via CUDA-aware MPI.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Exploring FPGA Acceleration of Seed Selection in In�uence Maximization

Reece Neff (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), North Carolina State University), Marco

Minutoli (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Antonino Tumeo (Paci�c Northwest

National Laboratory (PNNL)), Mahantesh Halappanavar (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory

(PNNL)), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State University)

The In�uence Maximization (IM) problem on a social network is the problem of identifying a small

cohort of vertices that, when initially activated, results in a cascading effect that will activate the

maximum expected number other vertices in the network. While the problem is NP-hard under

budget constraints, it has a submodular structure that leads to ef�cient approximation.

In this work, we present techniques and our performance analysis that we are using to drive the

design of ef�cient FPGA acceleration for the seed selection step within the IMM algorithm.

Currently, we are able to achieve from 0.75x to 4.78x speedup, with the main bottleneck being a

static overhead determined by the size of the input graph. We discuss future work to improve on

the current architecture, and hope to provide techniques for making "almost-regular" applications

fast and ef�cient on FPGAs.
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Parallel Computing Accelerates Sequential Deep Networks Model in Turbulent Flow

Forecasting

Reza Hassanian (University of Iceland), Morris Riedel (University of Iceland, Juelich Supercomputing

Centre (JSC)), Ásdís Helgadottír (University of Iceland)

This study aimed to employ deep learning capability and computing scalability to create a model

and predict the velocity of the straining turbulence �ow. The turbulence �ow was generated in a

laboratory. The turbulence intensity of the �ow is controlled via impeller rotation speed. The mean

strain rate is made by two circular plates moving toward each other in the center of the measuring

area by an actuator. The dynamics of the particles are measured using high-speed Lagrangian

Particle Tracking at 10,000 frames per second. Measured data from the experiment were employed

to design a gated recurrent unit model. Two powerful parallel computing machines, JUWELS and

DEEP-EST, were employed to implement the model. The velocity forecasting with a gated recurrent



network presents a considerable outcome. The computing machine's scalability using GPUs

accelerates this model's computing time signi�cantly, which strengthens the ability to predict

turbulent �ow.

Best Poster Finalist: no
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Session Description:

xDSL: A Common Compiler Ecosystem for Domain Speci�c Languages

Nick Brown (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh)

Writing software that can exploit supercomputers is dif�cult, and this is going to get much harder

as we move toward exascale where the scale and heterogenity of our machines will increase

signi�cantly. A potential solution is in the use of Domain Speci�c Languages (DSLs) which separate

the programmer's logic from mechanisms of parallelism. However, while these have shown

promise, a major challenge is that DSL toolchains are often siloed, sharing little or no infrastructure

between DSLs.

In this poster, we present xDSL which is an ecosystem for DSL development. Built upon the hugely

popular LLVM and MLIR, xDSL provides a Python-based toolbox to ease integration with MLIR, and

a series of IR dialects and transformations that DSL developers can apply. The result is that that

DSLs become a thin layer of abstraction atop a common, well supported, mature and maintained

ecosystem that targets a variety of hardware architectures.
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CANDY: An Ef�cient Framework for Updating Properties on Large Scale Dynamic Networks

Aashish Pandey (University of North Texas), Arindam Khanda (Missouri University of Science and

Technology), Sriram Srinivasan (University of Oregon), Sanjukta Bhowmick (University of North

Texas), Sajal Das (Missouri University of Science and Technology), Boyana Norris (University of

Oregon)

Queries on large graphs use the stored graph properties to generate responses. As most of the

real-world graphs are dynamic, i.e., the graph topology changes with time, and hence the related

graph properties are also time-varying. In such cases, maintaining correctness in stored graph

properties requires recomputation or update on previous properties. Here, we present an ef�cient

framework, CANDY for updating the properties in large dynamic networks. We prove the ef�cacy of

our general framework by applying it to update graph properties such as Single Source Shortest

Path (SSSP), Vertex Coloring, and PageRank. Empirically we show that our shared-memory parallel

and NVIDIA GPU-based data-parallel implementations perform better than the state-of-the-art

implementations.
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Toward Scalable Voxelization of Meshes with High Growth Rate

Markéta Hrabánková (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava, Czech

Republic), Ondřej Meca (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava,

Czech Republic), Tomáš Brzobohatý (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of

Ostrava, Czech Republic), Lubomír Říha (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical

University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Milan Jaroš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB –

Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Petr Strakoš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB

– Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic)

The poster presents a scalable approach that converts the results of large-scale Computational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations into a volumetric representation used by volume rendering-

based visualization. Even if this functionality is provided by common post-processing tools, its

ef�cient parallelization requires an appropriate load-balancing. Unfortunately, load-balancing

according to the number of cells does not scale for unstructured meshes with high growth rate that

is common in CFD. In the poster, we show that with an appropriate redistribution of data among

available resources it is possible to perform the operation in just several seconds with signi�cantly

improved scalability.
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Loimos: A Large-Scale Epidemic Simulation Framework for Realistic Social Contact Networks

Joy Kitson (University of Maryland), Ian Costello (University of Maryland), Jiangzhuo Chen

(University of Virginia), Jaemin Choi (University of Illinois), Stefan Hoops (University of Virginia),

Diego Jiménez (Costa Rica National High Technology Center), Tamar Kellner (University of

Maryland), Esteban Meneses (Costa Rica National High Technology Center), Henning Mortveit

(University of Virginia), Jae-Seung Yeom (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Laxmikant V.

Kale (University of Illinois), Madhav V. Marathe (University of Virginia), Abhinav Bhatele (University

of Maryland)

Global pandemics can wreak havoc and lead to signi�cant social, economic and personal losses.

Preventing the spread of infectious diseases requires interventions at different levels needing the

study of potential impact and ef�cacy of those preemptive measures. Modeling epidemic diffusion

and possible interventions can help us in this goal. Agent-based models have been used effectively

in the past to model contagion processes. We present Loimos, a highly parallel simulation of

epidemic diffusion written on top of the Charm++ asynchronous task-based system. Loimos uses a

hybrid time-stepped and discrete-event simulation to model disease spread. We demonstrate that

our implementation of Loimos is able to ef�ciently utilize a large number of cores on different HPC

platforms, namely, we scale to about 32k cores on Theta at ALCF and about 4k cores on Cori at

NERSC.
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Scalable GPU Accelerated Simulation of Multiphase Compressible Flow

Anand Radhakrishnan (Georgia Institute of Technology), Henry Le Berre (Georgia Institute of

Technology), Spencer Bryngelson (Georgia Institute of Technology)

We present a strategy for GPU acceleration of a multiphase compressible �ow solver that brings us

closer to exascale computing. Given the memory-bound nature of most CFD problems, one must be

prudent in implementing algorithms and of�oading work to accelerators for ef�cient use of

resources. Through careful choice of OpenACC decorations, we achieve 46% of peak GPU FLOPS

on the most expensive kernel, leading to a 500-times speedup on an NVIDIA A100 compared to 1

modern Intel CPU core. The implementation also demonstrates ideal weak scaling for up to 13824

GPUs on OLCF Summit. Strong scaling behavior is typical but improved by reduced communication

times via CUDA-aware MPI.
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Traf�c Flow Optimization in Smart Cities: Leveraging HPC Resources for Automatic Design

Space Exploration

Martin Šurkovský (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Jakub Beránek (IT4Innovations, Czech

Republic), Kateřina Slaninová (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Jan Martinovič (IT4Innovations,

Czech Republic), Radim Cmar (Sygic, Slovak Republic)

The poster presents the usage of a deterministic traf�c simulator for optimizing traf�c �ow within a

city. The simulator is one part of a traf�c modeling framework for intelligent transportation in smart

cities. In contrast to standard navigation systems where the navigation is optimized for drivers, we

aim to optimize a distribution of the global traf�c �ow. We utilize HPC resources for the simulator’s

parameters exploration for which EVEREST SDK is used.

The EVEREST project aims at developing a holistic design environment that addresses simplifying

the programmability of heterogeneous and distributed architectures for Big Data applications. The

project uses “data-driven” design approach with domain-speci�c language extensions, hardware-

accelerated AI and an ef�cient monitoring of the execution with a uni�ed hardware/software

paradigm. During the presentation the distribution of traf�c �ow in a selected city will be presented

in a form of short video to demonstrate the dynamicity of the system.
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A C++20 Interface for MPI 4.0

Ali Can Demiralp (RWTH Aachen University), Philipp Martin (RWTH Aachen University), Niko Sakic

(RWTH Aachen University), Marcel Krüger (RWTH Aachen University), Tim Gerrits (RWTH Aachen

University)

We present a modern C++20 interface for MPI 4.0. The interface utilizes recent language features

to ease development of MPI applications. An aggregate re�ection system enables generation of

MPI data types from user-de�ned classes automatically. Immediate and persistent operations are

mapped to futures, which can be chained to describe sequential asynchronous operations and task

graphs in a concise way. This work introduces the prominent features of the interface with

examples. We further measure its performance overhead with respect to the raw C interface.
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Distributed Deep Learning on HPC for In�lling Holes in Spatial Precipitation Data

Johannes Meuer (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Étienne Plésiat (German Climate



Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Hannes Thiemann (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)),

Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Christopher Kadow (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ))

Missing climatological data is a general problem in climate research that leads to uncertainty of

prediction models that rely on these data resources. So far, existing approaches for in�lling missing

precipitation data are mostly numerical or statistical techniques that require time consuming

computations and are not suitable for large regions with missing data. Most recent machine

learning techniques have proven to perform well on in�lling missing temperature or satellite data.

However, these techniques consider only spatial variability in the data whereas precipitation data is

much more variable in both space and time. We propose a convolutional inpainting network that

additionally considers temporal variability and atmospheric parameters in the data. The model was

trained and evaluated on the RADOLAN data set over Germany. Since the training of this high-

resolved data set requires a large amount of computational resources, we apply distributed training

on an HPC system to maximize the performance.
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CGYRO Performance on Slingshot-Connected Perlmutter GPU nodes

Igor S�ligoi (University of California, San Diego), Emily Belli (General Atomics), Jeff Candy (General

Atomics)

The NERSC Perlmutter HPC system is the most recent large-scale US system that is publicly

available. NERSC chose to deploy a �rst phase of its GPU-based nodes in late 2021 using 2x

Slingshot10 connections and has been upgrading them to 4x Slinghot11 connections starting in

summer 2021. In this poster we provide benchmark numbers for using CGYRO, a popular fusion

turbulence simulation tool, comparing the original and the upgraded network setup. CGYRO has

been previously shown to be communication-bound in many recent HPC systems and we show

that the upgraded networking provides a signi�cant boost for fusion science.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Improvements to Hardware-Accelerated 3D Single Particle Imaging Data Reconstruction

Niteya Shah (Virginia Tech, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Christine Sweeney (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

Fast analysis of scienti�c data from X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) experimental facilities is key for



supporting real-time decisions that ef�ciently use these facilities to speed up scienti�c discovery.

Our research shows gains obtained using graphics processing units (GPUs) to accelerate 3D

reconstruction of Single Particle Imaging (SPI) X-ray diffraction data. We achieve a 4X speedup over

the previous GPU implementation, 50% better image reconstruction resolution, and 485X speedup

when calculating resolution compared to the existing implementation. We showcase techniques to

optimize per-node computational ef�ciency, increase scalability and improve the accuracy of SPI by

using better algorithms, improving data movement and accesses, reusing data structures, and

reducing memory fragmentation.
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Low-Precision Multi-GPU Detection Approach for Massive MIMO Technology

Adel Dabah (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Zouheir Rezki (University of California,

Santa Cruz), Slim Alouini (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David

Keyes (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST))

Massive Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output is a crucial technology for Next-Generation networks

(Next-G). It uses hundreds of antennas at transceivers to exchange data. However, its accurate

signal detection relies on solving an NP-hard optimization problem in real-time latency.

In this poster, we propose a new GPU-based detection algorithm that demonstrates the positive

impact of low-precision arithmetic with multiple GPUs to achieve next-G

latency/scalability/accuracy requirements. Our approach iteratively extends a solution with several

symbols representing the best combination out of the aggregated levels. The computation at each

iteration is formulated as a matrix multiplication operation to leverage GPU architectures. 

The obtained results using A100 GPU show a 1.7x improvement by exploiting half-precision

arithmetic without loss in accuracy. Furthermore, our low-precision multi-GPU version with four

A100 GPUs is 4x faster than the single-precision single GPU version and 40x faster than a similar

parallel CPU implementation executed on a two-socket 28-core IceLake CPU with 56 threads.
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Transformations for Energy Ef�cient Accelerated Chain Matrix Multiplication (TEE-ACM2)

Maxim Moraru (University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA)), Mina Warnet (University of

Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA)), Julien Loiseau (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Nirmal Prajapati (Los Alamos



National Laboratory (LANL)), Hyun Lim (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Sumathi

Lakshmiranganatha (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Jamal Mohd-Yusof (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), Karen Tsai (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Richard Berger

(Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Patrick McCormick (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

GPU matrix chain multiplication serves as a basis for a wide range of scienti�c domains like

computer graphics, physics, and machine learning. While its time performance was studied for

years, there has been signi�cantly less effort in optimizing its energy ef�ciency. GPU power

consumption is heavily impacted by the number of data transfers performed. In fact, a data transfer

from global memory needs a thousand times more energy than a double precision arithmetic

operation. Thus, minimizing data transfers is key for reducing the energy consumption. We present

an energy ef�cient solution for Matrix Chain Multiplication on GPUs that minimizes computation as

well as off-chip data transfers. For this, optimizations at three different levels are provided. For a

single matrix multiplication, we use a large tile blocking strategy. Then, we extend our approach to

three matrices. Finally, we propose a solution for a sequence of matrices.
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Noncommittal Commits: Predicting Performance Slowdowns in Version Control History

Daniel Nichols (University of Maryland), Dilan Gunawardana (University of Maryland), Aniruddha

Marathe (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Scienti�c software in high performance computing is becoming increasingly complex both in terms

of its size and the number of external dependencies. Correctness and performance issues can

become more challenging in actively developed software with increasing complexity. This leads to

software developers having to spend larger portions of their time on debugging, optimizing, and

maintaining code. Making software optimization and maintenance easier for developers is

paramount to accelerating the rate of scienti�c progress. Fortunately, there is a wealth of data on

scienti�c coding practices available implicitly via version control histories. These contain the state of

a code at each stage throughout its development via commit snapshots. Commit snapshots provide

dynamic insight into the software development process that static analyses of release tarballs do

not. We propose a new machine learning based approach for studying the performance of source

code across code modi�cations.
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Predicting Cross-Platform Relative Performance with Deep Generative Models

Daniel Nichols (University of Maryland), Jae-Seung Yeom (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Applications can experience signi�cant performance differences when run on different

architectures. For example, GPUs are often utilized to accelerate an application over its CPU

implementation. Understanding how performance changes across platforms is vital to the design of

hardware, systems software, and performance critical applications. However, modeling the

relationship between systems and performance is dif�cult as run time data needs to be collected on

each platform. In this poster, we present a methodology for predicting the relative performance of

an application across multiple systems using pro�led performance counters and deep learning.
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Parallel Computing Accelerates Sequential Deep Networks Model in Turbulent Flow

Forecasting

Reza Hassanian (University of Iceland), Morris Riedel (University of Iceland, Juelich Supercomputing

Centre (JSC)), Ásdís Helgadottír (University of Iceland)

This study aimed to employ deep learning capability and computing scalability to create a model

and predict the velocity of the straining turbulence �ow. The turbulence �ow was generated in a

laboratory. The turbulence intensity of the �ow is controlled via impeller rotation speed. The mean

strain rate is made by two circular plates moving toward each other in the center of the measuring

area by an actuator. The dynamics of the particles are measured using high-speed Lagrangian

Particle Tracking at 10,000 frames per second. Measured data from the experiment were employed

to design a gated recurrent unit model. Two powerful parallel computing machines, JUWELS and

DEEP-EST, were employed to implement the model. The velocity forecasting with a gated recurrent

network presents a considerable outcome. The computing machine's scalability using GPUs

accelerates this model's computing time signi�cantly, which strengthens the ability to predict

turbulent �ow.
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Ef�cient Sparse Deep Neural Network Computation on GPU with TVM

Lillian Wang (University of North Texas), Avik Malladi (University of North Texas), Yuede Ji

(University of North Texas)

This poster presents GPU optimizations for Sparse Deep Neural Networks using Apache TVM.



Although various deep neural network models exist, SpDNNs have shown great improvements in

the size and memory of neural networks. SpDNNs provide unique scalability dif�culties in which

optimizations and advancements can be made. Apache TVM is a machine learning compiler

framework for CPUs and GPUs. It has been shown to have promising improvements for the

performance, deployment, and optimizations of the networks. To evaluate its effectiveness for

SpDNNs, this work builds SpDNNs with Apache TVM and compares with current SpDNNs. When

testing with various datasets, TVM-based implementation can achieve faster and more ef�cient

optimizations.
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Learning to Parallelize Source Code via OpenMP with Transformers

Re'em Harel (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel), Yuval Pinter (Ben-Gurion University of the

Negev, Israel), Gal Oren (Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Department of Computer

Science)

In past years, the world has switched to many-core and multi-core shared memory architectures.

As a result, there is a growing need to utilize these architectures by introducing shared memory

parallelization schemes, such as OpenMP, to software applications. Nevertheless, introducing

OpenMP into code, especially legacy code, is challenging due to pervasive pitfalls in management

of parallel shared memory. To facilitate the performance of this task, many source-to-source (S2S)

compilers have been created over the years, tasked with inserting OpenMP directives into code

automatically. In addition to having limited robustness to their input format, these compilers still do

not achieve satisfactory coverage and precision in locating parallelizable code and generating

appropriate directives. In this work, we propose leveraging recent advances in machine learning

techniques, speci�cally in natural language processing (NLP) - the transformers model, to suggest

the need for an OpenMP directive or speci�c clauses (reduction and private).
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VkFFT – Vulkan/CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Level Zero GPU FFT Library

Dmitrii Tolmachev (ETH Zürich)

The Fast Fourier Transform is an essential algorithm of modern computational science. The highly

parallel structure of the FFT allows for its ef�cient implementation on graphics processing units

(GPUs), which are now widely used for general-purpose computing. This poster presents the

VkFFT - an ef�cient GPU-accelerated multidimensional Fast Fourier Transform library for

Vulkan/CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Level Zero projects. VkFFT aims to provide the community with a cross-



platform open-source alternative to vendor-speci�c solutions while achieving comparable or better

performance. This poster presents the optimizations implemented in VkFFT and compares its

performance and precision against Nvidia cuFFT and AMD's rocFFT libraries on their latest HPC

GPUs. This poster also presents the �rst performant implementation of Discrete Cosine Transforms

on GPUs. VkFFT is released under MIT license.
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Performance of OpenMP Loop Transformations for the Acoustic Wave Stencil on GPUs

Hermes Senger (Federal University of Sao Carlos, Brazil; University of São Paulo), Jaime Freire de

Souza (Federal University of Sao Carlos, Brazil), Leticia Suellen Farias Machado (Federal University

of Sao Carlos, Brazil), Edson Satoshi Gomi (University of São Paulo), Claude Tadonki (Paris School

of Mines), Simon McIntosh-Smith (University of Bristol)

In this work, we evaluate the performance of unroll and tiling, two loop transformations introduced

in OpenMP 5.1 and early implemented in Clang 13 for GPUs. Experiments on a common seismic

computational kernel demonstrate performance gains on three GPU architectures.
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An Approach for Large-Scale Distributed FFT Framework on GPUs

Yichang Hu (South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, China), BinBin Zhou (South China

University of Technology, Guangzhou, China), Lu Lu (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)

The fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), a reduced-complexity formulation of the Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT), dominate the computational cost in many areas of science and engineering. Due

to the large-scale data, multi-node heterogeneous systems aspire to meet the increasing demands

from parallel computing FFT in the �eld of High-Performance Computing (HPC). In this work, we

present a highly ef�cient GPU-based distributed FFT framework by adapting the Cooley-Tukey

recursive FFT algorithm. Two major types of optimizations, including automatic low-dimensional

FFT kernel generation and asynchronous strategy for multi-GPUs, are presented to enhance the

performance of our approach for large-scale distributed FFT, and numerical experiments

demonstrate that our work achieves more than 40x speedup over CPU FFT libraries and about 2x

speedup over heFFTe, currently available state-of-art research, on GPUs.
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Supporting Ef�cient Work�ow Deployment of Federated Learning Systems on the Computing

Continuum

Cédric Prigent (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Gabriel

Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Alexandru

Costan (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Loïc Cudennec

(DGA Information Literacy, France)

Federated Learning (FL) is a distributed Machine Learning paradigm aiming to collaboratively learn

a shared model while considering privacy preservation by letting the clients process their private

data locally. In the Computing Continuum context (edge-fog-cloud ecosystem), FL raises several

challenges such as supporting very heterogeneous devices and optimizing massively distributed

applications.

We propose a work�ow to better support and optimize FL systems across the Computing

Continuum by relying on formal descriptions of the infrastructure, hyperparameter optimization and

model retraining in case of performance degradation. We motivate our approach by providing

preliminary results using a human activity recognition dataset. The next objective will be to

implement and deploy our solution on the Grid’5000 testbed.

During the poster session, I will start by presenting the main problems for applying FL in the

Computing Continuum and how our approach is tackling it. Next I will present preliminary results

and discuss the remaining challenges.
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Enabling Energy Systems Research on HPC

Thomas Breuer (Forschungszentrum Jülich, Juelich Supercomputing Centre (JSC)), Karl-Kiên Cao

(German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Manuel Wetzel (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Ulrich Frey

(German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Shima Sasanpour (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Jan

Buschmann (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Aileen Böhme (GAMS Development Corp.), Charlie

Vanaret (Berlin Institute of Technology)

Energy systems research strongly relies on large modeling frameworks. Many of them use linear

optimization approaches to calculate blueprints for ideal future energy systems, which become

increasingly complex, as do the models. The state of the art is to compute them with shared-

memory computers combined with approaches to reduce the model size. We overcome this and

implement a fully automated work�ow on HPC using a newly developed solver for distributed

memory architectures. Moreover, we address the challenge of uncertainty in scenario analysis by

performing sophisticated parameter variations for large-scale power system models, which cannot



be solved in the conventional way. Preliminary results show that we are able to identify clusters of

future energy system designs, which perform well from different perspectives of energy system

research and also consider disruptive events. Furthermore, we also observe that our approach

provides the most insights when being applied to complex rather than simple models.
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Exploring FPGA Acceleration of Seed Selection in In�uence Maximization

Reece Neff (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), North Carolina State University), Marco

Minutoli (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Antonino Tumeo (Paci�c Northwest

National Laboratory (PNNL)), Mahantesh Halappanavar (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory

(PNNL)), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State University)

The In�uence Maximization (IM) problem on a social network is the problem of identifying a small

cohort of vertices that, when initially activated, results in a cascading effect that will activate the

maximum expected number other vertices in the network. While the problem is NP-hard under

budget constraints, it has a submodular structure that leads to ef�cient approximation.

In this work, we present techniques and our performance analysis that we are using to drive the

design of ef�cient FPGA acceleration for the seed selection step within the IMM algorithm.

Currently, we are able to achieve from 0.75x to 4.78x speedup, with the main bottleneck being a

static overhead determined by the size of the input graph. We discuss future work to improve on

the current architecture, and hope to provide techniques for making "almost-regular" applications

fast and ef�cient on FPGAs.
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High-Resolution Simulation of Earthquake Recurrence Enabled by Optimization for Multi-Core

CPUs and Large-Scale Parallelization

Ryosuke Ando (University of Tokyo), So Ozawa (Stanford University), Akihiro Ida (Japan Agency for

Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Tatsuya Hoshino (University of Tokyo), Kazunori Muramatsu

(University of Tokyo), Ryoya Matsushima (University of Tokyo), Masatoshi Kawai (University of

Tokyo), Toshihiro Hanawa (University of Tokyo)

We have successfully developed an ef�cient algorithm capable of computation of N=1 million

elements and 0.1 million time-steps. Strong-scaling analyses show that the algorithm exhibits the

good scalability for OpenMP / MPI of 8 threads and more than 10000 cores (~200 nodes). This

capacity is necessary to simulate the nationwide fault activity for the Japanese Islands with the



current HPC systems. The algorithm is applied to simulate the 15 thousand years of the earthquake

recurrence history along one of the largest active faults in SW Japan, the Median Tectonic line. We

demonstrate that the optimized algorithm is a powerful tool enabling us to build a physics-based

method applied to long-term forecast of earthquake generation.
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Self-Supervised Learning for Automated Species Detection from Passively Recorded

Soundscapes in Avian Diversity Monitoring

Dario Dematties (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Bhupendra A. Raut (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Rajesh Sankaran (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Nicola J. Ferrier

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

By detecting different animal species reliably at scale we can protect biodiversity. Yet, traditionally,

biodiversity data has been collected by expert observers which is prohibitively expensive, not

reliable neither scalable. Automated species detection via machine-learning is promising, but it is

constrained by the necessity of large training data sets all labeled by human experts. Here, we

propose to use Self-Supervised Learning for studying semantic features from passively collected

acoustic data. We utilized a joint embedding con�guration to acquire features from spectrograms.

We processed recordings from ∼190 hours of audio. In order to process these volumes of data we

utilized a HPC cluster provided by the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility. We analyzed the

output space from a trained backbone which highlights important semantic attributes of the

spectrograms. We envisage these preliminary results as compelling for future automatic assistance

of biologist as a pre-processing stage for labeling very big data sets.
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Custom 8-bit Floating Point Value Format for Reducing Shared Memory Bank Con�ict in

Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search

Hiroyuki Ootomo (Tokyo Institute of Technology), Akira Naruse (NVIDIA Corporation)

The k-nearest neighbor search is used in various applications such as machine learning, computer

vision, database search, and information retrieval. While the computational cost of the exact

nearest neighbor search is enormous, an approximate nearest neighbor search (ANNS) is being

paid much attention. IVFPQ is one of the ANNS methods. Although we can leverage the high

bandwidth and low latency of shared memory to compute the search phase of the IVFPQ on

NVIDIA GPUs, the throughput can degrade due to shared memory bank con�ict. To reduce the

bank con�ict and improve the search throughput, we propose a custom 8-bit �oating point value



format. This format doesn’t have a sign bit and can be converted from/to FP32 with a few

instructions. We use this format for IVFPQ on GPUs and get better performance without signi�cant

recall loss compared to FP32 and FP16.
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Exploring Performance of GeoCAT data analysis routines on GPUs

Haniye Kashgarani (University of Wyoming), Cena Miller (National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR)), Supreeth Suresh (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Anissa

Zacharias (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))

The GeoCAT-comp program is a Python toolkit used by the geoscience community to analyze data.

This project explores ways to port GeoCAT-comp to run on GPUs, as recent supercomputers are

shifting to include GPU accelerators as the major resource. Although GeoCAT-comp's routines are

all sequential or utilize Dask parallelization on the CPU, the data processing is embarrassingly

parallel and computationally costly, enabling us to optimize using GPUs. GeoCAT uses NumPy,

Xarray, and Dask arrays for CPU parallelization. In this project, we examined different GPU-

accelerated Python packages (e.g., Numba and CuPy). Taking into account the deliverability of the

�nal porting method to the GeoCAT team, CuPy is selected. CuPy is a Python CUDA-enabled array

backend module that is quite similar to NumPy. We analyzed the performance of the GPU-

accelerated code compared to the Dask CPU parallelized code over various array sizes and

resources, and through strong and weak scaling.
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KokkACC: Enhancing Kokkos with OpenACC

Pedro Valero-Lara (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Marc Gonzalez-Tallada (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Joel Denny

(Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jeffrey Vetter (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Kokkos is a representative approach between template metaprogramming solutions that offers

programmers high-level abstractions for generic programming while most of the device-speci�c

code generation and optimizations are delegated to the compiler through template specializations.

For this, Kokkos provides a set of device-speci�c code specializations in multiple backends, such as

CUDA and HIP. However, maintaining and optimizing multiple device-speci�c back ends for each

new device type can be complex and error-prone. To alleviate these concerns, this paper presents

an alternative OpenACC back end for Kokkos: KokkACC. KokkACC provides a high-productivity

programming environment and—potentially—a multi architecture back end. We have observed



competitive performance; in some cases, KokkACC is faster than NVIDIA’s CUDA back end and

much faster than OpenMP’s GPU of�oading back end. This work also includes implementation

details and a detailed performance study conducted with a set of mini-benchmarks (AXPY and DOT

product) and two mini-apps (LULESH and miniFE).
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Tensor Processing Primitives in the Computational Sciences: Earthquake Simulations

Alexander Breuer (Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany), Alexander Heinecke (Intel

Corporation), Antonio Noack (Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany), Evangelos Georganas

(Intel Corporation), Kirill Voronin (Intel Corporation)

Many HPC and certainly AI or DL applications are comprised in their core of small linear algebra

operations which are then used to compose large and more complicated tensor operations.

Especially in the �eld of AI/DL portability among different hardware platforms is essential due to an

extensive reliance on Python and the high-level nature of many frontends. However, scientists are

often faced with the challenge to run their codes in vastly different environments. They therefore

have to restrict themselves to high-level languages and hope for good compiler optimizations.

Especially for complicated linear algebra operators, as they arise in high-order methods in the

computational sciences, this is huge leap of faith. In this work we demonstrate how Tensor

Processing Primitives, a low-dimensional SIMD abstraction for various CPU architectures, can be

used to obtain very high fractions of �oating point peak on seven different CPU micro-architectures

offering four different ISAs.
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Arti�cial Intelligence Reconstructs Missing Climate Information

Christopher Kadow (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Étienne Plésiat (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Johannes Meuer (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), David

Matthew Hall (NVIDIA Corporation), Uwe Ulbrich (Free University of Berlin), Hannes Thiemann

(German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Computing Centre

(DKRZ))

Historical temperature measurements are the basis of important global climate datasets like

HadCRUT4 and HadCRUT5 to analyze climate change. These datasets contain many missing

values and have low resolution grids. Here we demonstrate that arti�cial intelligence can skillfully

�ll these observational gaps and upscale these when combined with numerical climate model data.

We show that recently developed image inpainting techniques perform accurate reconstructions via



transfer learning. In addition, high resolution in weather and climate was always a common and

ongoing goal of the community. We gain a neural network which reconstructs and downscales the

important observational data sets (IPCC AR6) at the same time, which is unique and state-of-the-

art in climate research.
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PDTgcomp: Compilation Framework for Data Transformation Kernels on GPU

Tri Nguyen (North Carolina State University), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State University)

Data transformation tasks - such as encoding, decoding, parsing, and conversion between common

data formats - are at the core of many data analytics, data processing and scienti�c applications.

This has led to the development of custom software libraries and hardware implementations

targeting popular data transformations. By accelerating speci�c transformations, however, these

solutions suffer from lack of generality. On the other hand, a generic and programmable data

processing engine might support a wide range of data transformations, but do so at the cost of

reduced performance compared to custom, algorithm-speci�c solutions. 

In this work, we aim to bridge this gap between generality and performance. To this end, we

provide a compilation framework that transparently converts data transformation tasks expressed

using pushdown transducers into ef�cient GPU code.
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Visual Analysis on the Resilience of HPC Applications Using Control-Flow Graph

Hailong Jiang (Kent State University), Shaolun Ruan (Singapore Management University), Bo Fang

(Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Kevin Barker (Paci�c Northwest National

Laboratory (PNNL)), Ang Li (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Yong Wang (Singapore

Management University), Qiang Guan (Kent State University)

A large body of approaches has been proposed to analyze the resilience of HPC applications.

However, existing studies rarely address the challenges of the analysis result perception.

Speci�cally, resilience analysis techniques produce a massive volume of unstructured data, making

it dif�cult to conduct the resilience analysis. Furthermore, different analysis models produce diverse

results with multiple levels of details, which creates hurdles to compare and explore the resilience

of HPC program execution. To this end, we present VISILIENCE, an interactive VISual resILIENCE

analysis framework to allow programmers to facilitate the resilience analysis of HPC applications.

In particular, VISILIENCE leverages an effective visualization approach Control Flow Graph (CFG) to



present a function execution. In addition, three widely-used models for resilience analysis (i.e., Y-

Branch, IPAS, and TRIDENT) are seamlessly embedded into the framework for resilience analysis

and result comparison. Case studies have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our

proposed framework VISILIENCE.
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Self Supervised Solution for Analysis of Molecular Dynamics Simulations In Situ

Harshita Sahni (University of New Mexico), Trilce Estrada (University of New Mexico)

With modern technology and High-Performance Computing (HPC), Molecular Dynamics (MD)

simulations can be task and data parallel. That means, they can be decomposed into multiple

independent tasks (i.e., trajectories) with their own data, which can be processed in parallel.

Analysis of MD simulations includes �nding speci�c molecular events and the conformation

changes that a protein undergoes. However, the traditional analysis relies on the global

decomposition of all the trajectories for a speci�c molecular system, which can be performed only in

a centralized way. We propose a lightweight self-supervised machine learning technique to analyze

MD simulations in situ. That is, we aim to speed up the process of �nding molecular events in the

protein trajectory at run-time, without having to wait for the entire simulation to �nish. This allows

us to scale the analysis with the simulation.
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Debris Pose Estimation Using Deep Learning on FPGA

Shintaro Hashimoto (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA))

It is dif�cult to implement a CNN for edge processing in satellites, automobiles, and more, where

machine resources and power are limited. FPGAs meet such constraints of machine resources and

power associated with CNNs. FPGAs have low power consumption, but limited machine resources.

Quantization Neural Networks have fewer parameters (bit depth) than CNNs and better estimation

accuracy than BNNs.

Although CNNs for regression problems are rarely implemented with FPGAs, our study installed

debris pose estimation on an FPGA using the latest edge technology such as quantization neural

network. Pose estimations were run on a workstation using 32bit �oating-point precision and on an

FPGA using 8bit int precision. The average errors were 4.98% and 5.38%, respectively. This

demonstrates that the regression problem can be transferred to an FPGA without a signi�cant loss

of accuracy. The FPGA power ef�ciency is more than 218k times that of a workstation



implementation.
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Modeling Supraventricular Tachycardia Using Dynamic Computer-Generated Left Atrium

Bryant Wyatt (Tarleton State University), Avery Campbell (Tarleton State University), Gavin

McIntosh (Tarleton State University), Melanie Little (Tarleton State University), Brandon Wyatt

(Johnson & Johnson)

Supraventricular Tachycardia (SVT) is when the heart’s upper chambers beat either too quickly or

out of rhythm with the heart’s lower chambers. This out-of-step heart beating is a leading cause of

strokes, heart attacks, and heart failure. The most successful treatment for SVT is catheter ablation,

a process where an electrophysiologist (EP) maps the heart to �nd areas with abnormal electrical

activity. The EP then runs a catheter into the heart to burn the abnormal area, blocking the electrical

signals. Much is not known about what triggers SVT and where to place scar tissue for optimal

patient outcomes. We have produced a dynamic model of the right atrium accelerated on NVIDIA

GPUs. An interface allows researchers to insert ectopic signals into the simulated atria and ablate

sections of the atria allowing them to rapidly gain insight into what causes SVTs and how to

terminate them.
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New Accelerated Mixed-Precision Parallel Algorithms for Hermitian Eigenvalue Problem

Yaohung Tsai (University of Tennessee), Piotr Luszczek (University of Tennessee), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee)

The multi-precision methods commonly follow approximate-iterate scheme by �rst obtaining the

approximate solution from a low-precision factorization and solve. Then, they iteratively re�ne the

solution to the desired accuracy that is often as high as what is possible with traditional

approaches. While targeting symmetric/Hermitian eigenvalue problems of the form Ax=(lambda)x,

we revisited the SICE algorithm by applying the Sherman-Morrison formula on the diagonally-

shifted tridiagonal systems, we propose an updated SICE-SM algorithm. We exploited

asynchronous scheduling techniques to take advantage of the new computational graph enabled

by the use of mixed-precision in the eigensolver. By incorporating the latest two-stage algorithms

from the PLASMA and MAGMA software libraries for numerical linear algebra, we achieved up to

3.6x speedup using the mixed-precision eigensolver with the blocked SICE-SM algorithm for

iterative re�nement when compared with full double complex precision solvers for the cases with a

portion of eigenvalues and eigenvectors requested.
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A Bayesian Optimization-Assisted, High-Performance Simulator for Modeling RF Accelerator

Cavities

Aman Rani (Texas Tech University), Yang Liu (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)),

Tianhuan Luo (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hengrui Luo (Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (LBNL)), Xiaoye Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Radio-frequency cavities are key components for high-energy particle accelerators, quantum

computing, etc. Designing cavities comes along with many computational challenges such as multi-

objective optimization, high performance computing (HPC) requirement for handling large-sized

cavities etc. To be more precise, its multi-objective optimization requires an ef�cient 3D full-wave

electromagnetic simulator. For which, we rely on the integral equation (IE) method and it requires

fast solver with HPC and ML algorithms to search for resonance modes. 

We propose an HPC-based fast direct matrix solver for IE, combined with hybrid optimization

algorithms to attain an ef�cient simulator for accelerator cavity modeling. First, we solve the linear

eigen problem for each trial frequency by a distributed-memory parallel, fast direct solver. Second,

we propose the combination of the global optimizer Gaussian Process with the local optimizer

Downhill-simplex methods to generate the trial frequency samples which successfully optimize the

corresponding 1D objective function with multiple sharp minimums.
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Analyzing NOvA Neutrino Data with the Perlmutter Supercomputer

Norm Buchanan (Colorado State University), Steven Calvez (Colorado State University), Derek

Doyle (Colorado State University), V. Hewes (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexander

Himmel (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), James Kowalkowski (Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory), Andrew Norman (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Marc Paterno (Fermi

National Accelerator Laboratory), Tom Peterka (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Saba Sehrish

(Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexandre Sousa (University of Cincinnati), Tarak Thakore

(University of Cincinnati), Orcun Yildiz (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

NOvA is a world-leading neutrino physics experiment that is making measurements of

fundamental neutrino physics parameters and performing searches for physics beyond the

Standard Model. These measurements must leverage high performance computing facilities to

perform data intensive computations and execute complex statistical analyses. We outline the



NOvA analysis work�ows we have implemented on NERSC Cori and Perlmutter systems. We have

developed an implicitly-parallel data-�ltering framework for high energy physics data based on

pandas and HDF5. We demonstrate scalability of the framework and advantages of an aggregated

monolithic dataset by using a realistic neutrino cross-section measurement. We also demonstrate

the performance and scalability of the computationally intensive pro�led Feldman-Cousins

procedure for statistical analysis. This process performs statistical con�dence interval construction

based on non-parametric Monte Carlo simulation and was applied to the NOvA sterile neutrino

search. We show the NERSC Perlmutter system provides an order of magnitude computing

performance gain over Cori.
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Analysis and Visualization of Important Performance Counters to Enhance Interpretability of

Autotuner Output

Mohammad Zaeed (Texas State University), Tanzima Z. Islam (Texas State University), Younghyun

Cho (University of California, Berkeley), Xiaoye Sherry Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), Hengrui Luo (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Yang Liu (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Autotuning is a widely used method for guiding developers of large-scale applications to achieve

high performance. However, autotuners typically employ black-box optimizations to recommend

parameter settings at the cost of users missing the opportunity to identify performance bottlenecks.

Performance analysis �lls that gap and identi�es problems and optimization opportunities that can

result in better runtime and utilization of hardware resources. This work combines the best of the

both worlds by integrating a systematic performance analysis and visualization approach into a

publicly available autotuning framework, GPTune, to suggest users which con�guration parameters

are important to tune, to what value, and how tuning the parameters affect hardware-application

interactions. Our experiments demonstrate that a subset of the task parameters impact the

execution time of the Hypre application; the memory traf�c and page faults cause performance

problems in the Plasma-DGEMM routine on Cori-Haswell.
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Parameterized Radix-r Bruck Algorithm for All-to-All Communication

Ke Fan (University of Alabama, Birmingham), Sidharth Kumar (University of Alabama, Birmingham)

The standard implementation of MPI_Alltoall uses a combination of techniques, including the

spread-out and Bruck algorithms. The existing Bruck algorithm implementation is limited to a radix



of two, so the total number of communication steps is �xed at log2(P) (P: total number of

processes). The spread-out algorithm, on the other hand, requires P-1 communication steps. There

remains a wide unexplored parameter area between these two extremities of the communication

spectrum that can be tuned. In this paper, we formalize a generalized formula and implementation

of the Bruck algorithm, whose radix can be varied from 2 to P-1. With this ability, both the total

number of communication steps and the total amount of data transmitted can be tuned, which

allows performance tuning. We performed an experimental investigation and demonstrated that

the Bruck with the optimal radix is up to 57% faster than the vendor's optimized MPI_Alltoall on

the Theta supercomputer.
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Statistical and Causal Analysis of Chimbuko Provenance Database

Margaret Ajuwon (Morgan State University), Serges Love Teutu Talla (Morgan State University),

Isabelle Kemajou-Brown (Morgan State University), Christopher Kelly (Brookhaven National

Laboratory), Kerstin Kleese Van Dam (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Performance data are collected to establish how well exascale applications are doing with

executing their code or work�ow as ef�ciently as possible. Chimbuko, a tool speci�cally focused on

the analysis of performance data in real time, looks through these data and collects performance

anomalies that are detected. These anomalies are saved into the Chimbuko Provenance Database,

together with as much contextual information as needed. The goal of our work is to perform

statistical analysis on the Chimbuko Provenance Database by presenting simple visualizations and

determining if the information collected for each anomaly is suf�cient to conduct a causal analysis.

Statistical methods such as Theil’s U correlation analysis, Logistic regression, and K-Prototype

clustering were used to identify association between variables. Furthermore, feature selection was

conducted with Decision Tree and Random Forest. We identi�ed association between call_stack

and several variables, which reveals that call_stack is a very important feature of the dataset.
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A Light-Weight and Unsupervised Method for Near Real-time Anomaly Detection Using

Operational Data Measurement

Tom Richard Vargis (Technical University Dresden), Siavash Ghiasvand (Technical University

Dresden, ZIH)

Monitoring the status of large computing systems is essential to identify unexpected behavior and

improve their performance and up-time. However, due to the large-scale and distributed design of



such computing systems as well as a large number of monitoring parameters, automated

monitoring methods should be applied. Such automatic monitoring methods should also have the

ability to adapt themselves to the continuous changes in the computing system. In addition, they

should be able to identify behavioral anomalies in useful time, in order to perform appropriate

reactions. This work proposes a general light-weight and unsupervised method for near real-time

anomaly detection using operational data measurement on large computing systems. The proposed

model requires as low as 4 hours of data and 50 epochs for each training process to accurately

resemble the behavioral pattern of computing systems.
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A Multifaceted Approach to Automated I/O Bottleneck Detection for HPC Workloads

Izzet Yildirim (Illinois Institute of Technology), Hariharan Devarajan (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of

Technology), Kathryn Mohror (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Real-world HPC workloads impose a lot of pressure on storage systems as they are highly data

dependent. On the other hand, as a result of recent developments in storage hardware, it is

expected that the storage diversity in upcoming HPC systems will grow. This growing complexity in

the storage system presents challenges to users, and often results in I/O bottlenecks due to

inef�cient usage. There have been several studies on reducing I/O bottlenecks. The earliest

attempts worked to solve this problem by combining I/O characteristics with expert insight. The

recent attempts rely on the performance analysis from the I/O characterization tools. However, the

problem is multifaceted with many metrics to consider, hence dif�cult to do manually, even for

experts. In this work, we develop a methodology that produces a multifaceted view of the I/O

behavior of a workload to identify potential I/O bottlenecks automatically.
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SOLLVE Veri�cation and Validation OpenMP Testsuite

Thomas Huber (University of Delaware), Swaroop Pophale (Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware), Nikhil Rao (University of Delaware), Michael Carr

(University of Delaware), Jaydon Reap (University of Delaware), Kristina Holsapple (University of

Delaware), Joshua Davis (University of Maryland), Tobias Burnus (Siemens Electronic Design

Automation), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), David Bernholdt (Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL)), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware)

The SOLLVE V&V suite tests new OpenMP features to visualize compiler and system compilers.



Systems include Oak Ridge National Laboratory's (ORNL) Summit and Crusher systems, as well as

National Energy Research Scienti�c Computing Center (NERSC)'s Perlmutter system.
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PowerMan: Online Power Capping by Computationally Informed Machine Learning

Johannes Gebert (High Performance Computing Center (HLRS), Stuttgart; University of Stuttgart),

Daniel Barry (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL)), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL))

Appropriately adjusting the power draw of computational hardware plays a crucial role in its

ef�cient use. While vendors have already implemented hardware-controlled power management,

additional energy savings are available, depending on the state of the machine. We propose the

online classi�cation of such states based on computationally informed machine learning algorithms

to adjust the power cap of the next time step. This research highlights that the overall energy

consumption can be reduced signi�cantly, often without a prohibitive penalty in the runtime of the

applications.
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Extreme-Scale Computational Fluid Dynamics with AMR on GPUs

Joshua Hoke Davis (University of Maryland), Justin Shafner (University of Maryland), Daniel Nichols

(University of Maryland), Nathan Grube (University of Maryland), Pino Martin (University of

Maryland), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Accurate modeling of turbulent hypersonic �ows has tremendous scienti�c and commercial value,

and applies to atmospheric �ight, supersonic combustion, materials discovery and climate

prediction. In this poster, we describe our experiences in extending the capabilities of and

modernizing CRoCCo, an MPI-based, CPU-only compressible computational �uid dynamics code.

We extend CRoCCo to support block-structured adaptive mesh re�nement using a highly-scalable

AMR library, AMReX, and add support for a fully curvilinear solver. We also port the computational

kernels in CRoCCo to NVIDIA GPUs to enable scaling on modern exascale systems. We present our

techniques for overcoming performance challenges and evaluate the updated code, CRoCCo-AMR,

on the Summit system, demonstrating a 5× to 24× speedup over the CPU-only version.
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CLIP-ACQUA: CLIP Autoencoder-Based Classic-Quantum Latent Space Reduction

Pablo Rivas (Baylor University), Liang Zhao (St Ambrose University)

Applications of quantum machine learning algorithms are currently still being studied. Recent work

suggests that classical gradient descent techniques can effectively train variational quantum

circuits. We propose to train quantum variational circuits to �nd smaller text and image embeddings

that preserve contrastive-learning distances based on CLIP large embeddings. This is a critical task

since �ne-tuning CLIP to produce low-dimensional embeddings is prohibitively expensive. We

introduce CLIP-ACQUA, a model trained in a self-supervised con�guration from CLIP embeddings

to reduce the latent space. We use CLIP-ACQUA on a sizeable unlabelled corpus of text and

images to demonstrate its effectiveness. Our experiments show that we can obtain smaller latent

spaces that preserve the original embedding distances inferred during contrastive learning.

Furthermore, using our model requires no �ne-tuning of CLIP, preserving its original robustness and

structure. The data used as a demonstration aids in modeling consumer-to-consumer online

marketplaces to detect illicit activities.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Case Study for Performance-Portability of Lattice Boltzmann Kernels

Geng Liu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Amanda Randles (Duke University), Joseph Insley

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Saumil Patel (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Victor Mateevitsi (Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL))

In this work, we study the performance-portability of of�oaded lattice Boltzmann kernels and the

trade-off between portability and ef�ciency. The study is based on a proxy application for the lattice

Boltzmann method (LBM). The performance portability programming framework of Kokkos (with

CUDA or SYCL backend) is used and compared with programming models of native CUDA and

native SYCL. The Kokkos library supports the mainstream GPU products in the market. The

performance of the code can vary with accelerating models, number of GPUs, scale of the problem,

propagation patterns and architectures. Both Kokkos library and CUDA toolkit are studied on the

supercomputer of ThetaGPU (Argonne Leadership Computing Facility). It is found that Kokkos

(CUDA) has almost the same performance as native CUDA. The automatic data and kernel

management in Kokkos may sacri�ce the ef�ciency, but the parallelization parameters can also be

tuned by Kokkos to optimize the performances.

Best Poster Finalist: no



Modeling Allocation of Heterogeneous Storage Resources on HPC Systems

Julien Monniot (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

François Tessier (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

Gabriel Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

In recent years, despite remarkable progress in computing and network performance, HPC

platforms have struggled to maintain satisfactory I/O throughput. Various solutions have been

proposed to mitigate the contention and variability experienced by more and more concurrent

applications, particularly on heavily shared parallel �le systems. In consequence, many large scale

platforms now offer complex hierarchies of storage resources using diverse architectures based on

different hardware technologies such as persistent memories or �ash. In that context, we propose

to study how to ef�ciently allocate these heterogeneous storage resources. In our poster, we

introduce StorAlloc, a modular and extensible simulator of a storage-aware job-scheduler. We

present the design of the tool before showing through the concrete example of the dimensioning of

a partition of burst buffers the insights StorAlloc can provide in terms of storage system design and

resource scheduling algorithms.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

A Holistic View of Memory Utilization on Perlmutter

Jie Li (Texas Tech University), Georgios Michelogiannakis (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), Brandon Cook (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Yong Chen (Texas Tech

University)

HPC systems are at risk of being underutilized due to various resource requirements of applications

and the imbalance of utilization among subsystems. This work provides a holistic analysis and view

of memory utilization on a leadership computing facility, the Perlmutter system at NERSC, through

which we gain insights about the resource usage patterns of the memory subsystem. The results of

the analysis can help evaluate current system con�gurations, offer recommendations for future

procurement, provide feedback to users on code ef�ciency, and motivate research in new

architecture and system designs.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Using Umpire’s Coalescing Heuristics to Improve Memory Performance

Kristi Belcher (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), David Beckingsale (Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory), Marty McFadden (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)



Memory management APIs like Umpire were created to solve the memory constraints for

applications running on heterogeneous HPC systems. At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

(LLNL), many application codes utilize the memory management capabilities of Umpire. This study

focuses on one such code, a high explosive equation of state chemistry application from LLNL. This

code uses Umpire’s memory pools in order to allocate all required memory at once instead of many

times throughout the code. The performance of memory pools varies widely and depends upon

how the blocks of memory within the pool are managed. We conducted several experiments that

tested different strategies to manage allocations within a memory pool in order to study the impact

on performance. Our experiments demonstrate how this performance varies, from causing an

application to run out of memory prematurely to reducing peak memory usage by 64%, depending

upon that management strategy.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Interactive Visual Analysis Tool for Anomaly Provenance Data

Alicia Guite (Texas State University), Tanzima Z. Islam (Texas State University), Christopher Kelly

(Brookhaven National Laboratory), Wei Xu (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Chimbuko is a framework for detecting real-time performance anomalies incurred by large-scale

applications. Understanding the source of anomalous behaviors is dif�cult due to the high volume

of information stored by Chimbuko in a provenance database. This undergraduate research project

aims to intuitively display this high volume of information without overwhelming users. We then

integrate our analysis and visualization techniques into a publicly available framework called

Dashing. This project facilitates interactive user investigation of anomaly provenance in large-scale

applications.
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Leveraging Stencil Computation Performance with Temporal Blocking Using Large Cache

Capacity on AMD EPYC 7003 Processors with AMD 3D V-Cache Technology

Long Qu (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David Keyes (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST))

In structured grid �nite-difference, �nite-volume, and �nite-element discretizations of partial

differential equation conservation laws, regular stencil computations constitute the main core kernel

in many temporally explicit approaches for such problems. For various blocking dimensions, the

Spatial Blocking (SB) approach enables data reuse within multiple cache levels.



Introduced in GIRIH, the Multi-core Wavefront Diamond blocking (MWD) method optimizes

practically relevant stencil algorithms by combining the concepts of diamond tiling and multi-core

aware wavefront temporal blocking, leading to signi�cant increase in data reuse and locality.

We evaluate the performance of MWD on a variety of recent multi-core architectures. Among all of

them, the new AMD multi-processor, codenamed Milan-X, provides an unprecedented capacity for

the Last Level Cache. We show that the Milan-X hardware design is ideal for the MWD method,

and signi�cant performance gain can be achieved relative to its predecessors Milan and Rome.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Agile Acceleration of LLVM Flang Support for Fortran 2018 Parallel Programming

Katherine Rasmussen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Damian Rouson (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Najé George (San Diego State University), Dan Bonachea

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hussain Kadhem (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL)), Brian Friesen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The LLVM Flang compiler ("Flang") is currently Fortran 95 compliant, and the frontend can parse

Fortran 2018. However, Flang does not have a comprehensive 2018 test suite and does not fully

implement the static semantics of the 2018 standard. We are investigating whether agile software

development techniques, such as pair programming and test-driven development (TDD), can help

Flang to rapidly progress to Fortran 2018 compliance. Because of the paramount importance of

parallelism in high-performance computing, we are focusing on Fortran’s parallel features,

commonly denoted “CoArray Fortran". We are developing what we believe are the �rst exhaustive,

open-source tests for the static semantics of Fortran 2018 parallel features, and contributing them

to the LLVM project. A related effort involves writing runtime tests for parallel 2018 features and

supporting those tests by developing a new parallel runtime library: the CoArray Fortran

Framework of Ef�cient Interfaces to Network Environments (Caffeine).

Best Poster Finalist: no

Accelerated COVID-19 CT Image Enhancement via Sparse Tensor Cores

Ayush Chaturvedi (Virginia Tech), Wu Chun Feng (Virginia Tech)

In this work we accelerate a target a deep learning model designed to enhance CT images of covid-

19 chest scans namely DD-Net using sparse techniques. The model follows an auto encoder

decoder architecture in deep learning paradigm and has high dimensionality and thus takes many



compute hours of training. We propose a set of techniques which target these two aspects of

model - dimensionality and training time. We will implement techniques to prune neurons making

the model sparse and thus reduce the effective dimensionality with a loss of accuracy not more

than 5% with minimal additional overhead of retraining. Then we propose set of techniques

tailored with respect to underlying hardware in order to better utilize the existing components of

hardware (such as tensor core) and thus reduce time and associated cost required to train this

model.
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Live Containerized Service Migration Across Edge to Cloud Continuum

Thanawat Chanikaphon (University of Louisiana at Lafayette, High Performance Cloud Computing

(HPCC) Lab), Mohsen Amini Salehi (University of Louisiana at Lafayette, High Performance Cloud

Computing (HPCC) Lab)

Services on the edge and fog systems desire mobility owing to the user or data mobility, and the

necessity of relocating to the cloud upon the oversubscription. More speci�cally, live migration of

containerized microservices is required for service mobility, elasticity, and load balancing purposes.

Although container runtimes and orchestrators recently provided native live migration support, they

do not allow migration across autonomous computing systems with heterogeneous orchestrators.

Our hypothesis is that non-native and non-invasive support for the live container migration is the

need of hour and can unlock several new use cases. We develop a non-native and non-invasive live

container migration method leveraging the nested container runtime. We design the architecture

and develop the solution to enable container migration across heterogeneous orchestrators. We

evaluate the performance against other approaches. We observe that for microservices smaller

than 512 MiB, the nested container runtime approach can be implemented within an acceptable

overhead.
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Novel Multi Data Acquisition and Hybrid Neural Network for Pipe Inspection and Imaging

Guang An Ooi (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Mehmet Ozakin

(King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Tarek Mostafa (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Moutazbellah Khater (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST)), Ahmed Aljarro (Saudi Aramco), Hakan Bagci (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Shehab Ahmed (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST))



A new machine learning-based non-destructive testing (NDT) technique for the examination of

conductive objects is presented. NDT of objects behind barriers utilize the defect-induced

distortions on electromagnetic (EM) �elds to detect �aws in the structure of inspected targets. Such

distortions are highly non-linear, requiring signi�cant amounts of data for training neural networks.

To this end, a massively parallelized data generation framework is proposed in conjunction with a

multi-frequency hybrid neural network (MF-HNN), to create a physics-informed inversion AI model.

The performance of the resulting inversion algorithm is applied on casings, where tubular pipes are

inspected. For data generation, physics-based solvers are employed to simulate the EM �eld

distribution resulting from pipes with defects. The large-scale distribution of this step leads to 43

times faster execution than a single CPU. This allows the MF-HNN to achieve signi�cantly

improved generalization performance and to generate high-resolution cross-sectional images of the

pipelines.
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Cynthia Phillips (Sandia National Laboratories)

Toward Scalable Voxelization of Meshes with High Growth Rate

Markéta Hrabánková (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava, Czech

Republic), Ondřej Meca (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava,

Czech Republic), Tomáš Brzobohatý (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of

Ostrava, Czech Republic), Lubomír Říha (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical

University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Milan Jaroš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB –

Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Petr Strakoš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB

– Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic)

The poster presents a scalable approach that converts the results of large-scale Computational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations into a volumetric representation used by volume rendering-

based visualization. Even if this functionality is provided by common post-processing tools, its

ef�cient parallelization requires an appropriate load-balancing. Unfortunately, load-balancing

according to the number of cells does not scale for unstructured meshes with high growth rate that



is common in CFD. In the poster, we show that with an appropriate redistribution of data among

available resources it is possible to perform the operation in just several seconds with signi�cantly

improved scalability.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

Analyzing NOvA Neutrino Data with the Perlmutter Supercomputer

Norm Buchanan (Colorado State University), Steven Calvez (Colorado State University), Derek

Doyle (Colorado State University), V. Hewes (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexander

Himmel (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), James Kowalkowski (Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory), Andrew Norman (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Marc Paterno (Fermi

National Accelerator Laboratory), Tom Peterka (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Saba Sehrish

(Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexandre Sousa (University of Cincinnati), Tarak Thakore

(University of Cincinnati), Orcun Yildiz (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

NOvA is a world-leading neutrino physics experiment that is making measurements of

fundamental neutrino physics parameters and performing searches for physics beyond the

Standard Model. These measurements must leverage high performance computing facilities to

perform data intensive computations and execute complex statistical analyses. We outline the

NOvA analysis work�ows we have implemented on NERSC Cori and Perlmutter systems. We have

developed an implicitly-parallel data-�ltering framework for high energy physics data based on

pandas and HDF5. We demonstrate scalability of the framework and advantages of an aggregated

monolithic dataset by using a realistic neutrino cross-section measurement. We also demonstrate

the performance and scalability of the computationally intensive pro�led Feldman-Cousins

procedure for statistical analysis. This process performs statistical con�dence interval construction

based on non-parametric Monte Carlo simulation and was applied to the NOvA sterile neutrino

search. We show the NERSC Perlmutter system provides an order of magnitude computing

performance gain over Cori.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

Improvements to Hardware-Accelerated 3D Single Particle Imaging Data Reconstruction

Niteya Shah (Virginia Tech, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Christine Sweeney (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

Fast analysis of scienti�c data from X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) experimental facilities is key for

supporting real-time decisions that ef�ciently use these facilities to speed up scienti�c discovery.



Our research shows gains obtained using graphics processing units (GPUs) to accelerate 3D

reconstruction of Single Particle Imaging (SPI) X-ray diffraction data. We achieve a 4X speedup over

the previous GPU implementation, 50% better image reconstruction resolution, and 485X speedup

when calculating resolution compared to the existing implementation. We showcase techniques to

optimize per-node computational ef�ciency, increase scalability and improve the accuracy of SPI by

using better algorithms, improving data movement and accesses, reusing data structures, and

reducing memory fragmentation.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

Modeling Allocation of Heterogeneous Storage Resources on HPC Systems

Julien Monniot (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

François Tessier (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

Gabriel Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

In recent years, despite remarkable progress in computing and network performance, HPC

platforms have struggled to maintain satisfactory I/O throughput. Various solutions have been

proposed to mitigate the contention and variability experienced by more and more concurrent

applications, particularly on heavily shared parallel �le systems. In consequence, many large scale

platforms now offer complex hierarchies of storage resources using diverse architectures based on

different hardware technologies such as persistent memories or �ash. In that context, we propose

to study how to ef�ciently allocate these heterogeneous storage resources. In our poster, we

introduce StorAlloc, a modular and extensible simulator of a storage-aware job-scheduler. We

present the design of the tool before showing through the concrete example of the dimensioning of

a partition of burst buffers the insights StorAlloc can provide in terms of storage system design and

resource scheduling algorithms.
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Scalable GPU Accelerated Simulation of Multiphase Compressible Flow



Anand Radhakrishnan (Georgia Institute of Technology), Henry Le Berre (Georgia Institute of

Technology), Spencer Bryngelson (Georgia Institute of Technology)

We present a strategy for GPU acceleration of a multiphase compressible �ow solver that brings us

closer to exascale computing. Given the memory-bound nature of most CFD problems, one must be

prudent in implementing algorithms and of�oading work to accelerators for ef�cient use of

resources. Through careful choice of OpenACC decorations, we achieve 46% of peak GPU FLOPS

on the most expensive kernel, leading to a 500-times speedup on an NVIDIA A100 compared to 1

modern Intel CPU core. The implementation also demonstrates ideal weak scaling for up to 13824

GPUs on OLCF Summit. Strong scaling behavior is typical but improved by reduced communication

times via CUDA-aware MPI.
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Exploring Performance of GeoCAT data analysis routines on GPUs

Haniye Kashgarani (University of Wyoming), Cena Miller (National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR)), Supreeth Suresh (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Anissa

Zacharias (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))

The GeoCAT-comp program is a Python toolkit used by the geoscience community to analyze data.

This project explores ways to port GeoCAT-comp to run on GPUs, as recent supercomputers are

shifting to include GPU accelerators as the major resource. Although GeoCAT-comp's routines are

all sequential or utilize Dask parallelization on the CPU, the data processing is embarrassingly

parallel and computationally costly, enabling us to optimize using GPUs. GeoCAT uses NumPy,

Xarray, and Dask arrays for CPU parallelization. In this project, we examined different GPU-

accelerated Python packages (e.g., Numba and CuPy). Taking into account the deliverability of the

�nal porting method to the GeoCAT team, CuPy is selected. CuPy is a Python CUDA-enabled array

backend module that is quite similar to NumPy. We analyzed the performance of the GPU-

accelerated code compared to the Dask CPU parallelized code over various array sizes and

resources, and through strong and weak scaling.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Noncommittal Commits: Predicting Performance Slowdowns in Version Control History

Daniel Nichols (University of Maryland), Dilan Gunawardana (University of Maryland), Aniruddha

Marathe (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)



Scienti�c software in high performance computing is becoming increasingly complex both in terms

of its size and the number of external dependencies. Correctness and performance issues can

become more challenging in actively developed software with increasing complexity. This leads to

software developers having to spend larger portions of their time on debugging, optimizing, and

maintaining code. Making software optimization and maintenance easier for developers is

paramount to accelerating the rate of scienti�c progress. Fortunately, there is a wealth of data on

scienti�c coding practices available implicitly via version control histories. These contain the state of

a code at each stage throughout its development via commit snapshots. Commit snapshots provide

dynamic insight into the software development process that static analyses of release tarballs do

not. We propose a new machine learning based approach for studying the performance of source

code across code modi�cations.
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Modeling Allocation of Heterogeneous Storage Resources on HPC Systems

Julien Monniot (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

François Tessier (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)),

Gabriel Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

In recent years, despite remarkable progress in computing and network performance, HPC

platforms have struggled to maintain satisfactory I/O throughput. Various solutions have been

proposed to mitigate the contention and variability experienced by more and more concurrent

applications, particularly on heavily shared parallel �le systems. In consequence, many large scale

platforms now offer complex hierarchies of storage resources using diverse architectures based on

different hardware technologies such as persistent memories or �ash. In that context, we propose

to study how to ef�ciently allocate these heterogeneous storage resources. In our poster, we

introduce StorAlloc, a modular and extensible simulator of a storage-aware job-scheduler. We

present the design of the tool before showing through the concrete example of the dimensioning of

a partition of burst buffers the insights StorAlloc can provide in terms of storage system design and

resource scheduling algorithms.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

Performance of OpenMP Loop Transformations for the Acoustic Wave Stencil on GPUs

Hermes Senger (Federal University of Sao Carlos, Brazil; University of São Paulo), Jaime Freire de

Souza (Federal University of Sao Carlos, Brazil), Leticia Suellen Farias Machado (Federal University

of Sao Carlos, Brazil), Edson Satoshi Gomi (University of São Paulo), Claude Tadonki (Paris School

of Mines), Simon McIntosh-Smith (University of Bristol)



In this work, we evaluate the performance of unroll and tiling, two loop transformations introduced

in OpenMP 5.1 and early implemented in Clang 13 for GPUs. Experiments on a common seismic

computational kernel demonstrate performance gains on three GPU architectures.

Best Poster Finalist: no

KokkACC: Enhancing Kokkos with OpenACC

Pedro Valero-Lara (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Marc Gonzalez-Tallada (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Joel Denny

(Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jeffrey Vetter (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Kokkos is a representative approach between template metaprogramming solutions that offers

programmers high-level abstractions for generic programming while most of the device-speci�c

code generation and optimizations are delegated to the compiler through template specializations.

For this, Kokkos provides a set of device-speci�c code specializations in multiple backends, such as

CUDA and HIP. However, maintaining and optimizing multiple device-speci�c back ends for each

new device type can be complex and error-prone. To alleviate these concerns, this paper presents

an alternative OpenACC back end for Kokkos: KokkACC. KokkACC provides a high-productivity

programming environment and—potentially—a multi architecture back end. We have observed

competitive performance; in some cases, KokkACC is faster than NVIDIA’s CUDA back end and

much faster than OpenMP’s GPU of�oading back end. This work also includes implementation

details and a detailed performance study conducted with a set of mini-benchmarks (AXPY and DOT

product) and two mini-apps (LULESH and miniFE).

Best Poster Finalist: no

Novel Multi Data Acquisition and Hybrid Neural Network for Pipe Inspection and Imaging

Guang An Ooi (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Mehmet Ozakin

(King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Tarek Mostafa (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Moutazbellah Khater (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST)), Ahmed Aljarro (Saudi Aramco), Hakan Bagci (King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Shehab Ahmed (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST))

A new machine learning-based non-destructive testing (NDT) technique for the examination of

conductive objects is presented. NDT of objects behind barriers utilize the defect-induced

distortions on electromagnetic (EM) �elds to detect �aws in the structure of inspected targets. Such



distortions are highly non-linear, requiring signi�cant amounts of data for training neural networks.

To this end, a massively parallelized data generation framework is proposed in conjunction with a

multi-frequency hybrid neural network (MF-HNN), to create a physics-informed inversion AI model.

The performance of the resulting inversion algorithm is applied on casings, where tubular pipes are

inspected. For data generation, physics-based solvers are employed to simulate the EM �eld

distribution resulting from pipes with defects. The large-scale distribution of this step leads to 43

times faster execution than a single CPU. This allows the MF-HNN to achieve signi�cantly

improved generalization performance and to generate high-resolution cross-sectional images of the

pipelines.

Best Poster Finalist: no

An Approach for Large-Scale Distributed FFT Framework on GPUs

Yichang Hu (South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, China), BinBin Zhou (South China

University of Technology, Guangzhou, China), Lu Lu (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)

The fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), a reduced-complexity formulation of the Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT), dominate the computational cost in many areas of science and engineering. Due

to the large-scale data, multi-node heterogeneous systems aspire to meet the increasing demands

from parallel computing FFT in the �eld of High-Performance Computing (HPC). In this work, we

present a highly ef�cient GPU-based distributed FFT framework by adapting the Cooley-Tukey

recursive FFT algorithm. Two major types of optimizations, including automatic low-dimensional

FFT kernel generation and asynchronous strategy for multi-GPUs, are presented to enhance the

performance of our approach for large-scale distributed FFT, and numerical experiments

demonstrate that our work achieves more than 40x speedup over CPU FFT libraries and about 2x

speedup over heFFTe, currently available state-of-art research, on GPUs.
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Distributed Deep Learning on HPC for In�lling Holes in Spatial Precipitation Data

Johannes Meuer (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Étienne Plésiat (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Hannes Thiemann (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)),

Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Christopher Kadow (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ))

Missing climatological data is a general problem in climate research that leads to uncertainty of

prediction models that rely on these data resources. So far, existing approaches for in�lling missing

precipitation data are mostly numerical or statistical techniques that require time consuming



computations and are not suitable for large regions with missing data. Most recent machine

learning techniques have proven to perform well on in�lling missing temperature or satellite data.

However, these techniques consider only spatial variability in the data whereas precipitation data is

much more variable in both space and time. We propose a convolutional inpainting network that

additionally considers temporal variability and atmospheric parameters in the data. The model was

trained and evaluated on the RADOLAN data set over Germany. Since the training of this high-

resolved data set requires a large amount of computational resources, we apply distributed training

on an HPC system to maximize the performance.
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Extreme-Scale Computational Fluid Dynamics with AMR on GPUs

Joshua Hoke Davis (University of Maryland), Justin Shafner (University of Maryland), Daniel Nichols

(University of Maryland), Nathan Grube (University of Maryland), Pino Martin (University of

Maryland), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

Accurate modeling of turbulent hypersonic �ows has tremendous scienti�c and commercial value,

and applies to atmospheric �ight, supersonic combustion, materials discovery and climate

prediction. In this poster, we describe our experiences in extending the capabilities of and

modernizing CRoCCo, an MPI-based, CPU-only compressible computational �uid dynamics code.

We extend CRoCCo to support block-structured adaptive mesh re�nement using a highly-scalable

AMR library, AMReX, and add support for a fully curvilinear solver. We also port the computational

kernels in CRoCCo to NVIDIA GPUs to enable scaling on modern exascale systems. We present our

techniques for overcoming performance challenges and evaluate the updated code, CRoCCo-AMR,

on the Summit system, demonstrating a 5× to 24× speedup over the CPU-only version.
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Using Umpire’s Coalescing Heuristics to Improve Memory Performance

Kristi Belcher (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), David Beckingsale (Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory), Marty McFadden (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Memory management APIs like Umpire were created to solve the memory constraints for

applications running on heterogeneous HPC systems. At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

(LLNL), many application codes utilize the memory management capabilities of Umpire. This study

focuses on one such code, a high explosive equation of state chemistry application from LLNL. This

code uses Umpire’s memory pools in order to allocate all required memory at once instead of many

times throughout the code. The performance of memory pools varies widely and depends upon



how the blocks of memory within the pool are managed. We conducted several experiments that

tested different strategies to manage allocations within a memory pool in order to study the impact

on performance. Our experiments demonstrate how this performance varies, from causing an

application to run out of memory prematurely to reducing peak memory usage by 64%, depending

upon that management strategy.
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A Holistic View of Memory Utilization on Perlmutter

Jie Li (Texas Tech University), Georgios Michelogiannakis (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), Brandon Cook (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Yong Chen (Texas Tech

University)

HPC systems are at risk of being underutilized due to various resource requirements of applications

and the imbalance of utilization among subsystems. This work provides a holistic analysis and view

of memory utilization on a leadership computing facility, the Perlmutter system at NERSC, through

which we gain insights about the resource usage patterns of the memory subsystem. The results of

the analysis can help evaluate current system con�gurations, offer recommendations for future

procurement, provide feedback to users on code ef�ciency, and motivate research in new

architecture and system designs.
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Low-Precision Multi-GPU Detection Approach for Massive MIMO Technology

Adel Dabah (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Zouheir Rezki (University of California,

Santa Cruz), Slim Alouini (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David

Keyes (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST))

Massive Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output is a crucial technology for Next-Generation networks

(Next-G). It uses hundreds of antennas at transceivers to exchange data. However, its accurate

signal detection relies on solving an NP-hard optimization problem in real-time latency.

In this poster, we propose a new GPU-based detection algorithm that demonstrates the positive

impact of low-precision arithmetic with multiple GPUs to achieve next-G

latency/scalability/accuracy requirements. Our approach iteratively extends a solution with several

symbols representing the best combination out of the aggregated levels. The computation at each

iteration is formulated as a matrix multiplication operation to leverage GPU architectures. 



The obtained results using A100 GPU show a 1.7x improvement by exploiting half-precision

arithmetic without loss in accuracy. Furthermore, our low-precision multi-GPU version with four

A100 GPUs is 4x faster than the single-precision single GPU version and 40x faster than a similar

parallel CPU implementation executed on a two-socket 28-core IceLake CPU with 56 threads.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Learning to Parallelize Source Code via OpenMP with Transformers

Re'em Harel (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel), Yuval Pinter (Ben-Gurion University of the

Negev, Israel), Gal Oren (Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Department of Computer

Science)

In past years, the world has switched to many-core and multi-core shared memory architectures.

As a result, there is a growing need to utilize these architectures by introducing shared memory

parallelization schemes, such as OpenMP, to software applications. Nevertheless, introducing

OpenMP into code, especially legacy code, is challenging due to pervasive pitfalls in management

of parallel shared memory. To facilitate the performance of this task, many source-to-source (S2S)

compilers have been created over the years, tasked with inserting OpenMP directives into code

automatically. In addition to having limited robustness to their input format, these compilers still do

not achieve satisfactory coverage and precision in locating parallelizable code and generating

appropriate directives. In this work, we propose leveraging recent advances in machine learning

techniques, speci�cally in natural language processing (NLP) - the transformers model, to suggest

the need for an OpenMP directive or speci�c clauses (reduction and private).
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Analyzing NOvA Neutrino Data with the Perlmutter Supercomputer

Norm Buchanan (Colorado State University), Steven Calvez (Colorado State University), Derek

Doyle (Colorado State University), V. Hewes (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexander

Himmel (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), James Kowalkowski (Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory), Andrew Norman (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Marc Paterno (Fermi

National Accelerator Laboratory), Tom Peterka (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Saba Sehrish

(Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), Alexandre Sousa (University of Cincinnati), Tarak Thakore

(University of Cincinnati), Orcun Yildiz (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

NOvA is a world-leading neutrino physics experiment that is making measurements of

fundamental neutrino physics parameters and performing searches for physics beyond the



Standard Model. These measurements must leverage high performance computing facilities to

perform data intensive computations and execute complex statistical analyses. We outline the

NOvA analysis work�ows we have implemented on NERSC Cori and Perlmutter systems. We have

developed an implicitly-parallel data-�ltering framework for high energy physics data based on

pandas and HDF5. We demonstrate scalability of the framework and advantages of an aggregated

monolithic dataset by using a realistic neutrino cross-section measurement. We also demonstrate

the performance and scalability of the computationally intensive pro�led Feldman-Cousins

procedure for statistical analysis. This process performs statistical con�dence interval construction

based on non-parametric Monte Carlo simulation and was applied to the NOvA sterile neutrino

search. We show the NERSC Perlmutter system provides an order of magnitude computing

performance gain over Cori.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

High-Resolution Simulation of Earthquake Recurrence Enabled by Optimization for Multi-Core

CPUs and Large-Scale Parallelization

Ryosuke Ando (University of Tokyo), So Ozawa (Stanford University), Akihiro Ida (Japan Agency for

Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Tatsuya Hoshino (University of Tokyo), Kazunori Muramatsu

(University of Tokyo), Ryoya Matsushima (University of Tokyo), Masatoshi Kawai (University of

Tokyo), Toshihiro Hanawa (University of Tokyo)

We have successfully developed an ef�cient algorithm capable of computation of N=1 million

elements and 0.1 million time-steps. Strong-scaling analyses show that the algorithm exhibits the

good scalability for OpenMP / MPI of 8 threads and more than 10000 cores (~200 nodes). This

capacity is necessary to simulate the nationwide fault activity for the Japanese Islands with the

current HPC systems. The algorithm is applied to simulate the 15 thousand years of the earthquake

recurrence history along one of the largest active faults in SW Japan, the Median Tectonic line. We

demonstrate that the optimized algorithm is a powerful tool enabling us to build a physics-based

method applied to long-term forecast of earthquake generation.
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Arti�cial Intelligence Reconstructs Missing Climate Information

Christopher Kadow (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Étienne Plésiat (German Climate

Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Johannes Meuer (German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), David

Matthew Hall (NVIDIA Corporation), Uwe Ulbrich (Free University of Berlin), Hannes Thiemann

(German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ)), Thomas Ludwig (German Climate Computing Centre

(DKRZ))



Historical temperature measurements are the basis of important global climate datasets like

HadCRUT4 and HadCRUT5 to analyze climate change. These datasets contain many missing

values and have low resolution grids. Here we demonstrate that arti�cial intelligence can skillfully

�ll these observational gaps and upscale these when combined with numerical climate model data.

We show that recently developed image inpainting techniques perform accurate reconstructions via

transfer learning. In addition, high resolution in weather and climate was always a common and

ongoing goal of the community. We gain a neural network which reconstructs and downscales the

important observational data sets (IPCC AR6) at the same time, which is unique and state-of-the-

art in climate research.
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Case Study for Performance-Portability of Lattice Boltzmann Kernels

Geng Liu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Amanda Randles (Duke University), Joseph Insley

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Saumil Patel (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Victor Mateevitsi (Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL))

In this work, we study the performance-portability of of�oaded lattice Boltzmann kernels and the

trade-off between portability and ef�ciency. The study is based on a proxy application for the lattice

Boltzmann method (LBM). The performance portability programming framework of Kokkos (with

CUDA or SYCL backend) is used and compared with programming models of native CUDA and

native SYCL. The Kokkos library supports the mainstream GPU products in the market. The

performance of the code can vary with accelerating models, number of GPUs, scale of the problem,

propagation patterns and architectures. Both Kokkos library and CUDA toolkit are studied on the

supercomputer of ThetaGPU (Argonne Leadership Computing Facility). It is found that Kokkos

(CUDA) has almost the same performance as native CUDA. The automatic data and kernel

management in Kokkos may sacri�ce the ef�ciency, but the parallelization parameters can also be

tuned by Kokkos to optimize the performances.
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A Light-Weight and Unsupervised Method for Near Real-time Anomaly Detection Using

Operational Data Measurement

Tom Richard Vargis (Technical University Dresden), Siavash Ghiasvand (Technical University

Dresden, ZIH)



Monitoring the status of large computing systems is essential to identify unexpected behavior and

improve their performance and up-time. However, due to the large-scale and distributed design of

such computing systems as well as a large number of monitoring parameters, automated

monitoring methods should be applied. Such automatic monitoring methods should also have the

ability to adapt themselves to the continuous changes in the computing system. In addition, they

should be able to identify behavioral anomalies in useful time, in order to perform appropriate

reactions. This work proposes a general light-weight and unsupervised method for near real-time

anomaly detection using operational data measurement on large computing systems. The proposed

model requires as low as 4 hours of data and 50 epochs for each training process to accurately

resemble the behavioral pattern of computing systems.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Tensor Processing Primitives in the Computational Sciences: Earthquake Simulations

Alexander Breuer (Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany), Alexander Heinecke (Intel

Corporation), Antonio Noack (Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany), Evangelos Georganas

(Intel Corporation), Kirill Voronin (Intel Corporation)

Many HPC and certainly AI or DL applications are comprised in their core of small linear algebra

operations which are then used to compose large and more complicated tensor operations.

Especially in the �eld of AI/DL portability among different hardware platforms is essential due to an

extensive reliance on Python and the high-level nature of many frontends. However, scientists are

often faced with the challenge to run their codes in vastly different environments. They therefore

have to restrict themselves to high-level languages and hope for good compiler optimizations.

Especially for complicated linear algebra operators, as they arise in high-order methods in the

computational sciences, this is huge leap of faith. In this work we demonstrate how Tensor

Processing Primitives, a low-dimensional SIMD abstraction for various CPU architectures, can be

used to obtain very high fractions of �oating point peak on seven different CPU micro-architectures

offering four different ISAs.
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Interactive Visual Analysis Tool for Anomaly Provenance Data

Alicia Guite (Texas State University), Tanzima Z. Islam (Texas State University), Christopher Kelly

(Brookhaven National Laboratory), Wei Xu (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Chimbuko is a framework for detecting real-time performance anomalies incurred by large-scale

applications. Understanding the source of anomalous behaviors is dif�cult due to the high volume



of information stored by Chimbuko in a provenance database. This undergraduate research project

aims to intuitively display this high volume of information without overwhelming users. We then

integrate our analysis and visualization techniques into a publicly available framework called

Dashing. This project facilitates interactive user investigation of anomaly provenance in large-scale

applications.
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Parallel Computing Accelerates Sequential Deep Networks Model in Turbulent Flow

Forecasting

Reza Hassanian (University of Iceland), Morris Riedel (University of Iceland, Juelich Supercomputing

Centre (JSC)), Ásdís Helgadottír (University of Iceland)

This study aimed to employ deep learning capability and computing scalability to create a model

and predict the velocity of the straining turbulence �ow. The turbulence �ow was generated in a

laboratory. The turbulence intensity of the �ow is controlled via impeller rotation speed. The mean

strain rate is made by two circular plates moving toward each other in the center of the measuring

area by an actuator. The dynamics of the particles are measured using high-speed Lagrangian

Particle Tracking at 10,000 frames per second. Measured data from the experiment were employed

to design a gated recurrent unit model. Two powerful parallel computing machines, JUWELS and

DEEP-EST, were employed to implement the model. The velocity forecasting with a gated recurrent

network presents a considerable outcome. The computing machine's scalability using GPUs

accelerates this model's computing time signi�cantly, which strengthens the ability to predict

turbulent �ow.
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Self Supervised Solution for Analysis of Molecular Dynamics Simulations In Situ

Harshita Sahni (University of New Mexico), Trilce Estrada (University of New Mexico)

With modern technology and High-Performance Computing (HPC), Molecular Dynamics (MD)

simulations can be task and data parallel. That means, they can be decomposed into multiple

independent tasks (i.e., trajectories) with their own data, which can be processed in parallel.

Analysis of MD simulations includes �nding speci�c molecular events and the conformation

changes that a protein undergoes. However, the traditional analysis relies on the global

decomposition of all the trajectories for a speci�c molecular system, which can be performed only in

a centralized way. We propose a lightweight self-supervised machine learning technique to analyze

MD simulations in situ. That is, we aim to speed up the process of �nding molecular events in the



protein trajectory at run-time, without having to wait for the entire simulation to �nish. This allows

us to scale the analysis with the simulation.
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Exploring FPGA Acceleration of Seed Selection in In�uence Maximization

Reece Neff (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), North Carolina State University), Marco

Minutoli (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Antonino Tumeo (Paci�c Northwest

National Laboratory (PNNL)), Mahantesh Halappanavar (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory

(PNNL)), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State University)

The In�uence Maximization (IM) problem on a social network is the problem of identifying a small

cohort of vertices that, when initially activated, results in a cascading effect that will activate the

maximum expected number other vertices in the network. While the problem is NP-hard under

budget constraints, it has a submodular structure that leads to ef�cient approximation.

In this work, we present techniques and our performance analysis that we are using to drive the

design of ef�cient FPGA acceleration for the seed selection step within the IMM algorithm.

Currently, we are able to achieve from 0.75x to 4.78x speedup, with the main bottleneck being a

static overhead determined by the size of the input graph. We discuss future work to improve on

the current architecture, and hope to provide techniques for making "almost-regular" applications

fast and ef�cient on FPGAs.
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Transformations for Energy Ef�cient Accelerated Chain Matrix Multiplication (TEE-ACM2)

Maxim Moraru (University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA)), Mina Warnet (University of

Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA)), Julien Loiseau (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Nirmal Prajapati (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), Hyun Lim (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Sumathi

Lakshmiranganatha (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Jamal Mohd-Yusof (Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL)), Karen Tsai (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Richard Berger

(Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Patrick McCormick (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

GPU matrix chain multiplication serves as a basis for a wide range of scienti�c domains like

computer graphics, physics, and machine learning. While its time performance was studied for

years, there has been signi�cantly less effort in optimizing its energy ef�ciency. GPU power



consumption is heavily impacted by the number of data transfers performed. In fact, a data transfer

from global memory needs a thousand times more energy than a double precision arithmetic

operation. Thus, minimizing data transfers is key for reducing the energy consumption. We present

an energy ef�cient solution for Matrix Chain Multiplication on GPUs that minimizes computation as

well as off-chip data transfers. For this, optimizations at three different levels are provided. For a

single matrix multiplication, we use a large tile blocking strategy. Then, we extend our approach to

three matrices. Finally, we propose a solution for a sequence of matrices.
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Agile Acceleration of LLVM Flang Support for Fortran 2018 Parallel Programming

Katherine Rasmussen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Damian Rouson (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Najé George (San Diego State University), Dan Bonachea

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hussain Kadhem (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL)), Brian Friesen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The LLVM Flang compiler ("Flang") is currently Fortran 95 compliant, and the frontend can parse

Fortran 2018. However, Flang does not have a comprehensive 2018 test suite and does not fully

implement the static semantics of the 2018 standard. We are investigating whether agile software

development techniques, such as pair programming and test-driven development (TDD), can help

Flang to rapidly progress to Fortran 2018 compliance. Because of the paramount importance of

parallelism in high-performance computing, we are focusing on Fortran’s parallel features,

commonly denoted “CoArray Fortran". We are developing what we believe are the �rst exhaustive,

open-source tests for the static semantics of Fortran 2018 parallel features, and contributing them

to the LLVM project. A related effort involves writing runtime tests for parallel 2018 features and

supporting those tests by developing a new parallel runtime library: the CoArray Fortran

Framework of Ef�cient Interfaces to Network Environments (Caffeine).
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Improvements to Hardware-Accelerated 3D Single Particle Imaging Data Reconstruction

Niteya Shah (Virginia Tech, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Christine Sweeney (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Vinay Ramakrishnaiah (Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL))

Fast analysis of scienti�c data from X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) experimental facilities is key for

supporting real-time decisions that ef�ciently use these facilities to speed up scienti�c discovery.

Our research shows gains obtained using graphics processing units (GPUs) to accelerate 3D



reconstruction of Single Particle Imaging (SPI) X-ray diffraction data. We achieve a 4X speedup over

the previous GPU implementation, 50% better image reconstruction resolution, and 485X speedup

when calculating resolution compared to the existing implementation. We showcase techniques to

optimize per-node computational ef�ciency, increase scalability and improve the accuracy of SPI by

using better algorithms, improving data movement and accesses, reusing data structures, and

reducing memory fragmentation.
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Analysis and Visualization of Important Performance Counters to Enhance Interpretability of

Autotuner Output

Mohammad Zaeed (Texas State University), Tanzima Z. Islam (Texas State University), Younghyun

Cho (University of California, Berkeley), Xiaoye Sherry Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), Hengrui Luo (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Yang Liu (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Autotuning is a widely used method for guiding developers of large-scale applications to achieve

high performance. However, autotuners typically employ black-box optimizations to recommend

parameter settings at the cost of users missing the opportunity to identify performance bottlenecks.

Performance analysis �lls that gap and identi�es problems and optimization opportunities that can

result in better runtime and utilization of hardware resources. This work combines the best of the

both worlds by integrating a systematic performance analysis and visualization approach into a

publicly available autotuning framework, GPTune, to suggest users which con�guration parameters

are important to tune, to what value, and how tuning the parameters affect hardware-application

interactions. Our experiments demonstrate that a subset of the task parameters impact the

execution time of the Hypre application; the memory traf�c and page faults cause performance

problems in the Plasma-DGEMM routine on Cori-Haswell.
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A C++20 Interface for MPI 4.0

Ali Can Demiralp (RWTH Aachen University), Philipp Martin (RWTH Aachen University), Niko Sakic

(RWTH Aachen University), Marcel Krüger (RWTH Aachen University), Tim Gerrits (RWTH Aachen

University)

We present a modern C++20 interface for MPI 4.0. The interface utilizes recent language features

to ease development of MPI applications. An aggregate re�ection system enables generation of

MPI data types from user-de�ned classes automatically. Immediate and persistent operations are



mapped to futures, which can be chained to describe sequential asynchronous operations and task

graphs in a concise way. This work introduces the prominent features of the interface with

examples. We further measure its performance overhead with respect to the raw C interface.
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New Accelerated Mixed-Precision Parallel Algorithms for Hermitian Eigenvalue Problem

Yaohung Tsai (University of Tennessee), Piotr Luszczek (University of Tennessee), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee)

The multi-precision methods commonly follow approximate-iterate scheme by �rst obtaining the

approximate solution from a low-precision factorization and solve. Then, they iteratively re�ne the

solution to the desired accuracy that is often as high as what is possible with traditional

approaches. While targeting symmetric/Hermitian eigenvalue problems of the form Ax=(lambda)x,

we revisited the SICE algorithm by applying the Sherman-Morrison formula on the diagonally-

shifted tridiagonal systems, we propose an updated SICE-SM algorithm. We exploited

asynchronous scheduling techniques to take advantage of the new computational graph enabled

by the use of mixed-precision in the eigensolver. By incorporating the latest two-stage algorithms

from the PLASMA and MAGMA software libraries for numerical linear algebra, we achieved up to

3.6x speedup using the mixed-precision eigensolver with the blocked SICE-SM algorithm for

iterative re�nement when compared with full double complex precision solvers for the cases with a

portion of eigenvalues and eigenvectors requested.
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Parameterized Radix-r Bruck Algorithm for All-to-All Communication

Ke Fan (University of Alabama, Birmingham), Sidharth Kumar (University of Alabama, Birmingham)

The standard implementation of MPI_Alltoall uses a combination of techniques, including the

spread-out and Bruck algorithms. The existing Bruck algorithm implementation is limited to a radix

of two, so the total number of communication steps is �xed at log2(P) (P: total number of

processes). The spread-out algorithm, on the other hand, requires P-1 communication steps. There

remains a wide unexplored parameter area between these two extremities of the communication

spectrum that can be tuned. In this paper, we formalize a generalized formula and implementation

of the Bruck algorithm, whose radix can be varied from 2 to P-1. With this ability, both the total

number of communication steps and the total amount of data transmitted can be tuned, which

allows performance tuning. We performed an experimental investigation and demonstrated that

the Bruck with the optimal radix is up to 57% faster than the vendor's optimized MPI_Alltoall on



the Theta supercomputer.
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VkFFT – Vulkan/CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Level Zero GPU FFT Library

Dmitrii Tolmachev (ETH Zürich)

The Fast Fourier Transform is an essential algorithm of modern computational science. The highly

parallel structure of the FFT allows for its ef�cient implementation on graphics processing units

(GPUs), which are now widely used for general-purpose computing. This poster presents the

VkFFT - an ef�cient GPU-accelerated multidimensional Fast Fourier Transform library for

Vulkan/CUDA/HIP/OpenCL/Level Zero projects. VkFFT aims to provide the community with a cross-

platform open-source alternative to vendor-speci�c solutions while achieving comparable or better

performance. This poster presents the optimizations implemented in VkFFT and compares its

performance and precision against Nvidia cuFFT and AMD's rocFFT libraries on their latest HPC

GPUs. This poster also presents the �rst performant implementation of Discrete Cosine Transforms

on GPUs. VkFFT is released under MIT license.
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SOLLVE Veri�cation and Validation OpenMP Testsuite

Thomas Huber (University of Delaware), Swaroop Pophale (Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware), Nikhil Rao (University of Delaware), Michael Carr

(University of Delaware), Jaydon Reap (University of Delaware), Kristina Holsapple (University of

Delaware), Joshua Davis (University of Maryland), Tobias Burnus (Siemens Electronic Design

Automation), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), David Bernholdt (Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL)), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware)

The SOLLVE V&V suite tests new OpenMP features to visualize compiler and system compilers.

Systems include Oak Ridge National Laboratory's (ORNL) Summit and Crusher systems, as well as

National Energy Research Scienti�c Computing Center (NERSC)'s Perlmutter system.
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Predicting Cross-Platform Relative Performance with Deep Generative Models

Daniel Nichols (University of Maryland), Jae-Seung Yeom (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)



Applications can experience signi�cant performance differences when run on different

architectures. For example, GPUs are often utilized to accelerate an application over its CPU

implementation. Understanding how performance changes across platforms is vital to the design of

hardware, systems software, and performance critical applications. However, modeling the

relationship between systems and performance is dif�cult as run time data needs to be collected on

each platform. In this poster, we present a methodology for predicting the relative performance of

an application across multiple systems using pro�led performance counters and deep learning.
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Traf�c Flow Optimization in Smart Cities: Leveraging HPC Resources for Automatic Design

Space Exploration

Martin Šurkovský (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Jakub Beránek (IT4Innovations, Czech

Republic), Kateřina Slaninová (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Jan Martinovič (IT4Innovations,

Czech Republic), Radim Cmar (Sygic, Slovak Republic)

The poster presents the usage of a deterministic traf�c simulator for optimizing traf�c �ow within a

city. The simulator is one part of a traf�c modeling framework for intelligent transportation in smart

cities. In contrast to standard navigation systems where the navigation is optimized for drivers, we

aim to optimize a distribution of the global traf�c �ow. We utilize HPC resources for the simulator’s

parameters exploration for which EVEREST SDK is used.

The EVEREST project aims at developing a holistic design environment that addresses simplifying

the programmability of heterogeneous and distributed architectures for Big Data applications. The

project uses “data-driven” design approach with domain-speci�c language extensions, hardware-

accelerated AI and an ef�cient monitoring of the execution with a uni�ed hardware/software

paradigm. During the presentation the distribution of traf�c �ow in a selected city will be presented

in a form of short video to demonstrate the dynamicity of the system.
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xDSL: A Common Compiler Ecosystem for Domain Speci�c Languages

Nick Brown (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh)

Writing software that can exploit supercomputers is dif�cult, and this is going to get much harder

as we move toward exascale where the scale and heterogenity of our machines will increase

signi�cantly. A potential solution is in the use of Domain Speci�c Languages (DSLs) which separate



the programmer's logic from mechanisms of parallelism. However, while these have shown

promise, a major challenge is that DSL toolchains are often siloed, sharing little or no infrastructure

between DSLs.

In this poster, we present xDSL which is an ecosystem for DSL development. Built upon the hugely

popular LLVM and MLIR, xDSL provides a Python-based toolbox to ease integration with MLIR, and

a series of IR dialects and transformations that DSL developers can apply. The result is that that

DSLs become a thin layer of abstraction atop a common, well supported, mature and maintained

ecosystem that targets a variety of hardware architectures.
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Ef�cient Sparse Deep Neural Network Computation on GPU with TVM

Lillian Wang (University of North Texas), Avik Malladi (University of North Texas), Yuede Ji

(University of North Texas)

This poster presents GPU optimizations for Sparse Deep Neural Networks using Apache TVM.

Although various deep neural network models exist, SpDNNs have shown great improvements in

the size and memory of neural networks. SpDNNs provide unique scalability dif�culties in which

optimizations and advancements can be made. Apache TVM is a machine learning compiler

framework for CPUs and GPUs. It has been shown to have promising improvements for the

performance, deployment, and optimizations of the networks. To evaluate its effectiveness for

SpDNNs, this work builds SpDNNs with Apache TVM and compares with current SpDNNs. When

testing with various datasets, TVM-based implementation can achieve faster and more ef�cient

optimizations.
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Leveraging Stencil Computation Performance with Temporal Blocking Using Large Cache

Capacity on AMD EPYC 7003 Processors with AMD 3D V-Cache Technology

Long Qu (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Hatem Ltaief (King

Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), David Keyes (King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST))

In structured grid �nite-difference, �nite-volume, and �nite-element discretizations of partial

differential equation conservation laws, regular stencil computations constitute the main core kernel

in many temporally explicit approaches for such problems. For various blocking dimensions, the

Spatial Blocking (SB) approach enables data reuse within multiple cache levels.



Introduced in GIRIH, the Multi-core Wavefront Diamond blocking (MWD) method optimizes

practically relevant stencil algorithms by combining the concepts of diamond tiling and multi-core

aware wavefront temporal blocking, leading to signi�cant increase in data reuse and locality.

We evaluate the performance of MWD on a variety of recent multi-core architectures. Among all of

them, the new AMD multi-processor, codenamed Milan-X, provides an unprecedented capacity for

the Last Level Cache. We show that the Milan-X hardware design is ideal for the MWD method,

and signi�cant performance gain can be achieved relative to its predecessors Milan and Rome.
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Accelerated COVID-19 CT Image Enhancement via Sparse Tensor Cores

Ayush Chaturvedi (Virginia Tech), Wu Chun Feng (Virginia Tech)

In this work we accelerate a target a deep learning model designed to enhance CT images of covid-

19 chest scans namely DD-Net using sparse techniques. The model follows an auto encoder

decoder architecture in deep learning paradigm and has high dimensionality and thus takes many

compute hours of training. We propose a set of techniques which target these two aspects of

model - dimensionality and training time. We will implement techniques to prune neurons making

the model sparse and thus reduce the effective dimensionality with a loss of accuracy not more

than 5% with minimal additional overhead of retraining. Then we propose set of techniques

tailored with respect to underlying hardware in order to better utilize the existing components of

hardware (such as tensor core) and thus reduce time and associated cost required to train this

model.
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CGYRO Performance on Slingshot-Connected Perlmutter GPU nodes

Igor S�ligoi (University of California, San Diego), Emily Belli (General Atomics), Jeff Candy (General

Atomics)

The NERSC Perlmutter HPC system is the most recent large-scale US system that is publicly

available. NERSC chose to deploy a �rst phase of its GPU-based nodes in late 2021 using 2x

Slingshot10 connections and has been upgrading them to 4x Slinghot11 connections starting in

summer 2021. In this poster we provide benchmark numbers for using CGYRO, a popular fusion

turbulence simulation tool, comparing the original and the upgraded network setup. CGYRO has

been previously shown to be communication-bound in many recent HPC systems and we show



that the upgraded networking provides a signi�cant boost for fusion science.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Toward Scalable Voxelization of Meshes with High Growth Rate

Markéta Hrabánková (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava, Czech

Republic), Ondřej Meca (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of Ostrava,

Czech Republic), Tomáš Brzobohatý (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical University of

Ostrava, Czech Republic), Lubomír Říha (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB – Technical

University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Milan Jaroš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB –

Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic), Petr Strakoš (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic; VSB

– Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic)

The poster presents a scalable approach that converts the results of large-scale Computational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations into a volumetric representation used by volume rendering-

based visualization. Even if this functionality is provided by common post-processing tools, its

ef�cient parallelization requires an appropriate load-balancing. Unfortunately, load-balancing

according to the number of cells does not scale for unstructured meshes with high growth rate that

is common in CFD. In the poster, we show that with an appropriate redistribution of data among

available resources it is possible to perform the operation in just several seconds with signi�cantly

improved scalability.

Best Poster Finalist: yes

Supporting Ef�cient Work�ow Deployment of Federated Learning Systems on the Computing

Continuum

Cédric Prigent (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Gabriel

Antoniu (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Alexandru

Costan (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Loïc Cudennec

(DGA Information Literacy, France)

Federated Learning (FL) is a distributed Machine Learning paradigm aiming to collaboratively learn

a shared model while considering privacy preservation by letting the clients process their private

data locally. In the Computing Continuum context (edge-fog-cloud ecosystem), FL raises several

challenges such as supporting very heterogeneous devices and optimizing massively distributed

applications.

We propose a work�ow to better support and optimize FL systems across the Computing



Continuum by relying on formal descriptions of the infrastructure, hyperparameter optimization and

model retraining in case of performance degradation. We motivate our approach by providing

preliminary results using a human activity recognition dataset. The next objective will be to

implement and deploy our solution on the Grid’5000 testbed.

During the poster session, I will start by presenting the main problems for applying FL in the

Computing Continuum and how our approach is tackling it. Next I will present preliminary results

and discuss the remaining challenges.

Best Poster Finalist: no

PowerMan: Online Power Capping by Computationally Informed Machine Learning

Johannes Gebert (High Performance Computing Center (HLRS), Stuttgart; University of Stuttgart),

Daniel Barry (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL)), Jack Dongarra

(University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL))

Appropriately adjusting the power draw of computational hardware plays a crucial role in its

ef�cient use. While vendors have already implemented hardware-controlled power management,

additional energy savings are available, depending on the state of the machine. We propose the

online classi�cation of such states based on computationally informed machine learning algorithms

to adjust the power cap of the next time step. This research highlights that the overall energy

consumption can be reduced signi�cantly, often without a prohibitive penalty in the runtime of the

applications.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Statistical and Causal Analysis of Chimbuko Provenance Database

Margaret Ajuwon (Morgan State University), Serges Love Teutu Talla (Morgan State University),

Isabelle Kemajou-Brown (Morgan State University), Christopher Kelly (Brookhaven National

Laboratory), Kerstin Kleese Van Dam (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Performance data are collected to establish how well exascale applications are doing with

executing their code or work�ow as ef�ciently as possible. Chimbuko, a tool speci�cally focused on

the analysis of performance data in real time, looks through these data and collects performance

anomalies that are detected. These anomalies are saved into the Chimbuko Provenance Database,

together with as much contextual information as needed. The goal of our work is to perform

statistical analysis on the Chimbuko Provenance Database by presenting simple visualizations and

determining if the information collected for each anomaly is suf�cient to conduct a causal analysis.



Statistical methods such as Theil’s U correlation analysis, Logistic regression, and K-Prototype

clustering were used to identify association between variables. Furthermore, feature selection was

conducted with Decision Tree and Random Forest. We identi�ed association between call_stack

and several variables, which reveals that call_stack is a very important feature of the dataset.

Best Poster Finalist: no

PDTgcomp: Compilation Framework for Data Transformation Kernels on GPU

Tri Nguyen (North Carolina State University), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State University)

Data transformation tasks - such as encoding, decoding, parsing, and conversion between common

data formats - are at the core of many data analytics, data processing and scienti�c applications.

This has led to the development of custom software libraries and hardware implementations

targeting popular data transformations. By accelerating speci�c transformations, however, these

solutions suffer from lack of generality. On the other hand, a generic and programmable data

processing engine might support a wide range of data transformations, but do so at the cost of

reduced performance compared to custom, algorithm-speci�c solutions. 

In this work, we aim to bridge this gap between generality and performance. To this end, we

provide a compilation framework that transparently converts data transformation tasks expressed

using pushdown transducers into ef�cient GPU code.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Live Containerized Service Migration Across Edge to Cloud Continuum

Thanawat Chanikaphon (University of Louisiana at Lafayette, High Performance Cloud Computing

(HPCC) Lab), Mohsen Amini Salehi (University of Louisiana at Lafayette, High Performance Cloud

Computing (HPCC) Lab)

Services on the edge and fog systems desire mobility owing to the user or data mobility, and the

necessity of relocating to the cloud upon the oversubscription. More speci�cally, live migration of

containerized microservices is required for service mobility, elasticity, and load balancing purposes.

Although container runtimes and orchestrators recently provided native live migration support, they

do not allow migration across autonomous computing systems with heterogeneous orchestrators.

Our hypothesis is that non-native and non-invasive support for the live container migration is the

need of hour and can unlock several new use cases. We develop a non-native and non-invasive live

container migration method leveraging the nested container runtime. We design the architecture

and develop the solution to enable container migration across heterogeneous orchestrators. We



evaluate the performance against other approaches. We observe that for microservices smaller

than 512 MiB, the nested container runtime approach can be implemented within an acceptable

overhead.

Best Poster Finalist: no

A Multifaceted Approach to Automated I/O Bottleneck Detection for HPC Workloads

Izzet Yildirim (Illinois Institute of Technology), Hariharan Devarajan (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of

Technology), Kathryn Mohror (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Real-world HPC workloads impose a lot of pressure on storage systems as they are highly data

dependent. On the other hand, as a result of recent developments in storage hardware, it is

expected that the storage diversity in upcoming HPC systems will grow. This growing complexity in

the storage system presents challenges to users, and often results in I/O bottlenecks due to

inef�cient usage. There have been several studies on reducing I/O bottlenecks. The earliest

attempts worked to solve this problem by combining I/O characteristics with expert insight. The

recent attempts rely on the performance analysis from the I/O characterization tools. However, the

problem is multifaceted with many metrics to consider, hence dif�cult to do manually, even for

experts. In this work, we develop a methodology that produces a multifaceted view of the I/O

behavior of a workload to identify potential I/O bottlenecks automatically.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Custom 8-bit Floating Point Value Format for Reducing Shared Memory Bank Con�ict in

Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search

Hiroyuki Ootomo (Tokyo Institute of Technology), Akira Naruse (NVIDIA Corporation)

The k-nearest neighbor search is used in various applications such as machine learning, computer

vision, database search, and information retrieval. While the computational cost of the exact

nearest neighbor search is enormous, an approximate nearest neighbor search (ANNS) is being

paid much attention. IVFPQ is one of the ANNS methods. Although we can leverage the high

bandwidth and low latency of shared memory to compute the search phase of the IVFPQ on

NVIDIA GPUs, the throughput can degrade due to shared memory bank con�ict. To reduce the

bank con�ict and improve the search throughput, we propose a custom 8-bit �oating point value

format. This format doesn’t have a sign bit and can be converted from/to FP32 with a few

instructions. We use this format for IVFPQ on GPUs and get better performance without signi�cant

recall loss compared to FP32 and FP16.



Best Poster Finalist: no

Debris Pose Estimation Using Deep Learning on FPGA

Shintaro Hashimoto (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA))

It is dif�cult to implement a CNN for edge processing in satellites, automobiles, and more, where

machine resources and power are limited. FPGAs meet such constraints of machine resources and

power associated with CNNs. FPGAs have low power consumption, but limited machine resources.

Quantization Neural Networks have fewer parameters (bit depth) than CNNs and better estimation

accuracy than BNNs.

Although CNNs for regression problems are rarely implemented with FPGAs, our study installed

debris pose estimation on an FPGA using the latest edge technology such as quantization neural

network. Pose estimations were run on a workstation using 32bit �oating-point precision and on an

FPGA using 8bit int precision. The average errors were 4.98% and 5.38%, respectively. This

demonstrates that the regression problem can be transferred to an FPGA without a signi�cant loss

of accuracy. The FPGA power ef�ciency is more than 218k times that of a workstation

implementation.

Best Poster Finalist: no

CANDY: An Ef�cient Framework for Updating Properties on Large Scale Dynamic Networks

Aashish Pandey (University of North Texas), Arindam Khanda (Missouri University of Science and

Technology), Sriram Srinivasan (University of Oregon), Sanjukta Bhowmick (University of North

Texas), Sajal Das (Missouri University of Science and Technology), Boyana Norris (University of

Oregon)

Queries on large graphs use the stored graph properties to generate responses. As most of the

real-world graphs are dynamic, i.e., the graph topology changes with time, and hence the related

graph properties are also time-varying. In such cases, maintaining correctness in stored graph

properties requires recomputation or update on previous properties. Here, we present an ef�cient

framework, CANDY for updating the properties in large dynamic networks. We prove the ef�cacy of

our general framework by applying it to update graph properties such as Single Source Shortest

Path (SSSP), Vertex Coloring, and PageRank. Empirically we show that our shared-memory parallel

and NVIDIA GPU-based data-parallel implementations perform better than the state-of-the-art

implementations.



Best Poster Finalist: no

Visual Analysis on the Resilience of HPC Applications Using Control-Flow Graph

Hailong Jiang (Kent State University), Shaolun Ruan (Singapore Management University), Bo Fang

(Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Kevin Barker (Paci�c Northwest National

Laboratory (PNNL)), Ang Li (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Yong Wang (Singapore

Management University), Qiang Guan (Kent State University)

A large body of approaches has been proposed to analyze the resilience of HPC applications.

However, existing studies rarely address the challenges of the analysis result perception.

Speci�cally, resilience analysis techniques produce a massive volume of unstructured data, making

it dif�cult to conduct the resilience analysis. Furthermore, different analysis models produce diverse

results with multiple levels of details, which creates hurdles to compare and explore the resilience

of HPC program execution. To this end, we present VISILIENCE, an interactive VISual resILIENCE

analysis framework to allow programmers to facilitate the resilience analysis of HPC applications.

In particular, VISILIENCE leverages an effective visualization approach Control Flow Graph (CFG) to

present a function execution. In addition, three widely-used models for resilience analysis (i.e., Y-

Branch, IPAS, and TRIDENT) are seamlessly embedded into the framework for resilience analysis

and result comparison. Case studies have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our

proposed framework VISILIENCE.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Self-Supervised Learning for Automated Species Detection from Passively Recorded

Soundscapes in Avian Diversity Monitoring

Dario Dematties (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Bhupendra A. Raut (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Rajesh Sankaran (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Nicola J. Ferrier

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

By detecting different animal species reliably at scale we can protect biodiversity. Yet, traditionally,

biodiversity data has been collected by expert observers which is prohibitively expensive, not

reliable neither scalable. Automated species detection via machine-learning is promising, but it is

constrained by the necessity of large training data sets all labeled by human experts. Here, we

propose to use Self-Supervised Learning for studying semantic features from passively collected

acoustic data. We utilized a joint embedding con�guration to acquire features from spectrograms.

We processed recordings from ∼190 hours of audio. In order to process these volumes of data we

utilized a HPC cluster provided by the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility. We analyzed the

output space from a trained backbone which highlights important semantic attributes of the



spectrograms. We envisage these preliminary results as compelling for future automatic assistance

of biologist as a pre-processing stage for labeling very big data sets.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Modeling Supraventricular Tachycardia Using Dynamic Computer-Generated Left Atrium

Bryant Wyatt (Tarleton State University), Avery Campbell (Tarleton State University), Gavin

McIntosh (Tarleton State University), Melanie Little (Tarleton State University), Brandon Wyatt

(Johnson & Johnson)

Supraventricular Tachycardia (SVT) is when the heart’s upper chambers beat either too quickly or

out of rhythm with the heart’s lower chambers. This out-of-step heart beating is a leading cause of

strokes, heart attacks, and heart failure. The most successful treatment for SVT is catheter ablation,

a process where an electrophysiologist (EP) maps the heart to �nd areas with abnormal electrical

activity. The EP then runs a catheter into the heart to burn the abnormal area, blocking the electrical

signals. Much is not known about what triggers SVT and where to place scar tissue for optimal

patient outcomes. We have produced a dynamic model of the right atrium accelerated on NVIDIA

GPUs. An interface allows researchers to insert ectopic signals into the simulated atria and ablate

sections of the atria allowing them to rapidly gain insight into what causes SVTs and how to

terminate them.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Loimos: A Large-Scale Epidemic Simulation Framework for Realistic Social Contact Networks

Joy Kitson (University of Maryland), Ian Costello (University of Maryland), Jiangzhuo Chen

(University of Virginia), Jaemin Choi (University of Illinois), Stefan Hoops (University of Virginia),

Diego Jiménez (Costa Rica National High Technology Center), Tamar Kellner (University of

Maryland), Esteban Meneses (Costa Rica National High Technology Center), Henning Mortveit

(University of Virginia), Jae-Seung Yeom (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Laxmikant V.

Kale (University of Illinois), Madhav V. Marathe (University of Virginia), Abhinav Bhatele (University

of Maryland)

Global pandemics can wreak havoc and lead to signi�cant social, economic and personal losses.

Preventing the spread of infectious diseases requires interventions at different levels needing the

study of potential impact and ef�cacy of those preemptive measures. Modeling epidemic diffusion

and possible interventions can help us in this goal. Agent-based models have been used effectively

in the past to model contagion processes. We present Loimos, a highly parallel simulation of

epidemic diffusion written on top of the Charm++ asynchronous task-based system. Loimos uses a



hybrid time-stepped and discrete-event simulation to model disease spread. We demonstrate that

our implementation of Loimos is able to ef�ciently utilize a large number of cores on different HPC

platforms, namely, we scale to about 32k cores on Theta at ALCF and about 4k cores on Cori at

NERSC.

Best Poster Finalist: no

A Bayesian Optimization-Assisted, High-Performance Simulator for Modeling RF Accelerator

Cavities

Aman Rani (Texas Tech University), Yang Liu (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)),

Tianhuan Luo (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hengrui Luo (Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (LBNL)), Xiaoye Li (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Radio-frequency cavities are key components for high-energy particle accelerators, quantum

computing, etc. Designing cavities comes along with many computational challenges such as multi-

objective optimization, high performance computing (HPC) requirement for handling large-sized

cavities etc. To be more precise, its multi-objective optimization requires an ef�cient 3D full-wave

electromagnetic simulator. For which, we rely on the integral equation (IE) method and it requires

fast solver with HPC and ML algorithms to search for resonance modes. 

We propose an HPC-based fast direct matrix solver for IE, combined with hybrid optimization

algorithms to attain an ef�cient simulator for accelerator cavity modeling. First, we solve the linear

eigen problem for each trial frequency by a distributed-memory parallel, fast direct solver. Second,

we propose the combination of the global optimizer Gaussian Process with the local optimizer

Downhill-simplex methods to generate the trial frequency samples which successfully optimize the

corresponding 1D objective function with multiple sharp minimums.

Best Poster Finalist: no

CLIP-ACQUA: CLIP Autoencoder-Based Classic-Quantum Latent Space Reduction

Pablo Rivas (Baylor University), Liang Zhao (St Ambrose University)

Applications of quantum machine learning algorithms are currently still being studied. Recent work

suggests that classical gradient descent techniques can effectively train variational quantum

circuits. We propose to train quantum variational circuits to �nd smaller text and image embeddings

that preserve contrastive-learning distances based on CLIP large embeddings. This is a critical task

since �ne-tuning CLIP to produce low-dimensional embeddings is prohibitively expensive. We

introduce CLIP-ACQUA, a model trained in a self-supervised con�guration from CLIP embeddings



to reduce the latent space. We use CLIP-ACQUA on a sizeable unlabelled corpus of text and

images to demonstrate its effectiveness. Our experiments show that we can obtain smaller latent

spaces that preserve the original embedding distances inferred during contrastive learning.

Furthermore, using our model requires no �ne-tuning of CLIP, preserving its original robustness and

structure. The data used as a demonstration aids in modeling consumer-to-consumer online

marketplaces to detect illicit activities.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Enabling Energy Systems Research on HPC

Thomas Breuer (Forschungszentrum Jülich, Juelich Supercomputing Centre (JSC)), Karl-Kiên Cao

(German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Manuel Wetzel (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Ulrich Frey

(German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Shima Sasanpour (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Jan

Buschmann (German Aerospace Center (DLR)), Aileen Böhme (GAMS Development Corp.), Charlie

Vanaret (Berlin Institute of Technology)

Energy systems research strongly relies on large modeling frameworks. Many of them use linear

optimization approaches to calculate blueprints for ideal future energy systems, which become

increasingly complex, as do the models. The state of the art is to compute them with shared-

memory computers combined with approaches to reduce the model size. We overcome this and

implement a fully automated work�ow on HPC using a newly developed solver for distributed

memory architectures. Moreover, we address the challenge of uncertainty in scenario analysis by

performing sophisticated parameter variations for large-scale power system models, which cannot

be solved in the conventional way. Preliminary results show that we are able to identify clusters of

future energy system designs, which perform well from different perspectives of energy system

research and also consider disruptive events. Furthermore, we also observe that our approach

provides the most insights when being applied to complex rather than simple models.

Best Poster Finalist: no



SC22 Opening Session & Turing

Lecture
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Tuesday, November 15th

8:30 am - 10:00 am

SC22 Opening Session

Session Description: Welcome and Awards (30 minutes) Presenter: Candace Culhane Awards

Presented: - ACM/IEEE-CS Ken Kennedy Award - IEEE-CS Sidney Fernbach Memorial Award -

IEEE-CS Seymour Cray Computer Engineering Award ACM A.M. Turing Lecture: A Not So Simple

Matter of Software Presenter: Jack Dongarra Abstract: In this talk, we examine how high

performance computing has changed over the last 40-year and look toward the future in terms of

trends. These changes have had and will continue to have a signi�cant impact on our numerical

scienti�c software. A new generation of software libraries and algorithms are needed to effectively

use dynamic, distributed, and parallel environments. Some of the software and algorithm

challenges have already been encountered, such as management of communication and memory

hierarchies through a combination of compile-time and run-time techniques, but the increased scale

of computation, depth of memory hierarchies, range of latencies, and increased run--time

environment variability will make these problems much harder.

Jack Dongarra (University of Tennessee, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Join us for the 2021 ACM A.M. Turing Award Lecture featuring Jack Dongarra. A longtime SC

supporter, Jack’s pioneering contributions to numerical algorithms and libraries that enabled HPC

software to keep pace with exponential hardware improvements for over four decades has, through

the years, accelerated HPC. With our SC22 conference theme, HPC Accelerates, we’re honored

that Jack selected SC22 as the location to present his award lecture.

Be sure to include the ACM A.M. Turing Lecture in your schedule when planning your SC22

conference experience. You won’t want to miss it! This lecture replaces our traditional keynote

presentation.



SC23

(back to top)

Thursday, November 17th

8:30 am - 8:40 am

SC23 Conference Preview

Session Description: Join us for a preview of the next SC conference. A look to the future of SC is a

great way to start your Thursday morning.



Scienti�c Visualization & Data

Analytics Showcase
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Tuesday, November 15th

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Scienti�c Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase Posters Display

Session Description:

Fountains and Garden-Hoses: Visualizing the Intricacies of Primary Jet Atomization

Greg Foss (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Baskar

Ganapathysubramanian (Iowa State University), Masado Ishii (University of Utah), Makrand Ajay

Khanwale (Stanford University), Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University), Dave Semeraro (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Hari Sundar (University of Utah), Sean Cunningham (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC))

A jet of �uid -- when we open a garden hose, for instance -- exhibits a rich tapestry of �ow physics,

including the rupture of �uid �lms and a cascade of �lament and droplet breakup and coalescence.

In addition to its breathtaking beauty, this jet atomization is a critical component for a broad

spectrum of energy and healthcare applications. Simulating and visualization jet atomization is an

ideal way to understand and control this phenomenon. However, the multiscale nature of jet

atomization makes this a very challenging problem. Here, we visualize one of this phenomenon's

highest resolution simulation datasets. The dataset consists of over 120,000-time steps of an

adaptively resolved spatial mesh with length scales. We describe the parallel work�ow and

associated challenges while visualizing the time evolution of the jet. We show how this

visualization produces a deep qualitative understanding of �uid dynamics from the outputs of these

massive simulations.

Virtual Certi�cation of Gas Turbine Engines – Visualizing the DLR Rig250 Compressor

Arun Prabhakar (University of Warwick), Christopher Goddard (Rolls-Royce), Dario Amirante

(University of Surrey, England), Axel Gerstenberger (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Jan-Friedrich

Suhrmann (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Istvan Reguly (Pazmany Peter Catholic University, Budapest,



Hungary), Leigh Lapworth (Rolls-Royce), Stephen Jarvis (University of Birmingham, UK), Gihan

Mudalige (University of Warwick)

High Performance Computing (HPC) critically underpins the design of aero-engines. With global

emissions targets, engine designs require a fundamental change including designs utilizing

sustainable aviation fuels and electric/hybrid �ight. Virtual certi�cation of designs with HPC is

recognized as a key technology to meet these challenges, but require analysis on models with

higher �delity, using ultra-large scale executions. In this explanatory SC-SciVis showcase, we

present results from time-accurate simulations of a 4.6B-element full 360-degree model of a

production-representative gas turbine engine compressor, the Rig250 at DLR. This represents a

grand challenge problem, at the �delity for virtual certi�cation standards. The results are achieved

through Rolls-Royce's Hydra CFD suite on ARCHER2. The compressor is visualized under off-

design conditions, demonstrating �ow contours of velocity, Mach number and iso-surfaces of

vorticity. The level of detail and the HPC simulations leading to the visualizations demonstrate a

step-change towards achieving virtual certi�cation objectives under production settings.

Visualization of MFIX-Exa Simulation Data for Chemical Looping Combustion

Alexandra Stewart (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT)), Terece Turton (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), David Rogers (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), James Ahren (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Soumya Dutta (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL))

In the United States, fossil-fuel related industrial processes account for approximately half of all

greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. Chemical Looping Reactors (CLRs) provide a

promising path to reducing carbon emissions; however, scale-up and testing of these systems is

expensive and time-consuming. In our video, we focus on understanding bubble dynamics in

�uidized beds of Chemical Looping Reactor as simulated by the MFIX-Exa Code, including the

importance of Los Alamos National Laboratory’s in situ feature detection algorithm and the use of

the Cinema visualization tool in the post hoc work�ow. MFIX-Exa provides new computing

capabilities needed to combine CFD-DEM simulation with computing at the exascale via an

adaptive mesh re�nement (AMReX) framework.

Cultivating Macroalgae for Biofuels: Visualizing the Chemistry

Francesca Samsel (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory

Abram (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Stephanie Zeller

(University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Zhendong Cao (University of

Delaware), Phillip Wolfram (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Bridger Herman (University

of Minnesota), Daniel Keefe (University of Minnesota)



Marine macroalgae in the Gulf of Mexico is an important potential source for biofuel. However,

identifying locations with the correct biogeochemical and hydrodynamic conditions for cultivation

on a large enough scale to meet the needs of the U.S. private energy sector is impossible from

purely observational studies. Large-scale, HPC modeling of earth systems processes enables

researchers to study complex physical relationships with high �delity. Here, we present novel

visualization techniques showing the results of a global run of the E3SM's MPAS-Ocean model

data with biogeochemistry extensions to improve ongoing research in macroalgae cultivation.

"Atlas of a Changing Earth" Visualization of the ArcticDEM Survey and Vavilov Ice Cap

Collapse

Kalina M. Borkiewicz (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Stuart Levy (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Jeff Carpenter (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Donna Cox (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Robert Patterson (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), AJ Christensen (NASA), Bill Kramer (National Center for Supercomputing Applications

(NCSA), University of Illinois)

The Advanced Visualization Lab at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications created a

cinematic scienti�c visualization of the ArcticDEM survey and Vavilov ice cap collapse for the

documentary �lm "Atlas of a Changing Earth", in both digital fulldome and �atscreen television

formats. While the ArcticDEM dataset is the main one featured here, this visualization �lls in gaps

using other datasets, including a climate simulation by Bates et al and Landsat imagery. The

visualization required a number of steps including: both manual and algorithmic data cleaning,

processing, and alignment; data fusion; virtual scene design; morphing interpolation; lighting

design; camera choreography; compositing; and rendering on the Blue Waters supercomputer.

Visualizing the Supernova Explosion of a 25-Solar-Mass Star and the Simultaneous Birth of a

Neutron-Star

Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Nestor Alvarez

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Hal Brynteson (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Adam Burrows (Princeton University), Ina Murphy

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University)

This explanatory visualization shows the results of a state-of-the-art 3D simulation of supernova

explosion and neutron-star birth. It is a rare instance where the full stellar evolution of an object,

including the physics of the convection and the radiation, has been simulated in three dimensions.



Among the highlights is the deep core that is shrinking after explosion due to neutrino cooling and

deleptonization on its way to becoming a cold, compact neutron star. There is also evidence of inner

proto-neutron star convection, perhaps the site of magnetic dynamo action that can turn a pulsar

into a magnetar. An exterior view shows the blast wave, which cocoons the newly-birthed neutron

star, moving at ∼10,000 km/s. Additionally, a reusable pipeline was developed, which leverages

state-of-the-art tools for scienti�c data analysis and visualization resulting in high-quality

renderings.

5:15 pm - 7:00 pm

Poster Reception

Session Description: The Posters Reception is an opportunity for attendees to interact with poster

presenters, and includes research and ACM Student Research Competition posters, Doctoral

Showcase posters, as well as the Scienti�c Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase.

Wednesday, November 16th

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Scienti�c Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase Posters Display

Session Description:

Fountains and Garden-Hoses: Visualizing the Intricacies of Primary Jet Atomization

Greg Foss (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Baskar

Ganapathysubramanian (Iowa State University), Masado Ishii (University of Utah), Makrand Ajay

Khanwale (Stanford University), Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University), Dave Semeraro (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Hari Sundar (University of Utah), Sean Cunningham (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC))

A jet of �uid -- when we open a garden hose, for instance -- exhibits a rich tapestry of �ow physics,

including the rupture of �uid �lms and a cascade of �lament and droplet breakup and coalescence.

In addition to its breathtaking beauty, this jet atomization is a critical component for a broad

spectrum of energy and healthcare applications. Simulating and visualization jet atomization is an

ideal way to understand and control this phenomenon. However, the multiscale nature of jet

atomization makes this a very challenging problem. Here, we visualize one of this phenomenon's

highest resolution simulation datasets. The dataset consists of over 120,000-time steps of an

adaptively resolved spatial mesh with length scales. We describe the parallel work�ow and



associated challenges while visualizing the time evolution of the jet. We show how this

visualization produces a deep qualitative understanding of �uid dynamics from the outputs of these

massive simulations.

Virtual Certi�cation of Gas Turbine Engines – Visualizing the DLR Rig250 Compressor

Arun Prabhakar (University of Warwick), Christopher Goddard (Rolls-Royce), Dario Amirante

(University of Surrey, England), Axel Gerstenberger (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Jan-Friedrich

Suhrmann (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Istvan Reguly (Pazmany Peter Catholic University, Budapest,

Hungary), Leigh Lapworth (Rolls-Royce), Stephen Jarvis (University of Birmingham, UK), Gihan

Mudalige (University of Warwick)

High Performance Computing (HPC) critically underpins the design of aero-engines. With global

emissions targets, engine designs require a fundamental change including designs utilizing

sustainable aviation fuels and electric/hybrid �ight. Virtual certi�cation of designs with HPC is

recognized as a key technology to meet these challenges, but require analysis on models with

higher �delity, using ultra-large scale executions. In this explanatory SC-SciVis showcase, we

present results from time-accurate simulations of a 4.6B-element full 360-degree model of a

production-representative gas turbine engine compressor, the Rig250 at DLR. This represents a

grand challenge problem, at the �delity for virtual certi�cation standards. The results are achieved

through Rolls-Royce's Hydra CFD suite on ARCHER2. The compressor is visualized under off-

design conditions, demonstrating �ow contours of velocity, Mach number and iso-surfaces of

vorticity. The level of detail and the HPC simulations leading to the visualizations demonstrate a

step-change towards achieving virtual certi�cation objectives under production settings.

Visualization of MFIX-Exa Simulation Data for Chemical Looping Combustion

Alexandra Stewart (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT)), Terece Turton (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), David Rogers (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), James Ahren (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Soumya Dutta (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL))

In the United States, fossil-fuel related industrial processes account for approximately half of all

greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. Chemical Looping Reactors (CLRs) provide a

promising path to reducing carbon emissions; however, scale-up and testing of these systems is

expensive and time-consuming. In our video, we focus on understanding bubble dynamics in

�uidized beds of Chemical Looping Reactor as simulated by the MFIX-Exa Code, including the

importance of Los Alamos National Laboratory’s in situ feature detection algorithm and the use of

the Cinema visualization tool in the post hoc work�ow. MFIX-Exa provides new computing

capabilities needed to combine CFD-DEM simulation with computing at the exascale via an



adaptive mesh re�nement (AMReX) framework.

Cultivating Macroalgae for Biofuels: Visualizing the Chemistry

Francesca Samsel (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory

Abram (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Stephanie Zeller

(University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Zhendong Cao (University of

Delaware), Phillip Wolfram (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Bridger Herman (University

of Minnesota), Daniel Keefe (University of Minnesota)

Marine macroalgae in the Gulf of Mexico is an important potential source for biofuel. However,

identifying locations with the correct biogeochemical and hydrodynamic conditions for cultivation

on a large enough scale to meet the needs of the U.S. private energy sector is impossible from

purely observational studies. Large-scale, HPC modeling of earth systems processes enables

researchers to study complex physical relationships with high �delity. Here, we present novel

visualization techniques showing the results of a global run of the E3SM's MPAS-Ocean model

data with biogeochemistry extensions to improve ongoing research in macroalgae cultivation.

"Atlas of a Changing Earth" Visualization of the ArcticDEM Survey and Vavilov Ice Cap

Collapse

Kalina M. Borkiewicz (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Stuart Levy (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Jeff Carpenter (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Donna Cox (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Robert Patterson (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), AJ Christensen (NASA), Bill Kramer (National Center for Supercomputing Applications

(NCSA), University of Illinois)

The Advanced Visualization Lab at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications created a

cinematic scienti�c visualization of the ArcticDEM survey and Vavilov ice cap collapse for the

documentary �lm "Atlas of a Changing Earth", in both digital fulldome and �atscreen television

formats. While the ArcticDEM dataset is the main one featured here, this visualization �lls in gaps

using other datasets, including a climate simulation by Bates et al and Landsat imagery. The

visualization required a number of steps including: both manual and algorithmic data cleaning,

processing, and alignment; data fusion; virtual scene design; morphing interpolation; lighting

design; camera choreography; compositing; and rendering on the Blue Waters supercomputer.

Visualizing the Supernova Explosion of a 25-Solar-Mass Star and the Simultaneous Birth of a



Neutron-Star

Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Nestor Alvarez

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Hal Brynteson (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Adam Burrows (Princeton University), Ina Murphy

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University)

This explanatory visualization shows the results of a state-of-the-art 3D simulation of supernova

explosion and neutron-star birth. It is a rare instance where the full stellar evolution of an object,

including the physics of the convection and the radiation, has been simulated in three dimensions.

Among the highlights is the deep core that is shrinking after explosion due to neutrino cooling and

deleptonization on its way to becoming a cold, compact neutron star. There is also evidence of inner

proto-neutron star convection, perhaps the site of magnetic dynamo action that can turn a pulsar

into a magnetar. An exterior view shows the blast wave, which cocoons the newly-birthed neutron

star, moving at ∼10,000 km/s. Additionally, a reusable pipeline was developed, which leverages

state-of-the-art tools for scienti�c data analysis and visualization resulting in high-quality

renderings.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Scienti�c Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase Poster Presentations

Session Description:

"Atlas of a Changing Earth" Visualization of the ArcticDEM Survey and Vavilov Ice Cap

Collapse

Kalina M. Borkiewicz (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Stuart Levy (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Jeff Carpenter (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Donna Cox (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Robert Patterson (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), AJ Christensen (NASA), Bill Kramer (National Center for Supercomputing Applications

(NCSA), University of Illinois)

The Advanced Visualization Lab at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications created a

cinematic scienti�c visualization of the ArcticDEM survey and Vavilov ice cap collapse for the

documentary �lm "Atlas of a Changing Earth", in both digital fulldome and �atscreen television

formats. While the ArcticDEM dataset is the main one featured here, this visualization �lls in gaps

using other datasets, including a climate simulation by Bates et al and Landsat imagery. The

visualization required a number of steps including: both manual and algorithmic data cleaning,

processing, and alignment; data fusion; virtual scene design; morphing interpolation; lighting



design; camera choreography; compositing; and rendering on the Blue Waters supercomputer.

Fountains and Garden-Hoses: Visualizing the Intricacies of Primary Jet Atomization

Greg Foss (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Baskar

Ganapathysubramanian (Iowa State University), Masado Ishii (University of Utah), Makrand Ajay

Khanwale (Stanford University), Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University), Dave Semeraro (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Hari Sundar (University of Utah), Sean Cunningham (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC))

A jet of �uid -- when we open a garden hose, for instance -- exhibits a rich tapestry of �ow physics,

including the rupture of �uid �lms and a cascade of �lament and droplet breakup and coalescence.

In addition to its breathtaking beauty, this jet atomization is a critical component for a broad

spectrum of energy and healthcare applications. Simulating and visualization jet atomization is an

ideal way to understand and control this phenomenon. However, the multiscale nature of jet

atomization makes this a very challenging problem. Here, we visualize one of this phenomenon's

highest resolution simulation datasets. The dataset consists of over 120,000-time steps of an

adaptively resolved spatial mesh with length scales. We describe the parallel work�ow and

associated challenges while visualizing the time evolution of the jet. We show how this

visualization produces a deep qualitative understanding of �uid dynamics from the outputs of these

massive simulations.

Virtual Certi�cation of Gas Turbine Engines – Visualizing the DLR Rig250 Compressor

Arun Prabhakar (University of Warwick), Christopher Goddard (Rolls-Royce), Dario Amirante

(University of Surrey, England), Axel Gerstenberger (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Jan-Friedrich

Suhrmann (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Istvan Reguly (Pazmany Peter Catholic University, Budapest,

Hungary), Leigh Lapworth (Rolls-Royce), Stephen Jarvis (University of Birmingham, UK), Gihan

Mudalige (University of Warwick)

High Performance Computing (HPC) critically underpins the design of aero-engines. With global

emissions targets, engine designs require a fundamental change including designs utilizing

sustainable aviation fuels and electric/hybrid �ight. Virtual certi�cation of designs with HPC is

recognized as a key technology to meet these challenges, but require analysis on models with

higher �delity, using ultra-large scale executions. In this explanatory SC-SciVis showcase, we

present results from time-accurate simulations of a 4.6B-element full 360-degree model of a

production-representative gas turbine engine compressor, the Rig250 at DLR. This represents a

grand challenge problem, at the �delity for virtual certi�cation standards. The results are achieved

through Rolls-Royce's Hydra CFD suite on ARCHER2. The compressor is visualized under off-

design conditions, demonstrating �ow contours of velocity, Mach number and iso-surfaces of



vorticity. The level of detail and the HPC simulations leading to the visualizations demonstrate a

step-change towards achieving virtual certi�cation objectives under production settings.

Visualization of MFIX-Exa Simulation Data for Chemical Looping Combustion

Alexandra Stewart (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT)), Terece Turton (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), David Rogers (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), James Ahren (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Soumya Dutta (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL))

In the United States, fossil-fuel related industrial processes account for approximately half of all

greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. Chemical Looping Reactors (CLRs) provide a

promising path to reducing carbon emissions; however, scale-up and testing of these systems is

expensive and time-consuming. In our video, we focus on understanding bubble dynamics in

�uidized beds of Chemical Looping Reactor as simulated by the MFIX-Exa Code, including the

importance of Los Alamos National Laboratory’s in situ feature detection algorithm and the use of

the Cinema visualization tool in the post hoc work�ow. MFIX-Exa provides new computing

capabilities needed to combine CFD-DEM simulation with computing at the exascale via an

adaptive mesh re�nement (AMReX) framework.

Cultivating Macroalgae for Biofuels: Visualizing the Chemistry

Francesca Samsel (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory

Abram (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Stephanie Zeller

(University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Zhendong Cao (University of

Delaware), Phillip Wolfram (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Bridger Herman (University

of Minnesota), Daniel Keefe (University of Minnesota)

Marine macroalgae in the Gulf of Mexico is an important potential source for biofuel. However,

identifying locations with the correct biogeochemical and hydrodynamic conditions for cultivation

on a large enough scale to meet the needs of the U.S. private energy sector is impossible from

purely observational studies. Large-scale, HPC modeling of earth systems processes enables

researchers to study complex physical relationships with high �delity. Here, we present novel

visualization techniques showing the results of a global run of the E3SM's MPAS-Ocean model

data with biogeochemistry extensions to improve ongoing research in macroalgae cultivation.

Visualizing the Supernova Explosion of a 25-Solar-Mass Star and the Simultaneous Birth of a

Neutron-Star

Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Nestor Alvarez



(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Hal Brynteson (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Adam Burrows (Princeton University), Ina Murphy

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University)

This explanatory visualization shows the results of a state-of-the-art 3D simulation of supernova

explosion and neutron-star birth. It is a rare instance where the full stellar evolution of an object,

including the physics of the convection and the radiation, has been simulated in three dimensions.

Among the highlights is the deep core that is shrinking after explosion due to neutrino cooling and

deleptonization on its way to becoming a cold, compact neutron star. There is also evidence of inner

proto-neutron star convection, perhaps the site of magnetic dynamo action that can turn a pulsar

into a magnetar. An exterior view shows the blast wave, which cocoons the newly-birthed neutron

star, moving at ∼10,000 km/s. Additionally, a reusable pipeline was developed, which leverages

state-of-the-art tools for scienti�c data analysis and visualization resulting in high-quality

renderings.

Thursday, November 17th

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Scienti�c Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase Posters Display

Session Description:

Fountains and Garden-Hoses: Visualizing the Intricacies of Primary Jet Atomization

Greg Foss (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Baskar

Ganapathysubramanian (Iowa State University), Masado Ishii (University of Utah), Makrand Ajay

Khanwale (Stanford University), Kumar Saurabh (Iowa State University), Dave Semeraro (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Hari Sundar (University of Utah), Sean Cunningham (Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC))

A jet of �uid -- when we open a garden hose, for instance -- exhibits a rich tapestry of �ow physics,

including the rupture of �uid �lms and a cascade of �lament and droplet breakup and coalescence.

In addition to its breathtaking beauty, this jet atomization is a critical component for a broad

spectrum of energy and healthcare applications. Simulating and visualization jet atomization is an

ideal way to understand and control this phenomenon. However, the multiscale nature of jet

atomization makes this a very challenging problem. Here, we visualize one of this phenomenon's

highest resolution simulation datasets. The dataset consists of over 120,000-time steps of an

adaptively resolved spatial mesh with length scales. We describe the parallel work�ow and

associated challenges while visualizing the time evolution of the jet. We show how this



visualization produces a deep qualitative understanding of �uid dynamics from the outputs of these

massive simulations.

Virtual Certi�cation of Gas Turbine Engines – Visualizing the DLR Rig250 Compressor

Arun Prabhakar (University of Warwick), Christopher Goddard (Rolls-Royce), Dario Amirante

(University of Surrey, England), Axel Gerstenberger (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Jan-Friedrich

Suhrmann (Rolls-Royce Deutschland), Istvan Reguly (Pazmany Peter Catholic University, Budapest,

Hungary), Leigh Lapworth (Rolls-Royce), Stephen Jarvis (University of Birmingham, UK), Gihan

Mudalige (University of Warwick)

High Performance Computing (HPC) critically underpins the design of aero-engines. With global

emissions targets, engine designs require a fundamental change including designs utilizing

sustainable aviation fuels and electric/hybrid �ight. Virtual certi�cation of designs with HPC is

recognized as a key technology to meet these challenges, but require analysis on models with

higher �delity, using ultra-large scale executions. In this explanatory SC-SciVis showcase, we

present results from time-accurate simulations of a 4.6B-element full 360-degree model of a

production-representative gas turbine engine compressor, the Rig250 at DLR. This represents a

grand challenge problem, at the �delity for virtual certi�cation standards. The results are achieved

through Rolls-Royce's Hydra CFD suite on ARCHER2. The compressor is visualized under off-

design conditions, demonstrating �ow contours of velocity, Mach number and iso-surfaces of

vorticity. The level of detail and the HPC simulations leading to the visualizations demonstrate a

step-change towards achieving virtual certi�cation objectives under production settings.

Visualization of MFIX-Exa Simulation Data for Chemical Looping Combustion

Alexandra Stewart (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT)), Terece Turton (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), David Rogers (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), James Ahren (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)),

Soumya Dutta (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL))

In the United States, fossil-fuel related industrial processes account for approximately half of all

greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. Chemical Looping Reactors (CLRs) provide a

promising path to reducing carbon emissions; however, scale-up and testing of these systems is

expensive and time-consuming. In our video, we focus on understanding bubble dynamics in

�uidized beds of Chemical Looping Reactor as simulated by the MFIX-Exa Code, including the

importance of Los Alamos National Laboratory’s in situ feature detection algorithm and the use of

the Cinema visualization tool in the post hoc work�ow. MFIX-Exa provides new computing

capabilities needed to combine CFD-DEM simulation with computing at the exascale via an

adaptive mesh re�nement (AMReX) framework.



Cultivating Macroalgae for Biofuels: Visualizing the Chemistry

Francesca Samsel (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory

Abram (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Stephanie Zeller

(University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Zhendong Cao (University of

Delaware), Phillip Wolfram (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), Bridger Herman (University

of Minnesota), Daniel Keefe (University of Minnesota)

Marine macroalgae in the Gulf of Mexico is an important potential source for biofuel. However,

identifying locations with the correct biogeochemical and hydrodynamic conditions for cultivation

on a large enough scale to meet the needs of the U.S. private energy sector is impossible from

purely observational studies. Large-scale, HPC modeling of earth systems processes enables

researchers to study complex physical relationships with high �delity. Here, we present novel

visualization techniques showing the results of a global run of the E3SM's MPAS-Ocean model

data with biogeochemistry extensions to improve ongoing research in macroalgae cultivation.

"Atlas of a Changing Earth" Visualization of the ArcticDEM Survey and Vavilov Ice Cap

Collapse

Kalina M. Borkiewicz (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Stuart Levy (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Jeff Carpenter (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Donna Cox (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), Robert Patterson (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of

Illinois), AJ Christensen (NASA), Bill Kramer (National Center for Supercomputing Applications

(NCSA), University of Illinois)

The Advanced Visualization Lab at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications created a

cinematic scienti�c visualization of the ArcticDEM survey and Vavilov ice cap collapse for the

documentary �lm "Atlas of a Changing Earth", in both digital fulldome and �atscreen television

formats. While the ArcticDEM dataset is the main one featured here, this visualization �lls in gaps

using other datasets, including a climate simulation by Bates et al and Landsat imagery. The

visualization required a number of steps including: both manual and algorithmic data cleaning,

processing, and alignment; data fusion; virtual scene design; morphing interpolation; lighting

design; camera choreography; compositing; and rendering on the Blue Waters supercomputer.

Visualizing the Supernova Explosion of a 25-Solar-Mass Star and the Simultaneous Birth of a

Neutron-Star



Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Nestor Alvarez

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Hal Brynteson (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Adam Burrows (Princeton University), Ina Murphy

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University)

This explanatory visualization shows the results of a state-of-the-art 3D simulation of supernova

explosion and neutron-star birth. It is a rare instance where the full stellar evolution of an object,

including the physics of the convection and the radiation, has been simulated in three dimensions.

Among the highlights is the deep core that is shrinking after explosion due to neutrino cooling and

deleptonization on its way to becoming a cold, compact neutron star. There is also evidence of inner

proto-neutron star convection, perhaps the site of magnetic dynamo action that can turn a pulsar

into a magnetar. An exterior view shows the blast wave, which cocoons the newly-birthed neutron

star, moving at ∼10,000 km/s. Additionally, a reusable pipeline was developed, which leverages

state-of-the-art tools for scienti�c data analysis and visualization resulting in high-quality

renderings.



Student Cluster Competition

(back to top)

Saturday, November 12th

1:00 pm - 2:00 pm

Student Cluster Competition Safety Brie�ng

Session Description:

Monday, November 14th

7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Student Cluster Competition Posters Display

Session Description: Student Cluster Competition Team Posters will be on display during exhibit

�oor hours at the Student Cluster Competition Booth.

Supernova

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Team NTU was formed as part of the HPC club at NTU, a student run club that promotes HPC

adoption and awareness in the University. Its diverse membership consists of students spanning a

wide range of schools, including the schools of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Computer

Science and Engineering, and Physical and Mathematical Sciences.

By organizing weekly training sessions, we were able to build up attendees’ skills and observe their

competencies. From there, we were able to draw on that diverse pool to select club members with

the right set of skills required to tackle this competition’s benchmarks and applications. 

Our multidisciplinary team consists of members from the School of Electrical and Electronic

Engineering, School of Computer Science and Engineering, and School of Physical and

Mathematical Science.

Further, our members also have a wide breadth of practical experience in administering and



designing small-scale HPC systems, as some team members are also in charge of managing the

club’s own clusters within the University’s Parallel and Distributed Computing laboratory. Beyond

just maintenance, they also liaise with sponsors and lab administrators to procure hardware so as

to keep the clusters at the bleeding edge of HPC technology. By doing HPC, our members also

gained knowledge for computer science and some general science, which helps a lot on academic

aspects.

We also have team members with prior participation in HPC-AI APAC, ISC and SC events. We

believe our experience on those competitions would prove invaluable to our success in SC22. 

Our advisor, Dr Bu-Sung Lee also gave us great support for learning HPC and joining all of these

events. Dr. Lee is a faculty member of the School of Computer Science and Engineering, and also a

member of the Policy & Resource Allocation Committee at Singapore’s National Supercomputing

Center (NSCC), the team’s primary sponsor. He has been involved in many Asia-Paci�c research

and education networks including the Singapore Advanced Research and Education Network

(SingAREN) (as its founding president) as well as the Trans-Eurasia Information Network (TEIN-2).

We are also looking forward to learning from other teams for how they optimize the application and

work on the cluster, making new friends, exploring different SC conferences for state-of-the-art

HPC technologies and enhancing our HPC skills.

RACKlette

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Team RACKlette is a student team which is active all year round. This allows us to form a strong

team spirit and friendships in the team. Our team currently consists of 15 members at varying

stages of their studies of which 12 can still perform in the SCC. We make sure that all members get

to join at least one competition a year. Even those who aren't part of the competing team give their

support and assistance. In addition to this, our alumni members form the backbone of the team;

offering knowledge and handy tricks that are useful in any situation. This is remarkable since

despite being supported by ETHZ regarding knowledge, advice and funding, we are not getting any

credits towards our degrees for our commitment in Team RACKlette. Nonetheless all team

members are eager to compete and gain new experiences and insights into the rapidly expanding

�elds of HPC and AI. These competitions give us unique insights into ongoing research,cutting edge

business and give us relevant life experiences that help us in deciding our future master programs

and careers. The experience we gain from competitions like SC also compliments what we learn in

lectures and lets us consolidate what we learned so far. It also prepares us for future lectures in

teaching us how to interact with servers and run code ef�ciently.



Our advisors are Torsten Hoe�er and Hussein Harake. Professor Hoe�er inspired the founding of

Team RACKlette and has supported us ever since. He has prior experience with Student Cluster

Competitions as a participant and as an advisor of winning teams (e.g. SC'08, ISC'19). Mr. Harake is

a HPC System Manager at CSCS and our contact for everything related to our cluster hardware. He

has supported Team RACKlette since its founding as well and is the main reason we’ve been able

to get so many cutting edge hardware sponsorships by so many vendors..

Our team for this year’s SC-competition is built with balance and diversity in mind. One team

member participated in last year’s Indy-SCC and ISC22, another member participated in ISC22 and

four members will have their �rst chance to join a HPC competition at SC22. With this mix we

strike a balance between experienced and new members. Our plan is to lay a foundation with the

more experienced members on which the newer participants can build. Adding to the difference in

HPC experience is the spread in academic experience and interests. The team consists of students

from «Computer Science» (CS) and «Computational Science & Engineering» (CSE) which allows us

to have a theoretical as well as practical background for HPC. In addition to the Computer Science

background members have had lectures in i.e. Physics, Robotics and Biology. ETHZ also

emphasizes taking lectures outside the standard curriculum. Therefore everybody has to take

courses in «Humanities, Social and Political Sciences». These lectures can be in i.e. History,

Economics or Philosophy.

Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

We as a team represent the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU). In the past

decade, FAU has participated in many cluster competitions around the world and SCC was one

among them for 8 years. Since then, the support team in the background has continued to develop

constantly, but support staff from the early days are still involved. This experience is granting us

broader exposure to the students and strengthens ongoing co-operations with our sponsors.

Furthermore, the university provides continuous support in hardware and �nancial means since the

�rst participation in 2013. Additionally, we have one team member who was involved in the team

from last year which bene�ts the team since he can pass on his knowledge gained in handling the

hardware and preparing for the competition in general. The advantage for our team is that most of

our team members are studying Computer Science and one team member studies Computational

Engineering which provides us with strong programming skills. Hardware architecture and basic

understanding of computers is a part of those studies as well, so we’re prepared for all aspects of

building a system that is capable of being successful. We have chosen a variety of different

specializations which provides valuable insights from various �elds. For example, some of us have

minors in physics, theoretical computer science and arti�cial intelligence. All of us have student jobs

related to our �eld of studying at our university or a company. This enables us to attain practical



knowledge that helps us in overcoming the challenges we face in the competition. For example,

one of our students’ work is closely related to the MRTs from Siemens giving him a clear idea of

how to handle especially time sensitive hardware. Two of us had some hands on Robotics

especially on Robotic Arms and Navigation gaining some knowledge on Machine Architecture. Two

other students worked as tutors giving them the ability to explain and put their thoughts in words

well. It is also bene�cial that the team members have worked on servers and Robots as their

private projects during their free time therefore having a good grip on Linux and the Linux command

line tools. Our Advisor, Dominik Ernst, is a PhD student at FAU and the NHR@FAU’s GPU expert.

He holds a master's degree with honors in Computational Engineering. His research combines

analytic performance modelling for GPUs and automatic code analysis in support of code

generation and kernel execution decisions. His broad background in GPU porting and optimization

in various applications �elds includes internships at NVIDIA in Santa Clara and at CERN in Geneva.

As a member of the �rst ever team that competed in the SCC for the FAU in 2013 and 2014, he is

no stranger to this competition. We as a team are looking forward to gaining practical knowledge

as well as making use of the networking opportunities. We hope we could implement the skills

attained and this background would help us to successfully handle the different applications of the

competition.

2MuchCache

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

The SDSC/UCSD SCC22 team is enthusiasm-driven, technically capable, fast-learning, and deeply

experienced across the computer hardware and software stacks. Each team member is uniquely

quali�ed and committed to using HPC to advance their �eld. We have one returning team member

from the SCC21 virtual cluster competition, one team member graduating from previous

competition training to the competition team, three former team members serving as team mentors,

and four new students joining the competition team. We are con�dent in our team’s ability to tackle

expected and unexpected challenges in the competition, using a combination of rigorous

preparation, strong communication, robust planning, detailed learning, and ef�cient teamwork. Our

team training activities are fully supported by SDSC through the HPC Students Program, and we

are engaging directly with each of our sponsors for expert sessions on computer architecture,

optimizing compilers, HPC in the cloud, containerization, and more. 

Our team members exploit the full �exibility of the UCSD computer science, cognitive science, and

computer engineering majors. Our technical stack includes: major programming languages (C, C++,

Java, Python, Fortran), system administration, �rmware engineering, parallel programming (MPI,

OpenMP, CUDA), hardware design (SystemVerilog, tcl, Cadence, Synopsis), scienti�c applications

(LAMMPS, Quantum Espresso, Avogadro, VMD), full stack web development (Node.JS, REACT,

HTML), scripting and batch processing, and machine learning. Many team members have both



undergraduate research and industry internship experience.

Edward Burns previously interned at SDSC, and he brings image processing, software engineering,

and batch scheduler optimization experience to the team. He hopes that HPC experience will help

him build highly scalable computer vision software throughout his career.

Davit Margarian brings a VLSI chip design and �rmware background to the team. He hopes to use

his HPC experience to accelerate computer-aided design tools for billion-gate integrated circuits.

Stefanie Dao is experienced across operating systems, computer vision, and high-performance

software. She plans to apply her HPC experience to server-side processing and updating of

augmented reality experiences in real time.

Longtian Bao has strong scripting, software engineering, and web development skills, and he

participated in last year’s team training. He is excited to apply his skills to resource budgeting and

performance monitoring during the competition.

Yuchen Jing has extensive networking and Linux system administration experience from hosting

network proxies, �le transfer servers, and version control systems. He is looking forward to

strengthening his skills in developing, deploying, and maintaining high performance software.

Matthew Mikhailov competed at SCC21, and is the go-to person for the team. He specializes in

VLSI chip design and computational materials science, and he uses the LAMMPS code for his

research. He hopes to learn from his SCC experience to design the next generation of

supercomputer chips.

Team advisor, Dr. Mary Thomas, SDSC HPC Training Lead, holds degrees in physics, computer

science, and computational science, and taught parallel computing for 16 years. She has a personal

commitment to the SCC program -- she has led 4 teams: SCC16 and 17 (San Diego State

University) and SCC20-21 (UCSD). Her enthusiasm, knowledge, and practical experience will

bene�t the team.

INpack

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

This is a �rst-time collaboration for the Purdue-IU Student Cluster Competition team; no team

members have previously participated in the competition. IU has not competed in any major

Student Cluster Competition in many years, Purdue last competed in a major Student Cluster

Competition in 2019. All team members have some formal education in computational skill: basic



programming through operating systems. However, their experiences are quite varied. There are

�rst year students to �nal year students on the team, some students have robotics experience,

others have strong interests in foreign languages and philosophy. In forming the Purdue-IU team,

our philosophy was that we would leverage each others’ strengths to enable peer-mentoring and,

thus, provide leadership opportunities for the students. The Purdue student members are all

currently acting as student HPC systems administrators while the IU students are engaged with

software and applications. 

We believe that our team is interdisciplinary. The Purdue-IU team has a strong technology focus in

terms of area of study but still captures a wide swath of interests. The “departments” or �elds of

study represented here are Computer and Information Technology, Data Science, Computer

Science, Unmanned Aerial Systems, Intelligent Systems Engineering. In particular, we note that

Intelligent Systems Engineering captures computing disciplines combined with “domain science”

disciplines such as Cellular and Molecular Biology, Neuroscience/Neuroimaging, and Precision

Manufacturing. Across the United States, it is becoming increasingly common for interdisciplinary

programs of study to emerge which blur the lines between or blend what is considered computing

and “domain science”. 

The student team members have expressed interests in high performance computing because they

view HPC skills as essential to their future careers or because they believe that HPC (systems

administration, applications development, facilitation, etc.) is a viable career path. IU has not �elded

a cluster competition team in 10+ years; Purdue, however, has �elded over 12 teams at SC,

International SuperComputing (ISC), and Asia SuperComputing Cluster (ASC) Competition events.

Those efforts have impacted the lives, educations, and careers of over 70 students directly. Purdue

team alumni have gone into HPC related �elds, hyperscale businesses, and pursued numerous

advanced degrees. Additionally, there is excitement about being on a team with students from

another university. Purdue and IU are the two premier public institutions in the State of Indiana.

Traditionally, the two institutions have had rivalries in sports but both institutions serve the public

good for the citizens of Indiana (and are welcoming of students from other states and nations). 

The advising team is led by Erik Gough, Lead Computational Scientist in Purdue's Research

Computing Department. Supporting Erik is a team of experienced HPC center staff and HPC faculty

including: Elizabett A. Hillery (Director of High Performance Computing, Research Computing at

Purdue), Dr. Winona Snapp-Childs (Chief Operating Of�cer for the Indiana University Pervasive

Technology Institute), Robert Henschel (Program Director of Research Computing Engagement at

IU), Dr. Deepak Nadig (Assistant Professor in the Department of Computer and Information

Technology at Purdue) and Dr. Beth Plale (Professor of Computer Engineering at IU).

SEU Supercomputing Club
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Although none of the team members has participated in any competition about supercomputing

before, we all have rich HPC experiments and knowledge of computer science. Four of the team

members have participated in a national education project about distributed training on GPU

clusters and conducted research on LAMMPS in cooperation with the Shenzhen research institution

of Peking University. The two new members are now writing a paper about pipeline training

optimization technology under heterogeneous GPU cluster and are expected to publish it soon. The

members were heavily selected through the intramural competition of Southeast University. Only

the top six participants of the intramural competition are quali�ed to enter the SC22 team. The

Intramural Competition of Southeast University selects HPL, HPCG, IO500, and DeepMD kits as

benchmarks, so the team members have done in-depth research on HPC and had some innovative

ideas about the optimization of SC's benchmarks. The team has created an open-source

supercomputing learning platform(CSWU-Challenge.github.io) for college students from scratch.

Many students interested in supercomputing are learning on our website. Additionally, to share

resources about HPC conveniently, we also create a series of cloud services based on our skills.

Students of Southeast University can upload and download resources via the service.

When it comes to interdisciplinary, only one of our team members majors in computer science, and

others major in physics, chemistry, biology, and arti�cial intelligence. One thing all of the team

members had in common was their high-performance computing research training in their domains,

which sparked their interest in supercomputing.

Despite the board background our team members have, only members who major in chemistry

have rich practical experience of DeepMD before. All the members will go through club training for

SCC.

Speci�c reasons for how HPC will help team members in their academic careers can be concluded

as follows: 1. Our team members either plan to enter the computer science area or are working on

projects about supercomputing. Participation in SC will signi�cantly help us accumulate related

knowledge and experience, laying the foundation for our future careers. 2. SC has a signi�cant

in�uence on the world. The competition experience will bring us enough credits and add a nice

touch to our resumes for applying to Ph.D. programs.

Our advisor, Jinghui Zhang, is the director of the High-Resolution Remote Sensing Data Research

Center of Southeast University and the Secretary of the International Steering Committee of the

IEEE CSCWD Conference. As a representative of Southeast University participating AMS-02

experiment, he worked at the European Organization for Nuclear Research(CERN) in Switzerland

and directly participated in the data processing of the AMS experiment for three and a half years,

and participated in the establishment of Southeast University AMS Supercomputing Center as a



core member. He has published more than 20 papers in well-known international journals and

conferences. As the project leader, he has presided over two projects of the National Natural

Science Foundation of China and over one subproject of the National Science and Technology

Innovation 2030-"New Generation Arti�cial Intelligence" major project.

SUSTech Supercomputing Team

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

- We are from the SUSTech Supercomputing Team (SST). The team is composed of SUSTech

undergraduates who take a great interest in computational science and engineering. SST serves the

large HPC user community in SUSTech and practices HPC skills in real scenes. 

- Team Captain, Yingwei Zheng - Participant in SC21 SCC, 2021 APAC HPC-AI Competition, and

ISC22 SCC - Has more than 6 years of programming experience in modern C++ and CUDA -

Working on high-level optimization for high-performance applications with LLVM and MLIR -

Interested in computer graphics

- Bingzhen Wang - Participant in SC21 SCC and ASC22 - Maintainer of SUSTech Open Source

Mirrors - Interested in programming languages and computer graphics

- We have four talented freshmen this year. (New Participant Points = 10) They are:

- Jixiao Zhang - Participant of the 2021 APAC HPC-AI Competition and ASC22 - Working on

recommendation tasks in social networks with Graph Neural Network

- Junfeng Chen - Experienced software developer - Maintainer of SUSTech Open Source Mirrors -

Interested in hardware and operating system

- Tingzhen Dong - Participant in ICPC Contest, Gold Medal of The 2020 ICPC Asia-East Continent

Final - Former captain of the SUSTech Collegiate Programming Contest Team - Student assistant at

the Department of Computer Science and Engineering - Working on the research of system security

and con�dential computing

- Jia'nan Zhu - Participant in ICPC and NOIP Contest - Member of SUSTech CTF Team - Interested

in computer security

- As for our advisor - Dr. Fan is the chief engineer (Senior Engineer) of the SUSTech CCSE. He has

published more than twenty papers in high-level academic journals with hundreds of citations. His

research proposal was supported by the Youth Program of the National Natural Science Foundation



of China and participated in several other programs of National Natural Science Funds.

- Some members of SST have interdisciplinary research experience. Yingwei Zheng and Bingzhen

Wang have years of experience in online/of�ine physically-based rendering, which involves

Numerical Analysis, Probability Theory, Statistics, and Radiometry. And CCSE Director Lianping

Wang is a chair professor of the Department of Mechanics and Astronautics. Our team has

experience in interdisciplinary cooperation. These experiences will help us cooperate with experts

in other disciplines to �nd breakthrough points in the performance.

- We created a team with a broad background of experience relevant to the competition. Yingwei

Zheng has a rich knowledge of compiler optimization technologies and CPU/GPU microarchitecture.

And Tingzhen Dong won the Gold Medal of ICPC. They can tune codes and parameters skillfully.

Junfeng Chen, Bingzhen Wang, and Jia'nan Zhu have rich experience in maintaining clusters in the

Center for Computational Science and Engineering of SUSTech. They will provide support for others

during the environment setup. Jixiao Zhang knows a lot about Machine Learning and will be

assigned to the mystery application or the reproducibility challenge.

- Using HPC will improve students' ability to maintain computers and develop/debug programs. It

will also strengthen students' understanding of computer architecture. The purpose of our

participation in the SC competition includes, but is not limited to, training students' abilities, making

new friends, participating in top conferences, and understanding cutting-edge trends.

Massachusetts Green Team
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Po Hao Chen is a third year student at Boston University pursuing computer science. His domain of

interest lies in the intersection of theory and practice. His independent research focuses on

optimization through mathematics and distributed computing. He lectures a course on algorithmic

problem solving targeted at upperclassmen at Boston University. He has been involved in the HPC

community for the past three years. In addition to publications at HPC conferences and attending

past SCs, he runs the only HPC student club in the Boston area with Carlton.

Carlton Knox is a third year student in computer engineering. He has been a member of the BUHPC

club for three years and is the current President of the club. He is passionate about software and

hardware performance in computer architecture design. He regularly hosts workshops related to

HPC concepts for prospective students. Carlton's research involves leveraging machine learning to

predict CPU temperatures to increase power ef�ciency, and he wishes to extend his work to the

hardware used in HPC systems.



Andrew Nguyen is a third year student at Northeastern University majoring in electrical and

computer engineering, with a minor in game design. In addition to computational science, Andrew

studied quantum mechanics and modern physics. He became involved in architecture research

working in GPU simulators. Although Andrew is relatively new to HPC, he has experience with the

software stacks used by the community through his projects.

Vance Raiti is a sophomore at Boston University studying electrical engineering. He came from a

performing arts background and is relatively new to the HPC scene. His interests have grown

greatly after joining the club while working on optimizing the club's Raspberry Pi cluster. Vance

was trained rigorously as a mathematician and is interested in various domains of science. He has

studied advanced mathematics, quantum information theory, and �uid dynamics.

Yida Wang is a sophomore at Boston University studying computer science and business. He joined

the BUHPC team this year and became interested in pursuing a career in the �eld. He plans on

working in machine learning research and hopes to learn more about leveraging distributed

systems through the competition.

Yiran Yin is a sophomore at Boston University studying computer engineering and mathematics.

She has been part of the BUHPC club for a year and volunteers to manage the club's Jetson cluster.

She is still exploring and seeking her �eld of interests and hopes to understand the areas HPC can

be applied to through the competition.

Kurt Keville is a researcher at MIT. He has been involved in the Boston HPC scene for the past two

decades and mentored many competitions teams, including past teams in ISC, SC, and ASC. He

provides us access to resources, vendor connections, and insights into cluster design.

Benjamin Li is the team’s secondary advisor. He has previously competed in the last two Student

Cluster Competitions and brings a wealth of experience in setting up applications. He will be

assisting with training the team as well as coordinating logistics.

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Our team members have never participated in a competition like this, but are eager to rise to the

challenge of IndySCC and gain hands-on experience with HPC. The IndySCC competition will

create connections, build resumes, and develop cutting-edge skills. With an unparalleled

commitment to student success, TAMU-CC creates life-changing opportunities for students. Our

diverse team brings a variety of backgrounds, experiences, and studies. Veronica never imagined

working in technology, but has been in TAMU-CC IT for eleven years. Coming from a non-



traditional background in Communication, her love for IT grew as a student employee. She moved

through the ranks from the service desk to a systems administrator. Chanelle is a Junior in

Management Information Systems with a Minor in Finance. She obtained her Associate's in

Business Administration with a 4.0 GPA. Chanelle challenges herself as a student employee in our

Application Administration department. She was also Team Leader for a Center for Creative Land

Recycling project that developed a working application for the Texas State Aquarium. Savannah is a

Sophomore in Computer Science. She has learned the basics of her future �eld, yet was one of the

�rst students to volunteer for this opportunity. When asked what computational experience she

said, “… minor computer science experience, but I had to Google what HPC stood for, if that tells

you anything.” She is �erce and fearless. Hunter Carver is inspiring. As a Junior in Computer Science,

Hunter focuses on Systems Programming. He earned an Associate’s Degree in Computer

Programming from Del Mar College, founded their �rst Computer Science Club, and remains a

member of the College Hall of Fame. As a growing R2 institution, TAMU-CC is home to one of

seven test sites for Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in the US. Hunter interns at our UAS Center

where the competition experience will be directly bene�cial. He has also developed a 240Mh/s

mining rig to validate the Ethereum Blockchain. Orlando Gomez is a Sophomore in Computer

Science focusing on Cybersecurity. Orlando has a Linux certi�cation and is pursuing a student

employee position in TAMU-CC’s Division of IT. He has the drive to excel in this competition, in

order to build his knowledge and experience. Nabil and Amine are both international students from

Algeria. In speaking with Amine, he discussed how his home is lagging in the technology �eld and

struggles with limited access to educational resources. Even so, Nabil and Amine have awe-

inspiring resumes. Both competed in a 48-hour competition by designing a robot to assist the

visually impaired with navigation. They won �rst place regionally and third place globally. They are

also both tutors on campus which will be a great asset when training less experienced members of

the team. Our mentor, Dr. Xin Yang is an Assistant Research Scientist at TAMUs High Performance

Research Computing (HPRC). Her expertise is in the area of computational chemistry and molecular

modeling. She joined the IndySCC 21 as a co-advisor for the TAMU-PVAMU joint Gig ‘em bytes

team.

Revontuli
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This team, "Revontuli" (northern lights in Finnish), is Finland's �rst ever entry to SCC, and all the

team members are �rst-timers. The team is coordinated and managed by CSC which is the national

supercomputing center of Finland and the host of the 550 P�ops LUMI pre-exascale

supercomputer. The team is unique in such a way that its members come from four universities

(Aalto University, University of Helsinki, Tampere University and LUT University) in four different

cities (Helsinki, Espoo, Tampere and Lappeenranta) in Finland. That is, it's not a university team but

a true all-Finnish team.



CSC started looking for team members in the fall of 2021 by distributing �yers and contacting

universities with computational science programs. We received a number of applications,

interviewed the most promising candidates, and �nalized the team before Christmas holidays. In

addition to the technical skills, we emphasized the motivation to learn HPC and to work as a team.

The team members are at different stages in their BSc studies in computer science, but all are

experienced Linux users and hobbyist or even professional programmers with experience in various

programming languages including Fortran, C/C++, Python. CSC's role is to bring in the HPC skills.

One of the team members, Roope Salmi, has won the bronze medal in the International Olympiad

in Informatics 2020, however, none of them had HPC experience before. Thus, this competition

provides the team members a unique possibility to learn HPC. As the importance of HPC is

increasing in multitude of scienti�c disciplines the competition is very likely to bene�t the

participants whatever their exact academic path will turn out to be.

The advisor, Dr. Jussi Enkovaara has background in computational physics and has been at CSC

since 2005. He has experience in developing and optimizing large scienti�c applications and

international HPC projects. Currently, he is working in HPC support helping customers in optimizing

and parallelizing scienti�c applications and contributing to the CSC's user training.

Team Phoenix
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The members of Team Phoenix are Jack Hurst, Tracey Li, Braden Hester, Patrick Sliwinski, Samuel

Henderson, and Aditya Kaushik. Our team is brought together by a shared interest in high-

performance computing, and we hope to develop our experience and involvement in HPC through

this competition.

All of us are part of a Vertically Integrated Project (VIP) HPC class, which is designed to train SCC

teams, teach students about HPC fundamentals, and give them awareness of the industry. From

this class, we learn about various HPC topics, such as schedulers, the Linpack benchmark, and

some examples of building and running applications. 

Our members have varied experience across academic coursework and industry. Collectively, we

study �ve concentrations in computer science which are offered by Georgia Tech’s College of

Computing: devices, information internetworks, theory, systems and architecture, and arti�cial

intelligence. Through our coursework, we have learned about algorithms, computer architecture,

operating systems and other computer science fundamentals. We have also gained industry

experience through internships. Jack and Braden have worked on front- and back-end web

development, and Aditya has worked with databases, networking protocols, and cloud



technologies.

Patrick and Samuel are interested in HPC because they are involved in �elds where HPC is applied

to run simulations and model complex problems. Patrick is a member of the Yellow Jacket Space

Program at Georgia Tech, where he works on embedded software for the �ight computer and

sensor boards. Patrick’s interest in HPC comes from the �ight dynamics simulations used to plan

�ight trajectories by the Yellow Jacket Space Program. Before computer science, Samuel studied

mechanical engineering. One reason he is interested in HPC is its applications in �uid dynamics and

thermodynamics. Aditya is a TA for the systems and networks class, where students are given an

exposure to computing systems and networking, including software abstractions for utilizing

compute resources. Aditya is enjoying the HPC VIP class because many of the operating systems

concepts that he has learned about through coursework and readings – such as scheduling and

distributed systems – get put into full use in an HPC environment. Braden’s interest in HPC stems

from a desire to understand how we can use computers to their fullest potential. He has experience

participating in team-based academic competitions, such as Lockheed Martin’s CodeQuest

programming competition and the GHSA State Math competition. Tracey’s interest in math drew

her to HPC and this competition, and she is looking forward to being exposed to the techniques

used in HPC to solve problems. Jack was previously a computer engineering student, so he has a

background in hardware. He is an instructor for the 3D printing tech area at Georgia Tech’s

Electrical and Computer Engineering makerspace. By participating in this competition, he hopes to

gain more experience in linux, scripting, and parallel programming. 

Sahit, our advisor, is a graduate student at Georgia Tech. He has worked for Nvidia in software

security, competed in Nvidia’s GPU Hackathon, and is currently competing in ISC22, making him a

wonderful resource as our team advisor.

Team Sol
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Advisors included, this will be the team's 3rd Cluster Computing Competition (although its �rst in

the "major" competitions). The primary advisor and logistics coordinator are invested graduate EE

students who placed 2nd and 4th in the last two national-level Winter Classic Invitational Cluster

Computing Competitions. They submitted competitive HPCG, HPL, NAS Parallel benchmark,

OpenFOAM motorcycle simulation, and machine learning application scores utilizing a variety of

supercomputers and clusters provided by Google, Cray, NASA (Pleiades), Oak Ridge National Labs

(SUMMIT), and AWS. 

The logistics coordinator has a second undergraduate degree in biology, in addition to Electrical

Engineering. The primary advisor has studied bioinformatics as well as Electrical Engineering.



Regarding the actual undergraduate team, each competitor is trained in relevant areas but new to

cluster computing. Dante Uriostegui and Miguel Payan are assisting the primary advisor with a

radiation hardened GPU project. Throughout the spring they learned to use cmake, make, and linux

to conduct GPU programming and even compiler design. They also learned much about GPU

architecture through their work with open-source GPU RTL designs. Expertise gained from this

competition will help them to utilize state-funded supercomputers to decrease synthesization times

and increase emulation performance with complex designs - a critical veri�cation step that their

laptops will soon begin struggling with, as the complexity of the design increases. Throughout the

rest of their bachelors and master's education, they will be invaluable to the department for this

skillset.

Juan Muller is pro�cient with linux and computer vision. He successfully programmed a drone to

land on QR codes using a Raspberry Pi with an intel Compute Stick 2 VPU, requiring build-

troubleshooting on his part. HPC training from this competition will empower him to train new

models with more data for future machine learning work.

Daniel Alvarado was a star student in the University's rigorous microprocessor systems course, and

will complete an internship working with microprocessors at Sandia National Labs over the

summer. As he searches for a topic to research in the future for graduate school, HPC has caught

his attention. Participation in this competition will elucidate what HPC really is, and reveal new

possibilities for a senior design project and future research.

Finally, Michelle Lara and Jose Granados are earlier-on students with programming pro�ciency and

a bright future. The HPC skillset that follows from participation in this competition will allow them

not only to participate in future student cluster competitions, but also to help the department with

simulation-centered research. 

Thus, our team's advisors are invested and trained in HPC. Our student competitors are talented

and trained in relevant areas, so this competition will serve to bring many of their skills together to

form a new useful skill. As our department has a high need for HPC experts to help professors

utilize UTEP-owned and State-Owned Clusters and Supercomputers for their research, the

presence of undergraduates, several who are somewhat early on, who have aspirations for

graduate school will be an enormous help to our school as well.

Random Access Clemories
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HPC is a priority and topic of research across several departments and colleges at Clemson



University. Clemson students and faculty regularly use HPC to revolutionize their �eld. Last year,

Clemson put together a diverse and competitive team and competed for the second time. This year,

Clemson’s Death Valley Computing is a diverse and strong team with new candidates who are

applying their strengths and collaborating together to build a formidable team. Each member

carries a strong foundation in traditional computer science and engineering, along with their

individual experiences and skill sets for various aspects of the competition. Participation in the SCC

provides us with an opportunity unlike any other to combine our knowledge and creativity to

evaluate and expand our understanding of HPC; more importantly, lay the foundation for future

opportunities in graduate school and industry. 

Cooper Sanders, a senior (CPE), is interested in GPU architecture and has worked on many research

projects at Clemson concerning HPC. He has contributed to several codebases by porting scienti�c

work�ows to GPUs and optimizing existing kernels. He is working with Los Alamos National Lab

this summer on optimizing LANL research software.

David Krasowska is a senior (CPE) that is interested in hardware design and architecture. He has

experience, including a published paper, in HPC research involving lossy data compression in

collaboration with Argonne National Lab and Los Alamos National Lab. 

Ethan Gindlesperger, a senior (CPE) with a minor in mathematics and a focus on computer

architecture. Ethan has a background in video game design and robotics, and spent time interning

with Intel last year. Ethan will parley his HPC experience in this competition to become a strong

candidate for graduate school and/or industry jobs.

Logan Durham is a sophomore (CS). He works in laptop support for Clemson IT. In his free time, he

works on older desktops and enterprise hardware, such as Dell Poweredge servers and HP thin

clients, to learn how systems are set up and managed. He has participated in the

HackHPC@PEARC21 hackathon and is working with Los Alamos National Laboratory on a data

compression project.

Moises Martinez Herrera is a freshman (CS). He works for Clemson’s IT helping customers with

software and basic hardware issues. He is a �rst generation Hispanic student at Clemson

University. Moises has set up a personal storage server in his home and has participated in the

Hello World hackathon hosted in Clemson.

Benjamin Schlueter, a freshman (CPE) minoring in math and business who is interested in arti�cial

intelligence and HPC. He has a passion for learning as well as working with computers in events

such as hackathons and creative inquiries. Benjamin has already built a cluster computer and is

excited to learn more via participation in this competition.



The team’s mentor is Dr. Jon C. Calhoun, a tenure-track Assistant Professor of Electrical and

Computer Engineering who researches fault tolerance and lossy data compression. He is a strong

advocate of HPC education and research for undergraduates; mentoring 8 undergraduates in his

research group in 2021-2022.

Gig'Em Bytes
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The Gig 'em bytes Student Cluster Competition (SCC) team is multidisciplinary with members from

the departments of Biomedical Engineering, Chemistry, Electrical & Computer Engineering,

Management Information Systems, Physics, and Statistics at Texas A&M University (TAMU). 

Patrick is the team lead and previously competed in the IndySCC. He will be able to help the less

experienced team members navigate their way through the benchmarking of the system, as well as

the dissection of the applications to optimize their performance. He would like to gain an even

deeper understanding of HPC systems through this intense competition, so that he can help

diversify the scope in which it is used in industry.

Catherine has always been interested in problem solving, and has been heavily involved in areas of

science. She is a physics major, and will select the computational physics track, so that she can

combine her study of the physical world with the world of computation. She has not competed in

the SCC before, but is very willing to work hard and excited to learn more about PHASTA.

Becky is currently working as a student technician at TAMUs High Performance Research

Computing (HPRC) facility. She has seen how researchers utilize HPC to advance their studies and

innovations, and she believes that HPC will help to shape the future. This competition is a perfect

opportunity for her to gain more knowledge and hands-on experience with HPC.

Emmanuel is also a student technician at HPRC. He has assisted users in accessing the HPRC

systems, and editing scripts to run correctly or more ef�ciently. As technology advances, more and

more users depend on HPC for their tasks. This competition will be a great opportunity to further

his knowledge and experience for his personal and professional career.

Lius is very familiar with computer components because he has been building computers since he

was young and has spent his free-time learning about HPC. He has project based experience in

Python and C++ coding which will be bene�cial to the team. He is excited to work with HPC

components and discovering how the knowledge he has now can grow and in what ways he can

contribute to the challenges this competition will present.



Curran has been involved in computational chemistry research and HPC since 2020. He competed

in the IndySCC21 competition which allowed him to progress further in his research and prepared

him to pursue research as a career. He is ready for this opportunity to experience even greater

bene�ts with this year's competition and he couldn’t be more thrilled!

Dr. Lisa Perez, Associate Director at TAMU's HPRC is the team advisor and possesses an extensive

background in the computational sciences and HPC system administration. She led the multi-

institutional Ag-Jag (TAMU/TAMU-SA) VirtualSCC20 team and Gig 'em bytes (TAMU/PVAMU)

IndySCC21 team. Co-advisor Dr. Xin Yang is an Assistant Research Scientist at HPRC. She has

expertise in the area of computational chemistry and HPC.

The Gig 'em bytes team is well-rounded in scienti�c disciplines and skill sets necessary to succeed!

KambingCluster
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The Universitas Indonesia team consists of senior-level undergraduate students majoring in physics

(Mr. Abednego, Mr. Fahreza, Mr. Millennianno, and Mr. Ma’ruf), math (Mr. Al Josan), and computer

science (Mr. Prasetya), with varying computational science experience. Mr. Abednego and Mr.

Fahreza currently perform research with Quantum ESPRESSO software and Boltztrap2 Python

package, and are taking a course on Fortran 90/95. Mr. Millennianno and Mr. Ma’ruf study

Instrumentation Physics and Control Systems, both hardware and software, from the basics of

Assembly and C as the main way of writing instructions/code. Mr. Prasetya (CS) and Mr. Al Josan

(math) contribute their deep knowledge from the point of view of their respective �elds. This broad

spectrum of backgrounds will de�nitely contribute to the team’s performance in the competition.

This is our �rst HPC competition. We have great interest to participate in IndySCC, and we’re eager

to learn new things, for example about parallelization and algorithms. This competition will not

only provide a place to learn those things, but also give a chance and experience for the team

members to apply the knowledge that have been acquired previously and from academic courses.

We also realize that HPC will become an integral part of scienti�c research, especially in the

simulation and arti�cial intelligence world, in which every team member is currently interested. We

hope to contribute our talent in the world of HPC.

Mr. Phan is an alumnus of Universitas Indonesia (S.Si. in Physics) who recently �nished his MS in

Physics at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. His master’s thesis involved porting a dynamical

density response code “Exciting-Plus” based on Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory (TD-

DFT) to the Summit supercomputer. The original CPU-only code was awarded the 2010 ACM

Gordon Bell Honorable Mention for Performance, and the ported code performed 12x faster (wall



clock time) compared to CPU-only runs on Summit. He currently works as a Research Software

Engineer at Sourcery Institute.

Dr. Cahaya is an assistant professor at the Physics Department, Universitas Indonesia. He received

his doctorate degree from Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, Japan. He teaches

mathematical and computational methods in physics at the undergraduate and master level. He

utilizes Density Functional Theory calculations for modeling physical systems, supported by the

research computing cluster at Theoretical & Computational Condensed Matter Physics (TCMP) lab.

This cluster is also available for TCMP students, which includes Mr. Abednego and Mr. Fahreza.

Dr. Adhianto is a research staff at the Department of Computer Science, Rice University. He

received his doctorate degree from the University of Houston. His research interests are compiler

and performance analysis.

Prof. Bustamam is a professor at the Mathematics Department, Universitas Indonesia. He received

the PhD degree in bioinformatics from the University of Queensland, Australia. His research focuses

on high-performance computing approaches on computational mathematics, computational

biology, bioinformatics, and computer science.

Dr. Budiardja is a computational scientist in the National Center for Computational Sciences (NCCS)

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. He earned his PhD from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville in

computational astrophysics.

SYSU-SCC
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Student Cluster Competition (SCC) has a long tradition at Sun Yat-sen University (SYSU), even

before the installation of Tianhe-2, the once-fastest supercomputer. In the last decade, the SCC

team has been one of the most competitive SCC teams. At ASC, we won the 4th from 2012 to

2017, the 3rd with an e-prize in 2019, and the 3rd with the Highest Linpack in 2021. At ISC, we

won the 4th in both 2019 and 2021. In addition, we were the champion of IndySCC last year. For

us, our application to SCC@SC shows our persistent efforts in exploring the frontier in HPC. Our

motivations and strengths are as follows:

First, most of our team members with disciplinary diversity are with HPC skills and rich SCC

experience. 4 out of 6 members have the experience in SCC, and have participated in ASC'22 and

ISC'22. We have invited experts from academia and industry to deliver lectures on HPC-related

topics. With regular training designed by senior members, team members familiarized themselves

with system setup, software management, and optimization using MPI, OpenMP, and CUDA. With



training cluster management skills and preparing for the Mystery Applications, the team members

have, on their own, deployed and tuned a wide range of benchmark suites and applications (e.g.,

HPL, WRF, ICON). Therefore, we are con�dent in both managing our cluster and optimizing parallel

programs on it.

Second, our members with disciplinary diversity have particular interests in the �elds of

architecture, algorithm, AI, database, etc. Since our team members are in different majors, we can

investigate problems from different perspectives. For example, Siran Liu has participated in many

interdisciplinary competitions (e.g. IGEM), which enable us to glance at new applications from a

higher perspective. And Tianxing Yang, who previously majored in Mathematics, will certainly bring

us more distinctive ideas from his point of view. Zhe Tang and Yang Ye were post-contestants in the

Physics and Chemistry Contests, and they will apply their own experience to solving problems. Han

Huang and Tianxing Yang, have participated in SYSU ACM-ICPC Team, and are capable to optimize

the algorithms of HPC applications. 

Last but not least, we have valuable guidance from our advisor Dr. Dan Huang, a PC member of

SC22. Dr. Dan Huang is currently an associate professor in the School of Computer Science and

Engineering, Sun Yat-sen University. He received Ph.D. in computer engineering at the University of

Central Florida. His research interests are scienti�c data management, in-memory computing,

parallel programming model, and distributed storage systems. In addition, he worked at Oak Ridge

National Lab, USA (ORNL) as a short-term researcher for about ten months. His research has been

published in many top-tier conferences and journals, including TC, TPDS, ICDCS, IPDPS, and DAC.

Dieut et mon Droid
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Our team is composed of students across various �elds and interests. In total, our team consists of

students from Computer Science, Computational Engineering, Physics, Mathematics, and Electrical

and Computer Engineering. All team members have experience with computing, but it is only one

member’s primary focus of study. Our differing experiences and backgrounds ensures our team has

a diverse skill set that is ready to meet the challenges of SCC. Mathew Abraham is a computational

engineering major who has experience with C++ and Python. He has gained exposure to machine

learning libraries and training models on GPUs, and is interested in applying his classroom

knowledge to this competition. Surendra Anne is a physics major with experience in Python. Having

had limited exposure to other aspects of computing, participating in SC22 is a great opportunity for

him to learn more about resource management in computing. Knowledge of HPC can translate to

his interest in astrophysics research, as sifting through copious amounts of data is an important part

of imaging in astrophysics and particle experiments. Jorge Bolivar is a computational engineering

major with a solid understanding of Python and C++. This competition will lead him to explore new



branches of computing, and he hopes HPC will create an environment where he can challenge

himself and learn more about his interests in real world applications. Saiprathik Chalamkuri is a

computer science student who has delved into user level concepts such as data structures and

algorithms, and has experience working with lower level concepts such as computer architecture

and operating systems. He looks forward to learning more in-depth about how hardware relates to

reaping computing power and hopes for this competition to increase his skills maximizing hardware

and software ef�ciency. Jenna May is a computational engineering major in the process of

transferring into electrical and computer engineering with plans to concentrate in computer

architecture. She has experience with C++, Python, and assembly language along with exposure to

CPU architecture. She hopes to learn more on how to best optimize the working of both software

and hardware, which will be a great bene�t to her career. Benjamin Nederveld is currently a third

year mathematics major pursuing a minor in Chinese. He hopes to combine the practical aspects of

competition with some of the more theoretical aspects of his education. Additionally, he hopes to

learn more about collaboration on large-scale technical projects.

It is all members’ �rst time participating in SCC, and we all hope to gain valuable technical skills

and experience that can be directly transferable to our future careers. Furthermore, the technical

and problem solving skills we gain from participating will help us academically.

Our advisors work full time at the Texas Advanced Computing Center. Joe Garcia and Nick Thorne

are system administrators that build, maintain, and ensure high availability of various TACC

clusters. Matthew Cawood is part of the Performance and Architectures team within the High

Performance Computing group where he conducts performance benchmarking and analysis along

with software development.

DeepNeuron
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The Monash HPC SCC team is part of a larger team of undergraduate students called DeepNeuron

(https://www.deepneuron.org/). DeepNeuron is a student team focused on improving the world

with Arti�cial Intelligence and High-Performance Computing. 

Computational background Many students in the team are undertaking Computer Science or

Engineering as their degree, learning subjects such as data structures, algorithms and programming

languages such as C, C++, Python. On top of that, with the assistance of Monash eResearch

(https://www.monash.edu/researchinfrastructure/eresearch, which maintains two local HPC

clusters), the Monash Student Cluster Competition(SCC) team goes through practical and

theoretical training sessions on HPC topics, which include: Cloud Technologies (OpenStack on our

local Nectar system) Compilers (gcc, icc) Container technology (Singularity, Docker) Working on



local High Performance Computer Clusters Parallel Programming (MPI, openMP) 

Non-computational science domain Monash University gives students the opportunity to undertake

double degrees which allows the team to have a more diverse background in �elds such as

Mathematics, Physics, Commerce, Biomedicine, and more. 

Broad background Some members of the team also have experience with hardware. We have built

a small model cluster with four Raspberry Pi nodes for training and testing. The team has also

constructed a small HPC cluster with the support of Dell and NVIDIA, gaining practical experiences

in assembling and maintaining a server. 

Have any of the members participated before The team has competed in several well known

competitions around the globe such as ASC21, IndySCC21 and ISC22. In fact, the Monash

DeepNeuron SCC team has won First prize and Application award in ASC (http://www.asc-

events.org/ASC20-21/) and came 2nd in IndySCC21. The team for IndySC22 will consist of

experienced members who won ASC21 and IndySC21, and new members who are �rst time

joining the competition. Pascal and Nick have participated in IndySCC21 and they are currently

competing in ISC22. They are both passionate to reinforce the skills they learnt last year and

achieve a better result. Those experienced members will enable new members to learn new

technologies they face and ensure them making a meaningful contribution to IndySC22.

How does SCC help academic career SCC is one of the best places which challenges students and

inspires them to become future High Performance Computing researchers. The opportunities to

attend a major conference and to meet with peers and experts around the world would broaden

students’ views on their future academic career. With the growing �eld of arti�cial intelligence and

data science, the experience of dealing with scienti�c programs, optimising them, speeding them up

with parallel computing techniques using HPC will serve us well in our future endeavours. 

Introduce the advisor and advisor's background The team advisor is Mr Simon Michnowicz. Simon

was the team advisor for the Monash SCC 2018 team, as well as the ASC 21 and Indy Sc21 teams.

Simon works at Monash eResearch, where he manages two HPC Clusters. As an accredited

Software Carpentry teacher, Simon is passionate about educating the next generation of HPC

professionals.

GeekPie_ HPC
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The GeekPie_HPC team is united with a broad background and different STEM minds that aim to

discover and resolve challenging engineering works. The philosophy of problem-solving is highly



related to HPC applications and DevOps. We are equipped with free will and a solid ability to

explore the technology world.

As for the diversity of research interests, Jiajun Cheng, a Sophomore, who is the new captain this

year, currently works for Multi-Disciplinary AI VR/AR Studio(MARS), a place to make AI and CV

happen in normal people's life. He is responsible for the backend of an animation App called Wand,

and he has learned system architecture design, CI/CD, and Kubernetes.

Aibo Hu is a freshman majoring in computer science. He is interested in algorithms and data

structures and has participated in many algorithmic programming contests. Besides, he is also a

member of the GeekPie_ DevOps team and maintains the GeekPie_ mirror service. He is now

working on learning computer architecture and systems.

Zecheng Li is a Computer Architecture and Parallel Computing enthusiast. His previous experience

as a backup teammate at SC21 made him interested in �ne-tuning the HPC program. He is

currently doing an internship for a trading �rm optimizing the code there.

Weiqi Wu, our lovely Mascot, is a Natural Language Processing enthusiast. She has conducted

many small projects in these �elds. She joined the team for a cross-discipline view of Machine

Learning Systems.

Yichi Zhang is a freshman from the GeekPie_ Association. He was an algorithm competitor and won

two silver medals in the ICPC Regional Contest. He is currently a member of the GeekPie_ DevOps

team and studying computer systems and compiler technology.

Yining Zhang is a senior undergraduate student with a focus on architecture and systems. He has

taken courses and completed projects on computer architecture, operating systems, distributed

systems, and high-performance computing. Currently, he is also an assistant engineer of

Biomedical Big Data Platform in the university, using his computer expertise to help other majors to

do some scienti�c computing work.

Our previous teammates bene�t a lot from the SC competition, and we are grateful to the

committee. We meet the software and hardware nerd of our age and share our experiences and

provide internship opportunities. They pursue their studies in prestigious schools and world-

leading companies thanks to the experience and connections built during the SC event. Speci�cally,

Ms. Jia Du goes to Carnegie Mellon University to study computer vision. Mr. Yanjie Song, Songhui

Cao, and Guancheng Li land their research career in Prof. Shu Yin's team, focusing on the

application of non-volatile random-access memory in the general memory hierarchy. Mr. Jianwen

Luo takes an internship at Xilinx and joins Prof. Yajun's lab at ShanghaiTech, targetting FPGA

acceleration in traditional computational models. Mr. Yuzhuo Jing started his Ph.D. degree at John



Hopkins University, focusing on the security of Linux systems. Our former captain, Yiwei Yang will

start the Ph.D. at UC Santa Cruz, focusing on general Systems in fall 2022.

ZJUSCT
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Zihan Yang, Yi Chen, and Yun Pan are junior students majoring in Computer Science and have

participated in ASC twice. Kaiqi Chen, from Chu Kochen Honors College, Xingjian Qian, majoring in

Computer Science, and Shaojun Xu, majoring in Control Science and Engineering, are sophomore

students and have one ASC experience. Besides, three students are on the ISC22 team.

All of us are members of the Zhejiang University Supercomputing Team(ZJUSCT), the HPC interest

group in ZJU. Each year, new members from various majors will join the team, bringing the vigor of

youth. We communicate and obtain well-trained HPC skills here. Our common interests bring us

together. Exchange, learning from each other, and making progress together are the main themes

of our daily life. The new members inherit the team from the old, growing more talented, year after

year. In competitions, there are challenges from different domain science disciplines, helping us to

�nd out how to practice HPC skills in interdisciplinary work. Being one of the biggest

supercomputing competitions in the world, SCC has always been our dream. We fully acknowledge

the fame and the success of SCC, while we have never participated in this huge event.

We crave to challenge the most challenging HPC problems. We hope to analyze them, try different

ways to solve them and obtain our approach to them. The experience in the competition will help

us realize our potential and leap beyond our limits. After we have participated in various HPC

competitions, we found that different competitions have different focuses. The SCC will be a brand

new challenge and platform to improve our academic skills.

# Team Advisor

Jianhai Chen is currently an Associate Professor in the College of Computer Science and

Technology, Zhejiang University, the super-visor of the ZJU Supercomputing Team, and the leader

of Intelligent Computing and System Lab. IEEE, ACM, CCF member. Member of CCF Blockchain

Professional Committee.

Zeke Wang is a ZJU100 Young Professor at Zhejiang University in Computer Science. His research

interest is to use various heterogeneous devices, e.g., FPGAs and GPUs, to build Deep Learning

training systems, with a focus on giant model training.

Shuibing He is currently a ZJU100 Young Professor. His research areas include intelligent



computing, parallel and distributed computing, �le and storage systems, non-volatile memory, in-

memory computing, operating systems, and big data processing.

Yin Zhang is an associate professor at the College of Computer Science and Technology at Zhejiang

University, Hangzhou, China. His research interests lie in compilers for AI chips, code representation

learning, and textual and visual content analysis.

Weiwei Xu is currently a researcher at the state key lab of CAD&CG at Zhejiang University. His

research interests lie in computer graphics, especially physical simulation and computer animation,

computational geometry, 3D printing, and virtual reality.

Chong Zeng is a senior undergraduate student studying Computer Science and Technology at

Zhejiang University. He is the team leader of our school's super-computing team. His research

interests include computer vision, computer graphics, deep learning, and high-performance

computing.

NTHU
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Chan-Yu, Mou is our team leader. He is a junior student from Tsing Hua Experimental Education

Program, whose mission is to discover extraordinary students in diverse areas by looking beyond

grades. Chan-Yu has broad interests in computer science and astronomy. So he joined the SCC

team training as a freshman, and he is a member of the team that won �rst place in ASC20-21

(virtual), and second prize in HPC-AI 20. Chan-Yu brings diversity, experience, and leadership to our

team.

En-Ming Huang is a sophomore majoring in Computer Science. He has a strong interest in HPC. He

had already joined the team training and took the graduate-level parallel program course. In his

freshman year under the guidance of Prof. Chou, he has already published a paper in The Journal of

Supercomputing. 

Fu-Chiang Chang is a transfer student from the National Chung Cheng University. He is interested

in HPC and deep learning, and currently studies distributed and federated learning under the

guidance of Prof. Chou. He is the person in charge of the DLRM application in the HPC-AI’21

competition, and he is looking forward to the new challenge in the SCC competition.

Pang-Ning Wu and Pin-Yi Kuo are sophomore students majoring in Computer Science. Both of

them are passionate about all things related to Information Technology and are always eager to

learn something new. They joined the team to touch and learn things that can’t be taught in class.



Hsu-Tzu Ting is a junior student majoring in Computer Science. As the only female student on the

team, she wants to be a role model to encourage more female students to participate in this

exciting competition.

Our team is led by Prof. Chou, who has served as the team advisor since 2011 and won several

awards over the years, including the overall champion in ASC '19, 20-21, and highest Linpack in

SC’14, ASC '18. The team is currently ranked second in the world on the HPC-AI leaderboard. He

worked in LBNL before joining National Tsing Hua University. He has published over 50 papers in

top journals and conferences, including 3 papers at the SC conference. He has developed several

young talents in the HPC �eld who are either currently pursuing Ph.D. and M.S. degrees in the US

or working in HPC-related companies in Taiwan. One of them is also a student volunteer in SC’22.

Overall, we are a team with an interdisciplinary, hard-working attitude, well-trained skills, and good

teamwork. We have been training for the competition for over a year since last February. The

training process has not only taught us the skills and knowledge needed for the competitions but

also brought us together to develop trust and friendship between each other.

ClusDur
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We are ClusDur – a team of enthusiastic Durham University students who can’t wait to enter the

world of HPC! We would love to participate in IndySCC since it is the ideal opportunity to get �rst

insights into supercomputing and gain cluster competition experience. This would be very valuable

to us since neither of us has previously participated in any cluster competition.

We would do well in IndySCC due to our interdisciplinarity, diversity of skill levels and breadth of

technical expertise. ClusDur consists of students from computer science, engineering, mathematics

and physics - with three of us being in their very �rst year of study. Interdisciplinarity and diversity

of skill levels are key to enable our students-teach-students approach and allow us to learn and

thrive together. This will help us consolidate and win through dif�culties, deadlines and all-nighters

of the competition together.

To gain �rst HPC experience, Harrison, Joseph and Matthew have already participated in an

introductory course on the usage of the Durham University’s supercomputer Hamilton. Further,

Allaida, Jack, Matthew and Robert have already successfully participated in classical Hackathons

such as DurHack. Hence, they have experience with solving challenges under time pressure and as

a team. 



As third-year physics students, Harrison and Robert gained their �rst scienti�c computing

experience through their computational physics projects. For Harrison, the project allowed him to

encounter multiprocessing and apply it to a scienti�c simulation. Robert used his project as an

incentive to gain experience with Arch Linux on a Raspberry Pi. He taught himself system

administration skills that are a great asset to the team when it comes to cluster con�guration and

shell scripting. 

Allaida is a �rst-year Computer Science student. She has already acquired a solid foundation in

Python programming and adds experience with machine learning to the team’s skill set thanks to

her participation in DurHack. Matthew is a �rst-year Engineering student and brings domain

knowledge and programming experience in Python, C/C++ and MATLAB to the table. Allaida and

Matthew aim to further their practical CS skills and gain insights into scienti�c simulations.

Jack is a �rst-year Mathematics student, with a strong interest in systems level programming and

related industry experience. He is eager to share his software development knowledge with the

team. As a second-year computer science student, Joseph has a background and keen interest in

hardware optimization and novel computing approaches. Through IndySCC, Jack and Joseph aim to

further their knowledge about performance optimization and gain insights into bare metal cloud

computing. 

Laura conducts research on parallel programming paradigms, especially on task parallelism in

molecular dynamics simulations. She participated in the ISC SCC 2015 and aims to share her

experience through mentoring. Adam’s research interests include the scheduling behaviour of task-

based runtimes and heterogeneous computing. He competed as part of Team Durham in the CIUK

SCC 2021 and is keen to mentor ClusDur through their �rst SCC. Tobias is conducting research on

the ef�cient implementation of multiscale algorithms. He's strongly involved as PI in the UK's

exascale programme ExCALIBUR.

catcat
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We are pro�cient in distributed system and parallel computing, algorithm optimization, computer

operating system, and other HPC necessary knowledge and have participated in a large number of

related researches or projects. Expect the basic knowledge necessary for supercomputers, our team

also has very wide-ranging expertise. Bo-Luo Ge has solid knowledge of computer operation and

maintenance, network knowledge, and computer system knowledge. He is the main member of the

cluster operation and maintenance of the CUHKsz supercomputer club. Zi-Fan Liu has a deep

knowledge of reinforcement learning and deep learning and also has done some research on the

application of reinforcement learning in Smart Grid. Yi-Liang He has profound compiler-level



insights and is excellent at simd and risc-v. Si-Wei Zhang has unique comprehension of the

underlying compilation support and has done related research in the CUHKsz laboratory. Bo-Luo

Ge, Yi-Liang He, Si-Wei Zhang, and Zi-Fan Liu have also participated in the ASC of 2021 and won

second prize. Yang-Lin Zhang has solid knowledge of Computer Vision and has done some jobs in

GPU parallel threading. Hao-Nan Xue has been involved in many hardware-related projects.

Except for the professional computer domain knowledge, our team also has wide non-computer

domain knowledge, such as Econometrics, Electricity Grid, Operation Management, Data Mining,

etc. The diversity of our directions gives us the advantage of solving large-scale problems in

various �elds, and the combination of the thinking methods in different �elds also improves the

ef�ciency of discussion and problem solving within the group. 

We are instructed by an outstanding professor, Professor Yeh-Ching Chung. Professor Yeh-Ching

Chung established a supercomputing team at National Tsing Hua University before he came to

CUHKsz, and led National Tsing Hua University to win the �rst prize in the �nal competitions of

ASC, ISC, and SC many times. Under the leadership of Professor Yeh-Ching Chung, we participated

in the ASC competition of 2021 and won the second prize. We also participated in many parallel

optimization-related competitions, such as Intel's PAC to test and improve our skills. 

As we know, SCC was developed to provide an immersive high performance computing experience

to undergraduate and high school students. As an international platform for students who are

interested in HPC, we sincerely hope that we can compete with other groups all over the world to

improve our skills and show our ability and knowledge to the world.

TexaCal
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Our team consists of four students from California State University Channel Islands and two

students from Prairie View A&M University. Both schools competed in the 2022 Winter Classic

Invitational Student Cluster Competition which involved running benchmarks and HPC simulations

on hardware provided by four mentor organizations (HPE, NASA, Oak Ridge, AWS). Out of 12

teams that participated, team Channel Islands �nished strong despite no prior experience in HPC

and team Prairie View A&M was declared the winner of the competition �nishing in �rst place.

With A&M’s knowledgeable experience and Channel Island’s desire to learn, we will make a

formidable team for the SC22 event. 

Some of our academic disciplines include mathematics, cybersecurity, software engineering,

electrical engineering, and mechatronics. 



HPC and this competition will help the team members �nd careers in any of a wide variety of �elds

Dan Olds is the main advisor for the team currently. He has worked with student cluster

competitions since 2010 and is the organizer of the 2021 and 2022 Winter Classic cluster

competitions.

Our team is sponsored by Penguin Computing, the �rst time this organization has taken part in a

student cluster competition. We will also receive training from a variety of sources including the

Stanford High Performance Computing Center, various application experts, and personnel from

Penguin Computing. From all of these sources, we expect to learn a lot by working together over

the summer learning about HPC and about the hardware that has been provided. 

The team will receive training from a variety of sources including the Stanford High Performance

Computing Center, various application experts, and personnel from Penguin Computing. 

The students are enthusiastic about this competition and all are looking to learn more about HPC

with the hopes of making it their career. 

Dan Olds is the main advisor for the team currently. He has worked with student cluster

competitions since 2010 and is the organizer of the 2021 and 2022 Winter Classic cluster

competitions. 

This team is sponsored by Penguin Computing, the �rst time this organization has taken part in a

student cluster competition.

7:30 pm - 8:00 pm

Student Cluster Competition Kick-Off

Session Description:

Tuesday, November 15th

10:00 am - 6:00 pm

Student Cluster Competition Posters Display

Session Description: Student Cluster Competition Team Posters will be on display during exhibit

�oor hours at the Student Cluster Competition Booth.



Supernova
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Team NTU was formed as part of the HPC club at NTU, a student run club that promotes HPC

adoption and awareness in the University. Its diverse membership consists of students spanning a

wide range of schools, including the schools of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Computer

Science and Engineering, and Physical and Mathematical Sciences.

By organizing weekly training sessions, we were able to build up attendees’ skills and observe their

competencies. From there, we were able to draw on that diverse pool to select club members with

the right set of skills required to tackle this competition’s benchmarks and applications. 

Our multidisciplinary team consists of members from the School of Electrical and Electronic

Engineering, School of Computer Science and Engineering, and School of Physical and

Mathematical Science.

Further, our members also have a wide breadth of practical experience in administering and

designing small-scale HPC systems, as some team members are also in charge of managing the

club’s own clusters within the University’s Parallel and Distributed Computing laboratory. Beyond

just maintenance, they also liaise with sponsors and lab administrators to procure hardware so as

to keep the clusters at the bleeding edge of HPC technology. By doing HPC, our members also

gained knowledge for computer science and some general science, which helps a lot on academic

aspects.

We also have team members with prior participation in HPC-AI APAC, ISC and SC events. We

believe our experience on those competitions would prove invaluable to our success in SC22. 

Our advisor, Dr Bu-Sung Lee also gave us great support for learning HPC and joining all of these

events. Dr. Lee is a faculty member of the School of Computer Science and Engineering, and also a

member of the Policy & Resource Allocation Committee at Singapore’s National Supercomputing

Center (NSCC), the team’s primary sponsor. He has been involved in many Asia-Paci�c research

and education networks including the Singapore Advanced Research and Education Network

(SingAREN) (as its founding president) as well as the Trans-Eurasia Information Network (TEIN-2).

We are also looking forward to learning from other teams for how they optimize the application and

work on the cluster, making new friends, exploring different SC conferences for state-of-the-art

HPC technologies and enhancing our HPC skills.



Random Access Clemories
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HPC is a priority and topic of research across several departments and colleges at Clemson

University. Clemson students and faculty regularly use HPC to revolutionize their �eld. Last year,

Clemson put together a diverse and competitive team and competed for the second time. This year,

Clemson’s Death Valley Computing is a diverse and strong team with new candidates who are

applying their strengths and collaborating together to build a formidable team. Each member

carries a strong foundation in traditional computer science and engineering, along with their

individual experiences and skill sets for various aspects of the competition. Participation in the SCC

provides us with an opportunity unlike any other to combine our knowledge and creativity to

evaluate and expand our understanding of HPC; more importantly, lay the foundation for future

opportunities in graduate school and industry. 

Cooper Sanders, a senior (CPE), is interested in GPU architecture and has worked on many research

projects at Clemson concerning HPC. He has contributed to several codebases by porting scienti�c

work�ows to GPUs and optimizing existing kernels. He is working with Los Alamos National Lab

this summer on optimizing LANL research software.

David Krasowska is a senior (CPE) that is interested in hardware design and architecture. He has

experience, including a published paper, in HPC research involving lossy data compression in

collaboration with Argonne National Lab and Los Alamos National Lab. 

Ethan Gindlesperger, a senior (CPE) with a minor in mathematics and a focus on computer

architecture. Ethan has a background in video game design and robotics, and spent time interning

with Intel last year. Ethan will parley his HPC experience in this competition to become a strong

candidate for graduate school and/or industry jobs.

Logan Durham is a sophomore (CS). He works in laptop support for Clemson IT. In his free time, he

works on older desktops and enterprise hardware, such as Dell Poweredge servers and HP thin

clients, to learn how systems are set up and managed. He has participated in the

HackHPC@PEARC21 hackathon and is working with Los Alamos National Laboratory on a data

compression project.

Moises Martinez Herrera is a freshman (CS). He works for Clemson’s IT helping customers with

software and basic hardware issues. He is a �rst generation Hispanic student at Clemson

University. Moises has set up a personal storage server in his home and has participated in the

Hello World hackathon hosted in Clemson.

Benjamin Schlueter, a freshman (CPE) minoring in math and business who is interested in arti�cial



intelligence and HPC. He has a passion for learning as well as working with computers in events

such as hackathons and creative inquiries. Benjamin has already built a cluster computer and is

excited to learn more via participation in this competition.

The team’s mentor is Dr. Jon C. Calhoun, a tenure-track Assistant Professor of Electrical and

Computer Engineering who researches fault tolerance and lossy data compression. He is a strong

advocate of HPC education and research for undergraduates; mentoring 8 undergraduates in his

research group in 2021-2022.

Revontuli

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

This team, "Revontuli" (northern lights in Finnish), is Finland's �rst ever entry to SCC, and all the

team members are �rst-timers. The team is coordinated and managed by CSC which is the national

supercomputing center of Finland and the host of the 550 P�ops LUMI pre-exascale

supercomputer. The team is unique in such a way that its members come from four universities

(Aalto University, University of Helsinki, Tampere University and LUT University) in four different

cities (Helsinki, Espoo, Tampere and Lappeenranta) in Finland. That is, it's not a university team but

a true all-Finnish team.

CSC started looking for team members in the fall of 2021 by distributing �yers and contacting

universities with computational science programs. We received a number of applications,

interviewed the most promising candidates, and �nalized the team before Christmas holidays. In

addition to the technical skills, we emphasized the motivation to learn HPC and to work as a team.

The team members are at different stages in their BSc studies in computer science, but all are

experienced Linux users and hobbyist or even professional programmers with experience in various

programming languages including Fortran, C/C++, Python. CSC's role is to bring in the HPC skills.

One of the team members, Roope Salmi, has won the bronze medal in the International Olympiad

in Informatics 2020, however, none of them had HPC experience before. Thus, this competition

provides the team members a unique possibility to learn HPC. As the importance of HPC is

increasing in multitude of scienti�c disciplines the competition is very likely to bene�t the

participants whatever their exact academic path will turn out to be.

The advisor, Dr. Jussi Enkovaara has background in computational physics and has been at CSC

since 2005. He has experience in developing and optimizing large scienti�c applications and

international HPC projects. Currently, he is working in HPC support helping customers in optimizing

and parallelizing scienti�c applications and contributing to the CSC's user training.



SEU Supercomputing Club
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Although none of the team members has participated in any competition about supercomputing

before, we all have rich HPC experiments and knowledge of computer science. Four of the team

members have participated in a national education project about distributed training on GPU

clusters and conducted research on LAMMPS in cooperation with the Shenzhen research institution

of Peking University. The two new members are now writing a paper about pipeline training

optimization technology under heterogeneous GPU cluster and are expected to publish it soon. The

members were heavily selected through the intramural competition of Southeast University. Only

the top six participants of the intramural competition are quali�ed to enter the SC22 team. The

Intramural Competition of Southeast University selects HPL, HPCG, IO500, and DeepMD kits as

benchmarks, so the team members have done in-depth research on HPC and had some innovative

ideas about the optimization of SC's benchmarks. The team has created an open-source

supercomputing learning platform(CSWU-Challenge.github.io) for college students from scratch.

Many students interested in supercomputing are learning on our website. Additionally, to share

resources about HPC conveniently, we also create a series of cloud services based on our skills.

Students of Southeast University can upload and download resources via the service.

When it comes to interdisciplinary, only one of our team members majors in computer science, and

others major in physics, chemistry, biology, and arti�cial intelligence. One thing all of the team

members had in common was their high-performance computing research training in their domains,

which sparked their interest in supercomputing.

Despite the board background our team members have, only members who major in chemistry

have rich practical experience of DeepMD before. All the members will go through club training for

SCC.

Speci�c reasons for how HPC will help team members in their academic careers can be concluded

as follows: 1. Our team members either plan to enter the computer science area or are working on

projects about supercomputing. Participation in SC will signi�cantly help us accumulate related

knowledge and experience, laying the foundation for our future careers. 2. SC has a signi�cant

in�uence on the world. The competition experience will bring us enough credits and add a nice

touch to our resumes for applying to Ph.D. programs.

Our advisor, Jinghui Zhang, is the director of the High-Resolution Remote Sensing Data Research

Center of Southeast University and the Secretary of the International Steering Committee of the

IEEE CSCWD Conference. As a representative of Southeast University participating AMS-02

experiment, he worked at the European Organization for Nuclear Research(CERN) in Switzerland

and directly participated in the data processing of the AMS experiment for three and a half years,



and participated in the establishment of Southeast University AMS Supercomputing Center as a

core member. He has published more than 20 papers in well-known international journals and

conferences. As the project leader, he has presided over two projects of the National Natural

Science Foundation of China and over one subproject of the National Science and Technology

Innovation 2030-"New Generation Arti�cial Intelligence" major project.

Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
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We as a team represent the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU). In the past

decade, FAU has participated in many cluster competitions around the world and SCC was one

among them for 8 years. Since then, the support team in the background has continued to develop

constantly, but support staff from the early days are still involved. This experience is granting us

broader exposure to the students and strengthens ongoing co-operations with our sponsors.

Furthermore, the university provides continuous support in hardware and �nancial means since the

�rst participation in 2013. Additionally, we have one team member who was involved in the team

from last year which bene�ts the team since he can pass on his knowledge gained in handling the

hardware and preparing for the competition in general. The advantage for our team is that most of

our team members are studying Computer Science and one team member studies Computational

Engineering which provides us with strong programming skills. Hardware architecture and basic

understanding of computers is a part of those studies as well, so we’re prepared for all aspects of

building a system that is capable of being successful. We have chosen a variety of different

specializations which provides valuable insights from various �elds. For example, some of us have

minors in physics, theoretical computer science and arti�cial intelligence. All of us have student jobs

related to our �eld of studying at our university or a company. This enables us to attain practical

knowledge that helps us in overcoming the challenges we face in the competition. For example,

one of our students’ work is closely related to the MRTs from Siemens giving him a clear idea of

how to handle especially time sensitive hardware. Two of us had some hands on Robotics

especially on Robotic Arms and Navigation gaining some knowledge on Machine Architecture. Two

other students worked as tutors giving them the ability to explain and put their thoughts in words

well. It is also bene�cial that the team members have worked on servers and Robots as their

private projects during their free time therefore having a good grip on Linux and the Linux command

line tools. Our Advisor, Dominik Ernst, is a PhD student at FAU and the NHR@FAU’s GPU expert.

He holds a master's degree with honors in Computational Engineering. His research combines

analytic performance modelling for GPUs and automatic code analysis in support of code

generation and kernel execution decisions. His broad background in GPU porting and optimization

in various applications �elds includes internships at NVIDIA in Santa Clara and at CERN in Geneva.

As a member of the �rst ever team that competed in the SCC for the FAU in 2013 and 2014, he is

no stranger to this competition. We as a team are looking forward to gaining practical knowledge



as well as making use of the networking opportunities. We hope we could implement the skills

attained and this background would help us to successfully handle the different applications of the

competition.

ClusDur
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We are ClusDur – a team of enthusiastic Durham University students who can’t wait to enter the

world of HPC! We would love to participate in IndySCC since it is the ideal opportunity to get �rst

insights into supercomputing and gain cluster competition experience. This would be very valuable

to us since neither of us has previously participated in any cluster competition.

We would do well in IndySCC due to our interdisciplinarity, diversity of skill levels and breadth of

technical expertise. ClusDur consists of students from computer science, engineering, mathematics

and physics - with three of us being in their very �rst year of study. Interdisciplinarity and diversity

of skill levels are key to enable our students-teach-students approach and allow us to learn and

thrive together. This will help us consolidate and win through dif�culties, deadlines and all-nighters

of the competition together.

To gain �rst HPC experience, Harrison, Joseph and Matthew have already participated in an

introductory course on the usage of the Durham University’s supercomputer Hamilton. Further,

Allaida, Jack, Matthew and Robert have already successfully participated in classical Hackathons

such as DurHack. Hence, they have experience with solving challenges under time pressure and as

a team. 

As third-year physics students, Harrison and Robert gained their �rst scienti�c computing

experience through their computational physics projects. For Harrison, the project allowed him to

encounter multiprocessing and apply it to a scienti�c simulation. Robert used his project as an

incentive to gain experience with Arch Linux on a Raspberry Pi. He taught himself system

administration skills that are a great asset to the team when it comes to cluster con�guration and

shell scripting. 

Allaida is a �rst-year Computer Science student. She has already acquired a solid foundation in

Python programming and adds experience with machine learning to the team’s skill set thanks to

her participation in DurHack. Matthew is a �rst-year Engineering student and brings domain

knowledge and programming experience in Python, C/C++ and MATLAB to the table. Allaida and

Matthew aim to further their practical CS skills and gain insights into scienti�c simulations.

Jack is a �rst-year Mathematics student, with a strong interest in systems level programming and



related industry experience. He is eager to share his software development knowledge with the

team. As a second-year computer science student, Joseph has a background and keen interest in

hardware optimization and novel computing approaches. Through IndySCC, Jack and Joseph aim to

further their knowledge about performance optimization and gain insights into bare metal cloud

computing. 

Laura conducts research on parallel programming paradigms, especially on task parallelism in

molecular dynamics simulations. She participated in the ISC SCC 2015 and aims to share her

experience through mentoring. Adam’s research interests include the scheduling behaviour of task-

based runtimes and heterogeneous computing. He competed as part of Team Durham in the CIUK

SCC 2021 and is keen to mentor ClusDur through their �rst SCC. Tobias is conducting research on

the ef�cient implementation of multiscale algorithms. He's strongly involved as PI in the UK's

exascale programme ExCALIBUR.

SUSTech Supercomputing Team

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

- We are from the SUSTech Supercomputing Team (SST). The team is composed of SUSTech

undergraduates who take a great interest in computational science and engineering. SST serves the

large HPC user community in SUSTech and practices HPC skills in real scenes. 

- Team Captain, Yingwei Zheng - Participant in SC21 SCC, 2021 APAC HPC-AI Competition, and

ISC22 SCC - Has more than 6 years of programming experience in modern C++ and CUDA -

Working on high-level optimization for high-performance applications with LLVM and MLIR -

Interested in computer graphics

- Bingzhen Wang - Participant in SC21 SCC and ASC22 - Maintainer of SUSTech Open Source

Mirrors - Interested in programming languages and computer graphics

- We have four talented freshmen this year. (New Participant Points = 10) They are:

- Jixiao Zhang - Participant of the 2021 APAC HPC-AI Competition and ASC22 - Working on

recommendation tasks in social networks with Graph Neural Network

- Junfeng Chen - Experienced software developer - Maintainer of SUSTech Open Source Mirrors -

Interested in hardware and operating system

- Tingzhen Dong - Participant in ICPC Contest, Gold Medal of The 2020 ICPC Asia-East Continent

Final - Former captain of the SUSTech Collegiate Programming Contest Team - Student assistant at



the Department of Computer Science and Engineering - Working on the research of system security

and con�dential computing

- Jia'nan Zhu - Participant in ICPC and NOIP Contest - Member of SUSTech CTF Team - Interested

in computer security

- As for our advisor - Dr. Fan is the chief engineer (Senior Engineer) of the SUSTech CCSE. He has

published more than twenty papers in high-level academic journals with hundreds of citations. His

research proposal was supported by the Youth Program of the National Natural Science Foundation

of China and participated in several other programs of National Natural Science Funds.

- Some members of SST have interdisciplinary research experience. Yingwei Zheng and Bingzhen

Wang have years of experience in online/of�ine physically-based rendering, which involves

Numerical Analysis, Probability Theory, Statistics, and Radiometry. And CCSE Director Lianping

Wang is a chair professor of the Department of Mechanics and Astronautics. Our team has

experience in interdisciplinary cooperation. These experiences will help us cooperate with experts

in other disciplines to �nd breakthrough points in the performance.

- We created a team with a broad background of experience relevant to the competition. Yingwei

Zheng has a rich knowledge of compiler optimization technologies and CPU/GPU microarchitecture.

And Tingzhen Dong won the Gold Medal of ICPC. They can tune codes and parameters skillfully.

Junfeng Chen, Bingzhen Wang, and Jia'nan Zhu have rich experience in maintaining clusters in the

Center for Computational Science and Engineering of SUSTech. They will provide support for others

during the environment setup. Jixiao Zhang knows a lot about Machine Learning and will be

assigned to the mystery application or the reproducibility challenge.

- Using HPC will improve students' ability to maintain computers and develop/debug programs. It

will also strengthen students' understanding of computer architecture. The purpose of our

participation in the SC competition includes, but is not limited to, training students' abilities, making

new friends, participating in top conferences, and understanding cutting-edge trends.

Massachusetts Green Team
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Po Hao Chen is a third year student at Boston University pursuing computer science. His domain of

interest lies in the intersection of theory and practice. His independent research focuses on

optimization through mathematics and distributed computing. He lectures a course on algorithmic

problem solving targeted at upperclassmen at Boston University. He has been involved in the HPC

community for the past three years. In addition to publications at HPC conferences and attending



past SCs, he runs the only HPC student club in the Boston area with Carlton.

Carlton Knox is a third year student in computer engineering. He has been a member of the BUHPC

club for three years and is the current President of the club. He is passionate about software and

hardware performance in computer architecture design. He regularly hosts workshops related to

HPC concepts for prospective students. Carlton's research involves leveraging machine learning to

predict CPU temperatures to increase power ef�ciency, and he wishes to extend his work to the

hardware used in HPC systems.

Andrew Nguyen is a third year student at Northeastern University majoring in electrical and

computer engineering, with a minor in game design. In addition to computational science, Andrew

studied quantum mechanics and modern physics. He became involved in architecture research

working in GPU simulators. Although Andrew is relatively new to HPC, he has experience with the

software stacks used by the community through his projects.

Vance Raiti is a sophomore at Boston University studying electrical engineering. He came from a

performing arts background and is relatively new to the HPC scene. His interests have grown

greatly after joining the club while working on optimizing the club's Raspberry Pi cluster. Vance

was trained rigorously as a mathematician and is interested in various domains of science. He has

studied advanced mathematics, quantum information theory, and �uid dynamics.

Yida Wang is a sophomore at Boston University studying computer science and business. He joined

the BUHPC team this year and became interested in pursuing a career in the �eld. He plans on

working in machine learning research and hopes to learn more about leveraging distributed

systems through the competition.

Yiran Yin is a sophomore at Boston University studying computer engineering and mathematics.

She has been part of the BUHPC club for a year and volunteers to manage the club's Jetson cluster.

She is still exploring and seeking her �eld of interests and hopes to understand the areas HPC can

be applied to through the competition.

Kurt Keville is a researcher at MIT. He has been involved in the Boston HPC scene for the past two

decades and mentored many competitions teams, including past teams in ISC, SC, and ASC. He

provides us access to resources, vendor connections, and insights into cluster design.

Benjamin Li is the team’s secondary advisor. He has previously competed in the last two Student

Cluster Competitions and brings a wealth of experience in setting up applications. He will be

assisting with training the team as well as coordinating logistics.



catcat
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We are pro�cient in distributed system and parallel computing, algorithm optimization, computer

operating system, and other HPC necessary knowledge and have participated in a large number of

related researches or projects. Expect the basic knowledge necessary for supercomputers, our team

also has very wide-ranging expertise. Bo-Luo Ge has solid knowledge of computer operation and

maintenance, network knowledge, and computer system knowledge. He is the main member of the

cluster operation and maintenance of the CUHKsz supercomputer club. Zi-Fan Liu has a deep

knowledge of reinforcement learning and deep learning and also has done some research on the

application of reinforcement learning in Smart Grid. Yi-Liang He has profound compiler-level

insights and is excellent at simd and risc-v. Si-Wei Zhang has unique comprehension of the

underlying compilation support and has done related research in the CUHKsz laboratory. Bo-Luo

Ge, Yi-Liang He, Si-Wei Zhang, and Zi-Fan Liu have also participated in the ASC of 2021 and won

second prize. Yang-Lin Zhang has solid knowledge of Computer Vision and has done some jobs in

GPU parallel threading. Hao-Nan Xue has been involved in many hardware-related projects.

Except for the professional computer domain knowledge, our team also has wide non-computer

domain knowledge, such as Econometrics, Electricity Grid, Operation Management, Data Mining,

etc. The diversity of our directions gives us the advantage of solving large-scale problems in

various �elds, and the combination of the thinking methods in different �elds also improves the

ef�ciency of discussion and problem solving within the group. 

We are instructed by an outstanding professor, Professor Yeh-Ching Chung. Professor Yeh-Ching

Chung established a supercomputing team at National Tsing Hua University before he came to

CUHKsz, and led National Tsing Hua University to win the �rst prize in the �nal competitions of

ASC, ISC, and SC many times. Under the leadership of Professor Yeh-Ching Chung, we participated

in the ASC competition of 2021 and won the second prize. We also participated in many parallel

optimization-related competitions, such as Intel's PAC to test and improve our skills. 

As we know, SCC was developed to provide an immersive high performance computing experience

to undergraduate and high school students. As an international platform for students who are

interested in HPC, we sincerely hope that we can compete with other groups all over the world to

improve our skills and show our ability and knowledge to the world.

DeepNeuron
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The Monash HPC SCC team is part of a larger team of undergraduate students called DeepNeuron



(https://www.deepneuron.org/). DeepNeuron is a student team focused on improving the world

with Arti�cial Intelligence and High-Performance Computing. 

Computational background Many students in the team are undertaking Computer Science or

Engineering as their degree, learning subjects such as data structures, algorithms and programming

languages such as C, C++, Python. On top of that, with the assistance of Monash eResearch

(https://www.monash.edu/researchinfrastructure/eresearch, which maintains two local HPC

clusters), the Monash Student Cluster Competition(SCC) team goes through practical and

theoretical training sessions on HPC topics, which include: Cloud Technologies (OpenStack on our

local Nectar system) Compilers (gcc, icc) Container technology (Singularity, Docker) Working on

local High Performance Computer Clusters Parallel Programming (MPI, openMP) 

Non-computational science domain Monash University gives students the opportunity to undertake

double degrees which allows the team to have a more diverse background in �elds such as

Mathematics, Physics, Commerce, Biomedicine, and more. 

Broad background Some members of the team also have experience with hardware. We have built

a small model cluster with four Raspberry Pi nodes for training and testing. The team has also

constructed a small HPC cluster with the support of Dell and NVIDIA, gaining practical experiences

in assembling and maintaining a server. 

Have any of the members participated before The team has competed in several well known

competitions around the globe such as ASC21, IndySCC21 and ISC22. In fact, the Monash

DeepNeuron SCC team has won First prize and Application award in ASC (http://www.asc-

events.org/ASC20-21/) and came 2nd in IndySCC21. The team for IndySC22 will consist of

experienced members who won ASC21 and IndySC21, and new members who are �rst time

joining the competition. Pascal and Nick have participated in IndySCC21 and they are currently

competing in ISC22. They are both passionate to reinforce the skills they learnt last year and

achieve a better result. Those experienced members will enable new members to learn new

technologies they face and ensure them making a meaningful contribution to IndySC22.

How does SCC help academic career SCC is one of the best places which challenges students and

inspires them to become future High Performance Computing researchers. The opportunities to

attend a major conference and to meet with peers and experts around the world would broaden

students’ views on their future academic career. With the growing �eld of arti�cial intelligence and

data science, the experience of dealing with scienti�c programs, optimising them, speeding them up

with parallel computing techniques using HPC will serve us well in our future endeavours. 

Introduce the advisor and advisor's background The team advisor is Mr Simon Michnowicz. Simon

was the team advisor for the Monash SCC 2018 team, as well as the ASC 21 and Indy Sc21 teams.



Simon works at Monash eResearch, where he manages two HPC Clusters. As an accredited

Software Carpentry teacher, Simon is passionate about educating the next generation of HPC

professionals.

2MuchCache
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The SDSC/UCSD SCC22 team is enthusiasm-driven, technically capable, fast-learning, and deeply

experienced across the computer hardware and software stacks. Each team member is uniquely

quali�ed and committed to using HPC to advance their �eld. We have one returning team member

from the SCC21 virtual cluster competition, one team member graduating from previous

competition training to the competition team, three former team members serving as team mentors,

and four new students joining the competition team. We are con�dent in our team’s ability to tackle

expected and unexpected challenges in the competition, using a combination of rigorous

preparation, strong communication, robust planning, detailed learning, and ef�cient teamwork. Our

team training activities are fully supported by SDSC through the HPC Students Program, and we

are engaging directly with each of our sponsors for expert sessions on computer architecture,

optimizing compilers, HPC in the cloud, containerization, and more. 

Our team members exploit the full �exibility of the UCSD computer science, cognitive science, and

computer engineering majors. Our technical stack includes: major programming languages (C, C++,

Java, Python, Fortran), system administration, �rmware engineering, parallel programming (MPI,

OpenMP, CUDA), hardware design (SystemVerilog, tcl, Cadence, Synopsis), scienti�c applications

(LAMMPS, Quantum Espresso, Avogadro, VMD), full stack web development (Node.JS, REACT,

HTML), scripting and batch processing, and machine learning. Many team members have both

undergraduate research and industry internship experience.

Edward Burns previously interned at SDSC, and he brings image processing, software engineering,

and batch scheduler optimization experience to the team. He hopes that HPC experience will help

him build highly scalable computer vision software throughout his career.

Davit Margarian brings a VLSI chip design and �rmware background to the team. He hopes to use

his HPC experience to accelerate computer-aided design tools for billion-gate integrated circuits.

Stefanie Dao is experienced across operating systems, computer vision, and high-performance

software. She plans to apply her HPC experience to server-side processing and updating of

augmented reality experiences in real time.

Longtian Bao has strong scripting, software engineering, and web development skills, and he



participated in last year’s team training. He is excited to apply his skills to resource budgeting and

performance monitoring during the competition.

Yuchen Jing has extensive networking and Linux system administration experience from hosting

network proxies, �le transfer servers, and version control systems. He is looking forward to

strengthening his skills in developing, deploying, and maintaining high performance software.

Matthew Mikhailov competed at SCC21, and is the go-to person for the team. He specializes in

VLSI chip design and computational materials science, and he uses the LAMMPS code for his

research. He hopes to learn from his SCC experience to design the next generation of

supercomputer chips.

Team advisor, Dr. Mary Thomas, SDSC HPC Training Lead, holds degrees in physics, computer

science, and computational science, and taught parallel computing for 16 years. She has a personal

commitment to the SCC program -- she has led 4 teams: SCC16 and 17 (San Diego State

University) and SCC20-21 (UCSD). Her enthusiasm, knowledge, and practical experience will

bene�t the team.

Team Phoenix
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The members of Team Phoenix are Jack Hurst, Tracey Li, Braden Hester, Patrick Sliwinski, Samuel

Henderson, and Aditya Kaushik. Our team is brought together by a shared interest in high-

performance computing, and we hope to develop our experience and involvement in HPC through

this competition.

All of us are part of a Vertically Integrated Project (VIP) HPC class, which is designed to train SCC

teams, teach students about HPC fundamentals, and give them awareness of the industry. From

this class, we learn about various HPC topics, such as schedulers, the Linpack benchmark, and

some examples of building and running applications. 

Our members have varied experience across academic coursework and industry. Collectively, we

study �ve concentrations in computer science which are offered by Georgia Tech’s College of

Computing: devices, information internetworks, theory, systems and architecture, and arti�cial

intelligence. Through our coursework, we have learned about algorithms, computer architecture,

operating systems and other computer science fundamentals. We have also gained industry

experience through internships. Jack and Braden have worked on front- and back-end web

development, and Aditya has worked with databases, networking protocols, and cloud

technologies.



Patrick and Samuel are interested in HPC because they are involved in �elds where HPC is applied

to run simulations and model complex problems. Patrick is a member of the Yellow Jacket Space

Program at Georgia Tech, where he works on embedded software for the �ight computer and

sensor boards. Patrick’s interest in HPC comes from the �ight dynamics simulations used to plan

�ight trajectories by the Yellow Jacket Space Program. Before computer science, Samuel studied

mechanical engineering. One reason he is interested in HPC is its applications in �uid dynamics and

thermodynamics. Aditya is a TA for the systems and networks class, where students are given an

exposure to computing systems and networking, including software abstractions for utilizing

compute resources. Aditya is enjoying the HPC VIP class because many of the operating systems

concepts that he has learned about through coursework and readings – such as scheduling and

distributed systems – get put into full use in an HPC environment. Braden’s interest in HPC stems

from a desire to understand how we can use computers to their fullest potential. He has experience

participating in team-based academic competitions, such as Lockheed Martin’s CodeQuest

programming competition and the GHSA State Math competition. Tracey’s interest in math drew

her to HPC and this competition, and she is looking forward to being exposed to the techniques

used in HPC to solve problems. Jack was previously a computer engineering student, so he has a

background in hardware. He is an instructor for the 3D printing tech area at Georgia Tech’s

Electrical and Computer Engineering makerspace. By participating in this competition, he hopes to

gain more experience in linux, scripting, and parallel programming. 

Sahit, our advisor, is a graduate student at Georgia Tech. He has worked for Nvidia in software

security, competed in Nvidia’s GPU Hackathon, and is currently competing in ISC22, making him a

wonderful resource as our team advisor.

SYSU-SCC

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Student Cluster Competition (SCC) has a long tradition at Sun Yat-sen University (SYSU), even

before the installation of Tianhe-2, the once-fastest supercomputer. In the last decade, the SCC

team has been one of the most competitive SCC teams. At ASC, we won the 4th from 2012 to

2017, the 3rd with an e-prize in 2019, and the 3rd with the Highest Linpack in 2021. At ISC, we

won the 4th in both 2019 and 2021. In addition, we were the champion of IndySCC last year. For

us, our application to SCC@SC shows our persistent efforts in exploring the frontier in HPC. Our

motivations and strengths are as follows:

First, most of our team members with disciplinary diversity are with HPC skills and rich SCC

experience. 4 out of 6 members have the experience in SCC, and have participated in ASC'22 and

ISC'22. We have invited experts from academia and industry to deliver lectures on HPC-related



topics. With regular training designed by senior members, team members familiarized themselves

with system setup, software management, and optimization using MPI, OpenMP, and CUDA. With

training cluster management skills and preparing for the Mystery Applications, the team members

have, on their own, deployed and tuned a wide range of benchmark suites and applications (e.g.,

HPL, WRF, ICON). Therefore, we are con�dent in both managing our cluster and optimizing parallel

programs on it.

Second, our members with disciplinary diversity have particular interests in the �elds of

architecture, algorithm, AI, database, etc. Since our team members are in different majors, we can

investigate problems from different perspectives. For example, Siran Liu has participated in many

interdisciplinary competitions (e.g. IGEM), which enable us to glance at new applications from a

higher perspective. And Tianxing Yang, who previously majored in Mathematics, will certainly bring

us more distinctive ideas from his point of view. Zhe Tang and Yang Ye were post-contestants in the

Physics and Chemistry Contests, and they will apply their own experience to solving problems. Han

Huang and Tianxing Yang, have participated in SYSU ACM-ICPC Team, and are capable to optimize

the algorithms of HPC applications. 

Last but not least, we have valuable guidance from our advisor Dr. Dan Huang, a PC member of

SC22. Dr. Dan Huang is currently an associate professor in the School of Computer Science and

Engineering, Sun Yat-sen University. He received Ph.D. in computer engineering at the University of

Central Florida. His research interests are scienti�c data management, in-memory computing,

parallel programming model, and distributed storage systems. In addition, he worked at Oak Ridge

National Lab, USA (ORNL) as a short-term researcher for about ten months. His research has been

published in many top-tier conferences and journals, including TC, TPDS, ICDCS, IPDPS, and DAC.

KambingCluster

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

The Universitas Indonesia team consists of senior-level undergraduate students majoring in physics

(Mr. Abednego, Mr. Fahreza, Mr. Millennianno, and Mr. Ma’ruf), math (Mr. Al Josan), and computer

science (Mr. Prasetya), with varying computational science experience. Mr. Abednego and Mr.

Fahreza currently perform research with Quantum ESPRESSO software and Boltztrap2 Python

package, and are taking a course on Fortran 90/95. Mr. Millennianno and Mr. Ma’ruf study

Instrumentation Physics and Control Systems, both hardware and software, from the basics of

Assembly and C as the main way of writing instructions/code. Mr. Prasetya (CS) and Mr. Al Josan

(math) contribute their deep knowledge from the point of view of their respective �elds. This broad

spectrum of backgrounds will de�nitely contribute to the team’s performance in the competition.

This is our �rst HPC competition. We have great interest to participate in IndySCC, and we’re eager



to learn new things, for example about parallelization and algorithms. This competition will not

only provide a place to learn those things, but also give a chance and experience for the team

members to apply the knowledge that have been acquired previously and from academic courses.

We also realize that HPC will become an integral part of scienti�c research, especially in the

simulation and arti�cial intelligence world, in which every team member is currently interested. We

hope to contribute our talent in the world of HPC.

Mr. Phan is an alumnus of Universitas Indonesia (S.Si. in Physics) who recently �nished his MS in

Physics at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. His master’s thesis involved porting a dynamical

density response code “Exciting-Plus” based on Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory (TD-

DFT) to the Summit supercomputer. The original CPU-only code was awarded the 2010 ACM

Gordon Bell Honorable Mention for Performance, and the ported code performed 12x faster (wall

clock time) compared to CPU-only runs on Summit. He currently works as a Research Software

Engineer at Sourcery Institute.

Dr. Cahaya is an assistant professor at the Physics Department, Universitas Indonesia. He received

his doctorate degree from Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, Japan. He teaches

mathematical and computational methods in physics at the undergraduate and master level. He

utilizes Density Functional Theory calculations for modeling physical systems, supported by the

research computing cluster at Theoretical & Computational Condensed Matter Physics (TCMP) lab.

This cluster is also available for TCMP students, which includes Mr. Abednego and Mr. Fahreza.

Dr. Adhianto is a research staff at the Department of Computer Science, Rice University. He

received his doctorate degree from the University of Houston. His research interests are compiler

and performance analysis.

Prof. Bustamam is a professor at the Mathematics Department, Universitas Indonesia. He received

the PhD degree in bioinformatics from the University of Queensland, Australia. His research focuses

on high-performance computing approaches on computational mathematics, computational

biology, bioinformatics, and computer science.

Dr. Budiardja is a computational scientist in the National Center for Computational Sciences (NCCS)

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. He earned his PhD from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville in

computational astrophysics.

NTHU

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Chan-Yu, Mou is our team leader. He is a junior student from Tsing Hua Experimental Education



Program, whose mission is to discover extraordinary students in diverse areas by looking beyond

grades. Chan-Yu has broad interests in computer science and astronomy. So he joined the SCC

team training as a freshman, and he is a member of the team that won �rst place in ASC20-21

(virtual), and second prize in HPC-AI 20. Chan-Yu brings diversity, experience, and leadership to our

team.

En-Ming Huang is a sophomore majoring in Computer Science. He has a strong interest in HPC. He

had already joined the team training and took the graduate-level parallel program course. In his

freshman year under the guidance of Prof. Chou, he has already published a paper in The Journal of

Supercomputing. 

Fu-Chiang Chang is a transfer student from the National Chung Cheng University. He is interested

in HPC and deep learning, and currently studies distributed and federated learning under the

guidance of Prof. Chou. He is the person in charge of the DLRM application in the HPC-AI’21

competition, and he is looking forward to the new challenge in the SCC competition.

Pang-Ning Wu and Pin-Yi Kuo are sophomore students majoring in Computer Science. Both of

them are passionate about all things related to Information Technology and are always eager to

learn something new. They joined the team to touch and learn things that can’t be taught in class.

Hsu-Tzu Ting is a junior student majoring in Computer Science. As the only female student on the

team, she wants to be a role model to encourage more female students to participate in this

exciting competition.

Our team is led by Prof. Chou, who has served as the team advisor since 2011 and won several

awards over the years, including the overall champion in ASC '19, 20-21, and highest Linpack in

SC’14, ASC '18. The team is currently ranked second in the world on the HPC-AI leaderboard. He

worked in LBNL before joining National Tsing Hua University. He has published over 50 papers in

top journals and conferences, including 3 papers at the SC conference. He has developed several

young talents in the HPC �eld who are either currently pursuing Ph.D. and M.S. degrees in the US

or working in HPC-related companies in Taiwan. One of them is also a student volunteer in SC’22.

Overall, we are a team with an interdisciplinary, hard-working attitude, well-trained skills, and good

teamwork. We have been training for the competition for over a year since last February. The

training process has not only taught us the skills and knowledge needed for the competitions but

also brought us together to develop trust and friendship between each other.

Gig'Em Bytes

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 



The Gig 'em bytes Student Cluster Competition (SCC) team is multidisciplinary with members from

the departments of Biomedical Engineering, Chemistry, Electrical & Computer Engineering,

Management Information Systems, Physics, and Statistics at Texas A&M University (TAMU). 

Patrick is the team lead and previously competed in the IndySCC. He will be able to help the less

experienced team members navigate their way through the benchmarking of the system, as well as

the dissection of the applications to optimize their performance. He would like to gain an even

deeper understanding of HPC systems through this intense competition, so that he can help

diversify the scope in which it is used in industry.

Catherine has always been interested in problem solving, and has been heavily involved in areas of

science. She is a physics major, and will select the computational physics track, so that she can

combine her study of the physical world with the world of computation. She has not competed in

the SCC before, but is very willing to work hard and excited to learn more about PHASTA.

Becky is currently working as a student technician at TAMUs High Performance Research

Computing (HPRC) facility. She has seen how researchers utilize HPC to advance their studies and

innovations, and she believes that HPC will help to shape the future. This competition is a perfect

opportunity for her to gain more knowledge and hands-on experience with HPC.

Emmanuel is also a student technician at HPRC. He has assisted users in accessing the HPRC

systems, and editing scripts to run correctly or more ef�ciently. As technology advances, more and

more users depend on HPC for their tasks. This competition will be a great opportunity to further

his knowledge and experience for his personal and professional career.

Lius is very familiar with computer components because he has been building computers since he

was young and has spent his free-time learning about HPC. He has project based experience in

Python and C++ coding which will be bene�cial to the team. He is excited to work with HPC

components and discovering how the knowledge he has now can grow and in what ways he can

contribute to the challenges this competition will present.

Curran has been involved in computational chemistry research and HPC since 2020. He competed

in the IndySCC21 competition which allowed him to progress further in his research and prepared

him to pursue research as a career. He is ready for this opportunity to experience even greater

bene�ts with this year's competition and he couldn’t be more thrilled!

Dr. Lisa Perez, Associate Director at TAMU's HPRC is the team advisor and possesses an extensive

background in the computational sciences and HPC system administration. She led the multi-

institutional Ag-Jag (TAMU/TAMU-SA) VirtualSCC20 team and Gig 'em bytes (TAMU/PVAMU)



IndySCC21 team. Co-advisor Dr. Xin Yang is an Assistant Research Scientist at HPRC. She has

expertise in the area of computational chemistry and HPC.

The Gig 'em bytes team is well-rounded in scienti�c disciplines and skill sets necessary to succeed!

Team Sol

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Advisors included, this will be the team's 3rd Cluster Computing Competition (although its �rst in

the "major" competitions). The primary advisor and logistics coordinator are invested graduate EE

students who placed 2nd and 4th in the last two national-level Winter Classic Invitational Cluster

Computing Competitions. They submitted competitive HPCG, HPL, NAS Parallel benchmark,

OpenFOAM motorcycle simulation, and machine learning application scores utilizing a variety of

supercomputers and clusters provided by Google, Cray, NASA (Pleiades), Oak Ridge National Labs

(SUMMIT), and AWS. 

The logistics coordinator has a second undergraduate degree in biology, in addition to Electrical

Engineering. The primary advisor has studied bioinformatics as well as Electrical Engineering.

Regarding the actual undergraduate team, each competitor is trained in relevant areas but new to

cluster computing. Dante Uriostegui and Miguel Payan are assisting the primary advisor with a

radiation hardened GPU project. Throughout the spring they learned to use cmake, make, and linux

to conduct GPU programming and even compiler design. They also learned much about GPU

architecture through their work with open-source GPU RTL designs. Expertise gained from this

competition will help them to utilize state-funded supercomputers to decrease synthesization times

and increase emulation performance with complex designs - a critical veri�cation step that their

laptops will soon begin struggling with, as the complexity of the design increases. Throughout the

rest of their bachelors and master's education, they will be invaluable to the department for this

skillset.

Juan Muller is pro�cient with linux and computer vision. He successfully programmed a drone to

land on QR codes using a Raspberry Pi with an intel Compute Stick 2 VPU, requiring build-

troubleshooting on his part. HPC training from this competition will empower him to train new

models with more data for future machine learning work.

Daniel Alvarado was a star student in the University's rigorous microprocessor systems course, and

will complete an internship working with microprocessors at Sandia National Labs over the

summer. As he searches for a topic to research in the future for graduate school, HPC has caught

his attention. Participation in this competition will elucidate what HPC really is, and reveal new



possibilities for a senior design project and future research.

Finally, Michelle Lara and Jose Granados are earlier-on students with programming pro�ciency and

a bright future. The HPC skillset that follows from participation in this competition will allow them

not only to participate in future student cluster competitions, but also to help the department with

simulation-centered research. 

Thus, our team's advisors are invested and trained in HPC. Our student competitors are talented

and trained in relevant areas, so this competition will serve to bring many of their skills together to

form a new useful skill. As our department has a high need for HPC experts to help professors

utilize UTEP-owned and State-Owned Clusters and Supercomputers for their research, the

presence of undergraduates, several who are somewhat early on, who have aspirations for

graduate school will be an enormous help to our school as well.

RACKlette

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Team RACKlette is a student team which is active all year round. This allows us to form a strong

team spirit and friendships in the team. Our team currently consists of 15 members at varying

stages of their studies of which 12 can still perform in the SCC. We make sure that all members get

to join at least one competition a year. Even those who aren't part of the competing team give their

support and assistance. In addition to this, our alumni members form the backbone of the team;

offering knowledge and handy tricks that are useful in any situation. This is remarkable since

despite being supported by ETHZ regarding knowledge, advice and funding, we are not getting any

credits towards our degrees for our commitment in Team RACKlette. Nonetheless all team

members are eager to compete and gain new experiences and insights into the rapidly expanding

�elds of HPC and AI. These competitions give us unique insights into ongoing research,cutting edge

business and give us relevant life experiences that help us in deciding our future master programs

and careers. The experience we gain from competitions like SC also compliments what we learn in

lectures and lets us consolidate what we learned so far. It also prepares us for future lectures in

teaching us how to interact with servers and run code ef�ciently.

Our advisors are Torsten Hoe�er and Hussein Harake. Professor Hoe�er inspired the founding of

Team RACKlette and has supported us ever since. He has prior experience with Student Cluster

Competitions as a participant and as an advisor of winning teams (e.g. SC'08, ISC'19). Mr. Harake is

a HPC System Manager at CSCS and our contact for everything related to our cluster hardware. He

has supported Team RACKlette since its founding as well and is the main reason we’ve been able

to get so many cutting edge hardware sponsorships by so many vendors..



Our team for this year’s SC-competition is built with balance and diversity in mind. One team

member participated in last year’s Indy-SCC and ISC22, another member participated in ISC22 and

four members will have their �rst chance to join a HPC competition at SC22. With this mix we

strike a balance between experienced and new members. Our plan is to lay a foundation with the

more experienced members on which the newer participants can build. Adding to the difference in

HPC experience is the spread in academic experience and interests. The team consists of students

from «Computer Science» (CS) and «Computational Science & Engineering» (CSE) which allows us

to have a theoretical as well as practical background for HPC. In addition to the Computer Science

background members have had lectures in i.e. Physics, Robotics and Biology. ETHZ also

emphasizes taking lectures outside the standard curriculum. Therefore everybody has to take

courses in «Humanities, Social and Political Sciences». These lectures can be in i.e. History,

Economics or Philosophy.

TexaCal

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Our team consists of four students from California State University Channel Islands and two

students from Prairie View A&M University. Both schools competed in the 2022 Winter Classic

Invitational Student Cluster Competition which involved running benchmarks and HPC simulations

on hardware provided by four mentor organizations (HPE, NASA, Oak Ridge, AWS). Out of 12

teams that participated, team Channel Islands �nished strong despite no prior experience in HPC

and team Prairie View A&M was declared the winner of the competition �nishing in �rst place.

With A&M’s knowledgeable experience and Channel Island’s desire to learn, we will make a

formidable team for the SC22 event. 

Some of our academic disciplines include mathematics, cybersecurity, software engineering,

electrical engineering, and mechatronics. 

HPC and this competition will help the team members �nd careers in any of a wide variety of �elds

Dan Olds is the main advisor for the team currently. He has worked with student cluster

competitions since 2010 and is the organizer of the 2021 and 2022 Winter Classic cluster

competitions.

Our team is sponsored by Penguin Computing, the �rst time this organization has taken part in a

student cluster competition. We will also receive training from a variety of sources including the

Stanford High Performance Computing Center, various application experts, and personnel from

Penguin Computing. From all of these sources, we expect to learn a lot by working together over

the summer learning about HPC and about the hardware that has been provided. 



The team will receive training from a variety of sources including the Stanford High Performance

Computing Center, various application experts, and personnel from Penguin Computing. 

The students are enthusiastic about this competition and all are looking to learn more about HPC

with the hopes of making it their career. 

Dan Olds is the main advisor for the team currently. He has worked with student cluster

competitions since 2010 and is the organizer of the 2021 and 2022 Winter Classic cluster

competitions. 

This team is sponsored by Penguin Computing, the �rst time this organization has taken part in a

student cluster competition.

INpack

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

This is a �rst-time collaboration for the Purdue-IU Student Cluster Competition team; no team

members have previously participated in the competition. IU has not competed in any major

Student Cluster Competition in many years, Purdue last competed in a major Student Cluster

Competition in 2019. All team members have some formal education in computational skill: basic

programming through operating systems. However, their experiences are quite varied. There are

�rst year students to �nal year students on the team, some students have robotics experience,

others have strong interests in foreign languages and philosophy. In forming the Purdue-IU team,

our philosophy was that we would leverage each others’ strengths to enable peer-mentoring and,

thus, provide leadership opportunities for the students. The Purdue student members are all

currently acting as student HPC systems administrators while the IU students are engaged with

software and applications. 

We believe that our team is interdisciplinary. The Purdue-IU team has a strong technology focus in

terms of area of study but still captures a wide swath of interests. The “departments” or �elds of

study represented here are Computer and Information Technology, Data Science, Computer

Science, Unmanned Aerial Systems, Intelligent Systems Engineering. In particular, we note that

Intelligent Systems Engineering captures computing disciplines combined with “domain science”

disciplines such as Cellular and Molecular Biology, Neuroscience/Neuroimaging, and Precision

Manufacturing. Across the United States, it is becoming increasingly common for interdisciplinary

programs of study to emerge which blur the lines between or blend what is considered computing

and “domain science”. 



The student team members have expressed interests in high performance computing because they

view HPC skills as essential to their future careers or because they believe that HPC (systems

administration, applications development, facilitation, etc.) is a viable career path. IU has not �elded

a cluster competition team in 10+ years; Purdue, however, has �elded over 12 teams at SC,

International SuperComputing (ISC), and Asia SuperComputing Cluster (ASC) Competition events.

Those efforts have impacted the lives, educations, and careers of over 70 students directly. Purdue

team alumni have gone into HPC related �elds, hyperscale businesses, and pursued numerous

advanced degrees. Additionally, there is excitement about being on a team with students from

another university. Purdue and IU are the two premier public institutions in the State of Indiana.

Traditionally, the two institutions have had rivalries in sports but both institutions serve the public

good for the citizens of Indiana (and are welcoming of students from other states and nations). 

The advising team is led by Erik Gough, Lead Computational Scientist in Purdue's Research

Computing Department. Supporting Erik is a team of experienced HPC center staff and HPC faculty

including: Elizabett A. Hillery (Director of High Performance Computing, Research Computing at

Purdue), Dr. Winona Snapp-Childs (Chief Operating Of�cer for the Indiana University Pervasive

Technology Institute), Robert Henschel (Program Director of Research Computing Engagement at

IU), Dr. Deepak Nadig (Assistant Professor in the Department of Computer and Information

Technology at Purdue) and Dr. Beth Plale (Professor of Computer Engineering at IU).

ZJUSCT

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Zihan Yang, Yi Chen, and Yun Pan are junior students majoring in Computer Science and have

participated in ASC twice. Kaiqi Chen, from Chu Kochen Honors College, Xingjian Qian, majoring in

Computer Science, and Shaojun Xu, majoring in Control Science and Engineering, are sophomore

students and have one ASC experience. Besides, three students are on the ISC22 team.

All of us are members of the Zhejiang University Supercomputing Team(ZJUSCT), the HPC interest

group in ZJU. Each year, new members from various majors will join the team, bringing the vigor of

youth. We communicate and obtain well-trained HPC skills here. Our common interests bring us

together. Exchange, learning from each other, and making progress together are the main themes

of our daily life. The new members inherit the team from the old, growing more talented, year after

year. In competitions, there are challenges from different domain science disciplines, helping us to

�nd out how to practice HPC skills in interdisciplinary work. Being one of the biggest

supercomputing competitions in the world, SCC has always been our dream. We fully acknowledge

the fame and the success of SCC, while we have never participated in this huge event.

We crave to challenge the most challenging HPC problems. We hope to analyze them, try different



ways to solve them and obtain our approach to them. The experience in the competition will help

us realize our potential and leap beyond our limits. After we have participated in various HPC

competitions, we found that different competitions have different focuses. The SCC will be a brand

new challenge and platform to improve our academic skills.

# Team Advisor

Jianhai Chen is currently an Associate Professor in the College of Computer Science and

Technology, Zhejiang University, the super-visor of the ZJU Supercomputing Team, and the leader

of Intelligent Computing and System Lab. IEEE, ACM, CCF member. Member of CCF Blockchain

Professional Committee.

Zeke Wang is a ZJU100 Young Professor at Zhejiang University in Computer Science. His research

interest is to use various heterogeneous devices, e.g., FPGAs and GPUs, to build Deep Learning

training systems, with a focus on giant model training.

Shuibing He is currently a ZJU100 Young Professor. His research areas include intelligent

computing, parallel and distributed computing, �le and storage systems, non-volatile memory, in-

memory computing, operating systems, and big data processing.

Yin Zhang is an associate professor at the College of Computer Science and Technology at Zhejiang

University, Hangzhou, China. His research interests lie in compilers for AI chips, code representation

learning, and textual and visual content analysis.

Weiwei Xu is currently a researcher at the state key lab of CAD&CG at Zhejiang University. His

research interests lie in computer graphics, especially physical simulation and computer animation,

computational geometry, 3D printing, and virtual reality.

Chong Zeng is a senior undergraduate student studying Computer Science and Technology at

Zhejiang University. He is the team leader of our school's super-computing team. His research

interests include computer vision, computer graphics, deep learning, and high-performance

computing.

GeekPie_ HPC

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

The GeekPie_HPC team is united with a broad background and different STEM minds that aim to

discover and resolve challenging engineering works. The philosophy of problem-solving is highly

related to HPC applications and DevOps. We are equipped with free will and a solid ability to



explore the technology world.

As for the diversity of research interests, Jiajun Cheng, a Sophomore, who is the new captain this

year, currently works for Multi-Disciplinary AI VR/AR Studio(MARS), a place to make AI and CV

happen in normal people's life. He is responsible for the backend of an animation App called Wand,

and he has learned system architecture design, CI/CD, and Kubernetes.

Aibo Hu is a freshman majoring in computer science. He is interested in algorithms and data

structures and has participated in many algorithmic programming contests. Besides, he is also a

member of the GeekPie_ DevOps team and maintains the GeekPie_ mirror service. He is now

working on learning computer architecture and systems.

Zecheng Li is a Computer Architecture and Parallel Computing enthusiast. His previous experience

as a backup teammate at SC21 made him interested in �ne-tuning the HPC program. He is

currently doing an internship for a trading �rm optimizing the code there.

Weiqi Wu, our lovely Mascot, is a Natural Language Processing enthusiast. She has conducted

many small projects in these �elds. She joined the team for a cross-discipline view of Machine

Learning Systems.

Yichi Zhang is a freshman from the GeekPie_ Association. He was an algorithm competitor and won

two silver medals in the ICPC Regional Contest. He is currently a member of the GeekPie_ DevOps

team and studying computer systems and compiler technology.

Yining Zhang is a senior undergraduate student with a focus on architecture and systems. He has

taken courses and completed projects on computer architecture, operating systems, distributed

systems, and high-performance computing. Currently, he is also an assistant engineer of

Biomedical Big Data Platform in the university, using his computer expertise to help other majors to

do some scienti�c computing work.

Our previous teammates bene�t a lot from the SC competition, and we are grateful to the

committee. We meet the software and hardware nerd of our age and share our experiences and

provide internship opportunities. They pursue their studies in prestigious schools and world-

leading companies thanks to the experience and connections built during the SC event. Speci�cally,

Ms. Jia Du goes to Carnegie Mellon University to study computer vision. Mr. Yanjie Song, Songhui

Cao, and Guancheng Li land their research career in Prof. Shu Yin's team, focusing on the

application of non-volatile random-access memory in the general memory hierarchy. Mr. Jianwen

Luo takes an internship at Xilinx and joins Prof. Yajun's lab at ShanghaiTech, targetting FPGA

acceleration in traditional computational models. Mr. Yuzhuo Jing started his Ph.D. degree at John

Hopkins University, focusing on the security of Linux systems. Our former captain, Yiwei Yang will



start the Ph.D. at UC Santa Cruz, focusing on general Systems in fall 2022.

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Our team members have never participated in a competition like this, but are eager to rise to the

challenge of IndySCC and gain hands-on experience with HPC. The IndySCC competition will

create connections, build resumes, and develop cutting-edge skills. With an unparalleled

commitment to student success, TAMU-CC creates life-changing opportunities for students. Our

diverse team brings a variety of backgrounds, experiences, and studies. Veronica never imagined

working in technology, but has been in TAMU-CC IT for eleven years. Coming from a non-

traditional background in Communication, her love for IT grew as a student employee. She moved

through the ranks from the service desk to a systems administrator. Chanelle is a Junior in

Management Information Systems with a Minor in Finance. She obtained her Associate's in

Business Administration with a 4.0 GPA. Chanelle challenges herself as a student employee in our

Application Administration department. She was also Team Leader for a Center for Creative Land

Recycling project that developed a working application for the Texas State Aquarium. Savannah is a

Sophomore in Computer Science. She has learned the basics of her future �eld, yet was one of the

�rst students to volunteer for this opportunity. When asked what computational experience she

said, “… minor computer science experience, but I had to Google what HPC stood for, if that tells

you anything.” She is �erce and fearless. Hunter Carver is inspiring. As a Junior in Computer Science,

Hunter focuses on Systems Programming. He earned an Associate’s Degree in Computer

Programming from Del Mar College, founded their �rst Computer Science Club, and remains a

member of the College Hall of Fame. As a growing R2 institution, TAMU-CC is home to one of

seven test sites for Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in the US. Hunter interns at our UAS Center

where the competition experience will be directly bene�cial. He has also developed a 240Mh/s

mining rig to validate the Ethereum Blockchain. Orlando Gomez is a Sophomore in Computer

Science focusing on Cybersecurity. Orlando has a Linux certi�cation and is pursuing a student

employee position in TAMU-CC’s Division of IT. He has the drive to excel in this competition, in

order to build his knowledge and experience. Nabil and Amine are both international students from

Algeria. In speaking with Amine, he discussed how his home is lagging in the technology �eld and

struggles with limited access to educational resources. Even so, Nabil and Amine have awe-

inspiring resumes. Both competed in a 48-hour competition by designing a robot to assist the

visually impaired with navigation. They won �rst place regionally and third place globally. They are

also both tutors on campus which will be a great asset when training less experienced members of

the team. Our mentor, Dr. Xin Yang is an Assistant Research Scientist at TAMUs High Performance

Research Computing (HPRC). Her expertise is in the area of computational chemistry and molecular

modeling. She joined the IndySCC 21 as a co-advisor for the TAMU-PVAMU joint Gig ‘em bytes

team.



Dieut et mon Droid
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Our team is composed of students across various �elds and interests. In total, our team consists of

students from Computer Science, Computational Engineering, Physics, Mathematics, and Electrical

and Computer Engineering. All team members have experience with computing, but it is only one

member’s primary focus of study. Our differing experiences and backgrounds ensures our team has

a diverse skill set that is ready to meet the challenges of SCC. Mathew Abraham is a computational

engineering major who has experience with C++ and Python. He has gained exposure to machine

learning libraries and training models on GPUs, and is interested in applying his classroom

knowledge to this competition. Surendra Anne is a physics major with experience in Python. Having

had limited exposure to other aspects of computing, participating in SC22 is a great opportunity for

him to learn more about resource management in computing. Knowledge of HPC can translate to

his interest in astrophysics research, as sifting through copious amounts of data is an important part

of imaging in astrophysics and particle experiments. Jorge Bolivar is a computational engineering

major with a solid understanding of Python and C++. This competition will lead him to explore new

branches of computing, and he hopes HPC will create an environment where he can challenge

himself and learn more about his interests in real world applications. Saiprathik Chalamkuri is a

computer science student who has delved into user level concepts such as data structures and

algorithms, and has experience working with lower level concepts such as computer architecture

and operating systems. He looks forward to learning more in-depth about how hardware relates to

reaping computing power and hopes for this competition to increase his skills maximizing hardware

and software ef�ciency. Jenna May is a computational engineering major in the process of

transferring into electrical and computer engineering with plans to concentrate in computer

architecture. She has experience with C++, Python, and assembly language along with exposure to

CPU architecture. She hopes to learn more on how to best optimize the working of both software

and hardware, which will be a great bene�t to her career. Benjamin Nederveld is currently a third

year mathematics major pursuing a minor in Chinese. He hopes to combine the practical aspects of

competition with some of the more theoretical aspects of his education. Additionally, he hopes to

learn more about collaboration on large-scale technical projects.

It is all members’ �rst time participating in SCC, and we all hope to gain valuable technical skills

and experience that can be directly transferable to our future careers. Furthermore, the technical

and problem solving skills we gain from participating will help us academically.

Our advisors work full time at the Texas Advanced Computing Center. Joe Garcia and Nick Thorne

are system administrators that build, maintain, and ensure high availability of various TACC

clusters. Matthew Cawood is part of the Performance and Architectures team within the High



Performance Computing group where he conducts performance benchmarking and analysis along

with software development.

10:00 am - 6:00 pm

Student Cluster Competition

Session Description:

12:00 pm - 1:00 pm

Student Cluster Competition Poster Session

Session Description:

3:00 pm - 5:00 pm

Student Cluster Competition Lightning Talks

Session Description:

Wednesday, November 16th

10:00 am - 6:00 pm

Student Cluster Competition Posters Display

Session Description: Student Cluster Competition Team Posters will be on display during exhibit

�oor hours at the Student Cluster Competition Booth.

Random Access Clemories
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HPC is a priority and topic of research across several departments and colleges at Clemson

University. Clemson students and faculty regularly use HPC to revolutionize their �eld. Last year,

Clemson put together a diverse and competitive team and competed for the second time. This year,

Clemson’s Death Valley Computing is a diverse and strong team with new candidates who are

applying their strengths and collaborating together to build a formidable team. Each member

carries a strong foundation in traditional computer science and engineering, along with their

individual experiences and skill sets for various aspects of the competition. Participation in the SCC



provides us with an opportunity unlike any other to combine our knowledge and creativity to

evaluate and expand our understanding of HPC; more importantly, lay the foundation for future

opportunities in graduate school and industry. 

Cooper Sanders, a senior (CPE), is interested in GPU architecture and has worked on many research

projects at Clemson concerning HPC. He has contributed to several codebases by porting scienti�c

work�ows to GPUs and optimizing existing kernels. He is working with Los Alamos National Lab

this summer on optimizing LANL research software.

David Krasowska is a senior (CPE) that is interested in hardware design and architecture. He has

experience, including a published paper, in HPC research involving lossy data compression in

collaboration with Argonne National Lab and Los Alamos National Lab. 

Ethan Gindlesperger, a senior (CPE) with a minor in mathematics and a focus on computer

architecture. Ethan has a background in video game design and robotics, and spent time interning

with Intel last year. Ethan will parley his HPC experience in this competition to become a strong

candidate for graduate school and/or industry jobs.

Logan Durham is a sophomore (CS). He works in laptop support for Clemson IT. In his free time, he

works on older desktops and enterprise hardware, such as Dell Poweredge servers and HP thin

clients, to learn how systems are set up and managed. He has participated in the

HackHPC@PEARC21 hackathon and is working with Los Alamos National Laboratory on a data

compression project.

Moises Martinez Herrera is a freshman (CS). He works for Clemson’s IT helping customers with

software and basic hardware issues. He is a �rst generation Hispanic student at Clemson

University. Moises has set up a personal storage server in his home and has participated in the

Hello World hackathon hosted in Clemson.

Benjamin Schlueter, a freshman (CPE) minoring in math and business who is interested in arti�cial

intelligence and HPC. He has a passion for learning as well as working with computers in events

such as hackathons and creative inquiries. Benjamin has already built a cluster computer and is

excited to learn more via participation in this competition.

The team’s mentor is Dr. Jon C. Calhoun, a tenure-track Assistant Professor of Electrical and

Computer Engineering who researches fault tolerance and lossy data compression. He is a strong

advocate of HPC education and research for undergraduates; mentoring 8 undergraduates in his

research group in 2021-2022.



ZJUSCT
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Zihan Yang, Yi Chen, and Yun Pan are junior students majoring in Computer Science and have

participated in ASC twice. Kaiqi Chen, from Chu Kochen Honors College, Xingjian Qian, majoring in

Computer Science, and Shaojun Xu, majoring in Control Science and Engineering, are sophomore

students and have one ASC experience. Besides, three students are on the ISC22 team.

All of us are members of the Zhejiang University Supercomputing Team(ZJUSCT), the HPC interest

group in ZJU. Each year, new members from various majors will join the team, bringing the vigor of

youth. We communicate and obtain well-trained HPC skills here. Our common interests bring us

together. Exchange, learning from each other, and making progress together are the main themes

of our daily life. The new members inherit the team from the old, growing more talented, year after

year. In competitions, there are challenges from different domain science disciplines, helping us to

�nd out how to practice HPC skills in interdisciplinary work. Being one of the biggest

supercomputing competitions in the world, SCC has always been our dream. We fully acknowledge

the fame and the success of SCC, while we have never participated in this huge event.

We crave to challenge the most challenging HPC problems. We hope to analyze them, try different

ways to solve them and obtain our approach to them. The experience in the competition will help

us realize our potential and leap beyond our limits. After we have participated in various HPC

competitions, we found that different competitions have different focuses. The SCC will be a brand

new challenge and platform to improve our academic skills.

# Team Advisor

Jianhai Chen is currently an Associate Professor in the College of Computer Science and

Technology, Zhejiang University, the super-visor of the ZJU Supercomputing Team, and the leader

of Intelligent Computing and System Lab. IEEE, ACM, CCF member. Member of CCF Blockchain

Professional Committee.

Zeke Wang is a ZJU100 Young Professor at Zhejiang University in Computer Science. His research

interest is to use various heterogeneous devices, e.g., FPGAs and GPUs, to build Deep Learning

training systems, with a focus on giant model training.

Shuibing He is currently a ZJU100 Young Professor. His research areas include intelligent

computing, parallel and distributed computing, �le and storage systems, non-volatile memory, in-

memory computing, operating systems, and big data processing.

Yin Zhang is an associate professor at the College of Computer Science and Technology at Zhejiang



University, Hangzhou, China. His research interests lie in compilers for AI chips, code representation

learning, and textual and visual content analysis.

Weiwei Xu is currently a researcher at the state key lab of CAD&CG at Zhejiang University. His

research interests lie in computer graphics, especially physical simulation and computer animation,

computational geometry, 3D printing, and virtual reality.

Chong Zeng is a senior undergraduate student studying Computer Science and Technology at

Zhejiang University. He is the team leader of our school's super-computing team. His research

interests include computer vision, computer graphics, deep learning, and high-performance

computing.

Revontuli
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This team, "Revontuli" (northern lights in Finnish), is Finland's �rst ever entry to SCC, and all the

team members are �rst-timers. The team is coordinated and managed by CSC which is the national

supercomputing center of Finland and the host of the 550 P�ops LUMI pre-exascale

supercomputer. The team is unique in such a way that its members come from four universities

(Aalto University, University of Helsinki, Tampere University and LUT University) in four different

cities (Helsinki, Espoo, Tampere and Lappeenranta) in Finland. That is, it's not a university team but

a true all-Finnish team.

CSC started looking for team members in the fall of 2021 by distributing �yers and contacting

universities with computational science programs. We received a number of applications,

interviewed the most promising candidates, and �nalized the team before Christmas holidays. In

addition to the technical skills, we emphasized the motivation to learn HPC and to work as a team.

The team members are at different stages in their BSc studies in computer science, but all are

experienced Linux users and hobbyist or even professional programmers with experience in various

programming languages including Fortran, C/C++, Python. CSC's role is to bring in the HPC skills.

One of the team members, Roope Salmi, has won the bronze medal in the International Olympiad

in Informatics 2020, however, none of them had HPC experience before. Thus, this competition

provides the team members a unique possibility to learn HPC. As the importance of HPC is

increasing in multitude of scienti�c disciplines the competition is very likely to bene�t the

participants whatever their exact academic path will turn out to be.

The advisor, Dr. Jussi Enkovaara has background in computational physics and has been at CSC

since 2005. He has experience in developing and optimizing large scienti�c applications and

international HPC projects. Currently, he is working in HPC support helping customers in optimizing



and parallelizing scienti�c applications and contributing to the CSC's user training.

NTHU
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Chan-Yu, Mou is our team leader. He is a junior student from Tsing Hua Experimental Education

Program, whose mission is to discover extraordinary students in diverse areas by looking beyond

grades. Chan-Yu has broad interests in computer science and astronomy. So he joined the SCC

team training as a freshman, and he is a member of the team that won �rst place in ASC20-21

(virtual), and second prize in HPC-AI 20. Chan-Yu brings diversity, experience, and leadership to our

team.

En-Ming Huang is a sophomore majoring in Computer Science. He has a strong interest in HPC. He

had already joined the team training and took the graduate-level parallel program course. In his

freshman year under the guidance of Prof. Chou, he has already published a paper in The Journal of

Supercomputing. 

Fu-Chiang Chang is a transfer student from the National Chung Cheng University. He is interested

in HPC and deep learning, and currently studies distributed and federated learning under the

guidance of Prof. Chou. He is the person in charge of the DLRM application in the HPC-AI’21

competition, and he is looking forward to the new challenge in the SCC competition.

Pang-Ning Wu and Pin-Yi Kuo are sophomore students majoring in Computer Science. Both of

them are passionate about all things related to Information Technology and are always eager to

learn something new. They joined the team to touch and learn things that can’t be taught in class.

Hsu-Tzu Ting is a junior student majoring in Computer Science. As the only female student on the

team, she wants to be a role model to encourage more female students to participate in this

exciting competition.

Our team is led by Prof. Chou, who has served as the team advisor since 2011 and won several

awards over the years, including the overall champion in ASC '19, 20-21, and highest Linpack in

SC’14, ASC '18. The team is currently ranked second in the world on the HPC-AI leaderboard. He

worked in LBNL before joining National Tsing Hua University. He has published over 50 papers in

top journals and conferences, including 3 papers at the SC conference. He has developed several

young talents in the HPC �eld who are either currently pursuing Ph.D. and M.S. degrees in the US

or working in HPC-related companies in Taiwan. One of them is also a student volunteer in SC’22.

Overall, we are a team with an interdisciplinary, hard-working attitude, well-trained skills, and good



teamwork. We have been training for the competition for over a year since last February. The

training process has not only taught us the skills and knowledge needed for the competitions but

also brought us together to develop trust and friendship between each other.

Massachusetts Green Team
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Po Hao Chen is a third year student at Boston University pursuing computer science. His domain of

interest lies in the intersection of theory and practice. His independent research focuses on

optimization through mathematics and distributed computing. He lectures a course on algorithmic

problem solving targeted at upperclassmen at Boston University. He has been involved in the HPC

community for the past three years. In addition to publications at HPC conferences and attending

past SCs, he runs the only HPC student club in the Boston area with Carlton.

Carlton Knox is a third year student in computer engineering. He has been a member of the BUHPC

club for three years and is the current President of the club. He is passionate about software and

hardware performance in computer architecture design. He regularly hosts workshops related to

HPC concepts for prospective students. Carlton's research involves leveraging machine learning to

predict CPU temperatures to increase power ef�ciency, and he wishes to extend his work to the

hardware used in HPC systems.

Andrew Nguyen is a third year student at Northeastern University majoring in electrical and

computer engineering, with a minor in game design. In addition to computational science, Andrew

studied quantum mechanics and modern physics. He became involved in architecture research

working in GPU simulators. Although Andrew is relatively new to HPC, he has experience with the

software stacks used by the community through his projects.

Vance Raiti is a sophomore at Boston University studying electrical engineering. He came from a

performing arts background and is relatively new to the HPC scene. His interests have grown

greatly after joining the club while working on optimizing the club's Raspberry Pi cluster. Vance

was trained rigorously as a mathematician and is interested in various domains of science. He has

studied advanced mathematics, quantum information theory, and �uid dynamics.

Yida Wang is a sophomore at Boston University studying computer science and business. He joined

the BUHPC team this year and became interested in pursuing a career in the �eld. He plans on

working in machine learning research and hopes to learn more about leveraging distributed

systems through the competition.

Yiran Yin is a sophomore at Boston University studying computer engineering and mathematics.



She has been part of the BUHPC club for a year and volunteers to manage the club's Jetson cluster.

She is still exploring and seeking her �eld of interests and hopes to understand the areas HPC can

be applied to through the competition.

Kurt Keville is a researcher at MIT. He has been involved in the Boston HPC scene for the past two

decades and mentored many competitions teams, including past teams in ISC, SC, and ASC. He

provides us access to resources, vendor connections, and insights into cluster design.

Benjamin Li is the team’s secondary advisor. He has previously competed in the last two Student

Cluster Competitions and brings a wealth of experience in setting up applications. He will be

assisting with training the team as well as coordinating logistics.

ClusDur
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We are ClusDur – a team of enthusiastic Durham University students who can’t wait to enter the

world of HPC! We would love to participate in IndySCC since it is the ideal opportunity to get �rst

insights into supercomputing and gain cluster competition experience. This would be very valuable

to us since neither of us has previously participated in any cluster competition.

We would do well in IndySCC due to our interdisciplinarity, diversity of skill levels and breadth of

technical expertise. ClusDur consists of students from computer science, engineering, mathematics

and physics - with three of us being in their very �rst year of study. Interdisciplinarity and diversity

of skill levels are key to enable our students-teach-students approach and allow us to learn and

thrive together. This will help us consolidate and win through dif�culties, deadlines and all-nighters

of the competition together.

To gain �rst HPC experience, Harrison, Joseph and Matthew have already participated in an

introductory course on the usage of the Durham University’s supercomputer Hamilton. Further,

Allaida, Jack, Matthew and Robert have already successfully participated in classical Hackathons

such as DurHack. Hence, they have experience with solving challenges under time pressure and as

a team. 

As third-year physics students, Harrison and Robert gained their �rst scienti�c computing

experience through their computational physics projects. For Harrison, the project allowed him to

encounter multiprocessing and apply it to a scienti�c simulation. Robert used his project as an

incentive to gain experience with Arch Linux on a Raspberry Pi. He taught himself system

administration skills that are a great asset to the team when it comes to cluster con�guration and

shell scripting. 



Allaida is a �rst-year Computer Science student. She has already acquired a solid foundation in

Python programming and adds experience with machine learning to the team’s skill set thanks to

her participation in DurHack. Matthew is a �rst-year Engineering student and brings domain

knowledge and programming experience in Python, C/C++ and MATLAB to the table. Allaida and

Matthew aim to further their practical CS skills and gain insights into scienti�c simulations.

Jack is a �rst-year Mathematics student, with a strong interest in systems level programming and

related industry experience. He is eager to share his software development knowledge with the

team. As a second-year computer science student, Joseph has a background and keen interest in

hardware optimization and novel computing approaches. Through IndySCC, Jack and Joseph aim to

further their knowledge about performance optimization and gain insights into bare metal cloud

computing. 

Laura conducts research on parallel programming paradigms, especially on task parallelism in

molecular dynamics simulations. She participated in the ISC SCC 2015 and aims to share her

experience through mentoring. Adam’s research interests include the scheduling behaviour of task-

based runtimes and heterogeneous computing. He competed as part of Team Durham in the CIUK

SCC 2021 and is keen to mentor ClusDur through their �rst SCC. Tobias is conducting research on

the ef�cient implementation of multiscale algorithms. He's strongly involved as PI in the UK's

exascale programme ExCALIBUR.

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Our team members have never participated in a competition like this, but are eager to rise to the

challenge of IndySCC and gain hands-on experience with HPC. The IndySCC competition will

create connections, build resumes, and develop cutting-edge skills. With an unparalleled

commitment to student success, TAMU-CC creates life-changing opportunities for students. Our

diverse team brings a variety of backgrounds, experiences, and studies. Veronica never imagined

working in technology, but has been in TAMU-CC IT for eleven years. Coming from a non-

traditional background in Communication, her love for IT grew as a student employee. She moved

through the ranks from the service desk to a systems administrator. Chanelle is a Junior in

Management Information Systems with a Minor in Finance. She obtained her Associate's in

Business Administration with a 4.0 GPA. Chanelle challenges herself as a student employee in our

Application Administration department. She was also Team Leader for a Center for Creative Land

Recycling project that developed a working application for the Texas State Aquarium. Savannah is a

Sophomore in Computer Science. She has learned the basics of her future �eld, yet was one of the

�rst students to volunteer for this opportunity. When asked what computational experience she



said, “… minor computer science experience, but I had to Google what HPC stood for, if that tells

you anything.” She is �erce and fearless. Hunter Carver is inspiring. As a Junior in Computer Science,

Hunter focuses on Systems Programming. He earned an Associate’s Degree in Computer

Programming from Del Mar College, founded their �rst Computer Science Club, and remains a

member of the College Hall of Fame. As a growing R2 institution, TAMU-CC is home to one of

seven test sites for Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in the US. Hunter interns at our UAS Center

where the competition experience will be directly bene�cial. He has also developed a 240Mh/s

mining rig to validate the Ethereum Blockchain. Orlando Gomez is a Sophomore in Computer

Science focusing on Cybersecurity. Orlando has a Linux certi�cation and is pursuing a student

employee position in TAMU-CC’s Division of IT. He has the drive to excel in this competition, in

order to build his knowledge and experience. Nabil and Amine are both international students from

Algeria. In speaking with Amine, he discussed how his home is lagging in the technology �eld and

struggles with limited access to educational resources. Even so, Nabil and Amine have awe-

inspiring resumes. Both competed in a 48-hour competition by designing a robot to assist the

visually impaired with navigation. They won �rst place regionally and third place globally. They are

also both tutors on campus which will be a great asset when training less experienced members of

the team. Our mentor, Dr. Xin Yang is an Assistant Research Scientist at TAMUs High Performance

Research Computing (HPRC). Her expertise is in the area of computational chemistry and molecular

modeling. She joined the IndySCC 21 as a co-advisor for the TAMU-PVAMU joint Gig ‘em bytes

team.

GeekPie_ HPC
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The GeekPie_HPC team is united with a broad background and different STEM minds that aim to

discover and resolve challenging engineering works. The philosophy of problem-solving is highly

related to HPC applications and DevOps. We are equipped with free will and a solid ability to

explore the technology world.

As for the diversity of research interests, Jiajun Cheng, a Sophomore, who is the new captain this

year, currently works for Multi-Disciplinary AI VR/AR Studio(MARS), a place to make AI and CV

happen in normal people's life. He is responsible for the backend of an animation App called Wand,

and he has learned system architecture design, CI/CD, and Kubernetes.

Aibo Hu is a freshman majoring in computer science. He is interested in algorithms and data

structures and has participated in many algorithmic programming contests. Besides, he is also a

member of the GeekPie_ DevOps team and maintains the GeekPie_ mirror service. He is now

working on learning computer architecture and systems.



Zecheng Li is a Computer Architecture and Parallel Computing enthusiast. His previous experience

as a backup teammate at SC21 made him interested in �ne-tuning the HPC program. He is

currently doing an internship for a trading �rm optimizing the code there.

Weiqi Wu, our lovely Mascot, is a Natural Language Processing enthusiast. She has conducted

many small projects in these �elds. She joined the team for a cross-discipline view of Machine

Learning Systems.

Yichi Zhang is a freshman from the GeekPie_ Association. He was an algorithm competitor and won

two silver medals in the ICPC Regional Contest. He is currently a member of the GeekPie_ DevOps

team and studying computer systems and compiler technology.

Yining Zhang is a senior undergraduate student with a focus on architecture and systems. He has

taken courses and completed projects on computer architecture, operating systems, distributed

systems, and high-performance computing. Currently, he is also an assistant engineer of

Biomedical Big Data Platform in the university, using his computer expertise to help other majors to

do some scienti�c computing work.

Our previous teammates bene�t a lot from the SC competition, and we are grateful to the

committee. We meet the software and hardware nerd of our age and share our experiences and

provide internship opportunities. They pursue their studies in prestigious schools and world-

leading companies thanks to the experience and connections built during the SC event. Speci�cally,

Ms. Jia Du goes to Carnegie Mellon University to study computer vision. Mr. Yanjie Song, Songhui

Cao, and Guancheng Li land their research career in Prof. Shu Yin's team, focusing on the

application of non-volatile random-access memory in the general memory hierarchy. Mr. Jianwen

Luo takes an internship at Xilinx and joins Prof. Yajun's lab at ShanghaiTech, targetting FPGA

acceleration in traditional computational models. Mr. Yuzhuo Jing started his Ph.D. degree at John

Hopkins University, focusing on the security of Linux systems. Our former captain, Yiwei Yang will

start the Ph.D. at UC Santa Cruz, focusing on general Systems in fall 2022.

INpack
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This is a �rst-time collaboration for the Purdue-IU Student Cluster Competition team; no team

members have previously participated in the competition. IU has not competed in any major

Student Cluster Competition in many years, Purdue last competed in a major Student Cluster

Competition in 2019. All team members have some formal education in computational skill: basic

programming through operating systems. However, their experiences are quite varied. There are

�rst year students to �nal year students on the team, some students have robotics experience,



others have strong interests in foreign languages and philosophy. In forming the Purdue-IU team,

our philosophy was that we would leverage each others’ strengths to enable peer-mentoring and,

thus, provide leadership opportunities for the students. The Purdue student members are all

currently acting as student HPC systems administrators while the IU students are engaged with

software and applications. 

We believe that our team is interdisciplinary. The Purdue-IU team has a strong technology focus in

terms of area of study but still captures a wide swath of interests. The “departments” or �elds of

study represented here are Computer and Information Technology, Data Science, Computer

Science, Unmanned Aerial Systems, Intelligent Systems Engineering. In particular, we note that

Intelligent Systems Engineering captures computing disciplines combined with “domain science”

disciplines such as Cellular and Molecular Biology, Neuroscience/Neuroimaging, and Precision

Manufacturing. Across the United States, it is becoming increasingly common for interdisciplinary

programs of study to emerge which blur the lines between or blend what is considered computing

and “domain science”. 

The student team members have expressed interests in high performance computing because they

view HPC skills as essential to their future careers or because they believe that HPC (systems

administration, applications development, facilitation, etc.) is a viable career path. IU has not �elded

a cluster competition team in 10+ years; Purdue, however, has �elded over 12 teams at SC,

International SuperComputing (ISC), and Asia SuperComputing Cluster (ASC) Competition events.

Those efforts have impacted the lives, educations, and careers of over 70 students directly. Purdue

team alumni have gone into HPC related �elds, hyperscale businesses, and pursued numerous

advanced degrees. Additionally, there is excitement about being on a team with students from

another university. Purdue and IU are the two premier public institutions in the State of Indiana.

Traditionally, the two institutions have had rivalries in sports but both institutions serve the public

good for the citizens of Indiana (and are welcoming of students from other states and nations). 

The advising team is led by Erik Gough, Lead Computational Scientist in Purdue's Research

Computing Department. Supporting Erik is a team of experienced HPC center staff and HPC faculty

including: Elizabett A. Hillery (Director of High Performance Computing, Research Computing at

Purdue), Dr. Winona Snapp-Childs (Chief Operating Of�cer for the Indiana University Pervasive

Technology Institute), Robert Henschel (Program Director of Research Computing Engagement at

IU), Dr. Deepak Nadig (Assistant Professor in the Department of Computer and Information

Technology at Purdue) and Dr. Beth Plale (Professor of Computer Engineering at IU).

Gig'Em Bytes

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 



The Gig 'em bytes Student Cluster Competition (SCC) team is multidisciplinary with members from

the departments of Biomedical Engineering, Chemistry, Electrical & Computer Engineering,

Management Information Systems, Physics, and Statistics at Texas A&M University (TAMU). 

Patrick is the team lead and previously competed in the IndySCC. He will be able to help the less

experienced team members navigate their way through the benchmarking of the system, as well as

the dissection of the applications to optimize their performance. He would like to gain an even

deeper understanding of HPC systems through this intense competition, so that he can help

diversify the scope in which it is used in industry.

Catherine has always been interested in problem solving, and has been heavily involved in areas of

science. She is a physics major, and will select the computational physics track, so that she can

combine her study of the physical world with the world of computation. She has not competed in

the SCC before, but is very willing to work hard and excited to learn more about PHASTA.

Becky is currently working as a student technician at TAMUs High Performance Research

Computing (HPRC) facility. She has seen how researchers utilize HPC to advance their studies and

innovations, and she believes that HPC will help to shape the future. This competition is a perfect

opportunity for her to gain more knowledge and hands-on experience with HPC.

Emmanuel is also a student technician at HPRC. He has assisted users in accessing the HPRC

systems, and editing scripts to run correctly or more ef�ciently. As technology advances, more and

more users depend on HPC for their tasks. This competition will be a great opportunity to further

his knowledge and experience for his personal and professional career.

Lius is very familiar with computer components because he has been building computers since he

was young and has spent his free-time learning about HPC. He has project based experience in

Python and C++ coding which will be bene�cial to the team. He is excited to work with HPC

components and discovering how the knowledge he has now can grow and in what ways he can

contribute to the challenges this competition will present.

Curran has been involved in computational chemistry research and HPC since 2020. He competed

in the IndySCC21 competition which allowed him to progress further in his research and prepared

him to pursue research as a career. He is ready for this opportunity to experience even greater

bene�ts with this year's competition and he couldn’t be more thrilled!

Dr. Lisa Perez, Associate Director at TAMU's HPRC is the team advisor and possesses an extensive

background in the computational sciences and HPC system administration. She led the multi-

institutional Ag-Jag (TAMU/TAMU-SA) VirtualSCC20 team and Gig 'em bytes (TAMU/PVAMU)

IndySCC21 team. Co-advisor Dr. Xin Yang is an Assistant Research Scientist at HPRC. She has



expertise in the area of computational chemistry and HPC.

The Gig 'em bytes team is well-rounded in scienti�c disciplines and skill sets necessary to succeed!

SUSTech Supercomputing Team
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- We are from the SUSTech Supercomputing Team (SST). The team is composed of SUSTech

undergraduates who take a great interest in computational science and engineering. SST serves the

large HPC user community in SUSTech and practices HPC skills in real scenes. 

- Team Captain, Yingwei Zheng - Participant in SC21 SCC, 2021 APAC HPC-AI Competition, and

ISC22 SCC - Has more than 6 years of programming experience in modern C++ and CUDA -

Working on high-level optimization for high-performance applications with LLVM and MLIR -

Interested in computer graphics

- Bingzhen Wang - Participant in SC21 SCC and ASC22 - Maintainer of SUSTech Open Source

Mirrors - Interested in programming languages and computer graphics

- We have four talented freshmen this year. (New Participant Points = 10) They are:

- Jixiao Zhang - Participant of the 2021 APAC HPC-AI Competition and ASC22 - Working on

recommendation tasks in social networks with Graph Neural Network

- Junfeng Chen - Experienced software developer - Maintainer of SUSTech Open Source Mirrors -

Interested in hardware and operating system

- Tingzhen Dong - Participant in ICPC Contest, Gold Medal of The 2020 ICPC Asia-East Continent

Final - Former captain of the SUSTech Collegiate Programming Contest Team - Student assistant at

the Department of Computer Science and Engineering - Working on the research of system security

and con�dential computing

- Jia'nan Zhu - Participant in ICPC and NOIP Contest - Member of SUSTech CTF Team - Interested

in computer security

- As for our advisor - Dr. Fan is the chief engineer (Senior Engineer) of the SUSTech CCSE. He has

published more than twenty papers in high-level academic journals with hundreds of citations. His

research proposal was supported by the Youth Program of the National Natural Science Foundation

of China and participated in several other programs of National Natural Science Funds.



- Some members of SST have interdisciplinary research experience. Yingwei Zheng and Bingzhen

Wang have years of experience in online/of�ine physically-based rendering, which involves

Numerical Analysis, Probability Theory, Statistics, and Radiometry. And CCSE Director Lianping

Wang is a chair professor of the Department of Mechanics and Astronautics. Our team has

experience in interdisciplinary cooperation. These experiences will help us cooperate with experts

in other disciplines to �nd breakthrough points in the performance.

- We created a team with a broad background of experience relevant to the competition. Yingwei

Zheng has a rich knowledge of compiler optimization technologies and CPU/GPU microarchitecture.

And Tingzhen Dong won the Gold Medal of ICPC. They can tune codes and parameters skillfully.

Junfeng Chen, Bingzhen Wang, and Jia'nan Zhu have rich experience in maintaining clusters in the

Center for Computational Science and Engineering of SUSTech. They will provide support for others

during the environment setup. Jixiao Zhang knows a lot about Machine Learning and will be

assigned to the mystery application or the reproducibility challenge.

- Using HPC will improve students' ability to maintain computers and develop/debug programs. It

will also strengthen students' understanding of computer architecture. The purpose of our

participation in the SC competition includes, but is not limited to, training students' abilities, making

new friends, participating in top conferences, and understanding cutting-edge trends.

catcat
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We are pro�cient in distributed system and parallel computing, algorithm optimization, computer

operating system, and other HPC necessary knowledge and have participated in a large number of

related researches or projects. Expect the basic knowledge necessary for supercomputers, our team

also has very wide-ranging expertise. Bo-Luo Ge has solid knowledge of computer operation and

maintenance, network knowledge, and computer system knowledge. He is the main member of the

cluster operation and maintenance of the CUHKsz supercomputer club. Zi-Fan Liu has a deep

knowledge of reinforcement learning and deep learning and also has done some research on the

application of reinforcement learning in Smart Grid. Yi-Liang He has profound compiler-level

insights and is excellent at simd and risc-v. Si-Wei Zhang has unique comprehension of the

underlying compilation support and has done related research in the CUHKsz laboratory. Bo-Luo

Ge, Yi-Liang He, Si-Wei Zhang, and Zi-Fan Liu have also participated in the ASC of 2021 and won

second prize. Yang-Lin Zhang has solid knowledge of Computer Vision and has done some jobs in

GPU parallel threading. Hao-Nan Xue has been involved in many hardware-related projects.

Except for the professional computer domain knowledge, our team also has wide non-computer



domain knowledge, such as Econometrics, Electricity Grid, Operation Management, Data Mining,

etc. The diversity of our directions gives us the advantage of solving large-scale problems in

various �elds, and the combination of the thinking methods in different �elds also improves the

ef�ciency of discussion and problem solving within the group. 

We are instructed by an outstanding professor, Professor Yeh-Ching Chung. Professor Yeh-Ching

Chung established a supercomputing team at National Tsing Hua University before he came to

CUHKsz, and led National Tsing Hua University to win the �rst prize in the �nal competitions of

ASC, ISC, and SC many times. Under the leadership of Professor Yeh-Ching Chung, we participated

in the ASC competition of 2021 and won the second prize. We also participated in many parallel

optimization-related competitions, such as Intel's PAC to test and improve our skills. 

As we know, SCC was developed to provide an immersive high performance computing experience

to undergraduate and high school students. As an international platform for students who are

interested in HPC, we sincerely hope that we can compete with other groups all over the world to

improve our skills and show our ability and knowledge to the world.

Team Phoenix
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The members of Team Phoenix are Jack Hurst, Tracey Li, Braden Hester, Patrick Sliwinski, Samuel

Henderson, and Aditya Kaushik. Our team is brought together by a shared interest in high-

performance computing, and we hope to develop our experience and involvement in HPC through

this competition.

All of us are part of a Vertically Integrated Project (VIP) HPC class, which is designed to train SCC

teams, teach students about HPC fundamentals, and give them awareness of the industry. From

this class, we learn about various HPC topics, such as schedulers, the Linpack benchmark, and

some examples of building and running applications. 

Our members have varied experience across academic coursework and industry. Collectively, we

study �ve concentrations in computer science which are offered by Georgia Tech’s College of

Computing: devices, information internetworks, theory, systems and architecture, and arti�cial

intelligence. Through our coursework, we have learned about algorithms, computer architecture,

operating systems and other computer science fundamentals. We have also gained industry

experience through internships. Jack and Braden have worked on front- and back-end web

development, and Aditya has worked with databases, networking protocols, and cloud

technologies.



Patrick and Samuel are interested in HPC because they are involved in �elds where HPC is applied

to run simulations and model complex problems. Patrick is a member of the Yellow Jacket Space

Program at Georgia Tech, where he works on embedded software for the �ight computer and

sensor boards. Patrick’s interest in HPC comes from the �ight dynamics simulations used to plan

�ight trajectories by the Yellow Jacket Space Program. Before computer science, Samuel studied

mechanical engineering. One reason he is interested in HPC is its applications in �uid dynamics and

thermodynamics. Aditya is a TA for the systems and networks class, where students are given an

exposure to computing systems and networking, including software abstractions for utilizing

compute resources. Aditya is enjoying the HPC VIP class because many of the operating systems

concepts that he has learned about through coursework and readings – such as scheduling and

distributed systems – get put into full use in an HPC environment. Braden’s interest in HPC stems

from a desire to understand how we can use computers to their fullest potential. He has experience

participating in team-based academic competitions, such as Lockheed Martin’s CodeQuest

programming competition and the GHSA State Math competition. Tracey’s interest in math drew

her to HPC and this competition, and she is looking forward to being exposed to the techniques

used in HPC to solve problems. Jack was previously a computer engineering student, so he has a

background in hardware. He is an instructor for the 3D printing tech area at Georgia Tech’s

Electrical and Computer Engineering makerspace. By participating in this competition, he hopes to

gain more experience in linux, scripting, and parallel programming. 

Sahit, our advisor, is a graduate student at Georgia Tech. He has worked for Nvidia in software

security, competed in Nvidia’s GPU Hackathon, and is currently competing in ISC22, making him a

wonderful resource as our team advisor.

TexaCal
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Our team consists of four students from California State University Channel Islands and two

students from Prairie View A&M University. Both schools competed in the 2022 Winter Classic

Invitational Student Cluster Competition which involved running benchmarks and HPC simulations

on hardware provided by four mentor organizations (HPE, NASA, Oak Ridge, AWS). Out of 12

teams that participated, team Channel Islands �nished strong despite no prior experience in HPC

and team Prairie View A&M was declared the winner of the competition �nishing in �rst place.

With A&M’s knowledgeable experience and Channel Island’s desire to learn, we will make a

formidable team for the SC22 event. 

Some of our academic disciplines include mathematics, cybersecurity, software engineering,

electrical engineering, and mechatronics. 



HPC and this competition will help the team members �nd careers in any of a wide variety of �elds

Dan Olds is the main advisor for the team currently. He has worked with student cluster

competitions since 2010 and is the organizer of the 2021 and 2022 Winter Classic cluster

competitions.

Our team is sponsored by Penguin Computing, the �rst time this organization has taken part in a

student cluster competition. We will also receive training from a variety of sources including the

Stanford High Performance Computing Center, various application experts, and personnel from

Penguin Computing. From all of these sources, we expect to learn a lot by working together over

the summer learning about HPC and about the hardware that has been provided. 

The team will receive training from a variety of sources including the Stanford High Performance

Computing Center, various application experts, and personnel from Penguin Computing. 

The students are enthusiastic about this competition and all are looking to learn more about HPC

with the hopes of making it their career. 

Dan Olds is the main advisor for the team currently. He has worked with student cluster

competitions since 2010 and is the organizer of the 2021 and 2022 Winter Classic cluster

competitions. 

This team is sponsored by Penguin Computing, the �rst time this organization has taken part in a

student cluster competition.

Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
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We as a team represent the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU). In the past

decade, FAU has participated in many cluster competitions around the world and SCC was one

among them for 8 years. Since then, the support team in the background has continued to develop

constantly, but support staff from the early days are still involved. This experience is granting us

broader exposure to the students and strengthens ongoing co-operations with our sponsors.

Furthermore, the university provides continuous support in hardware and �nancial means since the

�rst participation in 2013. Additionally, we have one team member who was involved in the team

from last year which bene�ts the team since he can pass on his knowledge gained in handling the

hardware and preparing for the competition in general. The advantage for our team is that most of

our team members are studying Computer Science and one team member studies Computational

Engineering which provides us with strong programming skills. Hardware architecture and basic



understanding of computers is a part of those studies as well, so we’re prepared for all aspects of

building a system that is capable of being successful. We have chosen a variety of different

specializations which provides valuable insights from various �elds. For example, some of us have

minors in physics, theoretical computer science and arti�cial intelligence. All of us have student jobs

related to our �eld of studying at our university or a company. This enables us to attain practical

knowledge that helps us in overcoming the challenges we face in the competition. For example,

one of our students’ work is closely related to the MRTs from Siemens giving him a clear idea of

how to handle especially time sensitive hardware. Two of us had some hands on Robotics

especially on Robotic Arms and Navigation gaining some knowledge on Machine Architecture. Two

other students worked as tutors giving them the ability to explain and put their thoughts in words

well. It is also bene�cial that the team members have worked on servers and Robots as their

private projects during their free time therefore having a good grip on Linux and the Linux command

line tools. Our Advisor, Dominik Ernst, is a PhD student at FAU and the NHR@FAU’s GPU expert.

He holds a master's degree with honors in Computational Engineering. His research combines

analytic performance modelling for GPUs and automatic code analysis in support of code

generation and kernel execution decisions. His broad background in GPU porting and optimization

in various applications �elds includes internships at NVIDIA in Santa Clara and at CERN in Geneva.

As a member of the �rst ever team that competed in the SCC for the FAU in 2013 and 2014, he is

no stranger to this competition. We as a team are looking forward to gaining practical knowledge

as well as making use of the networking opportunities. We hope we could implement the skills

attained and this background would help us to successfully handle the different applications of the

competition.

Team Sol
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Advisors included, this will be the team's 3rd Cluster Computing Competition (although its �rst in

the "major" competitions). The primary advisor and logistics coordinator are invested graduate EE

students who placed 2nd and 4th in the last two national-level Winter Classic Invitational Cluster

Computing Competitions. They submitted competitive HPCG, HPL, NAS Parallel benchmark,

OpenFOAM motorcycle simulation, and machine learning application scores utilizing a variety of

supercomputers and clusters provided by Google, Cray, NASA (Pleiades), Oak Ridge National Labs

(SUMMIT), and AWS. 

The logistics coordinator has a second undergraduate degree in biology, in addition to Electrical

Engineering. The primary advisor has studied bioinformatics as well as Electrical Engineering.

Regarding the actual undergraduate team, each competitor is trained in relevant areas but new to

cluster computing. Dante Uriostegui and Miguel Payan are assisting the primary advisor with a



radiation hardened GPU project. Throughout the spring they learned to use cmake, make, and linux

to conduct GPU programming and even compiler design. They also learned much about GPU

architecture through their work with open-source GPU RTL designs. Expertise gained from this

competition will help them to utilize state-funded supercomputers to decrease synthesization times

and increase emulation performance with complex designs - a critical veri�cation step that their

laptops will soon begin struggling with, as the complexity of the design increases. Throughout the

rest of their bachelors and master's education, they will be invaluable to the department for this

skillset.

Juan Muller is pro�cient with linux and computer vision. He successfully programmed a drone to

land on QR codes using a Raspberry Pi with an intel Compute Stick 2 VPU, requiring build-

troubleshooting on his part. HPC training from this competition will empower him to train new

models with more data for future machine learning work.

Daniel Alvarado was a star student in the University's rigorous microprocessor systems course, and

will complete an internship working with microprocessors at Sandia National Labs over the

summer. As he searches for a topic to research in the future for graduate school, HPC has caught

his attention. Participation in this competition will elucidate what HPC really is, and reveal new

possibilities for a senior design project and future research.

Finally, Michelle Lara and Jose Granados are earlier-on students with programming pro�ciency and

a bright future. The HPC skillset that follows from participation in this competition will allow them

not only to participate in future student cluster competitions, but also to help the department with

simulation-centered research. 

Thus, our team's advisors are invested and trained in HPC. Our student competitors are talented

and trained in relevant areas, so this competition will serve to bring many of their skills together to

form a new useful skill. As our department has a high need for HPC experts to help professors

utilize UTEP-owned and State-Owned Clusters and Supercomputers for their research, the

presence of undergraduates, several who are somewhat early on, who have aspirations for

graduate school will be an enormous help to our school as well.

Supernova
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Team NTU was formed as part of the HPC club at NTU, a student run club that promotes HPC

adoption and awareness in the University. Its diverse membership consists of students spanning a

wide range of schools, including the schools of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Computer

Science and Engineering, and Physical and Mathematical Sciences.



By organizing weekly training sessions, we were able to build up attendees’ skills and observe their

competencies. From there, we were able to draw on that diverse pool to select club members with

the right set of skills required to tackle this competition’s benchmarks and applications. 

Our multidisciplinary team consists of members from the School of Electrical and Electronic

Engineering, School of Computer Science and Engineering, and School of Physical and

Mathematical Science.

Further, our members also have a wide breadth of practical experience in administering and

designing small-scale HPC systems, as some team members are also in charge of managing the

club’s own clusters within the University’s Parallel and Distributed Computing laboratory. Beyond

just maintenance, they also liaise with sponsors and lab administrators to procure hardware so as

to keep the clusters at the bleeding edge of HPC technology. By doing HPC, our members also

gained knowledge for computer science and some general science, which helps a lot on academic

aspects.

We also have team members with prior participation in HPC-AI APAC, ISC and SC events. We

believe our experience on those competitions would prove invaluable to our success in SC22. 

Our advisor, Dr Bu-Sung Lee also gave us great support for learning HPC and joining all of these

events. Dr. Lee is a faculty member of the School of Computer Science and Engineering, and also a

member of the Policy & Resource Allocation Committee at Singapore’s National Supercomputing

Center (NSCC), the team’s primary sponsor. He has been involved in many Asia-Paci�c research

and education networks including the Singapore Advanced Research and Education Network

(SingAREN) (as its founding president) as well as the Trans-Eurasia Information Network (TEIN-2).

We are also looking forward to learning from other teams for how they optimize the application and

work on the cluster, making new friends, exploring different SC conferences for state-of-the-art

HPC technologies and enhancing our HPC skills.

2MuchCache
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The SDSC/UCSD SCC22 team is enthusiasm-driven, technically capable, fast-learning, and deeply

experienced across the computer hardware and software stacks. Each team member is uniquely

quali�ed and committed to using HPC to advance their �eld. We have one returning team member

from the SCC21 virtual cluster competition, one team member graduating from previous

competition training to the competition team, three former team members serving as team mentors,



and four new students joining the competition team. We are con�dent in our team’s ability to tackle

expected and unexpected challenges in the competition, using a combination of rigorous

preparation, strong communication, robust planning, detailed learning, and ef�cient teamwork. Our

team training activities are fully supported by SDSC through the HPC Students Program, and we

are engaging directly with each of our sponsors for expert sessions on computer architecture,

optimizing compilers, HPC in the cloud, containerization, and more. 

Our team members exploit the full �exibility of the UCSD computer science, cognitive science, and

computer engineering majors. Our technical stack includes: major programming languages (C, C++,

Java, Python, Fortran), system administration, �rmware engineering, parallel programming (MPI,

OpenMP, CUDA), hardware design (SystemVerilog, tcl, Cadence, Synopsis), scienti�c applications

(LAMMPS, Quantum Espresso, Avogadro, VMD), full stack web development (Node.JS, REACT,

HTML), scripting and batch processing, and machine learning. Many team members have both

undergraduate research and industry internship experience.

Edward Burns previously interned at SDSC, and he brings image processing, software engineering,

and batch scheduler optimization experience to the team. He hopes that HPC experience will help

him build highly scalable computer vision software throughout his career.

Davit Margarian brings a VLSI chip design and �rmware background to the team. He hopes to use

his HPC experience to accelerate computer-aided design tools for billion-gate integrated circuits.

Stefanie Dao is experienced across operating systems, computer vision, and high-performance

software. She plans to apply her HPC experience to server-side processing and updating of

augmented reality experiences in real time.

Longtian Bao has strong scripting, software engineering, and web development skills, and he

participated in last year’s team training. He is excited to apply his skills to resource budgeting and

performance monitoring during the competition.

Yuchen Jing has extensive networking and Linux system administration experience from hosting

network proxies, �le transfer servers, and version control systems. He is looking forward to

strengthening his skills in developing, deploying, and maintaining high performance software.

Matthew Mikhailov competed at SCC21, and is the go-to person for the team. He specializes in

VLSI chip design and computational materials science, and he uses the LAMMPS code for his

research. He hopes to learn from his SCC experience to design the next generation of

supercomputer chips.

Team advisor, Dr. Mary Thomas, SDSC HPC Training Lead, holds degrees in physics, computer



science, and computational science, and taught parallel computing for 16 years. She has a personal

commitment to the SCC program -- she has led 4 teams: SCC16 and 17 (San Diego State

University) and SCC20-21 (UCSD). Her enthusiasm, knowledge, and practical experience will

bene�t the team.

SEU Supercomputing Club
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Although none of the team members has participated in any competition about supercomputing

before, we all have rich HPC experiments and knowledge of computer science. Four of the team

members have participated in a national education project about distributed training on GPU

clusters and conducted research on LAMMPS in cooperation with the Shenzhen research institution

of Peking University. The two new members are now writing a paper about pipeline training

optimization technology under heterogeneous GPU cluster and are expected to publish it soon. The

members were heavily selected through the intramural competition of Southeast University. Only

the top six participants of the intramural competition are quali�ed to enter the SC22 team. The

Intramural Competition of Southeast University selects HPL, HPCG, IO500, and DeepMD kits as

benchmarks, so the team members have done in-depth research on HPC and had some innovative

ideas about the optimization of SC's benchmarks. The team has created an open-source

supercomputing learning platform(CSWU-Challenge.github.io) for college students from scratch.

Many students interested in supercomputing are learning on our website. Additionally, to share

resources about HPC conveniently, we also create a series of cloud services based on our skills.

Students of Southeast University can upload and download resources via the service.

When it comes to interdisciplinary, only one of our team members majors in computer science, and

others major in physics, chemistry, biology, and arti�cial intelligence. One thing all of the team

members had in common was their high-performance computing research training in their domains,

which sparked their interest in supercomputing.

Despite the board background our team members have, only members who major in chemistry

have rich practical experience of DeepMD before. All the members will go through club training for

SCC.

Speci�c reasons for how HPC will help team members in their academic careers can be concluded

as follows: 1. Our team members either plan to enter the computer science area or are working on

projects about supercomputing. Participation in SC will signi�cantly help us accumulate related

knowledge and experience, laying the foundation for our future careers. 2. SC has a signi�cant

in�uence on the world. The competition experience will bring us enough credits and add a nice

touch to our resumes for applying to Ph.D. programs.



Our advisor, Jinghui Zhang, is the director of the High-Resolution Remote Sensing Data Research

Center of Southeast University and the Secretary of the International Steering Committee of the

IEEE CSCWD Conference. As a representative of Southeast University participating AMS-02

experiment, he worked at the European Organization for Nuclear Research(CERN) in Switzerland

and directly participated in the data processing of the AMS experiment for three and a half years,

and participated in the establishment of Southeast University AMS Supercomputing Center as a

core member. He has published more than 20 papers in well-known international journals and

conferences. As the project leader, he has presided over two projects of the National Natural

Science Foundation of China and over one subproject of the National Science and Technology

Innovation 2030-"New Generation Arti�cial Intelligence" major project.

SYSU-SCC
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Student Cluster Competition (SCC) has a long tradition at Sun Yat-sen University (SYSU), even

before the installation of Tianhe-2, the once-fastest supercomputer. In the last decade, the SCC

team has been one of the most competitive SCC teams. At ASC, we won the 4th from 2012 to

2017, the 3rd with an e-prize in 2019, and the 3rd with the Highest Linpack in 2021. At ISC, we

won the 4th in both 2019 and 2021. In addition, we were the champion of IndySCC last year. For

us, our application to SCC@SC shows our persistent efforts in exploring the frontier in HPC. Our

motivations and strengths are as follows:

First, most of our team members with disciplinary diversity are with HPC skills and rich SCC

experience. 4 out of 6 members have the experience in SCC, and have participated in ASC'22 and

ISC'22. We have invited experts from academia and industry to deliver lectures on HPC-related

topics. With regular training designed by senior members, team members familiarized themselves

with system setup, software management, and optimization using MPI, OpenMP, and CUDA. With

training cluster management skills and preparing for the Mystery Applications, the team members

have, on their own, deployed and tuned a wide range of benchmark suites and applications (e.g.,

HPL, WRF, ICON). Therefore, we are con�dent in both managing our cluster and optimizing parallel

programs on it.

Second, our members with disciplinary diversity have particular interests in the �elds of

architecture, algorithm, AI, database, etc. Since our team members are in different majors, we can

investigate problems from different perspectives. For example, Siran Liu has participated in many

interdisciplinary competitions (e.g. IGEM), which enable us to glance at new applications from a

higher perspective. And Tianxing Yang, who previously majored in Mathematics, will certainly bring

us more distinctive ideas from his point of view. Zhe Tang and Yang Ye were post-contestants in the



Physics and Chemistry Contests, and they will apply their own experience to solving problems. Han

Huang and Tianxing Yang, have participated in SYSU ACM-ICPC Team, and are capable to optimize

the algorithms of HPC applications. 

Last but not least, we have valuable guidance from our advisor Dr. Dan Huang, a PC member of

SC22. Dr. Dan Huang is currently an associate professor in the School of Computer Science and

Engineering, Sun Yat-sen University. He received Ph.D. in computer engineering at the University of

Central Florida. His research interests are scienti�c data management, in-memory computing,

parallel programming model, and distributed storage systems. In addition, he worked at Oak Ridge

National Lab, USA (ORNL) as a short-term researcher for about ten months. His research has been

published in many top-tier conferences and journals, including TC, TPDS, ICDCS, IPDPS, and DAC.

Dieut et mon Droid
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Our team is composed of students across various �elds and interests. In total, our team consists of

students from Computer Science, Computational Engineering, Physics, Mathematics, and Electrical

and Computer Engineering. All team members have experience with computing, but it is only one

member’s primary focus of study. Our differing experiences and backgrounds ensures our team has

a diverse skill set that is ready to meet the challenges of SCC. Mathew Abraham is a computational

engineering major who has experience with C++ and Python. He has gained exposure to machine

learning libraries and training models on GPUs, and is interested in applying his classroom

knowledge to this competition. Surendra Anne is a physics major with experience in Python. Having

had limited exposure to other aspects of computing, participating in SC22 is a great opportunity for

him to learn more about resource management in computing. Knowledge of HPC can translate to

his interest in astrophysics research, as sifting through copious amounts of data is an important part

of imaging in astrophysics and particle experiments. Jorge Bolivar is a computational engineering

major with a solid understanding of Python and C++. This competition will lead him to explore new

branches of computing, and he hopes HPC will create an environment where he can challenge

himself and learn more about his interests in real world applications. Saiprathik Chalamkuri is a

computer science student who has delved into user level concepts such as data structures and

algorithms, and has experience working with lower level concepts such as computer architecture

and operating systems. He looks forward to learning more in-depth about how hardware relates to

reaping computing power and hopes for this competition to increase his skills maximizing hardware

and software ef�ciency. Jenna May is a computational engineering major in the process of

transferring into electrical and computer engineering with plans to concentrate in computer

architecture. She has experience with C++, Python, and assembly language along with exposure to

CPU architecture. She hopes to learn more on how to best optimize the working of both software

and hardware, which will be a great bene�t to her career. Benjamin Nederveld is currently a third



year mathematics major pursuing a minor in Chinese. He hopes to combine the practical aspects of

competition with some of the more theoretical aspects of his education. Additionally, he hopes to

learn more about collaboration on large-scale technical projects.

It is all members’ �rst time participating in SCC, and we all hope to gain valuable technical skills

and experience that can be directly transferable to our future careers. Furthermore, the technical

and problem solving skills we gain from participating will help us academically.

Our advisors work full time at the Texas Advanced Computing Center. Joe Garcia and Nick Thorne

are system administrators that build, maintain, and ensure high availability of various TACC

clusters. Matthew Cawood is part of the Performance and Architectures team within the High

Performance Computing group where he conducts performance benchmarking and analysis along

with software development.

RACKlette
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Team RACKlette is a student team which is active all year round. This allows us to form a strong

team spirit and friendships in the team. Our team currently consists of 15 members at varying

stages of their studies of which 12 can still perform in the SCC. We make sure that all members get

to join at least one competition a year. Even those who aren't part of the competing team give their

support and assistance. In addition to this, our alumni members form the backbone of the team;

offering knowledge and handy tricks that are useful in any situation. This is remarkable since

despite being supported by ETHZ regarding knowledge, advice and funding, we are not getting any

credits towards our degrees for our commitment in Team RACKlette. Nonetheless all team

members are eager to compete and gain new experiences and insights into the rapidly expanding

�elds of HPC and AI. These competitions give us unique insights into ongoing research,cutting edge

business and give us relevant life experiences that help us in deciding our future master programs

and careers. The experience we gain from competitions like SC also compliments what we learn in

lectures and lets us consolidate what we learned so far. It also prepares us for future lectures in

teaching us how to interact with servers and run code ef�ciently.

Our advisors are Torsten Hoe�er and Hussein Harake. Professor Hoe�er inspired the founding of

Team RACKlette and has supported us ever since. He has prior experience with Student Cluster

Competitions as a participant and as an advisor of winning teams (e.g. SC'08, ISC'19). Mr. Harake is

a HPC System Manager at CSCS and our contact for everything related to our cluster hardware. He

has supported Team RACKlette since its founding as well and is the main reason we’ve been able

to get so many cutting edge hardware sponsorships by so many vendors..



Our team for this year’s SC-competition is built with balance and diversity in mind. One team

member participated in last year’s Indy-SCC and ISC22, another member participated in ISC22 and

four members will have their �rst chance to join a HPC competition at SC22. With this mix we

strike a balance between experienced and new members. Our plan is to lay a foundation with the

more experienced members on which the newer participants can build. Adding to the difference in

HPC experience is the spread in academic experience and interests. The team consists of students

from «Computer Science» (CS) and «Computational Science & Engineering» (CSE) which allows us

to have a theoretical as well as practical background for HPC. In addition to the Computer Science

background members have had lectures in i.e. Physics, Robotics and Biology. ETHZ also

emphasizes taking lectures outside the standard curriculum. Therefore everybody has to take

courses in «Humanities, Social and Political Sciences». These lectures can be in i.e. History,

Economics or Philosophy.

DeepNeuron
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The Monash HPC SCC team is part of a larger team of undergraduate students called DeepNeuron

(https://www.deepneuron.org/). DeepNeuron is a student team focused on improving the world

with Arti�cial Intelligence and High-Performance Computing. 

Computational background Many students in the team are undertaking Computer Science or

Engineering as their degree, learning subjects such as data structures, algorithms and programming

languages such as C, C++, Python. On top of that, with the assistance of Monash eResearch

(https://www.monash.edu/researchinfrastructure/eresearch, which maintains two local HPC

clusters), the Monash Student Cluster Competition(SCC) team goes through practical and

theoretical training sessions on HPC topics, which include: Cloud Technologies (OpenStack on our

local Nectar system) Compilers (gcc, icc) Container technology (Singularity, Docker) Working on

local High Performance Computer Clusters Parallel Programming (MPI, openMP) 

Non-computational science domain Monash University gives students the opportunity to undertake

double degrees which allows the team to have a more diverse background in �elds such as

Mathematics, Physics, Commerce, Biomedicine, and more. 

Broad background Some members of the team also have experience with hardware. We have built

a small model cluster with four Raspberry Pi nodes for training and testing. The team has also

constructed a small HPC cluster with the support of Dell and NVIDIA, gaining practical experiences

in assembling and maintaining a server. 

Have any of the members participated before The team has competed in several well known



competitions around the globe such as ASC21, IndySCC21 and ISC22. In fact, the Monash

DeepNeuron SCC team has won First prize and Application award in ASC (http://www.asc-

events.org/ASC20-21/) and came 2nd in IndySCC21. The team for IndySC22 will consist of

experienced members who won ASC21 and IndySC21, and new members who are �rst time

joining the competition. Pascal and Nick have participated in IndySCC21 and they are currently

competing in ISC22. They are both passionate to reinforce the skills they learnt last year and

achieve a better result. Those experienced members will enable new members to learn new

technologies they face and ensure them making a meaningful contribution to IndySC22.

How does SCC help academic career SCC is one of the best places which challenges students and

inspires them to become future High Performance Computing researchers. The opportunities to

attend a major conference and to meet with peers and experts around the world would broaden

students’ views on their future academic career. With the growing �eld of arti�cial intelligence and

data science, the experience of dealing with scienti�c programs, optimising them, speeding them up

with parallel computing techniques using HPC will serve us well in our future endeavours. 

Introduce the advisor and advisor's background The team advisor is Mr Simon Michnowicz. Simon

was the team advisor for the Monash SCC 2018 team, as well as the ASC 21 and Indy Sc21 teams.

Simon works at Monash eResearch, where he manages two HPC Clusters. As an accredited

Software Carpentry teacher, Simon is passionate about educating the next generation of HPC

professionals.

KambingCluster
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The Universitas Indonesia team consists of senior-level undergraduate students majoring in physics

(Mr. Abednego, Mr. Fahreza, Mr. Millennianno, and Mr. Ma’ruf), math (Mr. Al Josan), and computer

science (Mr. Prasetya), with varying computational science experience. Mr. Abednego and Mr.

Fahreza currently perform research with Quantum ESPRESSO software and Boltztrap2 Python

package, and are taking a course on Fortran 90/95. Mr. Millennianno and Mr. Ma’ruf study

Instrumentation Physics and Control Systems, both hardware and software, from the basics of

Assembly and C as the main way of writing instructions/code. Mr. Prasetya (CS) and Mr. Al Josan

(math) contribute their deep knowledge from the point of view of their respective �elds. This broad

spectrum of backgrounds will de�nitely contribute to the team’s performance in the competition.

This is our �rst HPC competition. We have great interest to participate in IndySCC, and we’re eager

to learn new things, for example about parallelization and algorithms. This competition will not

only provide a place to learn those things, but also give a chance and experience for the team

members to apply the knowledge that have been acquired previously and from academic courses.



We also realize that HPC will become an integral part of scienti�c research, especially in the

simulation and arti�cial intelligence world, in which every team member is currently interested. We

hope to contribute our talent in the world of HPC.

Mr. Phan is an alumnus of Universitas Indonesia (S.Si. in Physics) who recently �nished his MS in

Physics at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. His master’s thesis involved porting a dynamical

density response code “Exciting-Plus” based on Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory (TD-

DFT) to the Summit supercomputer. The original CPU-only code was awarded the 2010 ACM

Gordon Bell Honorable Mention for Performance, and the ported code performed 12x faster (wall

clock time) compared to CPU-only runs on Summit. He currently works as a Research Software

Engineer at Sourcery Institute.

Dr. Cahaya is an assistant professor at the Physics Department, Universitas Indonesia. He received

his doctorate degree from Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, Japan. He teaches

mathematical and computational methods in physics at the undergraduate and master level. He

utilizes Density Functional Theory calculations for modeling physical systems, supported by the

research computing cluster at Theoretical & Computational Condensed Matter Physics (TCMP) lab.

This cluster is also available for TCMP students, which includes Mr. Abednego and Mr. Fahreza.

Dr. Adhianto is a research staff at the Department of Computer Science, Rice University. He

received his doctorate degree from the University of Houston. His research interests are compiler

and performance analysis.

Prof. Bustamam is a professor at the Mathematics Department, Universitas Indonesia. He received

the PhD degree in bioinformatics from the University of Queensland, Australia. His research focuses

on high-performance computing approaches on computational mathematics, computational

biology, bioinformatics, and computer science.

Dr. Budiardja is a computational scientist in the National Center for Computational Sciences (NCCS)

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. He earned his PhD from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville in

computational astrophysics.

10:00 am - 6:00 pm

Student Cluster Competition

Session Description:

Thursday, November 17th



10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Student Cluster Competition Posters Display

Session Description: Student Cluster Competition Team Posters will be on display during exhibit

�oor hours at the Student Cluster Competition Booth.

Dieut et mon Droid
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Our team is composed of students across various �elds and interests. In total, our team consists of

students from Computer Science, Computational Engineering, Physics, Mathematics, and Electrical

and Computer Engineering. All team members have experience with computing, but it is only one

member’s primary focus of study. Our differing experiences and backgrounds ensures our team has

a diverse skill set that is ready to meet the challenges of SCC. Mathew Abraham is a computational

engineering major who has experience with C++ and Python. He has gained exposure to machine

learning libraries and training models on GPUs, and is interested in applying his classroom

knowledge to this competition. Surendra Anne is a physics major with experience in Python. Having

had limited exposure to other aspects of computing, participating in SC22 is a great opportunity for

him to learn more about resource management in computing. Knowledge of HPC can translate to

his interest in astrophysics research, as sifting through copious amounts of data is an important part

of imaging in astrophysics and particle experiments. Jorge Bolivar is a computational engineering

major with a solid understanding of Python and C++. This competition will lead him to explore new

branches of computing, and he hopes HPC will create an environment where he can challenge

himself and learn more about his interests in real world applications. Saiprathik Chalamkuri is a

computer science student who has delved into user level concepts such as data structures and

algorithms, and has experience working with lower level concepts such as computer architecture

and operating systems. He looks forward to learning more in-depth about how hardware relates to

reaping computing power and hopes for this competition to increase his skills maximizing hardware

and software ef�ciency. Jenna May is a computational engineering major in the process of

transferring into electrical and computer engineering with plans to concentrate in computer

architecture. She has experience with C++, Python, and assembly language along with exposure to

CPU architecture. She hopes to learn more on how to best optimize the working of both software

and hardware, which will be a great bene�t to her career. Benjamin Nederveld is currently a third

year mathematics major pursuing a minor in Chinese. He hopes to combine the practical aspects of

competition with some of the more theoretical aspects of his education. Additionally, he hopes to

learn more about collaboration on large-scale technical projects.

It is all members’ �rst time participating in SCC, and we all hope to gain valuable technical skills

and experience that can be directly transferable to our future careers. Furthermore, the technical

and problem solving skills we gain from participating will help us academically.



Our advisors work full time at the Texas Advanced Computing Center. Joe Garcia and Nick Thorne

are system administrators that build, maintain, and ensure high availability of various TACC

clusters. Matthew Cawood is part of the Performance and Architectures team within the High

Performance Computing group where he conducts performance benchmarking and analysis along

with software development.

DeepNeuron
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The Monash HPC SCC team is part of a larger team of undergraduate students called DeepNeuron

(https://www.deepneuron.org/). DeepNeuron is a student team focused on improving the world

with Arti�cial Intelligence and High-Performance Computing. 

Computational background Many students in the team are undertaking Computer Science or

Engineering as their degree, learning subjects such as data structures, algorithms and programming

languages such as C, C++, Python. On top of that, with the assistance of Monash eResearch

(https://www.monash.edu/researchinfrastructure/eresearch, which maintains two local HPC

clusters), the Monash Student Cluster Competition(SCC) team goes through practical and

theoretical training sessions on HPC topics, which include: Cloud Technologies (OpenStack on our

local Nectar system) Compilers (gcc, icc) Container technology (Singularity, Docker) Working on

local High Performance Computer Clusters Parallel Programming (MPI, openMP) 

Non-computational science domain Monash University gives students the opportunity to undertake

double degrees which allows the team to have a more diverse background in �elds such as

Mathematics, Physics, Commerce, Biomedicine, and more. 

Broad background Some members of the team also have experience with hardware. We have built

a small model cluster with four Raspberry Pi nodes for training and testing. The team has also

constructed a small HPC cluster with the support of Dell and NVIDIA, gaining practical experiences

in assembling and maintaining a server. 

Have any of the members participated before The team has competed in several well known

competitions around the globe such as ASC21, IndySCC21 and ISC22. In fact, the Monash

DeepNeuron SCC team has won First prize and Application award in ASC (http://www.asc-

events.org/ASC20-21/) and came 2nd in IndySCC21. The team for IndySC22 will consist of

experienced members who won ASC21 and IndySC21, and new members who are �rst time

joining the competition. Pascal and Nick have participated in IndySCC21 and they are currently

competing in ISC22. They are both passionate to reinforce the skills they learnt last year and



achieve a better result. Those experienced members will enable new members to learn new

technologies they face and ensure them making a meaningful contribution to IndySC22.

How does SCC help academic career SCC is one of the best places which challenges students and

inspires them to become future High Performance Computing researchers. The opportunities to

attend a major conference and to meet with peers and experts around the world would broaden

students’ views on their future academic career. With the growing �eld of arti�cial intelligence and

data science, the experience of dealing with scienti�c programs, optimising them, speeding them up

with parallel computing techniques using HPC will serve us well in our future endeavours. 

Introduce the advisor and advisor's background The team advisor is Mr Simon Michnowicz. Simon

was the team advisor for the Monash SCC 2018 team, as well as the ASC 21 and Indy Sc21 teams.

Simon works at Monash eResearch, where he manages two HPC Clusters. As an accredited

Software Carpentry teacher, Simon is passionate about educating the next generation of HPC

professionals.
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Our team members have never participated in a competition like this, but are eager to rise to the

challenge of IndySCC and gain hands-on experience with HPC. The IndySCC competition will

create connections, build resumes, and develop cutting-edge skills. With an unparalleled

commitment to student success, TAMU-CC creates life-changing opportunities for students. Our

diverse team brings a variety of backgrounds, experiences, and studies. Veronica never imagined

working in technology, but has been in TAMU-CC IT for eleven years. Coming from a non-

traditional background in Communication, her love for IT grew as a student employee. She moved

through the ranks from the service desk to a systems administrator. Chanelle is a Junior in

Management Information Systems with a Minor in Finance. She obtained her Associate's in

Business Administration with a 4.0 GPA. Chanelle challenges herself as a student employee in our

Application Administration department. She was also Team Leader for a Center for Creative Land

Recycling project that developed a working application for the Texas State Aquarium. Savannah is a

Sophomore in Computer Science. She has learned the basics of her future �eld, yet was one of the

�rst students to volunteer for this opportunity. When asked what computational experience she

said, “… minor computer science experience, but I had to Google what HPC stood for, if that tells

you anything.” She is �erce and fearless. Hunter Carver is inspiring. As a Junior in Computer Science,

Hunter focuses on Systems Programming. He earned an Associate’s Degree in Computer

Programming from Del Mar College, founded their �rst Computer Science Club, and remains a

member of the College Hall of Fame. As a growing R2 institution, TAMU-CC is home to one of

seven test sites for Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in the US. Hunter interns at our UAS Center



where the competition experience will be directly bene�cial. He has also developed a 240Mh/s

mining rig to validate the Ethereum Blockchain. Orlando Gomez is a Sophomore in Computer

Science focusing on Cybersecurity. Orlando has a Linux certi�cation and is pursuing a student

employee position in TAMU-CC’s Division of IT. He has the drive to excel in this competition, in

order to build his knowledge and experience. Nabil and Amine are both international students from

Algeria. In speaking with Amine, he discussed how his home is lagging in the technology �eld and

struggles with limited access to educational resources. Even so, Nabil and Amine have awe-

inspiring resumes. Both competed in a 48-hour competition by designing a robot to assist the

visually impaired with navigation. They won �rst place regionally and third place globally. They are

also both tutors on campus which will be a great asset when training less experienced members of

the team. Our mentor, Dr. Xin Yang is an Assistant Research Scientist at TAMUs High Performance

Research Computing (HPRC). Her expertise is in the area of computational chemistry and molecular

modeling. She joined the IndySCC 21 as a co-advisor for the TAMU-PVAMU joint Gig ‘em bytes

team.

GeekPie_ HPC
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The GeekPie_HPC team is united with a broad background and different STEM minds that aim to

discover and resolve challenging engineering works. The philosophy of problem-solving is highly

related to HPC applications and DevOps. We are equipped with free will and a solid ability to

explore the technology world.

As for the diversity of research interests, Jiajun Cheng, a Sophomore, who is the new captain this

year, currently works for Multi-Disciplinary AI VR/AR Studio(MARS), a place to make AI and CV

happen in normal people's life. He is responsible for the backend of an animation App called Wand,

and he has learned system architecture design, CI/CD, and Kubernetes.

Aibo Hu is a freshman majoring in computer science. He is interested in algorithms and data

structures and has participated in many algorithmic programming contests. Besides, he is also a

member of the GeekPie_ DevOps team and maintains the GeekPie_ mirror service. He is now

working on learning computer architecture and systems.

Zecheng Li is a Computer Architecture and Parallel Computing enthusiast. His previous experience

as a backup teammate at SC21 made him interested in �ne-tuning the HPC program. He is

currently doing an internship for a trading �rm optimizing the code there.

Weiqi Wu, our lovely Mascot, is a Natural Language Processing enthusiast. She has conducted

many small projects in these �elds. She joined the team for a cross-discipline view of Machine



Learning Systems.

Yichi Zhang is a freshman from the GeekPie_ Association. He was an algorithm competitor and won

two silver medals in the ICPC Regional Contest. He is currently a member of the GeekPie_ DevOps

team and studying computer systems and compiler technology.

Yining Zhang is a senior undergraduate student with a focus on architecture and systems. He has

taken courses and completed projects on computer architecture, operating systems, distributed

systems, and high-performance computing. Currently, he is also an assistant engineer of

Biomedical Big Data Platform in the university, using his computer expertise to help other majors to

do some scienti�c computing work.

Our previous teammates bene�t a lot from the SC competition, and we are grateful to the

committee. We meet the software and hardware nerd of our age and share our experiences and

provide internship opportunities. They pursue their studies in prestigious schools and world-

leading companies thanks to the experience and connections built during the SC event. Speci�cally,

Ms. Jia Du goes to Carnegie Mellon University to study computer vision. Mr. Yanjie Song, Songhui

Cao, and Guancheng Li land their research career in Prof. Shu Yin's team, focusing on the

application of non-volatile random-access memory in the general memory hierarchy. Mr. Jianwen

Luo takes an internship at Xilinx and joins Prof. Yajun's lab at ShanghaiTech, targetting FPGA

acceleration in traditional computational models. Mr. Yuzhuo Jing started his Ph.D. degree at John

Hopkins University, focusing on the security of Linux systems. Our former captain, Yiwei Yang will

start the Ph.D. at UC Santa Cruz, focusing on general Systems in fall 2022.

ZJUSCT
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Zihan Yang, Yi Chen, and Yun Pan are junior students majoring in Computer Science and have

participated in ASC twice. Kaiqi Chen, from Chu Kochen Honors College, Xingjian Qian, majoring in

Computer Science, and Shaojun Xu, majoring in Control Science and Engineering, are sophomore

students and have one ASC experience. Besides, three students are on the ISC22 team.

All of us are members of the Zhejiang University Supercomputing Team(ZJUSCT), the HPC interest

group in ZJU. Each year, new members from various majors will join the team, bringing the vigor of

youth. We communicate and obtain well-trained HPC skills here. Our common interests bring us

together. Exchange, learning from each other, and making progress together are the main themes

of our daily life. The new members inherit the team from the old, growing more talented, year after

year. In competitions, there are challenges from different domain science disciplines, helping us to

�nd out how to practice HPC skills in interdisciplinary work. Being one of the biggest



supercomputing competitions in the world, SCC has always been our dream. We fully acknowledge

the fame and the success of SCC, while we have never participated in this huge event.

We crave to challenge the most challenging HPC problems. We hope to analyze them, try different

ways to solve them and obtain our approach to them. The experience in the competition will help

us realize our potential and leap beyond our limits. After we have participated in various HPC

competitions, we found that different competitions have different focuses. The SCC will be a brand

new challenge and platform to improve our academic skills.

# Team Advisor

Jianhai Chen is currently an Associate Professor in the College of Computer Science and

Technology, Zhejiang University, the super-visor of the ZJU Supercomputing Team, and the leader

of Intelligent Computing and System Lab. IEEE, ACM, CCF member. Member of CCF Blockchain

Professional Committee.

Zeke Wang is a ZJU100 Young Professor at Zhejiang University in Computer Science. His research

interest is to use various heterogeneous devices, e.g., FPGAs and GPUs, to build Deep Learning

training systems, with a focus on giant model training.

Shuibing He is currently a ZJU100 Young Professor. His research areas include intelligent

computing, parallel and distributed computing, �le and storage systems, non-volatile memory, in-

memory computing, operating systems, and big data processing.

Yin Zhang is an associate professor at the College of Computer Science and Technology at Zhejiang

University, Hangzhou, China. His research interests lie in compilers for AI chips, code representation

learning, and textual and visual content analysis.

Weiwei Xu is currently a researcher at the state key lab of CAD&CG at Zhejiang University. His

research interests lie in computer graphics, especially physical simulation and computer animation,

computational geometry, 3D printing, and virtual reality.

Chong Zeng is a senior undergraduate student studying Computer Science and Technology at

Zhejiang University. He is the team leader of our school's super-computing team. His research

interests include computer vision, computer graphics, deep learning, and high-performance

computing.

Supernova
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Team NTU was formed as part of the HPC club at NTU, a student run club that promotes HPC

adoption and awareness in the University. Its diverse membership consists of students spanning a

wide range of schools, including the schools of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Computer

Science and Engineering, and Physical and Mathematical Sciences.

By organizing weekly training sessions, we were able to build up attendees’ skills and observe their

competencies. From there, we were able to draw on that diverse pool to select club members with

the right set of skills required to tackle this competition’s benchmarks and applications. 

Our multidisciplinary team consists of members from the School of Electrical and Electronic

Engineering, School of Computer Science and Engineering, and School of Physical and

Mathematical Science.

Further, our members also have a wide breadth of practical experience in administering and

designing small-scale HPC systems, as some team members are also in charge of managing the

club’s own clusters within the University’s Parallel and Distributed Computing laboratory. Beyond

just maintenance, they also liaise with sponsors and lab administrators to procure hardware so as

to keep the clusters at the bleeding edge of HPC technology. By doing HPC, our members also

gained knowledge for computer science and some general science, which helps a lot on academic

aspects.

We also have team members with prior participation in HPC-AI APAC, ISC and SC events. We

believe our experience on those competitions would prove invaluable to our success in SC22. 

Our advisor, Dr Bu-Sung Lee also gave us great support for learning HPC and joining all of these

events. Dr. Lee is a faculty member of the School of Computer Science and Engineering, and also a

member of the Policy & Resource Allocation Committee at Singapore’s National Supercomputing

Center (NSCC), the team’s primary sponsor. He has been involved in many Asia-Paci�c research

and education networks including the Singapore Advanced Research and Education Network

(SingAREN) (as its founding president) as well as the Trans-Eurasia Information Network (TEIN-2).

We are also looking forward to learning from other teams for how they optimize the application and

work on the cluster, making new friends, exploring different SC conferences for state-of-the-art

HPC technologies and enhancing our HPC skills.

Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
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We as a team represent the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU). In the past

decade, FAU has participated in many cluster competitions around the world and SCC was one

among them for 8 years. Since then, the support team in the background has continued to develop

constantly, but support staff from the early days are still involved. This experience is granting us

broader exposure to the students and strengthens ongoing co-operations with our sponsors.

Furthermore, the university provides continuous support in hardware and �nancial means since the

�rst participation in 2013. Additionally, we have one team member who was involved in the team

from last year which bene�ts the team since he can pass on his knowledge gained in handling the

hardware and preparing for the competition in general. The advantage for our team is that most of

our team members are studying Computer Science and one team member studies Computational

Engineering which provides us with strong programming skills. Hardware architecture and basic

understanding of computers is a part of those studies as well, so we’re prepared for all aspects of

building a system that is capable of being successful. We have chosen a variety of different

specializations which provides valuable insights from various �elds. For example, some of us have

minors in physics, theoretical computer science and arti�cial intelligence. All of us have student jobs

related to our �eld of studying at our university or a company. This enables us to attain practical

knowledge that helps us in overcoming the challenges we face in the competition. For example,

one of our students’ work is closely related to the MRTs from Siemens giving him a clear idea of

how to handle especially time sensitive hardware. Two of us had some hands on Robotics

especially on Robotic Arms and Navigation gaining some knowledge on Machine Architecture. Two

other students worked as tutors giving them the ability to explain and put their thoughts in words

well. It is also bene�cial that the team members have worked on servers and Robots as their

private projects during their free time therefore having a good grip on Linux and the Linux command

line tools. Our Advisor, Dominik Ernst, is a PhD student at FAU and the NHR@FAU’s GPU expert.

He holds a master's degree with honors in Computational Engineering. His research combines

analytic performance modelling for GPUs and automatic code analysis in support of code

generation and kernel execution decisions. His broad background in GPU porting and optimization

in various applications �elds includes internships at NVIDIA in Santa Clara and at CERN in Geneva.

As a member of the �rst ever team that competed in the SCC for the FAU in 2013 and 2014, he is

no stranger to this competition. We as a team are looking forward to gaining practical knowledge

as well as making use of the networking opportunities. We hope we could implement the skills

attained and this background would help us to successfully handle the different applications of the

competition.

Revontuli

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

This team, "Revontuli" (northern lights in Finnish), is Finland's �rst ever entry to SCC, and all the

team members are �rst-timers. The team is coordinated and managed by CSC which is the national



supercomputing center of Finland and the host of the 550 P�ops LUMI pre-exascale

supercomputer. The team is unique in such a way that its members come from four universities

(Aalto University, University of Helsinki, Tampere University and LUT University) in four different

cities (Helsinki, Espoo, Tampere and Lappeenranta) in Finland. That is, it's not a university team but

a true all-Finnish team.

CSC started looking for team members in the fall of 2021 by distributing �yers and contacting

universities with computational science programs. We received a number of applications,

interviewed the most promising candidates, and �nalized the team before Christmas holidays. In

addition to the technical skills, we emphasized the motivation to learn HPC and to work as a team.

The team members are at different stages in their BSc studies in computer science, but all are

experienced Linux users and hobbyist or even professional programmers with experience in various

programming languages including Fortran, C/C++, Python. CSC's role is to bring in the HPC skills.

One of the team members, Roope Salmi, has won the bronze medal in the International Olympiad

in Informatics 2020, however, none of them had HPC experience before. Thus, this competition

provides the team members a unique possibility to learn HPC. As the importance of HPC is

increasing in multitude of scienti�c disciplines the competition is very likely to bene�t the

participants whatever their exact academic path will turn out to be.

The advisor, Dr. Jussi Enkovaara has background in computational physics and has been at CSC

since 2005. He has experience in developing and optimizing large scienti�c applications and

international HPC projects. Currently, he is working in HPC support helping customers in optimizing

and parallelizing scienti�c applications and contributing to the CSC's user training.

TexaCal

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Our team consists of four students from California State University Channel Islands and two

students from Prairie View A&M University. Both schools competed in the 2022 Winter Classic

Invitational Student Cluster Competition which involved running benchmarks and HPC simulations

on hardware provided by four mentor organizations (HPE, NASA, Oak Ridge, AWS). Out of 12

teams that participated, team Channel Islands �nished strong despite no prior experience in HPC

and team Prairie View A&M was declared the winner of the competition �nishing in �rst place.

With A&M’s knowledgeable experience and Channel Island’s desire to learn, we will make a

formidable team for the SC22 event. 

Some of our academic disciplines include mathematics, cybersecurity, software engineering,

electrical engineering, and mechatronics. 



HPC and this competition will help the team members �nd careers in any of a wide variety of �elds

Dan Olds is the main advisor for the team currently. He has worked with student cluster

competitions since 2010 and is the organizer of the 2021 and 2022 Winter Classic cluster

competitions.

Our team is sponsored by Penguin Computing, the �rst time this organization has taken part in a

student cluster competition. We will also receive training from a variety of sources including the

Stanford High Performance Computing Center, various application experts, and personnel from

Penguin Computing. From all of these sources, we expect to learn a lot by working together over

the summer learning about HPC and about the hardware that has been provided. 

The team will receive training from a variety of sources including the Stanford High Performance

Computing Center, various application experts, and personnel from Penguin Computing. 

The students are enthusiastic about this competition and all are looking to learn more about HPC

with the hopes of making it their career. 

Dan Olds is the main advisor for the team currently. He has worked with student cluster

competitions since 2010 and is the organizer of the 2021 and 2022 Winter Classic cluster

competitions. 

This team is sponsored by Penguin Computing, the �rst time this organization has taken part in a

student cluster competition.

SYSU-SCC

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Student Cluster Competition (SCC) has a long tradition at Sun Yat-sen University (SYSU), even

before the installation of Tianhe-2, the once-fastest supercomputer. In the last decade, the SCC

team has been one of the most competitive SCC teams. At ASC, we won the 4th from 2012 to

2017, the 3rd with an e-prize in 2019, and the 3rd with the Highest Linpack in 2021. At ISC, we

won the 4th in both 2019 and 2021. In addition, we were the champion of IndySCC last year. For

us, our application to SCC@SC shows our persistent efforts in exploring the frontier in HPC. Our

motivations and strengths are as follows:

First, most of our team members with disciplinary diversity are with HPC skills and rich SCC

experience. 4 out of 6 members have the experience in SCC, and have participated in ASC'22 and

ISC'22. We have invited experts from academia and industry to deliver lectures on HPC-related



topics. With regular training designed by senior members, team members familiarized themselves

with system setup, software management, and optimization using MPI, OpenMP, and CUDA. With

training cluster management skills and preparing for the Mystery Applications, the team members

have, on their own, deployed and tuned a wide range of benchmark suites and applications (e.g.,

HPL, WRF, ICON). Therefore, we are con�dent in both managing our cluster and optimizing parallel

programs on it.

Second, our members with disciplinary diversity have particular interests in the �elds of

architecture, algorithm, AI, database, etc. Since our team members are in different majors, we can

investigate problems from different perspectives. For example, Siran Liu has participated in many

interdisciplinary competitions (e.g. IGEM), which enable us to glance at new applications from a

higher perspective. And Tianxing Yang, who previously majored in Mathematics, will certainly bring

us more distinctive ideas from his point of view. Zhe Tang and Yang Ye were post-contestants in the

Physics and Chemistry Contests, and they will apply their own experience to solving problems. Han

Huang and Tianxing Yang, have participated in SYSU ACM-ICPC Team, and are capable to optimize

the algorithms of HPC applications. 

Last but not least, we have valuable guidance from our advisor Dr. Dan Huang, a PC member of

SC22. Dr. Dan Huang is currently an associate professor in the School of Computer Science and

Engineering, Sun Yat-sen University. He received Ph.D. in computer engineering at the University of

Central Florida. His research interests are scienti�c data management, in-memory computing,

parallel programming model, and distributed storage systems. In addition, he worked at Oak Ridge

National Lab, USA (ORNL) as a short-term researcher for about ten months. His research has been

published in many top-tier conferences and journals, including TC, TPDS, ICDCS, IPDPS, and DAC.

Team Sol

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Advisors included, this will be the team's 3rd Cluster Computing Competition (although its �rst in

the "major" competitions). The primary advisor and logistics coordinator are invested graduate EE

students who placed 2nd and 4th in the last two national-level Winter Classic Invitational Cluster

Computing Competitions. They submitted competitive HPCG, HPL, NAS Parallel benchmark,

OpenFOAM motorcycle simulation, and machine learning application scores utilizing a variety of

supercomputers and clusters provided by Google, Cray, NASA (Pleiades), Oak Ridge National Labs

(SUMMIT), and AWS. 

The logistics coordinator has a second undergraduate degree in biology, in addition to Electrical

Engineering. The primary advisor has studied bioinformatics as well as Electrical Engineering.



Regarding the actual undergraduate team, each competitor is trained in relevant areas but new to

cluster computing. Dante Uriostegui and Miguel Payan are assisting the primary advisor with a

radiation hardened GPU project. Throughout the spring they learned to use cmake, make, and linux

to conduct GPU programming and even compiler design. They also learned much about GPU

architecture through their work with open-source GPU RTL designs. Expertise gained from this

competition will help them to utilize state-funded supercomputers to decrease synthesization times

and increase emulation performance with complex designs - a critical veri�cation step that their

laptops will soon begin struggling with, as the complexity of the design increases. Throughout the

rest of their bachelors and master's education, they will be invaluable to the department for this

skillset.

Juan Muller is pro�cient with linux and computer vision. He successfully programmed a drone to

land on QR codes using a Raspberry Pi with an intel Compute Stick 2 VPU, requiring build-

troubleshooting on his part. HPC training from this competition will empower him to train new

models with more data for future machine learning work.

Daniel Alvarado was a star student in the University's rigorous microprocessor systems course, and

will complete an internship working with microprocessors at Sandia National Labs over the

summer. As he searches for a topic to research in the future for graduate school, HPC has caught

his attention. Participation in this competition will elucidate what HPC really is, and reveal new

possibilities for a senior design project and future research.

Finally, Michelle Lara and Jose Granados are earlier-on students with programming pro�ciency and

a bright future. The HPC skillset that follows from participation in this competition will allow them

not only to participate in future student cluster competitions, but also to help the department with

simulation-centered research. 

Thus, our team's advisors are invested and trained in HPC. Our student competitors are talented

and trained in relevant areas, so this competition will serve to bring many of their skills together to

form a new useful skill. As our department has a high need for HPC experts to help professors

utilize UTEP-owned and State-Owned Clusters and Supercomputers for their research, the

presence of undergraduates, several who are somewhat early on, who have aspirations for

graduate school will be an enormous help to our school as well.

RACKlette

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Team RACKlette is a student team which is active all year round. This allows us to form a strong

team spirit and friendships in the team. Our team currently consists of 15 members at varying



stages of their studies of which 12 can still perform in the SCC. We make sure that all members get

to join at least one competition a year. Even those who aren't part of the competing team give their

support and assistance. In addition to this, our alumni members form the backbone of the team;

offering knowledge and handy tricks that are useful in any situation. This is remarkable since

despite being supported by ETHZ regarding knowledge, advice and funding, we are not getting any

credits towards our degrees for our commitment in Team RACKlette. Nonetheless all team

members are eager to compete and gain new experiences and insights into the rapidly expanding

�elds of HPC and AI. These competitions give us unique insights into ongoing research,cutting edge

business and give us relevant life experiences that help us in deciding our future master programs

and careers. The experience we gain from competitions like SC also compliments what we learn in

lectures and lets us consolidate what we learned so far. It also prepares us for future lectures in

teaching us how to interact with servers and run code ef�ciently.

Our advisors are Torsten Hoe�er and Hussein Harake. Professor Hoe�er inspired the founding of

Team RACKlette and has supported us ever since. He has prior experience with Student Cluster

Competitions as a participant and as an advisor of winning teams (e.g. SC'08, ISC'19). Mr. Harake is

a HPC System Manager at CSCS and our contact for everything related to our cluster hardware. He

has supported Team RACKlette since its founding as well and is the main reason we’ve been able

to get so many cutting edge hardware sponsorships by so many vendors..

Our team for this year’s SC-competition is built with balance and diversity in mind. One team

member participated in last year’s Indy-SCC and ISC22, another member participated in ISC22 and

four members will have their �rst chance to join a HPC competition at SC22. With this mix we

strike a balance between experienced and new members. Our plan is to lay a foundation with the

more experienced members on which the newer participants can build. Adding to the difference in

HPC experience is the spread in academic experience and interests. The team consists of students

from «Computer Science» (CS) and «Computational Science & Engineering» (CSE) which allows us

to have a theoretical as well as practical background for HPC. In addition to the Computer Science

background members have had lectures in i.e. Physics, Robotics and Biology. ETHZ also

emphasizes taking lectures outside the standard curriculum. Therefore everybody has to take

courses in «Humanities, Social and Political Sciences». These lectures can be in i.e. History,

Economics or Philosophy.

ClusDur

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

We are ClusDur – a team of enthusiastic Durham University students who can’t wait to enter the

world of HPC! We would love to participate in IndySCC since it is the ideal opportunity to get �rst

insights into supercomputing and gain cluster competition experience. This would be very valuable



to us since neither of us has previously participated in any cluster competition.

We would do well in IndySCC due to our interdisciplinarity, diversity of skill levels and breadth of

technical expertise. ClusDur consists of students from computer science, engineering, mathematics

and physics - with three of us being in their very �rst year of study. Interdisciplinarity and diversity

of skill levels are key to enable our students-teach-students approach and allow us to learn and

thrive together. This will help us consolidate and win through dif�culties, deadlines and all-nighters

of the competition together.

To gain �rst HPC experience, Harrison, Joseph and Matthew have already participated in an

introductory course on the usage of the Durham University’s supercomputer Hamilton. Further,

Allaida, Jack, Matthew and Robert have already successfully participated in classical Hackathons

such as DurHack. Hence, they have experience with solving challenges under time pressure and as

a team. 

As third-year physics students, Harrison and Robert gained their �rst scienti�c computing

experience through their computational physics projects. For Harrison, the project allowed him to

encounter multiprocessing and apply it to a scienti�c simulation. Robert used his project as an

incentive to gain experience with Arch Linux on a Raspberry Pi. He taught himself system

administration skills that are a great asset to the team when it comes to cluster con�guration and

shell scripting. 

Allaida is a �rst-year Computer Science student. She has already acquired a solid foundation in

Python programming and adds experience with machine learning to the team’s skill set thanks to

her participation in DurHack. Matthew is a �rst-year Engineering student and brings domain

knowledge and programming experience in Python, C/C++ and MATLAB to the table. Allaida and

Matthew aim to further their practical CS skills and gain insights into scienti�c simulations.

Jack is a �rst-year Mathematics student, with a strong interest in systems level programming and

related industry experience. He is eager to share his software development knowledge with the

team. As a second-year computer science student, Joseph has a background and keen interest in

hardware optimization and novel computing approaches. Through IndySCC, Jack and Joseph aim to

further their knowledge about performance optimization and gain insights into bare metal cloud

computing. 

Laura conducts research on parallel programming paradigms, especially on task parallelism in

molecular dynamics simulations. She participated in the ISC SCC 2015 and aims to share her

experience through mentoring. Adam’s research interests include the scheduling behaviour of task-

based runtimes and heterogeneous computing. He competed as part of Team Durham in the CIUK

SCC 2021 and is keen to mentor ClusDur through their �rst SCC. Tobias is conducting research on



the ef�cient implementation of multiscale algorithms. He's strongly involved as PI in the UK's

exascale programme ExCALIBUR.

KambingCluster

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

The Universitas Indonesia team consists of senior-level undergraduate students majoring in physics

(Mr. Abednego, Mr. Fahreza, Mr. Millennianno, and Mr. Ma’ruf), math (Mr. Al Josan), and computer

science (Mr. Prasetya), with varying computational science experience. Mr. Abednego and Mr.

Fahreza currently perform research with Quantum ESPRESSO software and Boltztrap2 Python

package, and are taking a course on Fortran 90/95. Mr. Millennianno and Mr. Ma’ruf study

Instrumentation Physics and Control Systems, both hardware and software, from the basics of

Assembly and C as the main way of writing instructions/code. Mr. Prasetya (CS) and Mr. Al Josan

(math) contribute their deep knowledge from the point of view of their respective �elds. This broad

spectrum of backgrounds will de�nitely contribute to the team’s performance in the competition.

This is our �rst HPC competition. We have great interest to participate in IndySCC, and we’re eager

to learn new things, for example about parallelization and algorithms. This competition will not

only provide a place to learn those things, but also give a chance and experience for the team

members to apply the knowledge that have been acquired previously and from academic courses.

We also realize that HPC will become an integral part of scienti�c research, especially in the

simulation and arti�cial intelligence world, in which every team member is currently interested. We

hope to contribute our talent in the world of HPC.

Mr. Phan is an alumnus of Universitas Indonesia (S.Si. in Physics) who recently �nished his MS in

Physics at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. His master’s thesis involved porting a dynamical

density response code “Exciting-Plus” based on Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory (TD-

DFT) to the Summit supercomputer. The original CPU-only code was awarded the 2010 ACM

Gordon Bell Honorable Mention for Performance, and the ported code performed 12x faster (wall

clock time) compared to CPU-only runs on Summit. He currently works as a Research Software

Engineer at Sourcery Institute.

Dr. Cahaya is an assistant professor at the Physics Department, Universitas Indonesia. He received

his doctorate degree from Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, Japan. He teaches

mathematical and computational methods in physics at the undergraduate and master level. He

utilizes Density Functional Theory calculations for modeling physical systems, supported by the

research computing cluster at Theoretical & Computational Condensed Matter Physics (TCMP) lab.

This cluster is also available for TCMP students, which includes Mr. Abednego and Mr. Fahreza.



Dr. Adhianto is a research staff at the Department of Computer Science, Rice University. He

received his doctorate degree from the University of Houston. His research interests are compiler

and performance analysis.

Prof. Bustamam is a professor at the Mathematics Department, Universitas Indonesia. He received

the PhD degree in bioinformatics from the University of Queensland, Australia. His research focuses

on high-performance computing approaches on computational mathematics, computational

biology, bioinformatics, and computer science.

Dr. Budiardja is a computational scientist in the National Center for Computational Sciences (NCCS)

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. He earned his PhD from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville in

computational astrophysics.

2MuchCache

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

The SDSC/UCSD SCC22 team is enthusiasm-driven, technically capable, fast-learning, and deeply

experienced across the computer hardware and software stacks. Each team member is uniquely

quali�ed and committed to using HPC to advance their �eld. We have one returning team member

from the SCC21 virtual cluster competition, one team member graduating from previous

competition training to the competition team, three former team members serving as team mentors,

and four new students joining the competition team. We are con�dent in our team’s ability to tackle

expected and unexpected challenges in the competition, using a combination of rigorous

preparation, strong communication, robust planning, detailed learning, and ef�cient teamwork. Our

team training activities are fully supported by SDSC through the HPC Students Program, and we

are engaging directly with each of our sponsors for expert sessions on computer architecture,

optimizing compilers, HPC in the cloud, containerization, and more. 

Our team members exploit the full �exibility of the UCSD computer science, cognitive science, and

computer engineering majors. Our technical stack includes: major programming languages (C, C++,

Java, Python, Fortran), system administration, �rmware engineering, parallel programming (MPI,

OpenMP, CUDA), hardware design (SystemVerilog, tcl, Cadence, Synopsis), scienti�c applications

(LAMMPS, Quantum Espresso, Avogadro, VMD), full stack web development (Node.JS, REACT,

HTML), scripting and batch processing, and machine learning. Many team members have both

undergraduate research and industry internship experience.

Edward Burns previously interned at SDSC, and he brings image processing, software engineering,

and batch scheduler optimization experience to the team. He hopes that HPC experience will help

him build highly scalable computer vision software throughout his career.



Davit Margarian brings a VLSI chip design and �rmware background to the team. He hopes to use

his HPC experience to accelerate computer-aided design tools for billion-gate integrated circuits.

Stefanie Dao is experienced across operating systems, computer vision, and high-performance

software. She plans to apply her HPC experience to server-side processing and updating of

augmented reality experiences in real time.

Longtian Bao has strong scripting, software engineering, and web development skills, and he

participated in last year’s team training. He is excited to apply his skills to resource budgeting and

performance monitoring during the competition.

Yuchen Jing has extensive networking and Linux system administration experience from hosting

network proxies, �le transfer servers, and version control systems. He is looking forward to

strengthening his skills in developing, deploying, and maintaining high performance software.

Matthew Mikhailov competed at SCC21, and is the go-to person for the team. He specializes in

VLSI chip design and computational materials science, and he uses the LAMMPS code for his

research. He hopes to learn from his SCC experience to design the next generation of

supercomputer chips.

Team advisor, Dr. Mary Thomas, SDSC HPC Training Lead, holds degrees in physics, computer

science, and computational science, and taught parallel computing for 16 years. She has a personal

commitment to the SCC program -- she has led 4 teams: SCC16 and 17 (San Diego State

University) and SCC20-21 (UCSD). Her enthusiasm, knowledge, and practical experience will

bene�t the team.

Team Phoenix

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

The members of Team Phoenix are Jack Hurst, Tracey Li, Braden Hester, Patrick Sliwinski, Samuel

Henderson, and Aditya Kaushik. Our team is brought together by a shared interest in high-

performance computing, and we hope to develop our experience and involvement in HPC through

this competition.

All of us are part of a Vertically Integrated Project (VIP) HPC class, which is designed to train SCC

teams, teach students about HPC fundamentals, and give them awareness of the industry. From

this class, we learn about various HPC topics, such as schedulers, the Linpack benchmark, and

some examples of building and running applications. 



Our members have varied experience across academic coursework and industry. Collectively, we

study �ve concentrations in computer science which are offered by Georgia Tech’s College of

Computing: devices, information internetworks, theory, systems and architecture, and arti�cial

intelligence. Through our coursework, we have learned about algorithms, computer architecture,

operating systems and other computer science fundamentals. We have also gained industry

experience through internships. Jack and Braden have worked on front- and back-end web

development, and Aditya has worked with databases, networking protocols, and cloud

technologies.

Patrick and Samuel are interested in HPC because they are involved in �elds where HPC is applied

to run simulations and model complex problems. Patrick is a member of the Yellow Jacket Space

Program at Georgia Tech, where he works on embedded software for the �ight computer and

sensor boards. Patrick’s interest in HPC comes from the �ight dynamics simulations used to plan

�ight trajectories by the Yellow Jacket Space Program. Before computer science, Samuel studied

mechanical engineering. One reason he is interested in HPC is its applications in �uid dynamics and

thermodynamics. Aditya is a TA for the systems and networks class, where students are given an

exposure to computing systems and networking, including software abstractions for utilizing

compute resources. Aditya is enjoying the HPC VIP class because many of the operating systems

concepts that he has learned about through coursework and readings – such as scheduling and

distributed systems – get put into full use in an HPC environment. Braden’s interest in HPC stems

from a desire to understand how we can use computers to their fullest potential. He has experience

participating in team-based academic competitions, such as Lockheed Martin’s CodeQuest

programming competition and the GHSA State Math competition. Tracey’s interest in math drew

her to HPC and this competition, and she is looking forward to being exposed to the techniques

used in HPC to solve problems. Jack was previously a computer engineering student, so he has a

background in hardware. He is an instructor for the 3D printing tech area at Georgia Tech’s

Electrical and Computer Engineering makerspace. By participating in this competition, he hopes to

gain more experience in linux, scripting, and parallel programming. 

Sahit, our advisor, is a graduate student at Georgia Tech. He has worked for Nvidia in software

security, competed in Nvidia’s GPU Hackathon, and is currently competing in ISC22, making him a

wonderful resource as our team advisor.

SEU Supercomputing Club

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

Although none of the team members has participated in any competition about supercomputing

before, we all have rich HPC experiments and knowledge of computer science. Four of the team



members have participated in a national education project about distributed training on GPU

clusters and conducted research on LAMMPS in cooperation with the Shenzhen research institution

of Peking University. The two new members are now writing a paper about pipeline training

optimization technology under heterogeneous GPU cluster and are expected to publish it soon. The

members were heavily selected through the intramural competition of Southeast University. Only

the top six participants of the intramural competition are quali�ed to enter the SC22 team. The

Intramural Competition of Southeast University selects HPL, HPCG, IO500, and DeepMD kits as

benchmarks, so the team members have done in-depth research on HPC and had some innovative

ideas about the optimization of SC's benchmarks. The team has created an open-source

supercomputing learning platform(CSWU-Challenge.github.io) for college students from scratch.

Many students interested in supercomputing are learning on our website. Additionally, to share

resources about HPC conveniently, we also create a series of cloud services based on our skills.

Students of Southeast University can upload and download resources via the service.

When it comes to interdisciplinary, only one of our team members majors in computer science, and

others major in physics, chemistry, biology, and arti�cial intelligence. One thing all of the team

members had in common was their high-performance computing research training in their domains,

which sparked their interest in supercomputing.

Despite the board background our team members have, only members who major in chemistry

have rich practical experience of DeepMD before. All the members will go through club training for

SCC.

Speci�c reasons for how HPC will help team members in their academic careers can be concluded

as follows: 1. Our team members either plan to enter the computer science area or are working on

projects about supercomputing. Participation in SC will signi�cantly help us accumulate related

knowledge and experience, laying the foundation for our future careers. 2. SC has a signi�cant

in�uence on the world. The competition experience will bring us enough credits and add a nice

touch to our resumes for applying to Ph.D. programs.

Our advisor, Jinghui Zhang, is the director of the High-Resolution Remote Sensing Data Research

Center of Southeast University and the Secretary of the International Steering Committee of the

IEEE CSCWD Conference. As a representative of Southeast University participating AMS-02

experiment, he worked at the European Organization for Nuclear Research(CERN) in Switzerland

and directly participated in the data processing of the AMS experiment for three and a half years,

and participated in the establishment of Southeast University AMS Supercomputing Center as a

core member. He has published more than 20 papers in well-known international journals and

conferences. As the project leader, he has presided over two projects of the National Natural

Science Foundation of China and over one subproject of the National Science and Technology

Innovation 2030-"New Generation Arti�cial Intelligence" major project.



SUSTech Supercomputing Team

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

- We are from the SUSTech Supercomputing Team (SST). The team is composed of SUSTech

undergraduates who take a great interest in computational science and engineering. SST serves the

large HPC user community in SUSTech and practices HPC skills in real scenes. 

- Team Captain, Yingwei Zheng - Participant in SC21 SCC, 2021 APAC HPC-AI Competition, and

ISC22 SCC - Has more than 6 years of programming experience in modern C++ and CUDA -

Working on high-level optimization for high-performance applications with LLVM and MLIR -

Interested in computer graphics

- Bingzhen Wang - Participant in SC21 SCC and ASC22 - Maintainer of SUSTech Open Source

Mirrors - Interested in programming languages and computer graphics

- We have four talented freshmen this year. (New Participant Points = 10) They are:

- Jixiao Zhang - Participant of the 2021 APAC HPC-AI Competition and ASC22 - Working on

recommendation tasks in social networks with Graph Neural Network

- Junfeng Chen - Experienced software developer - Maintainer of SUSTech Open Source Mirrors -

Interested in hardware and operating system

- Tingzhen Dong - Participant in ICPC Contest, Gold Medal of The 2020 ICPC Asia-East Continent

Final - Former captain of the SUSTech Collegiate Programming Contest Team - Student assistant at

the Department of Computer Science and Engineering - Working on the research of system security

and con�dential computing

- Jia'nan Zhu - Participant in ICPC and NOIP Contest - Member of SUSTech CTF Team - Interested

in computer security

- As for our advisor - Dr. Fan is the chief engineer (Senior Engineer) of the SUSTech CCSE. He has

published more than twenty papers in high-level academic journals with hundreds of citations. His

research proposal was supported by the Youth Program of the National Natural Science Foundation

of China and participated in several other programs of National Natural Science Funds.

- Some members of SST have interdisciplinary research experience. Yingwei Zheng and Bingzhen

Wang have years of experience in online/of�ine physically-based rendering, which involves



Numerical Analysis, Probability Theory, Statistics, and Radiometry. And CCSE Director Lianping

Wang is a chair professor of the Department of Mechanics and Astronautics. Our team has

experience in interdisciplinary cooperation. These experiences will help us cooperate with experts

in other disciplines to �nd breakthrough points in the performance.

- We created a team with a broad background of experience relevant to the competition. Yingwei

Zheng has a rich knowledge of compiler optimization technologies and CPU/GPU microarchitecture.

And Tingzhen Dong won the Gold Medal of ICPC. They can tune codes and parameters skillfully.

Junfeng Chen, Bingzhen Wang, and Jia'nan Zhu have rich experience in maintaining clusters in the

Center for Computational Science and Engineering of SUSTech. They will provide support for others

during the environment setup. Jixiao Zhang knows a lot about Machine Learning and will be

assigned to the mystery application or the reproducibility challenge.

- Using HPC will improve students' ability to maintain computers and develop/debug programs. It

will also strengthen students' understanding of computer architecture. The purpose of our

participation in the SC competition includes, but is not limited to, training students' abilities, making

new friends, participating in top conferences, and understanding cutting-edge trends.

catcat

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

We are pro�cient in distributed system and parallel computing, algorithm optimization, computer

operating system, and other HPC necessary knowledge and have participated in a large number of

related researches or projects. Expect the basic knowledge necessary for supercomputers, our team

also has very wide-ranging expertise. Bo-Luo Ge has solid knowledge of computer operation and

maintenance, network knowledge, and computer system knowledge. He is the main member of the

cluster operation and maintenance of the CUHKsz supercomputer club. Zi-Fan Liu has a deep

knowledge of reinforcement learning and deep learning and also has done some research on the

application of reinforcement learning in Smart Grid. Yi-Liang He has profound compiler-level

insights and is excellent at simd and risc-v. Si-Wei Zhang has unique comprehension of the

underlying compilation support and has done related research in the CUHKsz laboratory. Bo-Luo

Ge, Yi-Liang He, Si-Wei Zhang, and Zi-Fan Liu have also participated in the ASC of 2021 and won

second prize. Yang-Lin Zhang has solid knowledge of Computer Vision and has done some jobs in

GPU parallel threading. Hao-Nan Xue has been involved in many hardware-related projects.

Except for the professional computer domain knowledge, our team also has wide non-computer

domain knowledge, such as Econometrics, Electricity Grid, Operation Management, Data Mining,

etc. The diversity of our directions gives us the advantage of solving large-scale problems in

various �elds, and the combination of the thinking methods in different �elds also improves the



ef�ciency of discussion and problem solving within the group. 

We are instructed by an outstanding professor, Professor Yeh-Ching Chung. Professor Yeh-Ching

Chung established a supercomputing team at National Tsing Hua University before he came to

CUHKsz, and led National Tsing Hua University to win the �rst prize in the �nal competitions of

ASC, ISC, and SC many times. Under the leadership of Professor Yeh-Ching Chung, we participated

in the ASC competition of 2021 and won the second prize. We also participated in many parallel

optimization-related competitions, such as Intel's PAC to test and improve our skills. 

As we know, SCC was developed to provide an immersive high performance computing experience

to undergraduate and high school students. As an international platform for students who are

interested in HPC, we sincerely hope that we can compete with other groups all over the world to

improve our skills and show our ability and knowledge to the world.

Random Access Clemories

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

HPC is a priority and topic of research across several departments and colleges at Clemson

University. Clemson students and faculty regularly use HPC to revolutionize their �eld. Last year,

Clemson put together a diverse and competitive team and competed for the second time. This year,

Clemson’s Death Valley Computing is a diverse and strong team with new candidates who are

applying their strengths and collaborating together to build a formidable team. Each member

carries a strong foundation in traditional computer science and engineering, along with their

individual experiences and skill sets for various aspects of the competition. Participation in the SCC

provides us with an opportunity unlike any other to combine our knowledge and creativity to

evaluate and expand our understanding of HPC; more importantly, lay the foundation for future

opportunities in graduate school and industry. 

Cooper Sanders, a senior (CPE), is interested in GPU architecture and has worked on many research

projects at Clemson concerning HPC. He has contributed to several codebases by porting scienti�c

work�ows to GPUs and optimizing existing kernels. He is working with Los Alamos National Lab

this summer on optimizing LANL research software.

David Krasowska is a senior (CPE) that is interested in hardware design and architecture. He has

experience, including a published paper, in HPC research involving lossy data compression in

collaboration with Argonne National Lab and Los Alamos National Lab. 

Ethan Gindlesperger, a senior (CPE) with a minor in mathematics and a focus on computer

architecture. Ethan has a background in video game design and robotics, and spent time interning



with Intel last year. Ethan will parley his HPC experience in this competition to become a strong

candidate for graduate school and/or industry jobs.

Logan Durham is a sophomore (CS). He works in laptop support for Clemson IT. In his free time, he

works on older desktops and enterprise hardware, such as Dell Poweredge servers and HP thin

clients, to learn how systems are set up and managed. He has participated in the

HackHPC@PEARC21 hackathon and is working with Los Alamos National Laboratory on a data

compression project.

Moises Martinez Herrera is a freshman (CS). He works for Clemson’s IT helping customers with

software and basic hardware issues. He is a �rst generation Hispanic student at Clemson

University. Moises has set up a personal storage server in his home and has participated in the

Hello World hackathon hosted in Clemson.

Benjamin Schlueter, a freshman (CPE) minoring in math and business who is interested in arti�cial

intelligence and HPC. He has a passion for learning as well as working with computers in events

such as hackathons and creative inquiries. Benjamin has already built a cluster computer and is

excited to learn more via participation in this competition.

The team’s mentor is Dr. Jon C. Calhoun, a tenure-track Assistant Professor of Electrical and

Computer Engineering who researches fault tolerance and lossy data compression. He is a strong

advocate of HPC education and research for undergraduates; mentoring 8 undergraduates in his

research group in 2021-2022.

NTHU
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Chan-Yu, Mou is our team leader. He is a junior student from Tsing Hua Experimental Education

Program, whose mission is to discover extraordinary students in diverse areas by looking beyond

grades. Chan-Yu has broad interests in computer science and astronomy. So he joined the SCC

team training as a freshman, and he is a member of the team that won �rst place in ASC20-21

(virtual), and second prize in HPC-AI 20. Chan-Yu brings diversity, experience, and leadership to our

team.

En-Ming Huang is a sophomore majoring in Computer Science. He has a strong interest in HPC. He

had already joined the team training and took the graduate-level parallel program course. In his

freshman year under the guidance of Prof. Chou, he has already published a paper in The Journal of

Supercomputing. 



Fu-Chiang Chang is a transfer student from the National Chung Cheng University. He is interested

in HPC and deep learning, and currently studies distributed and federated learning under the

guidance of Prof. Chou. He is the person in charge of the DLRM application in the HPC-AI’21

competition, and he is looking forward to the new challenge in the SCC competition.

Pang-Ning Wu and Pin-Yi Kuo are sophomore students majoring in Computer Science. Both of

them are passionate about all things related to Information Technology and are always eager to

learn something new. They joined the team to touch and learn things that can’t be taught in class.

Hsu-Tzu Ting is a junior student majoring in Computer Science. As the only female student on the

team, she wants to be a role model to encourage more female students to participate in this

exciting competition.

Our team is led by Prof. Chou, who has served as the team advisor since 2011 and won several

awards over the years, including the overall champion in ASC '19, 20-21, and highest Linpack in

SC’14, ASC '18. The team is currently ranked second in the world on the HPC-AI leaderboard. He

worked in LBNL before joining National Tsing Hua University. He has published over 50 papers in

top journals and conferences, including 3 papers at the SC conference. He has developed several

young talents in the HPC �eld who are either currently pursuing Ph.D. and M.S. degrees in the US

or working in HPC-related companies in Taiwan. One of them is also a student volunteer in SC’22.

Overall, we are a team with an interdisciplinary, hard-working attitude, well-trained skills, and good

teamwork. We have been training for the competition for over a year since last February. The

training process has not only taught us the skills and knowledge needed for the competitions but

also brought us together to develop trust and friendship between each other.

INpack

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

This is a �rst-time collaboration for the Purdue-IU Student Cluster Competition team; no team

members have previously participated in the competition. IU has not competed in any major

Student Cluster Competition in many years, Purdue last competed in a major Student Cluster

Competition in 2019. All team members have some formal education in computational skill: basic

programming through operating systems. However, their experiences are quite varied. There are

�rst year students to �nal year students on the team, some students have robotics experience,

others have strong interests in foreign languages and philosophy. In forming the Purdue-IU team,

our philosophy was that we would leverage each others’ strengths to enable peer-mentoring and,

thus, provide leadership opportunities for the students. The Purdue student members are all

currently acting as student HPC systems administrators while the IU students are engaged with



software and applications. 

We believe that our team is interdisciplinary. The Purdue-IU team has a strong technology focus in

terms of area of study but still captures a wide swath of interests. The “departments” or �elds of

study represented here are Computer and Information Technology, Data Science, Computer

Science, Unmanned Aerial Systems, Intelligent Systems Engineering. In particular, we note that

Intelligent Systems Engineering captures computing disciplines combined with “domain science”

disciplines such as Cellular and Molecular Biology, Neuroscience/Neuroimaging, and Precision

Manufacturing. Across the United States, it is becoming increasingly common for interdisciplinary

programs of study to emerge which blur the lines between or blend what is considered computing

and “domain science”. 

The student team members have expressed interests in high performance computing because they

view HPC skills as essential to their future careers or because they believe that HPC (systems

administration, applications development, facilitation, etc.) is a viable career path. IU has not �elded

a cluster competition team in 10+ years; Purdue, however, has �elded over 12 teams at SC,

International SuperComputing (ISC), and Asia SuperComputing Cluster (ASC) Competition events.

Those efforts have impacted the lives, educations, and careers of over 70 students directly. Purdue

team alumni have gone into HPC related �elds, hyperscale businesses, and pursued numerous

advanced degrees. Additionally, there is excitement about being on a team with students from

another university. Purdue and IU are the two premier public institutions in the State of Indiana.

Traditionally, the two institutions have had rivalries in sports but both institutions serve the public

good for the citizens of Indiana (and are welcoming of students from other states and nations). 

The advising team is led by Erik Gough, Lead Computational Scientist in Purdue's Research

Computing Department. Supporting Erik is a team of experienced HPC center staff and HPC faculty

including: Elizabett A. Hillery (Director of High Performance Computing, Research Computing at

Purdue), Dr. Winona Snapp-Childs (Chief Operating Of�cer for the Indiana University Pervasive

Technology Institute), Robert Henschel (Program Director of Research Computing Engagement at

IU), Dr. Deepak Nadig (Assistant Professor in the Department of Computer and Information

Technology at Purdue) and Dr. Beth Plale (Professor of Computer Engineering at IU).

Gig'Em Bytes

PRESENTER_NAMES_AFFS 

The Gig 'em bytes Student Cluster Competition (SCC) team is multidisciplinary with members from

the departments of Biomedical Engineering, Chemistry, Electrical & Computer Engineering,

Management Information Systems, Physics, and Statistics at Texas A&M University (TAMU). 



Patrick is the team lead and previously competed in the IndySCC. He will be able to help the less

experienced team members navigate their way through the benchmarking of the system, as well as

the dissection of the applications to optimize their performance. He would like to gain an even

deeper understanding of HPC systems through this intense competition, so that he can help

diversify the scope in which it is used in industry.

Catherine has always been interested in problem solving, and has been heavily involved in areas of

science. She is a physics major, and will select the computational physics track, so that she can

combine her study of the physical world with the world of computation. She has not competed in

the SCC before, but is very willing to work hard and excited to learn more about PHASTA.

Becky is currently working as a student technician at TAMUs High Performance Research

Computing (HPRC) facility. She has seen how researchers utilize HPC to advance their studies and

innovations, and she believes that HPC will help to shape the future. This competition is a perfect

opportunity for her to gain more knowledge and hands-on experience with HPC.

Emmanuel is also a student technician at HPRC. He has assisted users in accessing the HPRC

systems, and editing scripts to run correctly or more ef�ciently. As technology advances, more and

more users depend on HPC for their tasks. This competition will be a great opportunity to further

his knowledge and experience for his personal and professional career.

Lius is very familiar with computer components because he has been building computers since he

was young and has spent his free-time learning about HPC. He has project based experience in

Python and C++ coding which will be bene�cial to the team. He is excited to work with HPC

components and discovering how the knowledge he has now can grow and in what ways he can

contribute to the challenges this competition will present.

Curran has been involved in computational chemistry research and HPC since 2020. He competed

in the IndySCC21 competition which allowed him to progress further in his research and prepared

him to pursue research as a career. He is ready for this opportunity to experience even greater

bene�ts with this year's competition and he couldn’t be more thrilled!

Dr. Lisa Perez, Associate Director at TAMU's HPRC is the team advisor and possesses an extensive

background in the computational sciences and HPC system administration. She led the multi-

institutional Ag-Jag (TAMU/TAMU-SA) VirtualSCC20 team and Gig 'em bytes (TAMU/PVAMU)

IndySCC21 team. Co-advisor Dr. Xin Yang is an Assistant Research Scientist at HPRC. She has

expertise in the area of computational chemistry and HPC.

The Gig 'em bytes team is well-rounded in scienti�c disciplines and skill sets necessary to succeed!



Massachusetts Green Team
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Po Hao Chen is a third year student at Boston University pursuing computer science. His domain of

interest lies in the intersection of theory and practice. His independent research focuses on

optimization through mathematics and distributed computing. He lectures a course on algorithmic

problem solving targeted at upperclassmen at Boston University. He has been involved in the HPC

community for the past three years. In addition to publications at HPC conferences and attending

past SCs, he runs the only HPC student club in the Boston area with Carlton.

Carlton Knox is a third year student in computer engineering. He has been a member of the BUHPC

club for three years and is the current President of the club. He is passionate about software and

hardware performance in computer architecture design. He regularly hosts workshops related to

HPC concepts for prospective students. Carlton's research involves leveraging machine learning to

predict CPU temperatures to increase power ef�ciency, and he wishes to extend his work to the

hardware used in HPC systems.

Andrew Nguyen is a third year student at Northeastern University majoring in electrical and

computer engineering, with a minor in game design. In addition to computational science, Andrew

studied quantum mechanics and modern physics. He became involved in architecture research

working in GPU simulators. Although Andrew is relatively new to HPC, he has experience with the

software stacks used by the community through his projects.

Vance Raiti is a sophomore at Boston University studying electrical engineering. He came from a

performing arts background and is relatively new to the HPC scene. His interests have grown

greatly after joining the club while working on optimizing the club's Raspberry Pi cluster. Vance

was trained rigorously as a mathematician and is interested in various domains of science. He has

studied advanced mathematics, quantum information theory, and �uid dynamics.

Yida Wang is a sophomore at Boston University studying computer science and business. He joined

the BUHPC team this year and became interested in pursuing a career in the �eld. He plans on

working in machine learning research and hopes to learn more about leveraging distributed

systems through the competition.

Yiran Yin is a sophomore at Boston University studying computer engineering and mathematics.

She has been part of the BUHPC club for a year and volunteers to manage the club's Jetson cluster.

She is still exploring and seeking her �eld of interests and hopes to understand the areas HPC can

be applied to through the competition.



Kurt Keville is a researcher at MIT. He has been involved in the Boston HPC scene for the past two

decades and mentored many competitions teams, including past teams in ISC, SC, and ASC. He

provides us access to resources, vendor connections, and insights into cluster design.

Benjamin Li is the team’s secondary advisor. He has previously competed in the last two Student

Cluster Competitions and brings a wealth of experience in setting up applications. He will be

assisting with training the team as well as coordinating logistics.

10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Student Cluster Competition

Session Description:

2:00 pm - 3:00 pm

Student Cluster Competition Wrapup

Session Description:



Students@SC

(back to top)

Sunday, November 13th

9:00 am - 5:30 pm

Student Programming

Session Description:

Students HPC Crash Course

Chris Fuson (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Suzanne Parete-Koon (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Michael Sandoval (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Tom Papatheodore

(Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

The two-part event is designed to be beginner friendly, and open to anyone who wants to learn

more about HPC. The �rst session will take place virtually before SC and will provide lessons in

foundational skills. The second session will take place in person at SC22 and will introduce

common parallel and accelerated computing methods. You can attend one or both sessions.

To speed access to the training cluster, registration prior to 7th November 2022 is requested. The

following link can be used to register for one or both sessions: 

Register here for sessions: https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/sc22-students-hpc-crash-course/

Virtual Pre-Conference Event: 11/10/22 12:00 pm- 3:30pm CDT Zoom (provided at registration)

The pre-conference virtual Day 1 will be delivered by Zoom/Slack/Git. During Day 1, we will

explain how/why HPC can be useful to you, help you get set up with an "ssh" client that will allow

you to log in to a remote UNIX environment. Then we will cover the foundational skills needed to

participate in hands-on HPC exercises including, UNIX, command-line text editors, and an

introduction to C and Python programming. Participants will be supported by OLCF staff through a

combination of Zoom and Slack. Students will have access to a Unix environment. This session is

recommended but not required for the Conference Hands on HPC session.

In-Person at SC Session: 11/13/22 9:00-1:00 pm CDT D227 -- Kay Bailey Hutchison Convention

Center, Dallas During the in-person sessions at the conference, we will give an overview of HPC

programming environments, parallel programming models, job schedulers and job launchers,



before directing participants to a set of self-guided HPC challenges that cover basic parallel

programming and GPU programming topics. These self-guided challenges will be performed on

OLCF’s Ascent training cluster which has an architecture identical to one cabinet of the Summit

Supercomputer. Students will have access to Ascent until November 30 to complete all the

exercises. Students who complete a select number of the exercises and challenges by November

30, will receive a certi�cate for completing an Introduction to HPC.

Break

Hands-on Machine Learning for Vision and Language

Joel Brogan (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Machine learning can be used to solve a lot of seemingly disparate problems in different �elds.

Here, we'll focus on some computer vision and natural language applications, inspired by real-

world examples from ML-centered projects at Oak Ridge National Lab! We'll learn some

foundations of machine learning as we play with text classi�cation, object detection, and maybe

even some video analysis problems right on your laptop!

Pandemic! Control a Pandemic Disease before it Runs Rampant

Charlie Dey (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Darshan Sarojini (University of California,

San Diego (UCSD)), Jeaime Powell (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC))

Register here for the event by creating an account at https://www.designsafe-ci.org/ using your

institutional email address prior to 7th November 2022. 

Experience a slice of the computational research world, take the role of a computational scientist

tasked with understanding a pandemic currently spreading through a community and researching

solutions to keep the community safe

The SC22 Student Programming will host a workshop that will introduce students to a slice of that

computational research cycle. The workshop will be taught by Charlie Dey and Je’aime Powell from

the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC).

Computational research begins with an observation of a natural occurrence, then transitions to

developing a model which mathematically describes that occurrence, to using advanced computing

techniques to solve that model, then generating, verifying, and validating the data against

observational data, and repeating the cycle: building and expanding, solving, generating, verifying



and validating. The end goal is to build a system, accurately representing a scienti�c process, which

you can run "what if" scenarios against when a real world experiment is not attainable.

It starts with a simple scienti�c process, using simple probability to get a "person" sick. Then

expand that simple process into a computational model to simulate a disease propagating through

a set population. Students will be broken into teams and given a set of challenges, requiring the

teams to update and expand their computational models to meet.

Monday, November 14th

9:00 am - 4:30 pm

Student Programming

Session Description:

Parallel Programming Marathon

Jean Luca Bez (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Do you love a challenge? Have you ever participated in coding competitions like the International

Collegiate Programming Contest (ICPC)? Do you want to test your parallel and distributed

programming skills or develop them? Come join us in the �rst Parallel Programming Marathon at

SC! You will receive a set of problem descriptions and sequential/serial solutions. You are

challenged to optimize them while keeping the output correct using parallel and distributed

programming techniques. Your aggregated speed up will determine your place in the rank! The

contest will be asynchronous and will stay open for three days, so you can explore all SC offers

while having some fun coding. Are you ready?

Register here for the event: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc6--

QSYQawck4CqgVAoBTbjy3fFNUOL0CM4F6UVNvCaA1JOQ/viewform

Lunch Break

Careers in HPC Panel

Jack Morrison (Cornelis Networks), Harshitha Menon (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),

Mako Furukawa (Aspen Systems Inc), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware), Mike Lam

(James Madison University)



There are so many unique opportunities in HPC! While many core technical skills are applicable

across a wide range of careers, there are also a lot of important differences. This panel brings

together representatives from diverse career paths including industry, academia, and research labs.

Come learn about the differences and similarities, and gain insight regarding the path that is best

for you!

Afternoon Break

PitchIt! Perfecting your Elevator Speech

Chris Fuson (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Suzanne Parete-Koon (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Michael Sandoval (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Mike Lam (James

Madison University)

Ever �nd yourself tongue-tied at a conference when you bump into that researcher or engineer

whom you have been wanting to meet and collaborate with? Ever go to introduce yourself at a job

interview and �nd yourself opening with “Uhm uhh . . . “. Well, here is the opportunity for you! The

“PitchIT” workshop provides guidance on how to develop a short speech that can be used to show

who you are, present your ideas, break the ice, and make a quick connection. During the workshop

you will work with professionals in the �eld and fellow student volunteers to develop, �ne tune,

and practice your personal professional sales pitch so that it becomes so easy to give, that you’ll be

ready to win an opportunity with it the next time you �nd yourself riding on an elevator or bus with

a possible collaborator.

Tuesday, November 15th

10:30 am - 12:00 pm

Resume Doctor Event

Session Description: Resumes are a requirement for most job applications. They are also most

often your initial introduction to an employer. As such, a well-formatted and worded resume can be

key during a job search. The resume doctor event will provide an opportunity to work with

professionals in the �eld to �ne-tune your resume.



Test of Time

(back to top)

Tuesday, November 15th

3:30 pm - 4:15 pm

Test of Time Award Presentation

Session Description:

A Power-Aware Run-Time System for High-Performance Computing

Chung-hsing Hsu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Wuchun Feng (Virginia Tech)

For decades, the high-performance computing (HPC) community has focused on performance,

where performance is de�ned as speed. To achieve better performance per compute node,

microprocessor vendors have not only doubled the number of transistors (and speed) every 18-24

months, but they have also doubled the power densities. Consequently, keeping a large-scale HPC

system functioning properly requires continual cooling in a large machine room, thus resulting in

substantial operational costs. Furthermore, the increase in power densities has led (in part) to a

decrease in system reliability, thus leading to lost productivity.

To address these problems, we propose a power-aware algorithm that automatically and

transparently adapts its voltage and frequency settings to achieve signi�cant power reduction and

energy savings with minimal impact on performance. Speci�cally, we leverage a commodity

technology called “dynamic voltage and frequency scaling” to implement our power-aware

algorithm in the run-time system of commodity HPC systems.



Tutorial

(back to top)

Sunday, November 13th

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Introduction to Networking Technologies for High-Performance Computing

Session Description:

Dhabaleswar Panda (Ohio State University), Hari Subramoni (Ohio State University), Kaushik

Kandadi Suresh (Ohio State University), Bharath Ramesh (Ohio State University)

In�niBand (IB), High-speed Ethernet (HSE), RoCE, Omni-Path, EFA, Tofu, Slingshot, and Aquila

technologies are generating a lot of excitement toward building next-generation High-End

Computing (HEC) systems including clusters, datacenters, �le systems, storage, cloud computing,

and Big Data (Hadoop, Spark, HBase, and Memcached) environments. This tutorial will provide an

overview of these emerging technologies, their offered architectural features, their current market

standing, and their suitability for designing HEC systems. It will start with a brief overview of IB,

HSE, RoCE, Omni-Path, EFA, Tofu, Slingshot, and Aquila. An in-depth overview of the architectural

features of IB, HSE (including iWARP and RoCE), and Omni-Path, their similarities and differences,

and the associated protocols will be presented. An overview of the emerging

NVLink/NVLink2/NVSwitch, Slingshot, Tofu, and Aquila architectures will be given. An overview of

OpenFabrics stack which encapsulates IB, HSE, and RoCE (v1/v2) in a uni�ed manner will be

presented. An overview of libfabrics and UCX stacks will also be provided. Hardware/software

solutions and the market trends behind these networking technologies will be highlighted. Sample

performance numbers of these technologies and protocols will be presented. Finally, hands-on

exercises will be carried out for the attendees to gain �rst-hand experience in running experiments

with high-performance networks.

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Introduction to Quantum Computing

Session Description:

Scott Pakin (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Eleanor G. Rieffel (NASA Ames Research Center)



Quantum computing offers the potential to revolutionize high-performance computing by providing

a means to solve certain computational problems asymptotically faster than any classical computer.

Quantum computing has advanced recently from merely a theoretical possibility to engineered

reality, including commercial entities offering early prototype quantum processors, both special-

purpose quantum annealers and general-purpose gate-model processors. The media have been

showcasing each new development and implicitly conveying the message that quantum-computing

ubiquity is nigh. Here, we will respond to this hype and provide an overview of the exciting but still

early state of the �eld.

In this tutorial, we introduce participants to the computational models that give quantum computing

its immense computational power. We examine the thought processes that programmers need to

map problems to quantum computers. And we discuss hardware and algorithmic challenges that

must be overcome before quantum computing becomes a component of every software developer's

repertoire.

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Advanced OpenMP: Host Performance and 5.2 Features

Session Description:

Christian Terboven (RWTH Aachen University), Michael Klemm (OpenMP Architecture Review

Board), Ruud van der Pas (Oracle Corporation), Bronis R. de Supinski (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory)

With the increasing prevalence of multicore processors, shared-memory programming models are

essential. OpenMP is a popular, portable, widely supported, and easy-to-use shared-memory

model. Developers usually �nd OpenMP easy to learn. However, they are often disappointed with

the performance and scalability of the resulting code. This disappointment stems not from

shortcomings of OpenMP, but rather from the lack of depth with which it is employed. Our

“Advanced OpenMP Programming” tutorial addresses this critical need by exploring the

implications of possible OpenMP parallelization strategies, both in terms of correctness and

performance.

We assume attendees understand basic parallelization concepts and know the fundamentals of

OpenMP. We focus on performance aspects, such as data and thread locality on NUMA

architectures, false sharing, and exploitation of vector units. All topics are accompanied by

extensive case studies, and we discuss the corresponding language features in-depth. Continuing

the emphasis of this successful tutorial series, we focus solely on performance programming for

multi-core architectures. Throughout all topics, we present the recent additions of OpenMP 5.0, 5.1



and 5.2 and comment on developments targeting OpenMP 6.0.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Managing HPC Software Complexity with Spack

Session Description:

Todd Gamblin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Gregory Becker (Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory), Massimiliano Culpo (Np-Complete S.r.l.), Tamara Dahlgren (Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory), Adam J. Stewart (University of Illinois), Harmen Stoppels (Swiss

National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS))

The modern scienti�c software stack includes thousands of packages, from C, C++, and Fortran

libraries, to packages written in interpreted languages like Python and R. HPC applications may

depend on hundreds of packages spanning all of these ecosystems. To achieve high performance,

they must also leverage low-level and dif�cult-to-build libraries such as MPI, BLAS, and LAPACK.

Integrating this stack is extremely challenging. The complexity can be an obstacle to deployment at

HPC sites and deters developers from building on each other's work.

Spack is an open source tool for HPC package management that simpli�es building, installing,

customizing, and sharing HPC software stacks. Its adoption has grown rapidly: it is used by end-

users, by developers, and by world's largest HPC centers. Spack provides a powerful and �exible

dependency model, a simple Python syntax for writing package build recipes, and a repository of

over 6,000 packages maintained by a community of over 1,000 contributors. This tutorial provides

an introduction to Spack's capabilities: installing and authoring packages, integrating Spack with

development work�ows, and deploying software at HPC facilities. Attendees will learn

foundational skills for automating day-to-day tasks, as well as deeper knowledge of Spack for

advanced use cases.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

The OpenMP Common Core: A “Hands-On” Introduction

Session Description:

Tim Mattson (Intel Corporation), Yun He (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Alice Koniges

(University of Hawaii at Manoa), David Eder (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

OpenMP is the de facto standard for writing parallel applications for shared memory computers.

Born 25 years ago in 1997, it runs on just about every shared memory platform on the market. It’s



also very complicated. We created OpenMP to be the “simple API” for application programmers.

With a speci�cation running to over 450 pages, OpenMP has grown into an intimidating API

viewed by many as for “experts only”.

Most OpenMP programmers, however, use around 21 items from the speci�cation. We call these

21 items the “OpenMP Common Core”. By focusing on the common core, we make OpenMP what it

was always meant to be: a simple API for parallel application programmers. 

In this hands-on tutorial, we explore the Common Core of OpenMP. We utilize active learning

through a carefully selected set of exercises, so students will master the Common Core and learn to

apply it to their own problems. Students will use their own laptops (with Windows, Linux, or OS/X)

to access remote systems that support OpenMP (a remote SMP server). Alternatively, students can

load an OpenMP compiler onto their laptops before the tutorial. Information about OpenMP

compilers is available at www.openmp.org.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Advanced MPI Programming

Session Description:

Pavan Balaji (Meta, Inc), William Gropp (University of Illinois), Torsten Hoe�er (ETH Zürich), Rajeev

Thakur (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

The vast majority of production parallel scienti�c applications today use MPI and run successfully

on the largest systems in the world. Parallel system architectures are evolving to include complex,

heterogeneous nodes comprising general-purpose CPUs as well as accelerators such as GPUs. At

the same time, the MPI standard itself is evolving to address the needs and challenges of future

extreme-scale platforms as well as applications. This tutorial will cover several advanced features

of MPI that can help users program modern systems effectively. Using code examples based on

scenarios found in real applications, we will cover several topics including ef�cient ways of doing

2D and 3D stencil computation, derived datatypes, one-sided communication, hybrid programming

(MPI + threads, shared memory, GPUs), topologies and topology mapping, neighborhood and

nonblocking collectives, and some of the new performance-oriented features in MPI-4. Attendees

will leave the tutorial with an understanding of how to use these advanced features of MPI and

guidelines on how they might perform on different platforms and architectures.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Parallel Computing 101



Session Description:

Quentin Stout (University of Michigan), Christiane Jablonowski (University of Michigan)

This tutorial provides a comprehensive overview of parallel computing, emphasizing aspects most

relevant to the user. It is suitable for new users, students, managers, and anyone seeking an

overview of parallel computing. It discusses software and hardware/software interaction, with an

emphasis on standards, portability, and systems that are widely available. 

The tutorial surveys basic parallel computing concepts using examples of engineering, scienti�c,

and machine learning. They illustrate using MPI on distributed memory systems; OpenMP on

shared memory systems; MPI+OpenMP on hybrid systems; and CUDA and compiler directives on

GPUs and accelerators. It discusses numerous parallelization and load balancing approaches, and

software engineering and performance improvement aspects, including the use of state-of-the-art

tools.

The tutorial helps attendees make intelligent decisions by covering the primary options that are

available, explaining how the different components work together and what they are suitable for.

Extensive pointers to web-based resources are provided for follow-up studies.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Node-Level Performance Engineering

Session Description:

Georg Hager (Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlangen National High

Performance Computing Center), Thomas Gruber (Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-

Nürnberg, Erlangen National High Performance Computing Center), Gerhard Wellein (Friedrich-

Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlangen National High Performance Computing

Center)

As we move toward exascale, the gap between peak and application performance is continuing to

open. Paradoxically, bad node-level performance leads to highly scalable code, but at the price of

increased overall time to solution. Consequently, valuable resources are wasted, often on a massive

scale. If the user cares about time to solution on any scale, optimal performance on the node level is

often the key factor. We convey the architectural features of current processor chips, multiprocessor

nodes, and accelerators, as far as they are relevant for the practitioner. Peculiarities like SIMD

vectorization, shared vs. separate caches, bandwidth bottlenecks, and ccNUMA characteristics are

introduced, and the in�uence of system topology and af�nity on the performance of typical parallel

programming constructs is demonstrated. Performance engineering and performance patterns are

suggested as powerful tools that help the user understand the bottlenecks at hand and to assess



the impact of possible code optimizations. A cornerstone of these concepts is the roo�ine model,

which is described in detail, including useful case studies, limits of its applicability, and possible

re�nements.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Parallel I/O In Practice

Session Description:

Rob Latham (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Robert Ross (Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL)), Brent Welch (Google LLC), Glenn K. Lockwood (Microsoft Corporation)

I/O on HPC systems is a black art. This tutorial sheds light on the state-of-the-art in parallel I/O and

provides the knowledge necessary for attendees to best leverage I/O resources available to them.

We cover the entire I/O software stack including storage and parallel �le systems at the lowest

layer, the role of burst buffers (NVRAM), intermediate layers (such as MPI-IO), and high-level I/O

libraries (such as HDF-5). We emphasize ways to use these interfaces that result in high

performance and tools for generating insight into these stacks.

The �rst third of the tutorial covers parallel I/O fundamentals. We discuss storage technologies,

both present and near-future and the major parallel and distributed �le systems. We focus on

application in the second third, connecting storage to our examination of the upper library layers of

the I/O stack, covering MPI-IO, Parallel netCDF, and HDF5. Finally we discuss tools for

understanding I/O behavior.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Using Containers to Accelerate HPC

Session Description:

Shane Canon (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Carlos Eduardo Arango Gutierrez (Red Hat

Inc), Sameer Shende (University of Oregon, ParaTools Inc), Alexis Espinosa (Pawsey

Supercomputing Centre, Curtin University, Western Australia; Commonwealth Scienti�c and

Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)), Maciej Cytowski (Pawsey Supercomputing Centre,

Curtin University, Western Australia), Andrew Younge (Sandia National Laboratories)

Within just the past few years, the use of containers has revolutionized the way in which industries

and enterprises have developed and deployed computational software and distributed systems.

The containerization model has gained traction within the HPC community as well with the promise



of improved reliability, reproducibility, portability, and levels of customization that were not

previously possible on supercomputers. This adoption has been enabled by a number of HPC

Container runtimes that have emerged including Singularity, Shifter, Enroot, Charliecloud, and

others.

This hands-on tutorial looks to train users on the usability of containers on HPC resources. We will

provide a detailed background on Linux containers, along with introductory hands-on experience

building a container image, sharing the container and running it on a HPC cluster. Furthermore, the

tutorial will provide more advanced information on how to run MPI-based and GPU-enabled HPC

applications, how to optimize I/O intensive work�ows, and how to setup GUI enabled interactive

sessions. Cutting-edge examples will include machine learning and bioinformatics. Users will leave

the tutorial with a solid foundational understanding of how to utilize containers on HPC resources

using Podman, Shifter, and Singularity, and in-depth knowledge to deploy custom containers on

their own resources.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Deep Learning at Scale

Session Description:

Steven Farrell (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Peter Harrington (Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory), Thorsten Kurth (NVIDIA Corporation), Josh Romero (NVIDIA Corporation),

Aristeidis Tsaris (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Junqi Yin (Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)), Shashank Subramanian (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Wahid Bhimji

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)

Deep learning is rapidly and fundamentally transforming the way science and industry use data to

solve problems. Deep neural network models have been shown to be powerful tools for extracting

insights from data across a large number of domains. As these models grow in complexity to solve

increasingly challenging problems with larger and larger datasets, the need for scalable methods

and software to train them grows accordingly.

The Deep Learning at Scale tutorial aims to provide attendees with a working knowledge of deep

learning on HPC-class systems, including core concepts, scienti�c applications, performance

optimization, tips, and techniques for scaling. We will provide training accounts on some of the

world's largest GPU systems, example code, and datasets to allow attendees to experiment hands-

on with optimized, scalable distributed training of deep neural network machine learning models.

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm



Accelerating Portable HPC Applications with Standard C++

Session Description:

Gonzalo Brito Gadeschi (NVIDIA Corporation), Jonas Latt (University of Geneva), Jean-Luc Falcone

(University of Geneva), Mozhgan Kabiri Chimeh (NVIDIA)

This half-day hands-on tutorial teaches how to accelerate HPC applications using the portable

parallelism and concurrency features of the C++17 and C++20 standards, without any language or

vendor extensions, such that a single version of the code is portable to multi-core CPU and to GPU

systems. We further show how to integrate this approach with MPI to target CPU clusters and

multi-GPU platforms. The tutorial exercises follow classical HPC themes like a PDE solver mini-

application for the 2D unsteady heat equation. The exercises provide attendees with hands-on

experience applying C++ parallel algorithms and execution policies to parallelize and accelerate

HPC programs using only standard C++. The attendees are presented problem-solving strategies

for common tasks like computing reductions or running iterative solvers for multi-dimensional

problems. Furthermore, the tutorial and exercises give attendees hands-on experience in

integrating C++ parallel algorithms into pre-existing MPI applications, teaching how to re-use the

pre-existing MPI code to produce MPI/C++ applications that run on multi-CPU and multi-GPU

systems. Finally, we conclude with a summary of our professional experience applying the ISO C++

parallel programming model to accelerate large real-world HPC applications and provide an

outlook of future topics in C++ standard parallelism.

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Better Scienti�c Software

Session Description:

David E. Bernholdt (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Anshu Dubey (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago), Patricia A. Grubel (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

Producing scienti�c software is a challenge. The high-performance modeling and simulation

community, in particular, faces the con�uence of disruptive changes in computing architectures and

new opportunities (and demands) for greatly improved simulation capabilities, especially through

coupling physics and scales. Simultaneously, computational science and engineering (CSE), as well

as other areas of science, are experiencing an increasing focus on scienti�c reproducibility and

software quality.

Computer architecture changes require new software design and implementation strategies,

including signi�cant refactoring of existing code. Reproducibility demands require more rigor across

the entire software endeavor. Code coupling requires aggregate team interactions including



integration of software processes and practices. These challenges demand large investments in

scienti�c software development and improved practices. Focusing on improved developer

productivity and software sustainability is both urgent and essential.

This tutorial will provide information about software practices, processes, and tools explicitly

tailored for CSE and HPC. Goals are improving the productivity of those who develop CSE software,

increasing the sustainability of software artifacts, and trustworthiness in their use. Topics include

the software processes for (small) teams, including agile processes, collaboration via version

control work�ows, reproducibility, and scienti�c software design, refactoring, and testing (including

test design strategies and continuous integration).

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Mastering Tasking with OpenMP

Session Description:

Christian Terboven (RWTH Aachen University), Michael Klemm (OpenMP Architecture Review

Board), Xavier Teruel (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)), Bronis R. de Supinski (Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory)

With the increasing prevalence of multi-core processors, shared-memory programming models are

essential. OpenMP is a popular, portable, widely supported, and easy-to-use shared-memory

model. Since version 3.0 released in 2008, OpenMP offers tasking to support the creation of

composable parallel software blocks and the parallelization of irregular algorithms. Developers

usually �nd OpenMP easy to learn. However, mastering the tasking concept of OpenMP requires a

change in the way developers reason about the structure of their code and how to expose the

parallelism of it. Our tutorial addresses this critical aspect by examining the tasking concept in

detail and presenting patterns as solutions to many common problems.

We assume attendees understand basic parallelization concepts and know the fundamentals of

OpenMP. We present the OpenMP tasking language features in detail and focus on performance

aspects, such as introducing cut-off mechanisms, exploiting task dependencies, and preserving

locality. All aspects are accompanied by extensive case studies. As a full-day tutorial, we could

include hands-on sessions. Throughout all topics, we present the recent additions of OpenMP 5.0,

5.1 and 5.2 and comment on the developments targeting OpenMP 6.0.

Monday, November 14th



8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Lossy Compression for Scienti�c Data

Session Description:

Franck Cappello (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Peter Lindstrom (Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory), Sheng Di (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Large-scale numerical simulations, observations, experiments, and AI computations are generating

or consuming very large datasets that are dif�cult to analyze, store, and transfer. Data compression

is an attractive and ef�cient technique to signi�cantly reduce scienti�c datasets. This tutorial

reviews the state of the art in lossy compression of scienti�c datasets, covers the main compression

techniques (e.g. decomposition, transforms, prediction, sampling, precision reduction, etc.) and

discusses in detail lossy compressors (SZ, ZFP, TThresh, LibPressio), compression error assessment

metrics, and the Z-checker tool to analyze the compression error. The tutorial addresses the

following questions: Why lossless and lossy compression? How does compression work? How to

measure and control compression error? What are the current use cases for simulations,

experiments, and AI computations? The tutorial uses examples of real-world scienti�c datasets to

illustrate the different compression techniques and their performance. From a participant

perspective, the tutorial will detail how to use compression software as executables and as

modules integrated in parallel I/O libraries (ADIOS, HDF5). This half-day tutorial, given by two of

the leading teams in this domain and targeting primarily beginners interested in learning about

lossy compression for scienti�c data, is improved from the highly rated tutorials given at ISC17-21

and SC17-21.

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Emerging Storage Interfaces: DAOS and PMDK

Session Description:

Adrian Jackson (University of Edinburgh), Johann Lombardi (Intel Corporation), Mohamad Chaarawi

(Intel Corporation)

The future of memory and storage technologies will be diverse, from existing hardware such as

Intel Optane DIMMs through to CXL enabled storage and memory devices, and beyond. These new

forms of memory require both different programming approaches to exploit the persistent

functionality and storage performance, and potential redesign of applications to bene�t from the

full performance of the hardware and ensure correctness and data integrity.

This tutorial aims to educate attendees on the persistent memory hardware currently available, the



future technologies such as CXL, the software methods to exploit such hardware, the choices that

users of systems and system designers have when deciding which functionality and con�gurations

to utilize, and bespoke storage systems that exploit such hardware. The tutorial will provide hands-

on experience using and programming against the DAOS object store and DAOS API, along with

information on programming persistent memory directly through PMDK and CXL, as well as a

range of information on the hardware and software ecosystem and potential performance and

functionality bene�ts. The tutorial will include hands-on practical sessions on systems with

persistent memory, PMDK, and DAOS.

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Scienti�c Computing with Kubernetes

Session Description:

Igor S�ligoi (San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC)), Dmitry Mishin (San Diego Supercomputer

Center (SDSC))

Kubernetes has become the leading container orchestration solution over the past few years. It can

work anywhere from on-prem clusters to commercial clouds, abstracting the computational

resources and workloads to run on those. 

The main compute paradigm for large-scale distributed computing has long been the batch system.

Kubernetes doesn't directly present a traditional batch interface, but the concepts are similar

enough to allow for easy porting of existing batch-focused workloads to it. Kubernetes additionally

provides a signi�cantly richer semantics, including explicit storage and network provisioning, that

allows for compute workloads previously not feasible on traditional batch system.

In this tutorial, you will learn how to run your software in Kubernetes clusters. The program

includes both a Kubernetes architectural overview and an overview of job and work�ow submission

procedures. Theoretical information is paired with hands-on sessions operating on the PRP

production Kubernetes cluster, with federation exercises accessing the SDSC Expanse system.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Ef�cient Distributed GPU Programming for Exascale

Session Description:

Andreas Herten (Forschungszentrum Jülich; Jülich Supercomputing Centre, Jülich Supercomputing

Centre, Institute for Advanced Simulation), Simon Garcia de Gonzalo (Sandia National Laboratories),



Jiri Kraus (NVIDIA Corporation), Markus Hrywniak (NVIDIA Corporation), Lena Oden (University of

Hagen)

Over the past years, GPUs became ubiquitous in HPC installations around the world. Today, they

provide the majority of performance of some of the largest supercomputers (e.g. Summit, Sierra,

JUWELS Booster). This trend continues in the recently deployed and upcoming Pre-Exascale and

Exascale systems (LUMI, Leonardo; Frontier, Perlmutter): GPUs are chosen as the core computing

devices to enter this next era of HPC.

To take advantage of future GPU-accelerated systems with tens of thousands of devices,

application developers need to have the proper skills and tools to understand, manage, and

optimize distributed GPU applications. In this tutorial, participants will learn techniques to

ef�ciently program large-scale multi-GPU systems. While programming multiple GPUs with MPI is

explained in detail, also advanced tuning techniques and complementing programming models like

NCCL and NVSHMEM are presented. Tools for analysis are shown and used to motivate and

implement performance optimizations. The tutorial teaches fundamental concepts that apply to

GPU-accelerated systems in general, taking the NVIDIA platform as an example. It is a combination

of lectures and hands-on exercises, using Europe’s fastest supercomputer, JUWELS Booster, for

interactive learning and discovery.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Programming Your GPU with OpenMP: A Hands-On Introduction

Session Description:

Tom Deakin (University of Bristol), Simon McIntosh-Smith (University of Bristol), Tim Mattson (Intel

Corporation)

OpenMP 1.0 was released in 1997 when the primary concern was symmetric multiprocessors.

Over time, hardware has evolved with more complex memory hierarchies forcing us to embrace

NUMA machines and work to understand how OpenMP �ts in with distributed memory systems.

Current trends in hardware bring co-processors and accelerators such as GPUs into the fold. A

modern platform is often a heterogeneous system with CPU cores, GPU cores, and other

specialized accelerators. OpenMP has responded by adding directives that map code and data onto

a device. We refer to this family of directives as the target directives.

In this hands-on tutorial, we will explore these directives as they apply to programming GPUs. We

assume attendees already know the fundamentals of OpenMP (perhaps by taking the OpenMP

Common Core tutorial) so we can focus on deeply understanding the target directives and their use



in complex applications. We expect students to use their own laptops (with Windows, Linux, or

OS/X) to connect to remote servers with GPUs, but the best option is for students to load an

OpenMP compiler onto their laptops before the tutorial. Information about OpenMP compilers is

available at www.openmp.org.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Best Practices for HPC in the Cloud

Session Description:

Maxime Hugues (Amazon Web Services), Kelly Werner (National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR)), Pierre-Yves Aquilanti (Amazon Web Services), Lowell Wofford (Amazon Web Services),

Timothy Brown (Amazon Web Services), Alex Iankoulski (Amazon Web Services), Karthik Raman

(akraman@amazon.com)

Cloud computing technologies use has grown considerably in HPC during the last few years. The

complexity and scale that comes with cloud environments can make the �rst experience a daunting

proposition. Cloud technologies offer a number of new capabilities to streamline tasks for HPC

users and administrators. However, how to use these in HPC may not be immediately clear.

This tutorial provides a foundation to run HPC workloads in the cloud. It is organized in four series

of progressive lectures and labs that provides a hands-on learning experience. It starts with a

primer on cloud foundations and how they map to common HPC concepts, dives deeper into cloud

core components, and presents the best practices to run HPC in the cloud.

This tutorial uses a combination of lectures and hands-on labs on provided temporary Amazon

Web Services (AWS) accounts to provide both conceptual and hands-on learning.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

ADIOS-2: A Framework to Enable HPC Tools for Extreme Scale I/O, in situ

Visualization, and Performance Analysis

Session Description:

Norbert Podhorszki (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Scott Klasky (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Sameer Shende (University of Oregon, ParaTools Inc), Kevin Huck (University

of Oregon), Caitlin Ross (Kitware Inc), Ana Gainaru (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

As concurrency and complexity continue to increase on high-end machines, storage I/O



performance is rapidly becoming a fundamental challenge to scienti�c discovery. At the exascale,

online analysis will become a dominant form of data analytics, and thus scalable in situ work�ows

will become critical, along with high performance I/O to storage. The many components of a

work�ow running simultaneously pose another challenge of evaluating and improving the

performance of these work�ows. Therefore, performance data collection needs to be an integral

part of the entire work�ow. 

In this tutorial, we present ADIOS-2 which allows for building in situ and �le-based data

processing work�ows for extreme scale systems, including interactive, on-demand, in situ

visualization of the data, and including performance pro�ling of the entire work�ow. Half of this

tutorial will be hands-on sessions, where we provide access to the software, and build together a

complete MiniApp with in situ analytics and performance analysis that users can run on their laptop

and supercomputers at large scale. We will show how ADIOS-2 is fully integrated into three

popular visualization and performance tools: Jupyter Notebook, ParaView, and TAU, creating a

software ecosystem for in situ processing of both performance and scienti�c data.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Hands-On Practical Hybrid Parallel Application Performance Engineering

Session Description:

Sameer Shende (University of Oregon, ParaTools Inc), Anke Visser (Jülich Supercomputing Centre,

Forschungzentrum Jülich), Bert Wesarg (Technische Universität Dresden, GWT-TUD GmbH), Brian

J. N. Wylie (Jülich Supercomputing Centre, Forschungszentrum Jülich), Marc Schlütter (Jülich

Supercomputing Centre, Forschungszentrum Jülich), Bill Williams (Technical University Dresden),

Frank Winkler (Technical University Dresden)

This tutorial presents state-of-the-art performance tools for leading HPC systems founded on the

community-developed Score-P instrumentation and measurement infrastructure, demonstrating

how they can be used for performance engineering of effective scienti�c applications based on

standard MPI, OpenMP, hybrid combination of both, and increasingly common usage of

accelerators. Parallel performance tools from the Virtual Institute – High Productivity

Supercomputing (VI-HPS) are introduced and featured in hands-on exercises with Score-P,

Scalasca, Vampir, and TAU. These platform-agnostic tools are installed and supported on many of

the HPC systems coordinated via PRACE, ECP, XSEDE/ACCESS, and others. We present the

complete work�ow of performance engineering, including instrumentation, measurement (pro�ling

and tracing, timers and hardware counters), data storage, analysis, tuning, and visualization.

Emphasis is placed on how tools are used in combination for identifying performance problems and

investigating optimization alternatives. Participants will use their notebook computer for guided

exercises on contemporary CPU+GPU HPC systems which will prepare them to locate and



diagnose performance bottlenecks in their own parallel programs.

Further information about the tutorial – including the registration for a training account for the

hands-on exercises on the Top500 #11 JUWELS-Booster quad-A100 GPU modular

supercomputer nodes at Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) – is available at https://www.vi-

hps.org/training/other/sc22-score-p-tutorial.html

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Performance Tuning with the Roo�ine Model on GPUs and CPUs

Session Description:

Samuel Williams (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), JaeHyuk Kwack (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Neil Mehta (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), David Eberius (Oak Ridge

National Laboratory), Magnus Strengert (NVIDIA Corporation), Xiaomin Lu (Advanced Micro

Devices (AMD) Inc), Noah Wolfe (AMD)

The Roo�ine performance model offers an insightful and intuitive method for extracting the key

execution characteristics of HPC applications and comparing them against the performance bounds

of modern CPUs and GPUs. Its ability to abstract the complexity of memory hierarchies and identify

the most pro�table optimization techniques have made Roo�ine -based analysis increasingly

popular in the HPC community. The tutorial aims to bridge this gap on both CPUs and GPUs by

both exposing the fundamental aspects behind different Roo�ine modeling principles as well as

providing several use  cases that highlight their ef�cacy for application optimization. This tutorial

presents a unique combination of instruction to Roo�ine by its creator, hands-on instruction in using

Roo�ine within Intel’s, NVIDIA’s, and AMD’s performance tools, and discussions of Roo�ine use

cases at ALCF, NERSC, and OLCF computing centers. The presenters have a long history of

collaborating on the Roo�ine model and have presented several Roo�ine- based tutorials.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Hands-On HPC Application Development Using C++ and SYCL

Session Description:

Rod Burns (Codeplay Software Ltd), Dounia Khaldi (Intel Corporation), Michael Wong (Codeplay

Software Ltd), James Reinders (Intel Corporation), Ronan Keryell (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD)

Inc), Hugh Delaney (Codeplay Software Ltd)

SYCL is a programming model that lets developers support a wide variety of devices (CPUs, GPUs,



and more) from a single code base. Given the growing heterogeneity of processor roadmaps,

moving to an open standard, platform-independent model such as SYCL is essential for modern

software developers. SYCL has the further advantage of supporting a single-source style of

programming from completely standard C++. 

In this tutorial, we will introduce SYCL and provide programmers with a solid foundation they can

build on to gain mastery of this language. The main bene�t of using SYCL over other

heterogeneous programming models is the single programming language approach, which enables

one to target multiple devices using the same programming model, and therefore to have a cleaner,

portable, and more readable code.

This is a hands-on tutorial. The real learning will happen as students write code. The format will be

short presentations followed by hands-on exercises.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Fault-Tolerance for High-Performance and Big Data Applications: Theory and

Practice

Session Description:

George Bosilca (University of Tennessee, Knoxville), Aurelien Bouteiller (University of Tennessee),

Thomas Herault (University of Tennessee), Yves Robert (ENS Lyon; University of Tennessee,

Knoxville)

Resilience is a critical issue for large-scale platforms. This tutorial provides a comprehensive survey

of fault-tolerant techniques for high-performance and big data applications, with a fair balance

between theory and practice. This tutorial is organized across four main topics:

(i) Overview of failure types (software/hardware, transient/fail-stop), and typical probability

distributions (Exponential, Weibull, Log-Normal);

(ii) General-purpose techniques, which include several checkpoints and rollback recovery protocols,

replication, prediction, and silent error detection;

(iii) Application-speci�c techniques, such as user-level in-memory checkpointing, data replication

(map-reduce), or �xed-point convergence for iterative applications (back-propagation);

(iv) Practical deployment of fault tolerance techniques with User Level Fault Mitigation (a proposed

MPI standard extension). Examples include widely used routines such as Monte-Carlo methods,

SPMD stencil, map-reduce, and back-propagation in neural networks.



A step-by-step approach will show how to protect these routines and make them fault-tolerant,

using a variety of techniques, in a hands-on session (a docker container will be provided).

The tutorial is open to all SC22 attendees who are interested in the current status and expected

promise of fault-tolerant approaches for scienti�c and big data applications. Background will be

provided for all protocols and probabilistic models. Basic MPI knowledge will be helpful for the

hands-on session.

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Programming New AI Accelerators for Scienti�c Computing

Session Description:

Murali Emani (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Petro Junior Milan (SambaNova Systems Inc),

Cindy Orozco Bohorquez (Cerebras Systems), Varuni Sastry (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)),

Zhen Xie (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Scienti�c applications are increasingly adopting Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) techniques to advance

science. There are specialized hardware accelerators designed and built to ef�ciently run AI

applications. With diverse hardware and software stacks of these systems, it is challenging to

comprehend their capabilities, programming approaches, and measure performance. In this tutorial,

we will present an overview of novel AI accelerators namely, SambaNova, Cerebras, Graphcore,

Groq, and Habana. This includes presentations on hardware and software features on each system.

We present steps on how to program these systems by porting deep learning models with any

refactoring of codes implemented in standard DL framework implementations, compiling and

running on the accelerator hardware. Next, we conduct a hands-on session on SambaNova and

Cerebras systems at ALCF AI Testbed. The tutorial will provide the attendees with an

understanding of the key capabilities of emerging AI accelerators and their performance

implications for scienti�c applications.

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Colossal-AI: Scaling Large AI Models on Distributed Systems and

Supercomputers

Session Description:

James Demmel (University of California, Berkeley), Yang You (National University of Singapore),

Shenggui Li (Nanyang Technological University, Singapore)



The success of the Transformer model has pushed the limits of deep learning to operate on the

scale of billions of parameters. This proliferation of larger model size has outpaced advances in

hardware, resulting in an urgent need to distribute the training of enormous models across multiple

GPU clusters. Despite this trend, best practices for choosing an optimal strategy are still lacking

due to the breadth of knowledge required across both deep learning and parallel computing.

The Colossal-AI system addresses the above challenge by introducing a uni�ed interface to scale

your sequential code of model training to distributed environments. It supports parallel training

methods such as data, pipeline, tensor and sequence parallelism, as well as heterogeneous training

methods such as a zero redundancy optimizer. The system mirrors its design with the predominant

way that the AI community is familiar with in writing non-distributed code and can easily be

adapted to ef�cient parallel training.

We provide AWS computing instances with example code to help attendees get familiar with the

system and apply it to scale their large AI models with minimal effort. More information about

Colossal-AI is available at https://github.com/hpcaitech/ColossalAI.

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Introduction to Hybrid Quantum-Classical Programming Using C++ Quantum

Extension

Session Description:

Xin-Chuan Wu (Intel Corporation), Kevin Rasch (Intel Corporation), Shavindra P. Premaratne (Intel

Corporation), Mohannad Ibrahim (North Carolina State University)

Hybrid quantum-classical algorithms would be the most important quantum applications in the

next few years. The frameworks based on C++ have demonstrated signi�cant performance

advantages compared to Python-based frameworks when handling scalable quantum applications.

In this tutorial, we will introduce the principle of quantum computation and the basic concept of

hybrid quantum-classical variational algorithms, and then we will present a C++ quantum SDK,

developed by Intel, to perform ef�cient execution of variational algorithms. We will also

demonstrate how a hybrid quantum-classical program is written, compiled, and executed on the

platform. This tutorial will be highly interactive. Participants will get hands-on experience in writing

C++ code to solve chemistry problems such as estimating the ground state energy of an H2

molecule, and graph problems such as MaxCut.



Workshop

(back to top)

Sunday, November 13th

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

ISAV 2022: In Situ Infrastructures for Enabling Extreme-Scale Analysis and

Visualization

Session Description: As HPC platforms increase in size and complexity, one signi�cant challenge is

the widening gap between computational capacity and our ability to store data for subsequent

analysis. One promising approach is to perform as much analysis as possible while computed data

is still resident in memory, an approach known as in situ processing. The workshop brings together

researchers, developers and practitioners from industry, academia, and government laboratories

who develop, apply, and deploy in situ methods in extreme-scale, high performance computing.

The purpose is to present research �ndings, lessons learned, and insights related to developing and

applying in situ methods across a range of science and engineering applications in HPC

environments; to explore topics like opportunities presented by new architectures, application

requirements and gaps, best practices; to serve as a “center of gravity” for researchers, practitioners,

and users/consumers of in situ methods and infrastructure in the HPC space. Workshop Website

Opening Remarks

Matthew Larsen (Luminary Cloud Inc), Axel Huebl (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Invited Talk: In Situ Inference of Machine Learning Models through Remote Procedure Calls

Mathew Boyer (HPC Modernization Program (HPCMP) User Productivity Enhancement and Training

(PET)), Wesley Brewer (HPC Modernization Program (HPCMP) User Productivity Enhancement and

Training (PET)), Dylan Jude (US Army Combat Capabilities Development Command Aviation &

Missile Center), Ian Dettwiller (US Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC))

Machine learning (ML) has become ubiquitous within the sciences due to its ability to perform a

wide array of tasks which add value within traditional work�ows. These models can provide

advanced data analytics through dimensionality reduction, pattern recognition, and clustering. For

large-scale simulations, post hoc data analysis requires writing and reading large quantities of data,

which can severely limit the rate. In situ analysis can reduce the frequency and quantity of data

https://dav.lbl.gov/events/ISAV2022/


written to disk but requires the integration of simulations with ML methods, which poses a software

development challenge. In this talk, we will present an approach to integrating simulations with ML

models through an inference server and remote procedure calls (RPCs). By separating the machine

learning into one or more independent processes, the inference calls can be made within drop-in

functions using RPCs with minimal modi�cations to the existing code and can be scaled across

parallel processes with MPI. While the deep learning platform, TensorFlow, is typically considered

a Python tool, RPCs can couple a TensorFlow model server with applications written in a wide

variety of languages. We will demonstrate the computational ef�ciency and scalability of the

approach across a series of use cases, such as deploying machine-learned surrogate models in

simulations and enabling ML super-resolution in visualization tools.

Conduit: A Successful Strategy for Describing and Sharing Data In Situ

Cyrus Harrison (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Data representation and coupling between scienti�c libraries is a key challenge to building a vibrant

ecosystem of HPC simulation tools. From bespoke data structures to hundreds of �le-based data

models, the myriad of possible choices involved both enables key features and blocks adoption of

others. Connecting data between code bases requires agreeing on or adapting between data

representations. While in some cases this process is trivial, for more complicated cases, adapting

data becomes a costly barrier. Conduit was designed within this context to help meet the key

challenge of sharing data across HPC simulation tools by providing a dynamic API to describe in-

memory data. It supports coupling simulations and connecting simulations to analysis and I/O

libraries. This paper provides a broad overview of Conduit, background on the evolution of the

project, and details on recently added features relevant to in situ use cases.

Research Perspectives Toward Autonomic Optimization of In Situ Analysis and Visualization

Zhe Wang (Rutgers University)

In situ approaches enable performing data analysis/visualization (ana/vis) close to the data source

and running them on the same system. However, variations in the simulation data and the diversity

of underlying HPC environments increase the dif�culty of adjusting the in situ processing

con�gurations adaptively. Triggers are an emerging strategy that follows the autonomic computing

paradigm to optimize when and how to execute in situ ana/vis tasks. By inspecting indicators, the

trigger can �exibly issue customized control instructions to optimize the execution of in situ ana/vis

tasks in real-time. This position paper formalizes the elements of the trigger mechanism according

to the de�nition of autonomic computing. It uses the formalization as a guideline to summarize the

research status of different aspects of the trigger mechanism for in situ processing, including (1)

where to execute ana/vis tasks, (2) resource allocation of ana/vis tasks, and (3) when to execute

ana/vis tasks.



ISAV 2022 – Morning Break

In Situ Analysis for Ambiguity-Free Tracking of Multiphase Flow Objects

Robert Manson-Sawko (IBM Research Europe)

In this paper, we present a novel in situ algorithm for tracking �ow features characteristic of

multiphase dispersed systems. The work combines elements of feature detection, temporal

analysis of geometric objects and distributed data processing. We argue that high-�delity

simulations have a unique opportunity to measure certain statistical properties that are essential for

building practical understanding of many scienti�c and industrial problems. We employ high-

frequency temporal sampling to reconstruct a complete evolution of drops or bubbles. In particular,

we can track various elementary properties such as position, volume and surface area, but our main

focus is on events like break-up or coalescence. An implementation of the algorithm is carried out in

Catalyst V2 with OpenFOAM™as a simulation code. Finally, we discuss issues that at present are

inhibiting a highly-scalable application of the solution.

A Trigger-Based Approach for Optimizing Camera Placement Over Time

Nicole Marsaglia (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

We contribute a new approach for in situ automation of camera placement over time. Our approach

incorporates triggers, regularly evaluating the current camera placement and searching for a new

camera placement when a trigger �res. We evaluate our approach running in situ with �ve data

sets from two simulation codes, considering camera placement quality (evaluated using a viewpoint

quality metric) and overhead (number of camera positions evaluated). We �nd that our approach

has a signi�cant – reduced overhead with similar quality – compared to the naive approach of

searching for a new camera placement each cycle.

In Situ Monitoring and Steering Deep Learning Training from Numerical Simulations in

ParaView-Catalyst

Alejandro Ribes (EDF Research and Development)

In the context of numerical simulation, a surrogate model approximates the outputs of a solver with

a low computational cost. In this article, we present an In Situ visualization prototype, based on

Catalyst 2, for monitoring the training of surrogate models based on Deep Neural Networks. We

believe that In Situ monitoring can help solve a fundamental problem of this kind of training:

standard metrics, such as the Mean Squared Error, do not convey enough information on which

simulation aspects are harder to learn. Our prototype allows the interactive visualization of the



current state of convergence of a physical quantity spatial �eld, complementing the traditional loss

function value curve. We enable the steering of physical parameters during the training process, for

interactive exploration. We also allow the user to in�uence the learning process in real-time by

changing the learning rate. Results are illustrated on a Computational Fluids Dynamics use case.

A PSNR-Based Image Selection Approach Targeting Smart In Situ Visualization

Jorji Nonaka (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS))

Although in situ visualization can reduce the amount of data written to the storage, in situ

visualization can still generate large amount of data for subsequent analysis. For instance, from

different viewpoints at every visualization time step. Considering that some of these images can be

similar, an appropriate image selection to reduce the total number of images would be bene�cial to

minimize the analysis time for understanding the underlying simulation phenomena without

missing important features. As an approach for such smart in situ visualization, we have worked on

adaptive time step selection for skipping time steps with small amount of change between time

steps. In this lightning talk, focusing on the set of images which can be generated from different

viewpoints at every time step, we will present a PSNR-based image selection approach for

eliminating similar images to further reduce the total number of images, targeting smarter in situ

visualization.

Enabling Catalyst Adoption in SPARC

V. Weirs (Sandia National Laboratories)

This paper reports on Catalyst usability and initial adoption by SPARC analysts. The use case

driven approach highlights the analysts’ perspective. Impediments to adoption can be due

de�ciencies in software capabilities, but analysts identify many mundane inconveniences and

barriers that prevent them from fully leveraging Catalyst. With that said, for many analyst tasks

Catalyst provides enough relative advantage that they have begun applying it in their production

work, and recognize the potential for it to solve problems they currently struggle with. The �ndings

in this report include speci�c issues and minor bugs in Paraview python scripting, which are viewed

as having straightforward solutions, and a broader adoption analysis.

Closing Remarks and Best Paper

Dave Pugmire (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

8:30 am - 12:00 pm



LLVM-HPC2022: The Eighth Workshop on the LLVM Compiler Infrastructure in

HPC

Session Description: LLVM, winner of the 2012 ACM Software System Award, has become an

integral part of the software-development ecosystem for optimizing compilers, dynamic-language

execution engines, source-code analysis and transformation tools, debuggers and linkers and a

whole host of programming-language and toolchain-related components. Now heavily used in

both academia and industry, where it allows for rapid development of production-quality tools,

LLVM is increasingly used in work targeted at high-performance computing. Research in, and

implementation of, program analysis, compilation, execution and pro�ling have clearly bene�ted

from the availability of a high-quality, freely-available infrastructure on which to build. This

workshop will focus on recent developments, from both academia and industry, that build on LLVM

to advance the state-of-the-art in high-performance computing. Workshop Website

Invited Talk: Polygeist MLIR Frontend for C or C++

William Moses (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))

Reinforcement Learning Strategies for Compiler Optimization in High Level Synthesis

Hafsah Shahzad (Boston University), Martin Herbordt (Boston University)

High Level Synthesis (HLS) offers a possible programmability solution for FPGAs but currently

delivers far lower hardware quality than circuits written using Hardware Description Languages

(HDLs). One reason is because the standard set of code optimizations used by CPU compilers, such

as LLVM, are not well suited for an FPGA backend. 

While much work has been done employing reinforcement learning for compilers in general, that

directed toward HLS is limited and conservative. We expand both the number of learning strategies

for HLS compiler tuning and the metrics used to evaluate their impact. Our results show

improvements over state-of-art for each standard benchmark evaluated and learning quality metric

investigated. Choosing just the right strategy can give an improvement of 23x in learning speed, 4x

in performance potential, 3x in speedup over -O3, and has the potential to largely eliminate the

�uctuation band from the �nal results.

Reinforcement Learning Assisted Loop Distribution for Locality and Vectorization

Shalini Jain (Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Hyderabad)

We present a Reinforcement Learning (RL) based approach to ef�ciently perform loop-distribution

with the goals of optimizing for vectorization and locality. We generate the SCC Dependence Graph

for each loop of the program. Our RL model learns to predict the distribution order of the loop by

performing a topological walk of graph. The RL-reward is computed using instruction cost and

https://llvm-hpc-2022-workshop.github.io/


number of cache misses. For training purposes, we also propose a novel strategy to extend the

training set by generating new loops.

We show results on x86 architecture on various benchmarks: TSVC, LLVM-Test-Suite, PolyBench,

PolyBenchNN. Our framework achieves an average improvement of 3.63% on TSVC, 4.61% on

LLVM-Test-Suite MicroBenchmarks, 1.78% on PolyBench and 1.95% on PolyBenchNN benchmark

suites for performance, with LLVM-O3 �ag as baseline. We also show the improvements on other

performance metrics like Instruction Per Cycle (IPC), Number of loops distributed and vectorized,

and L1 cache performance.

LLVM-HPC2022 – Morning Break

Automatic Asynchronous Execution of Synchronously Of�oaded OpenMP Target Regions

Rafael Andres Herrera Guaitero (University of Delaware, Computer Architecture and Parallel

System Laboratory (CAPSL))

Use of heterogeneous architectures has steadily increased during the past decade. However, non-

homogeneous systems present a challenge to the programming model as the execution models

between CPU and accelerator might differ considerably. OpenMP, since version 4.0, has been trying

to bridge this gap by allowing to of�oad a code block to a target device. Among the additions to the

OpenMP of�oading API since, the most notably probably is asynchronous execution between

device and host. By default, of�oaded regions are executed synchronously, thus the host thread

blocks until their completion. The nowait clause allows work to overlap between the host and

target device. However, nowait must be manually added by the user, along with the tasks data

dependencies and appropriate synchronization to avoid race conditions, increasing the program

complexity and developer burden.

Caffeine: CoArray Fortran Framework of Ef�cient Interfaces to Network Environments

Damian Rouson (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), Sourcery Institute)

This paper provides an introduction to the CoArray Fortran Framework of Ef�cient Interfaces to

Network Environments (Caffeine), a parallel runtime library built atop the GASNet-EX exascale

networking library. Caffeine leverages several non-parallel Fortran features to write type- and rank-

agnostic interfaces and corresponding procedure de�nitions that support parallel Fortran 2018

features, including communication, collective operations, and related services. One major goal is to

develop a runtime library that can eventually be considered for adoption by LLVM Flang, enabling

that compiler to support the parallel features of Fortran.



The paper describes the motivations behind Caffeine's design and implementation decisions,

details the current state of Caffeine's development, and previews future work. We explain how the

design and implementation offer bene�ts related to software sustainability by lowering the barrier

to user contributions, reducing complexity through the use of Fortran 2018 C-interoperability

features, and high performance through the use of a lightweight communication substrate.

Direct GPU Compilation and Execution for Host Applications with OpenMP Parallelism

Shilei Tian (Stony Brook University)

In this paper, we propose a direct GPU compilation scheme that leverages the portable target

of�oading interface provided by LLVM/OpenMP. Utilizing this infrastructure allows us to compile an

existing host application for the GPU and execute it there with only a minimal wrapper layer for the

user code, command line arguments, and a compiler provided GPU implementation of C/C++

standard library functions. The C/C++ library functions are partially implemented for direct device

execution and otherwise fallback to remote procedure call (RPC) to call host functions

transparently. Our proposed prototype will allow users to quickly compile for, and test on, the GPU

without explicitly handling kernel launches, data mapping, or host-device synchronization. We

evaluate our implementation using three proxy applications with host OpenMP parallelism and

three microbenchmarks to test the correctness of our prototype GPU compilation.

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Second International Symposium on Quantitative Codesign of Supercomputers

Session Description: This symposium aims at combining two methodologies—collaborative

codesign and data-driven analysis—to realize the potential of supercomputing more fully. The

rapidly evolving nature of HPC and its importance to scienti�c discovery make it an excellent

candidate for both codesign processes and data-driven approaches. By zeroing in on these two

proven methodologies with the broad-community attention of an SC22 audience, we will address a

host of identi�ed challenges impacting HPC. Our scope includes applications, system software,

work�ows, and health of hardware. Without a clear and standard set of best practices in place, we

have many missed opportunities. This symposium will bring together leaders in the �eld to review

current efforts across centers and discuss areas that show potential. This year’s focus will be the

software environment of HPC systems: how can we combine codesign methodologies with data-

driven analysis to realize the full potential of system software, middleware, and tools? Workshop

Website

Welcome Remarks

Terry Jones (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

http://quantitativecodesignsc.org/


Workshop welcome

Featured Speaker: Predictions Are Hard, Especially about the Future

Jose Moreira (IBM Corporation)

The lifetime of a leadership computing system spans about 10 years: It takes 5 years from

conception to delivery, and then the systems stays in production for an additional 5 years. A lot can

change in 10 years: Strategic priorities, policies, technologies, usage patterns, economic landscape.

Yet, we have to make this work. In this talk, I will discuss some of the approaches we can use to

design a high-performance computing system that will be relevant 10 years in the future. I will also

discuss why sometimes we have to look beyond what we actually know, in order to produce true

game-changing systems.

Wait! This is the Bad Place! –– Common Misconceptions of Hardware and Impact on Codesign

Ron Minnich (Google LLC)

Designs of integrated stacks on, e.g., x86 systems, often build on a �ction that does not exist: that

of a 1994-era Pentium over which the software has complete control. As we have worked to point

out since 1999, this is a �ction: in fact, kernels run on a virtual system over which they have little

control. This would be �ne if it did not affect performance, but it can in the end have signi�cant

throughput impacts, e.g., on some modern systems, entire sockets can stop for 1/2 a second at a

time.

I will discuss some of the cases in which these Potemkin Villages have caused real trouble and

suggest possible ways to deal with them on old (x86) and new (RISC-V) systems.

Learning to Unlearn (some) Conventional Wisdom in HPC System Design and Operation

Devesh Tiwari (Northeastern University)

Traditionally, we have assumed that HPC users are fairly boring and that their workloads often do

similar things repetitively. Their "boring" nature has served us well so far -- we could design

"boring" systems and get away with it. But, now things are changing and changing fast. Our HPC

workloads and users are becoming interesting and, often, are surprising us with new trends and

behavior. That means it is springing excitement into our lives. We need to design interesting

solutions, and come out of our boredom. My talk will discuss speci�c examples from job resource

consumption, system reliability, and performance tuning -- and their impact on system design and

operations. I'll discuss some "speculative" use cases which could really disrupt our boredom and

calmness, and assess if we are ready for that?

Quantitative Codesign – Morning Break



Invited Position Paper: A Pathway to Achieve the Holy Grail for Ef�cient Quantitative Co-

Design Systems

William Kramer (University of Illinois)

Today, many supercomputing organizations perform system evaluation and analysis for multiple

reasons from managing system services to application performance analysis to long term system

co-design. Often different data and tools are used. But within sight is now the ability to use high

�delity, continuously collected system wide data collection, combined with vendor independent,

community SW tools to do real-time system management, application performance improvements

all the way to long term Quantitative Co-Design. When merged with models and/or kernels of the

next generation of applications and methods, we may be able to rapidly and fully evaluate many

con�guration and systems to optimize the next generation technologies.

Position Paper: Challenges and Opportunities of Machine Learning for Monitoring and

Operational Data Analytics in Quantitative Codesign of Supercomputers

Thomas Jakobsche (University of Basel, Switzerland)

This work examines the challenges and opportunities of using Machine Learning (ML) for

Monitoring and Operational Data Analytics (MODA) in the context of Quantitative Codesign of

Supercomputers (QCS). MODA is employed to gain insights into the behavior of current High

Performance Computing (HPC) systems to improve system ef�ciency, performance, and reliability

(e.g. through optimizing cooling infrastructure, job scheduling, and application parameter tuning). In

this work, we take the position that QCS in general, and MODA in particular, require close

exchange with the ML community to realize the full potential of data-driven analysis for the bene�t

of existing and future HPC systems. This exchange will facilitate identifying the appropriate ML

methods to gain insights into current HPC systems and to go beyond expert-based knowledge and

rules of thumb.

Position Paper: A Quantitative Approach for Guiding Data Management on Complex Memory

Architectures

Brandon Kammerdiener (University of Tennessee)

Recent trends have led to an increased reliance on more diverse and heterogeneous device

technologies to continue performance scaling. As a result, many supercomputers now include

memory systems with multiple types of memory storage, each with different power, performance,

and capacity characteristics. The community urgently needs new strategies to adapt mission critical



applications to such complex memory architectures. In this talk, we will describe a quantitative

approach that leverages lightweight application monitoring to derive and enforce effective runtime

management for complex memory platforms, without requiring any developer effort or even

recompilation of target programs. Additionally, we will present an evaluation that shows our

approach can enable substantial performance bene�ts for a variety of memory intensive

applications on real and complex memory hardware.

Position Paper: CoMingling of Appropriate Data to Drive Codesign of Applications, HPC

Platforms, and Monitoring, Analysis, and Feedback Infrastructure

Jim Brandt (Sandia National Laboratories)

The goal of building HPC systems is to enable execution of large-scale user application work�ows

in a performant manner. This is a multi-dimensional problem, including not just a particular

application’s or work�ows*’ time-to-solution, but the aggregate throughput of all applications

submitted (workload*) and the energy spent for their execution. Beyond minimizing the overall

energy used, the aggregate HPC system power draw must always remain within a contract

envelope. While in practice, one often tunes an individual application’s performance, we rather

need to optimize the ef�ciency of the overall HPC ecosystem. Optimizing the overall ef�ciency

requires optimizing utilization of all resources and the overall performance of the workload while

honoring constraints (such as power and priority).

Closing Discussion

Terry Jones (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

In-person and virtual discussion period covering presentations and position papers.

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Eighth Computational Approaches for Cancer Workshop (CAFCW22)

Session Description: New computational opportunities and challenges have emerged within the

cancer research and clinical application areas as the size, source, and complexity of cancer datasets

have grown. Simultaneously, advances in computational capabilities, with exceptional growth in AI

and deep learning, are reaching unprecedented scales. This workshop focuses on bringing together

interested individuals ranging from clinicians, cancer biologists, mathematicians, data scientists,

computational scientists, engineers, developers, thought leaders, and others with an interest in

advancing the use of computation to better understand, diagnose, treat, and prevent cancer. As an

interdisciplinary workshop, the sharing of insight and challenges fosters collaborations and future

innovations accelerating progress in computationally and data-driven cancer research and clinical

applications. In keeping with the SC theme of HPC Accelerates, a special emphasis for the 2022



workshop is Accelerating New Treatments. Workshop Website Workshop Program

CAFCW22 – Welcome

Eric Stahlberg (Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research)

AI for Generating Real-World Evidence in Cancer

Amber Simpson (Queen's University, Canada)

Mathematical Discovery and Computational Validation of Two Orthogonal Mechanistically-

Driven Whole-Genome Genotype–Survival Phenotype Relationships in Pediatric

Neuroblastoma Nerve Cancer

Orly Alter (University of Utah)

Prediction, together with understanding and management, of pediatric neuroblastoma (NBL)

outcomes, from spontaneous regression to relapse and death, remain limited, and rely mostly on

age, stage, and the one-gene test for MYCN ampli�cation, none of which are NBL speci�c. Here, we

use the generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD), formulated as a multi-tensor

decomposition [1], to model whole genomes of patient-matched NBL and blood DNA. The GSVD

discovers two orthogonal genome-wide patterns of copy-number alterations (CNAs) in the tumors

that are correlated with survival. First, as in previous, experimentally validated, models of, e.g.,

adult brain astrocytoma [2], one pattern is exclusive to the tumors. Previously unseen is a pattern

that is common to both the blood and tumor genomes. Second, both patterns predict survival better

than and independent of the existing predictors as well as independent of each other. In both

patterns, differential RNA expression consistently map to the DNA CNAs. Third, the GSVD

separates these patterns from normal variations that are conserved in the tumors but do not predict

outcome, e.g., the male-speci�c X-chromosome deletion relative to the autosome. We

computationally validate both patterns by using – and demonstrating for the �rst time – the

pseudoinverse projection for transfer learning from the ≈3M-bin whole-genome to ≈10K-bin

target-capture sequencing pro�les of a mutually-exclusive set of patients [3]. We show that the

two patterns describe independent, yet complementary cellular mechanisms that transform human

normal to tumor cells, predict new personalized therapies, and may predict the response to existing

therapies. The tumor-exclusive pattern includes co-occurrence of MYCN ampli�cation with

previously unrecognized druggable CNAs, including ampli�cations of genes encoding for extra-

embryonic transcripts, to jointly predict survival. The pattern that is common to the blood and tumor

genomes describes an earlier stage in NBL development, where the embryonic program is hijacked

toward aneuploidy and where the subsequent tumor development can spontaneously regress via

embryonic self-correction. [1] M. W. Bradley, K. A. Aiello, S. P. Ponnapalli,* H. A. Hanson* and O.

https://ncihub.org/groups/cafcw/cafcw22
https://ncihub.org/groups/cafcw/cafcw22/cafcw22_program


Alter, "GSVD- and Tensor GSVD-Uncovered Patterns of DNA Copy-Number Alterations Predict

Adenocarcinomas Survival in General and in Response to Platinum," Applied Physics Letters (APL)
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Long Document Transformers for Pathology Report Classi�cation

Mayanka Chandrashekar (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

In recent years, deep learning-based models for electronic health records have shown impressive

results in many clinical tasks. Deep learning classi�cation models typically require large labeled

training datasets and are designed to address speci�c clinical tasks. Transformers are powerful

state-of-art language models designed to learn inherent patterns in unstructured text data in an

unsupervised manner. The transformer model’s unsupervised training enables generalizability and

reusability of the model to various clinical tasks, negating the need for labeled data in the training

phase. The trained transformer can then be �ne-tuned towards a speci�c clinical task using a small

but task-curated training dataset. In the current work, we build a transformer model that can

effectively accommodate the length of typical cancer pathology reports. We use 5.7 million

pathology reports from six Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program’s (SEER) cancer

registries to train “from scratch” the Big-Bird model. Big-Bird model is a transformer model built for

long documents (up to 4096 tokens) compared to popular models such as BERT (up to 512

tokens). As the memory requirement of a transformer model scales quadratically with the sequence

length of input text, Big-Bird utilizes sparse attention. In phase one, Big-Bird is built in an

unsupervised manner using the pre-training task called masked language prediction. This phase

requires the largest amount of computation, and it leverages the secure CITADEL capability for

working with protected health information (PHI) data on the Summit supercomputer at the Oak

Ridge Leadership Computing Facility. In phase two, we �ne-tune the pre-trained Big-Bird model to

handle �ve information extraction tasks: site, sub-site, histology, laterality, and behavior. For �ne-

tuning, we use data from six SEER registry data with the 10-day window constraint before and

after the date of cancer diagnosis, and the ground truth for �ve tasks is from the manually coded

CTC (Cancer/Tumor/Case) report. One advantage of this two-phase approach is the re-usability of

the phase one model for any pathology-relevant clinical task in phase two. Our results show that

the proposed Big-Bird model �ne-tuned with SEER data on �ve information tasks outperforms the



current state-of-the-art deep learning classi�cation model by an average of 2% microF1 score on

all tasks and an average 8% macro F1 score on all tasks. In most challenging tasks, subsite has a

4% increase in micro F1 score and histology has a 25% increase in macro F1 score. The results

demonstrate the promise of using a single pretrained model on �ve related clinical tasks. We plan

to further test the generalizability and reusability of the model by extending the tasks to other

clinically useful tasks such as bio-marker extraction and identi�cation of malignant and metastatic

disease.

A Generalized Tumor Segmentation Algorithm for Varying Breast Cancer Subtypes

Background. Automated breast tumor segmentation for dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic

resonance (DCE-MR) is a crucial step to advance and help with the implementation of radiomics for

image-based, quantitative assessment of breast tumors and cancer phenotyping. Current studies

focus on developing tumor segmentation, which often requires initial seed points from expert

radiologists or atlas-based segmentation methods. We develop a robust, fully automated end-to-

end segmentation pipeline for breast cancers on bilateral breast MR studies.

Methods. On IRB-approved diverse breast cancer MR cases, a deep learning segmentation

algorithm was created and trained. The model’s backbone is UNet++, which consists of U-Nets of

varying depths whose decoders are densely connected at the same resolution via the skip

connections and all the constituent UNets are trained simultaneously to learn a shared image

representation. This design not only improves the overall segmentation performance, but also

enables model pruning during the inference time. The model was trained on the breast tumors

located independently by a radiologist with consensus review by a second radiologist with at least

�ve years of experience. MRI was performed using a 3.0-T imaging system in the prone position

with a dedicated 16-channel breast coil and T1 weighted DEC-MR images were analyzed for the

study. We used 80:20 random split for training and validation of the model.

Results. A total of 124 breast cancer patients had pre-treatment MR imaging before the start of

NST - the cohort comprised 49 HR+HER2-, 37 HR+HER2+, 11 HR-HER2+, and 27 TNBC cases

(mean tumor 2.3 cm (+/- 3.1mm).) The model was tested on 2571 individual images. Overall, the

model scored 0.85 [0.84 – 0.86, 95% CI] dice score and 0.8[0.79-0.81, 95% CI] IoU score. TNBC

tumors scored dice [0.88 – 0.89, 95% CI], HER2 neg and ER/PR positive dice [0.84-0.85, 95% CI]

and HER2 positive dice [0.84-0.85, 95% CI]. We observed that model performed equally for the

solid tumors and irregular shapes and didn’t observe any difference in the segmentation

performance between residual and non-residual tumors types - dice score [0.85 – 0.86, 95% CI]

and [0.83 – 0.84, 95% CI] respectively. 

Conclusion. The proposed segmentation model can perform equally well on various clinical breast



cancer subtypes. The model has high false positive rate towards biopsy clip and high background

enhancement which we plan to solve by adding annotation of the clip and high non-cancer

enhancement in future training data. We will release the trained model with open-source license to

increase the scalability of the radiomics studies with fully automated segmentation. Given the

importance of breast cancer subtypes as prognostic factors in women with operable breast cancer,

automated segmentation of varying breast tumor subtypes will help to analyze imaging biomarkers

embedded within the standard of care imaging studies in a larger scale study which will

¬potentially help radiologists, pathologists, surgeons, and clinicians understand features driving

breast cancer phenotypes and pave the way for developing digital twin for breast cancer patients.

CAFCW22 – Morning Break

GPU-Accelerated Differential Dependency Analysis of Single-Cell Transcriptomics Data

Gil Speyer (Arizona State University)

Complex diseases such as cancer and neurological disorders require a systemic approach to

understand underlying causes and identify therapeutic targets to help patients. More

comprehensive analyses, however, often bring signi�cant computational challenges. EDDY

(Evaluation of Differential DependencY) is a computational method to identify rewiring of biological

pathways between biological conditions such as drug responses or subtypes of disease [1].

Through its probabilistic framework with resampling and permutation, aided by the incorporation of

annotated gene sets, EDDY demonstrated superior sensitivity to other methods. Further

development integrated prior knowledge into these interrogations [2]. However, the considerable

computational cost for this statistical rigor limited its application to larger datasets. Fortunately,

ample and independent computation coupled with manageable memory footprint positioned EDDY

as a strong candidate for graphical processing unit (GPU) implementation. With custom kernels to

decompose the independence test loop, network construction, network enumeration, and Bayesian

network scoring to accelerate the computation. GPU-accelerated EDDY consistently benchmarked

at two orders of magnitude in performance enhancement [3]. EDDY has been applied to the

determination of rewired pathways controlling differing small molecule responses in cancer cell

lines [4]. Further investigations extended this to pathways associated with pulmonary hypertension

[5]. 

Recent emergence of single cell transcriptomic and spatial transcriptomic data raises additional

computational challenges, mainly due to an order of magnitude increase in sample size, compared

to bulk cell transcriptomic data, often bringing the number of samples to analyze to hundreds of

thousands of cells (samples). This called for additional optimization of the existing EDDY-GPU



codes. By working with a NVIDIA team through Princeton Hackathon 2022, we were able to

dramatically increase the computational speed of the EDDY-GPU. New sampling strategies has

been implemented to adjust to samples counts at this scale. In addition, the latest code

development phase identi�ed various performance bottlenecks, which not only improved

acceleration but allowed for the incorporation of even larger gene sets, such as immune pathways.

Hence, EDDY’s statistical rigor can now be brought to bear in the inference of speci�c diagnostic

and treatment strategies for the individual patient, and with an implementation that allows this

data analysis to be run on a physician’s desktop within reasonable time. We will present

preliminary results using this newly improved EDDY-GPU with single cell transcriptomic data from

cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, and pulmonary hypertension.

Genetic Algorithm Mutations for Molecules with a hybrid Language Model-based GAN

architecture

Debsindhu Bhowmik (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Drug discovery is a time-consuming process with successive stages, often taking ~10 to ~15 years

to develop candidate molecules into molecular therapeutics. In the computer aided drug discovery,

new technologies are being developed to shorten the �rst stage of the drug discovery process:

screening candidates for hit molecules. Given the large size of chemical space from which a new

drug molecule has to be selected, this screening step is a challenge and reducing the number of

costly experiments required is a priority. 

A desirable solution for accelerating this process while keeping the cost under control is to

generate drug molecules with desired properties via virtual design-build-test cycle. AI methods

and HPC resources have shown potential for leveraging widely available small molecule libraries to

generate new optimized molecules. 

Recent progress has demonstrated advantages of using generative models, speci�cally

Transformer-based language models (LM) that have been successfully implemented to predict

desired chemical properties from sequence data (1, 2). These LMs are applied as powerful

automated mutation operator, learning from commonly occurring chemical sequences available in

the database. This calculated shift towards chemical-sequence for model training points to a

revolution in moving away from the time-consuming feature engineering and curation that has long

relied on molecular properties and �ngerprints. As an example, our recent work illustrated a

possible LM-based ef�cient strategy for creating generalizable models for small target molecules

and protein sequences (3). 

Here we present a �rst-of-its-kind comparative study between LM and a novel architecture on

where LM can be ef�ciently deployed on Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) platform, to

perform different speci�c optimizations tasks using genetic algorithm-based mutations.



Fundamentally this hybrid architecture (LM-GAN) uses traditional generator and discriminator but

takes advantage of pre-trained LM while predicting new molecules. During training, the mutation

rate is varied from 10% to 100% in four different set of population size ranging from 5K to 50K.

Random mutations were considered to select μ parents from population and to generate new

molecules with 5 top predictions for a given set of masks. Thus, implemented genetic algorithm has

(μ+5μ) survivor selection scheme where only novel unique molecules are retained in population. 

Our results show that LM-GAN performs better with smaller size population (up to 10K) in

generating molecules both in terms of better optimized properties and with a greater number of

atoms, but this trend reverses as the population size increases. On the other hand, LM performs

better in terms of generating more novel molecules. Finally, when estimating the ratio of accepted

molecules to the generated novel molecules with desired optimized properties, LM-GAN performs

consistently better in all population size. 

Apart from drug or molecules discovery, in terms of HPC and AI, this work paves the way for

further study in understanding the necessity of pre-training and �ne-tuning of population data

(type, sampling, diversity and size) requirements, the effect of GAN framework on LM models with

variation in mutation rate, the effect of LM in replacing CNNs to capture non-local, long-range

dependencies and addressing the problem of mode collapse.

Machine Learning in 4DCT Lung Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy (SBRT) Treatment Planning

David Gonzalez (Georgia Institute of Technology), Ignacio Bartol (Georgia Institute of Technology),

Sam Taylor (Georgia Institute of Technology)

The current project seeks to enhance current 4DCTlung cancer patient image processing, image

guidance, and adaptive radiotherapy veri�cation through the integration of machine learning

(Arti�cial Intelligence - AI) methods in an existing clinical radiation oncology framework. The

current state-of-the-art for Lung SBRT treatment planning begins with the accurate delineation of

target organ volumes and their surrounding structures, which is usually done using semi-automatic

methods, mixing computer-assisted tools, and dedicated physicians. When it comes to 4DCT scans,

what is usually done is to compute a visual average of the images across the different respiratory

phases and the contours for those organs (in one speci�c phase) are delineated. In the last few

years, deformable image registration (DIR) techniques have been developed and used in this �eld

to propagate the contour delineation from one speci�c phase to the rest of the respiratory phases in

the CT. Results of the target region delineation are then used by physicians and clinicians to select

an optimal treatment phase. Rather than the mostly manual and slow/iterative process introduced

above, our current project seeks to create more accurate and more robust delineations through

improved machine learning models, decreasing time spent per patient plan, and applying a more

mathematically rigorous and objective manner of selecting the optimal radiation treatment gating

window, while enhancing image resolution, enhancing target de�nition, and treatment delivery. 



The project is subsequently divided in various phases. One phase consists of deriving the

deformation parameters to describe the three-dimensional movement of the patient's target

treatment region through deformation propagation. The second phase involves a surrogate model

for fast reconstruction of the dose distribution in the gross tumor volume(s), GTV(s), and organs at

risk ,OAR(s), across all the phases, accounting for the deformed target region in time. With these

dose pro�les, the physicians will have the bounds (within a con�dence interval) for the absorbed

dose by different organs and tumors across all the respiratory cycle and they will be able to

determine if the treatment plan for that patient is accurate and appropriate or if it needs to be

replanned. 

Additional phases of the algorithm use AI approached to enhance this step. The project's algorithm

is unique and captures a higher degree of individualization based on the patient's speci�c organ

movement compared with prior non-AI algorithms. Although other studies in the past have

explored integrating AI for image segmentation for auto-contouring, our project's novelty lies in the

manner of initialized parameters and the speci�c operations performed. Our project furthers

patient-speci�c treatment planning while adopting a more streamlined approach and helps make

more informed decisions using AI, to arrive at improved radiation treatment plans for lung cancer

patients undergoing SBRT. We have tested our algorithm in several patients and have seen

encouraging improvements.

Accelerating Drug Discovery with AI Panel

Eric Stahlberg (Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research)

Wrap Up

Sally Ellingson (University of Kentucky)

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

The 8th International Workshop on Data Analysis and Reduction for Big

Scienti�c Data (DRBSD-8) in Conjunction with SC22

Session Description: A growing disparity between simulation speeds and I/O rates makes it

increasingly infeasible for high-performance applications to save all results for of�ine analysis. By

2024, computers are expected to compute at 1018 ops/sec but write to disk only at 1012

bytes/sec: a compute-to-output ratio 200 times worse than on the �rst petascale systems.



Therefore, applications must increasingly perform online data analysis and reduction—tasks that

introduce algorithmic and implementation challenges that are unfamiliar to many scientists and that

have major implications for the design and use of exascale systems. This trend has spurred interest

in high-performance online data analysis and reduction methods, motivated by a desire to conserve

I/O bandwidth, storage, and/or power; increase accuracy of data analysis results; and/or make

optimal use of parallel platforms. This requires understanding the complex relationships between

application design, data analysis and reduction methods, programming models, hardware, and

other elements of next-generation High Performance Computers. Workshop Website

DRBSD – Introduction

Sheng Di (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Dealing With Unmanageable Data Sizes in Cosmology

Zarija Lukic (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Modern sky surveys conducted by powerful telescopes are some of the largest data generators in

science, quite popular and visible to the broader audience. However, what goes largely unnoticed is

the fact that cosmological simulations often have to produce even larger data sets in order to

scienti�cally interpret these observations: we need many models employing different plausible

physics, as well as to ensure that statistical errors of our predictions are less than observational

errors. To maintain desired accuracy, modern simulations track the time evolution of trillions of

elements over thousands of timesteps. For such large runs, storing a large number of time steps for

later analysis is not a viable strategy anymore, and beyond-exascale forecasts point to growth in

�ops continually outpacing growth of disk space as well as network bandwidth, making the post

processing strategy increasingly impossible. In this talk, I will go over the dif�culties we are facing

with large data sizes and which present major technological roadblock. Then I will present some of

our existing lines of attack on this problem, including different compression methods, surrogate

modeling, as well as our design for running multiple codes in situ: using coroutines and position

independent executables we enable cooperative multitasking between simulation and analysis,

allowing the same executables to post-process simulation output, as well as to process it on the

�y, both in situ and in transit.

Understanding the Effects of Modern Compressors on the Community Earth Science Model

Robert R. Underwood (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Julie Bessac (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Sheng Di (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

The Community Earth Science Model (CESM) is an important tool in climate modeling that

produces a large volume of data on each simulation. Researchers have increasingly been turning to

both lossless and lossy compression as an approach to reduce the volume of data for the CESM

https://drbsd.github.io/


climate applications. However, it is non-trivial for users to choose the best-quali�ed compressor

especially because of the advent of many modern lossless and lossy compressors and complicated

scienti�c integrity assessment of climate data model. In this paper, we evaluate 11 state-of-the-art

compressors using the quality metrics developed by climate scientists to understand the

effectiveness of the compressors on the CESM climate datasets with 4 four different models. Our

work also discloses the best compression ratio that can be reasonably achieved while meeting

these strict quality requirements.

DRBSD – Morning Break

Analyzing the Impact of Lossy Data Reduction on Volume Rendering of Cosmology Data

Jinzhen Wang (New Jersey Institute of Technology), Pascal Grosset (Los Alamos National

Laboratory (LANL)), Terry Turton (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), James Ahrens (Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL))

Cosmology simulations are among some of the largest simulations being currently run on

supercomputers, generating terabytes to petabytes of data for each run. Consequently, scientists

are seeking to reduce the amount of storage needed while preserving enough quality for analysis

and visualization of the data. One of the most commonly used visualization techniques for

cosmology simulations is volume rendering. Here, we investigate how different types of lossy error-

bound compression algorithms affect the quality of volume-rendered images generated from

reconstructed datasets. We also compute a number of image quality assessment metrics to

determine which ones are the most effective at identifying artifacts in the visualizations.

Exploring Data Reduction Techniques for Additive Manufacturing Analysis

Coleman Nichols (Clemson University), Jon Calhoun (Clemson University)

Additive manufacturing is a rapidly growing area that has the potential to revolutionize society. In

order to better understand and improve this process, scientists and engineers conduct detailed

studies on the applicability of various materials and the process that additively constructs the

object. One method of analyzing the additive process is to use cameras to take images of the object

as it is built layer by layer. As the complexity of the process, image resolution, and image capture

frequency increases, so too does the volume of data generated, which can lead to data

storage/movement issues. In this paper, we present an exploratory study of applying various

lossless and lossy reduction techniques to an additive manufacturing data set from Los Alamos

National Laboratory. Results show that SZ gives the best reduction ratio, ZFP yields the best

accuracy, and Hybrid Data Sampling is the fastest method.



What Can Real Information Content Tell Us about Compressing Climate Model Data?

Hayden Sather (Colorado School of Mines)

The massive data volumes produced by climate simulation models create an urgent need for data

reduction. Lossy compression is one solution that can signi�cantly reduce storage requirements,

however, as the amount of compression applied increases, the scienti�c integrity of the data

decreases. One metric for gauging the quality of compression is the percentage of real information

present in the original data that is preserved in the compressed data. We compute bitwise real

information content for several climate variables from the Community Earth System Model Large

Ensemble provided by the National Center for Atmospheric Research and investigate the amount of

compression that can be applied to each of these climate variables using two popular compression

algorithms designed for �oating-point data while preserving 99% of the real information content.

Finally, we demonstrate how the real information content can be used in a straightforward manner

to determine compressor settings for our data.

DRBSD – Lunch Break

Compressed Number Representations for High-Performance Computing

Peter Lindstrom (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Through simulation, observation, and experiments, far more data is being generated today than can

reasonably be stored to disk and later analyzed without any form of data reduction. Moreover, with

deepening memory hierarchies, dwindling per-core memory bandwidth, and increasing

heterogeneity, even on-node data movement between memory and registers makes for a

signi�cant performance bottleneck and primary source of power consumption. Hence, it is

becoming increasingly important that the bits being moved and stored in numerical computations

are free of redundancy and represent valuable information rather than error.

This talk gives an overview of zfp, a compressed number representation and multi-dimensional

array container that mitigates the challenges of data movement using high-speed, lossy (but

optionally error-bounded) compression. zfp reduces I/O time and off-line storage by 1-2 orders of

magnitude depending on accuracy requirements, as dictated by user-set error tolerances. Unique

among data compressors, zfp also supports constant-time read/write random access to individual

array elements from compressed storage. zfp's compressed arrays appear to the user like

conventional uncompressed arrays and can often be integrated into existing applications with

minimal code changes. When used in numerical computations, zfp arrays provide a �ne-grained



knob on precision while achieving accuracy comparable to IEEE �oating point at half the storage or

less, reducing both memory footprint and bandwidth. Several application use cases are presented

that demonstrate reduced storage, increased accuracy, and improved performance.

Evaluating Nonuniform Reduction in HIP and SYCL on GPUs

Zheming Jin (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Motivated by maturing programming models and portability for heterogeneous computing, we

describe the challenges posed by hardware architectures and programming models when

migrating an optimized implementation of nonuniform reduction from CUDA to HIP and SYCL. We

explain the migration experience, evaluate the performance of the reduction on GPU-based

computing platforms, and provide feedback on improving portability for the development of the

SYCL programming model.

DRBSD – Afternoon Break

Understanding Impact of Lossy Compression on Derivative-Related Metrics in Scienti�c

Datasets

Zhaoyuan Su (University of Virginia)

Today’s scienti�c simulations are producing extremely large amount of data everyday, which

induces grand challenges in transferring and storing the data ef�ciently. Error-bounded lossy

compression has been thought of as the most promising solution to the bigdata issue, however, it

would cause data distortion that has to be controlled carefully for user’s post-hoc analysis.

Recently, the preservation of quantities of interest has become a priority. Derivative-related metrics

are critical quantities of interest for many applications across domains. However, no prior research

explored the impact of lossy compression on derivative-related metrics in particular. In this paper,

we focus on understanding the impact of various error-controlled lossy compressors on multiple

derivative-related metrics commonly concerned by users. We perform solid experiments that

involve 5 state-of-the-art lossy compressors and 4 real-world application datasets. We summarize

5 valuable takeaways, which can shed some light in understanding the impact of lossy compression

on derivative-related metrics.

Dynamic Clustering-Based Sharding in Distributed Deduplication Systems

Peng Zhou (Harbin Institute of Technology, China)

With a massive upsurge in data, combining deduplication with distributed storage continuously



suffer from a low deduplication ratio when providing the corresponding throughput. It is because

distributed storage requires sharding data on different nodes, while global deduplication needs

eliminating redundancies in a uni�ed view.In this paper, we present clustering-based sharding

method, D-Shard, in distributed deduplication storage systems that leads to a comparable

deduplication ef�ciency on a single system while supporting a high throughput. First, using

Dynamic K-Means approach to cluster super-blocks, then extracting every cluster center feature as

the anchor point for sharding; Second, Construct a secondary deduplication index based on the

Compact Hamming Index. Currently, preliminary results show that super-block clustering is

convergent, and routing strategy based on anchor points can achieve a higher deduplication ratio

compared to the state-of-the-art approach and the throughput of system has been greatly

improved.

Characterization of Transform-Based Lossy Compression for HPC Datasets

Jiaxi Chen (University of Massachusetts, Lowell)

As the scale and complexity of HPC systems keep growing, data compression techniques are often

adopted to reduce the data movement bottleneck. While lossy compression becomes preferable to

a lossless one because of the potential of generating high compression ratios, it would lose its

worth the effort without �nding an optimal balance between volume reduction and information

loss. The insight of this paper is that quantifying dominant coef�cients at the block level reveals the

right balance, potentially impacting overall compression ratios. Motivated by this, we characterize

three transformation-based lossy compression mechanisms at the block level, using the statistical

features that capture data characteristics. We build several prediction models using the collected

features and the characteristics of dominant coef�cients and evaluate the effectiveness of each

model using six HPC datasets. Our results demonstrate that the random forest classi�er captures

the behavior of dominant coef�cients precisely, achieving nearly 99% of prediction accuracy.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Third International Workshop on Quantum Computing Software

Session Description: Quantum computing is emerging as a remarkable technology that promises

to achieve major scienti�c breakthroughs. This includes solving complex problems whose solution

lies well beyond contemporary and even future supercomputers based on conventional

technologies. Interacting with these quantum computers, including noisy-intermediate scale

quantum devices, for both basic and applied research will require a unique collection of software

tools. The purpose of this workshop is to explore the innovative software needed to make quantum

computing practical and accessible. The workshop will focus heavily on the tools and software for

quantum computing with a particular emphasis on realized implementations. Topics of interest for

this workshop include but are not limited to: Languages, Compilers/Pro�lers, Quantum Machine



Learning Software, Numerical Simulators, Work�ows, Debugging/Veri�cation, and Optimal

Quantum Control Software. Topics that are not relevant to the workshop include domain-speci�c

applications of quantum computing, development of quantum computing hardware or devices, and

benchmarking of quantum computers. Workshop Website

Introduction

Yuri Alexeev (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Wide Quantum Circuit Optimization with Topology Aware Synthesis

Mathias Weiden (University of California, Berkeley)

Unitary synthesis is an optimization technique that can achieve optimal gate counts while mapping

quantum circuits to restrictive qubit topologies. Synthesis algorithms are limited in scalability by

their exponentially growing run times. Application to wide circuits requires partitioning into smaller

components. In this work, we explore methods to reduce depth and multi-qubit gate count of wide,

mapped quantum circuits using synthesis. We present TopAS, a topology aware synthesis tool that

preconditions quantum circuits before mapping. Partitioned subcircuits are optimized and �tted to

sparse subtopologies to balance the opposing demands of synthesis and mapping algorithms.

Compared to state of the art wide circuit synthesis algorithms, TopAS is able to reduce depth on

average by 35.2% and CNOT count by 11.5% for mesh topologies. Compared to the optimization

and mapping algorithms of Qiskit and Tket, TopAS is able to reduce CNOT counts by 30.3% and

depth by 38.2% on average.

Tierkreis: A Data�ow Framework for Hybrid Quantum-Classical Computing

Seyon Sivarajah (Quantinuum)

We present Tierkreis, a higher-order data�ow graph program representation and runtime designed

for compositional, quantum-classical hybrid algorithms. The design of the system is motivated by

the remote nature of quantum computers, the need for hybrid algorithms to involve cloud and

distributed computing, and the long-running nature of these algorithms. The graph-based

representation re�ects how designers reason about and visualize algorithms, and allows automatic

parallelism and asynchronicity. A strong, static type system and higher-order semantics allow for

high expressivity and compositionality in the program. The �exible runtime protocol enables third-

party developers to add functionality using any language or environment. With Tierkreis, quantum

software developers can easily build, visualize, verify, test, and debug complex hybrid work�ows,

and immediately deploy them to the cloud or a custom distributed environment.

Automated Quantum Memory Compilation with Improved Dynamic Range

Aviraj Sinha (Southern Methodist University)

https://events.cels.anl.gov/event/273/


Emerging quantum algorithms that process data require that classical input data be represented as

a quantum state. These data-processing algorithms often follow the gate model of quantum

computing---which requires qubits to be initialized to a basis state, typically |0> ---and thus often

employ state generation circuits to transform the initialized basis state to a data-representation

state. There are many ways to encode classical data in a qubit, and the oft-applied approach of

basis encoding does not allow optimization to the extent that other variants do. In this work, we

thus consider automatic synthesis of addressable, quantum read-only memory (QROM) circuits,

which act as data-encoding state-generation circuits. We investigate three data encoding

approaches, one of which we introduce to provide improved dynamic range and precision. We

present experimental results that compare these encoding methods for QROM synthesis to better

understand the implications of and applications for each.

Exploring Non-Linear Programming Formulations in QuantumCircuitOpt for Optimal Circuit

Design

Harsha Nagarajan (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL))

The theoretical gains promised by quantum computing remain unrealized across practical

applications given the limitations of current hardware. But the gap between theory and hardware is

closing, assisted by developments in quantum algorithmic modeling. One such recent development

is QuantumCircuitOpt (QCOpt), an open-source software framework that leverages commercial

optimization-based solvers to �nd provably optimal compact circuit decompositions, which are

exact up to global phase and machine precision. While such circuit design problems can be posed

using non-linear, non-convex constraints, QCOpt implements a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming

model, where non-linear constraints are reformulated using well-known linearization techniques. In

this work, we instead explore whether the QCOpt model could be effective with continuous Non-

Linear Programming (NLP) formulations. We are able to present not only multiple potential

enhancements to QCOpt's run times, but also opportunities for more generally exploring the

behavior of gradient-based NLP solvers.

Quantum Computing Software – Morning Break

Neural Network Accelerator for Quantum Control

A. Baris Ozguler (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory)

Ef�cient quantum control is necessary for practical quantum computing implementations with

current technologies. Conventional algorithms for determining optimal control parameters are



computationally expensive, largely excluding them from use outside of the simulation. Existing

hardware solutions structured as lookup tables are imprecise and costly. By designing a machine

learning model to approximate the results of traditional tools, a more ef�cient method can be

produced. Such a model can then be synthesized into a hardware accelerator for use in quantum

systems. We demonstrate a machine learning algorithm for predicting optimal pulse parameters.

This algorithm is lightweight enough to �t on a low-resource FPGA and perform inference with a

latency of 175 ns and pipeline interval of 5 ns with > 0.99 gate �delity. In the long term, such an

accelerator could be used near quantum computing hardware where traditional computers cannot

operate, enabling quantum control at a reasonable cost at low latencies.

Rotation-Inspired Circuit Cut Optimization

Tor Aamodt (University of British Columbia)

Recent works have demonstrated that large quantum circuits can be cut and decomposed into

smaller clusters of quantum circuits with fewer qubits that can be executed independently on a

small quantum computer. Classical post-processing then combines the results from each cluster to

reconstruct the output of the original quantum circuit. However, the runtime for such hybrid

quantum-classical algorithms is exponential in the number of cuts on a circuit. We propose

Rotation-Inspired Circuit Cut Optimization (RICCO), an alternative method which reduces the post-

processing overhead of circuit cutting, at the cost of solving optimization problem. RICCO

introduces unitary rotations at cut locations to rotate the quantum state such that expectation

values with respect to one set of observables are maximized and others are set to zero. We

demonstrate practical application of RICCO to VQE by classically simulating a small instance of

VQE and comparing it to one of the existing circuit-cutting methods.

A Compiler for Universal Photonic Quantum Computers

Tobias Guggemos (University of Vienna)

Photons are natural resources in quantum information, and the last decade showed signi�cant

progress in high-quality single photon generation and detection. Furthermore, photonic qubits are

easy to manipulate and do not require particularly strongly sealed environments, making them an

appealing platform for QC. With the one-way model, the vision of universal and large-scale QCs

based on photonics becomes feasible. In one-way computing, the input state is not an initial

product state |0>^n, but a so-called cluster state. A series of measurements on the cluster state's

individual qubits and their temporal order, together with a feed-forward procedure, determine the

quantum circuit to be executed. We propose a pipeline to convert a QASM circuit into a graph

representation named measurement-graph (m-graph), that can be directly translated to hardware

instructions on an optical one-way QC. Additionally, we optimize the graph using ZX-Calculus

before evaluating the execution on an experimental discrete variable photonic platform.



Predicting the Optimizability for Work�ow Decisions

Burak Mete (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre)

With the rapid advancement of quantum technologies, the integration between classical and

quantum computing systems is an active area of research critical to future development. The

coupling between these systems requires both to be as ef�cient as possible. One of the key

elements to increase ef�ciency on the quantum side is circuit optimization. The goal is to execute

the circuit on the desired hardware in less time and with less complexity, thereby reducing the

impact of noise on the quantum system. However, the optimization process does not guarantee to

generate improved results, yet it is always a computationally highly complex task that can create

signi�cant load for the classical computing side. To mitigate this problem, we propose a novel

approach to predict the optimizability of any circuit using a Machine Learning-based algorithm

within the decision work�ow. This optimizes the most suitable circuits thereby increasing ef�ciency

of the optimization process itself.

Quantum Computing Software – Lunch Break

Featured Speaker

Fred Chong (University of Chicago)

A Q# Implementation of a Quantum Lookup Table for Quantum Arithmetic Functions

Rajiv Krishnakumar (Goldman Sachs Inc)

We present Q# implementations for arbitrary �xed-point arithmetic operations for a gate-based

quantum computer based on lookup tables (LUT). In general, this is an inef�cient way of

implementing a function since the number of inputs can be large or even in�nite. However, if the

input domain can be bounded and there can be some error tolerance in the output (both of which

are often the case in practical use-cases), the quantum LUT implementation of certain quantum

arithmetic functions can be more ef�cient than their corresponding reversible arithmetic

implementations. We discuss the implementation of the LUT using Q#, show examples of how to

use the LUT to implement quantum arithmetic functions, and compare the resources required for

the implementation with the current state-of-the-art bespoke implementations of exponential and

Gaussian functions.

Automated Error Mitigation Based on Probabilistic Error Reduction



Benjamin McDonough (Yale University)

Current quantum computers suffer from noise that prohibits extracting useful results directly from

longer computations. The �gure of merit is often an expectation value, which experiences a noise

induced bias. A systematic way to remove such bias is probabilistic error cancellation (PEC). PEC

requires noise characterization and introduces an exponential sampling overhead. 

Probabilistic error reduction (PER) is a related method that systematically reduces the overhead. In

combination with zero-noise extrapolation, PER can yield expectation values with an accuracy

comparable to PEC. We present an automated quantum error mitigation software framework that

includes noise tomography and application of PER to user-speci�ed circuits. We provide a multi-

platform Python package that implements a recently developed Pauli noise tomography technique

and exploits a noise scaling method to carry out PER. We also provide software that leverages a

previously developed toolchain, employing PyGSTi for gate set tomography and Mitiq for PER.

Quantum Computing Software – Afternoon Break

Exploiting In-Constraint Energy in Constrained Variational Quantum Optimization

Tianyi Hao (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL); University of Wisconsin, Madison)

A central challenge of applying near-term quantum optimization algorithms to industrially relevant

problems is the need to incorporate complex constraints. In general, such constraints cannot be

easily encoded in the circuit, and the quantum circuit measurement outcomes are not guaranteed to

respect the constraints. Therefore, the optimization must trade off the in-constraint probability and

the quality of the in-constraint solution by adding a penalty for constraint violation into the

objective. We propose a new approach for solving constrained optimization problems with

unconstrained, easy-to-implement quantum ansätze. Our method leverages the in-constraint

energy as the objective and adds a lower-bound constraint on the in-constraint probability to the

optimizer. We demonstrate signi�cant gains in solution quality over directly optimizing the

penalized energy. We implement our method in QVoice, a Python package that interfaces with

Qiskit for quick prototyping in simulators and on quantum hardware.

Memory-Ef�cient Differentiable Programming for Quantum Optimal Control of Discrete

Lattices

Xian Wang (University of California, Riverside), Sri Hari Krishna Narayanan (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL))



Quantum optimal control problems are typically solved by gradient-based algorithms such as

GRAPE, which suffer from exponential growth in storage with increasing number of qubits and

linear growth in memory requirements with increasing number of time steps. Employing QOC for

discrete lattice reveals that these memory requirements are a barrier for simulating large models or

long time spans. We employ a nonstandard differentiable programming approach that signi�cantly

reduces the memory requirements at the cost of a reasonable amount of recomputation. The

approach exploits invertibility properties of the unitary matrices to reverse the computation during

back-propagation. We have created a QOC software in the differentiable programming framework

JAX that implements this approach, and demonstrate its effectiveness for lattice gauge theory.

Stochastic Approach For Simulating Quantum Noise Using Tensor Networks

William Berquist (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Houston), Yuri Alexeev

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago)

Noisy quantum simulation is challenging since one has to take into account the stochastic nature of

the process. The dominating method for it is the density matrix approach. In this paper, we evaluate

conditions for which this method is inferior to a substantially simpler way of simulation. Our

approach uses stochastic ensembles of quantum circuits, where random alterations are applied to

original quantum gates to represent random errors. We show that our stochastic simulation error is

relatively low even for large numbers of qubits. We implemented this approach as a part of the

QTensor package. While usual density matrix simulations on average hardware are challenging at

n>15, we show that for up to n<=30, it is possible to run embarrassingly parallel simulations with

<1% error. By using the tensor slicing technique, we hope to simulate up to 100 qubit QAOA

circuits with high depth using supercomputers.

Panel Discussion and Conclusion

Yuri Alexeev (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Dmitry Lyakh (NVIDIA Corporation), Wibe de

Jong (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Travis Humble (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL)), Hausi Muller (University of Victoria, British Columbia), Anders Petersson

(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Yuri Alexeev (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Workshop on Latest Advances in Scalable Algorithms for Large-Scale

Heterogeneous Systems (ScalAH'22)

Session Description: Novel hybrid scalable scienti�c algorithms are needed with the advent of

variety of novel accelerators including GPUs, FPGAs as well as with the growth of the size of the



Quantum Computing Devices and neuromorphic chips and various AI speci�c processors. This

myriad of devices requires a uni�ed approach that allows ef�cient and scalable hybrid approaches

combining classical and novel computing paradigms to be implemented at scale. These extreme-

scale heterogeneous systems require these novel scienti�c algorithms to hide the complexity, hide

network and memory latency, have advanced communication, and have no synchronization points

where possible. With the advent of AI in the past few years, the need of such scalable

mathematical methods and algorithms for such hybrid architectures that are able to handle data

and compute intensive applications at scale becomes even more important. Workshop Website

Invited Talk: Opportunities for Neuromorphic Computing Co-Processors

Catherine Schuman (University of Tennessee)

Neuromorphic computing is a popular technology for the future of computing. Much of the focus in

neuromorphic computing research and development has focused on new architectures, devices,

and materials, rather than in the software, algorithms, and applications of these systems. In this

talk, I will overview the �eld of neuromorphic computing with a particular focus on challenges and

opportunities in using neuromorphic computers as co-processors. I will discuss neuromorphic

applications for both machine learning and non-machine learning use cases.

Implementing Asynchronous Jacobi Iteration on GPUs

Yu-Hsiang Tsai (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology)

Computation on architectures that feature �ne-grained parallelism requires algorithms that

overcome load imbalance, inef�cient memory accesses, serialization, and excessive synchronization.

In this paper, we explore an algorithm that completely removes the need for synchronization but

allows for asynchronous updates in the spirit of chaotic relaxation. Methods of this type have been

identi�ed as highly competitive for computations on exascale machines, but practical

implementations for GPU platforms featuring extreme parallelism levels are a scarce resource. We

present an asynchronous Richardson iteration optimized for high-end GPUs, demonstrate the

superiority of the algorithm over a highly tuned synchronous Richardson iteration, and deploy the

algorithm as production-ready implementation in the Ginkgo open source library. The ideas

presented here on the algorithm design, implementation, and performance can help guide the

design of other asynchronous algorithms on GPUs.

GPU Optimization of Lattice Boltzmann Method with Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter

Toshiyuki Imamura (RIKEN)

The ensemble data assimilation of computational �uid dynamics simulations based on the lattice

Boltzmann method (LBM) and the local ensemble transform Kalman �lter (LETKF) is implemented

and optimized on a GPU supercomputer based on NVIDIA A100 GPUs. To connect the LBM and

LETKF parts, data transpose communication is optimized by overlapping computation, �le I/O, and

https://www.csm.ornl.gov/srt/conferences/Scala/2022


communication based on data dependency in each LETKF kernel. In two dimensional forced

isotropic turbulence simulations with the ensemble size of M=64 and the number of grid points of

N_x=128^2, the optimized implementation achieved x3.80 speedup from the naive

implementation, in which the LETKF part is not parallelized. The main computing kernel of the local

problem is the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of M x M real symmetric dense matrices, which is

computed by a newly developed batched EVD in EigenG. The batched EVD in EigenG outperforms

that in cuSOLVER, and x65.3 speedup was achieved.

ScalAH – Morning Break

Invited Talk: Heterogeneous Computing Challenges and Opportunities

Kirk Jordan (IBM TJ Watson Research Center)

This is a particularly disruptive time for the development of future computing systems, and the next

10 years will see some very fundamental shifts in how those systems are architected and

deployed. With the emergence of Heterogeneous Computing including AI and Quantum, we are

seeing an explosive growth in computational techniques be supported on future computing

systems and in computing solutions to support those techniques. In this talk we will present those

opportunities and challenges, and we’ll offer thoughts on the implications for future systems

designs both at the hardware and software levels.

Scalable Finite-Element Viscoelastic Crustal Deformation Analysis Accelerated with Data-

Driven Method

Kohei Fujita (University of Tokyo, RIKEN)

Targeting viscoelastic crustal deformation analysis, we develop a scalable unstructured implicit

�nite-element solver accelerated by a data-driven method. Here, we combine a data-driven

predictor, that uses past time step data for estimating high-accuracy initial solutions, and a multi-

grid based conjugate gradient solver for ef�cient solving of the remaining errors. When compared

to using a standard initial solution predictor on a block Jacobi-preconditioned conjugate gradient

solver, a 3.19-fold speedup was attained by using the data-driven predictor, and combination with

a multi-grid solver attained a total speedup of 76.8-fold on Fugaku. Furthermore, as the

computation of the data-driven predictor is localized and can be conducted without communication

between computation nodes, the solver attained high weak scalability ef�ciency of 78.5% up to

73728 compute nodes of Fugaku, leading to 6.88% FP64 peak ef�ciency for the whole application.

Such development is also expected to be useful for accelerating other PDE-based time evolution

problems.



MARs: Memory Access Rearrangements in Open MPI

Yicheng Li (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory)

The datatype engine in Message Passing Interface (MPI) libraries supports the communication layer

by handling the transfer of non-contiguous datatypes. Basic datatypes (integer, �oat, etc.) serve as

building blocks for more complex, and potentially non-contiguous, derived datatypes. In this

context, the datatype engine facilitates the description of complex datatypes and provides an

ef�cient and portable interface between complex types and the network communication layer. In

this paper, we focus on the Open MPI datatype engine with its compact type representations and

pipeline techniques used to hide communication latency. We identi�ed cases where the current

datatype representation is sub-optimal and provide an alternative based on range descriptions and

Memory Access Rearrangements (MARs) for more ef�cient pack/unpack operations. As a result, we

obtain a performance improvement between 1.2x and 3.2x compared to the current datatype

description in Open MPI.

ScalAH – Lunch Break

Invited Talk: Hybrid AI/HPC Approaches for Next Generation Multi-Trillion-Parameter Models

Phil Brown (Graphcore)

We live in a world where large-scale systems for machine intelligence are increasingly being used

to solve complex problems in scienti�c research. A convergence of machine learning model

adoption alongside classical algorithms, purpose-built scale-out systems availability in the cloud

and maturing software ecosystems is paving the way for an exponential increase in the size of ML

models being deployed at scale by research institutions. Models with trillions of parameters are not

too far out in the future. New hybrid systems combining both classical and AI approaches will be

required to meet the needs of these large-scale algorithms.

In this session, Graphcore will reveal how Intelligence Processing Unit (IPU) systems, purpose built

for AI and particularly well suited to hybrid AI/HPC workloads, have been designed to tackle these

compute scale-out challenges. This technology allows researchers to start small and then

seamlessly scale to tackle mega-models, preparing them for the multi-trillion-parameter model era.

Threshold Pivoting for Dense LU Factorization

Neil Lindquist (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory)



LU factorization is a key approach for solving large, dense systems of linear equations. Partial row

pivoting is commonly used to ensure numerical stability; however, the data movement needed for

the row interchanges can reduce performance. To improve this, we propose using threshold

pivoting to �nd pivots almost as good as those selected by partial pivoting but that result in less

data movement. Our theoretical analysis bounds the element growth similarly to partial pivoting;

however, it also shows that the growth of threshold pivoting for a given matrix cannot be bounded

by that of partial pivoting and vice versa. Additionally, we experimentally tested the approach on

the Summit supercomputer. Threshold pivoting improved performance by up to 32% without a

signi�cant effect on accuracy. For a more aggressive con�guration with up to one digit of accuracy

lost, the improvement was as high as 44%.

Mixed-Precision Algorithm for Finding Selected Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of Symmetric

and Hermitian Matrices

Piotr Luszczek (University of Tennessee)

The multi-precision methods commonly follow approximate-iterate scheme by �rst obtaining the

approximate solution from a low-precision factorization and solve. Then, they iteratively re�ne the

solution to the desired accuracy that is often as high as what is possible with traditional

approaches. While targeting symmetric/Hermitian eigenvalue problems of the form Ax=(lambda)x,

we revisited the SICE algorithm by applying the Sherman-Morrison formula on the diagonally-

shifted tridiagonal systems, we propose an updated SICE-SM algorithm. We exploited

asynchronous scheduling techniques to take advantage of the new computational graph enabled

by the use of mixed-precision in the eigensolver. By incorporating the latest two-stage algorithms

from the PLASMA and MAGMA software libraries for numerical linear algebra, we achieved up to

3.6x speedup using the mixed-precision eigensolver with the blocked SICE-SM algorithm for

iterative re�nement when compared with full double complex precision solvers for the cases with a

portion of eigenvalues and eigenvectors requested.

ScalAH – Afternoon Break

Invited Talk: Scalable Deep Learning Algorithms for Scienti�c Applications on Leadership

Class Computing Systems

Brian Van Essen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

In this talk, we will discuss the challenges and opportunities for implementing deep learning

algorithms at scale for scienti�c applications on leadership class HPC systems. Using examples

drawn from multiple application areas we will see how challenges created by algorithmic



complexity as well as multiple aspects of large data lend themselves to parallelization schemes.

Additionally, we will explore what are the implications and demands for existing and upcoming AI

accelerators.

Invited Talk: Hybrid AI/HPC Approaches and Linear Algebra

Nahid Emad (University of Paris Saclay/Versailles)

We present a brief overview of machine learning techniques and show that certain methods of

linear algebra such as the eigenvalue problem or more generally singular value decomposition

constitute the foundations of these techniques. We consider some examples of applications by

highlighting the essential role of these methods. The ever-increasing production of data requires

new methodological and technological approaches to meet the challenge of their effective

analyzes. A new machine learning approach based on the Unite and Conquer methods will be

presented. This intrinsically parallel and scalable technique can be implemented with synchronous

or asynchronous communications. Experimental results, demonstrating the interest of the approach

for an effective analysis of data in the case of clustering and anomaly detection will be presented.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Women in HPC: Diversifying the HPC Community and Engaging Male Allies

Session Description: The twelfth international Women in HPC workshop will be held at SC22,

Dallas, USA with the goal of celebrating success of women in HPC, recruitment and mentoring of

women in the workforce. The WHPC workshop series has become the leading event on improving

equity, diversity and inclusion, providing all attendees, irrespective of their gender, with the skills to

thrive in the workplace and the information to build frameworks for diverse recruitment and

retention policies and actions. WHPC@SC22 we will focus on the following topics: - Maintaining

connections in a remote working world - Driving career growth in a distributed world - Avoiding

home and work life collisions and establishing coping strategies - Establishing a framework to

unlock successful career change - How to embrace and bene�t from diversity, equity and inclusion

in the workplace - Raising mental health awareness in the workplace We will also include short

lightning talks by women working in HPC. Workshop Website

WHPC-SC22 – Welcome

Mozhgan Kabiri chimeh (NVIDIA Corporation)

WHPC-SC22 – Distinguished Speaker

Trish Damkroger (Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE))

https://womeninhpc.org/events/sc-2022


WHPC-SC22 – Morning Break

WHPC-SC22 – Invited Talk: Promoting the Visibility of Women in the HPC Community

Kate Carter (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Cristin Merritt (Alces Flight Ltd, UK), Alan

Real (Durham University, England)

WHPC-SC22 – Panel

Kate Carter (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Alan Real (Durham University, England),

Cristin Merritt (Alces Flight Ltd, UK), Elsa Gonsiorowski (Lawerence Livermore National Laboratory

(LLNL))

WHPC-SC22 – Lunch Break

WHPC-SC22 – Lightning Talks Intro

Mozhgan Kabiri chimeh (NVIDIA Corporation), Mariam Umar (Intel Corporation)

SUGAR: Speeding Up GPGPU Application Resilience Estimation with Input Sizing

Lishan Yang (George Mason University (GMU))

As Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are becoming a de facto solution for accelerating a wide

range of applications, their reliable operation is becoming increasingly important. One major

challenge is to accurately measure GPGPU application error resilience. A typical GPGPU application

spawns a huge number of threads and utilizes a large amount of potentially unreliable compute

and memory resources available on the GPUs. As the number of possible fault locations can be in

the billions, evaluating every fault and examining its effect on the application error resilience is

impractical. Application resilience is evaluated via extensive fault injection campaigns based on



sampling of an extensive fault site space. Typically, the larger the input of the GPGPU application,

the longer the experimental campaign. We devise a methodology, SUGAR (Speeding Up GPGPU

Application Resilience Estimation with input sizing), that dramatically speeds up the evaluation of

GPGPU application error resilience by judicious input sizing.

QuickSilver: A Distributed Policy Driven Data Management System

Anjus George (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Large scale parallel �le systems with multiple storage tiers require policy driven data management

to facilitate ef�cient storage and access of large-scale data. However, management of data across

the tiers is challenging due to the massive scale of data being stored. In this talk, we present our

initial work on QuickSilver, a light-weight �exible distributed policy engine. QuickSilver is

composed of many single-purpose agents that handle tasks such as gathering �le metadata,

enforcing policy decisions, and executing policy actions like purging or data migration. These agents

are designed to communicate using distributed message queues, while maintaining minimal state

information. We will discuss the architectural details of the policy engine and its use of message

queues to enable scaling. Examples of the initial implementation will be shown with preliminary

performance numbers. Since this project is in its infancy, we will also discuss our plans for future

work and areas of improvement.

Classi�cation and Protection of Critical Weights in CNNs

Anna Schmedding (College of William & Mary)

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are being incorporated into many image-based tasks across

a variety of domains. Some of these tasks are real-world safety critical tasks such as object

detection and lane line detection for self-driving cars. These applications have strict safety

requirements and must be able guarantee the reliable operation of the network. We propose a

selective triplication of important parts of the network determined via weight pruning

methodologies in order to maintain a reliable CNN in environments that may be resource-limited.

Performance Optimizations within GPU Memory Constraints in Nyx Cosmology Code

Jean Sexton (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

The Nyx cosmology code is used to simulate the formation of large scale structure in Lyα
simulations of the universe. As the dark matter particles begin clustering, the cost of a single time

step grows due to the load imbalance. These highly clustered regions can also prohibit �tting the

entire problem in GPU HBM. If the entire problem does not �t on the HBM, Nyx should use

managed memory, and the cost of each time step becomes dependent on the host-device memory

bandwidth. This also imposes dynamic restrictions on the best domain decomposition for other

physic components such as the heating-cooling and the hydrodynamics solve.



In this talk, we will focus on different performance characteristics of Nyx when constrained by load

imbalance and the GPU memory capacity, as well as the current approach in Nyx to optimizing this.

Problem Solving Environment and Compiler Optimizations for High Performance Particle-

Mesh Numerical Simulations

Nesrine Khouzami (Technical University Dresden)

We present OpenPME (Open Particle-Mesh Environment), a Problem Solving Environment (PSE)

which provides a Domain Speci�c Language (DSL) built atop a domain model general enough to

write numerical simulations in scienti�c computing using particle-mesh abstractions. This helps to

close the productivity gap in HPC applications and effectively lowers the programming barrier to

enable the smooth implementation of scalable simulations. OpenPME programs are lowered to

generate high-performant C++ code through a sequence of compiler model-to-model

transformations. We also introduce a model-based autotuning approach of discretization methods

for OpenPME compiler. We evaluate the autotuner in two diffusion test cases and the results show

that we consistently �nd con�gurations that outperform those found by state-of-the-art general-

purpose autotuners.

Optimizing the Bruck Algorithm for All-to-All Communication

Ke Fan (University of Alabama, Birmingham)

In this work, we focus on ef�ciently generalizing the Bruck algorithm to non-uniform all-to-all data

exchange. We present two alternative techniques for extending the Bruck algorithm to support

non-uniform data distributions: padded Bruck and two-phase Bruck. In padded Bruck, we convert

the non-uniform communication pattern into a uniform one by padding data messages into equal-

sized buffers. Our other implementation, the two-phase Bruck, uses a meta-data exchange phase

and a monolithic working buffer to facilitate non-uniform all-to-all data exchange. Moreover, we

also performed experimental investigation of the tunable Bruck algorithm with varying radix-r. We

demonstrated that the Bruck algorithm with r = sqrt(P) (P : total number of processes) is the most

effective in most cases.

Runtime Solutions to HPC Applications' Dynamic Imbalance

Cassandra Rocha Barbosa (Atos)

The scienti�c applications in HPC can use MPI and another runtime in the same execution to

communicate between processes and for intra-node orchestration. However, with these

developments it can be dif�cult to use all resources of a supercomputer as some load imbalance

may appear during an execution. This abstract presents methods to use more ef�ciently resources

in case of two types of load imbalance with minimal impact on application's code. The �rst method



dynamically detects load imbalance and balance the computation by redistributing OpenMP

threads between MPI processes local to the node. With this method an improvement of up to 30\%

can be observed for MiniFE. The second method aims at harnessing the unused cores during the

execution to compute another application at the same time. The preliminary results show a gain

with this second method but with some impact on the �rst application.

WHPC-SC22 – Interactive Networking Session/Open Discussion

Manisha Salve (BeeGFS, ThinkParQ)

WHPC-SC22 – Afternoon Break

WHPC-SC22 – Invited Talks: Tools to Level Up Your Career and Personal Well-Being

Helena Liebelt (Deggendorf Institute of Technology, Germany), Jay Lofstead (Sandia National

Laboratories), AJ Laurer (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Fernanda Foertter

(Voltron Data)

WHPC-SC22 – Final Remarks

Gokcen Kestor (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL))

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

ExaMPI: Workshop on Exascale MPI

Session Description: The aim of this workshop is to bring together researchers and developers to

present and discuss innovative algorithms and concepts in the message passing programming

model and to create a forum for open and potentially controversial discussions on the future of MPI

in the Exascale era and beyond. Workshop Website

Welcome and Introduction

Whit Schonbein (Sandia National Laboratories)

https://sites.google.com/site/workshopexampi/


Challenges for MPI in Its Third Decade

William Gropp (University of Illinois)

MPI has been very successful, evolving from a parallel programming model for single process per

core and node to the dominant internode programming model for HPC applications on today's

clusters and extreme scale systems. As MPI approaches its third decade in 2024, what are the

challenges to be addressed and changes to be made in MPI? This talk will discuss some of issues

facing MPI, with examples from remote memory, I/O, and accelerator-rich nodes.

Exascale MPI – Morning Break

MPI-0: Toward Composable, Minimal MPI-Next Middleware and Footprints for the Next

Decade

Tony Skjellum (University of Tennessee, Chattanooga)

This talk considers building a from-scratch speci�cation and implementations of a message passing

parallel programming interface and standard, conceptually akin to MPI, but built with Occam's razor

in mind and without legacy concerns or 100% backward compatibility. It will be aimed to be

divided between a) a small, performant core (with scalability and performance ideally better than

MPI-5 on its evolutionary trajectory), and b) backward compatible interfaces to allow existing MPI-

4 applications to be used (with performance and scalability no worse than today). MPI-0 would be

a small core subset of MPI concepts and capabilities, re-envisaged from the ground up with strong

attention to resources, heterogeneity of the nodes, concurrency within the MPI, and deep

application optimization. This strategy may offer an effective, new way to think of about "thin

middleware" for the next decade of message-passing-based parallel programming for the

exascale-plus era. The C++ language will serve as a core speci�cation and likely implementation

language for such middleware, with C and modern Fortran bindings delivered as part of backward

compatibility (possibly with normative headers de�ned by the standards body). The ability to

deliver primitive QoS, strong progress, and support integration with other programming models will

be considered. A stackable model of Core+non-core-specs will enable procurements, applications,

and implementations to focus �rst on highly ef�cient pro�les that have recognized features and

boundaries, again in recognition that many applications use but little of MPI's functions and

concepts. How tools would �t in, and potential ABI compatibility, likely via a normative C layer, will

be mentioned just a little bit.

Compiler-Enabled Optimization of Persistent MPI Operations



Tim Jammer (Technical University Darmstadt)

MPI also includes persistent operations, which specify recurring communication patterns. The idea

is that the usage of those operations can result in a performance bene�t compared to the standard

non-blocking communication. But in current MPI implementations this performance bene�t is not

really observable. We determine the message envelope matching as one of the causes of overhead.

As persistent MPI requests can be used multiple times, the compiler can, in some cases, prove that

message matching is only needed for the �rst occurrence and can be entirely skipped for

subsequent usages.

We present the required compiler analysis and an implementation of a communication scheme that

skips the message envelope matching. This allows us to substantially reduce the communication

overhead that cannot be overlapped with computation. Using the Intel IMB-ASYNC Benchmark, we

can see a communication overhead reduction of up to 95% for larger message sizes.

Improving Communication Asynchrony and Concurrency for Adaptive MPI Endpoints

Sam White (University of Illinois)

Thread-based MPI runtimes, which associate private communication contexts or endpoints with

each thread, rather than sharing a single context across a multithreaded process, have been

proposed as an alternative to MPI's traditional multithreading models. Adaptive MPI is one such

implementation, and in this work we identify and overcome shortcomings in its support for point-

to-point communication. We examine also the consequences of MPI's messaging semantics on its

runtime and investigate how its design can be improved for applications that do not require the full

messaging semantics. We show that the issues for AMPI reduce to similar problems �rst identi�ed

in the context of ef�cient MPI+X support. Our focus is on enhancing AMPI's support for asynchrony

and concurrency while still optimizing for communication locality through a novel locality-aware

message matching scheme. We compare performance with and without the relaxed messaging

semantics and our associated optimizations.

Exascale MPI – Lunch Break

Accelerating Data Serialization/Deserialization Protocols with In-Network Compute

Shiyi Cao (ETH Zürich)

Ef�cient data communication is a major goal for scalable and cost-effective use of datacenter and

HPC system resources. To let applications communicate ef�ciently, exchanged data must be



serialized at the source and deserialized at the destination. The serialization/deserialization process

enables exchanging data in a language- and machine-independent format. However,

serialization/deserialization overheads can negatively impact application performance. For example,

a server within a microservice framework must deserialize all incoming requests before invoking the

respective microservices. We show how data deserialization can be of�oaded to fully

programmable SmartNICs and performed on the data path, on a per-packet basis. This solution

avoids intermediate memory copies, enabling on-the-�y deserialization. We showcase our

approach by of�oading Google Protocol Buffers, a widely used framework to serialize/deserialize

data. We show through microservice throughput modeling how we can improve the overall

throughput by pipelining the deserialization and actual application activities with PsPIN.

IPMPI: Improved MPI Communication Logger

Preeti Malakar (Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Kanpur)

Most parallel pro�lers reveal only the MPI point-to-point communication patterns in a

communication matrix. However, this may lead to sub-optimal process mapping due to incomplete

information about the application communications. In this work, we have developed a pro�ler,

IPMPI, that reveals the complete communication information including collective communications.

We compare the results of two recent process mapping tools, TopoMatch and LPMS, with and

without the input from IPMPI. We have run six applications and benchmarks such as ROMS,

LAMMPS, DFT, HPCG, miniAMR and miniFE on two supercomputers and our shared department

cluster. We observed a maximum average gain between 5.7 - 8.6% across these systems.

Exascale MPI – Afternoon Break

MPI Continuations

Joseph Schuchart (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory)

Panel: Interoperability and Support for Heterogeneity in Hardware and Software

Joseph Schuchart (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory), Maria Garzaran

(Intel Corporation), Tony Skjellum (University of Tennessee), Matthew Dosanjh (Sandia National

Laboratories)



8:30 am - 5:00 pm

2022 International Workshop on Performance Portability and Productivity

(P3HPC)

Session Description: The aim of this workshop is to bring together developers and researchers

with an interest in practical solutions, technologies, tools and methodologies that enable the

development of performance-portable applications across a diverse set of current and future

high‑performance computers. We draw from a broad research audience that includes standard

languages and runtimes, algorithmic techniques, tools, libraries and non‑standard techniques such

as domain-speci�c languages. We also expect to see submissions from application teams

documenting their experiences, good and bad, and those developing metrics and measurement

techniques for performance portability and productivity. This workshop has a proven track record of

playing a shepherding role for the broader community in identifying and adapting to technology

trends while fostering increased transparency and rigor for performance, portability and

productivity. The importance of this role will only increase with the growing diversity and scope of

hardware and software platforms, including more-complex work�ows and data center scale.

Workshop Website

A Decade of Performance Portability: Lessons Learned

Christian Trott (Sandia National Laboratories)

Heterogeneous Programming for the Homogeneous Majority

Tom Deakin (University of Bristol)

In order to take advantage of the burgeoning diversity in processors at the frontier of

supercomputing, the HPC community is migrating and improving codes to utilize heterogeneous

nodes, where accelerators, principally GPUs, are highly prevalent in top-tier supercomputer

designs. Programs therefore need to embrace at least some of the complexities of heterogeneous

architectures. Parallel programming models have evolved to express heterogeneous paradigms

whilst providing mechanisms for writing portable, performant programs. History shows that

technologies �rst introduced at the frontier percolate down to local workhorse systems. However,

we expect there will always be a mix of systems, some heterogeneous, but some remaining as

homogeneous CPU systems. Thus it is important to ensure codes adapted for heterogeneous

systems continue to run ef�ciently on CPUs. In this study, we explore how well widely used

heterogeneous programming models perform on CPU-only platforms, and survey the performance

portability they offer on the latest CPU architectures.

Leveraging Compiler-Based Translation to Evaluate a Diversity of Exascale Platforms

https://p3hpc.org/workshop/2022/


Jacob Lambert (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)

Accelerator-based heterogeneous computing is the de facto standard in current and upcoming

exascale machines. These heterogeneous resources empower computational scientists to select a

machine or platform well-suited to their domain or applications. However, this diversity of machines

also poses challenges related to programming model selection: inconsistent availability of

programming models across different exascale systems, lack of performance portability for those

programming models that do span several systems, and inconsistent performance between

different models on a single platform. We explore these challenges on exascale-similar hardware,

including AMD MI100 and Nvidia A100 GPUs. By extending the source-to-source compiler

OpenARC, we demonstrate the power of automated translation of applications written in a single

front-end programming model (OpenACC) into a variety of back-end models (OpenMP, OpenCL,

CUDA, HIP) that span the upcoming exascale environments. This translation enables us to compare

performance within and across devices and to analyze programming model behavior with pro�ling

tools.

P3HPC – Morning Break

Understanding Strong Scaling on GPUs Using Empirical Performance Saturation Size

David Eberius (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

The roo�ine model provides a concise overview of the maximum performance capabilities of a

given computer system through a combination of peak memory bandwidth and compute

performance rates. The increasing complexity of scheduling and caches in recent GPUs, however,

has introduced complicated performance variability that is not captured by arithmetic intensity

alone. This work examines the effect of problem size and GPU launch con�gurations on roo�ine

performance for V100, A100, MI100, and MI250X graphics processing units. We introduce an

extended roo�ine model that takes problem size into account, and �nd that strong scaling on GPUs

can be characterized by “saturation problem sizes” as additional key metrics. Saturation problem

sizes break up a plot of GPU performance vs. problem size into three distinct performance regimes–

size-limited, cache-bound, and DRAM-bound. With our extended roo�ine model, we are able to

provide a robust view of these performance regimes across recent GPU architectures.

Portable and Ef�cient Dense Linear Algebra in the Beginning of the Exascale Era

Asim YarKhan (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory)

The SLATE project is implementing a distributed dense linear algebra library for highly-scalable



distributed-memory accelerator-based computer systems. The goal is to provide a library that can

easily be ported to different hardware (CPUs, GPUs, accelerators) and will provide high

performance for machines into the future. Current ports include CPUs, CUDA, ROCm, and oneAPI.

We achieve both performance and portability by leveraging several layers and abstractions,

including OpenMP tasks to track data dependencies, MPI for distributed communication, and the

BLAS++ and LAPACK++ libraries developed as a portable layer across vendor-optimized CPU and

GPU BLAS and LAPACK functionality. We rely on the C++ standard library and templating to

reduce code duplication for better maintainability. The few kernels not present in BLAS are

implemented in CUDA, HIP, and OpenMP target of�oad, and are easily ported to new platforms.

Exploiting Dynamic Sparse Matrices for Performance Portable Linear Algebra Operations

Christodoulos Stylianou (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC))

Sparse matrices and linear algebra are at the heart of scienti�c simulations. The adoption of

dynamic sparse matrices that can change the underlying data-structure to match the computation

at runtime without introducing prohibitive overheads has the potential of optimizing performance

through dynamic format selection. We introduce Morpheus, a library that provides an ef�cient

abstraction for dynamic sparse matrices. The adoption of dynamic matrices aims to improve the

productivity of developers and end-users who want to take advantage of the optimization

opportunity to improve the performance of their applications, remaining unaware of the format

speci�c details. We demonstrate that by porting HPCG to use Morpheus, and without further code

changes, 1) HPCG can now target heterogeneous environments and 2) the performance of the

SpMV kernel is improved up to 2.5x and 7x on CPUs and GPUs respectively, through runtime

selection of the best format on each MPI process.

Performance Portability of Sparse Block Diagonal Matrix Multiple Vector Multiplications on

GPUs

Khaled Ibrahim (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Chao Yang (Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (LBNL))

The emergence of multiple accelerator based computer architectures and programming models

makes it challenging to achieve performance portability for large-scale scienti�c simulation

software. In this paper, we focus on a sparse block diagonal matrix multiple vector (SpMM)

computational kernel and discuss techniques that can be used to achieve performance portability

on NVIDIA and AMD based accelerators using CUDA, HIP, OpenACC, Kokkos. We show that

performance portability can vary signi�cantly across programming models, GPU architectures, and

problem settings, up to 52x in the explored problems. Our study visits the performance portability

aggregation metric to guide the development and the selection of performance portable variants.

P3HPC – Lunch Break



Performance Portable Vlasov Code with C++ Parallel Algorithm

Yuuichi Asahi (Japan Atomic Energy Agency)

This paper presents the performance portable implementation of a kinetic plasma simulation code

with C++ parallel algorithm to run across multiple CPUs and GPUs. Relying on the language

standard parallelism stdpar and proposed language standard multi-dimensional array support

mdspan, we demonstrate that a performance portable implementation is possible without harming

the readability and productivity. We obtain a good overall performance for a mini-application in the

range of 20% to the Kokkos version on Intel Icelake, NVIDIA V100, and A100 GPUs. Our conclusion

is that stdpar can be a good candidate to develop a performance portable and productive code

targeting the exascale era platform, assuming this approach will be available on AMD and/or Intel

GPUs in the future.

Toward Cross-Platform Portability of Coupled-Cluster Methods with Perturbative Triples

Using SYCL

Abhishek Bagusetty (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Tensor contractions form the fundamental computational operation of computational chemistry and

more notably, these contractions dictate the performance of widely used coupled-cluster (CC)

methods in computational chemistry. In this work, we study a single-source, cross-platform C++

abstraction layer programming model, SYCL for the application related to the computational

chemistry methods such as CCSD(T) coupled-cluster formalism. An existing optimized CUDA

implementation was migrated to SYCL to make use of the novel algorithm that provides tractable

GPU memory needs for solving high-dimensional tensor contractions for accelerating CCSD(T). We

present the cross-platform performance achieved using SYCL implementations for the non-iterative

triples contribution of CCSD(T) formalism which is considered as the performance bottle neck on

Nvidia A100 and AMD Instinct MI250X. Additionally, we also draw comparisons of similar

performance metrics from vendor-based native programming models such as CUDA and ROCm

HIP.

From Task-Based GPU Work Aggregation to Stellar Mergers: Turning Fine-Grained CPU Tasks

into Portable GPU Kernels

Gregor Daiß (University of Stuttgart)

Meeting both scalability and performance portability requirements is a challenge for any HPC

application, especially for adaptively re�ned ones. In Octo-Tiger, an astrophysics application for the



simulation of stellar mergers, we approach this with existing solutions: We employ HPX to obtain

�ne-grained tasks to easily distribute work and �nely overlap communication and computation. For

the computations themselves, we use Kokkos to turn these tasks into compute kernels capable of

running on hardware ranging from a few CPU cores to powerful accelerators. There is a missing

link, however: while the �ne-grained parallelism exposed by HPX is useful for scalability, it can

hinder GPU performance when the tasks become too small to saturate the device, causing low

resource utilization. To bridge this gap, we investigate multiple different GPU work aggregation

strategies within Octo-Tiger, adding one new strategy, and evaluate the node-level performance

impact on recent AMD and NVIDIA GPUs, achieving noticeable speedups.

Piper: Pipelining OpenMP Of�oading Execution through Compiler Optimization for

Performance

Konstantinos Parasyris (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

OpenMP of�oad improves the application development complexity of HPC GPU codes and

provides portability. A source of poor performance is the lockstep execution of data transfers and

computation. Overlapping these operations can provide signi�cant performance gains. However,

the developer must manually slice data transfers and kernel execution, and ef�ciently schedule

these operations for execution, which is a hard and error-prone task.

We propose Piper, an automatic mechanism for OpenMP of�oad to perform overlapping. Piper

statically analyzes of�oad kernels and associates computations with memory locations. The

extended runtime system exploits this analysis information, divides a kernel into independent sub-

tasks, and schedules them for pipelined execution for overlapping. At any point in time, Piper also

controls the coarseness and number of sub-tasks executed. By doing so, Piper allows the execution

of kernels whose memory requirements exceed the GPU device memory. Piper speeds up

execution up to 2.67× compared to OpenMP-of�oad execution.

P3HPC – Afternoon Break

Toward Performance Portability of AI Graphs Using SYCL

Kumudha Narasimhan (Codeplay Software Ltd, UK), Ouadie El Farouki (Codeplay Software Ltd, UK)

The wide adoption of Deep Neural Networks (DNN) has served as an incentive to design and

manufacture powerful and specialized hardware technologies, targeting systems from Edge

devices to Cloud and supercomputers.



While the proposed ONNX as a de facto for AI model description provides the portability of AI

models across various AI frameworks, supporting DNN models on various hardware architectures

remains challenging.

SYCL provides a C++-based portable parallel programming model to target various devices. Thus,

enabling SYCL backend for an AI framework can lead to a hardware-agnostic model for

heterogeneous systems.

This paper proposes a SYCL backend for ONNXRuntime as a possible solution towards the

performance portability of deep learning algorithms. The proposed backend uses existing state-of-

the-art SYCL-DNN and SYCL-BLAS libraries to invoke tuned SYCL kernels for DNN operations. Our

performance evaluation shows that the proposed approach can achieve comparable performance

with respect to the state-of-the-art optimized vendor-speci�c libraries.

ECP SOLLVE: Validation and Veri�cation Testsuite Status Update and Compiler Insights for

OpenMP

Thomas Huber (University of Delaware, Brookhaven National Laboratory), Swaroop Pophale (Oak

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware), Michael Carr (University

of Delaware), Nikhil Rao (University of Delaware), Jaydon Reap (University of Delaware), Kristina

Holsapple (University of Delaware), Joshua Hoke Davis (University of Maryland), Tobias Burnus

(Siemens Electronic Design Automation), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)),

David E. Bernholdt (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of

Delaware, Brookhaven National Laboratory)

The OpenMP language continues to evolve with every new speci�cation release, as does the need

to validate and verify the new features that have been introduced. With the release of OpenMP 5.0

and OpenMP 5.1, plenty of new target of�oad and host-based features have been introduced to

the programming model. While OpenMP continues to grow in maturity, there is an observable

growth in the number of compiler and hardware vendors that support OpenMP. We focus on

evaluating the conformity and implementation progress of various compiler vendors such as Cray,

IBM, GNU, Clang/LLVM, NVIDIA, and Intel. We speci�cally address the 4.5, 5.0, and 5.1 versions of

the speci�cation.

Blending Accelerated Programming Models in the Face of Increasing Hardware Diversity

CJ Newburn (NVIDIA Corporation)

The choice of programming model for accelerated computing applications depends on a wide range

of factors, which weigh differently across application domains, institutions, and even countries.

Why does one application use standard programming languages like C++, while another uses

embedded programming models like Kokkos or directives such as OpenACC, and yet another



directly programs in vendor-speci�c languages like CUDA or HIP? This panel will work through a

comparison of the various choices, and share hands-on experience from developers in different

countries and �elds of expertise. We’ll explore both technical and non-technical reasons for how

the various approaches are mixed. Join us for a fun and insightful session!

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Annual International Workshop on Innovating the Network for Data-Intensive

Science (INDIS 2022)

Session Description: The Innovating the Network for Data-Intensive Science (INDIS) workshop

brings together network engineers and researchers to share challenges and potential solutions in

the information systems and networking communities. With its inaugural appearance at SC14 in

New Orleans, INDIS has become an academic forum for experts, researchers, and engineers in

research and education (R&E) networking. Workshop Website

Welcome to INDIS – And SCinet Introductions

Matt Zekauskas (Internet2), Anu Mercian (Google LLC), Mariam Kiran (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL))

Network Research Exhibition – The Future of Networking and Computing with Big Data

Streams

Cees De Laat (University of Amsterdam), Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam), Scott Kohlert

(Ciena Corporation)

INDIS – Morning Break

Distinguished Talk 1: Exploiting Compute-Communication Fungibility for HPC – Dr. Puneet

Sharma (Hewlett Packard Labs)

Puneet Sharma (Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) Networks)

Paper 1: App2Net – Moving App Functions to Network and a Case Study on Low-Latency

https://scinet.supercomputing.org/community/indis/


Feedback

Ganesh Chennimalai Sankaran (University of Southern California (USC)), Joaquin Chung (Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL)), Raj Kettimuthu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Paper 2: User-Driven Path Control through Intent-Based Networking

Anne-Ruth Meijer (University of Amsterdam), Leonardo Boldrini (University of Amsterdam), Ralph

Koning (SIDN, Netherlands), Paola Grosso (University of Amsterdam)

INDIS – Lunch Break

Distinguished Talk 2: Diverse Large-Scale High-Capacity Computing in the Cloud – Dr. Gerald

DeGrace (Microsoft)

Gerald Degrace (Microsoft Corporation)

Paper 3: In-Network Caching Assisted Error Recovery for File Transfers

Nagmat Nazarov (University of Nevada, Reno), Engin Arslan (University of Nevada, Reno)

Paper 4: Evaluating SciStream (Federated Scienti�c Data Streaming Architecture) on FABRIC

Chengyi Qu (University of Missouri, Columbia), Joaquin Chung (Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL)), Zhengchun Liu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Tekin Bicer (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL)), Raj Kettimuthu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

INDIS – Afternoon Break



Featured Technical Talk: Quantum Communication – A Physics Experiment or a Network

Paradigm Shift? – Inder Monga (ESnet)

Inder Monga (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Paper 5: EJ-FAT Joint ESnet JLab FPGA Accelerated Transport Load Balancer

Stacey Sheldon (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet))

Paper 6: Hecate: AI-Driven WAN Traf�c Engineering for Science

Mariam Kiran (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)), Scott Campbell (Energy Sciences Network

(ESnet)), Nick Buraglio (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet))

INDIS – Closing Remarks

Anu Mercian (Google LLC)

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

4th Workshop on Programming and Performance Visualization Tools

Session Description: Understanding program behavior is critical to overcome the expected

architectural and programming complexities, such as limited power budgets, heterogeneity,

hierarchical memories, shrinking I/O bandwidths, and performance variability, that arise on modern

HPC platforms. HPC software developers need intuitive support tools for debugging, performance

measurement, analysis, and tuning of large-scale HPC applications. Moreover, data collected from

these tools such as hardware counters, communication traces, and network traf�c can be far too

large and too complex to be analyzed in a straightforward manner. We need automatic analysis

and visualization approaches to help application developers intuitively understand the

interdependent effects that algorithmic choices have on application correctness or performance.

The Workshop on Programming and Performance Visualization Tools (ProTools) brings together

HPC application developers, tool developers, and researchers from the visualization, performance,

and program analysis �elds for an exchange of new approaches to assist developers in analyzing,

understanding, and optimizing programs for extreme-scale platforms. Workshop Website

ProTools 2022 – Welcome and Overview

https://protools22.github.io/


David Boehme (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Anthony Danalis (University of

Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL)), Kate Isaacs (University of Utah)

ProTools 2022: Invited Talk – Analyze Your Multi-Experiment, Multi-Architecture, and Multi-

Tool Performance Data with Thicket

Olga Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Stephanie Brink (Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory)

Born of necessity while developing complex multi-physics HPC simulations at Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory, Thicket is the user-facing tool in a suite of performance analysis tools. HPC

users run codes on many architectures --- different CPUs, different GPUs, and we expect more

architecture heterogeneity in the future --- and collect metadata using Adiak as well as

performance data using LLNL’s Caliper and other measurement tools. Our users needed a

programmatic way to analyze the data from these experiments. In this talk, we describe Thicket, the

multi-dimensional performance data analysis tool, and showcase examples and use cases. We also

describe the multi-year process of getting the buy-in of million-line code developers to integrate

our performance analysis tool suite, and the leaps in performance engineering that were made as a

result.

Conquering Noise With Hardware Counters on HPC Systems

Ahmad Tarraf (Technical University Darmstadt)

With increasing system performance and complexity, it is becoming increasingly crucial to examine

the scaling behavior of an application and thus determine performance bottlenecks at early stages.

Unfortunately, modeling this trend is a challenging task in the presence of noise, as the

measurements can become irreproducible and misleading thus resulting in strong deviations from

the real behavior. While noise impacts the application runtime, it has little to no effect on some

hardware counters like floating-point operations. However, selecting the appropriate counters for

performance modeling demands some investigation. We perform a noise analysis on various

hardware counters. Using our noise generator, we add on top of the system noise additional noise

to inspect the counters' variability. We perform the analysis on �ve systems with three applications

in the presence of various noise patterns and categorize the counters across the systems according

to their noise resilience.

ProTools 2022 – Afternoon Break



Generating and Analyzing Program Call Graphs Using Ontology

Chunhua Liao (Lawerence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL))

Callgraph or caller-callee relationships have been used for various kinds of static program analysis,

performance analysis and pro�ling, and for program safety or security analysis such as detecting

anomalies of program execution or code injection attacks. However, different tools generate call

graphs in different formats, which prevents ef�cient reuse of call graph results. We present an

approach of using ontology and resource description framework (RDF) to create knowledge graph

for specifying callgraphs to facilitate the construction of full-�edged and complex call graph of

computer programs, realizing more interoperable and scalable program analyses than conventional

approach. We create formal ontology-based speci�cation of call graph information to capture

concepts and properties of both static and dynamic callgraphs so different tools can collaboratively

contribute to comprehensive analysis results. Our experiments show that ontology enables

merging of call graphs generated from different tools and �exible queries using a standard query

interface.

Performance Debugging and Tuning of Flash-X with Data Analysis Tools

Kevin Huck (University of Oregon)

State-of-the-art multiphysics simulations running on large scale leadership computing platforms

have many variables contributing to their performance and scaling behavior. We recently

encountered an interesting performance anomaly in Flash-X, a multiphysics multicomponent

simulation software, when characterizing its performance behavior on several large-scale

platforms. The anomaly was tracked down to the interaction between the use of dynamic allocation

of scratch data and data locality in the cache hierarchy. In this paper we present the details of

unexpected performance variability we encountered, the extensive analysis using the performance

measurement tool TAU to collect the data and Python data analysis libraries to explore the data,

and our insights from this experience. In the process, we discovered and removed or mitigated two

additional performance limiting bottlenecks for performance tuning.

Performance Analysis of the CFD Solver CODA – Harnessing Synergies between Application

and Performance Tools Developers

Bert Wesarg (Technical University Dresden)

Accurate prediction of �uid �ows remains an important �eld of research and engineering. To this

end, computational �uid dynamics is widely employed. Due to their high demands on

computational resources CFD applications pro�t from HPC systems. Continuous performance

analysis and optimization is key to ef�cient utilization of HPC resources. This paper demonstrates

the bene�cial cooperation between developers of HPC software and performance tools in the



context of the CFD solver CODA and the sparse linear system solver Spliss. We investigate

concepts used by CODA/Spliss to achieve high scalability, evaluate their effectiveness with

performance analysis tools, and illustrate pro�ts obtained from a close collaboration between HPC

application and tool developers. Tools support developers in analyzing/tuning their applications.

Feedback and requests of developers inspire tools enhancements. We highlight these aspects with

an extended support of non-blocking collectives in performance tools and emphasize the need for

sophisticated tool support of multi-threaded MPI applications.

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Research Software Engineers in HPC: Creating Community, Building Careers,

Addressing Challenges (RSE-HPC-2022)

Session Description: Research software engineers (RSEs) are critical to the impact of HPC, data

science, and the larger scienti�c community. They have existed for decades, though often not under

that name. The past several years, however, have seen the development of the RSE concept,

common job titles, and career paths; the creation of professional networks to connect RSEs; and the

emergence of RSE groups at universities, national laboratories, and industry. This workshop will

bring together RSEs and allies involved in HPC, from all over the world, to grow the RSE

community by establishing and strengthening professional networks of current RSEs and RSE

leaders. We'll discuss current activities and plans of national RSE organizations, needs of RSEs and

RSE groups, and ways RSE organizations can help address these issues. The workshop will be

highly interactive, featuring breakout discussions and panels, as well as invited addresses and

shorter talks. Workshop Website

RSE-HPC-2022 – Welcome and Overview

RSE-HPC-2022 – Featured Talk: Growth of RSE Groups at HPC Centers

UNIVERSE-HPC: Supporting the Training and Career Development of RSEs

Weronika Filinger (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh)

Research Software Engineers have a key role in supporting research in the HPC and Computational

Science domains. Their specialist skills have been essential to the development and growth of

these areas over many years. Signi�cant effort is directed into raising awareness of the RSE role

https://us-rse.org/rse-hpc-2022/


and developing proper career development pathways. One area requiring better understanding is

training pathways. What training courses should RSEs take, at what career stage, to gain skills

required at different expertise levels? What materials already exist within the community and

which are missing? How do we navigate this largely unde�ned landscape? In short: how does one

train to become an RSE? The UNIVERSE-HPC (Understanding and Nurturing an Integrated Vision

for Education in RSE and HPC) project is working to enable people from a wide diversity of

disciplines and backgrounds to have well-de�ned paths for obtaining the skills and experience

required for a successful RSE career.

The Science Gateway Community Institute’s Consulting Services Program: Lessons for

Research Software Engineering Organizations

Marlon Pierce (Indiana University, Cyberinfrastructure Integration Research Center)

We review the Science Gateways Community Institute's Embedded Technical Support program,

which connected 20 research software engineers at four universities to 59 client science gateway

projects across the United States from 2015-2021. We review how the program worked and

summarize lessons learned from both evaluations and anecdotal observations. Our conclusions

may be valuable for other organizations that supervise teams or research software engineers to

provide in-depth technical consulting.

A Research Software Engineering Development Path for Scienti�c Applications in Oil and Gas

Emilio Justiniano Carcamo Troconis (Industrial University of Santander, Colombia), Carlos Jaime

Barrios Hernandez (Industrial University of Santander, Colombia)

Research Software Engineering (RSE) provides methodological tools to develop software to be

deployed in High-Performance Computing (HPC) infrastructures, follow good practices, and achieve

a good quality of software. Also, RSE supports actors involved in the development, from

developers to users, including development, deployment, interaction, and training. The oil and gas

community is one of the most critical contexts for scienti�c applications, from exploration to

econometry and market analysis. Following RSE elements, we present a development path to build

robust research software in this contribution.

RSE-HPC-2022 – Afternoon Break

A Perspective to Navigate the National Laboratory Environment for RSE Career Growth

William Godoy (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))



This paper shares a perspective for the research software engineering (RSE) community to navigate

the National Laboratory landscape. The RSE role is a recent concept that led to organizational

challenges to place and evaluate their impact, costs and bene�ts. The premise is that RSEs are a

natural �t into the current landscape and can use traditional career growth strategies in science:

publications, community engagements and proposals. Projects funding RSEs can bene�t from this

synergy and be inclusive on traditional activities. Still, a great deal of introspection is needed to

close gaps between the rapidly evolving RSE landscape and the well-established communication

patterns in science. This perspective is built upon interactions in industry, academia and

government in high-performance computing (HPC) environments. The goal is to contribute to the

conversation around RSE career growth and understand their return on investment for scienti�c

projects and sponsors.

Re�ections on RSE Role's Challenges at the Early Career Stage

Dmitry Nikolaenko (Durham University, England)

After my �rst work experience as an RSE at University of Plymouth (UK) in a single-topic project

(which was about porting a scienti�c code on GPUs), I joined a team of RSEs at University of

Durham (UK) in the end of 2021. In this talk, I share my thoughts about challenges of RSE from the

perspective of the early career stage related to the multidisciplinary variety of projects and range of

tasks as well as to the hybrid mode of work.

RSE-HPC-2022 – Panel: How Do RSEs and HPC Centers Fit Together?

RSE-HPC-2022 – Wrapup

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

12th International Workshop on Runtime and Operating Systems for

Supercomputers (ROSS)

Session Description: The complexity of node architectures in supercomputers increases as we

cross milestones on the way toward exascale and beyond. Increasing levels of parallelism in multi-

and many-core chips and emerging heterogeneity of computational resources coupled with energy

and memory constraints force a reevaluation of our approaches towards operating systems and



runtime environments. The International Workshop on Runtime and Operating Systems for

Supercomputers (ROSS) provides a forum for researchers to exchange ideas and discuss research

questions that are relevant to upcoming supercomputers and cloud environments for high-

performance computing. In addition to typical workshop publications, we encourage novel and

possibly immature ideas, provided that they are interesting and on-topic. Well argued position

papers are also welcome. Workshop Website

ROSS: Welcome and Introduction

ROSS – Opening Invited Talk: Heterogeneous Serverless Computing

Dejan Milojicic (Hewlett Packard Labs)

The high performance computing is evolving rapidly, shaped by the con�uence of three trends: a)

traditional simulation and modeling workloads are converging with massive data analytic and

AI/ML work�ows; b) the ef�ciency of special purpose heterogeneous hardware is increasing; and c)

the demand for �exible delivery models that blend traditional on-premises deployments with

cloud-like as-a-service models continues to grow. Heterogeneity is driven by the end of Moore's

Law, growth of data, and by the emergence of broad AI adoption that is well-suited for special-

purpose hardware. To date, serverless computing abstracts the complexity of the underlying

infrastructure by leveraging homogeneity and is motivated by simpli�ed DevOps experience for

new composable and scalable applications. Delivering the ef�ciency of heterogeneity, the

productivity of serverless, and the granularity of Functions-as-a-Service demands a new

architecture.

The Heterogeneous Serverless Computing (HSC) aims to enable development and delivery of HPC,

HPDA, and AI (H2A) workloads with the ease and ef�ciency of the Cloud and with higher scale and

more �uidity than supercomputers. HSC is a software-hardware co-designed infrastructure

supporting H2A work�ow execution economically and securely at �ne granularity using Functions

as a Service (FaaS). HSC targets the changeover evolution to H2A work�ows with �exible

consumption models, the edge-to-exascale deployment, and embraces a more maintainable,

scalable, and re-usable development model. We focus on innovative uses of accelerators, such as

in SmartNICs and Fabric Attached Memories, to improve performance of H2A applications and

ef�ciency of hardware, but without compromising ease of development.

Toward Ef�cient Oversubscription: On the Cost and Bene�t of Event-Based Communication in

MPI

Jan Bierbaum (Technical University Dresden)

https://events.cels.anl.gov/ross/2022/


Contemporary HPC systems run compute jobs on exclusively assigned hardware resources. During

communication, polling for progress is used for minimal latency. Previous work on oversubscription

and event-based communication shows these techniques can improve overall system utilization

and reduce energy consumption. Despite these �ndings, neither of the techniques is commonly

used in HPC systems today. We believe that the current lack of detailed studies of the low-level

effects of event-based communication, a key enabler of ef�cient oversubscription, is a major

obstacle to a wider adoption.

We demonstrate that the sched_yield system call, often used for oversubscription, is not best suited

for this purpose on modern Linux systems. Furthermore, we incorporate event-based

communication into Open MPI and evaluate the effects on latency and energy consumption using

an MPI micro-benchmark. Our results indicate that event-base communication incurs signi�cant

latency overhead but also saves energy. Both effects grow with the imbalance of the application.

ROSS – Afternoon Break

Porting the Kitten Lightweight Kernel Operating System to RISC-V

Nicholas Gordon (University of Pittsburgh)

Hardware design in high-performance computing (HPC) is often highly experimental. Exploring

new designs is dif�cult and time-consuming, requiring lengthy vendor cooperation. RISC-V is an

open-source processor ISA that improves the accessibility of chip design, including the ability to do

hardware/software co-design using open-source hardware and tools. Conventional operating

systems like Linux are massively complex and modi�cation is time-prohibitive. In this paper, we

describe our port of the Kitten lightweight kernel operating system to RISC-V in order to provide an

alternative to Linux for conducting co-design research. Kitten’s small code base and simple

resource management policies are well matched for quickly exploring new hardware ideas that

may require radical operating system modi�cations and restructuring. Our evaluation shows that

Kitten on RISC-V is functional and provides similar performance to Linux for single-core

benchmarks. This provides a solid foundation for using Kitten in future co-design research involving

RISC-V.

Sequential Task Flow Runtime Model Improvements and Limitations

Yu Pei (University of Tennessee), George Bosilca (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing

Laboratory)

The sequential task �ow (STF) model is the mainstream approach for interacting with task-based



runtime systems. Compared with other approaches of submitting tasks into a runtime system, STF

has interesting advantages centered around an easy-to-use API, that allows users to expressed

algorithms as a sequence of tasks, while allowing the runtime to automatically identify and analyze

the task dependencies and scheduling.

We focus on the DTD interface in PaRSEC, highlight some of its lesser known limitations and

implemented two optimization techniques for DTD: support for user level graph trimming, and a

new API for broadcast read-only data to remote tasks. We then analyze the bene�ts and limitations

of these optimizations with benchmarks as well as on Cholesky and QR matrix factorizations, on

two different systems Shaheen-II and Fugaku. We pointed out some potential for further

improvements, and provided valuable insights into the strength and weakness of STF model.

ROSS – Closing Invited Talk: Federated Function-as-a-Service to Power Distributed

Computing Pipelines

Ian Foster (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago)

I report on experiences developing and deploying the funcX distributed function as a service (FaaS)

platform and in employing this platform to support distributed computing pipelines that link

instruments, computers (e.g., for analysis, simulation, AI model training), edge computing (e.g., for

analysis), data stores, metadata catalogs, and high-speed networks. Both funcX and the Globus

Flows system used to implement these pipelines combine cloud-hosted management, for

reliability, with edge-hosted execution, for �exible and scalable execution. I discuss, in particular,

the funcX and Globus Flows architectures; the container management strategies used in funcX to

execute functions with high performance and ef�ciency on diverse funcX endpoints; and funcX’s

integration with an in-memory data store and Globus for managing data that spans endpoints.

ROSS – Closing Remarks

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

MCHPC’22: Workshop on Memory Centric High Performance Computing

Session Description: The growing disparity between CPU speed and memory speed, known as

the memory wall problem, has been one of the most critical and long-standing challenges in the

computing industry. The situation is further complicated by the recent expansion of the memory

hierarchy, which is becoming deeper and more diversi�ed with the adoption of new memory

technologies and architectures including 3D-stacked memory, non-volatile random-access memory



(NVRAM), memristor, hybrid software and hardware caches, etc. Computer architecture and

hardware systems, operating systems, storage and �le systems, programming stack, performance

model and tools are being enhanced, augmented, or even redesigned to address the performance,

programmability, and energy ef�ciency challenges of the increasingly complex and heterogeneous

memory systems for HPC and data-intensive applications. The MCHPC workshop aims to bring

together computer and computational science researchers from industry, government labs, and

academia, concerned with the challenges of ef�ciently using existing and emerging memory

systems. Workshop Website

Welcome

Ronald Brightwell (Sandia National Laboratories), Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), YongHong Yan (University of North Carolina, Charlotte), Ivy B. Peng (KTH Royal

Institute of Technology, Sweden)

Follow the Data: Memory-Centric Designs for Modern Datacenters

Dan Ernst (Microsoft Corporation)

Maximizing Performance Through Memory Hierarchy-Driven Data Layout Transformations

Benjamin Sepanski (University of Texas)

Computations on structured grids using standard multidimensional array layouts can incur

substantial data movement costs through the memory hierarchy. This presentation explores the

bene�ts of using a framework (Bricks) to separate the complexity of data layout and optimized

communication from the functional representation. To that end, we provide three novel

contributions and evaluate them on several kernels taken from GENE, a phase-space fusion

tokamak simulation code. We extend Bricks to support 6-dimensional arrays and kernels that

operate on complex data types, and integrate Bricks with cuFFT. We demonstrate how to optimize

Bricks for data reuse, spatial locality, and GPU hardware utilization achieving up to a 2.67×

speedup on a single A100 GPU. We conclude with insights on how to rearchitect memory

subsystems.

MCHPC’22 – Afternoon Break

Evaluating Emerging CXL-Enabled Memory Pooling for HPC Systems

https://passlab.github.io/mchpc/mchpc2022/


Jacob Wahlgren (KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden)

Current HPC systems provide memory resources tightly coupled with compute nodes. But HPC

applications are evolving – diverse workloads demand different memory resources to achieve both

high performance and utilization. In this study, we evaluate a memory subsystem leveraging CXL-

enabled memory to provide con�gurable capacity and bandwidth. We propose an emulator to

explore the performance impact of various memory con�gurations, and a pro�ler to identify

optimization opportunities. We evaluate the performance of seven HPC workloads and six graph

workloads on the emulated system. Our results show that three and two HPC workloads have less

than 10% and 18% performance impact on 75% pooled memory. Also, a dynamically con�gured

high-bandwidth system could effectively support bandwidth bottle-necked workloads like grid-

based solvers. Finally, we identify interference through shared memory pools as a practical

challenge for HPC systems to adopt CXL-enabled memory.

Reducing Memory-Bus Energy Consumption of GPUs via Software-Based Bit-Flip

Minimization

Alex Fallin (Texas State University)

Energy consumption is a major concern in high-performance computing. One important contributing

factor is the number of times the wires are charged and discharged, i.e., how often they switch from

'0' to '1' and vice versa. We describe a software technique to minimize this switching activity in

GPUs, thereby lowering the energy usage. Our technique targets the memory bus, which comprises

many high-capacitance wires that are frequently used. Our approach is to strategically change data

values in the source code such that loading and storing them yields fewer bit �ips. The new values

are guaranteed to produce the same control �ow and program output. Measurements on GPUs

from two generations show that our technique allows programmers to save up to 9.3% of the

whole-GPU energy consumption and 1.2% on average across eight graph-analytics CUDA codes

without impacting performance.

Assessing the Memory Wall in Complex Codes

Galen Shipman (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL))

Many of Los Alamos National Laboratory's HPC codes are memory bandwidth bound. These codes

exhibit high levels of sparse memory access which differ signi�cantly from standard benchmarks. In

this paper we present an analysis of the memory access of some of our most important code-bases.

We then generate micro-benchmarks that preserve the memory access characteristics of our codes

using two approaches, one based on statistical sampling of relative memory offsets in a sliding

time window at the function level and another at the loop level. The function level approach is used

to assess the impact of advanced memory technologies such as LPDDR5 and HBM3 using the

gem5 simulator. Our simulation results show signi�cant improvements for sparse memory access



workloads using HBM3 relative to LPDDR5 and better scaling on a per core basis. Assessment of

two different architectures show that higher peak memory bandwidth results in high bandwidth on

sparse workloads.

Monday, November 14th

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

SC22 SuperCompCloud: 6th International Workshop on Interoperability of

Supercomputing and Cloud Technologies

Session Description: Deployment of exascale systems is expected to enable scienti�c

breakthroughs. Increasingly these systems utilize cloud technologies, enabling complex work�ows

that can improve productivity and accessibility. While some high performance computing (HPC)

services have been available within public cloud environments, petascale and beyond systems are

largely provisioned within HPC facilities using traditional technologies. At the same time, on-

demand and interactive services are common in cloud environments, but emergent in

supercomputing ecosystems; both are indispensable to experimental facilities. This workshop aims

to bring together experts and practitioners from academia, national laboratories, and industry to

discuss technologies, use cases, and best practices that leverage high performance, extreme-scale

computing, and cloud ecosystems. Topics of interest include tools and technologies for applications

development and deployment, interoperability of HPC and cloud resources, cloud and HPC storage

convergence, continuous integration/deployment approaches, reproducibility of scienti�c work�ows

in distributed environments, and best practices for enabling X-as-a-Service model at scale.

Workshop Website

Welcome

Federating HPC Providers with the EOSC Compute Platform

Enol Fernández (EGI Foundation, Netherlands)

The EOSC Compute Platform, delivered by the EGI Federation, is a system of federated compute

and storage facilities, complemented by diverse access, data management and compute platform

services. Following the requirements of four scienti�c use cases, EGI has expanded the EOSC

Compute Platform with a set of HPC systems, allowing the execution of combined cloud-HPC

work�ows for open science projects. In this presentation, we will show our approach for federation

of HPC providers, including EOSC-compliant user access management, monitoring and accounting.

https://sites.google.com/view/supercompcloud/sc22-6th-supercompcloud-workshop


Autoscaling of Containerized HPC Clusters in the Cloud

Nicolas Greneche (University of Paris XIII)

This presentation introduces a Cloud orchestrator controller that enables the autoscaling of

containerized HPC Clusters in the Cloud. This controller triggers the creation or suppression of

containerized HPC compute nodes according to metrics collected at the containerized HPC

scheduler’s job queue level. Our approach does not modify either the Cloud orchestrator or HPC

scheduler. The scheme followed is generic and can be applied to every HPC schedulers. Moreover,

the containerization extends the experimentation reproducibility by the addition of the HPC

scheduler itself to the environment replayed by the end user. The presentation exempli�es Cloud

and HPC convergence to allow a high degree of �exibility for users and community platform

developers. It also explores continuous integration/deployment approaches of Cloud computing to

orchestrate multiple and potentially different HPC job schedulers that scale under the supervision

of the Cloud orchestrator.

Software Resource Disaggregation for HPC with Serverless Computing

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

The aggregated HPC resources with rigid allocation systems and programming models struggle to

adapt to diverse and changing workloads. Thus, HPC systems fail to ef�ciently use the large pools

of unused memory and increase the utilization of idle computing resources. Prior work attempted to

increase the throughput and ef�ciency of supercomputing systems through workload co-location

and resource disaggregation. However, these methods fail to provide a solution that can be applied

to existing systems without major hardware modi�cations and performance losses. In this

presentation, we propose to use the new cloud paradigm of serverless computing to improve the

utilization of supercomputers. We show that the FaaS programming model can satisfy the

requirements of high-performance applications. We demonstrate a software resource

disaggregation approach where the co-location of functions allows to utilize idle cores and

accelerators while retaining near-native performance.

Q&A Session I

SuperCompCloud – Morning Break



Opportunities in Serverless Computing for the HPC World!

Devesh Tiwari (Northeastern University)

The serverless computing model is being adopted and supported by different cloud computing

vendors. However, this trend is not getting re�ected in the HPC community because of some

inherent dif�culties and design limitations of the serverless model. In this talk, I'll demonstrate how

HPC users and programmers can leverage the serverless computing model for their work�ows, and

overcome some of the demanding challenges using our group's open-source tools.

Assessing the Current State of AWS Spot Market Forecastability

Matt Baughman (University of Chicago)

Since 2009, Amazon has offered its unused compute capacity as AWS Spot Instances. For the �rst

eight years of spot, pure market dynamics and high pricing variability created an ideal environment

for time-series prediction. Following a pricing-scheme change in 2017, this extreme variability was

removed as pricing is arti�cially smoothed for the end-user, therefore making it signi�cantly easier

to accurately predict prices. Nevertheless, the literature demonstrates ongoing efforts to accurately

predict spot prices. To show prediction in the modern spot market is unnecessary, we train nearly

2.2 million ARIMA models on new and old data to demonstrate an order of magnitude

improvement in accuracy for models trained on new data. Further, we show this new ease of price

prediction makes spot instances ideal for large-scale, cost-aware cloud computing, as cost

estimation is now trivial. Accordingly, we demonstrate that even naive prediction approaches waste

less than $360 for 1,000,000 core hours.

A DPU Solution for Container Overlay Networks

Anton Njavro (Boston University), Taylor Groves (National Energy Research Scienti�c Computing

Center (NERSC))

There is an increasing demand to incorporate hybrid environments as part of work�ows across

edge, cloud, and HPC systems. In a such converging environment of cloud and HPC, containers are

starting to play a more prominent role, bringing their networking infrastructure along with them.

However, the current body of work shows that container overlay networks, which are often used to

connect containers across physical hosts, are ill-suited for the HPC environment. They tend to

impose signi�cant overhead and noise, resulting in degraded performance and disturbance to co-

processes on the same host.

This presentation focuses on utilizing a novel class of hardware, Data Processing Unit, to of�oad

the networking stack of overlay networks away from the host onto the DPU. We intend to show

that such ancillary of�oad is possible and that it will result in decreased overhead on host nodes



which in turn will improve the performance of running processes.

Q&A Session 2 and Closing

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Ninth SC Workshop on Best Practices for HPC Training and Education

Session Description: The inherent wide distribution, heterogeneity and dynamism of the current

and emerging high-performance computing and software environments increasingly challenge

cyberinfrastructure facilitators, trainers and educators. The challenge is how to support and train

the current diverse users and prepare the future educators, researchers, developers and

policymakers to keep pace with the rapidly evolving HPC environments to advance discovery and

economic competitiveness for many generations. The ninth annual half-day workshop on HPC

training and education is an ACM SIGHPC Education Chapter coordinated effort, aimed at fostering

more collaborations among the practitioners from traditional and emerging �elds to explore

educational needs in HPC, to develop and deploy HPC training and to identify new challenges and

opportunities for the latest HPC platforms. The workshop will also be a platform for disseminating

results and lessons learned in these areas and will be captured in a Special Edition of the Journal of

Computational Science Education. Workshop Website

HPC Education Training and Education: Challenges and Opportunities

Nitin Sukhija (Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania), Tyler Powell (Slippery Rock University of

Pennsylvania)

Parallel computing is becoming more relevant in non-traditional disciplines. Moreover, given the

dynamism of today’s computational environments, the traditional classroom approach for HPC

pedagogy does not �t all needs required at various levels of education. The traditional computer

science education which typically mentions brie�y the concept of threading is no longer apt for

preparing the future HPC workforce. Additionally, many K-12 and post-college personnel are

encountering problems or are involved in projects where high performance computing can make a

useful contribution. In recent years, there have been several pedagogical and andragogical

approaches initiated by the HPC community to increase the instructional effectiveness for bridging

the gaps in HPC knowledge and skills.

This work aims to share experiences with educational challenges and opportunities that stimulate

the acquisition of high performance computing skills.

https://sighpceducation.acm.org/events/BPHTE22.html


Access to Computing Education Using Micro-Credentials for Cyberinfrastructure

Dhruva Chakravorty (Texas A&M University)

In response to an increasing demand for digital skills in industry and academia, a series of

credentialed short courses that cover a variety of topics related to high performance computing

were designed and implemented to enable university students and researchers to effectively utilize

research computing resources and bridge the gap for users with educational backgrounds that do

not include computational training. The courses cover a diverse array of topics, including subjects in

programming, cybersecurity, arti�cial intelligence/machine learning, bioinformatics, and cloud

computing. The courses are designed to enable the students to apply the skills they learn to their

own research that incorporates use of large-scale computing systems. These courses offer

advantages to generic online courses in that they teach computing skills relevant to academic

research programs. Finally, the micro-credentials are transcriptable, may be stacked with existing

programs to create a larger degree plan, and add to a student’s resume.

Developing Standards for HPC Education and Training Repositories

Scott Lathrop (University of Illinois), Susan Mehringer (Cornell University), Kate Cahill (Ohio

Supercomputer Center), Aaron Weeden (Shodor Education Foundation), JP Navarro (Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL)), David Joiner (Kean University)

The use of computing technologies is expanding exponentially in every sector of our lives, creating

a need for access to high-quality education and training materials to conduct research computing.

Instructional materials for both teaching and learning are needed on a broad range of topics related

to both developing and applying research computing technologies in all disciplines. The critical

need for quality materials applies to formal classroom learning as well as to informal and self-

paced learning. 

This presentation will build upon the strong interest generated during the Workshop at PEARC22,

to engage a larger community of participants. A working group has been formed within the ACM

SIGHPC Education Chapter to continue to adopt metadata standards that will build on our shared

foundations. The working group is pursuing a collaboration with the NSF funded ACCESS projects.

The presenters hope to use this presentation to encourage participation by organizations and

consortia internationally.

Cybersecurity and Data Science Curriculum for Secondary Student Computing Programs

Richard Lawrence (Texas A&M University), Zhenhua He (Texas A&M University), Wesley Brashear

(Texas A&M University), Lisa Perez (Texas A&M University), Taresh Guleria (Texas A&M University),

Honggao Liu (Texas A&M University), Dhruva Chakravorty (Texas A&M University)

Summer computing camps for middle and high school students are rapidly becoming a staple at



High Performance Computing (HPC) centers and Computer Science departments around the

country. Developing a curriculum that targets speci�c computing sub�elds with unmet needs

remains a challenge. Here, we report on developments in the two-week Summer Computing

Academy to focus on two such sub�elds. During the �rst week, ‘Computing for a Better Tomorrow:

Data Sciences’, introduced students to real-life applications of big data processing. A variety of

topics were covered, including genomics and bioinformatics, cloud computing, and machine

learning. During the second week, ‘Camp Secure: Cybersecurity’, focused on issues related to

principles of cybersecurity. Students were taught online safety, cryptography, and internet structure.

The two weeks are uni�ed by a common thread of Python programming. Modules from the SCA

program may be implemented at other institutions with relative ease and promote cybertraining

efforts nationwide.

Cyberinfrastructure Research for Social Change Research Experience for Undergraduates

Rosalia Gomez (University of Texas, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC))

The NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates Site: Cyberinfrastructure (CI) Research 4 Social

Change at The University of Texas at Austin (UT) Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) aims

to engage students historically excluded from careers in Science, Technology, Engineering, and

Mathematics (STEM) in research projects that are focused on social change. This nine-week

summer program places students in a paid full-time research position working directly with

researchers at UT. TACC is a leader in advanced computing and provides researchers access to

supercomputers, tools, and support services. The REU activities are designed to leverage that

knowledge and teach students computational competencies while helping students develop a

sense of belonging in computing. 

In this presentation, we summarize strategies that boosted student engagement and retention in

the program. We also detail our efforts and outcomes for training and placement of students from

diverse backgrounds and disciplines.

Teaching Accelerated Computing and Deep Learning at a Large-Scale with the NVIDIA Deep

Learning Institute

Bálint Pál Gyires-Tóth (Budapest University of Technology and Economics)

Researchers and developers in a variety of �elds have bene�ted from the massively parallel

processing paradigm. Numerous tasks are facilitated by the use of accelerated computing, such as

graphics, simulations, visualizations, cryptography, data science, and machine learning. Over the

past years, machine learning and in particular deep learning have received much attention. The

development of such solutions requires a different level of expertise and insight than that required

for traditional software engineering. Therefore, there is a need for novel approaches to teaching

people about these topics. 



This presentation outlines the primary challenges of accelerated computing and deep learning

education, discusses the methodology and content of the NVIDIA Deep Learning Institute, presents

the results of a quantitative survey conducted after full-day workshops, and demonstrates a

sample adoption of DLI teaching kits for teaching heterogeneous parallel computing.

Best Practices for HPC Training and Education – Morning Break

DeapSECURE Computational Training for Cybersecurity: Progress Toward Widespread

Community Adoption

Wirawan Purwanto (Old Dominion University)

The Data-Enabled Advanced Computational Training Program for Cybersecurity Research and

Education (DeapSECURE) is a non-degree training consisting of six modules covering a broad range

of cyberinfrastructure techniques, including high performance computing, big data, machine

learning and advanced cryptography, aimed at reducing the gap between current cybersecurity

curricula and requirements needed for advanced research and industrial projects.

Since 2020, these lesson modules have been updated and retooled to suit fully-online delivery.

Hands-on activities were reformatted to accommodate self-paced learning. In this presentation, we

summarize the four years of the project comparing in-person and on-line only instruction methods

as well as outlining lessons learned. The module content and hands-on materials are being

released as open-source educational resources. We also indicate our future direction to scale up

and increase adoption of the DeapSECURE training program to bene�t cybersecurity research

everywhere.

Blue Waters Education, Outreach, and Training Impact

Scott Lathrop (University of Illinois, Shodor Education Foundation), Steven Gordon (Ohio State

University), Lizanne DeStefano (Georgia Institute of Technology), Aaron Weeden (Shodor Education

Foundation)

The Blue Waters project pursued activities focused on national scale education, outreach, and

training. The activities began in 2009. During 2022, the �nal year of the project, the team is focused

on documenting the impact on the national community, lessons learned, and recommendations for

programs that adopt/adapt similar activities. 

The presentation to the attendees at this workshop will include the impact, lessons learned, and



recommendations based on our experiences. If accepted, a full paper will be submitted for

publication in the Journal of Computational Science Education that will expand upon the

information provided in the presentation.

Approaching Exascale: Best Practices for Training a Diverse Workforce Using Hackathons

Mozhgan Kabiri Chimeh (NVIDIA Corporation), Mary Thomas (San Diego Supercomputer Center

(SDSC)), Thomas Papatheodore (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Kevin Gott (Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Izumi Barker (NVIDIA Corporation)

Given the anticipated growth of the high-performance computing market, HPC is challenged with

expanding the size, diversity, and skill of its workforce while also addressing post-pandemic

distributed workforce protocols and an ever-expanding ecosystem of architectures, accelerators and

software stacks. 

As we move toward exascale computing, training approaches need to address how best to prepare

future computational scientists and enable established domain researchers to stay current and

master tools needed for exascale architectures.

This paper explores adding in-person and virtual hackathons to the training mix to bridge

traditional programming curricula and hands-on skills needed among the diverse communities. We

outline current learning and development programs available; explain bene�ts and challenges in

implementing hackathons for training; share speci�c use cases, including training “readiness,”

outcomes and sustaining progress; discuss how to engage diverse communities—from early career

researchers to veteran scientists; and recommend best practices for implementing these events into

their training mix.

An Educational and Training Perspective on Integrating Hybrid Technologies with HPC

Systems for Solving Real-World Commercial Problems.

Stefano Mensa (Hartree Centre, Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC), UK), Emre Sahin

(Hartree Centre, Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC), UK)

Delivering training and education on hybrid technologies (including AI, ML, GPU, Data and Visual

Analytics including VR and Quantum Computing) integrated with HPC resources is key to enable

individuals and businesses to take full advantage of digital technologies, hence enhancing

processes within organizations and providing the enabling skills to thrive in a digital economy.

Supercomputing centers focused on solving industry-led problems face the challenge of having a

pool of users with little experience in executing simulations on large scale facilities, as well as

limited knowledge of advanced computational techniques and integrated technologies. We aim not

only at educating them in using the facilities available, but to raise awareness of methods which

have the potential to increase their productivity. In this presentation, we provide our perspective on



how to ef�ciently train industry users, and how to engage about wider digital technologies and

how these, used ef�ciently together, can bene�t their business.

Exascale Computing Project’s Broadening Participation Initiative

Suzanne Parete-Koon (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Mary Ann Leung (Sustainable

Horizons Institute)

This talk will give an overview of ECP’s Broadening Participation Initiative, which has the mission of

establishing a sustainable plan to recruit and retain a diverse workforce in the DOE high-

performance computing community by fostering a supportive and inclusive culture within the

computing sciences at DOE national laboratories. We will describe key activities within three

complementary thrusts: establishing an HPC Workforce Development and Retention Action Group,

creating accessible ‘Intro to HPC’ training materials, and launching the Sustainable Research

Pathways for High-Performance Computing (SRP-HPC) workforce development program. We are

leveraging ECP’s unique multilab partnership to work toward sustainable collaboration across the

DOE community, with the long-term goal of changing the culture and demographic pro�le of DOE

computing sciences.

Sustainable and Scalable Setup for Teaching Big Data Computing

Hoang Bui (Loyola University, Maryland)

As more students want to pursue a career in big data analytics and data science, big data education

has become a focal point in many colleges and universities' curricula. There are many challenges

when it comes to teaching and learning big data in a classroom setting. One of the biggest

challenges is to prepare big data infrastructure to provide meaningful hands-on experience to

students. Setting up necessary distributed computing resource is a delicate act for instructors and

system administrators because there is no one size �t all solutions. In this presentation, we propose

an approach that facilitates the creation of the computing environment on both personal computers

and public cloud resources. This combined approach meets different needs and can be used in an

educational setting to facilitate different big data learning activities. We discuss and re�ect on our

experience using these systems in teaching undergraduate and graduate courses.

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

First Combined International Workshop on Interactive Urgent Supercomputing

Session Description: Interactivity enables the exploitation of HPC in new and revolutionary ways,

delivering many new and exciting opportunities for our community. Urgent computing is one

example, where combining interactive computational modelling with the near real time detection of

unfolding disasters can aid in urgently responding to real-world problems, ultimately saving lives



and reducing economic loss. Whilst the importance of interactive and urgent workloads on HPC

could be considerable for our community, supporting these requires expertise in a wide range of

areas and the solving of numerous technical challenges. This workshop combines the

InteractiveHPC and UrgentHPC initiatives, bringing together stakeholders, researchers and

practitioners from across interactivity and urgent computing with the wider HPC community.

Aiming to identify and tackle obstacles, we will share success stories, case studies and challenges

with the goal of continued community building around leveraging interactive HPC as an important

tool for urgently responding to disasters and societal issues. Workshop Website

Introduction and Welcome

Rollin Thomas (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Nick Brown (Edinburgh Parallel

Computing Centre (EPCC)), Albert Reuther (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Lincoln

Laboratory), Michael Ringenburg (University of Washington)

Invited Talk: Emergency Forecasting of Volcanic Gas Dispersion

Ralph Burton (National Centre for Atmospheric Science (NCAS), UK; University of Leeds), Stephen

Mobbs (National Centre for Atmospheric Science (NCAS), UK), Mark Woodhouse (University of

Bristol), Alan Gadian (National Centre for Atmospheric Science (NCAS), UK)

In the event of a volcanic eruption it is vital to be able to predict the spread of volcanic gases. Such

gases can cause respiratory problems and, if the concentrations are high enough, burns to skin and

asphyxiation. This is particularly relevant near to the eruption site, and when the eruption occurs in

a region with a high degree of geographical complexity, such as Iceland, where dense gases can

settle in low-lying areas. This presentation will describe some of the basics of modeling volcanic

plume dispersion, including highly complex simulations that capture the spread of volcanic gases.

In March 2021 and August 2022, there were �ssure eruptions on the Reykjanes Peninsula in

Iceland. Following the initial noti�cation from Iceland, the National Center for Atmospheric Science

obtained an emergency allocation of 256 processors from the UK Supercomputer, ARCHER2. A

modi�ed version of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model was then used to

simulate volcanic gas dispersion operationally, and the simulations shared with colleagues in

Iceland. The model, implementation on the supercomputer, and work�ow (from initial noti�cation to

uploading of results) will be described.

The Design and Utilization of PanSim, a Portable Pandemic Simulator

Istvan Z. Reguly (Pázmány Péter Catholic University, Hungary)

The COVID-19 pandemic has presented a clear and present need for urgent decision making. Set in

an environment of uncertain and unreliable data, and a diverse range of possible interventions,

there is an obvious need for integrating HPC into work�ows that include model calibration, and the

https://www.urgenthpc.com/


exploration of the decision space. We present the design of PanSim, a portable, performant, and

productive agent-based simulator, which has been extensively used to model and forecast the

pandemic in Hungary. We show its performance and scalability on CPUs and GPUs, then we

discuss the work�ows PanSim integrates into. We describe the heterogeneous, resource-

constrained HPC environment available to us, and formulate a scheduling optimization problem, as

well as heuristics to solve them, to either minimize the execution time of a given number of

simulations or to maximize the number of simulations executed in a given time frame.

Web-Based Volunteer Distributed Computing for Handling Time-Critical Urgent Workloads

Nick Brown (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh)

Urgent computing workloads are time critical, unpredictable, and highly dynamic. While efforts are

on-going to run these on traditional HPC machines, another option is to leverage computing power

donated by volunteers. Volunteer computing, where members of the public donate some of their

CPU time, is a powerful way of delivering compute. However, volunteer computing has required

user installation of specialist software which is a barrier to entry. 

We believe that an alternative approach, where visitors to websites donate some of their CPU time,

is bene�cial. This is an immature �eld and there are numerous questions that must be answered to

understand the viability of leveraging website visitors' compute. In this presentation, we describe

our web-based distributed computing framework, Panther, and perform performance experiments

using real world hardware and browsing habits for the �rst time. We demonstrate this is viable for

urgent workloads, but there are numerous caveats to be considered.

Interactive Urgent Supercomputing – Morning Break

Toward a Methodology for Building Dynamic Urgent Applications on Continuum Computing

Platforms

Daniel Balouek-Thomert (University of Utah, Scienti�c Computing and Imaging Institute (SCI))

The objective of cyberinfrastructures is to make the use of streaming data a common practice in the

scienti�c community by integrating knowledge obtained from a range of data sources with large-

scale computer models. However, the ability to determine what, where, and how data is gathered

and processed along the edge-to-cloud/HPC computing continuum is limited by the lack of

abstractions that can support data-driven reactive behaviors. This creates a dif�culty for integrating

this heterogeneous data with time-sensitive systems that tackle global challenges.In this paper, we

present a methodology for incorporating contextual information into the application logic while



taking into consideration the heterogeneity of the underlying platform and the unpredictability of

the data. An example of a �re science scenario spanning numerous states serves as the driver for

our discussion of research issues in resource management and programming models.

Accelerated Work�ow for Advanced Kinetic Equilibria

Torrin Bechtel (General Atomics)

Kinetic equilibria are a fundamental aspect of tokamak plasma analysis, but are often highly

specialized and labor intensive to produce. This has become a bottleneck to both deeper physics

understandings and more sophisticated experiment controls. This project aims to remove these

barriers by developing a rapid, fully-automated work�ow to produce better-than-human, high-

precision whole-discharge kinetic equilibria. The required elements in this work�ow now exist

separately, but what is missing is the coupling of different aspects and overall performance

optimization. We have designed this work�ow for the DIII-D national fusion facility with the goal of

producing results quickly enough to be used for experiment planning in the 15-20 minute time

window between subsequent discharges. The results will also be stored in a database for follow-

up analysis and as the foundation for AI/ML surrogate models. Initial results suggest that it may be

possible to achieve our goal within a target 10 minute window.

Lightning Talk: Interactive Computing with Serverless Functions in rFaaS

Marcin Copik (ETH Zürich)

HPC is dominated by batch systems and rigid programming models. Jobs specify static resource

allocation and wait to be scheduled, leading to node under-utilization and long wait times. In the

cloud, serverless functions are used to dynamically assign computing resources and scale

allocations exactly to application needs, providing resource �exibility and elastic of�oading to spare

data center resources. Employing the programming model of Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) would

bring to HPC online computations and more elastic resource management, but functions are not

ready to handle the performance requirements of HPC workloads.

In rFaaS, we propose new allocation and computation policies for serverless that bene�t from faster

processing and RDMA networking. rFaaS enhances traditional FaaS computing with the low

latency and high throughput needed in compute- and data-intensive HPC applications. With high-

performance functions, we provide opportunistic computing that uses idle resources in the HPC

cluster to handle dynamic, priority, and interactive workloads.

Lightning Talk: Image-Guided Adaptive Radiation Therapy (IGART) Based on Massive

Parallelism and Real-Time Scheduling

Vahdaneh Kiani (University of Heidelberg)



Modern high precision radiation therapy (RT) applications require a rapid and accurate planning

process. Since the anatomical changes during treatment are mostly deformable, deformable image

registration (DIR) is a core process used during treatment to account for those changes in the shape

and size of internal organs between the initial and adaptive planning images acquired during the

treatment course. DIR methods have already obtained huge success on registration accuracy,

however, they usually take a long computation time and this limits clinical applications. So, the

research question (RQ) of this project is: performing an accurate deformable image registration

requires a tremendous amount of computing time, how to obtain signi�cant acceleration while

maintaining registration accuracy?

Different DIR algorithms will behave differently; therefore, users need to be aware of speci�cs of

their software before clinical use. In our project, we are evaluating a multi-GPU-based DIR

framework capabilities for radiotherapy treatments, using lung data sets. It is called CLAIRE.

CLAIRE aims at solving the large-scale imaging problems, while we want to provide real-time

capabilities for clinically relevant problem sizes. We believe that CLAIRE can be bene�ted from a

series of performance optimizations to improve strong scaling scenarios, since the scalability of

CLAIRE is limited due to the high communication costs for small problem sizes.

Lightning Talk: Tackling COVID-19 at the Regional HPC Center ROMEO

Arnaud Renard (University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne (URCA))

The Regional HPC Center ROMEO is positioned in a dual dimension of research support: offering

high-performance computing resources as a service and contributing scienti�cally to R&D or

research projects, whether multidisciplinary or purely HPC, by relying on a history of collaboration

with national research structures, services and technology providers.

In March 2020, at the outbreak of COVID-19, researchers in IA and HPC focused on the use of

Deep Learning to model and predict the evolution of COVID with the scarce data available at that

moment. Public health data but also population and individuals mobility patterns were the �rst

parameters added to the model, reaching accurate predictions. Later on, additional data on public

health actions (lockdown, curfews, vaccination) and more detailed population pro�les were

integrated to the model. Currently, the model is integrated into a decision support tool available for

French public decision makers.

In parallel to this, a long-standing collaboration with biochemists on high performance molecular

docking using GPUs allowed us to launch a massive-scale campaign to virtually screen 326

thousand druggable molecules against 20 target proteins of the COVID. The two most powerful

French GPU supercomputers were mobilized, including half of the ROMEO supercomputer, to

produce the equivalent of 1,500 years of calculation in a few days and thus identify a group of

drugs with potential virus inhibition capabilities. The one hundred top-most promising molecules



were synthesized and now are being assessed in-vitro.

Lightning Talk: Interactive HPC Using Jupyter

Matthew Henderson (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Interactive HPC is still dif�cult to achieve in practice for many scienti�c researchers. Even with

empowering tools such as Jupyter that provide a framework for interactive computing, there are still

challenges that scientists face in developing interactive HPC components.

Some of the important challenges scientists face include adapting existing scienti�c code for HPC

environments, interactive data visualization, interactive parameter exploration, streaming data, and

the ability to effectively share and allow others to reproduce their work. We will discuss these

challenges brie�y and ways to address them.

Lightning Talk: Enabling High Performance Remote Research Desktops with ThinLinc

Robert Henschel (Indiana University)

What if you had access to a high performance desktop from any endpoint device? What if this

desktop allowed you to launch interactive graphical applications like MATLAB or Jupyter Notebooks

as well as compose scienti�c work�ows using graphical and command line tools? What if this

desktop had enough performance to run the applications and also provided tools to quickly manage

and submit jobs to an HPC cluster? Indiana University built such a desktop in 2017 using ThinLinc

and has evolved it over the years. This talk will summarize the capabilities of the IU Research

Desktop and outline how it helped Indiana University attract more users to our HPC systems.

Lightning Talk: Can Serverless Computing Enable "Quick" Supercomputing?

Rohan Basu Roy (Northeastern University), Devesh Tiwari (Northeastern University)

Unfortunately, the serverless computing model is not traditionally designed for scienti�c

applications. Serverless computing platforms pose multiple design and implementation challenges

that make it dif�cult for scienti�c work�ow execution. Even if one could engineer a system to

leverage the serverless platform for scienti�c work�ows, the resulting execution would be sub-

optimal and may not respond to real-time needs. This talk will describe the design and

implementation of a system that overcomes these challenges and makes serverless attractive for

scienti�c work�ows. We will show how we can leverage the serverless computing model for

executing HPC work�ows.

Panel Discussion



Conclusions and Next Steps

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Third International Symposium on Checkpointing for Supercomputing

(SuperCheck-SC22)

Session Description: As a primary approach to fault-tolerant computing, Checkpoint/Restart (C/R)

is essential to a wide range of HPC communities. While there has been much C/R research and

tools development, continued C/R research is indispensable to keep pace with ever-changing HPC

architectures, technologies, and workloads. More effort is also needed to narrow the gap between

proof-of-concept C/R research codes and production-quality codes capable of deployment in real-

world workloads. In this workshop, we will bring together C/R researchers and tools developers,

practitioners, application developers, and end users to focus on C/R research and successes in

production use, motivating the development of usable C/R tools, the closing of the gap between

state-of-the-art research and production, and the harnessing of the full bene�ts of C/R for the HPC

community. Workshop Website

SuperCheck – Opening Remarks

Zhengji Zhao (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

SuperCheck-SC22 opening remarks from the workshop organizers

Featured Talk: DAOS – Nextgen Storage Stack for HPC and AI

Johann Lombardi (Intel Labs)

DAOS is an open-source scale-out object store designed from the ground up to deliver extremely

high bandwidth/IOPS and low latency I/Os to the most demanding data-intensive workloads. It

aims at supporting nextgen scienti�c work�ows combining simulation, big data and AI in a single

storage tier. DAOS presents a rich and scalable storage interface that allows ef�cient storage of

both structured and unstructured data. DAOS supports multiple application interfaces including a

parallel �lesystem, Hadoop/Spark connector, TensorFlow-IO, native Python bindings, HDF5, MPI-IO

as well as domain-speci�c data models like SEGY. Many DAOS deployments are underway

including a 230PB installation connected to the ALCF’s Aurora system and a 1PB DAOS system for

LRZ’s SuperMUC-NG phase 2. In this presentation, we will provide an overview of the DAOS

architecture, the software ecosystem, and the Aurora deployment.

https://supercheck.lbl.gov/


Spot-On: A Checkpointing Framework for Fault-Tolerant Long-Running Workloads on Cloud

Spot Instances

Ashley Tung (MemVerge Inc), Yue Li (MemVerge Inc)

Spot instances offer a cost-effective solution for applications running in the cloud computing

environment. However, it is challenging to run long-running jobs on spot instances because they

are subject to unpredictable evictions. Here, we present Spot-on, a generic software framework

that supports fault-tolerant long-running workloads on spot instances through checkpoint and

restart. Spot-on leverages existing checkpointing packages and is compatible with the major cloud

vendors. Using a genomics application as a test case, we demonstrated that Spot-on supports both

application-speci�c and transparent checkpointing methods. Compared to running applications

using on-demand instances, it allows the completion of these workloads for a signi�cant reduction

in computing costs. Compared to running applications using application-speci�c checkpoint

mechanisms, transparent checkpoint-protected applications take less time to complete, leading to

further cost reductions.

Analyzing the Energy Consumption of Synchronous and Asynchronous Checkpointing

Strategies

Grant Wilkins (Clemson University)

With exascale computing, the number of components that comprise high-performance computing

(HPC) systems has increased by more than 70%, leading to a shorter mean time between failure

(MTBF) and larger power budgets. These issues induce the need for (1) checkpoint/restart (C/R)

and (2) energy reduction techniques. C/R has evolved with different software and hardware

advances, thus it is crucial to understand how its energy usage differs under various storage tiers

and synchronicity. In this paper, we present a comparison of the energy consumption of leading,

state-of-the-art C/R libraries, VELOC and GenericIO. We perform weak and strong scalability tests

of the C/R libraries and show that asynchronous C/R provides 4x greater throughput while using

33% less energy than synchronous C/R. Data size and throughput are directly correlated to energy

consumption. Therefore, C/R developers should focus on ways to improve/maintain high throughput

in order to reduce energy consumption to address exascale needs.

pyDMTCP: Python Interface to DMTCP via SLURM

Gabi Dadush (Nuclear Research Center Negev, Israel)

Supercomputers have become increasingly important due to the growing demand for

computational power and the amount of available data. As supercomputing systems become larger

and serve many users simultaneously, the costs of building and maintaining such systems increase,

and the probability of faults increases. Therefore, such systems’ ef�ciency and resilience are



essential for providers and users. One primary tool that provides system resilience is DMTCP, a

system-level Checkpoint/Restart (C/R) library that allows performing C/R operations seamlessly

without any source code modi�cations. Meanwhile, Python has become one of the major languages

for application programming; hence providing it with C/R capabilities is desirable in many systems.

Accordingly, previous work has brought C/R to Python by supporting DMTCP C/R programmatically

from within a Python program. Nevertheless, a particular class of python codes is not self-

contained but rather designed to support other applications by scheduling, managing, and

analyzing their results, such as execution wrappers and pipelining, parameter sweeping, etc. This

class of Python codes is widespread on HPC systems using the SLURM job scheduler by all types

of users. In this work, we extend the previous integration of DMTCP to Python programs and �rst

introduce pyDMTCP. This Python module enables Python wrappers of scienti�c applications to

easily utilize DMTCP checkpointing via a Python interface and externally to applications via SLURM.

The interface also maps the entire HPC system according to several main parameters to allow

fault-free and optimized C/R executions between different nodes.

The source code of pyDMTCP will be available at https://github.com/Scienti�c-Computing-Lab-

NRCN/pyDMTCP.

SuperCheck – Morning Break

Zhengji Zhao (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Extending MPI API Support in MANA

Tarun Malviya (Northeastern University)

MANA is an MPI-Agnostic, Network-Agnostic transparent checkpointing tool for MPI applications,

which is a recent breakthrough in transparent checkpointing. NERSC has been in collaboration with

MANA team at Northeastern University and MemVerge, Inc to enable MANA for NERSC’s top

applications to support DOE’s experimental facilities’ real-time workloads by checkpointing lower

priority jobs and resuming them later. MANA employs a novel split-process approach and works by

intercepting the MPI APIs to ensure that transparent checkpointing to occur at a consistent state

between MPI processes and also to achieve network agnosticism. Thus, writing proper wrapper

functions for MPI APIs is critical for MANA to checkpoint and restart MPI applications correctly and

ef�ciently. While it is straightforward to implement a wrapper function for most of the MPI APIs, it

is not trivial to correctly intercept some of the APIs, and the major challenge is to ensure the same

behavior after intercepting the MPI APIs. In this lightning talk, we will review the current status of

MPI API support in MANA, and present challenges in supporting various MPI APIs including its

communicators, objects, data types, environments, etc., as well as the roadmap to extend the MPI

API support in current and future versions of MPI standard. What we learned from supporting MPI



APIs in MANA will be helpful to similar approaches that intercept MPI APIs.

MANA uses DMTCP as its checkpointing tool, and is implemented in the DMTCP framework as a

plugin. MANA is an open source project.

ReMPI: A Record-and-Replay Tool for Debugging Non-Deterministic MPI Applications

Kento Sato (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS))

Debugging massively parallel applications remains a highly challenging task. With trends towards

larger and more complex supercomputers, remarkably increasing degrees of parallelism, more

parallelism options (e.g., heterogeneity), and emerging programming models, applications gain

higher performance and scalability by using more asynchronous algorithms. However, they come at

a productivity cost: they introduce non-determinism in parallel program execution—i.e., the

applications do not produce the same output in different runs—and this makes debugging even a

greater challenge. A particularly well-known source of non-determinism at large scale is the

message-passing interface (MPI). As network and system noise can affect the order of received

messages, applications can take different computation paths depending on the order of the

received messages. This complicates debugging since computation paths and associated

computational results may vary between the original run (where a bug manifested itself) and the

debugged runs. In this lightning talk, we introduce ReMPI (MPI Record-and-Replay Tool,

https://github.com/PRUNERS/ReMPI) that facilitates debugging non-deterministic MPI applications.

ReMPI records the execution of each MPI process as trace data, which includes the order of the

message receives. Then, during debugging, a replay mechanism uses these recorded traces to

ensure that every MPI process observes the same message exchanges as the recorded run.

Q&A Session for Lightning Talks

Rebecca Hartman-Baker (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Debugging MPI Implementations via Reduction-to-Primitives

Gene Cooperman (Northeastern University)

Testing correctness of either a new MPI implementation or a transparent checkpointing package for

MPI is inherently dif�cult. A bug is often observed when running a correctly written MPI application,

and it produces an error. Tracing the bug to a particular subsystem of the MPI package is dif�cult

due to issues of complex parallelism, race conditions, etc. This work provides tools to decide if the

bug is: in the subsystem implementing of collective communication; or in the subsystem

implementing point-to-point communication; or in some other subsystem. The tools were produced

in the context of testing a new system, MANA. MANA is not a standalone MPI implementation, but



rather a package for transparent checkpointing of MPI applications. In addition, a short survey of

other debugging tools for MPI is presented. The strategy of transforming the execution for

purposes of diagnosing a bug appears to be distinct from most existing debugging approaches.

Designing an Adaptive Application-Level Checkpoint Management System for Malleable MPI

Applications

Jophin John (Technical University Munich)

Dynamic resource management opens up numerous opportunities in the High Performance

Computing. It improves the system-level services as well as application performance.

Checkpointing can also be deemed as a system-level service and can reap the bene�ts offered by

dynamism. The checkpointing system can have better resource availability by integrating with a

malleable resource management system. In addition to fault tolerance, the checkpointing system

can cater to the data redistribution demand of malleable applications during resource change.

Therefore, we propose iCheck, an adaptive application-level checkpoint management system that

can ef�ciently utilize the system and application level dynamism to provide better checkpointing

and data redistribution services to applications.

Emergency Backup for Scienti�c Applications

Christopher Haine (HPE HPC/AI EMEA Research Lab (ERL), Switzerland)

A framework for the ef�cient in-network data transfer between a parallel application and an

independent storage server is proposed. The case of an unexpected and unrecoverable interruption

of the application is considered, where the server takes the role of an emergency backup service

preventing the unnecessary loss of valuable information. Cleanup time buffers can be optimally

exploited by the framework making use of RDMA transport and redistribution of data by means of

the Maestro middleware. Experiments are performed on a HPE/Cray EX system to construct a

heuristics for amounts of data that can realistically be backed up during a given time buffer. The

method proves to be faster than VELOC and plain MPI-IO using one server node already, for a

number of user ranks up to a hundred, with the promise of also better scalability in the long run due

to the in-network approach as opposed to �lesystem transport.

HPC Checkpoint-Restart Strategy Using NVRAM

Yehonatan Fridman (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel, Dept of Computer Science; Israel

Atomic Energy Commission)

The recent entrance of the High-Performance Computing (HPC) world into the exascale era

challenges how vast amounts of data are analyzed, manipulated, and stored. However, the already

substantial performance gap between computing, memory, and storage expands rapidly in the

presence of distributed large-scale applications on new generation supercomputers. The widest



gap of all, the memory-storage one, is still 2-3 orders of magnitude wide. As a result, said

applications struggle with two main storage-oriented tasks – diagnostics and checkpointing – in

which there is a need to persist data during runtime for further usage. Recently, novel

interdependent introductions of non-volatile RAM (NVRAM) hardware and persistent memory �le

systems (PMFSs) were made to the storage stack and are planned to collectively integrate into the

next Aurora exascale system. Fridman et al. (FTXS@SC’21) benchmarked the diagnostics (FIO, BT-

IO) and checkpointing (SCR, DMTCP) use-cases as in supercomputers with the aid of NVRAM and

several PMFSs, excluding block-oriented non-volatile devices. Rather, this strategy solely relies on

using RAM-NVRAM and even pure-NVRAM memory-storage con�guration. We review these

results, and introduce how NVRAM can be utilized not only for C/R mechanisms and diagnostics via

PMFSs, but also for Algorithm-Based Fault Tolerance (ABFT), with the PMDK library and MPI one-

sided communication directly to byte-addressable NVRAM. We speci�cally focus on Exact State

Reconstruction of iterative linear solvers. We show that this strategy utilizes hardware properly and

reliably, achieving best-known performances for those use-cases and, as such, suggesting a new

approach to devise HPC recoverable algorithms.

CXL, PMEM, and Checkpointing – The Path Forward

Kurt Keville (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))

We present nascent work that introduces a path forward for leveraging CXL 2.0 and 3.0

subprotocols, notably the CXL.cache and CXL.mem subprotocols, in a novel fashion. We intend to

demonstrate CXL Type 1 and Type 2 device functionality in order to make a strong case for more

and larger cache levels. This will not only create a novel memory hierarchy for us to accelerate

precomputed (speculated) memory paths but will effectively operate as a live checkpoint and

snapshot option since we are moving many traditional RAM operations onto rede�ned non-volatile

media, initially CXL-enabled NVMe drives.

Q&A Session for Lightning Talks

Zhengji Zhao (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

The First Workshop on Federated and Privacy Preserving AI for HPC

Session Description: The inundation of data generation technologies, along with progress in

Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) and increasing privacy concerns, has prompted research into techniques

for both federated and privacy preserving AI. Federated Learning (FL) allows multiple clients to

collaborate in training AI models without sharing data while privacy preserving AI places further



emphasis on protecting client data. To date, federated and privacy preserving AI are primarily driven

by consumer demand for fast and accurate analysis on personal devices which may contain

sensitive data. In the HPC domain, FL interest has grown in the areas of health analytics and

coordination across experimental facilities. This latter form of FL poses new and unsolved

problems. This workshop aims to highlight research in all aspects of federated and privacy

preserving AI for HPC, machine learning, and scienti�c participants. Broad goals would be to

consolidate the community around a core set of objectives and foster new collaborations.

Workshop Website

Opening Remarks

Georgia (Gina) Tourassi (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Privacy-Preserving Data Sharing and Analytics – An HPC Perspective

Jaideep Vaidya (Rutgers University)

Taking Federated Learning from Research to Real-World Deployment with NVIDIA FLARE

Prerna Dogra (NVIDIA Corporation)

Application of Privacy Preserving Federated Learning in Biomedical Applications – Lessons

Learned from the PALISADE-X project

Ravi Madduri (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Fed-PPAI - Morning break

Feiyi Wang (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

HPC at the FDA – Data Reuse Concepts for AI

Kenny Cha (US Food and Drug Administration)

Federated Computations and the Digital Rights Movement

https://sc22fl.github.io/


Patricia Florssi (Google LLC)

Securing Federated Learning Capabilities within an Exascale Environment

Ryan Adamson (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Panel Discussion

Georgia (Gina) Tourassi (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

RSDHA: Rede�ning Scalability for Diversely Heterogeneous Architectures

Session Description: Recent trends toward the end of Dennard scaling and Moore's law makes the

current and upcoming computing systems more specialized and complex, consisting of more

complex and heterogeneous architectures in terms of processors, memory hierarchies, on-chip-

interconnection networks, storage, etc. This trend materialized in the mobile and embedded market,

and it is entering the enterprise, cloud computing, and high performance computing markets. The

proposed workshop will provide a timely and unique venue for researchers and engineers in both

scalable and heterogeneous computing domains to gather together and discuss 1) the latest ideas

and lessons learned from the previous experience on traditional and heterogeneity-based scaling in

their own domains and 2) possible synergistic approaches and interaction between the two

domains to �nd a good balance between programmability and performance portability across

diverse ranges of heterogeneous architectures used in embedded systems and HPC. Workshop

Website

Thoughts on Obstacles to Harnessing Heterogeneity in Modern Computing

Xipeng Shen (North Carolina State University)

Panel

Taisuke Boku (University of Tsukuba), Yufei Ding (University of California, Santa Barbara), Gokcen

Kestor (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Jaejin Lee (Seoul National University), Jose

Diaz (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Rohit Zambre (NVIDIA Corporation), Mehmet Belviranli

(Colorado School of Mines), Seyong Lee (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

https://hpss.mines.edu/rsdha-22/


Morning Break

Navigating the Perils of Ubiquitous Heterogeneity

Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Heterogeneity is, and has long been, a de�ning characteristic of computing architectures. For

example, the microarchitecture implementing an instruction set architecture (ISA) contains a diverse

collection of function blocks such as instruction decoder, ALUs, memory controllers, page walk

hardware, to name just a few. Even at the ISA level, heterogeneity is available in instructions to

control specialized units such as SIMD or vector processors, bit matrix multiply, and crypto engines.

In the past, application developers were largely shielded from these forms of heterogeneity through

ISA, compiler analysis, intrinsics, or high level pragmas. However as microelectronics approaches

fundamental scaling limits in feature size and power, it has become increasingly necessary to

provide and expose specialized circuits purpose-built, each to its narrow function. Thus,

heterogeneity has become the new normal in the world of computing, affecting virtually all levels

from IoT to supercomputer.

In this talk, I will discuss current and future heterogeneous architectures that we will have to

exploit to achieve required performance levels. Approaches and tools to make these complex

resources accessible will be reviewed. Scalability challenges and the tension between portability

and performance will be discussed.

DGSM: A GPU-Based Subgraph Isomorphism Framework with DFS Exploration

Wei Han (Colorado School of Mines, Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)

Subgraph Isomorphism is a fundamental problem in graph analytics and it has been applied to

many domains. It is well known that subgraph isomorphism is a NP-complete problem. There has

been a lot of efforts devoted to this problem in the past two decades. However, GPU-based

subgraph isomorphism systems are relatively rare since the GPU memory is not big enough to hold

all the instances during the matching process. Most current GPU subgraph isomorphism

frameworks suffer from the limited GPU main memory and redundant computation. These issues

restrict them on smaller patterns and graphs and limit their performance. To overcome these issues,

we design a new GPU-based subgraph isomorphism system named DGSM. We validate our



techniques by comparing with two state-of-the-art systems, CPU-based DAF and GPU-based GSI.

Our experimental results show that our system achieve 2 orders of magnitude faster than DAF and

GSI on both labeled and unlabeled graph.

LaRIS: Targeting Portability and Productivity for LaPACK Codes on Extreme Heterogeneous

Systems Using IRIS

Mohammad Alaul Haque Monil (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jeffrey S. Vetter (Oak

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Pedro Valero-Lara (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Following the trend of heterogeneity, hardware manufacturers and vendors are releasing new

architectures and their proprietary software stack (e.g., libraries) that can harness the best possible

performance for commonly used kernels, such as linear algebra kernels. However, tuned kernels for

one architecture are not portable to others. Moreover, the co-existence of different architectures in a

single node made orchestration dif�cult. To address these challenges, we introduce LaRIS, a

portable framework for LaPACK functionalities. LaRIS ensures a separation between linear algebra

algorithms and vendor-library kernels using IRIS runtime and IRIS-BLAS library. Such abstraction at

the algorithm level makes implementation completely vendor-library and architecture agnostic.

LaRIS uses IRIS runtime to dynamically select the vendor-library kernel and suitable processor

architecture at runtime. Through LU factorization, we demonstrate that LaRIS can fully utilize

different heterogeneous systems by launching and orchestrating different vendor-library kernels

without any change in the source code.

Neuromorphic Computing for Scienti�c Applications

Thomas Potok (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Neuromorphic computing technology continues to make strides in the development of new

algorithms, devices, and materials. In addition, applications have begun to emerge where

neuromorphic computing shows promising results. However, numerous barriers to further

development and application remain. In this work, we identify several science areas where

neuromorphic computing can either make an immediate impact (within 1 to 3 years) or the societal

impact would be extremely high if the technological barriers can be addressed. We identify both

opportunities and hurdles to the development of neuromorphic computing technology for these

areas. Finally, we discuss future directions that need to be addressed to expand both the

development and application of neuromorphic computing.

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

The 17th Workshop on Work�ows in Support of Large-Scale Science

(WORKS22)



Session Description: Scienti�c work�ows have been used across scienti�c domains and have

underpinned some of the most signi�cant discoveries of the past several decades. Work�ow

management systems provide abstraction and automation which enable a broad range of

researchers to easily de�ne sophisticated computational processes and to then execute them

ef�ciently on parallel and distributed computing systems. As work�ows have been adopted by a

number of scienti�c communities, they are becoming more complex and require more sophisticated

capabilities. This workshop focuses on the many facets of scienti�c work�ow management

systems, ranging from actual execution to service management and the coordination and

optimization of data, service, and job dependencies. The workshop covers a broad range of issues

such: scienti�c work�ows representation and enactment; work�ow scheduling techniques ;

work�ow enactment engines; and a number of computer science problems related to scienti�c

work�ows such as semantic technologies, compiler methods, scheduling and fault detection and

tolerance. Workshop Website

WORKS 2022 – Welcome and Introduction

Rosa Filgueira (University of St Andrews, Scotland), Rafael Ferreira da Silva (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL))

WORKS 2022 – Invited Talk: Making Easier the Development and Deployment of Application

Work�ows with eFlows4HPC

Rosa Badia (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC))

While distributed computing infrastructures are becoming increasingly complex, the user

community provides more complex application work�ows to leverage them. In addition, current

trends aim to use data analytics and arti�cial intelligence combined with HPC modeling and

simulation. However, the programming models and tools are different in these �elds, and there is a

need for methodologies that enable the development of work�ows that combine HPC software,

data analytics, and arti�cial intelligence. The eFlows4HPC project aims at providing a work�ow

software stack that ful�lls this need. 

The project is also developing the HPC Work�ows as a Service (HPCWaaS) methodology that aims

at providing tools to simplify the development, deployment, execution, and reuse of work�ows. The

project showcases its advances with three application Pillars with industrial and social relevance:

manufacturing, climate, and urgent computing for natural hazards. The talk will present the actual

progress and �ndings of the project.

RADICAL-Pilot and Parsl: Executing Heterogeneous Work�ows on HPC Platforms

Aymen Alsaadi (Rutgers University, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering)

https://works-workshop.org/


Work�ow applications are becoming increasingly important to support scienti�c discovery. That is

leading to a proliferation of work�ow management systems and, thus, to a fragmented software

ecosystem. Integration among existing work�ow tools is a way to improve development ef�ciency

and, ultimately, support the sustainability of the scienti�c work�ow community. We describe our

experience with integrating RADICAL-Pilot (RP) and Parsl as a way to enable users to develop and

execute work�ow applications with heterogeneous tasks on heterogeneous high-performance

computing resources. We describe our approach to the integration of the two systems and detail

the development of RPEX, a Parsl executor which uses RP as its workload manager. We develop

an RP executor that enables executing heterogeneous MPI Python functions on CPUs and GPUs,

and we measure the weak and strong scaling of RPEX, RP, and Parsl when providing new

capabilities to two paradigmatic use cases: Colmena and Ice Wedge Polygons.

Automatic, Ef�cient, and Scalable Provenance Registration for FAIR HPC Work�ows

Raül Sirvent (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC))

Provenance registration is becoming more and more important as we increase the size and number

of experiments performed using computers. In particular, when provenance is recorded in HPC

environments, it must be ef�cient and scalable. We propose a provenance registration method for

scienti�c work�ows, ef�cient enough to run in supercomputers (thus, it could run in other

environments with more relaxed restrictions, such as distributed ones). It also must be scalable in

order to deal with large work�ows, that are more typically used in HPC. We also target

transparency for the user, shielding them from having to specify how provenance must be recorded.

We implement our design using the COMPSs programming model as a Work�ow Management

System (WfMS) and use RO-Crate as a well-established standard to record provenance.

Experiments are provided, demonstrating the ef�ciency and scalability of our solution.

Challenges of Provenance in Scienti�c Work�ow Management Systems

Khairul Alam (University of Saskatchewan)

Scienti�c work�ow is one of the well-established pillars of large-scale computational science and

emerged as a torchbearer to formalize and structure a massive amount of complex heterogeneous

data and accelerate scienti�c progress. SWfMSs support the automation of repetitive tasks and

capture complex analysis through work�ows. However, the execution of work�ows is costly and

requires a lot of resource usage. At different phases of a work�ow life cycle, most SWfMSs store

provenance information, allowing result reproducibility, sharing, and knowledge reuse in the

scienti�c community. But, this provenance information can be many times larger than the work�ow

and input data, and managing provenance data is growing in complexity with large-scale

applications. We describe the challenges of provenance managing and reusing in e-science,

focusing primarily on scienti�c work�ow approaches by exploring different SWfMSs and

provenance management systems. We also investigated the ways to overcome the challenges.



A Domain-Speci�c Provenance Query Composition Environment for Scienti�c Work�ows

Muhammad Mainul Hossain (University of Saskatchewan)

Scienti�c Work�ow Management Systems (SWfMS) systematically capture and store diverse

provenance information at various phases. Scientists compose multitude of queries on this

information. The support of integrated query composition and visualization in existing SWfMS is

limited. Most systems do not support any custom query composition. VisTrails and Taverna

introduced custom query languages vtPQL and TriQL to support limited work�ow monitoring.

Galaxy only tracks histories of operations and displays in lists. No SWfMS supports a scientist-

friendly user interface for provenance query composition and visualization. We propose a domain-

speci�c composition environment for provenance query of scienti�c work�ows. As a proof of

concept, we developed a provenance system for bioinformatics work�ow management system and

evaluated it in multiple dimensions, one for measuring the subjective perception of participants on

the usability of it using NASA-TLX and SUS survey instruments and the other for measuring the

�exibility through plugin integration using NASA-TLX.

Work�ow Anomaly Detection with Graph Neural Networks

Hongwei Jin (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Reliable execution of scienti�c work�ows is a fundamental concern in computational campaigns.

Therefore, detecting and diagnosing anomalies are both important and challenging for work�ow

executions that span complex, distributed computing infrastructures. We model the scienti�c

work�ow as a directed acyclic graph and apply graph neural networks (GNNs) to identify the

anomalies at both the work�ow and individual job levels. In addition, we generalize our GNN model

to take into account a set of work�ows together for the anomaly detection task rather than a

speci�c work�ow. By taking advantage of learning the hidden representation, not only from the job

features but also from the topological information of the work�ow, our GNN models demonstrate

higher accuracy and better runtime ef�ciency when compared with conventional machine learning

models and other convolutional neural network approaches.

WORKS22 – Morning Break

Modeling Data Integrity Threats for Scienti�c Work�ows Using OSCRP and MITRE ATT&CK®

Emily K. Adams (Indiana University, Center for Applied Cybersecurity Research (CACR)), Anirban

Mandal (Renaissance Computing Institute (RENCI))



Guaranteeing the data integrity of scienti�c work�ows and their associated data products, in the

face of non-malicious and malicious threats, is of paramount importance for the validity and

credibility of scienti�c research. In this work, we describe how we can leverage two popular

cybersecurity classi�cation frameworks - OSCRP and MITRE ATT&CK®, to systematically model

threats to the integrity of scienti�c work�ows and data in a research setting. We enumerate non-

malicious and malicious threats to the integrity of scienti�c work�ows, and present the relevant

assets, concerns, avenues of attacks and impact of the threats in typical scienti�c work�ow

execution scenarios.

RECUP: A (Meta)data Framework for Reproducing Hybrid Work�ows with FAIR

Line Pouchard (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

This abstract presents a conceptual framework and methods to extract and share (meta)data (data

and metadata) necessary for reproducibility in the context of complex hybrid work�ows (work�ows

that include numerical simulations and data-intensive applications) executed at extreme scale. We

target Digital Objects required to reproduce results and performance: we capture, fuse, and analyze

(meta)data to select parameters in�uencing reproducibility, and make them FAIR Digital Objects for

re-use.

Recommending Tools and Sub-Work�ows for Scienti�c Work�ow Management Systems

Khairul Alam (University of Saskatchewan)

Scientists construct scienti�c work�ows in Scienti�c Work�ow Management Systems (SWfMSs) to

analyze scienti�c data. However, these scienti�c work�ows can be complex and challenging to

create for new and expert users due to the signi�cant growth of tools, the heterogeneous nature of

data, and the complexity of the tasks. To overcome these obstacles, scientists started to share their

designed work�ow in the community in the interest of open science, and many researchers

constructed several tools/work�ow recommendation systems. But we identi�ed several challenges,

i.e., many scienti�c work�ows contain errors, outdated tools, invalid tools connections, improper

tagging, etc. Also, in the future, many work�ow tools can be obsoleted. Then the existing

recommendation systems will fail to recommend appropriate tools, eventually creating a less

optimal and error-containing work�ow. Considering all these challenges, we propose a

recommendation system to recommend tools/sub-work�ow using machine learning approaches to

help scientists create optimal, error-free, and ef�cient work�ows.

libEnsemble: Flexible Work�ows through Dynamic Assignment of Workers and Resources

Stephen Hudson (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

libEnsemble is a Python toolkit for running dynamic ensembles of simulations. libEnsemble aims to

minimize the effort of the user in describing their work�ow via generator and simulator functions



written in Python, and to maximize code reuse by maintaining a library of existing functions.

Example generator functions perform optimizations, train models, and test candidate solutions. This

work highlights how libEnsemble’s dynamic features have enabled practical multi-�delity

work�ows.

HyperShell v2: A Better Work�ow Automation Tool for Many-Task Computing

Lev Gorenstein (Purdue University)

HyperShell is an elegant, cross-platform, high-performance computing utility for processing shell

commands over a distributed, asynchronous queue. It is a highly scalable work�ow automation tool

for many-task scenarios. The software was originally created several years ago at Purdue

University to meet the speci�c unmet needs of researchers not satis�ed by existing solutions. Here

we will outline the context for its existence and focus on some unique capabilities it offers.

Co-Scheduling Ensembles of In Situ Work�ows

Tu Mai Anh Do (University of Southern California, Information Sciences Institute)

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are widely used to study large-scale molecular systems.

However, reaching the necessary timescale to detect rare processes is challenging, even with

modern supercomputers. To overcome the timescale limitation, the simulation of a long MD

trajectory is replaced by multiple short-range simulations executed simultaneously in an ensemble.

Analyses are usually co-scheduled with these simulations to ef�ciently process large volumes of

data in situ. Executing a work�ow ensemble of simulations and their in situ analyses requires

sophisticated management of computational resources so that they are not slowing down each

other. In this paper, we propose an ef�cient method to co-schedule and allocate resources for a

work�ow ensemble such that the makespan is minimized. We evaluate the proposed approach

using an accurate simulator based on the WRENCH simulation framework. Results demonstrate

the signi�cance of co-scheduling simulations and in situ analyses that couple data together to

bene�t from data locality.

Events as a Basis for Work�ow Scheduling

David Marchant (University of Copenhagen, Dept of Computer Science)

An Automated Cryo-EM Computational Environment on the HPC System Using Pegasus

WMS

Tomasz Osinski (University of Southern California (USC))

Cryogenic electron microscopy (Cryo-EM) is a method applied to samples cooled to cryogenic



temperatures that can reach a near-atomic resolution of biological molecules. Recent progress in

methodology has created an entirely new set of challenges to overcome - among them, the speci�c

environment of the HPC system and coordination and automation of the initial stages. Our solution

is an automated Cryo-EM image pre-processing service tailored to an HPC environment with close

to real-time feedback allowing the researchers to interact with the data acquisition session located

in a facility remote to the HPC cluster. We automated the data transfer, created a service around

the Pegasus Work�ow Management System, kept the user interaction minimum, and offered the

researcher an option to start the pre-processing right after initiating the microscope session. The

users receive real-time feedback enabling them to interact with the data acquisition, adjust it and

collect a better dataset.

Cross-Facility Work�ows: Case Studies with Active Experiments

Nicholas Tyler (National Energy Research Scienti�c Computing Center (NERSC)), Robert Knop

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Deborah Bard (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL)), Peter Nugent (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Experimental and observational science pipelines are increasingly turning to supercomputing

resources to handle their large-scale data analysis. Many of these pipelines serve experiments that

are running 24/7, and must shutdown or �nd alternatives for their real-time data analysis during

outages. Work�ows from experimental and observational facilities are usually architected with a

speci�c network and computing facility in mind, and are very dif�cult to switch between compute

resources. What's more, the assumptions built into the architecture of most high-performance

computing (HPC) centers makes moving work�ows to new locations more complicated. By

carefully targeting well-understood cosmology and genomics pipelines, we have researched the

capabilities needed to run these work�ows at multiple computing sites. In this process, we have

identi�ed several of the pain points and key future research topics for automated work�ow

migration, and have made substantial progress towards a future where fully automated work�ows

can run across the DOE complex.

CardioHPC: Serverless Approaches for Real-Time Heart Monitoring of Thousands of Patients

Sashko Ristov (University of Innsbruck), Radu Prodan (University of Klagenfurt, Austria)

We analyze a heart monitoring center for patients wearing electrocardiogram sensors outside

hospitals. This prevents serious heart damages and increases life expectancy and health-care

ef�ciency. In this paper, we address a problem to provide a scalable infrastructure for the real-time

processing scenario for at least 10,000 patients simultaneously, and ef�cient fast processing

architecture for the postponed scenario when patients upload data after realized measurements.

CardioHPC is a project to realize a simulation of these two scenarios using digital signal processing

algorithms and arti�cial intelligence-based detection and classi�cation software for automated

reporting and alerting. 



We elaborate the challenges we met in experimenting with different serverless implementations:

1) container-based on Google Cloud Run, and 2) Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) on AWS Lambda.

Experimental results present the effect of overhead in the request and transfer time, and speedup

achieved by analyzing the response time and throughput on both container-based and FaaS

implementations as serverless work�ows.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

4th International Workshop on Containers and New Orchestration Paradigms

for Isolated Environments in HPC (CANOPIE-HPC)

Session Description: The ongoing revolution enabled via containerization, virtualization, and new

orchestration models has dramatically changed how applications and services are delivered and

managed across the computing industry. This revolution has established a new ecosystem of tools

and techniques with new, �exible and agile approaches, and has rapidly gained traction in the HPC

community. In addition to HPC-optimized container runtimes, emerging technologies like

Kubernetes create a new set of opportunities and challenges. While adoption is growing, there

remain numerous questions regarding best practices, foundational concepts, tools, and standards.

Our goal is to promote and accelerate the adoption and impact of this new ecosystem to better

address HPC use cases. This workshop serves as a key venue for presenting late-breaking

research, sharing experiences and best practices, and fostering collaboration in this �eld. Our fourth

workshop iteration will continue to emphasize real-world experiences and challenges in adopting

and optimizing these new approaches for HPC. Workshop Website

CANOPIE – Introduction

Shane Canon (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Andrew Younge (Sandia National

Laboratories)

Invited Talk – Kubernetes at CERN

Ricardo Rocha (European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN))

Ricardo will give a quick glance at how CERN is using Kubernetes at scale

Multiscale Scienti�c Work�ows on High-Performance Hybrid Cloud

Robert Manson-Sawko (IBM Research Europe)

We present an infrastructure for executing multiscale scienti�c work�ows in hybrid cloud

environment. We use an end-to-end modelling of mayonnaise production as an example of an

https://www.canopie-hpc.org/


industrially relevant problem involving modeling of materials properties and their corresponding

processing methods. We present a container image design which allows an integration of

alternative simulation services operating at atomistic, mesoscopic, and continuum levels. The image

allows adjustment at runtime to carry out different multiscale studies following diverse parallel

execution patterns. We then discuss a prototype of the on-demand HPC facility implemented on

two variants of the virtualized infrastructure to handle these work�ows in the context of hybrid

cloud deployments.

Lightning Talk: Containerized MPI and GUI Applications on HPC in the Cloud with Workload

Manager

Mandeep Kumar (University Institute of Computing, Chandigarh University, India), Gagandeep Kaur

(University Institute of Computing, Chandigarh University, India)

Portability and reproducibility are the primary goals of scienti�c communities that intend to use

container technology that is familiar with High Performance Computing (HPC) applications and

environments on-premises and in the cloud to support these concerns. Singularity and Sarus

evolved to meet the needs of computational workload users and administrators in HPC

environments, as well as container portability and reproducibility for scienti�c computing. To scale

complex workloads on multi-node distributed memory architectures, HPC applications often use

the Message Passing Interface (MPI), while the use of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is an integral

part of pre-processing, post-processing, data analysis, and result interpretation. This work presents

approaches to building and executing containerized MPI and GUI applications on HPC in the cloud.

We provide comprehensive performance evaluation of MPI and GUI applications running in an

isolated container environment with Workload Manager, with reference to native on HPC in the

cloud.

Lightning Talk: A Case of Multi-Resource Fairness for Serverless Work�ows

Amit Samanta (University of Utah), Ryan Stutsman (University of Utah)

Serverless platforms have exploded in popularity in recent years, but, today, these platforms are

still unsuitable for large classes of applications. They perform well for batch-oriented workloads

that perform coarse transformations over data asynchronously, but their lack of clear service level

agreements (SLAs), high per-invocation overheads, and interference make deploying online

applications with stringent response time demands impractical. Our assertion is that beyond the

glaring issues like cold start costs, a more fundamental shift is needed in how serverless function

invocations are provisioned and scheduled in order to support these more demanding applications.

Speci�cally, we propose a platform that leverages the observability and predictability of serverless

functions to enforce multi-resource fairness. Finally, we propose a new distributed and hierarchical

function scheduling architecture that combines lessons from multi-resource fair scheduling to

create an approach that we believe will enable tighter SLAs on serverless platforms than has been



possible in the past.

CANOPIE – Morning Break

Complete Provenance for Application Experiments with Containers and Hardware Interface

Metadata

Quincy Wofford (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), James Hurd (University of Kansas),

Hugh Greenberg (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)), James Ahrens (Los Alamos National

Laboratory (LANL))

Repeatability and reproducibility are important for science, but HPC application experiments have

complex and changing software stacks and runtime environments which make this dif�cult to

attain. This presentation describes a system for combining containers and system hardware

environment capture to fully capture an application experiment’s provenance; the clear interfaces to

hardware exposed by containers are a key element of this approach. The evaluation of this system

demonstrates that this combination enables effective analysis of application dependencies,

increasing the reproducibility of experimental results in HPC systems. It also demonstrates that this

technique can provide basis for Scienti�c Development Operations that result in veri�able

application experiments.

Scaling Podman on Perlmutter: Embracing a Community-Supported Container Ecosystem

Laurie Stephey (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Containers have provided a popular new paradigm for managing software and services. However,

in HPC the use of containers has historically been more dif�cult due to multi-tenancy, security, and

performance requirements; consequently several custom HPC container runtimes have emerged

from the community. The resulting fractured ecosystem presents challenges both for HPC container

framework maintainers and for users. In this paper, we describe work at NERSC to adapt Podman, a

popular OCI-compliant container framework developed by Red Hat, Inc., for use in HPC. Podman

has several key features which make it appealing for use in an HPC environment: its rootless

container mode addresses many security concerns, it has a standardized command interface which

will be familiar to users of established popular container runtimes, it is daemon-less, and it is open-

source and community supported. Additional innovations at NERSC have enabled Podman to

achieve the good scaling behavior required by HPC applications.

A Separated Model for Running Rootless, Unprivileged PMIx-Enabled HPC Applications in

Kubernetes



Joshua Hursey (IBM Corporation)

High Performance Computing (HPC) applications must be containerized to run in a Kubernetes

(K8s) environment. The traditional model for running HPC applications in a K8s environment

requires the Application Container (APP) to include the runtime environment and the launch

support mechanisms, in addition to the application. This requirement can increase the APP size and

introduce security vulnerabilities. The separated model presented detaches the runtime from the

APP. This allows the system administrators to de�ne, maintain, and secure the Runtime

Environment Container (REC). A PMIx library connects the APP and REC. The PMIx library serves

as a runtime communication conduit for HPC parallel libraries (like MPI) to perform necessary

functions like inter-process wire-up. The APP is nested within the REC using unprivileged, rootless

Podman. The separated model is demonstrated by running a set of HPC applications in an off-the-

shelf K8s system.

CANOPIE – Lunch Break

Invited Talk: Bioinformatic Work�ows

Ben Sherman (Seqera Labs, Spain)

Containers have become an essential tool for the deployment of scienti�c data pipelines in a

portable and reproducible manner across clusters and clouds. The immutability of containers is an

essential concept in this context because it guarantees that the environment in which pipeline tasks

are executed is not altered over time and is precisely replicable. However, this principle collides

with the continuously evolving nature of scienti�c data analyses. Modern scienti�c work�ows can

be composed of several dozens of tasks and corresponding containers, which developers need to

modify and deploy promptly to validate experiment hypotheses. This may require re-building

dozens of containers and uploading them to remote repositories, which forces developers to waste

a signi�cant amount of time on “infrastructure” tasks and adds considerable overhead to the overall

development and deployment cycle. This talk will introduce a novel solution to the problem of

container provisioning for data analysis pipelines based on the concept of container augmentation,

which allows the extension of the container content at runtime without the need to store it in a

persistent repository.

Libfabric-Based Injection Solutions for Portable Containerized MPI Applications

Alberto Madonna (Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS))

Linux containers bring several advantages for the deployment of High Performance Computing



applications using the Message Passing Interface (MPI). However, ef�ciently leveraging high-speed

network resources when employing portable container images able to work on different systems

remains a challenging goal. Often, the adopted approach to combine image portability with

performance is to replace at runtime the container's MPI libraries with a native implementation.

While effective, such practice is heavily constrained by the requirement of binary compatibility

between host and container libraries. This work presents two techniques based on libfabric which

overcome the limitations of MPI replacement, while still granting containerized applications near-

native communication performance and portability. These techniques were validated

experimentally with synthetic benchmarks, demonstrating their effectiveness and, in the case of

one technique, revealing a notable degree of �exibility at runtime. Two scale-out experiments also

showed the capability to closely match native results using both synthetic and real-world

benchmarks.

One Step Closer to Converged Computing: Achieving Scalability with Cloud-Native HPC

Daniel J. Milroy (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

As High Performance Computing (HPC) work�ows increase in complexity, their designers seek to

enable automation and �exibility offered by cloud technologies. Container orchestration through

Kubernetes enables highly desirable capabilities but does not satisfy the performance demands of

HPC. Kubernetes tools that automate the lifecycle of Message Passing Interface (MPI)-based

applications do not scale, and the Kubernetes scheduler does not provide crucial scheduling

capabilities. In this work, we detail our efforts to port CORAL-2 benchmark codes to Kubernetes on

IBM Cloud and AWS EKS. We describe contributions to the MPI Operator to achieve 3,000-rank

scale, a two-orders-of-magnitude improvement to state of the art. We discuss enhancements to

KubeFlux, our scheduler plugin for Kubernetes based on the next-generation, cloud-ready Flux

framework. Finally, we compare the placement decisions of KubeFlux with those of the Kubernetes

scheduler and demonstrate that KubeFlux allows simulated scienti�c work�ows to achieve up to 3x

higher performance.

CANOPIE – Afternoon Break

Lightning talk: Apptainer without Setuid

Dave Dykstra (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory)

Apptainer (formerly known as Singularity) since its beginning implemented many of its container

features with the assistance of a setuid-root program. It still supports that mode, but as of version

1.1.0 it no longer uses setuid by default. This is feasible because it now can mount squash



�lesystems, mount ext2/3/4 �lesystems, and use overlayfs using unprivileged user namespaces

and FUSE. It also now enables unprivileged users to build containers, even without requiring

system administrators to con�gure /etc/subuid and /etc/subgid unlike other “rootless” container

systems. As a result, all the unprivileged functions can be used nested inside of another container,

even if the container runtime prevents any elevated privileges.

Lightning talk: MetaHub – A Smart Registry for HPC

Christian Kniep (QNIB Solutions)

Concluding Panel / Q&A

Andrew Younge (Sandia National Laboratories), Shane Canon (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL)), Christian Kniep (QNIB Solutions), Carlos Arango Gutierrez (Red Hat Inc)

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Eighth International Workshop on Heterogeneous High-Performance

Recon�gurable Computing (H2RC 2022)

Session Description: As conventional von-Neumann architectures are suffering from rising power

densities, we are facing an era with power, energy ef�ciency, and cooling as �rst-class constraints

for scalable HPC. FPGAs can tailor the hardware to the application, avoiding overheads and

achieving higher hardware ef�ciency than general-purpose architectures. Leading FPGA

manufacturers have recently made a concerted effort to provide a range of higher-level, easier-to-

use high-level programming models for FPGAs, and much of the work in FPGA-based deep

learning is built on these frameworks. Such initiatives are already stimulating new interest within

the HPC community around the potential advantages of FPGAs over other architectures. With this

in mind, this workshop, now in its eight year, brings together HPC and heterogeneous-computing

researchers to demonstrate and share experiences on how newly-available high-level

programming models are already empowering HPC software developers to directly leverage

FPGAs, and to identify future opportunities and needs for research in this area. Workshop Website

H2RC – Opening Remarks

Jason Bakos (University of South Carolina)

Programming Methods, Architectures, and Applications of Recon�gurable Technologies in

https://h2rc.cse.sc.edu/


HPC

Andreas Koch (Technical University Darmstadt)

Enabling VirtIO Driver Support on FPGAs

Martin C. Herbordt (Boston University)

Host-FPGA connectivity is critical for enabling a vast number of FPGA use-cases. This interface

must be reliable, robust, and uniform, while supporting necessary protocols and functionality.

Existing support for host-FPGA connectivity has a number of drawbacks, including a lack of

portability and poor upstream support. Native VirtIO drivers in the host OS can help address these

limitations, but implementing device-side support for VirtIO is challenging due to the hardware

complexity involved.

We present a framework for enabling FPGAs to interface native operating system VirtIO drivers on

the host. To reduce the implementation overhead and improve portability, this framework uses both

generic RTL blocks and modi�ed, chip/device speci�c PCIe IP blocks. We test the framework using

Xilinx IP, implemented on an Alinx board, and a host machine running Fedora. Our results show

that the FPGA can be successfully enumerated as a VirtIO device, and interfaced using only native

Linux VirtIO drivers.

H2RC 2022 – Morning Break

A First Step Toward Support for MPI Partitioned Communication on SYCL-Programmed

FPGAs

Steffen Christgau (Zuse Institute Berlin)

Version 4.0 of the Message Passing Interface standard introduced the concept of Partitioned

Communication, which adds support for multiple contributions to a communication buffer. Although

initially targeted at multithreaded MPI applications, Partitioned Communication currently receives

attraction in the context of accelerators, especially GPUs. In this publication, it is demonstrated that

this communication concept can be implemented for SYCL-programmed FPGAs. This includes a

discussion of the design space and the presentation of a prototype implementation. Experimental

results show that a lightweight implementation on top of an existing MPI library is possible. The

presented approach also reveals issues in both the SYCL and the MPI standard, which needs to be

addressed for improved support for the intended communication style.



Fast and Energy-Ef�cient Derivatives Risk Analysis: Streaming Option Greeks on Xilinx and

Intel FPGAs

Mark Klaisoongnoen (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC))

While FPGAs have enjoyed success in accelerating high-frequency �nancial workloads for some

time, their use for quantitative �nance, which is the use of mathematical models to analyze �nancial

markets and securities, has been far more limited to-date. In this presentation, we extend our

previous work accelerating the industry standard Securities Technology Analysis Center's (STAC)

derivatives risk analysis benchmark STAC-A2, by �rst porting this from the existing Xilinx

implementation to an Intel Stratix-10 FPGA, exploring the challenges encountered when moving

from one FPGA architecture to another and suitability of techniques. We then present a host-data-

streaming approach that ultimately outperforms our previous version on a Xilinx Alveo U280 FPGA

by up to 4.6 times and requiring 9 times less energy at the largest problem size, while

outperforming the CPU and GPU versions by up to 8.2 and 5.2 times respectively.

Accelerating Kernel Ridge Regression with Conjugate Gradient Method for Large-Scale Data

Using FPGA High-Level Synthesis

Yousef Alnaser (Fraunhofer Institute for Electronic Nano Systems)

In this work, we accelerate the Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm on an adaptive computing

platform to achieve higher performance within faster development time by employing a design

approach using high-level synthesis. In order to avoid storing the potentially huge kernel matrix in

external memory, the designed accelerator computes the matrix on-the-�y in each iteration.

Moreover, we overcome the memory bandwidth limitation by partitioning the kernel matrix into

smaller tiles that are pre-fetched to small local memories and reused multiple times. The design is

also parallelized and fully pipelined to accomplish the highest performance. The �nal accelerator

can be used for any large-scale data without kernel matrix storage limitations and with an arbitrary

number of features. This work is an important �rst step towards a library for accelerating different

Kernel methods for Machine Learning applications for FPGA platforms that can be used

conveniently from Python with a NumPy interface.

H2RC – Lunch Break

PYNQ for HPC

Graham Schelle (Xilinx Inc)



MLIR Compilers for Heterogeneous Computing

Stephen Neuendorffer (Xilinx Inc)

Virtual Screening on FPGA: Performance and Energy versus Effort

Tom Vander Aa (Interuniversity Microelectronics Centre (IMEC), Belgium)

With their widespread availability, FPGA-based accelerators cards have become an alternative to

GPUs and CPUs to accelerate computing in applications with certain requirements (like energy

ef�ciency) or properties (like �xed-point computations). In this paper we show results and

experiences from mapping an industrial application used for drug discovery on several types of

accelerators. We especially highlight the effort versus bene�t of FPGAs compared to CPUs and

GPUs in terms of performance and energy ef�ciency. For this application, even with extensive use

of FPGA-speci�c features, and performing different optimizations, results on GPUs are still better,

both in terms of energy and performance.

H2RC Open Slot

Ken O'Brien (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)

H2RC – Afternoon Break

Stencils, Solvers, and Sphere Decoders on FPGAs

Suhaib Fahmy (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST))

Intel and RISC-V

Michael Wong (Intel Corporation)

Overview of the HACC Program



Christian Plessl (Paderborn University, Germany)

H2RC – Closing Remarks

Jason Bakos (University of South Carolina)

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

The 5th Annual Parallel Applications Workshop, Alternatives to MPI+X (PAW-

ATM)

Session Description: Supercomputers get faster and more complex every year. MPI, long the

dominant model for distributed computation, has adapted by combining with models for intra-node

parallelism (e.g. OpenMP, CUDA). These MPI+X hybrids offer performance but demand signi�cant

programmer effort to write, debug, and tune applications. Alternatives to MPI+X are worth

exploring as programmer productivity becomes a major component of the time to science.

Alternatives include parallel programing languages (e.g. Chapel, Regent, Fortran 2018), general

purpose libraries (e.g. Charm++, COMPSs, HPX, Legion, UPC++), and domain speci�c libraries (e.g.

Arkouda, Dask, Spark). None are as widely used as MPI+X. So, it is hard for programmers to know

which alternative models are appropriate for their application and for programming model

developers to understand the opportunities for improvement. Through discussion of speci�c

applications, PAW-ATM brings together application experts and programming model developers to

improve applications and models. Workshop Website

PAW-ATM – Opening Remarks

Karla Morris (Sandia National Laboratories), Michael Ferguson (Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE)),

Elliott Slaughter (SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory), Irene Moulitsas (Cran�eld University,

England), Bill Long (Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE)), Daniele Lezzi (Barcelona Supercomputing

Center (BSC))

PAW-ATM – Survey of Technologies for Developers of Parallel Applications

Daniele Lezzi (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)), Olivier Aumage (French Institute for

Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Bill Long (Hewlett Packard Enterprise

(HPE)), Michelle Strout (Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE))

https://sourceryinstitute.github.io/PAW/


PAW-ATM – Morning Break

Extending OpenMP and OpenSHMEM for Ef�cient Heterogeneous Computing

Wenbin Lu (Stony Brook University)

Heterogeneous supercomputing systems are becoming the mainstream thanks to their powerful

accelerators. However, the accelerators' special memory model and APIs increase the development

complexity, and calls for innovative programming model designs. To address this issue, OpenMP

has added target of�oading for portable accelerator programming, and MPI allows transparent

send-receive of accelerator memory buffers. Meanwhile, Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS)

languages like OpenSHMEM are falling behind for heterogeneous computing because their special

memory models pose additional challenges.

We propose language and runtime interoperability extensions for both OpenMP and OpenSHMEM

to enable portable remote access on GPU buffers, with minimal amount of code changes. Our

modi�ed runtime systems work in coordination to manage accelerator memory, eliminating the

need for staging communication buffers. Comparing to the standard implementation, our extensions

attain 6x point-to-point latency improvement, 1.3x better collective operation latency, 4.9x random

access throughput, and up to 12.5% higher strong scalability.

Task Fusion in Distributed Runtimes

Shiv Sundram (Stanford University)

We present distributed task fusion, a run-time optimization for task-based runtimes operating on

parallel and heterogeneous systems. Distributed task fusion dynamically performs an ef�cient

buffering, analysis, and fusion of asynchronously-evaluated distributed operations, reducing the

overheads inherent to scheduling distributed tasks in implicitly parallel frameworks and runtimes.

We identify the constraints under which distributed task fusion is permissible and describe an

implementation in Legate, a domain-agnostic library for constructing portable and scalable task-

based libraries. We present performance results using cuNumeric, a Legate library that enables

scalable execution of NumPy pipelines on parallel and heterogeneous systems. We realize

speedups up to 1.5x with task fusion enabled on up to 32 P100 GPUs, thus demonstrating ef�cient

execution of pipelines involving many successive �ne-grained tasks. Finally, we discuss potential

future work, including complementary optimizations that could result in additional performance

improvements.



Composition of Algorithmic Building Blocks in Template Task Graphs

Joseph Schuchart (University of Tennessee)

In this paper, we explore the composition capabilities of the Template Task Graph (TTG)

programming model. We show how �ne-grain composition of tasks is possible in TTG between

DAGs belonging to different libraries, even in a distributed setup. We illustrate the bene�ts of this

�ne-grain composition on a linear algebra operation, the matrix inversion via the Cholesky method,

which consists of three operations that need to be applied in sequence.

Evaluation on a cluster of many core shows that the transparent �ne-grain composition implements

the complex operation without introducing unnecessary synchronizations, increasing the overlap of

communication and computation, and thus improving signi�cantly the performance of the entire

composed operation.

Asynchronous Workload Balancing through Persistent Work-Stealing and Of�oading for a

Distributed Actor Model Library

Mario Wille (Technical University Munich)

With dynamic imbalances caused by both software and ever more complex hardware, applications

and runtime systems must adapt to dynamic load imbalances. We present a diffusion-based,

reactive, fully asynchronous, and decentralized dynamic load balancer for a distributed actor library.

With the asynchronous execution model, features such as remote procedure calls, and support for

serialization of arbitrary types, UPC++ is especially feasible for the implementation of the actor

model. While providing a substantial speedup for small- to medium-sized jobs with both

predictable and unpredictable workload imbalances, the scalability of the diffusion-based

approaches remains below expectations in most presented test cases.

PAW-ATM – Lunch Break

PAW-ATM – Distinguished Speaker: The Convergence of Exascale Computing, Data Science,

and Visualization toward Zero-Carbon Fuels for Power and Transportation

Jacqueline Chen (Sandia National Laboratories)

Mitigating climate change while providing the nation’s transportation and power generation are

important to energy and environmental security. The shift to hydrogen as a clean energy carrier is

one of the most promising strategies to reduce CO2 emissions in the face of increasing energy

demand. While hydrogen has a few drawbacks as an energy carrier due to its low energy density,



ammonia is simpler to transport and store for extended periods of time, making it an attractive

carbon-free energy carrier for off-grid localized power generation and marine shipping. However

ammonia has poor reactivity and forms NOx and N2O emissions. The poor ammonia reactivity can

be circumvented by partial cracking of ammonia to form ammonia/hydrogen/nitrogen blends

tailored to match conventional hydrocarbon fuel properties. However, combustion of

ammonia/hydrogen/nitrogen blends at high pressure, and in particular, the coupling between

turbulence and fast hydrogen diffusion remains poorly understood. Pre-exascale computing

provides a unique opportunity for direct numerical simulation (DNS) of turbulent combustion with

ammonia/hydrogen blends to investigate the pressure effects on combustion rate, blow-off limits

and chemical pathways for NOx and N2O formation.

Exascale computing introduces challenges for data management and the need for reduced order

surrogate models (ROMS) for chemical species dimension reduction and for novel in situ analysis

and visualization methods. A novel model driven on-the-�y ROM recently formulated and

implemented in reactive �ow DNS to reduce the computational cost of chemistry will be described.

Recent advances in topological segmentation, feature extraction, and statistical summarization for

extreme-scale data will be discussed in the context of in situ analysis work�ows that capture

salient time-varying features.

GASNet-EX RMA Communication Performance on Recent Supercomputing Systems

Paul H. Hargrove (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) programming models, typi�ed by systems such as UPC

and Fortran coarrays, expose one-sided Remote Memory Access (RMA) communication as a key

building block for HPC applications. Architectural trends in supercomputing make such

programming models increasingly attractive, and newer, more sophisticated models such as

UPC++, Legion and Chapel that rely upon similar communication paradigms are gaining popularity.

GASNet-EX is a portable, open-source, high-performance communication library designed to

ef�ciently support the networking requirements of PGAS runtime systems and other alternative

models in emerging exascale machines. We present microbenchmark results which demonstrate

the RMA performance of GASNet-EX is competitive with MPI implementations on four recent, high-

impact, production HPC systems. The networks measured are representative of hardware currently

used in six of the top ten fastest supercomputers in the world, and all of the exascale systems on

the U.S. DOE road map.

Design and Performance Evaluation of UCX for Tofu-D Interconnect with OpenSHMEM-UCX

on Fugaku

Yutaka Watanabe (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS), University of Tsukuba)



The partitioned global address space (PGAS) model with one-sided communication has recently

received attention as an easy and intuitive method for describing remote data access in nodes.

PGAS can be implemented using remote direct memory access, which provides lightweight one-

sided communication and low overhead synchronization semantics. In this paper, to enable

portable, lightweight, and ef�cient one-sided communication on the Fugaku supercomputer, we

designed and implemented Universal Communication X (UCX) for Tofu Interconnect D. An

evaluation using OpenSHMEM-UCX and OSHMPI indicates that OpenSHMEM with UCX on Tofu

Interconnect D enables smaller latency and better ef�ciency compared with that for OpenSHMEM

with MPI and that it is bene�cial for several applications based on PGAS models.

PAW-ATM – Afternoon Break

PAW-ATM – Panel Discussion

Damian Rouson (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Zhihao Jia (Carnegie Mellon

University), Jacqueline Chen (Sandia National Laboratories), Ethan Gutmann (National Center for

Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Bill Reus (US Department of Defense), Rosa Badia (Barcelona

Supercomputing Center (BSC)), Anshu Dubey (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Different aspects of the workshop and other questions from the moderator and audience will be

discussed in the panel.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

PMBS22: The 13th International Workshop on Performance Modeling,

Benchmarking, and Simulation of High-Performance Computer Systems

Session Description: The PMBS22 workshop is concerned with the comparison of high-

performance computing systems through performance modeling, benchmarking or through the use

of tools such as simulators. We are particularly interested in research which reports the ability to

measure and make tradeoffs in software/hardware co-design to improve sustained application

performance. We are also keen to capture the assessment of future systems. The aim of this

workshop is to bring together researchers, from industry and academia, concerned with the

qualitative and quantitative evaluation and modeling of high-performance computing systems.

Authors are invited to submit novel research in all areas of performance modeling, benchmarking

and simulation, and we welcome research that brings together current theory and practice. We

recognize that the term 'performance' has broadened to include power consumption and reliability,

and that performance modeling is practiced through analytical methods and approaches based on



software tools and simulators. Workshop Website

The PMBS22 workshop is concerned with the comparison of high-performance computing systems

through performance modeling, benchmarking or through the use of tools such as simulators. We

are particularly interested in research which reports the ability to measure and make tradeoffs in

software/hardware co-design to improve sustained application performance. We are also keen to

capture the assessment of future systems.

The aim of this workshop is to bring together researchers, from industry and academia, concerned

with the qualitative and quantitative evaluation and modeling of high-performance computing

systems. Authors are invited to submit novel research in all areas of performance modeling,

benchmarking and simulation, and we welcome research that brings together current theory and

practice. We recognize that the term 'performance' has broadened to include power consumption

and reliability, and that performance modeling is practiced through analytical methods and

approaches based on software tools and simulators.

ML-Based Performance Portability for Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory in HPC

Environments

Adrian Perez Dieguez (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory (TDDFT) workloads are an example of high-impact

computational methods that require leveraging the performance of HPC architectures. However,

�nding the optimal values of their performance-critical parameters raises performance portability

challenges that must be addressed. In this work, we propose an ML-based tuning methodology

based on Bayesian optimization and transfer learning to tackle the performance portability for

TDDFT codes in HPC systems. Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of our transfer-learning

proposal for TDDFT workloads, which reduced the number of executed evaluations by up to 86%

compared to an exhaustive search for the global optimal performance parameters on the Cori and

Perlmutter supercomputers. Compared to a Bayesian-optimization search, our proposal reduces the

required evaluations by up to 46.7% to �nd the same optimal runtime con�guration. Overall, this

methodology can be applied to other scienti�c workloads for current and emerging high-

performance architectures.

A Comprehensive Evaluation of Novel AI Accelerators for Deep Learning Workloads

Murali Emani (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Zhen Xie (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)),

Siddhisanket Raskar (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Varuni Sastry (Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL))

http://www.pmbsworkshop.org/


Scienti�c applications are increasingly adopting Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) techniques to advance

science. High-performance computing centers are evaluating emerging novel hardware

accelerators to ef�ciently run AI-driven science applications. With a wide diversity in the hardware

architectures and software stacks of these systems, it is challenging to understand how these

accelerators perform. The state-of-the-art in the evaluation of deep learning workloads primarily

focuses on CPUs and GPUs. In this paper, we present an overview of data�ow-based novel AI

accelerators from SambaNova, Cerebras, Graphcore, and Groq.

We present a �rst-of-a-kind evaluation of these accelerators with a diverse set of workloads, such

as deep learning (DL) primitives, benchmark models, and scienti�c machine learning applications.

We also evaluate the performance of collective communication, which is key for distributed DL

implementation, along with a study of scaling ef�ciency. We then discuss key insights, challenges,

and opportunities in integrating these novel AI accelerators in supercomputing systems.

AppEKG: A Simple Unifying View of HPC Applications in Production

Mohammad Al-Tahat (New Mexico State University)

While many good development-oriented tools exist for analyzing and improving the performance

of HPC applications, capability for capturing and analyzing the dynamic behavior of application in

real production runs is lacking. Many heavily-used applications do keep some internal metrics of

their performance, but there is no uni�ed way of using these. In this paper we present the initial

idea of AppEKG, both a concept of and a prototype tool for providing a uni�ed, understandable view

of HPC application behavior in production. Our prototype AppEKG framework can achieve less than

1% overhead, thus usable in production, and still provide dynamic data collection that captures

time-varying runtime behavior.

OMPICollTune: Autotuning MPI Collectives by Incremental Online Learning

Sascha Hunold (Technical University Wien (Vienna University of Technology))

Collective communication operations are fundamental cornerstones in many high-performance

applications. MPI libraries typically implement a selection logic that attempts to make good

algorithmic choices for speci�c collective communication problem. It has been shown in the

literature that the hard-coded algorithm selection logic found in MPI libraries can be improved by

prior of�ine tuning.

We go a fundamentally different way of improving the algorithm selection for MPI collectives. We

integrate the probing of different algorithms directly into the MPI library. Whenever an MPI

application is started, the tuner, instead of the default selection logic, �nds the next algorithm to

complete an issued MPI collective call and records its runtime. With the recorded performance data,

the tuner is able to build a performance model that allows selecting an ef�cient algorithm. 



We show in a case study using miniAMR that our approach can effectively tune the performance of

Allreduce.

PMBS22 – Morning Break

Frontier vs the Exascale Report: Why So Long? And Are We Really There Yet?

Peter Kogge (University of Notre Dame), William Dally (NVIDIA Corporation)

Now that the exascale Frontier is here, it is instructive to compare its properties to those projected

in the 2008 Exascale technology report, and ask what's different, why did it seemingly take so long

to get here, and what lessons should we take away for future machines. We discuss these points

from the aspects of the original ground rules for the Exascale report, the technologies involved, and

the changes in architecture and microarchitecture.

Evaluating ISO C++ Parallel Algorithms on Heterogeneous HPC Systems

Wei-Chen Lin (University of Bristol)

Recent revisions to the ISO C++ standard have added speci�cations for parallel algorithms. These

additions cover common use-cases, including sequence traversal, reduction, and even sorting,

many of which are highly applicable in HPC, and thus represent a potential for increased

performance and productivity.

This study evaluates the state of the art for implementing heterogeneous HPC applications using

the latest built-in ISO C++17 parallel algorithms. We implement C++17 ports of representative

HPC mini-apps that cover both compute-bound and memory bandwidth-bound applications. We

then conduct benchmarks on CPUs and GPUs, comparing our ports to other widely-available

parallel programming models, such as OpenMP, CUDA, and SYCL.

Finally, we show that C++17 parallel algorithms are able to achieve competitive performance

across multiple mini-apps on many platforms, with some notable exceptions. We also discuss

several key topics, including portability, and describe workarounds for a number of remaining

issues, including index-based traversal and accelerator device/memory management.

Going Green: Optimizing GPUs for Energy Ef�ciency through Model-Steered Auto-Tuning

Richard Schoonhoven (Centrum Wiskunde and Informatica (CWI), Netherlands; Leiden Institute of

Advanced Computer Science (LIACS))



Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have revolutionized the computing landscape over the past

decade. However, the growing energy demands of data centers and computing facilities equipped

with GPUs come with signi�cant capital and environmental costs. The energy consumption of GPU

applications greatly depend on how well they are optimized. Auto-tuning is an effective and

commonly applied technique of �nding the optimal combination of algorithm, application, and

hardware parameters to optimize performance of a GPU application. In this paper, we introduce

new energy monitoring and optimization capabilities in Kernel Tuner, a generic auto-tuning tool for

GPU applications. These capabilities enable us to investigate the difference between tuning for

execution time and various approaches to improve energy ef�ciency, and investigate the differences

in tuning dif�culty. Additionally, our model for GPU power consumption greatly reduces the large

tuning search space by providing clock frequencies for which a GPU is likely most energy ef�cient.

PMBS22 – Lunch Break

Performance Analysis with Uni�ed Hardware Counter Metrics

Brian Gravelle (Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), University of Oregon)

Hardware performance counters provide detailed insight into the performance of applications

running on modern systems, but they can be challenging to use without detailed knowledge of the

computational and counter architectures. Our work addresses this challenge by identifying metrics

that are common to many micro-architectures and can be directly related to the algorithms in

question. These metrics, some long used and some being presented for the �rst time, are carefully

designed to be easy to follow, informative, and portable to multiple systems. In this paper, we

discuss the background of empirical performance analysis, describe our set of metrics, and

demonstrate analysis on example benchmarks and mini-applications. The metrics and examples

are presented on both an Intel Xeon Cascade Lake and an ARM-based Fujitsu A64FX. The

signi�cant differences in the ISAs, caches and hardware counters between these two systems

demonstrate the portability of the proposed metrics.

A Methodology for Evaluating Tightly-Integrated and Disaggregated Accelerated

Architectures

Taylor Groves (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Tighter integration of computational resources can foster superior application performance by

mitigating communication bottlenecks. Unfortunately, not every application can use every compute

or accelerator all the time. As a result, co-locating resources often leads to under-utilization of



resources. In the next �ve years, HPC system architects will be presented with a spectrum of

accelerated solutions ranging from tightly coupled, single package APUs to a sea of disaggregated

GPUs interconnected by a global network. In this paper, we detail NEthing, our methodology and

tool for evaluating the potential performance implications of such diverse architectural paradigms.

We demonstrate our methodology on today’s and projected 2026 technologies for three distinct

workloads: a compute-intensive kernel, a tightly-coupled HPC simulation, and an ensemble of

loosely-coupled HPC simulations. Our results leverage NEthing to quantify the increased utilization

disaggregated systems must achieve in order to match superior performance of APUs and on-

board GPUs.

An Initial Evaluation of Arm's Scalable Matrix Extension

Finn Wilkinson (University of Bristol)

Expanding upon their Scalable Vector Extension (SVE), Arm have introduced the Scalable Matrix

Extension (SME) to improve in-core performance for matrix operations such as matrix multiplication.

With the lack of hardware and cycle-accurate simulations available which supports SME, it is

unclear how effective this new instruction set extension will be, and for what type of applications it

will provide the most bene�t.

By adapting The Simulation Engine (SimEng) from the University of Bristol’s High Performance

Computing Group to support SME, we aim to compare the simulated performance of a Fujitsu

A64FX core (with native SVE support) to a like-for- like hypothetical core with added SME support.

By simulating a wide range of Streaming Vector Lengths for our hypothetical SME core model, we

provide and discuss �rst-of-a-kind results for an SME implementation, before discussing future

work that will be carried out to further evaluate the suitability of SME.

Time-Series ML-Regression on Graphcore IPU-M2000 and Nvidia A100

Jan Balewski (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

We compare the ML-training performance of a Graphcore IPU-M2000-based system with Nvidia

A100 GPU-based system on the Perlmutter HPC machine at NERSC/LBL. The multivariate

regression of time series data from a simulated biological neuron was the scienti�c benchmark

problem. The ML-model consisted of several convolutional, batch normalization, and fully

connected layers. The training data were distributed in CPUs memory to eliminate the system

dependent IO cost. The data-parallel training runs resulted in the same samples throughput on

both GC200 IPUs and A100 GPUs for any choice of the number of accelerators between 1 and

256. The achieved best MSE validation loss on IPUs was only 10% to 20% larger. The aggregated

energy use per 1 training epoch was between 2.5 to 3 times smaller for the Graphcore-system in

comparison to the Nvidia-system. This paper also discusses aspects of software-hardware co-

design to achieve highest ef�ciency on the IPU using PopTorch.



PMBS22 – Afternoon Break

Benchmarking Fortran DO CONCURRENT on CPUs and GPUs Using BabelStream

Tom Deakin (University of Bristol)

Fortran DO CONCURRENT has emerged as a new way to achieve parallel execution of loops on

CPUs and GPUs. This paper studies the performance portability of this construct on a range of

processors and compares it with the incumbent models: OpenMP, OpenACC and CUDA. To do this

study fairly, we implemented the BabelStream memory bandwidth benchmark from scratch,

entirely in modern Fortran, for all of the models considered, which include Fortran DO

CONCURRENT, as well as two variants of OpenACC, four variants of OpenMP (2 CPU and 2 GPU),

CUDA Fortran, and both loop- and array-based references. BabelStream Fortran matches the C++

implementation as closely as possible, and can be used to make language-based comparisons. This

paper represents one of the �rst detailed studies of the performance of Fortran support on

heterogeneous architectures; we include results for AArch64 and x86_64 CPUs as well as AMD,

Intel and NVIDIA GPU platforms.

WfBench: Automated Generation of Scienti�c Work�ow Benchmarks

Taina Coleman (University of Southern California (USC)), Rafael Ferreira da Silva (Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL))

The prevalence of scienti�c work�ows with high computational demands calls for their execution

on various distributed computing platforms, including large-scale leadership-class HPC clusters. To

handle deployment, monitoring, and optimization of work�ow executions, many work�ow systems

have been developed over the past decade, creating a need for work�ow benchmarks to evaluate

the performance of these WMSs on current and future software stacks and hardware platforms.

We present a generator of realistic work�ow benchmark speci�cations that can be translated into

benchmark code and executed with current work�ow systems. Our approach generates work�ow

tasks with arbitrary performance characteristics (CPU, memory, and I/O usage) and with realistic

task dependency structures based on those seen in production work�ows. Our experimental results

show that our approach generates benchmarks representative of production work�ows and

conducts a case study to demonstrate the use/usefulness of our generated benchmarks to evaluate

the performance of work�ow systems under different con�guration scenarios.

High-Performance GMRES Multi-Precision Benchmark: Design, Performance, and Challenges



Ichitaro Yamazaki (Sandia National Laboratories)

We propose a new benchmark for ranking high-performance (HP) computers. The new benchmark

is designed to rank the computers based on how fast they can solve a sparse linear system of

equations, exhibiting computational and communication requirements typical in many scienti�c

applications. The main novelty of the new benchmark is that it provides the �exibility to utilize

lower precision arithmetic. This is motivated by the observations that some new hardware

architectures deliver lower-precision arithmetic at higher performance. There are other machines

that do not follow this trend. However, using a lower-precision arithmetic reduces the required

amount of data transfer, which alone could improve the solver performance. We present our initial

design of the new benchmark, and its reference implementation and performance on different

architectures. We also discuss challenges of designing such a benchmark.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm

ESPM2 2022: Seventh International Workshop on Extreme Scale Programming

Models and Middleware

Session Description: Next generation architectures and systems being deployed are characterized

by high concurrency, low memory per-core, and multiple levels of hierarchy and heterogeneity.

These characteristics bring out new challenges in energy ef�ciency, fault-tolerance, and scalability

that must be tackled by next generation programming models and associated

middleware/runtimes. This workshop focuses on different aspects of programming models such as

task-based parallelism (Legion, Habenero, Charm++, X10, HPX, etc), PGAS (OpenSHMEM,

UPC/UPC++, CAF, etc.), Deep Learning (PyTorch, TensorFlow, etc.), directive-based languages

(OpenMP, OpenACC) and hybrid MPI+X, etc. It also focuses on their associated middleware (uni�ed

runtimes, interoperability for hybrid programming, tight integration of MPI+X, and support for

accelerators and FPGAs) for next generation systems and architectures. The ultimate objective of

the ESPM2 workshop is to serve as a forum that brings together researchers from academia and

industry working in the areas of programming models, runtime systems, languages, and application

developers. Workshop Website

ESPM2 – Opening Remarks

Dhabaleswar K. (DK) Panda (Ohio State University), Karl Schulz (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD)

Inc), Hari Subramoni (Ohio State University), Aamir Sha� (Ohio State University)

Featured Talk - Programming DOE Systems: Exascale and Beyond

Bronis R. de Supinski (Lawerence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL))

http://nowlab.cse.ohio-state.edu/espm2/


Programming exascale systems was seen as a major challenge at the start of the efforts to reach

that level of performance. Perhaps not surprisingly, despite predictions of the likely dominance of

new languages, users of DOE exascale systems still rely heavily on the MPI + OpenMP model that

has dominated HPC for several years. Even emerging C++ abstraction layers such as Kokkos and

RAJA often use the familiar MPI + OpenMP model in their backends. Thus, this talk will describe

the implementation of the MPI + OpenMP model on the El Capitan and Frontier DOE exascale

systems as while as how OpenMP has evolved, and will continue to evolve, to remain a key part of

the large-scale programming ecosystem.

Adding Malleability to MPI: Opportunities and Challenges

Martin Schulz (Technical University Munich)

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the most dominant programming model on HPC systems

and has been instrumental in developing ef�cient, large scale parallel applications. However, it has

a rather static view of compute resources building on top of the concept of immutable

communicators. While this provides some easy-of-use and simplicity, it is limiting, in particular for

modern work�ow-based workloads as well as in its support for resource adaptive systems. The

newly introduced concept of MPI Sessions, however, opens the door more dynamicity and

adaptivity. In this talk I will highlight the opportunities that can arise from such directions and

discuss a novel approaches we are pursuing as part of several EuroHPC projects. Our ultimate goal

is to provide full malleability in MPI as well as the surrounding software layers - from system

software to applications - and with that enable us to more ef�ciently harness the computational

capabilities of current and future HPC systems.

ESPM2 – Morning Break

Performance Results at Exascale in HPC and ML

Nicholas Malaya (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)

Increasing workload �delity and achieving faster time to solution has required the deployment of

the world's �rst exascale systems. However, the scale of these systems present programming

challenges due to greatly increased parallelism and heterogeneity. This talk details early

performance results at scale on systems such as Frontier using a variety of techniques across HPC

and Machine Learning, such as MPI and RCCL. We conclude with a discussion of the signi�cance

and impact of programming models on applications with GPUs/accelerators during the post-

exascale era.



Impacts and Potential of Using Node Resources for Active Middleware

Adrian Jackson (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC))

The move to larger, more powerful, compute nodes on large scale HPC systems has been

signi�cant in recent years. It's not uncommon for nodes now to have 128+ computational cores, and

signi�cant amount of GPU resources. This provides potential scope for active middleware to run on

these nodes, managing anything from storage and I/O to compute kernels and network traf�c.

However, there needs to be a stronger understanding of the impact of on-node workloads on

application performance, especially when we are aiming to scale to exascale systems with many

millions of workers. I will discuss work we are doing to evaluate and characterize the impact of on-

node workloads, and explore some of the active middleware that could enable scaling up to very

large node and system sizes without requiring signi�cant user application changes.

Practical Solutions that Are Performant, Portable AND Productive for Programming Extreme

Scale Systems

Tim Mattson (Intel Corporation)

Parallel programming for extreme scale computing is hard. Couple that with heterogeneous

processors across the system and it becomes even harder. Add to the mix that modern

programmers are not being trained to understand how algorithms map onto the features of

hardware, and it becomes harder still. Throw in that software outlives hardware so a single

codebase must work across a wide range of different systems, and we arrive at programming

challenges at an extreme scale. In this talk we will propose pragmatic solutions to these

challenges; solutions that will support high programmer productivity to generate codebases that

are performant and portable.

ESPM2 – Lunch Break

A Selective Nesting Approach for the Sparse Multi-Threaded Cholesky Factorization

Valentin Le Fèvre (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC))

Sparse linear algebra routines are fundamental building blocks of a large variety of scienti�c

applications. Direct solvers, which are methods for solving linear systems via the factorization of

matrices into products of triangular matrices, are commonly used in many contexts. The Cholesky

factorization is the fastest direct method for symmetric and de�nite positive matrices.

This presentation presents selective nesting, a method to determine the optimal task granularity for



the parallel Cholesky factorization based on the structure of sparse matrices. We propose the OPT-

D algorithm, which automatically and dynamically applies selective nesting. OPT-D leverages

matrix sparsity to drive complex task-based parallel workloads in the context of direct solvers. We

run an extensive evaluation campaign considering a heterogeneous set of 35 sparse matrices and a

parallel machine featuring the A64FX processor. OPT-D delivers an average performance speedup

of 1.46x with respect to the best state-of-the-art parallel method to run direct solvers.

From Merging Frameworks to Merging Stars: Experiences Using HPX, Kokkos and SIMD Types

Gregor Daiß (University of Stuttgart)

Octo-Tiger, a large-scale 3D AMR code for the merger of stars, uses a combination of HPX, Kokkos

and explicit SIMD types, aiming to achieve performance-portability for a broad range of

heterogeneous hardware. However, on A64FX CPUs, we encountered several missing pieces,

hindering performance by causing problems with the SIMD vectorization. Therefore, we add

std::experimental::simd as an option to use in Octo-Tiger's Kokkos kernels alongside Kokkos SIMD,

and further add a new SVE (Scalable Vector Extensions) SIMD backend.

Additionally, we amend missing SIMD implementations in the Kokkos kernels within Octo-Tiger's

hydro solver. We test our changes by running Octo-Tiger on three different CPUs: An A64FX, an

Intel Icelake and an AMD EPYC CPU, evaluating SIMD speedup and node-level performance. We

get a good SIMD speedup on the A64FX CPU, as well as noticeable speedups on the other two

CPU platforms. However, we also experience a scaling issue on the EPYC CPU.

Broad Performance Measurement Support for Asynchronous Multi-Tasking with APEX

Kevin Huck (University of Oregon)

APEX (Autonomic Performance Environment for eXascale) is a performance measurement library

for distributed, asynchronous multitasking runtime systems. It provides support for both lightweight

measurement and high concurrency. To support performance measurement in systems that employ

user-level threading, APEX uses a dependency chain in addition to the call stack to produce traces

and task dependency graphs. APEX also provides a runtime adaptation system based on the

observed system performance. In this paper, we describe the evolution of APEX from its design for

HPX to support an array of programming models and abstraction layers and describe some of the

features that have evolved to help understand the asynchrony and high concurrency of

asynchronous tasking models.

ESPM2 – Afternoon Break



Panel on "AI for HPC"

Mary Hall (University of Utah), Dong Li (University of California, Merced), Torsten Hoe�er (ETH

Zurich – Swiss Federal Institute of Technology), Vipin Chaudhary (Case Western Reserve

University), Ali Jannesari (Iowa State University)

Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) enhances the speed, precision, and effectiveness of many applications and

simulations of different �elds, including scienti�c applications and large-scale HPC simulations and

models. Recently, researchers have attempted to solve problems related to High-Performance

Computing and Cyberinfrastructure, such as Scheduling and Resource Management, Device

Mapping and Autotuning, Code Optimization and Compilers, Code Generation and Translation, etc.,

using AI and speci�cally Deep Learning. However, a major challenge of this type of research is that

Deep Learning methods usually need large datasets, and unlike in other �elds, comparatively fewer

datasets are available for these tasks. Another major challenge of data-driven HPC research is the

representation of the data or code. For example, some primary research questions on data-driven

Code and Compiler Optimization remain unanswered: “Can there be a UNIVERSAL

REPRESENTATION for code that will perform well for all tasks, or do we need to have different

representations for multiple optimizations? Can DL models learn ENOUGH without any dynamic or

pro�ling information? Can DL models learn from all the IMBALANCED and mostly UNLABELED

data?”. This panel aims to identify and discuss the challenges and opportunities for applying Deep

Learning to HPC. It presents a stimulating environment where the community can discuss topics

relevant to HPC and AI. The panel intends to initiate research collaborations and provides an

opportunity to receive feedback and opinions from domain experts and discover new ideas,

directions, and potential solutions in data-driven HPC research.

Closing Remarks

Dhabaleswar K. (DK) Panda (Ohio State University), Karl Schulz (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD)

Inc), Hari Subramoni (Ohio State University), Aamir Sha� (Ohio State University)

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

HPC Systems Professionals Workshop (HPCSYSPROS22)

Session Description: The complexity of High Performance Computing (HPC) systems necessitates

advanced techniques in system administration, con�guration, and engineering and with staff who

are well-versed on the best practices in this �eld. HPC Systems Professionals include system

engineers, system administrators, network administrators, storage administrators, and operations

staff who face unique problems to HPC systems. The ACM SIGHPC SYSPROS Virtual Chapter, the



sponsor for this workshop, has been established to provide opportunities to develop and grow

relationships focused speci�cally on the needs of HPC systems practitioners and to act as a support

resource for them to help with the issues encountered in this specialized �eld. This workshop is

designed to share best practices for common HPC system deployment and maintenance, to provide

a platform to discuss upcoming technologies, and to present the state of the practice techniques

that increase performance and reliability of systems, and in turn increase researcher and analyst

productivity. Workshop Website

Opening Remarks

Adam Hough (Shell, ACM SIGHPC Systems Professionals Virtual Chapter)

Opening remarks for the Seventh Annual HPC Systems Professionals Workshop.

An Automated Approach to Continuous Acceptance Testing of HPC Systems at NERSC

Shahzeb Siddiqui (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Erik Palmer (Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (LBNL)), Sameer Shende (University of Oregon), Wyatt Spear (University of

Oregon)

We demonstrate a continuous acceptance testing strategy used at NERSC that can be implemented

in the broader HPC community. To accomplish this task, we designed a new framework that can

handle the complex parts of HPC systems, allowing us to verify a system is working optimally.

buildtest [1] is an acceptance testing framework that can automate the testing of HPC systems and

enable HPC support teams to painlessly create and run tests. Testing is initiated by changes to the

system/software stack at scheduled system outage that demands for NERSC staff to build, run and

monitor test results using GitLab’s Continuous Integration (CI) [2]. Test results are clearly

communicated to developers and users via the CDash [3] web interface and test failures are

documented as github issues. Together this framework forms a robust method for verifying cutting

edge software stacks’ function in challenging HPC environments.

Overcoming HPC System Management Challenges: An Open Source Approach

Michael Hartman (Stanford University)

We outline four different tools developed to either solve a speci�c problem or streamline a

work�ow related to the con�guration and administration of a HPC Cluster. The issues that

prompted the creation of the tools were identi�ed at the Stanford Research Computing Center in

the context of managing the Sherlock HPC Cluster and Oak long-term data storage environments.

The tools that were created to address the issues encountered have been used in multiple

locations, both internal and external to Stanford University. In this paper, we describe the solutions

developed for four different areas of system management: �lesystem (Lustre), drives (SAS),

interconnect (In�niBand), and job scheduler (Slurm).

https://sighpc-syspros.org/workshops/2022/


Using xCAT and Git to Manage Node Software Consistency and DevOPs

Ross Mickens (Pennsylvania State University)

Penn State ICDS has deployed a new HPC environment, Roar Collab, using xCAT as the bare metal

manager. By combining features of objects and script de�nitions from xCAT with a Git Repository,

ICDS maintains node software consistency that is accessible to a broader set of administrators with

a fast and low learning curve. This proposal will present a review of how we used Open-Source

software to implement DevOps to stand up and manage bare metal nodes and deploy stateless OS

images. We will discuss in detail how we use GIT to maintain the nodes' �rmware, drivers, and

software. We will discuss how these have enabled administration without the in-depth familiarity

of the xCAT deployment, thus allowing more team members to contribute. We know of other

deployments using a similar method to maintain software consistency across nodes. We will detail

the differences and discuss the pros and cons of the methods.

Cybersecurity Frameworks: NIST 800-171 and CMMC v2.0 Update

Erik Deumens (University of Florida)

Update on the status of NIST 800-171 and other HPC security topics.

HPCSYSPROS22 – Afternoon Break

Argonne Site Report

Susan Coghlan (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Update on the Status of Argonne's New and Expected Systems.

Building User-Facing Platforms with Container Orchestration

Jason Kincl (Red Hat Inc)

High performance computing has always offered batch computing services but demand is growing

for a wider range of work�ow and data services. Container orchestration is a perfect candidate for

offering scheduling services for these types of workloads in a similar way. By leveraging container

orchestration with Kubernetes, you can build a platform that includes both a service catalog and

lets users run their own containerized services directly.

The power of such a platform is being able to stand on the shoulders of giants. This starts with

leveraging Kubernetes for container orchestration and running these types of workloads. Next is



using the internal Kubernetes’ paradigms with Operators to provide higher level scheduling of

speci�c types of applications to create a service catalog. Third is using the Kubernetes API to tie

everything together under a single user experience.

Additional Questions, Community Discussion, and Supply Chain Issues ...

Brian Haymore (University of Utah), Adam Hough (Shell, ACM SIGHPC Systems Professionals

Virtual Chapter)

Additional Questions, Community Discussion, and Supply Chain Issues ...

Chapter Updates and Closing Remarks

Adam Hough (Shell, ACM SIGHPC Systems Professionals Virtual Chapter)

Chapter Updates and Closing Remarks

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Workshop on Arti�cial Intelligence and Machine Learning for Scienti�c

Applications

Session Description: Arti�cial intelligence (AI) is a game-changing technology that has shown

tremendous advantages and improvements in algorithms, implementation, and applications. We

have seen many successful stories of applying AI to scienti�c applications. However, there are a

number of problems remaining to be studied to enhance the usability of AI in scienti�c applications.

Addressing the above problems will bridge the gap between AI and scienti�c applications and

enable wider employment of AI in HPC. The purpose of this workshop is to bring together

computer scientists and domain scientists from academia, government, and industry to share recent

advances in the use of AI in various scienti�c applications, introduce new scienti�c application

problems to the broader community, and stimulate tools and infrastructures to support the

application of AI in scienti�c applications. The workshop will be organized as plenary talks based

on peer-reviewed paper submissions accompanied by keynotes from distinguished researchers and

a panel discussion. Workshop Website

AI4S Featured Speaker

Geoffrey Fox (University of Virginia)

A Case Study on Coupling OpenFOAM with Different Machine Learning Frameworks

Fabian Orland (RWTH Aachen University, IT Center)

https://ai4s.github.io/


In High-Performance Computing, new use cases are currently emerging in which classical

numerical simulations are coupled with machine learning as a surrogate for complex physical

models that are expensive to compute. In the context of simulating reactive thermo-�uid systems,

the idea to replace current state-of-the-art tabulated chemistry with machine learning inference is

an active �eld of research. For this purpose, a simpli�ed OpenFOAM application is coupled with an

arti�cial neural network. In this work, we present a case study focusing solely on the performance

of the coupled OpenFOAM-ML application. Our coupling approach features a heterogeneous

cluster architecture combining pure CPU nodes and nodes equipped with two Nvidia V100 GPUs.

We evaluate our approach by comparing the inference performance and the communication our

approach induces with various machine learning frameworks. Additionally, we also compare the

GPUs with NEC Vector Engine Type 10B regarding inference performance.

Automated Continual Learning of Defect Identi�cation in Coherent Diffraction Imaging

Orcun Yildiz (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

X-ray Bragg coherent diffraction imaging (BCDI) is widely used for materials characterization.

However, obtaining X-ray diffraction data is dif�cult and computationally intensive. Here, we

introduce a machine learning approach to identify crystalline line defects in samples from the raw

coherent diffraction data. To automate this process, we compose a work�ow coupling coherent

diffraction data generation with training and inference of deep neural network defect classi�ers. In

particular, we adopt a continual learning approach, where we generate training and inference data

as needed based on the accuracy of the defect classi�er instead of all training data generated a

priori. The results show that our approach improves the accuracy of defect classi�ers while using

much fewer samples of data.

Pattern-Based Autotuning of OpenMP Loops Using Graph Neural Networks

Akash Dutta (Iowa State University)

Frequently occurring code and design patterns in scienti�c applications are often used for

parallelizing serial code. But, identifying these patterns is dif�cult. We propose using Graph Neural

Networks for modeling code �ow graphs to identify patterns in such parallel code. Additionally,

identifying the best runtime parameters for parallel code is also challenging. We propose a pattern-

guided deep learning based tuning approach, to identify the best runtime parameters for OpenMP

loops. We validate our hypothesis on 20 different applications from Polybench, and STREAM

benchmark suites. Our approach identi�es patterns with an accuracy of 91%. We validate the

usefulness of using patterns for auto-tuning, on tuning the number of threads, scheduling policies

and chunk size on a single-socket system, and the thread count and af�nity on a multi-socket

machine. We achieve geometric mean speedups of 1.1X and 4.7X respectively over default

OpenMP con�gurations, compared to brute-force speedups of 1.27X and 4.93X respectively.



Determining HEDP Foams' Quality with Multi-View Deep Learning Classi�cation

Gal Oren (Technion - Israel Institute of Technology)

HEDP experiments commonly involve a dynamic wave-front propagating inside a low-density

foam. To classify the foams' quality, accurate information is required. For each foam, �ve images are

taken: two 2D images representing the top and bottom surface foam planes and three images of

side cross-sections from 3D scannings. An expert has to do the complicated, harsh, and exhausting

work of manually classifying the foam's quality through the image set and only then determine

whether the foam can be used in experiments or not. In this work, we present a novel state-of-the-

art multi-view deep-learning classi�cation model determining the foams' quality classi�cation and

thus aids the expert. Our model achieved 86% accuracy on upper and lower surface foam planes

and 82% on the entire set, suggesting interesting heuristics to the problem. A signi�cant added

value in this work is the ability to regress the foam quality and even explain the decision visually.

AI4S – Afternoon Break

Ensuring AI For Science Is Science: Making Randomness Portable

Hana Ahmed (Sandia National Laboratories)

Science is a practice of systematically studying something and offering data and evidence to reach a

conclusion. With �rst principles simulations, basic physics are used to model some phenomena

leading to consistent, repeatable results. With an incomplete physics model or models too complex

or costly to run for a given task, AI or ML are being used to estimate what the missing physics

would be if we could meet our goals with a �rst principles approach. Our work has been exploring

how to ensure ML is capable of offering a science level of consistency so we can trust our science

applications incorporating ML models.

Our earlier work examined the impact of pseudorandom numbers on model quality. For this study,

we have examined the pseudo-random number generation algorithms used to seed essentially all

ML algorithms to ensure that model generation can be performed by other scientists to achieve

identical results.

Practical Federated Learning Infrastructure for Privacy-Preserving Scienti�c Computing

Lesi Wang (University of Nevada, Reno), Dongfang Zhao (University of Nevada, Reno; Moka Blox

LLC)

Federated learning (FL) is deemed a promising paradigm for privacy-preserving data analytics in



collaborative scienti�c computing. However, there lacks an effective and easy-to-use FL

infrastructure for scienti�c computing and high-performance computing (HPC) environments. The

objective of this presentation is two-fold. First, we identify three missing pieces of a scienti�c FL

infrastructure: (i) a native MPI programming interface that can be seamlessly integrated into

existing scienti�c applications, (ii) an independent data layer for the FL system such that the user

can pick the persistent medium for her own choice, such as parallel �le systems and

multidimensional databases, (iii) ef�cient encryption protocols that are optimized for scienti�c

work�ows. 

The second objective is to present a work-in-progress FL infrastructure, namely MPI-FL, which is

implemented with PyTorch and MPI4py. We deploy MPI-FL on 1,000 CPU cores and evaluate it

with four standard benchmarks: MNIST, Fashion-MNIST, CIFAR-10, and SVHN-extra.

Scalable Integration of Computational Physics Simulations with Machine Learning

Mathew Boyer (HPC Modernization Program (HPCMP) User Productivity Enhancement and Training

(PET), General Dynamics Information Technology Inc)

Integration of machine learning with simulation is part of a growing trend, however, the

augmentation of codes in a highly-performant, distributed manner poses a software development

challenge. In this work, we explore the question of how to easily augment legacy simulation codes

on high- performance computers (HPCs) with machine-learned surrogate models, in a fast, scalable

manner. Initial naive augmentation attempts required signi�cant code modi�cation and resulted in

signi�cant slowdown. This led us to explore inference server techniques, which allow for model

calls through drop-in functions. In this work, we investigated TensorFlow Serving with gRPC and

RedisAI with SmartRedis for server-client implementations, where the deep learning platform runs

as a persistent process on HPC compute node GPUs and the simulation makes client calls while

running on CPUs. We evaluated inference performance for real gas equations of state, machine-

learned boundary conditions for rotorcraft aerodynamics, and super-resolution techniques on a

POWER9 supercomputer.

PhySRNet: Physics Informed Super-Resolution Network for Application in Computational

Solid Mechanics

Rajat Arora Arora (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)

AI4S Panel

Feiyi Wang (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Pawan Balaji (Meta), Laurent White

(Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc), Debbie Bard (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(LBNL)), Gokcen Kestor (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Dong Li (University of



California, Merced), Murali Emani (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

PDSW22: 7th International Parallel Data Systems Workshop

Session Description: Ef�cient data storage and data management are crucial to scienti�c

productivity in both traditional simulation-oriented HPC environments and Big Data analysis

environments. This issue is further exacerbated by the growing volume of experimental and

observational data, the widening gap between the performance of computational hardware and

storage hardware, and the emergence of new data-driven algorithms in machine learning. The goal

of this workshop is to facilitate research that addresses the most critical challenges in scienti�c data

storage and data processing. PDSW will continue to build on the successful tradition established

by its predecessor workshops : the Petascale Data Storage Workshop (PDSW, 2006-2015) and the

Data Intensive Scalable Computing Systems (DISCS 2012-2015) workshop. These workshops

were successfully combined in 2016, and the resulting joint workshop has attracted up to 38 full

paper submissions and 140 attendees per year from 2016 to 2021. Workshop Website

PDSW22 – Opening Remarks

Kento Sato (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Amelie Chi Zhou (Shenzhen

University), Bing Xie (Microsoft Research)

PDSW22 – Invited Talk: Splinters – Distributed IO Sampling for Cloud Data Centers – Design

and Applications

Arif Merchant (Google LLC)

Splinters is a distributed system for sampling IO metadata in Google data centers. It has been

deployed in production for several years, and is the main engine for the analysis of storage systems

and workloads in Google. Given the scale of the storage infrastructure, reliably collecting and

processing the IO samples is a complex problem, and we explain how we design around the

various challenges. We show how the collected IO samples are used for ad-hoc queries and

longitudinal analysis. We also outline several applications where we used the IO samples for the

design and implementation of new systems.

Drishti: Guiding End-Users in the I/O Optimization Journey

Jean Luca Bez (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

http://www.pdsw.org/index.shtml


The complex software and hardware I/O stack of HPC platforms makes it challenging for end-users

to extract performance and understand the root causes of I/O bottlenecks they encounter. Despite

continuous efforts from the community to pro�le I/O performance and propose new optimization

techniques and tuning options to improve performance, there is still a translation gap between

pro�ling and tuning. In this paper, we propose Drishti, a solution to guide end-users in optimizing

I/O in their applications by detecting typical I/O performance pitfalls and providing

recommendations. We illustrate its applicability in two case studies and evaluate its robustness

and performance by summarizing the issues detected in over a hundred thousand Darshan logs

collected by the National Energy Research Scienti�c Computing Center on the Cori supercomputer.

Drishti can empower end-users and guide them in the I/O optimization journey by shedding some

light on everyday I/O performance pitfalls and how to �x them.

Revisit Data Partitioning in Data-Intensive Work�ows

Radita Liem (RWTH Aachen University, IT Center), Shadi Ibrahim (French Institute for Research in

Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

In this work in progress, we will showcase a comprehensive analysis of the current state-of-the-art

solutions for data skew mitigation in several environments. Our experiments and evaluation

comprise several data-intensive work�ows running on Spark using the Grid’5000 testbed. The

data-intensive work�ows vary from a highly optimized WordCount application, an iterative

application like PageRank, to an SQL-based decision support system benchmark, TPC-H with

various sizes and con�gurations. Going forward, we will discuss our current efforts toward

heterogeneity-aware multi-stages data partitioning.

Data Lifecycles for Optimizing Data Movement

Hyungro Lee (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL))

Scienti�c exploration is increasingly dependent on the convergence of scienti�c modeling, data

analytics, and machine learning. The result is data-intensive work�ows that are composed of

multiple stages of computation and communication between distributed and heterogeneous

computing resources. Data movement through storage systems is frequently the most signi�cant

bottleneck, which is compounded by increasingly large data volumes and rates. To identify

opportunities for optimizing data movement, we are developing novel work�ow telemetry that

highlights data objects’ dynamic �ow, reuse, lifetime, and locality. Our objective is to enable

modeling and reasoning about task-data locality, especially compared to default placement and

data exchange, and the scheduling of anticipatory data movement that selects what data should be

staged in memory and when.

PDSW22 – Afternoon Break



Performance Comparison of DAOS and Lustre for Object Data Storage Approaches

Adrian Jackson (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC))

High-performance object stores are an emerging technology which offers an alternative solution in

the �eld of HPC storage, with potential to address long-standing scalability issues in traditional

distributed POSIX �le systems due to excessive consistency assurance and metadata

prescriptiveness.

In this presentation, we assess the performance of storing object-like data within a standard �le

system, where the con�guration and access mechanisms have not been optimized for object access

behavior, and compare with and investigate the bene�ts of using an object storage system. While

this approach is not exploiting the �le system in a standard way, this work allows us to investigate

whether the underlying storage technology performance is more or less important than the

software interface and infrastructure a �le system or object store provides.

Accelerating Flash-X Simulations with Asynchronous I/O

Rajeev Jain (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Houjun Tang (Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL))

Most high-�delity physics simulation codes, such as Flash-X, need to save intermediate results

(checkpoint �les) to restart or gain insights into the evolution of the simulation. These simulation

codes save such intermediate �les synchronously, where computation is stalled while the data is

written to storage. Depending on the problem size and computational requirements, this �le write

time can be a substantial portion of the total simulation time. In this paper, we evaluate the

overheads and the overall bene�t of asynchronous I/O in HDF5 to simulations. Results from real-

world high-�delity simulations on the Summit supercomputer show that I/O operation is

overlapped with application communication or computation or both, effectively hiding some or all of

the I/O latency. Our evaluation shows that while using asynchronous I/O adds overhead to the

application, the I/O time reduction is more signi�cant, resulting in overall up to 1.5X performance

speedup

Dask-Enabled External Tasks for In Transit Analytics

Amal Gueroudji (Atomic Energy and Alternative Energies Commission (CEA)), Julien Bigot (Atomic

Energy and Alternative Energies Commission (CEA)), Bruno Raf�n (French Institute for Research in

Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

In situ models represent a relevant alternative to classical post hoc work�ows as they allow



bypassing disk accesses, thus reducing the IO bottleneck. However, as most in situ data analytics

tools are based on MPI, they are complicated to use, especially to parallelize irregular algorithms.

Deisa, a task-based in situ analytics tool, couples MPI with Dask, providing a higher level and easier

way to write in situ analytics. In this work, we improve Deisa's design by introducing three main

concepts: deisa virtual arrays, contracts, and external tasks in Dask distributed. Those re�nements

reduce the load in the centralized scheduler of Dask and integrate selected simulation data in Dask

task graphs transparently, improving Deisa's performance and productivity.

DENKV: Addressing Design Trade-Offs of Key-Value Stores for Scienti�c Applications

Safdar Jamil (Sogang University, South Korea)

HPC facilities have employed �ash-based storage tier near to compute nodes to absorb high I/O

demand by HPC applications during periodic system-level checkpoints. To accelerate these

checkpoints, proxy-based distributed key-value stores (PD-KVS) gained particular attention for their

�exibility to support multiple backends and network con�gurations. PD-KVS rely internally on

monolithic KVS, such as RocksDB, to exploit the KV interface and query support. However, PD-KVS

are unaware of high redundancy factor in checkpoint data, which can be up to GBs to TBs, and

therefore, tend to generate high write and space ampli�cation on these storage layers. We propose

DENKV which is deduplication-extended node-local LSM-tree-based KVS. DENKV employs

asynchronous partially inline dedup (APID) and aims to maintain the performance characteristics of

LSM-tree-based KVS while reducing the write and space ampli�cation problems. We implemented

DENKV atop BlobDB and showed that our solution maintains performance while reducing write

and space ampli�cation.

BTS: Exploring Effects of Background Task-Aware Scheduling for Key-Value CSDs

Yeohyeon Park (Sogang University, South Korea)

The computational storage device (CSD) must aid background tasks for the storage service

applications (background tasks) without harming user I/O performance (foreground I/O). However,

in practice, SPDK often increases foreground I/O latencies and under-utilizes CPU cores in the CSD.

These problems proceed from allocating foreground I/Os and background tasks to the same CPU

core because SPDK processes them as the same request without distinguishing them. To tackle

this, we propose a Background Task-aware Scheduler (BTS) for CSDs built using SPDK. BTS solves

the following problems: (i) idle CPU cores in the CSD are not used, and (ii) the latency of foreground

I/O increases due to interference with background tasks. For evaluation, we implemented a key-

value interface CSD using SPDK. With BTS, the results show that idle CPUs are used to process

background tasks by guaranteeing the low latency of foreground I/O when the background tasks

are set to deduplication.

PDSW22 – Closing Remarks



1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

12th Workshop on Fault-Tolerance for HPC at Extreme Scale (FTXS 2022)

Session Description: Increases in the number, variety, and complexity of components required to

compose next-generation extreme-scale systems mean that systems will experience signi�cant

increases in aggregate fault rates, fault diversity, and fault complexity. Additionally, the widespread

availability of new storage devices (NVMM, NVMe, SSD), increasing system heterogeneity, and the

emergence of novel computing paradigms (neuromorphic, quantum) introduce fault tolerance

issues that the research community has just begun to address. Workshop Website

FTXS 2022 – Opening Remarks

Scott Levy (Sandia National Laboratories)

Introduction and welcome to the 12th Workshop on Fault Tolerance for HPC at eXtreme Scale.

FTXS 2022 – Featured Speaker: Harish Dixit (Facebook)

Harish Dixit (Facebook)

Presentation on silent data corruption by our featured speaker, Harish Dixit from Facebook.

ClusterLog: Clustering Logs for Effective Log-Based Anomaly Detection

Chris Egersdoerfer (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

With the increasing prevalence of scalable �le systems in the context of HPC, the importance of

accurate anomaly detection on runtime logs is increasing. But as it currently stands, many log-

based anomaly detection methods have encountered numerous challenges when applied to logs

from many parallel �le systems (PFSes) due to their irregularity and ambiguity in time-based log

sequences. To circumvent these problems, this study proposes ClusterLog, a log pre-processing

method to cluster temporal sequence of log keys based on their semantic similarity. By grouping

semantically and sentimentally similar logs, it aims to represent log sequences with the smallest

amount of unique log keys, intending to improve the ability for a downstream sequence based

model to learn the log patterns. The preliminary results indicate not only its effectiveness in

reducing the granularity of log sequences without the loss of important sequence information, but

also its generalizability to different �le systems’ logs.

FTXS 2022 – Afternoon Break

https://sites.google.com/view/ftxs2022


Recovery of Distributed Iterative Solvers for Linear Systems Using Non-Volatile RAM

Yehonatan Fridman (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel, Dept of Computer Science; Israel

Atomic Energy Commission)

HPC systems are a critical resource for scienti�c research. The increased demand for computational

power and memory ushers in the exascale era, in which complex supercomputers consist of

numerous compute nodes and are consequently expected to experience frequent faults and

crashes.

Exact state reconstruction (ESR) was proposed as an alternative mechanism to alleviate the impact

of frequent failures on long-term computations. ESR has been shown to provide exact

reconstruction of iterative solvers while avoiding the need for costly checkpointing. However, ESR

currently relies on volatile memory for fault tolerance, and must therefore maintain redundancies in

the RAM of multiple nodes, incurring high memory and network overheads.

Recent supercomputer designs feature emerging non-volatile RAM (NVRAM) technology. This

paper investigates how NVRAM can be utilized to devise an enhanced ESR-based recovery

mechanism that is more ef�cient and provides full resilience, based on a novel MPI implementation

of One-Sided Communication (OSC) over RDMA.

Toward Precision-Aware Fault Tolerance Approaches for Mixed-Precision Applications

Bo Fang (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL))

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), the dominantly adopted accelerators in HPC systems, are

susceptible to a transient hardware fault. A new generation of GPUs features mixed-precision

architectures such as NVIDIA Tensor Cores to accelerate matrix multiplications. While widely

adapted, how they would behave under transient hardware faults remain unclear. In this study, we

conduct large-scale fault injection experiments on GEMM kernels implemented with different

�oating-point data types on the V100 and A100 Tensor Cores and show distinct error resilience

characteristics for the GEMMS with different formats. We plan to explore this space in the future by

building precision-aware �oating-point fault tolerance techniques for applications such as DNNs

that exercise low-precision computations.

ReStore: In-Memory REplicated STORagE for Rapid Recovery in Fault-Tolerant Algorithms

Lukas Hübner (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Heidelberg Institute of Theoretical Studies)



Fault-tolerant applications need to recover data lost after process failures. It is typically impractical

to request replacement resources after a failure. Therefore, applications have to continue with the

remaining resources. This requires redistributing the workload. We present an algorithmic

framework and its C++ implementation ReStore that enables recovery of data after process failures.

By storing all required data in memory via an appropriate data distribution and replication, recovery

is substantially faster than with standard checkpointing schemes that rely on a parallel �le system.

As the application developer can specify which data to load, we also support shrinking recovery

instead of recovery using spare compute nodes. Our experiments show loading times of lost input

data in the range of milliseconds on up to 24,576 processors and a substantial speedup of the

recovery time for the fault-tolerant version of a widely used bioinformatics application.

Implicit Actions and Non-blocking Failure Recovery with MPI

Aurelien Bouteiller (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL))

The User-Level Failure Mitigation (ULFM) speci�cation extends the MPI standard to address

resilience and enable MPI applications to restore their communication capability after a failure. This

works builds upon the wide body of experience gained in the �eld to eliminate a gap between

current practice and the ideal, more asynchronous, recovery model in which the fault tolerance

activities of multiple components can be carried out simultaneously and overlap.

This work proposes to: (1) bring forward the building blocks that permit the effective scoping of

fault recovery in an application, so that independent components in an application can recover

without interfering with each other, and separate groups of processes in the application can recover

independently or in unison; and

(2) overlap recovery activities necessary to restore the consistency of the system (e.g., eviction of

faulty processes from the communication group) with application recovery activities (e.g., dataset

restoration from checkpoints).

FTXS 2022 – Closing Remarks

Scott Levy (Sandia National Laboratories)

Closing remarking and conclusion of FTXS 2022.

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

EduHPC-22: Workshop on Education for High Performance Computing

Session Description: The EduHPC workshop brings together stakeholders from industry

(developers, hardware and software vendors), government labs, and academia in the context of SC,



to hear the challenges others are facing, share approaches to meeting such challenges, and

generally exchange ideas related to high-performance computing, parallel and distributed

computing, data science, and the Internet of Things undergraduate and graduate education. In

addition to paper presentations, this workshop will feature invited keynotes, panels (e.g., the

relationship of sustainability and reproducibility to technical education), special sessions such as

“Peachy Assignments,” and invited talks on opportunities for collaboration, resource sharing,

educator training, internships, and other means of increasing cross-fertilization between industry,

government, and academia. Workshop Website

Welcome to EduHPC-22

Henry Gabb (Intel Corporation), Apan Qasem (Texas State University)

Invited Talk: Using HPC and AI in Data Science Education

Judy Fox (University of Virginia)

UnoAPI: Balancing Performance, Portability, and Productivity (P3) in HPC Education

Konstantin Läufer (Loyola University, Chicago), George K. Thiruvathukal (Loyola University, Chicago)

oneAPI is a major initiative by Intel aimed at making it easier to program heterogeneous

architectures for high-performance computing using a uni�ed API. In addition to raising the

abstraction level via an API, we argue that a curriculum of well-developed software engineering

methods with exemplars will be necessary to ensure interest in HPC by current students and

educators. To this end, our UnoAPI curriculum takes a holistic approach based on language and the

broader development ecosystem. Our curriculum, based on a systems foundation, integrates

essential principles of distributed systems, programming languages, and software engineering. We

argue that a curriculum should cover these topics to attract students to HPC and enable them to

con�dently solve computational problems using oneAPI. We have shared our materials with a

small group of undergraduate sophomores and plan a follow-up study with a larger cohort by

incorporating some of our materials in our existing HPC course.

OpenMPI+Java as a High Performance Language

Joel Adams (Calvin University)

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a software platform that can utilize the parallel capabilities

of most multi- processors, making it useful for teaching students about parallel and distributed

computing (PDC). MPI provides language bindings for Fortran and C/C++, but many university

instructors lack expertise in these languages, preventing them from using MPI in their courses.

https://tcpp.cs.gsu.edu/curriculum/?q=eduhpc22


OpenMPI is a free implementation of MPI that also provides Java bindings, allowing instructors who

know Java but not C/C++ or Fortran to teach PDC. However, Java has a reputation as a “slow”

language, so some say it is unsuitable for teaching PDC. This paper gives a head-to-head

comparison of the performance of OpenMPI’s Java and C bindings. Our study shows that by default,

Java can be faster than C unless one takes special measures, and it exhibits similar speedup,

ef�ciency, and scalability. We conclude that Java is a suitable language for teaching PDC.

Adopting Heterogeneous Computing Modules: Experiences from a ToUCH Summer Workshop

Kishwar Ahmed (University of Toledo)

We present efforts to encourage the adoption of modules for teaching heterogeneous parallel

computing through a faculty development workshop. The workshop was held remotely using a

novel format to exploit the advantages of a virtual format and mitigate its disadvantages. Adoption

at a wide variety of institutions showed module effectiveness and also gathered feedback leading

to several module improvements. We also report on the adoptions themselves, which show the

importance of supporting adaptation of the modules for diverse settings.

EduHPC-22 – Afternoon Break

Peer-Review Assignments for a New Generation of Research Software Engineers

Pratik Nayak (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology)

Software, its design, development, and engineering has become one of the corner stones of

computational science research. There is a lot of demand for scientists and engineers who can write

well-designed, sustainable, and reproducible software. This is at odds with the traditional way of

writing code just to explore and showcase ideas, mainly for scienti�c papers. 

To provide students with practical experience in all aspects of research software engineering (RSE),

we have adopted a peer review based assignment approach that helps students focus on writing

ef�cient parallel algorithms by providing a build, test and continuous integration framework. In

addition, the students are then required to submit a pull/merge request to the central repository.

We have observed that this work�ow improves the students' programming skills, introduces them

to RSE practices while teaching them to program parallel numerical algorithms on high

performance machines.

Toward a European Curriculum for a Master in HPC

Dirk Pleiter (KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden)



Recently, the EUMaster4HPC project has been started with the ambition of boosting the education

of HPC experts at universities throughout Europe. Within this project, a future European curriculum

for a Master in HPC is being developed. Here, we report on �rst efforts toward establishing a set of

necessary skills.

A GPU Programming Lesson in the Pedagogical Style of the Carpentries

Alessio Sclocco (Netherlands eScience Center)

Graphics Processing Units are nowadays used to accelerate applications in multiple scienti�c

domains, and is therefore necessary even for researchers outside of computer science to learn how

to use them. However, traditional GPU programming courses are often aimed at people with a

computer science or high-performance computing background.

To address this challenge we developed a GPU programming course, following the Carpentries

pedagogical style, centered around live coding and the teaching of actionable skills. The course is

open-source, freely available online in the Carpentries Incubator, and has been successfully taught

both online and in-person.

An Arti�cial Intelligence Bootcamp for Cyberinfrastructure Professionals

Karen Tomko (Ohio Supercomputer Center)

Our team is a developing a series of AI Bootcamps for Cyberinfrastructure (CI) Professionals to

increase support expertise for researchers with Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) workloads running at

research computing facilities. We have completed the �rst six-week, virtual program of core

foundations topics in AI and machine learning. Our next bootcamp is focused on CI professionals in

software and data engineering roles. Our team is comprised of CI professionals and Computer

Science and Engineering faculty to provide a comprehensive curriculum for the professional learner.

We saw a great deal of enthusiasm among the CI professional community for this program and

those who attended rated it highly. We plan to re�ne the materials and make them generally

available at the end of the project.

Challenges and Triumphs Teaching Distributed Computing Topics at a Small Liberal Arts

College

Nathaniel Kremer-Herman (Hanover College)

Introducing undergraduate students to key concepts of distributed computing has become almost

essential as the world continues to embrace cloud-based solutions to daily problems and as

research continues to grow in scale requiring distributed resources. Although distributed computing

is an important part of the computer science curriculum, it can be dif�cult to introduce at some



institutions. We explore some key challenges associated with introducing distributed computing

into the computer science curriculum at a small, liberal arts college. We focus on an initial failure

introducing a specialized distributed computing course too soon and relay the successes and

failures experienced over a one year span of incorporating key distributed computing concepts

across multiple systems-level courses. We discuss lessons learned from our �rst foray into teaching

distributed computing and provide recommendations for new adopters of distributed computing

curriculum based on our experiences.

Bridging the Gap between Education and Research: A Retrospective on Simulating an HPC

Conference

Sarah Neuwirth (Goethe University Frankfurt, Juelich Supercomputing Centre (JSC))

High Performance Computing (HPC) is playing an increasingly important role in industry, research

and everyday life. Moreover, a central core of the European HPC strategy is the Modular

Supercomputing Architecture (MSA), which breaks with traditional HPC architectures by integrating

heterogeneous computing resources in system-level modules. Nevertheless, HPC and especially

MSA content only rarely �nd their way into the curriculum of computer science courses at German

universities. In addition, the necessary competencies for independent scienti�c research are hardly

addressed, although these skills are essential for students for writing their �nal theses.

We present a blended learning based module concept that promotes the understanding and

application of modular supercomputing while connecting it with the techniques of scienti�c project

work. The module was �rst implemented at Goethe University in Summer 2022. The initial

feedback and evaluation results are quite encouraging both in terms of learning outcomes and

student engagement and interest.

Simulation and Rendering of Colliding Spheres

Isabel Rosa (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)), Alexandros-Stavros Iliopoulos

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)), Tao B. Schardl (Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT))

This assignment provides students with hands-on experience with engineering software for

performance. Students are tasked with optimizing a graphical n-body simulation to run fast on a

modern shared-memory multi-core using serial and parallel program optimizations. This open-

ended assignment invites students to develop and test optimizations to make the program run as

fast as possible while still producing the same results. Students learn how to diagnose

performance bottlenecks, develop serial and parallel program optimizations, and evaluate the

correctness and performance of their changes. We found that students in 6.172, MIT's

undergraduate course on performance engineering of software systems, are excited by this project,

especially seeing their optimizations improve the visual smoothness of the simulation and enable it



to handle larger problem sizes within �xed time constraints. The materials for the assignment are

publicly available at https://github.com/ailiop/EduHPC-22-Peachy-Sphere-Simulation.

Hill Climbing with Montecarlo: An Assignment for OpenMP, MPI, and CUDA/OpenCL

Rocío Carratalá-Sáez (University of Valladolid, Spain)

We present the �fth example in a series of assignments used in a Parallel Computing course to

teach the approaches to the same problem in different parallel programming models. It targets

concepts of shared-memory programming, distributed-memory programming, and/or GPU

programming. This assignment is based on a Montecarlo probabilistic approach for a Hill Climbing

algorithm, in order to locate the maximum values of a two dimensional function. The program is

designed to be simple, easy to understand by students, and to include speci�c parallelization and

optimization opportunities. It maintains the same core concepts used in four previously presented

assignments, with a different design approach. It focus on dealing with non-determinism during

execution, the impact of randomization on load-balance, and new relevant optimization challenges.

This assignment has been successfully used in parallel programming contests during an optional

Parallel Programming course in the third year of Computer Engineering degree.

Mark Your Calendar: EduHiPC

Sheikh Ghafoor (Tennessee Tech University), Sushil Prasad (University of Texas, San Antonio)

Closing and Farewells

Henry Gabb (Intel Corporation), Apan Qasem (Texas State University)

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

HUST-22: 9th International Workshop on HPC User Support Tools

Session Description: Supercomputing centers of all sizes exist to drive scienti�c discovery by

supporting researchers in computational science �elds. To improve the productivity of the user and

the usability of systems in an environment as complex in a typical HPC center they employ

specialized support teams and individuals. The broad support effort ranges from basic system

administration to managing 100's of petabytes with complex hierarchical data-storage systems, to

supporting high performance networks, or consulting on advanced math libraries, code

optimization, and managing complex HPC software stacks. Often, support teams struggle to

adequately support scientists as HPC environments are extremely complex and combined with



additional layers of complexity of hierarchical data storage, multiple networks, hybrid hardware

con�guration, and maintaining complicated research software stacks to support 100's or even

1000's of HPC users can be extremely demanding. Workshop Website

HUST-22 – Introduction

Introduction to HUST workshop

Containerized Bioinformatics Ecosystem for HPC

Yucheng Zhang (Purdue University)

In High-performance computing (HPC) environments, SingularityCE has been widely used, and the

primary reason for its popularity is that it can signi�cantly reduce system administrators’ work of

deploying applications. Traditionally, HPC administrators may need thousands of hours to deploy a

broad stack of bioinformatics applications. SingularityCE has the potential to transform traditional

methods of installing and managing applications. We introduce how our HPC center used

SingularityCE to deploy about 600 containerized bioinformatics applications, which were tested by

staff with expertise in bioinformatics , onto 7 production systems. This presentation also explores

how, leveraging LMOD, containerization was made transparent to users through environment

modules for these container images. Finally, it discusses how we deployed applications with

graphical user interface to Open OnDemand as interactive applications, and how we modi�ed

python-based containers to support Jupyter Notebook. The sum of these contributions provides a

robust and reproducible computing ecosystem for life science researchers.

pyp2pcluster: A Cluster Discovery Tool

Robert Tracey (IBM Research, UK; Glyndwr University, Wales)

It is becoming increasingly common for laboratories and universities to share computing resources.

Also as cloud usage and applications continue to expand, a hybrid cloud working model is fast

becoming a common standard practice. In line with these present-day trends, we present an open-

source Python library that provides information on high performance computing (HPC) clusters and

systems that are available to a user via a peer to peer (P2P) infrastructure. These metrics include

the size of system and availability of nodes, along with the speed of connection between clusters.

We will present the bene�ts of using a P2P model compared to traditional client server models and

look at the ease in which this can be implemented. We will also look at the bene�ts and uses of

gathering this data in one location in order to assist with the managing of complex workloads in

heterogeneous environments.

Analysis of User-Support Tickets in the Lifetime of the Blue Waters System

Brett Bode (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA))

https://hust-workshop.github.io/


We present an analysis of the collection of user-support tickets that were created during nearly

nine years of operation of the XYZ supercomputer. The analysis was based on information obtained

from the Jira ticketing system and its corresponding queues. The paper contains a set of statistics

showing, in quantitative form, the distribution of tickets across system areas. It also shows the

computed metrics related to management of the tickets by our staff. Additionally, we present an

analysis, based on Machine-Learning and Sentiment Analysis techniques, conducted over the text

entered in tickets, aimed at detecting trends on users' views and perspectives about the XYZ

system. This kind of study, which is uncommon in the literature, could provide guidance for

operators of future large systems about the expected volume of user support demanded by each

system area, and about how to allocate support staff such that users receive the best possible

assistance.

HUST-22 – Afternoon Break

HUST-22 – Community Survey

Interactive NLU-Powered Ontology-Based Work�ow Synthesis for FAIR Support of HPC

Zifan Nan (North Carolina State University)

Work�ow synthesis is important for automatically creating the data processing work�ow in a FAIR

data management system for HPC. Previous methods are table-based, rigid and not scalable. This

paper addresses these limitations by developing a new approach to work�ow synthesis, interactive

NLU-powered ontology-based work�ow synthesis (INPOWS). INPOWS allows the use of Natural

Language for queries, maximizes the robustness in handling concepts and language ambiguities

through an interactive ontology-based design, and achieves superior extensibility by adopting a

synthesis algorithm powered by Natural Language Understanding. In our experiments, INPOWS

shows the ef�cacy in enabling �exible, robust, and extensible work�ow synthesis.

NERSC Job Script Generator

Robin Shao (University of California, Berkeley)

NERSC is the primary scienti�c computing facility for DOE’s Of�ce of Science. NERSC supports

diverse production workloads across a wide range of scienti�c disciplines, which requires a rather



complicated queue structure with various resource limits and priorities. It has been challenging for

users to generate proper job scripts to optimally use the systems. We developed a Slurm job script

generator, a web application to help users not only generate job scripts but also learn how the

batch system works. The job script generator was �rst deployed in 2016 to help generate an

optimal process/threads af�nity for the hybrid MPI + OpenMP applications for NERSC’s Cori system,

and was recently extended to support more systems and use cases. In this talk, we will present the

features supported in our job script generator, and describe the code design and implementation,

which is easily adaptable to other centers who deploy Slurm.

PMT: Power Measurement Toolkit

Stefano Corda (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPFL))

Ef�cient use of energy is essential for today's supercomputing systems, as energy cost is generally

a major component of their operational cost. Research into "green computing'' is needed to reduce

the environmental impact of running these systems. As such, several scienti�c communities are

evaluating the trade-off between time-to-solution and energy-to-solution. While the runtime of an

application is typically easy to measure, energy consumption is not. Therefore, we present the

Power Measurement Toolkit (PMT), a high-level software library capable of collecting power

consumption measurements on various hardware. The library provides a standard interface to

easily measure the energy use of devices such as CPUs and GPUs in critical application sections.

CloudQ: A Secure AI / HPC Cloud Bursting System

Hidemoto Nakada (National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST))

As a method to optimize the investment for computational resources, cloud bursting is collecting a

lot of attention, where the organizations utilize the cloud computing environment in on-demand

fashion, while preserving the minimum amount of on-premise resources for sensitive data

processing. For the practical cloud bursting, we need to achieve 1) secure job / data sharing, 2)

uniform job execution environment for on-premise and cloud, and 3) on-demand automatic

deployment of the execution environment on the cloud. To enable these items, we propose a meta-

scheduling system called CloudQ. CloudQ 1) uses cloud object storage for data sharing, 2) utilizes

container images to provide uniform job execution environment, and 3) automatically deploys an

execution environment on the cloud.

HUST-22 – Conclusion



1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

The 4th Annual Workshop on Extreme-Scale Experiment-in-the-Loop

Computing

Session Description: Advancement in computational power and high-speed networking is

enabling a new model of scienti�c experiment, experiment-in-the-loop computing (EILC). In this

model, simulation and/or learning modules are run as data is collected from observational and

experimental sources. Presently, the amount and complexity of data generated by simulations and

by observational and experimental sources, such as sensor networks and large-scale scienti�c

facilities, continues to increase. Several research challenges exist, many of which are independent

of the scienti�c application domain. New algorithms, including arti�cial intelligence and machine

learning algorithms, to merge simulation ensembles and experimental data sets must be

developed. Data transfer techniques and work�ows must be constructed to control the ensembles

and integrate simulated and observed data sets. The Workshop on Extreme-Scale Experiment-in-

the-Loop Computing (XLOOP 2022) will be a unique opportunity to promote this interdisciplinary

topic area. We invite papers, presentations, and participants from the physical and computer

sciences. Workshop Website

XLOOP – Introduction

XLOOP – Invited Talk

Testing the Data Framework for an AI Algorithm in Preparation for High Data Rate X-Ray

Facilities

Hongwei Chen (SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory), Sathya Chitturi (Stanford University), Rajan

Plumley (SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory)

The advent of next-generation X-ray free electron lasers will be capable of delivering X-rays at a

repetition rate approaching 1 MHz continuously. This will require the development of data systems

to handle experiments at these type of facilities, especially for high throughput applications, such

as femtosecond X-ray crystallography and X-ray photon �uctuation spectroscopy. Here, we

demonstrate a framework which captures single shot X-ray data at the LCLS and implements a

machine-learning algorithm to automatically extract the contrast parameter from the collected data.

We measure the time required to return the results and assess the feasibility of using this

https://wordpress.cels.anl.gov/xloop-2022


framework at high data volume. We use this experiment to determine the feasibility of solutions for

‘live’ data analysis at the MHz repetition rate.

MLExchange: A Web-Based Platform Enabling Exchangeable Machine Learning Work�ows

for Scienti�c Studies

Zhuowen Zhao (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Machine learning (ML) algorithms are showing a growing trend in helping the scienti�c

communities across different disciplines and institutions to address large and diverse data

problems. However, many available ML tools are programmatically demanding and

computationally costly. The MLExchange project aims to build a collaborative platform equipped

with enabling tools that allow scientists and facility users who do not have a profound ML

background to use ML and computational resources in scienti�c discovery. At the high level, we are

targeting a full user experience where managing and exchanging ML algorithms, work�ows, and

data are readily available through web applications. Since each component is an independent

container, the whole platform or its individual service(s) can be easily deployed at servers of

different scales. Thus, MLExchange renders �exible using scenarios---users could either access the

platform from a remote server or run its individual service(s) within their local network.

XLOOP – Afternoon Break

Managed Network Services for Exascale Data Movement across Large Global Scienti�c

Collaborations

Jonathan Guiang (University of California, San Diego)

Unique scienti�c instruments designed and operated by large global collaborations are expected to

produce exabyte-scale data volumes per year by 2030. These collaborations depend on globally

distributed storage and compute to turn raw data into science. While all of these infrastructures

have batch scheduling capabilities to share compute, Research and Education networks lack those

capabilities. There is thus uncontrolled competition for bandwidth between and within

collaborations. As a result, data "hogs" disk space at processing facilities for much longer than it

takes to process, leading to vastly over-provisioned storage infrastructures. Integrated co-

scheduling of networks as part of high-level managed work�ows might reduce these storage

needs by more than an order of magnitude. This presentation describes such a solution,

demonstrates its functionality in the context of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, and

presents the next-steps toward its use in production.



The ERN Cryo-EM Federated Instrument Pilot Project: Phase 1

Maureen Dougherty (Ecosystem for Research Networking)

The Ecosystem for Research Networking (ERN) CryoEM Remote Instrument Pilot Project was

launched in response to feedback and survey data collected from hundreds of participants of the

ERN series of NSF (OAC-2018927) funded community outreach events revealing that Structural

Biology instrument driven science is being forced to transition from self-contained islands to

federated wide-area internet accessible instruments. Its goal is to facilitate multi-institutional

collaboration at the interface of computing and electron microscopy through the implementation of

the ERN Federated OpenCI Lab’s Instrument CI Cloudlet design. The conclusion will be a web-

based portal leveraging federated access to the instrument, work�ows utilizing edge computing in

conjunction with cloud computing and real-time monitoring for experimental parameter

adjustments and decisions. The intention is to foster team science and scienti�c innovation, with

emphasis on under-represented and under-resourced institutions, through the democratization of

these scienti�c instruments. We discuss the latest Phase 1 deployment efforts.

Toward Increasing Trust in Exascale Simulations

Dorra Ben Khalifa (University of Perpignan, France; LAMPS Laboratory)

In recent decades, High Performance Computing (HPC) and simulations have become determinant

in many areas of engineering and science. Since many HPC applications rely extensively on

�oating-point arithmetic operations, many kinds of numerical errors can be introduced during the

program execution, leading to instability or reproducibility problems. One kind of these error

sources is cancellation which produces inaccurate results when two nearby numbers are

subtracted. In this article, we present Candy, a new dynamic library that detects cancellations in

numerical codes. Our method computes the number of signi�cant bits of �oating-point numbers by

attaching a shadow value in higher precision to each number. This helps to detect in an accurate

way if a program suffers from cancellation problems and thus to increase the trust in large-scale

HPC applications and exascale simulations. We evaluate Candy over a set of real-world numerical

applications. Also, we compare Candy against the state-of-art tool FPChecker.

XLOOP – Panel

XLOOP – Awards



Friday, November 18th

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

HiPar22: 3rd Workshop on Hierarchical Parallelism for Exascale Computing

Session Description: Industrial competition, the explosion of AI and machine learning, and the

computational needs of leading-edge scienti�c research are driving rapid changes and

advancements in High Performance Computing (HPC). Computational nodes are becoming

increasingly more powerful, featuring a large number of physical cores in multiple sockets and

accelerators. This increases the overall complexity, due to complex architectures (e.g., memory

hierarchies and tens of compute elements), novel accelerator designs, and energy constraints.

Hierarchical parallelism is an approach that is gaining momentum in HPC: it embraces the intrinsic

complexity of current and future HPC systems, rather than avoiding it, by exploiting parallelism at

all levels: compute, memory and network. Hierarchical parallelism is the focus of this workshop.

We aim at bringing together hardware, application and software practitioners proposing new

strategies to fully exploit computational hierarchies, and examples to illustrate their bene�ts for

extreme scale computing. Workshop Website

HiPar22 – Opening Remarks

Francesco Rizzi (NGA), Lee Howes (Meta), Ulrike Meier Yang (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Christian Trott (Sandia National Laboratories), Filippo Spiga (NVIDIA Corporation)

HiPar22 – Invited Talk: Paving the Way to Exascale for Scienti�c Applications

Damien Lebrun-Grandie (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

OpenMP's Asynchronous Of�oading for Combinatorial Scienti�c Computations

Vivek Kale (Sandia National Laboratories, Brookhaven National Laboratory), Mathialakan

Thavappiragasam (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

OpenMP has become the de facto standard for shared memory parallel programming. OpenMP

provides a directive, nowait, to enable asynchronous target of�oad from host to device. In this

presentation, we identify best practices in using the asynchronous of�oad in OpenMP correctly and

performantly. Through experimental evaluation on Summit and Crusher, we show how we use the

nowait clause of OpenMP to improve performance of a graph algorithm, Floyd-Warshall, by up to

https://www.hipar.net/


58.24% on Summit and 30.38% on Crusher. Such opportunities suggest the need for programmers

to use the nowait features of OpenMP with care in order to achieve performance.

HiPar22 – Morning Break

Hierarchical Communication Optimization for FFT

Preeti Malakar (Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Kanpur)

Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) are used to solve various scienti�c and engineering problems. For

example, computational �uid dynamics (CFD) simulations employ a pseudo-spectral method to

solve �ow simulations using Fast Fourier transforms (FFT). FFT requires global communications

among all parallel processes; this often increases communication times. We present FFTOpt, a

communication optimization library that leverages hierarchical communications within a compute

node and across nodes of a large-scale system. This is a generic library that may optimize any code

or application that uses MPI_Alltoall and MPI_Sendrecv without any dependency on the system or

application. FFTOpt also uses topology information and runtime details about node allocation to

aggregate at node and switch levels to reduce communication times. We tested FFTOpt in our

department cluster and PARAM Sanganak supercomputer of IIT Kanpur using the FFTW, FFTK and

P3DFFT libraries. FFTOpt reduces communication time by up to 63%.

A High-Performance Design for Hierarchical Parallelism in the QMCPACK Monte Carlo Code

Ye Luo (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

We introduce a new high-performance design for parallelism within the Quantum Monte Carlo

code QMCPACK. We demonstrate that the new design is better able to exploit the hierarchical

parallelism of heterogeneous architectures compared to the previous GPU implementation. The

new version is able to achieve higher GPU occupancy via the new concept of crowds of Monte

Carlo walkers, and by enabling more host CPU threads to effectively of�oad to the GPU. The higher

performance is expected to be achieved independent of the underlying hardware, signi�cantly

improving developer productivity and reducing code maintenance costs. Scienti�c productivity is

also improved with full support for fallback to CPU execution when GPU implementations are not

available or CPU execution is more optimal.

Expressing Hierarchical Code Optimizations via MDH-Based Schedules

Ari Rasch (University of Muenster)

The optimization processes of modern compilers are often guided by performance experts who



express optimization via so-called scheduling languages. We present our work-in-progress results

toward a novel compiler whose scheduling language is based on the approach of Multi-

Dimensional Homomorphisms (MDH). We argue that our MDH-based scheduling language

enables a structured, hierarchical optimization process, by offering scheduling commands that

systematically de- and re-compose computations to/from the memory and core hierarchies of state-

of-the-art architectures (GPUs, multi-core CPUs, etc). Thereby, a performance expert expresses

hierarchical code optimizations in a concise and structured way, contributing to a simpli�ed code

optimization process. Our �rst experiments on NVIDIA GPU and Intel CPU show that our

scheduling language is capable of expressing as hierarchical code optimizations the optimization

decisions of the popular deep learning compiler TVM. Our experiments also con�rm that via auto-

tuning, we are able to achieve better performance than TVM on both architectures.

CAMP: a Synthetic Micro-Benchmark for Assessing Deep Memory Hierarchies

Evgenij Belikov (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh)

We present the open-source CAMP tool for assessing deep memory hierarchies through

performance measurements of synthetic kernels. CAMP provides different access patterns and

allows to vary kernels' operational intensities. We describe the tool's design and implementation,

and analyse measurements on a compute node of ARCHER2, the UK national supercomputer and

compare it to measurements on a compute node on NEXTGenIO. We report results of a strong

scaling study of contiguous, strided and stencil access patterns for various operational intensities

and explore thread placement options and data sizes. The results con�rm that bandwidth

saturation can be achieved with a relatively small number of threads on AMD Rome and that

underpopulation may be bene�cial as performance drops when the node is fully populated for

con�gurations with lower operational intensity, whilst the effect is less pronounced on the less

hierarchical Intel Cascade Lake. Finally we discuss sub-NUMA-node awareness and directions for

extending CAMP.

HiPar22 – Closing Remarks

Francesco Rizzi (NGA), Lee Howes (Meta), Ulrike Meier Yang (Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory), Christian Trott (Sandia National Laboratories), Filippo Spiga (NVIDIA Corporation)

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

IA^3 2022 - 12th Workshop on Irregular Applications: Architectures and

Algorithms



Session Description: Due to the heterogeneous data sets they process, data intensive applications

employ a diverse set of methods and data structures, exhibiting irregular memory accesses, control

�ows, and communication patterns. Current supercomputing systems are organized around

components optimized for data locality and bulk synchronous computations. Managing any form of

irregularity on them demands a substantial programming effort, and often leads to poor

performance. Holistic solutions to these challenges emerge only by considering the problem from

multiple perspectives: from micro- to system-architectures, from compilers to languages, from

libraries to runtimes, and from algorithm design to data characteristics. Only collaborative efforts

among researchers with different expertise, including domain experts and end users, can lead to

signi�cant breakthroughs. This workshop brings together scientists with different backgrounds to

discuss methods and technologies for ef�ciently supporting irregular applications on current and

future architectures. Workshop Website

IA^3 - Invited Talk 1: Ef�cient Processing of Large Graph Applications Using Asynchronous

Architectures

Michel Kinsy (Arizona State University)

Graph algorithms and techniques are increasingly being used in scienti�c and commercial

applications to express relations and explore large data sets. Although conventional or commodity

computer architectures, like CPU or GPU, can compute fairly well dense graph algorithms, they are

often inadequate in processing large sparse graph applications. Memory access patterns, memory

bandwidth requirements and on-chip network communications in these applications do not �t in

the conventional program execution �ow. In this work, we propose and design a new architecture

for fast processing of large graph applications. To leverage the lack of the spatial and temporal

localities in these applications and to support scalable computational models, we design the

architecture around two key concepts. (1) The architecture is a multicore processor of independently

clocked processing elements. These elements communicate in a self-timed manner and use

handshaking to perform synchronization, communication, and sequencing of operations. By being

asynchronous, the operating speed at each processing element is determined by actual local

latencies rather than global worst-case latencies. We create a specialized ISA to support these

operations. (2) The application compilation and mapping process uses a graph clustering algorithm

to optimize parallel computing of graph operations and load balancing. Through the clustering

process, we make scalability an inherent property of the architecture where task-to-element

mapping can be done at the graph node level or at node cluster level. A prototyped version of the

architecture outperforms a comparable CPU by 10~20x across all benchmarks and provides 2~5x

better power ef�ciency when compared to a GPU.

Page-Address Coalescing of Vector Gather Instructions for Ef�cient Address Translation

Hikaru Takayashiki (Tohoku University)

Vector gather instructions are available in various processors, which are essential for handling

https://hpc.pnl.gov/IA3/


irregular memory accesses. Additionally, the processors support virtual memory that allows

programmers not to consider the limitation of the physical memory space. To realize the virtual

memory, the processors require address translation between virtual and physical addresses. When

a vector gather instruction loads data elements distributed over the physical memory space, all

virtual addresses must be translated one by one, causing many translations by accessing a

Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB). Hence, the TLB easily becomes a bottleneck in handling vector

gather instructions. To relieve the bottleneck, this paper proposes an address coalescing method for

the address translations of vector gather instructions by utilizing vector arithmetic units in the

processor. The evaluation results show that the proposed method can achieve a 2x performance

improvement in numerical and 1.08x in graph applications, which contain many vector gather

instructions.

The Evolution of a New Model of Computation

Brian Page (University of Maryland, Laboratory of Physical Sciences (LPS)), Peter Kogge (University

of Notre Dame)

The conventional model of parallel programming today involves either copying data (and then

having to track its most recent value), or not copying and requiring deep software stacks to do even

the simplest operation on data that is "over there" - out of the range of loads and stores from the

current core. As applications require larger data sets, with more irregular access to them, both

models begin to exhibit severe scaling problems. This presentation reviews some growing evidence

of the potential value of a model of computation that skirts between the two: data does not move

(i.e. is not copied), and computation instead moves to the data. Several different applications have

been coded for a novel platform where thread movement is handled invisibly by the hardware. The

evidence to date indicates that parallel scaling for this paradigm may very well be signi�cantly

better than any mix of conventional models.

Blocking Sparse Matrices to Leverage Dense-Speci�c Multiplication

Paolo Sylos Labini (Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy)

Research to accelerate matrix multiplication, pushed by the growing computational demands of

deep learning, has sprouted many ef�cient architectural solutions, such as NVIDIA’s Tensor Cores.

These accelerators are designed to process ef�ciently a high volume of small dense matrix

products in parallel. However, it is not obvious how to leverage these accelerators for sparse matrix

multiplication. A natural way to adapt the accelerators to this problem is to divide the matrix into

small blocks, and then multiply only the nonzero blocks. In this paper, we investigate ways to

reorder the rows of a sparse matrix to reduce the number of nonzero blocks and cluster the nonzero

elements into a few dense blocks. While this pre-processing can be computationally expensive, we

show that the high speed-up provided by the accelerators can easily repay the cost, especially

when several multiplications follow one reordering.



IA^3 – Morning Break

IA^3 – Invited Talk 2: Parallel Batch-Dynamic Graph Algorithms

Julian Shun (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))

As many real-world graphs change rapidly, it is crucial to design dynamic algorithms that ef�ciently

maintain graph statistics upon updates, since the cost of re-computation from scratch can be

prohibitive. Furthermore, due to the high frequency of updates, we can improve performance by

using parallelism to process batches of updates at a time. This talk presents new graph algorithms

in this parallel batch-dynamic setting. 

Speci�cally, we present the �rst parallel batch-dynamic algorithm for approximate k-core

decomposition that is ef�cient in both theory and practice. Our algorithm is based on our novel

parallel level data structure, inspired by the sequential level data structures of Bhattacharya et al.

and Henzinger et al. Given a graph with n vertices and a batch of B updates, our algorithm

maintains a (2 + epsilon)-approximation of the coreness values of all vertices (for any constant

epsilon > 0) in O(B log^2(n)) amortized work and O(log^2(n) loglog(n)) span (parallel time) with

high probability. We implement and experimentally evaluate our algorithm, and demonstrate

signi�cant speedups over state-of-the-art serial and parallel implementations for dynamic k-core

decomposition. 

We have also designed new parallel batch-dynamic algorithms for low out-degree orientation,

maximal matching, clique counting, graph coloring, minimum spanning forest, single-linkage

clustering, some of which use our parallel level data structure.

SparseLU, A Novel Algorithm and Math Library for Sparse LU Factorization

Pedro Valero-Lara (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Decomposing sparse matrices into lower and upper triangular matrices (sparse LU factorization) is a

key operation in many computational scienti�c applications. We developed SparseLU, a sparse

linear algebra library that implements a new algorithm for LU factorization on general sparse

matrices. The new algorithm divides the input matrix into tiles to which OpenMP tasks are created

for factorization computation, where only tiles that contain nonzero elements are computed. For

comparative performance analysis, we used the reference library SuperLU. Testing was performed

on synthetically generated matrices which replicate the conditions of the real-world matrices.

SparseLU is able to reach a mean speedup of ∼ 29× compared to SuperLU.



Compressed In-Memory Graphs for Accelerating GPU-Based Analytics

Noushin Azami (Texas State University)

Processing large graphs has become an important irregular workload. We present Massively

Parallel Log Graphs (MPLG) to accelerate GPU graph codes, including highly optimized codes.

MPLG combines a compressed in-memory representation with low-overhead parallel

decompression. This yields a speedup if the boost in memory performance due to the reduced

footprint outweighs the overhead of the extra instructions to decompress the graph on the �y.

However, achieving a suf�ciently low overhead is dif�cult, especially on GPUs with their high-

bandwidth memory. Prior work has only successfully employed similar ideas on CPUs, but those

approaches exhibit limited parallelism, making them unsuitable for GPUs. On large real-world

inputs, MPLG speeds up graph analytics by up to 67% on a Titan V GPU. Averaged over 15 graphs

from several domains, it improves the performance of Rodinia’s breadth-�rst search by 11.9%,

Gardenia’s connected components by 5.8%, and ECL’s graph coloring by 5.0%.

Accelerating Datalog Applications with cuDF

Ahmedur Rahman Shovon (University of Alabama, Birmingham), Sidharth Kumar (University of

Alabama, Birmingham)

Datalog, a bottom-up declarative logic programming language, has a wide variety of uses for

deduction, modeling, and data analysis, across application domains. Datalog can be ef�ciently

implemented using relational algebra primitives such as join, projection and union. While, there

exist several multi-threaded and multi-core implementations of Datalog that target CPU-based

systems, our work makes an inroad towards developing a Datalog implementation for GPUs. We

demonstrate the feasibility of a high performance relational algebra backend for a small subset of

Datalog applications that can effectively leverage the parallelism of GPUs using cuDF. cuDF is a

library from the Rapids suite that uses the NVIDIA CUDA programming model for GPU parallelism.

It provides similar functionalities to Pandas, a popular data analysis engine. In this presentation, we

analyze and evaluate the performance of cuDF versus Pandas for two graph mining problems

implemented in Datalog, (1) triangles counting and (2) transitive closure computation.

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Fifth International Workshop on Emerging Parallel Distributed Runtime Systems

and Middleware

Session Description: The role of runtime and middleware has evolved over the past decades as we

have begun the exascale era. For leadership class machines, advanced runtime technology not only

plays an important role in tasking but also has gained prominence in providing consistent memory



across accelerator architectures, intelligent network routing, and performance portability, among

other properties. With diminishing returns from hardware fabrication technology, clusters add more

specialized accelerators such as FPGAs, CGRAs, and custom ASICs. These current trends highlight

middleware challenges such as task/data management while adding new opportunities for

exploiting application-speci�c engines. Further, advances in �elds such as AI/ML provide novel

opportunities for guiding and exploiting the hardware/software substrate. For these reasons, we

propose a new iteration of the IPDRM workshop which will provide a venue for a diverse group of

international researchers from universities, industry, research institutions, and funding agencies to

discuss the pressing challenges of today’s runtime/middleware technologies. Workshop Website

Challenges and Success Stories Migrating Software and Applications to Frontier

Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware)

This talk will share stories from CAAR PIConGPU and ECP SOLLVE projects. The stories will

present our experiences on porting applications to pre-exascale systems to exascale system,

Frontier. It will highlight challenges we faced preparing and using relevant software tools including

alpaka, OpenMP and OpenACC programming models among other tools. The talk will also present

insights we gathered from pro�ler/performance analysis tools. Takeaways will be drawn from both

the projects to share with the IPDRM community and at the same seek input from the audience so

we can together improve our techniques and approaches.

SABO: Dynamic MPI+OpenMP Resource Balancer

Cassandra Rocha Barbosa (Atos), Marc Pérache (Atomic Energy and Alternative Energies

Commission (CEA))

Scienti�c parallel applications often use MPI for inter-node communications and OpenMP for intra-

node orchestration. Parallel applications such as particle transport, seismic wave propagation

simulator, or �nite-element applications often exhibit workload imbalance due to their nature of

ongoing data movement. These applications usually develop software balancing strategies

triggered when some imbalance thresholds are detected to reduce this imbalance. These

developments are complex to implement and impact the entire distributed applications’

performance by synchronizing and exchanging the load over the network. This preseentation

proposes a method to dynamically detect load imbalance and balance the computation by

redistributing OpenMP threads between MPI processes local to the node. With minimal impact on

the applications’ codes, we demonstrate how this technique can improve the overall applications’

performance up to 28% on MiniFE, 17% on Quicksilver, and 3% on Ondes3D. We also present its

impact when executing multiple nodes and our proposed approach’s limitations.

Emerging Parallel Distributed Runtime Systems and Middleware – Morning Break

https://ipdrm16.github.io/


LEC-PR:Proactive Recovery Method in Erasure-Coded Storage

Ying Song (Beijing Information Science and Technology University), Mingjie Yang (Beijing

Information Science and Technology University), Bo Wang (Zhengzhou University of Light Industry,

Software Engineering)

In order to improve the reliability of the storage system and reduce the data redundancy, erasure-

coded storage is widely used. The traditional approach to fault recovery research relies mostly on

passive recovery, which occurs when data loss is detected. But passive recovery reduces the

system's reliability. At present, machine learning methods can accurately predict soon-to-fail (STF)

disks. Based on successfully predicted disk failures, we propose a method to proactively recover

data in disks by using local erasure coding within nodes, called LEC-PR (Local EC Proactive

Recovery). By migrating and recovering the data in advance, the reliability of the data can be

improved. LEC-PR reduces cross-node recovery times and cross-node traf�c during proactive data

recovery by partially redundancy of the node's internal data blocks on other nodes. As compared to

the existing method, LEC-PR can reduce cross-node traf�c by 35% and shorten recovery time by

up to 69%.

Petri Nets for Concurrent Programming

Marshall Rawson (University of Florida)

Concurrent programming is used in all large and complex computer systems. However, concurrency

errors and system failures (ex: crashes and deadlocks) are common. We �nd that Petri nets can be

used to model concurrent systems and �nd and remove errors ahead of time. We introduce a novel

generalization of Petri nets with nondeterministic transition nodes to match real systems. These

allow for a compact way to construct, optimize, and prove computer programs at the concurrency

level. Petri net programs can also be optimized by automatically solving for maximal concurrency,

where the maximum number of valid threads is determined by the structure of the Petri net prior to

execution. We discuss an algorithm to compute the state graph of a given Petri net start state pair.

We introduce our open source software framework which implements this theory as a general

purpose concurrency focused middle-ware.

Global Tasking Model Using OpenMP: Myth or Reality in the Making

Abid Malik (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Closing Remarks

Joshua Suetterlein (Paci�c Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL))



8:30 am - 12:00 pm

First International Workshop on Cyber Security in High Performance Computing

(S-HPC 2022)

Session Description: As HPC gradually permeates more areas of public interest, in part driven by

the 5th paradigm of computing, a hands-off approach to security aspects in favor of performance

and power is becoming imprudent at best. Paired with HPC’s traditional role of early technology

adoption, a new set of vulnerabilities are emerging that are not necessarily found in other

computing scenarios that operate with more established technologies. In addition to early adoption

vulnerabilities, the exploits speci�c to the HPC community arise from acute hardware

heterogeneity, novel networks technologies/topologies, massive resource management

orchestration, heavy reliance on open software, brittle experimental software, and dusty deck

software with a lack of maintenance. We propose a new workshop “S-HPC” that focuses on threats

and solutions across the HPC hardware/software stack. These threats include weaknesses in

current/future architectural designs, escalation of privileges through data extraction or computation

manipulation, intentional misuse of resources across scienti�c instruments. Workshop Website

S-HPC – Introduction

Distinguished Talk: Datacenter-wide security by default

CJ Newburn (NVIDIA Corporation)

HPC datacenters are large and shared across many users for ef�ciency. The last era of HPC users

were highly-technical and conscientious experts. Increasingly, HPC infrastructure is being

democratized to span a diverse set of users with varying concerns for and pro�ciency in security.

There is an inevitable threat from malicious attacks or inadvertent interference from bad actors,

supply chain threats, noisy neighbors, or nosey admins. To thwart this, we recommend a defensible

architecture with continuous improvements in applying the principles of zero trust in a range of

settings from the edge to the cloud to federations of multiple clusters.

This talk will present the principles that NVIDIA follows to design in security by default. This

involves attribute-based access control, modular design, and clear ownership of responsibility. The

security friction is reduced enough for novice users to get an easy onramp, while customers retain

full control over policies, with both visibility and ownership over security issues. We employ

https://hpc.pnl.gov/S-HPC/2022/


integrated datacenter-wide hardware and software solutions to create isolation of the network,

storage, compute, and tenants from administrators. We introduce new hardware in DPUs, switches,

and features like con�dential computing, as well as software solutions that involve scheduling,

monitoring, AI-driven analysis, management, and security services. We’ll connect participants to

the application of these principles by providing a wide range of real-world examples. Join us for a

fun talk that’s sure to spark stimulating discussion on what we can do together to build upon a zero

trust foundation and move the needle against the adversary!

Invited Talk: Secure HPC on AWS

Lowell Wofford (Amazon)

Improving HPC Security with Targeted Syscall Fuzzing

Vincent Weaver (University of Maine)

All modern computer systems, including supercomputers, are vulnerable to a wide variety of

security exploits. Performance analysis tools are an often overlooked source of vulnerabilities.

Performance measurement interfaces can have security issues that lead to information leakage,

denial of service attacks, and possibly even full system compromise. Desktop systems can mitigate

risk by disabling performance interfaces, but that is not always possible on HPC systems where

performance (and thus measurement) is paramount. We investigate various ways of �nding

security issues in the performance measurement stack. We introduce the perf_fuzzer, a tool that

methodically �nds bugs in the Linux perf_event_open() system call. We also discuss the perf data

fuzzer which looks for userspace bugs in the perf analysis tool. We describe the development of the

fuzzing tools, examine the bugs found, and discuss ways to prevent such bugs from occurring in the

future.

S-HPC – Morning Break

SpackNVD: A Vulnerability Audit Tool for Spack Packages

Tre' Jeter (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, University of Florida), Matthew Bobbitt

(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Champlain College), Barry Rountree (Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory)

Security models for Linux distro package security and interoperability have traditionally emphasized

the use of more recent (more secure) versions at the occasional expense of execution



reproducibility. A complementary approach (e.g., Lmod) allows access to multiple sysadmin-

approved package versions. Another approach (e.g., Spack) enables a pure user space approach for

package selection without system administrator oversight. While maximizing reproducibility, there

is no user feedback regarding potential security vulnerabilities. We introduce a general security

model for package management and our implementation of SpackNVD, a security auditing tool for

Spack. Users may query reported vulnerabilities for speci�c package versions and can prevent

installation where the severity score exceeds a threshold. We emphasize this is a tool, not a

solution: Spack users are not expected to be security professionals. However, this information may

in�uence Spack concretizer decisions, and enable users to ask support staff about whether speci�c

package versions are appropriate for use.

Panel: "HPC Security – Risk Management, Guidance and Implementation" in Conjunction with

the CyberSecurity Working Group

Rickey Gregg (HPC Modernization Program (HPCMP)), Catherine Hinton (Los Alamos National

Laboratory (LANL)), Albert Reuther (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Lincoln

Laboratory), Lowell Wofford (Amazon Web Services), Yang Guo (National Institute of Standards

and Technology (NIST))

S-HPC – Conclusion

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

6th International Workshop on Software Correctness for HPC Applications

(Correctness '22)

Session Description: Ensuring correctness in HPC applications is one of the fundamental

challenges that the HPC community faces today. While signi�cant advances in veri�cation, testing,

and debugging have been made to isolate software defects in the context of non-HPC software,

several factors make achieving correctness in HPC applications and systems much more

challenging than in general systems software---growing heterogeneity (CPUs, GPUs, and special

purpose accelerators), massive scale computations, use of combined parallel programing models

(e.g., MPI+X), new scalable numerical algorithms (e.g., to leverage reduced precision in �oating-

point arithmetic), and aggressive compiler optimizations/transformations are some of the

challenges that make correctness harder in HPC. As the complexity of future architectures,

algorithms, and applications increases, the ability to fully exploit exascale systems will be limited



without correctness. The goal of the workshop is to bring together researchers and developers to

present and discuss novel ideas to address the problem of correctness in HPC. Workshop Website

Correctness '22 – Opening Remarks

Ignacio Laguna (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Cindy Rubio-González (University of

California, Davis)

Opening remarks for the Correctness '22 Workshop.

Proposed Consistent Exception Handling for the BLAS and LAPACK

James Demmel (University of California, Berkeley)

Numerical exceptions, which may be caused by operations like sqrt(-1) or convergence failures, are

often unavoidable, in particular when software is used on unforeseen inputs. As more aspects of

society become automated (self-driving cars, and cyber-physical systems more generally), it

becomes increasingly important to design software that is resilient to exceptions, and responds to

them consistently. Consistency is needed to build higher-level resilient and consistent software. We

explore the design space of consistent exception handling for the BLAS and LAPACK, pointing out

many current examples of inconsistent exception handling, and propose a new design balancing

consistency, complexity, ease of use, and performance. Some compromises are needed, because of

preexisting inconsistencies, including in vendor BLAS implementations, different programming

languages, and compilers. And user requests from our surveys are quite diverse. We also propose

our design as a possible model for other numerical software, and welcome comments on our

design choices.

Toward Veri�ed Rounding-Error Analysis for Stationary Iterative Methods

Ariel Kellison (Cornell University), Mohit Tekriwal (University of Michigan)

Iterative methods for solving linear systems serve as a basic building block for computational

science. The computational cost of these methods can be signi�cantly in�uenced by the round-off

errors that accumulate as a result of their implementation in �nite precision. In the extreme case,

round-off errors that occur in practice can completely prevent an implementation from satisfying

the accuracy and convergence behavior prescribed by its underlying algorithm. In the exascale era,

where cost is paramount, a thorough and rigorous analysis of the delay of convergence due to

round-off should not be ignored. In this paper, we use a small model problem and the Jacobi

iterative method to demonstrate how the Coq proof assistant can be used to formally specify the

�oating-point behavior of iterative methods, and to rigorously prove the accuracy of these methods.

Static Local Concurrency Errors Detection in MPI-RMA Programs

Emmanuelle Saillard (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

https://correctness-workshop.github.io/2022/


Communications are a critical part of HPC simulations, and one of the main focuses of application

developers when scaling on supercomputers. While classical message passing (also called two-

sided communications) is the dominant communication paradigm, one-sided communications are

often praised to be ef�cient to overlap communications with computations, but challenging to

program. Their usage is generally abstracted through languages and memory abstractions to ease

programming. Therefore, little work has been done to help programmers use intermediate runtime

layers, such as MPI-RMA, that is often reserved to expert programmers. Indeed, programming with

MPI-RMA presents several challenges that require handling the asynchronous nature of one-sided

communications to ensure the proper semantic of the program while ensuring its memory

consistency. This presentation proposes a new static analysis of MPI-RMA codes that shows to the

programmer the errors that can be detected at compile time.

On-the-Fly Data Race Detection for MPI-RMA Programs with MUST

Simon Schwitanski (RWTH Aachen University)

MPI Remote Memory Access (RMA) provides a one-sided communication model for MPI

applications. Ensuring consistency between RMA operations with synchronization calls is a key

requirement when writing correct RMA codes. Wrong API usage may lead to concurrent

modi�cations of the same memory location without proper synchronization resulting in data races

across processes. Due to their non-deterministic nature, such data races are hard to detect. This

paper presents MUST-RMA, an on-the-�y data race detector for RMA applications. MUST-RMA

uses a race detection model based on happened-before and consistency analysis. It combines the

MUST correctness tool with the race detector ThreadSanitizer to detect races across processes in

RMA applications. A classi�cation quality study on MUST-RMA with different test cases shows a

precision and recall of 0.93. An overhead study on a stencil and a matrix transpose kernel shows

runtime slowdowns of 3x to 20x for up to 192 processes.

Correctness '22 – Morning Break

Software Correctness Competition

Emmanuelle Saillard (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

Announcement of the software correctness competition.

MiniKokkos: A Calculus of Portable Parallelism

Feiyang Jin (Georgia Institute of Technology)



Kokkos is a C++ library and ecosystem for writing parallel programs on heterogeneous systems.

One of the primary goals of Kokkos is portability: programs in Kokkos are expressed through

general parallel constructs which can enable the same code to compile and execute on different

parallel architectures. However, there is no known formal model of Kokkos's semantics, which must

be generic enough to support current and future CPU and accelerator architectures. As a �rst step

of formalizing Kokkos, We introduce MiniKokkos: a small language capturing the main features of

Kokkos, and then prove that MiniKokkos ensures portability across all possible parallel executions.

We also provide a case study of how MiniKokkos can help reason about Kokkos programs and help

�nd a bug in the Kokkos implementation.

Early Experience with Transformer-Based Similarity Analysis for DataRaceBench

Winson Chen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; University of California, Santa Cruz)

DataRaceBench is a dedicated benchmark suite to evaluate tools aimed to �nd data races in

OpenMP programs. Using microbenchmarks with or without data races, DRB is able to generate

standard quality metrics and provide systematic and quantitative assessments of data race

detection tools. However, as the number of microbenchmarks grows, it is challenging to manually

identify similar code patterns for DRB, within the context of identifying duplicated kernels or

guiding the additions of new kernels. In this paper, we experiment with a transformer-based, deep

learning approach to similarity analysis. A state-of-the-art transformer model, CodeBERT, has been

adapted to �nd similar OpenMP code regions. We explore the challenges and the solutions when

applying transformer-based similarity analysis to source codes which are unseen by pre-trained

transformers. Using comparative experiments of different variants of similarity analysis, we

comment on the strengths and limitations of the transformer-based approach and point out future

research directions.

Leveraging the Dynamic Program Structure Tree to Detect Data Races in OpenMP Programs

Lechen Yu (Georgia Institute of Technology), Feiyang Jin (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Integrating multiple disparate paradigms in a single execution model increases the complexity of

OpenMP, making OpenMP programs prone to data races. Inspired by OpenMP's task-oriented

execution model,we extended SPD3,a data race detection algorithm designed for async-�nish task

parallelism to support OpenMP programs. We found that by extending SPD3’s key data

structure,DPST, SPD3 can support the majority of OpenMP constructs. We have implemented a

prototype, TSAN-SPD3,on top of Google’s ThreadSanitizer(TSAN). To conduct an apples-to-apples

comparison with ARCHER, we compared TSAN-SPD3 with an ARCHER implementation that

executes on the same version of TSAN. In addition, we evaluated ARCHER in two modes,the

default mode using the original TSAN and the accelerated mode enabling the use of SIMD

instructions in TSAN. The evaluation was conducted on the BOTS benchmark suite. The evaluation

results show that in eight out of nine benchmarks TSAN-SPD3 achieved similar overhead with



ARCHER, while TSAN-SPD3 can identify more potential races.

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

2nd International Workshop on RESource DISaggregation in High Performance

Computing (RESDIS)

Session Description: Disaggregation is an emerging compute paradigm that splits existing

monolithic servers into a number of consolidated single-resource pools that communicate over a

fast interconnect. This model decouples individual hardware resources and enables the creation of

logical compute platforms with �exible and dynamic hardware con�gurations. The concept of

disaggregation is driven by various recent trends in computation. From an application perspective,

the increasing importance of data analytics and machine learning workloads brings unprecedented

need for memory capacity, which is in stark contrast with the growing imbalance in the peak

compute-to-memory capacity ratio of traditional system board based servers. At the hardware

front, the proliferation of heterogeneous, special-purpose computing elements promotes the need

for composable platforms, while the increasing maturity of optical interconnects elevates the

prospects of distance independence in networking infrastructure. The workshop intends to explore

various aspects of resource disaggregation, composability, and their implications for future HPC

platforms. Workshop Website

RESDIS – Welcome and Introduction

Balazs Gero� (Intel Corporation), John Shalf (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Keren

Bergman (Columbia University)

RESDIS – Opening Distinguished Lecture: Putting Memory and Computing in a Single Pool

over Compute Express Link

Myoungsoo Jung (Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST))

Compute express link (CXL) has recently attracted signi�cant attention thanks to its excellent

hardware heterogeneity management and resource disaggregation capabilities. Even though there

is yet no commercially available product or platform integrating CXL 2.0/3.0 into memory pooling, it

is expected to make memory resources practically and ef�ciently disaggregated much better than

ever before.

In this lecture, we will argue why existing computing and memory resources require a new

interface for cache coherency and demonstrate how CXL can put the different types of resources

into a disaggregated pool. As a use case scenario, this lecture will show two real system examples,

building a CXL 2.0-based end-to-end system that directly connects a host processor complex and

https://resdis.github.io/ws/2022/sc/


remote memory resources over CXL's memory protocol and a CXL-integrated storage expansion

system prototype. At the end of the lecture, we introduce a set of hardware prototypes designed to

support the future CXL system (CXL 3.0) as our ongoing project.

Methodology for Evaluating the Potential of Disaggregated Memory Systems

Nan Ding (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL))

Tightly-coupled HPC systems have rigid memory allocation and can result in expensive memory

resource under-utilization. As novel memory and network technologies mature, disaggregated

memory systems are becoming a promising solution for future HPC systems. It allows workloads to

use the available memory of the entire system. We propose a design framework to explore the

disaggregated memory system design space. The framework incorporates memory capacity,

network bandwidth, and local and remote memory access ratio, and provides an intuitive approach

to guide machine con�gurations based on technology trends and workload characteristics. We

apply our framework to analyze eleven workloads from �ve computational scenarios, including AI

training, data analysis, genomics, protein, and traditional HPC. We demonstrate the ability of our

methodology to understand the potential and pitfalls of a disaggregated memory system and

motivate machine con�gurations. Our methodology shows that 10 out of our 11

applications/work�ows can leverage disaggregated memory without affecting performance.

TPP: Transparent Page Placement for CXL-Enabled Tiered Memory

Hasan Maruf (University of Michigan)

RESDIS – Morning Break

First-Generation Memory Disaggregation for Cloud Platforms

Daniel Berger (Microsoft Corporation)

Industry Talk: Compute Express Link 3.0 – From Node Level to Rack-Level Sharing with of

Resources and Fabric Capabilities

Debendra Das Sharma (Intel Corporation)



RESDIS – Panel and Q&A

Myoungsoo Jung (Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST)), Nan Ding

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)), Hasan Maruf (University of Michigan), Daniel

Berger (Microsoft Corporation), Balazs Gero� (Intel Corporation), John Shalf (Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (LBNL))

8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Ninth Workshop on Accelerator Programming Using Directives (WACCPD 2022)

Session Description: Heterogeneous node architectures are becoming omnipresent in today’s HPC

systems. Exploiting the maximum compute capability out of such systems, while also maintaining

code portability and maintainability, necessitates accelerator programming approaches such as

OpenMP of�oading, OpenACC, standard C++/Fortran parallelism, SYCL, DPC++, Kokkos, and

RAJA. However, the use of these programming approaches remains a research activity and there

are many possible trade-offs between performance, portability, maintainability, and ease of use

that must be considered for optimal use of accelerator-based HPC systems. Toward this end, the

workshop will highlight the improvements over state-of-the-art through the accepted papers. In

addition, the event will foster discussion with a keynote/panel to draw the community’s attention to

key areas that will facilitate the transition to accelerator-based HPC. The workshop aims to

showcase all aspects of innovative high-level language features, lessons learned while using

directives/abstractions to migrate scienti�c legacy code, experiences using novel accelerator

architectures, among others. Workshop Website

Opening Remarks for the Ninth Workshop on Accelerator Programming Using Directives

Jose M. Monsalve Diaz (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Opening remarks of the Ninth Workshop on Accelerator Programming Using Directives (WACCPD

2022)

KokkACC: Enhancing Kokkos with OpenACC

Pedro Valero-Lara (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))

Template metaprogramming is gaining popularity as a high-level solution for achieving

performance portability. Kokkos is a representative approach that offers programmers high-level

abstractions while most of the device-speci�c code generation are delegated to the compiler.

OpenACC is a high-level and directive-based programming model. This model allows developers

to insert hints (pragmas) into their code that help the compiler to parallelize the code. This paper

https://waccpd.org/


presents an OpenACC back end for Kokkos: KokkACC. KokkACC provides a high-productivity

programming environment back end. This work demonstrates the potential bene�ts of having a

high-level and a descriptive programming model based on OpenACC. We observe competitive

performance; in some cases, KokkACC is faster than CUDA back end and much faster than

OpenMP’s GPU of�oading backend. This work also includes a detailed performance study

conducted with a set of mini-benchmarks (AXPY and DOT product) and three mini-apps (LULESH,

miniFE and SNAP, a LAMMPS proxy mini-app).

OmpSs-2 and OpenACC Interoperation

Orestis Korakitis (Huawei Technologies Switzerland), Simon Garcia de Gonzalo (Sandia National

Laboratories), Antonio J. Peña (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC))

We propose an interoperation mechanism to enable novel composability across pragma-based

programming models. We study and propose a clear separation of duties and implement our

approach by augmenting the OmpSs-2 programming model, compiler and runtime system to

support OmpSs-2 + OpenACC programming. To validate our proposal we port ZPIC, a kinetic

plasma simulator, to leverage our hybrid OmpSs-2 + OpenACC implementation. We compare our

approach against OpenACC versions of ZPIC in terms of on a multi-GPU HPC system. We show

that our approach manages to provide automatic asynchronous and multi-GPU execution, removing

signi�cant burden from the application’s developer, while also being able to outperform manually

programmed versions, thanks to a better utilization of the hardware.

Extending MAGMA Portability with OneAPI

Anna Fortenberry (University of North Texas), Stanimire Tomov (University of Tennessee)

The architectures of supercomputers are increasing in heterogeneity. It is important to maintain

ef�cient code portability to take advantage of the computing capabilities of the evolving hardware

in these systems. Intel has adopted an open standard programming interface for heterogeneous

systems called oneAPI, designed to allow code portability across different processor architectures.

This paper evaluates oneAPI by porting the dense linear algebra library Matrix Algebra on GPU

and Multicore Architectures to Data Parallel C++, the direct programming language of oneAPI.

Performance of the migrated code for GEMM is compared to MKL, OpenMP GEMM and native

CUDA implementations on multicore CPUs and GPUs. The initial migrated code demonstrates

impressive performance on multicore CPUs. It also retains the performance of CUDA on NVIDIA

GPUs. It performs poorly on the Intel GPU but is improved through autotuning. Intel's oneAPI

allowed for a successful extension of MAGMA portability to multicore CPUs and Intel GPUs.

WACCPD – Morning Break



Analysis of Validating and Verifying OpenACC Compilers 3.0 and Above

Aaron M. Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Aaron Liu (University of Delaware), Sunita

Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware, Brookhaven National Laboratory)

OpenACC is a high-level directive-based parallel programming model that can manage the

sophistication of heterogeneity in architectures and abstract it from the users. The portability of the

model across CPUs and accelerators has gained the model a wide variety of users. This means it is

also crucial to analyze the reliability of the compilers' implementations. To address this challenge,

the OpenACC Validation and Veri�cation team has proposed a validation testsuite to verify the

OpenACC implementations across various compilers with an infrastructure for a more streamlined

execution. This paper will cover the following aspects: (a) the new developments since the last

publication on the testsuite, (b) outline the use of the infrastructure, (c) discuss tests that highlight

our work�ow process, (d) analyze the results from executing the testsuite on various systems, and

(e) outline future developments.

SPEL: Software Tool for Porting E3SM Land Model with OpenACC in a Function Unit Test

Framework

Peter Schwartz (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Dali Wang (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL))

Most high-end computers adopt hybrid architectures, porting a large-scale scienti�c code onto

accelerators is necessary. The paper presents a generic method for porting large-scale scienti�c

code onto accelerators using compiler directives within a modularized function unit test platform.

We have implemented the method and designed a software tool (SPEL) to port the E3SM Land

Model (ELM) onto the GPUs in the Summit computer. SPEL automatically generates GPU-ready

test modules for all ELM functions, such as CanopyFlux, SoilTemperature, and EcosystemDynamics.

SPEL breaks the ELM into a collection of standalone unit test programs for easy code veri�cation

and further performance improvement. We further optimize several ELM test modules with

advanced techniques, including memory reduction, DeepCopy, reconstructed parallel loops, and

asynchronous GPU kernel launch. We hope our study will inspire new toolkit developments that

expedite large-scale scienti�c code porting with compiler directives.

GPU-Accelerated Sparse Matrix Vector Product Based on Element-by-Element Method for

Unstructured FEM Using OpenACC

Kohei Fujita (University of Tokyo, RIKEN)

The development of directive based parallel programming models such as OpenACC has

signi�cantly reduced the cost in using accelerators such as GPUs. In this study, the sparse matrix



vector product (SpMV), which is often the most computationally expensive part in physics-based

simulations, was accelerated by GPU porting using OpenACC. Further speed-up was achieved by

introducing the element-by-element (EBE) method in SpMV, an algorithm that is suitable for GPU

architecture because it requires large amount of operations but small amount of memory access. In

a comparison on one compute node of the supercomputer ABCI, using GPUs resulted in a 21-fold

speedup over the CPU-only case, even when using the typical SpMV algorithm, and an additional

2.9-fold speedup when using the EBE method. The results on such analysis was applied to a

seismic response analysis considering soil liquefaction, and using GPUs resulted in a 42-fold

speedup compared to using only CPUs.

Closing Remarks and Awards of the Ninth Workshop on Accelerator Programming Using

Directives (WACCPD 2022)

Jose M. Monsalve Diaz (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Closing remarks and awards of the Ninth Workshop on Accelerator Programming Using Directives

(WACCPD 2022)
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